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WebNMS IoT Developer Guide Introduction
An Introduction to IoT Developer Guide

The IoT Developer Guide is designed for developers interested in building IoT management
solutions based on WebNMS IoT Platform. This Guide is a reference manual for developers who
would like to do the following:
•

Customize WebNMS IoT platform for specific operating needs.

• Extend the functionality provided in WebNMS IoT platform.
• Package and Deploy the management solution built using WebNMS IoT platform.

Learning Path
The best way to understand the features of WebNMS IoT platform and how to customize them is
to follow this reading sequence.
1. Read through the Javadocs for the WebNMS APIs to get an insight to the different
packages, interfaces, classes and methods, and will be of great assistance when
you extend and customize WebNMS IoT.
2. Build IoT management solutions over WebNMS using the Eclipse IDE with the help
of the 'Developer Guide', which serves as a reference manual through out the
building process of WebNMS IoT. Each section in the Developer Guide provides
sound examples and helps you to customize and implement certain API
configuration parameters and classes in WebNMS IoT.

Prerequisite
Proficiency in Java development with network management concepts and protocols, and webbased multi-tier system architecture will help you a lot while going through this guide.
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Developer Guide Document Organization
To facilitate better readability, ease of access and correct understanding, this manual has been
organized hierarchically. This does not mean that you will have to go through the contents in
sequence. You are suggested to go through the recommended learning sequence to make the
best use of this manual for product development.
WebNMS IoT Framework provides:
• Framework services
• Management services
As a developer you will be interested to know the various services using which you can extend
WebNMS IoT framework and incorporate your own features. The various tasks that can be
achieved using WebNMS IoT are explained with required guidelines in the following sections. You
can refer to these sections whenever you feel the necessity to improve the current functionality
of the product.

Section

When You Want ...

Understanding WebNMS IoT To understand the overall picture of how WebNMS IoT framework
Platform
is structured and the components involved.
Understanding IoT Features

To centrally control and coordinate the operation of the server
application.

Handling IoT Logs

To configure the debug information that should be made available
from the various processes and to record the information.

Scheduling Tasks

To automate periodic tasks with respect to status polling, data
collection, policies etc.

Rebranding IoT Product

To achieve server and client side internationalization.

Scheduling using Policies

To schedule a process based on a set of rules or conditions.

Enabling Secured
Communication

To establish communication between the ServerFE and the Client,
and the communication between the ClientFE and the Back-end
server. To configure changes using the Transport Provider
interface.

Database Services

To persist java objects into the database and to effect various
database specific configurations.

Using Connections &
Threads

To access pooled resources like connections, statements and
prepared statements and to perform database operations like
executing queries, statements etc.

Maintaining Transactions

To perform a set of database operations as a single unified
transaction with provisions to define custom transactions, sending
notifications on completion, and so on.

GUI Configuration

To extend and customize the HTML (or Web) Client Interface to
suit application specific development needs.
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Asset Management

To model the IoT gateway resources using tools for effective
management.

Asset Geo Locations using
Google Maps

To customize the visual representation of the managed resources.

Configuring for Alerts &
Events Notifications

To identify site/gateway happenings. To correlate, categorize, and
determine the failure with its severity. To define administrative
messages effectively and to initiate necessary actions.

Configuring Assets

To set up the configuration server and establish communication
with the server. To configure devices in the site/gateway, and to
reuse tasks. To create the template tasks and the data source for
the template, and to associate the data source for the template
task.

Configuring Performance
Metrics & KPI Calculations

To monitor the performance of sites/gateways by collecting the
requisite amount data, keeping track of the data levels,
meaningfully present the data and also to periodically generate
reports on the site/gateway health.

Securing Data & Access

To perform various security administration operations. To audit
the authentication and authorization related information.

Enabling High Availability

To provide a backup operational mode in which the functions of a
primary server are assumed by secondary server when the
primary server becomes unavailable through either failure or
scheduled down time.

Configuring Backups

To backup and restore database. To configure the backup process.

Designer Tools

To work with development tools such as IDLToXML tool,
Configuration File Checker, Deployment Wizard, and Theme
Manager.

Common Configuration

To configure WebNMS IoT Ports, RMI registry, and WebNMS IoT
Interfaces. To start WebNMS IoT behind a firewall.

Guidelines to Build and
Package Your Application

To guide you with the series of steps to be followed in order to
build and package your applications developed over WebNMS IoT.

Third Party Components

To guide with the steps to be followed to upgrade any third party
component currently bundled with WebNMS IoT.

Troubleshooting Tips

To provide quick ways of solving any problems encountered while
working on WebNMS IoT.

Designing for High
Performance

To provide some guidelines for better coding practices and thus
ensure high system performance.
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Other Guides of WebNMS IoT
In addition to the Developer Guide, other guides like Eclipse Plugin Guide, Installation Guide,
Administrator Guide, User Guide, Deployment Guide, and Glossary & FAQ are also available for
your reference as a separate download from our web site www.webnms.com.
Eclipse Plugin Guide explains the various details required by developers to customize their
WebNMS IoT using Eclipse Plugin. It helps you to understand the basics of working with Eclipse
Plugin such as creating and working with Projects, modifying the generated source to the
requirements, and deploy the application created over WebNMS IoT.
Installation Guide gives a detailed description of the system requirements for installing and
working with WebNMS IoT in different operating systems supported by WebNMS IoT. It guides
you in installing WebNMS IoT on different platforms. In addition, it gives instructions on starting,
reinitializing, and shutting down procedures in the product. It guides you in installing the Service
Pack. The installation guide also describes the packages and files bundled with the product.
User and Administrator Guide is meant for Administrative Engineers and Operations &
Maintenance (O&M) personnel who will use the WebNMS IoT based solutions to deliver highly
managed services to their customers. The Administration section helps you in configuring the
WebNMS IoT to suit your requirements. It helps you integrate new management services with
the WebNMS IoT and setup the WebNMS IoT for use by Operations and Maintenance personal.
The user guide section explains how to use the HTML User Interfaces to perform management
operations including monitoring of resources and managing fault conditions in the IoT
site/gateway network.
Javadocs is to get an insight to the different packages, interfaces, classes and methods, and will
be of great assistance when you extend and customize WebNMS IoT.
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Understanding WebNMS IoT Platform
Understanding WebNMS IoT Platform
WebNMS IoT platform is a scalable and modular framework. Its open framework supports rapid
development and deployment of element and gateway monitoring and management solutions.
This overview aims at providing an overall look at the architecture and functionality offered by
WebNMS IoT.

•

Architecture
o Architectural Benefits

•

Functionality offered by WebNMS IoT

Architecture Overview
The three essential constituents of WebNMS IoT Framework architecture are back-end server,
front-end server, and client.
•

The back-end server (BE) performs core, server-side IoT network facing functionality tasks,
such as receiving and processing notifications, data collection, report generation, and status
polling. All updates to the database takes place through the BE server.

•

The front-end server (FE) provides scalability in terms of the number of clients that can be
supported. High availability of the client can be achieved by increasing number of FEs that
are connected to BE. FE server performs the following :
o Channels all the clients' requests.
o Generates the database views through database read operations using a
completely stateless architecture which helps in providing the accurate
information at all times.

•

The client acts as the user interface between the end-user or administrator and WebNMS
IoT server. The HTML Client UI can be internationalized and the look and feel can be
customized.
The following documents explain the functioning of BE server, FE server, different clients
and their functions.

•

Back-End Server Architecture

•

Front-End Server Architecture

•

GUI Configurations
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Architectural Benefits
The WebNMS IoT architecture supports a multiple deployment scenarios which provides high
scalability. WebNMS IoT can be deployed in a Combo setup to manage a small IoT gateway
or in a Distributed setup to manage large multiple sites/gateways. The mode of deployment
is dependent on certain factors, such as hardware, IoT network size, and management
needs. The procedure to install the two modes of setup is explained as follows:
Combo Setup
In the combo deployment, the BE server, the FE server, and the client are all present in the
same physical system. This setup is useful if the IoT network is small. In this setup, BE, FE and
client are all in the same physical system.
Distributed Setup
If the IoT network is large and involves multiple inter-networks, there will be a need to
distribute the operations of WebNMS IoT. The 3-tier architecture of WebNMS IoT addresses
this need by having BE server installed in system one or more FE servers installed in different
systems, and the client in other systems. Different combinations are possible in the
distributed setup i.e., there can be one BE, one FE and multiple clients connected to the FE.
There could be one BE, multiple FEs, and different clients connected to different FEs. The
setup is generally dependent on the IoT network size and the management need.

Functionality Offered by WebNMS IoT
WebNMS IoT is an open standards-based comprehensive platform. Its feature-rich support for
FCPS functions yields a high degree of customization with minimal coding. FCPS stands for fault,
configuration, performance and security. These form the core services required for managing
gateways. Extensive Javadocs are available to enrich the programming experience.
The following are some key points to remember:
•

Each function in WebNMS IoT is mapped to a Feature, which is an entity that performs the
function.

•

Each module has some controlling factors which are provided in the form of Configuration
files.

•

Dependencies exist between the modules as the output of one module may serve as the
input of another.

The following section illustrate the various features, the dependencies, and the associated files.
•

A quick glance at WebNMS IoT Features: Explains the various features and the associated
services provided.

•

Configuration Files & Usage: Explains the files which contain the parameters for
customization.

•

Dependency between IoT Modules: Explains the inter-dependencies between the WebNMS
IoT features.
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Back-End Server Architecture
The WebNMS IoT back-end server (BE) performs network facing tasks, such as modeling of IoT
objects, receiving and processing notifications, data collection, report generation, and status
polling. Management Server performs the core tasks and is the most important part of the BE
server. The other services offered by the BE server are Database Services, Framework Services,
Service Access APIs, and Communication Framework.
Back-end server is made up of the following components:
•

Management Services

•

Database Services

•

Framework Services

•

Service Access API

•

Communication Framework
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Management Services
The various modules in the BE are Asset Inventory, Asset Geo location in maps, Alert & Event
Management, Configuration Management, Performance Metrics & KPI Management, and
Security. Each of these modules is initiated as separate process by the BE server after reading
the configuration file NmsProcessesBE.conf.
•

Asset Management : This module models the IoT elements (gateways, sites, & regions )
into Managed Objects (MO) and stores them in the database.

•

Asset Geo Locations : This module provides the graphical representations to represent the
information contained in the managed object. These representations are communicated to
the client

•

Alerts & Event Notifications : This module handles the notifications received from the IoT
elements and takes the necessary actions. This module provides sophisticated features,
such as filtering of event/alert, parsing of events, provision to execute automated actions,
event correlation, and alerting for effective fault management.

•

Configuration Assets : This module takes care of configuring devices in the network to
achieve a defined functionality.

•

Configuring Performance Metrics & KPI Calculations : The module of the various devices
can be analyzed through the graphs and reports provided by the performance module.

•

Security Data & Access : This module is used by all the management services modules so
that all processing is properly authenticated and only authorized requests are processed.

Database Services
All database write operations are performed through the BE server, thus separating the
database views from the database commits. This information can be accessed using the
WebNMS IoT Information model which maintains information in the form of Managed Objects.
The data in the persistent storage are updated through the notifications received from gateway.
This ensures that the data in the database always reflect the updated status of the gateway. On
initializing, the BE server first establishes the connection with the database. WebNMS IoT can be
started in the following two modes, namely:
•

Cold Start : If the server is started after the database is reinitialized to remove all
previously stored data, then this kind of server startup is called Cold Start.

•

Warm Start.: If the data in the database remains as is and only the server is restarted, then
this kind of server startup is called Warm Start.

Framework Services
The Framework Services in the BE server include logging, scheduling, transaction, persistence,
connection pooling and policy services. Each of these services is started as a separate process
when the server is initialized.
•

Handling IoT Logs help to identify bugs and errors by providing debug information in text
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files. The extensive logging service is very helpful in analyzing undesired behavior problems
caused due to erroneous information.
•

Scheduling Tasks allow tasks to be pre-configured and performed at intervals. The interval
can range from a few seconds in the immediate future to some other date in the distant
future.

•

Scheduling using Policies under the Scheduling Tasks section are tasks that are executed
by WebNMS IoT at a system level, at a specified time. This policy framework enables
scalable administration of the WebNMS IoT server and the IoT network elements managed
by it. The primary goal of the policy engine is to enable administration of complex functions
easily. In WebNMS IoT, policies are used to customize the behavior of the NMS and to
provide a framework for adding policies for different network elements

•

Maintaining Transactions in WebNMS IoT enable you to perform database operations as
transactions, which allow you to perform a set of instructions completely or none at all. Java
objects that are created have to be persisted in a data store so that these objects and their
associated properties can be retrieved for future reference and manipulated with ease.

•

Database Services in WebNMS IoT allow Java objects to be stored in a relational database,
maintain the relationship between these objects, and provide a mapping between these
objects and their relational counterparts.

•

Using Connections and Threads is the ability to manage the database connections from a
central pool rather than leaving the connection management to the modules or
applications using them. In WebNMS IoT there is no dedicated connection to a particular
module and any database operation performed goes through the pool of connections.
Thus, the connection pooling architecture provides an environment, wherein the
connections are distributed among the various processes in the same module, based on
the request made.

Service Access APIs
The Service Access APIs are a rich set of APIs which provide a high degree of customization and
can be accessed through the Javadocs. The customization can be performed with the help of
configuration files, which contain the various parameters that determine the functioning of the
WebNMS IoT modules. The APIs provide data manipulation capabilities which enable the various
management services modules to manage and update the management information. Each
module has a set of important APIs through which the module related tasks are achieved. For
example, Topo API allows the IoT objects in the network to be modeled as Managed Objects and
stored in the database. The Event API and Alert API allow the fault module to convert network
notifications to WebNMS IoT-specific events and alerts.

Communication Framework
WebNMS IoT BE server listens for request at a particular port and this port is configurable.
Whenever a request for connection is received, the BE server creates a socket and maintains a
session for the FE server. The BE server can have multiple FEs connected to it and for each FE
that connects to the BE, a separate socket is created and individual sessions are maintained.
The default communication between the BE and FE is TCP. All the management services modules
register with the communication framework to receive notifications. Each module is associated
Copyright@2018
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with a unique ID and when a notification is received, the communication framework decides to
which module the request is intended to and delivers the notification to that module based on
the ID. The communication framework is customizable so a new protocol can be plugged into the
framework for client-server communication.
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Front-End Server Architecture
The front-end server is an extension of the back-end server and is designed to provide
scalability. Multiple FEs can be connected to a BE and each FE can have multiple clients
connected to it in a distributed setup. The main function performed by the FE is to channel the
requests received from the clients. The FE takes care of generating the database views through
database read operations using a completely stateless architecture. This helps in providing the
accurate information at all times.

Components Overview
To achieve massively scalable architecture, the front-end server has a following set of layered
components:
•

Client Communication Layer

•

Back-End Communication Layer
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Client Communication Layer
The client communication layer provides option to choose from a range of transport
protocols, such as TCP, RMI, HTTP, HTTPS, SSL, etc. To support the HTML client the
client communication has a rich set of components with each receiving and decoding
the requests from the corresponding clients and forwarding them to the
SessionBeans.
WebContainer interface : Provides Web access to the clients and handles all the
requests from the HTML client and forwards the request to the SessionBeans.

Back-End Communication Layer
The back-end communication layer forwards the database commit request generated
from the clients to the back-end server and notifies the subscribed clients for any
updates from the back-end server. This layer too has different set of interfaces for
communicating with the back-end server.
•

Updates Handler handles all the updates or notifications from the back-end
server and forwards them to the clients subscribed for receiving such
notifications.

•

Back-end Socket Interface forwards the database commit requests to the
corresponding back-end server through the socket connection.

•

RMI Proxy API forwards the write requests to the corresponding back-end
server module RMI API counterpart.

Copyright@2018
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IoT Features Overview
Each function in WebNMS IoT is based on a simple logic - there is a process and there are entities
that control the process. The terminology used are :
•

Process : Process is the actual functionality being performed. For example, event and alert
management, performance management etc.

•

Input Control : Input control is the set of rules or entities which decide the way the
functionality is executed. The controlling entity can be customized to the user's choice.

•

Output Control : Output control decides what function needs to be performed and how
the data will be processed.

A list of processes, their input and output controls (if present), some important APIs and their
methods are listed below.. The configuration files referred to in the table given below are
explained in the Configuration Files & Usage page.
Process

Input Control

Output Control

Important API and
Methods
Topo API

Configuring gateway
devices

File : Forms
(Entry forms such as
add region, add site,
add gateway)

•

addObjects()

•

deleteObject(
)

•

updateObject
()

•

checkOut()

•

getByName()

Event API

Managing
notifications
Fault Management

Protocol-specific fault
notifications, such as
•
•

Copyright@2018

Threshold
Events

Event Filters
Alert Filters
File(s) :
•

event.filters

•

event.parser
s

•

alert.filters

Status Polling

•

addEvent()

•

getObjects()

Alert API
•

getAlerts()

•

deleteAlert()

•

clearAlert()

•

pickupAlert()
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Authentication API
•

getChallenge(
)

•

verifyCredent
ials()

AuthorizationAdmin
API
Security Authorization and
Authentication
Security Services

File :
securitydbData.xml

-

•

createUser()

•

createAuthori
zedView()

•

assignUsersT
oGroup()

AuthorizationEngine
API
•

isAuthorized()

•

getOperation
sForUser()

Key Definitions
Event Filters : IoT objects are passed through Event Filters, which allows the user to execute
actions whenever events satisfy matching criteria. Types of built-in filter actions supported are
suppressing multiple events in a given interval, running shell commands on the server system,
sending e-mail, and running custom Java code to filter events.
Alert Filters : Events are correlated into alerts and passed through Alert Filters. This filter serves
to execute user-specific actions whenever alerts are received with configurable matching criteria.
Types of built-in filter actions supported are suppressing multiple alerts in a given interval,
running shell commands on the server system, sending e-mail, and running custom Java code to
filter alerts.
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Configuration Files & Usage
WebNMS IoT provides user configuration of various server and client operations and also
configuration of mode of data storage, Web server administration, etc. These configurations are
done through configuration files placed under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf and <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/topo/conf directory. The table in this section describes the configuration files
and their description.
This chapter has been divided into sections and sub-sections dealing with different configuration
files. Each configuration is classified as Input Control, Output Control, or Others depending on
the usage of the configuration file. If the file serves to control the input, it is categorized as Input
Control; if it helps to modify the output, it is categorized as Output Control; and if the file serves
some other purpose than the previous two broad classifications, it falls under the Others
category.
Server configuration describes the configuration procedure for various server operations. Some
of these operations are common to all the modules of WebNMS IoT server and the others are
applicable to specific modules. Client configuration explains how to configure various client
parameters, such as severity colors, menus, etc. and also other client parameters which are
specific to the web client.

Configuration Files
Asset Management
Category

File Name
rtuDoc.xml

File Description
This file is used to add or remove new type of device
parameter.

Input
Control
rtuPinConfiguration.xml

This file is used to define the pin available in the
devices.

rtuWidget.xml

This file is used to define the widgets or graphs to be
listed in the gateway details page.

siteWidget.xml

This file is used to define the widgets or graphs to be
listed in the site details page.

Output
Control
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This file is used to define the widgets or graphs to be
listed in the custom defined details page.

...<type>Widget.xml

Event & Alert Notifications Management

Output
Control

Input
Control

event.filters

This file is used to configure event filters.

alert.filters

This file is used to configure alert filters.

notification.filters

This file is used to configure notification filters.

event.parsers

This file is used to configure event parsers.

events

The alert information is received from the device.
Performance Metrics & KPI Calculations

Input
Control

Output
Control

The configuration can be
done through the
Webclient.

The data points configurations in the template would
be added as PolledData.

reports.conf

This file stores the details of which report class is to be
used for report generation and at what time intervals.

Polling.filters

Threshold.conf

This file stores the details of which user written class is
to be used as poll filter for filtering the OIDs.
This file stores the definition of threshold objects, which
specify a min or max value to be compared with the
collected data. If the collected data exceed the
threshold value, it indicates that IoT network
performance is degrading.
Security Access Management

Input
Control

securitydbData.xml

This file contains authentication and authorizationrelated information.
Server Framework
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Input
Control

NmsProcessesBE.conf

WebNMS IoT reads the NmsProcessesBE.conf file and
starts all the modules specified there as separate
threads from the same JVM. You can write your own
module implementing the interface
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface and start
this module from the same WebNMS IoT JVM by
specifying it in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file.

NmsProcessesFE.conf

WebNMS IoT reads the NmsProcessesFE.conf file and
starts all the modules specified there as a separate
thread from the same JVM. You can also write your own
module implementing the com.adventnet.nms.util.
RunProcessInterface and start this module from the
same JVM (as that of WebNMS IoT) by specifying it in
the NmsProcessesFE.conf file.

serverparameters.conf

This file has all the default startup values. If a value is
not given for a parameter in NmsProcessesFE.conf or
NmsProcessesBE.conf file, then the same is taken
from serverparameters.conf file.

SeverityInfo.conf

This file contains the severity levels used for threshold
events.

FailOver.xml

This file is used to configure the startup mode of BE
server (standby / primary) and other related details.

DownloadFiles.xml

This file has a list of configuration files that has to be
downloaded from the back-end server, when the FE
server and the clients are connected. This file is present
under <WebNMS IoTFE Home>/conf directory.

nmsInterfaces.conf

This file is used to hold the various interfaces used
across WebNMS IoT.

log4j.xml

This file contains the Log4j logging configuration details.

threads.conf

This file is used to control the number of threads in
WebNMS IoT through the various schedulers.

policy.conf

This file is used to specify the various policies which are
made available to the client and to customize the status
color of the policies.

SeverityInfo.conf

This file contains severity nodes, viz. Critical, Major,
Minor, Warning, Clear, Info, and Unknown which are
used by the WebNMS IoT system.

BackUp.conf

This file is used to configure WebNMS IoT backup. You
can add your own Java- based backup code which will
be executed at the specified time

mailserver.conf

The mail server parameters for WebNMS IoT JVM
monitoring are configured in this file.
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The WebNMS IoT JVM Monitoring parameters such as
MailNotification, resource monitoring parameters for
WebNMSJVMMonitoring.xml BE, FE, and Client, and WebNMS IoT server
performance monitoring parameters for BE, and
threshold limit are configured in this file.

wrapper.conf

The parameters in this file are configured for installing
and running WebNMS IoT as NT service.

MailMessage.conf

This file is used for configuring mail messages. When a
event is received, the message from the event is
compared with each line given in MailMessage.conf and
if there is a match, the mail would be sent.
Database Framework

hibernate.cfg.xml

This file is used to configure the database parameter,
such as database location, driver name, etc. by simply
editing the file. There are five files of this type (based on
the databases supported by WebNMS), for MySQL,
PostgreSQL, MSSQL and database applications.
This file is used to assign aliases for properties. This file
is located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

DatabaseAliases.conf

Note: The mapping between property names and the
corresponding column names for tables of the objects
mapped using Hibernate are removed from the file.
The removed entries will be present in the
corresponding xxx.hbm.xml file.
This file is used to create the tables and columns
specific to the database used. Edit this file to have the
correct syntax for creating the tables and columns in
your database.

Others

DatabaseSchema.conf
Note: The table related entries for the objects mapped
using Hibernate are removed from the file. The
removed entries will be present in the corresponding
xxx.hbm.xml file.

relationalclasses.conf

This file is to facilitate the linking of objects with their
relational equivalents and the table names. All objects
that need to be persisted must have the relevant
entries in this file.
Note: The entries for objects mapped using Hibernate
are removed from the file.
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xxx.hbm.xml

These files contain the database related mapping
descriptions for objects. These files are located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib folder under the
respective package structure of the class. For example,
the ManagedObject mapping file
ManagedObject.hbm.xml is available under the
<WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/topodb folder.

DBObjects.conf

This file is used to configure WebNMS IoT objects which
use cache mechanism. Cache memory size can be
modified using this file
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Dependency between IoT Modules

•

Overview

•

Mandatory Processes

•

A Note on the Terminologies Used

•

Process Dependency

•

Miscellaneous Processes

Overview
NmsProcessesBE.conf and NmsProcessesFE.conf are the main configuration files which
contain the list of all the processes (also called 'modules') that get started when WebNMS IoT
Server is started. Different services offered by WebNMS IoT such as Asset Management, Event &
Alert Notification Management, Performance Metrics & KPI, Security Management, Scheduling
Tasks, Scheduling using Polict, Backup services etc., are initiated and managed by their
corresponding processes defined in NmsProcessesBE.conf and NmsProcessesFE.conf.
Among the various processes present in NmsProcessesBE/FE.conf, some are mandatory for the
normal functioning of WebNMS IoT and some others are for serving specific functions.
This document
•

lists down the processes which are mandatory for the functioning of WebNMS IoT

•

lists the processes needed by each of the services offered by WebNMS IoT

•

brings out the dependency between various processes/services

•

lists the processes that can be enabled/disabled on need basis

Mandatory Processes
Mandatory processes are those which are required for the proper functioning of other modules
such as Asset Management, Asset Geo Locations etc.
The following processes in NmsProcessesBE.conf are mandatory :
•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry

•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule

•

com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager

•

com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication. NmsAuthenticationManager

•

com.adventnet.nms.authentication.UserConfigProcess

•

com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE
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The following processes in NmsProcessesFE.conf are mandatory :
•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry

•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule

•

com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authentication. AuthenticationManagerFE

•

com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authorization. AuthorizationManagerFE

•

com.adventnet.nms.fe.authentication.UserConfigProcessFE

A Note on the Terminologies Used
Throughout this document, three important terminologies have been frequently used :
•

Process : A process is an independent entity performing a specific functionality.

•

Module : The term 'Module' is synonymous with process and these terms are used
interchangeably.

•

Service : A group of processes collectively perform a specific function. That specific function
is known as a Service. In some cases, even a single process performs a specific service.

Process Dependency
As mentioned earlier, in WebNMS IoT, dependencies exist between various processes/services.
The following table
•

lists the processes required for the functioning of specific services

•

lists the dependency between services (or processes)

•

explains whether each individual service can be disabled if there is no need for that service
Process Involved
Service

NmsProcessesB NmsProcesses
E.Conf
FE.Conf

Dependency

Can the Service be
Disabled if not
needed?

WebNMS IoT

Web
Service

com.adventnet.
nms.util.RunJSP
Module

Copyright@2018

In BE-FE
combination, if these
com.adventnet
processes are
.nms.util.RunJS
running in BE, the
PModule
same will not start in
FE.

No. All servlets and
JSPs are executed
through these
processes. If these
processes are
disabled, clients
cannot be connected.
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RMI
Service

In BE-FE
combination, if
com.adventnet. com.adventnet com.adventnet.nms.
nms.util.RunRmi .nms.util.RunR util.RunRmiRegistry
is running in BE, the
miRegistry
Registry
same will not run in
FE.

No. This process
starts RMI Registry
and hence if this is not
available, no process
can be bound to the
RMI Registry. So, all
the processes that
bind remote API into
RMI registry are
dependent on this
process.

Backup
Service

com.adventnet.
nms.startnms.W __
ebNMSBackUp

Yes. If Backup service
is not needed, this
process can be
disabled.

Scheduling
using
Policy
Service

com.adventnet.
com.adventnet
management.po
.nms.fe.policy. None
licydb.NmsPolic
PolicyFE
yMgr

Yes. If Policy Service is
not needed, this
process can be
disabled.

com.adventnet.
nms.topodb.DB
com.adventnet
Server
Asset
Manageme com.adventnet. .nms.fe.topo.T None
nt Service nms.topodb.Top opoFE
oNotificationReg
istry

No. Because,
Management Server
(com.adventnet.nms.f
e.ms.MServerFE), Map
Service(com.adventne
t.nms.mapdb.MapServ
erBE), Configuration
Service
com.adventnet.nms.c
onfig.NmsConfiguratio
nServer) and
Performance
Management Service
(com.adventnet.nms.p
oll.Collector) are
dependent on
com.adventnet.nms.to
podb.DBServer.
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Asset Map
Service

Events &
Notificatio
n Service

com.adventnet.
nms.mapdb.Ma
pServerBE

com.adventnet
.nms.fe.map.M None
apFE

Yes. While disabling
this service, you need
to remove the entries
which contain maprelated tags in
Tree.xml and
NmsPanels.conf, in
addition to disabling
the processes.
Ensure that you do
not have any tree
related transaction
based operation when
commenting this
service.

com.adventnet.
nms.eventdb.Ev
entMgr

This service needs
Topology Service
(com.adventnet.nms.
topodb.DBServer)
when there is a need
com.adventnet
to add Status poll
.nms.fe.event.
Events,
EventFE
Performance
com.adventnet
Management
.nms.fe.alert.Al
Service
ertFE
(com.adventnet.nms.
poll.Collector) if
there is requirement
for generating
Threshold Events.

No. This service is
required for
Threshold event
generation for
Performance module,
Status Poll event
generation for
Topology module and
MO update through
alerts for Topology
module.

This service needs
Topology Service
com.adventnet.
(com.adventnet.nms.
com.adventnet
Assets
nms.config.Nms
topodb.DBServer)
.nms.fe.config.
Configurati
Yes
ConfigurationSe
and Management
ConfigFE
on Service
rver
Server
(com.adventnet.nms.
ms.NMSMServer).
This service needs
Topology Service
(com.adventnet.nms.
topodb.DBServer). It
Performan
com.adventnet. com.adventnet needs Fault
ce
nms.poll.Colless .nms.fe.perf.P Management
Metrics
ollFE
Service
Manageme ctor
(com.adventnet.nms.
nt Service
eventdb.EventMgr)
for generating
Threshold events.
Copyright@2018

No. Topology Service
depends on this
service for Status
Polling.
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com.adventnet.
nms.security.aut
hentication.Nms
AuthenticationM
anager
com.adventnet.
nms.security.aut
horization.Nms
Security
Manageme AuthManager
nt Service com.adventnet.
management.au
thorization.Auth
Mgr
com.adventnet.
nms.authenticat
ion.UserConfigP
rocess

com.adventnet
.nms.fe.securit
y.authenticatio
n.Authenticati
onManagerFE
com.adventnet
.nms.fe.author
None
ization.Authori
zationManager
FE
com.adventnet
.nms.fe.authen
tication.UserC
onfigProcessFE

No. The processes in
this service are
mandatory.

Miscellaneous Processes
•

Process added for explanatory purpose
The process named 'com.adventnet.nms.tester.ProcessTest' has been included in
NmsprocessesBE.conf to explain the implementation of
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface. You can disable this process, if you so desire.
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Understanding IoT Features
Understanding IoT Features
The WebNMS IoT servers, both BE and FE, comprises of functionally independent modules (also
called as processes) which interact among each other and make up the complete server
application. The 'Module Services' provides a way for all these modules to be centrally controlled
and coordinated, to ensure smooth operation of the server application. You can extend the
functionality of the WebNMS IoT servers by plugging in your own module, following the rules
defined by the Module Services.
The next topic Working with Different Modules covers the following:

•

Overview

•

What do Module Services Offer?

•

How to use Module Services

•

Configuration Options

•

API Highlights

•

Developer Tips
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Working with Different Modules

•

Overview

•

What do Module Services Offer

•

How to use Module Services

•

Configuration Options

•

API Highlights

•

Developer Tips

Overview
The WebNMS IoT servers, both BE and FE, comprises of functionally independent modules (also
called as processes) which interact among each other and make up the complete server
application. The 'Module Services' provides a way for all these modules to be centrally controlled
and coordinated, to ensure smooth operation of the server application. You can extend the
functionality of the WebNMS IoT servers by plugging in your own module, following the contracts
defined by the Module Services.

What do Module Services offer?
•

Provision to define modules that are individual processes in the WebNMS IoT BE or FE
server

•

Provides the life-cycle methods for the modules

•

Provision to start and stop the modules

How to Use Module Services ?
For plugging in your own module into the WebNMS IoT Server, follow the steps detailed below :

Step 1
Implement the com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface
The com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface defines various methods through
which the WebNMS IoT servers control the corresponding module. In effect, the
implementation of com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface becomes the main
class (or the entry point) for your module within the WebNMS IoT server.
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Step 2
Make an entry in the NmsProcesses[BE/FE].conf file
Specify the fully qualified class name of your implementation of
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface and the parameters to be passed to it in
the NmsProcessesBE.conf or NmsProcessesFE.conf, to plug-in your module in the
BE or FE server, respectively.
A typical entry made in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file is provided below for your
reference.

Configuration Options
Specifying the modules and their parameters
To plug-in your module in the WebNMS IoT servers, you need to make an entry in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf / NmsProcessesFE.conf present in the <WebNMS IoT
HOME>/conf directory. You can also specify parameters in the configuration file, which
will be passed as arguments to your module when it is started by the WebNMS IoT
server.
In the configuration file, the fully qualified class name of your implementation of
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface should be specified against the keyword
PROCESS and the parameters for the module have to be specified against the keyword
ARGS.
The following is a typical entry in the conf file. NmsProcess is the implementation of
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface which belongs to the test package. This
module will take two parameters, TIMEOUT and RETRIES, with values 5 and 2
respectively.
PROCESS test.NmsProcess
ARGS TIMEOUT 5 RETRIES 2

Controlling the order of starting up and shutting down the modules
The WebNMS IoT server starts the various modules in the order (top to bottom) they
are specified in the NmsProcesses[BE/FE].conf configuration file and shuts them
down in the reverse order. In WebNMS IoT, modules are normally specified in the
order of linear dependency, that is, any module is functionally dependent only on
modules that are specified before that in the conf file. This ordering is essential for
making sure that the WebNMS IoT server startup and shutdown operations happen
smoothly.
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API Highlights
The com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface interface defines the life cycle methods for
the modules through which the WebNMS IoT servers control them.
•

public void callMain (String[ ] args) This method is called by the WebNMS IoT server to
start the module that is specified in the NmsProcesses[BE/FE].conf file. This method is the
entry point for the corresponding module within the WebNMS IoT server. The arguments to
the module specified in the conf file are passed to this method. You should provide the
initialization and start off your module from this method.

•

public boolean isInitialized () This method is used by the WebNMS IoT server to check if
the module has started properly and is ready to serve other modules and the clients. Only
when all the modules specified in the conf file are started properly do the WebNMS IoT
servers accept connections from the clients. Once your module is initialized, you should
return true from this method.

•

public void shutDown () This method is called for the module when the WebNMS IoT
server is shut down. You should free up all the resources used by your module (Threads,
socket connections, database resources, etc.) in this method and make sure this method
always returns.

Please refer to the javadoc of com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface
description of the API.

for a complete

Developer Tips
•

Is there any specific order in which the modules of WebNMS IoT get started and shut down

•

My module does not get started

•

WebNMS IoT server hangs during startup

•

Dependency between WebNMS IoT Modules/Processes
more...
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Shutdown Administration

•

Shutting down the WebNMS IoT Server using API

•

ShutDownObserver - Notification Mechanism

•

Developer Tips

Shutting down the Web NMS Server using API
WebNMS IoT Server can be shut down using a remote API named ShutDownAPI. This API allows
the configured users, who have the necessary permission to shut down the WebNMS IoT BE or
FE server. The Web NMS Shut down process takes care of shutting down all the sub-processes
and properly releasing all the system resources. When the shut down operation is initiated
through this API, it first authenticates the user and then checks if the user has the permission to
invoke the shut down operation. Failing any of these checks the shut down operation is not
allowed. When the authentication succeeds, the WebNMS IoT Server is shut down.

How to use the ShutDown API ?
From the same JVM as that of the Web NMS server, handle to this API can be obtained
by invoking the static getInstance method of the ShutDownAPIImpl class. You can
shutdown the server including the web server from the server JVM by passing "true" to
the shutDownNMSServer() method as shown in the below given code snippet.
ShutDownAPI shutdownAPI = (ShutDownAPI)
com.adventnet.nms.admin.ShutDownAPIImpl.getInstance()shutDownN
MSServer(true);
From a remote JVM, handle to this API can be obtained by doing a RMI lookup with the
RMI handle ShutDownAPI.
ShutDownAPI shutdownAPI = (ShutDownAPI)
Naming.lookup("//ServerHost/ShutDownAPI");
If RMI Security is enabled for the WebNMS server, then ShutDownAPI handle can be
obtained for remote JVMs by,
RMIAccessAPI rmiApi = (RMIAccessAPI) Naming.lookup
("//ServerHost/RMIAccessAPI");
ShutDownAPI shutdownAPI = (ShutDownAPI) rmiApi.getAPI ("username",
"password", "ShutDownAPI");
For shutting down the Server, use the method shutDownServer available in
ShutDownAPI.
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String username; // the name of the configured user who initiates the
shutdown operation
String key; // The challenge key computed for the user name
shutdownAPI.shutDownServer(username, key);
For calculating the challenge key, kindly refer to the Security Services--->Authentication
section of our help documentation.

ShutDownObserver - Notification Mechanism
WebNMS IoT provides a feature for getting notifications, when WebNMS IoT server is shut
down. The method shutdown() will be called, if you run a module with WebNMS IoT
implementing RunProcessInterface . If you have any other process running with WebNMS IoT,
which does not implement RunProcessInterface in the same JVM, and if the process needs
ShutDown information, this feature will be of great help to the users.
ShutDownObserver is an interface for objects which needs to register to WebNMS IoT server to
get notified when WebNMS IoT server is shut down. The implementing class should get
registered for ShutDown using
com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils.registerForShutDown(ShutDownObserver).
The applications can provide their own implementation to the shutDown() method and define
their mechanisms to handle shut down of WebNMS IoT Server. The method shutDown() of
registered ShutDownObserver is called, whenever WebNMS IoT server shuts down.

Developer Tips
•

I am getting a java.rmi.ConnectException while shutting down WebNMS IoT Server using the
ShutDownAPI from a remote JVM. Why ?
more...
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Configuring serverparameters.conf
The file serverparameters.conf contains various WebNMS IoT server related parameters. This
document explains the parameters which are specific to the file serverparameters.conf. All
other parameters you find in serverparameters.conf are the same as that of
NmsProcessesBE.conf or NmsProcessesFE.conf.
Note: If by default, a parameter is not available in the serverparameters.conf file, then
it is known as an optional parameter. You can specify such parameters in the file as per
your requirement (after learning about its function from this document).

Parameters specific to serverparameters.conf
•

NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT - This port is used in the communication between client and
FE server. The communication between WebNMS IoT client and server takes place through
Sockets. To optimize the traffic, two types of sockets are used, MainSocket (and)
GenericSocket. The GenericSocket is used by the Add-On utilities provided by WebNMS IoT
such as SAS. The GenericSocket communication takes place through the
NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT. This is the port used to communicate with the Management
Server as well. By default, this port occupies a random number.

•

BE_FE TCP/RMI - The mode of communication between WebNMS IoT back end and front
end servers will be as specified here. It can be TCP, or RMI.

•

NMS_BE_PORT - WebNMS IoT server starts with the port number as given here.

•

ROOT_DIR - The root directory where WebNMS IoT is installed.

•

SERVICE - This option can be used to install WebNMS IoT as a service (NT Service or Unix
Service), after installing WebNMS IoT. Please refer the topic "Installing WebNMS IoT as NT
Service" and "Installing WebNMS as Unix Service" in Working with the Product->Installation
and Setup.

•

RMI SECURITY - This parameter decides whether WebNMS IoT is to be run in the RMI
secure mode or not. If this parameter is set to "true", it means that WebNMS IoT is in RMI
secure mode and the RMIAccessAPI alone will be bound in the RMI registry.
Example entry
#For RMI SECURITY
ENABLE_RMI_SECURITY false
Arguments for any J2EE server specific configuration
The following arguments in serverparameters.conf file are for any J2EE server specific
configuration. These configurations are valid only in EJB mode (i.e. when some of the
SessionBeans are deployed in J2EE Server and that is used by the client).
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#JNDI args - defaulting to WebLogic Server in localhost
#PROVIDER_URL t3://localhost:7001
#INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•

PROVIDER_URL - specifies the url where the J2EE Server can be contacted.

•

INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY - specifies local starting point for connecting to directory
structures of J2EE Server. You need to pass the initial context to the environment
properties, that you set up.

•

STORE_ENCRYPTED_FORMAT - can be set to true or false. Default value is false. Specifies
whether the secured parameters such as Password, Community, Read Community and
Write Community need to be encrypted or not.

•

MO_TREE_STATUS_UPDATE - This parameter can be used to enable or disable the status of
the MO propagation to the client tree node.
Example entry
#To enable MO status propagation to tree node.
MO_TREE_STATUS_UPDATE true

•

DEVICE_VIEW - This parameter can be used to enable or disable the device snapshot view
to display all the details related to the managed object. Event and Alarm panels, or user
defined panels can be added as a tab below the map with this option set as true.
Example entry
#To disable the Device view
DEVICE_VIEW true

•

ENABLE_OTP - This parameter is used to enable or disable the OTP (One Time Password)
feature. The automatically generated password will be valid for a single logged in session or
transaction.
Example entry
#To enable or disable OTP feature
ENABLE_OTP true

•

OTP_TIMEOUT_VALUE - The timeout value for the OTP password session. The default value
is set as 300 secs which can be modified.
Example entry
#To set OTP timeout value in sec
OTP_TIMEOUT_VALUE 300

•

FCM_AUTH_KEY - This parameter is used to set the mobile application's notification feature
for authentication handshake.
Example entry
//Google FCM
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FCM_AUTH_KEY AAAAhBWM2F8:APA91bFRp6YXpDJ7Zuwc4OfipVcgixsvjDtBW8HLpP7_tUwoaaB6IpQIHMvPXCltmDPTbxRqQ_fYCCYEIM8KuJbB
_mm5r6IHbmq7Bpb57pFNnrbrUQJb3O9lNbiR3OpKcY3M-q47rgT
•

petrol_equilitres - This parameter is used to calculate the fuel consumption. To convert the
raw fuel in grams data to desired fuel used data if the fuel type is petrol. Default value is
711.
Example entry
petrol_equilitres 711

•

diesel_equilitres - This parameter is used to calculate the fuel consumption. To convert
the raw fuel in grams data to desired fuel used data if the fuel type is diesel . Default value
is 848.98.
Example entry
diesel_equilitres 848.98

•

LAST PING - This parameter is used to indicate the online or offline status of a vehicle. If the
vehicle does not connect the server for past 30 mins then the vehicle is considered is
offline. The default value can be modified.
Example entry
LAST_PING 1800000

•

obdFrequency - This parameter is used to specify the poll interval of the OBD data from
the vehicle. The default value is 8 seconds which can be modified.
Example entry
obdFrequency 8

•

GRACE_TIME - This parameter is used to set the grace time for the driver on the plan
scheduled time. For example, if 4.30 pm is the scheduled time, the vehicle should be started
10 mins before or after the mentioned time. The default time is 10 mins (600000 secs)
which can be modified.
Example entry
GRACE_TIME 600000

Option for Restricting the Number of Clients
•

MAX_CLIENT_SESSIONS - This optional parameter is used to specify the maximum number
of clients that can be connected to a FE Server at a time. By default, this parameter will not
be available in serverparameters.conf. If you wish to restrict the number of client
connections of your FE Server, you can add this parameter. You need to specify the number
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of client connections against this parameter. To restrict any client connection to the server,
you can set the value to 0.
For example, if you want to restrict the number of client connections to FIVE, you can add the
parameter as shown below:
MAX_CLIENT_SESSIONS 5

Option for turning off License Messages
•

SHOW_LICENSE_DETAILS - true/false - This parameter provides the option to enable or
disable printing of initial license message in the console. If this is set as 'false', the initial
license message "The OEM edition type ..................." will not appear in the console. Also, it
will not be logged in nmsout.txt.

•

LOG_NOTSUPPORTED_MODULES - true/false - This parameter gives the option to enable
or disable printing of message about the modules for which licensing is not supported. If
this parameter is set to 'false', the information about the modules for which licensing is not
supported ("License file info............") will not be logged in nmsout.txt.

Option for Configuring Fleet
•

FUEL_REFILL_THRESHOLD -10

•

FUEL_PILFERAGE_THRESHOLD 5

•

FUEL_CALCULATION_LAPSE_TIMESPAN 2

Option for Configuring CRM
•

CRM_DISTANCE_PUSH_MINS - This parameter is used to push data to the CRM based on the
configured time. In this example the configured value is 1 minute, and the data will be
pushed every 1 minute.
Example entry
CRM_DISTANCE_PUSH_MINS 1

•

CRM_DISTANCE_PUSH_KM - This parameter is used to push data after a distance of 10 km is
travelled by the vehicle.
Example entry
CRM_DISTANCE_PUSH_KM 10.0

•

CRM_MODULE_VEHICLE - This parameter is used to configure the module ID of the CRM
account to which the vehicle data must be pushed.
Example entry
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CRM_MODULE_VEHICLE CustomModule2
•

CRM_MODULE_ALARM - This parameter is used to configure the module ID of the CRM
account to which the alarm data must be pushed.
Example entry
CRM_MODULE_ALARM CustomModule7

•

CRM_UPDATE_MODULE_ALARM CRM_UPDATE_MODULE_ALARM - This parameter is used to
configure the module ID of the CRM account to which must be updated.
Example entry
CRM_UPDATE_MODULE_ALARM CRM_UPDATE_MODULE_ALARM

Miscellaneous Parameters
•

BE_FE_MAX_QUEUE_SIZE - This is an optional parameter used to set the maximum size of
the BE-FE communication queue (which contains the data to be transferred to the FE in a
sequence). By default, this parameter is set a value of 5 MB, which means, the BE-FE
communication channel can hold a maximum of 5 MB of data in its queue. You can
configure this parameter to set the size (min. 5 MB) of the data to be held in a queue.
Example entry
BE_FE_MAX_QUEUE_SIZE 8

•

ENABLE_DB_RECONNECTION - This is an optional parameter. To enable database
connection re-establishment, set this parameters as TRUE. For more information, refer to
Accessing Connections.

•

Configuring Maximum Column Length - This is applicable only for columns MMESSAGE in
ALERT and TEXT in EVENT Tables. If those column exceeds this length, it will be truncated to
the value of the length specified in this parameter.
Example entry
#For Configuring Maximum Column Length
MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH 200

•

Shutting down server using shortcut key Ctrl+c - Shutting down the server using the
shortcut key Ctrl+c has been made optional. The relevant parameter in
conf/serverparameters.conffile is ADD_SHUTDOWN_HOOK. By default, it (Ctrl+c)is
enabled (set to True).
Example entry
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#To enable or disable the Ctrl+c option to shutdown the server
ADD_SHUTDOWN_HOOK true
•

EMAIL_CHARSET - This parameter is used to set the encoding for the send email action. If
the subject contains non US-ASCII characters, it will be encoded using the specified charset.
Example entry
#To set the encoding for send email action
EMAIL_CHARSET=UTF-8

•

CREATE_USERDIR - This parameter is used to avoid creating user directories <WebNMS IoT
Home>/users/<username> when creating a new user. If the value is set as "false" in <WebNMS
IoT Home>/conf/serverparameter.conf, the separate user directories will not get created
under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/users folder. This option is useful when you prefer to have
the same set of menus for all users and the menus are not user specific. By default, user
directory creation is enabled (set as "True").
Example entry
CREATE_USERDIR false

•

ALLOW_PASSWORD_REUSE - This parameter is used to enable/disable reuse password
option.
Example entry
ALLOW_PASSWORD_REUSE false

•

BANNER_MESSAGE_SIZE - This parameter is used to set the BANNER message size.
Example entry
BANNER_MESSAGE_SIZE 2000
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Developer Tips
General Tips
•

Order of startup and shutdown of Modules in WebNMS IoT

•

Dependency between WebNMS IoT Modules

•

How to reduce the time taken to check for web server connection during server startup?

•

I want to start WebNMS IoT based on the result of our Business Logic. If the result of our
logic is positive, we would start WebNMS. Otherwise, we would stop the server. In short, we
want to have a handle which would enable us to control server startup before the
initialization of the processes. Is there any utility to achieve this requirement?

•

How to disable the creation of tables on starting the server.

Trouble Shooting Tips
•

My module does not get started

•

Arguments specified for the module are not proper

•

WebNMS IoT server hangs during startup

•

I am getting a java.rmi.ConnectException while shutting down WebNMS IoT Server using the
ShutDownAPI from a remote JVM. Why ?

General Tips
•

Is there any specific order in which the modules of WebNMS IoT get Started and shut
down?
When the WebNMS IoT BE and FE servers are running in separate JVMs, they obey the rules
of the Module Services in the order of starting up and shutting down the modules specified
in the respective configuration files.
When they both run in the same JVM, during server startup the BE modules are started first
followed by the FE modules. During server shutdown, the FE modules are shutdown first
followed by the BE modules. The startup and shut down operations obey the ordering
specified in the respective configuration files. In case, a module is specified to be plugged in
both the BE and FE servers (has an entry in both NmsProcessesBE.conf and
NmsProcessesFE.conf) then only the entry specified in the NmsProcessesBE.conf will be
taken.

•

Is there any document which explains the dependency between WebNMS IoT
Modules/Processes?
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Yes. The document titled "Dependency between WebNMS IoT Modules"
•

lists down the processes which are mandatory for the functioning of WebNMS IoT

•

lists the processes needed by each of the services offered by WebNMS IoT

•

brings out the dependency between various processes/services

•

lists the processes that can be enabled/disabled on need basis

Note: The terms 'Modules' and 'Processes' mean the same and are used interchangeably.
• How to reduce the time taken to check for web server connection during server
startup?
Edit startnms.bat/sh script file located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory and add a
system property -Dwebcontainer.port="% WEBCONTAINER_PORT%" for NmsMainBE JVM
instance and then start the WebNMS IoT server.
Example:
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java -cp %CLASS_PATH% -Dcatalina.home=%TOMCAT_HOME% Dmysql.home=%MYSQL_HOME% -Dwebserver.port=%WEBSERVER_PORT% -Xmx100m Dresource_check="%WEBSERVER_PORT%,%WEBCONTAINER_PORT%,%TOMCAT_SHUTDOW
NPORT%" -Dwebcontainer.port="% WEBCONTAINER_PORT%" Dwebserver.rootdir=%WEBSERVER_HOME% Djava.rmi.server.codebase=%CODEBASE_LIST% com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE
NMS_BE_PORT 2000 ROOT_DIR %NMS_HOME% NATIVE_PING true
[Note: All in a single line]
•

I want to start WebNMS IoT based on the result of our Business Logic. If the result of
our logic is positive, we would start WebNMS. Otherwise, we would stop the
server. In short, we want to have a handle which would enable us to control server
startup before the initialization of the processes. Is there any utility to achieve this
requirement?

You can achieve this requirement by using the Pre-startup Hook provided by WebNMS IoT.
WebNMS IoT provides an interface named 'StartupAction'. This interface provides the
prestartup hook. Using this interface, you can get the handle of the server. During server
startup, prior to the initialization of the processes, you can internally handle starting or
stopping of the server.
For getting the prestartup hook, you need to do the following:
1. Write a class implementing the interface StartUpAction
2. In that custom class, you need to overwrite the method "handleStartUp(Map map)".
3. Make an entry in the nmsinterfaces.conf file mentioning the name of your custom class
as shown below:
StartUpAction="Your class name"
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4. Inside the handleStartUp method, you can handle your own business logic and
depending upon the result, you can start or stop the server.
To Start the server:
Return the interger value StartUpAction.CONTINUE to start the server.
To Stop the server:
Return the interger value StartUpAction.ABORT to stop the server.
(WebNMS IoT internally calls the handleStartUp method of your class before initializing the
processes).
5. The method handleStartUp will provide the java.Util.Map object as an argument. This
Map object contains the parameter isPrimary. If the role of the server is primary, the value
for this parameter will be "true", else "false".
This pre-starup hook can be used in our failover mechanism as a failover hook also. Using
this hook, you can decide at runtime if your Standby has to start or stop after the failure of
the Primary.
•

How to modify the Alarm Graph (Bar chart) in the Home page of Web Client?
Adding the category node in <WebNMS Home>/conf/ACCCategoryInfo.xml displays the
category as bar chart in home page. See example entry given below:
<CATEGORY Name="Public">
</CATEGORY>

•

How to disable the creation of tables on starting the server.
The creation of tables can be disabled by setting the system property disable-schemacreation for NmsMainBE in startnms.bat as true.
-Ddisable-schema-creation=true

Troubleshooting Tips
•

My module does not get started
Check if the CLASSPATH variable set for the WebNMS IoT server includes the classpath
where your implementation of RunProcessInterface is present (the fully qualified class
name given in the configuration file.)
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•

Arguments specified for the module are not proper
Every PROCESS entry in the NmsProcesses[BE/FE].conf file must also have a
corresponding ARGS entry. If your module does not need to take any parameters, still you
should have the ARGS entry with a "NULL" against it (ARGS NULL). Otherwise, the
configuration file will not be parsed properly and all the entries following this mismatch will
not take effect.

•

WebNMS server hangs during startup
Check if your implementation of the isInitialized method indeed returns true in finite time.
The WebNMS IoT server waits for all the module's isInitialized methods to return true as
part of its startup process.

•

I am getting a java.rmi.ConnectException while shutting down WebNMS IoT Server
using the ShutDownAPI from a remote JVM. Why?
You are getting this exception since RMI Registry is also killed during the shut down
process. As a result, a ConnectException is thrown at the end of shutdown process. This
exception is harmless and can be ignored.
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Handling IoT Logs
Handling IoT Logs - Introduction
Logging acquires paramount importance in any software development cycle. During the
development cycle, it would be of immense help for debugging purposes. This Logging Service
would come in handy for various purposes such as pinpointing bugs, configuration errors,
performance blockades etc., and to create audit logs and to keep track of various actions taking
place in the server.
The next topic Handling IoT Logs covers the following :

•

Overview

•

What does Logging Service offer?

•

How to use Logging Service?

•

API Highlights / Runtime Administration

•

Example

•

Developer Tips
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Handling IoT Logs

•

Overview

•

What does Logging Service offer?

•

Log4j logging framework

•

How to use Logging Service?
o Configuration Options
o Configuration using Eclipse IDE

•

API Highlights / Run-time Administration

•

Example

•

Developer Tips

Overview
Logging acquires paramount importance in any software development cycle. During the
development cycle, it would be of immense help for debugging purposes. This Logging service
would come in handy for various purposes such as pinpointing bugs, configuration errors,
performance blockades, etc., and to create audit logs and to keep track of various actions taking
place in the server.

Note: WebNMS IoT has adopted Apache's Log4j logging mechanism.

What does Logging Service offer ?
The Log handling feature permits you to easily create, configure, and customize the logs and
allows you extend its capabilities in accordance with your specific needs.
You can make use of logging services to
•

log messages in a file under a specific directory

•

log messages based on their severity level (LogLevel)

•

configure LogLevel even at runtime

•

log the messages module-wise

•

enable/disable logging at run-time

•

direct output and error messages to separate files
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Log4j logging framework
WebNMS IoT has now adopted the industry-standard Apache's Log4j logging framework as the
default WebNMS IoT logging framework. Log4j logging is configured using the
LOG_HANDLER_IMPL and CUSTOMLOG_CONF_FILE entries available in the
serverparameters.conf file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf as shown below:
LOG_HANDLER_IMPL com.adventnet.management.log.Log4jHandler
CUSTOMLOG_CONF_FILE log4j.xml
The WebNMS IoT logging framework will use the Log4j mode of logging and the log files will be
available in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory. The CUSTOMLOG_CONF_FILE parameter
refers to the configuration file to be used for the custom logging mechanism. By default, this
parameter takes the value log4j.xml internally, unless otherwise mentioned. All configurations
with respect to Log4j must be made in the log4j.xml file present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory. A default implementation for Rolling File Appender and a sample configuration for
SMTP Appender is provided in WebNMS IoT.

Note:
1. The log4j.xml file will have entries for all the default LOG_USER entries defined
in the log4j.xml file. If you have added some custom LOG_USER entries in your
application, make sure the corresponding entries are added to log4j.xml file.
2. In log4j logging framework, the rollover of logs in Rolling File Appender would
be such that the latest log information will be available in the stdout.txt/nmsout.txt
file and the logs descend in the order stdout1.txt, stdout2.txt and so on.
For example, if there are log files from stdout.txt,
stdout1.txt,stdout2.txt......,stdout10.txt, then stdout10.txt is the oldest log and
stdout.txt is the latest.

SMTP Appender can be used when you want to trigger email notifications when a specific error
or exception is thrown in the logs. The appender tag of log4j.xml should be configured with the
mail information such as the SMTP server host, sender/receiver mail addresses, and the mail
subject.
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<appender name="mail" class="org.apache.log4j.net.SMTPAppender">
<param name="EvaluatorClass"
value="com.adventnet.management.log.MessageBasedTEE"/>
<param name="To" value="webnms-admin@webnms.com"/>
<param name="From" value="webnms-admin@webnms.com"/>
<param name="BufferSize" value="512"/>
<param name="Subject" value="LOG4j mail testing"/>
<param name="SMTPHost" value="192.168.4.41"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="[%d{dd MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss:SSS}] %-5c{2}:
%m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
The log file string, for which the email notification should be triggered, should be specified in the
MailMessage.conf file available in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. When the specified
string occurs in a log file, the log file content is mailed as per the configuration made in
log4j.xml.
For instance, to get notified by email whenever SQLException is thrown in the logs, you should
include the string SQLException in the MailMessage.conf file. Multiple strings can be specified
as separate new lines.

How to use Logging Service?
For your WebNMS IoT applications, you can directly make use of the default setup of this Logging
Service. The default setup does the following :
•

Creates the default logs directory under <WebNMS IoT Home>

•

Directs WebNMS-related log messages to nmsout.txt and nmserr.txt files

•

Directs System.out (Output messages) and System.err (error messages) to stdout.txt and
stderr.txt files

•

Sets the default logging level as info for the various modules of WebNMS IoT(see below for
explanation on logging level)
If you want to change any of the above, you need to configure the log4j.xml file available
under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
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Configuration Options
Following table gives the list tags <logger> tag and <appender> tag with a brief description.
Parameter

Example
<!-- DISCOVERY LOGGER -->
<logger name="DISCOVERYUSER"
additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref
ref="discoveryLogs_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>

logger tag

</logger>
<logger name="PINGERR"
additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref
ref="discoveryLogs_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>
<!-- DISCOVERY LOGGER ENDS -->

appender tag

<appender name="discoveryLogs_file"
class="com.adventnet.management.log
.NMSRollingFileAppender">
<param name="File"
value="logs/discoveryLogs.txt"/>
<param name="MaxFileSize"
value="1MB"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex"
value="10"/>
<layout
class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
">
<param
name="ConversionPattern"
value="[%d{dd MMM yyyy
HH:mm:ss:SSS}] %-5c{2}: %m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>

Parameter Description

logger name - The name of the
logger, eg. DISCOVERYUSER.
level value - "info" (default).
The other values are debug,
warn, error, fatal, all, and off.
appender_ref - The appender
associated with this logger. The
appender associated can be
more than one.

appender name - The name of
the appender.
class - The appenders available
in log4j or custom appenders.
param tag - The parameters
associated with the appenders
are provided within this tag.

Note: The value specified for the parameter Name should be unique. Also, you
cannot change the default Name for output and error messages specific to
various modules.
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Parameters grouped under SYS_OUT <logger> tag
By default, System.out (Output messages) are directed to a file stdout.txt. That is, if you use
system.out.println("<Message>") in your module, the output messages are directed to the file
stdout.txt, by default.
The parameters grouped under this tag are :
•

name

•

additivity

•

level

•

appender-ref

The above parameters are very much similar to those grouped under <logger> tag and specify
the same.
Parameters grouped under SYS_ERR <logger> tag
By default, System.err (Error messages) are directed to a file stderr.txt. That is if you use
System.err.println("<Message>") in your module, the error messages are directed to the file
stderr.txt, by default.
The parameters under SYS_ERR <logger> tag are the same as the parameters under SYS_OUT
<logger> tag.

Note: You cannot add additional <logger> tags for SYS_OUT and SYS_ERR, other
than the default ones in log4j.xml file.

Example 1
This example illustrates how to log output messages related to all the modules, in a single log file
and how to set module-specific logging levels.
<!-- STDERR LOGGER -->
<logger name="SYS_ERR" additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="stderr_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>
<!-- STDERR LOGGER ENDS -->
This example illustrates how to
•

log error messages specific to two modules, say, "TOPO" and "MAP";
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•

specify different log levels for different modules;

•

write log messages specific to "TOPO" module in the file "topoerr.txt" under the directory
<WebNMS IoT Home>/logs/topo

•

log messages specific to "MAP" module in the file "maperr.txt" under the directory
<WebNMS IoT Home>/logs/map.

Entry for Asset Inventory (TOPO) Module
<logger name="TOPOERR" additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="topo/topoerr_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>

Entry for MAP Module
<logger name="MAPERR" additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="map/maperr_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>
Note: You can add as many additional <logger> tags for various
modules as per you requirements.

Configuration using Eclipse IDE
Import the configuration file log4j.xml from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse
Project. Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
IoT configuration Files to Eclipse.

API Highlights for WebNMS IoT Logging Framework / Run-Time
Administration
If you want to create your own log file (i.e. adding a new <logger> tag), specify the display name,
enable/disable logging, and specify timestamp, LogLevel, FileName, FIleCount, MaxLines,
MaxLinesCached, etc., through APIs and/or if you wish to have do the above at runtime, you can
make use of the Logging APIs available in the following classes.
•

Log
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•

LogBaseWriter

•

LogFileWriter

•

LogMgr

•

LogUser

•

NmsLogMgr

To make use of Logging Service in your application or to perform the aforesaid operations, you
can follow any one of the following two options :
•

You can write a class implementing the RunProcessInterface (or)

•

You can write a servlet

If you choose the first option 1, you can follow the steps detailed below :

Step 1
Write a user class implementing the RunProcessInterface .

Step 2
Specify the required log settings, namely Name(s), DisplayName(s), LogLevel(s), etc. in the
user class.

Step 3
Include an entry for your class in NmsProcessesBE.conf file available under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory. For example, if you are writing your own class, namely NewLogUser,
entry for this can be added as shown below:
PROCESS test.NewLogUser
ARGS NULL

Example
Let us assume that you want to print the following log message "THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the
LogUser MISCUSER". After writing your own class, you can do any of the following :
•

Use the existing <logger> tag feature of WebNMS IoT in log4j.xml file to print the message
in nmsout.txt file in <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory. (or)

•

Include a new <logger> tag in the log4j.xml file to include a new log file (say
NewLogUser.txt) under <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory. (or)

•

Dynamically add a new log file (say Dynamicusers.txt) file to print specific messages, which
are stored under <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory.

The following code snippets explain each of the above scenarios :
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Case (i) Making use of the existing LOG_USER
<logger name="MISCUSER" additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="nmsout_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>
//Add this Process in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file
//PROCESS test.NewLogUser
//ARGS NULL
public class NewLogUser implements RunProcessInterface
{
public void callMain(String[] args)
{
//Using existing log user of NMS
//MISCUSER Log message will be logged into the file nmsout.txt
for(int i=0;i<50;i++)
NmsLogMgr.MISCUSER.log("THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the LogUser MISCUSER
",Log.SUMMARY);

Case (ii) Writing your own log file
//Creating your LogUser by configuring in the log4j.xml file
LogUser newLogUser=LogMgr.getLogUser("NEWLOGUSER");
//Logging messages
for(int i=0;i<50;i++)
newLogUser.log("THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the LogUser NEWLOGUSER",Log.SUMMARY);
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Case (iii) Dynamically creating a LogUser
//creating LOG_USER dynamically
Properties prop=new Properties();
String keyNames[]={"DYNAMIC_USER1","DYNAMIC_USER2","DYNAMIC_USER3"};
String displayNames[]={"Dynamicuser1","Dynamicuser2","Dynamicuser3"};
Integer logLevels[]={new Integer(3),new Integer(3),new Integer(3)};
Boolean logging[]={new Boolean(true),new Boolean(true),new Boolean(true)};
prop.setProperty("FileName","Dynamicusers.txt");
prop.setProperty("MaxLines","1000");
prop.setProperty("FileCount","10");
prop.setProperty("LogsDirectory","logs");
prop.setProperty("MaxLinesCached","100");
prop.setProperty("UseTimeStamp","true");
// prop.setProperty("Logging","true");
prop.put("Name",keyNames);
prop.put("DisplayName",displayNames);
prop.put("LogLevel",logLevels);
prop.put("Logging",logging);
//Properties should be created as in the above format to create logusers dynamically
LogMgr.createLogUser(prop,false);
//logging messages for Dynamic loguser
LogUser user1=LogMgr.getLogUser("DYNAMIC_USER1");
LogUser user2=LogMgr.getLogUser("DYNAMIC_USER2");
LogUser user3=LogMgr.getLogUser("DYNAMIC_USER3");
for (int i=0;i<150;i++)
{
Date d=Calendar.getInstance().getTime();
user1.log(Integer.toString(i)+" "+d+ "
THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the LogUser Created
dynamically",3);
//user2.log(Integer.toString(i)+" THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the LogUser Created
dynamically",3);
//user3.log(Integer.toString(i)+"THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE For the LogUser Created
dynamically",3);
}

Developer Tips
•

Difference between nmsout and stdout, and nmserr and stderr

•

Reading server-side logs from a client-side program

•

Logging all the messages generated in WebNMS IoT
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Enabling Database Logging - P6Spy

•

P6Spy database query interceptor
o Configuring P6Spy Properties at Runtime
o Configuring P6Spy Properties (spy.properties)

P6Spy database query interceptor
P6Spy is an open-source framework used to intercept database statements and operations.
P6Log intercepts and logs the database statements of any application that uses JDBC. This
application is particularly useful for developers to monitor the SQL statements produced by EJB
servers, enabling the developer to write code that achieves maximum efficiency on the server.
P6Spy is integrated with WebNMS IoT to log the database queries sent by the WebNMS IoT
server to the database server. P6Spy is very useful to debug problems in case of long-running
database queries.
To enable P6Spy logging,
•

Un-comment the <!--property
name="connection.driver_class">com.p6spy.engine.spy.P6SpyDriver</property--> property
of <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib/hibernate.cfg.xml file.

•

Comment out the connection.driver_class property entry of the respective default database
or the database you have configured as per your requirement.

•

Restart the server

All database queries between the WebNMS IoT server and the database will be logged in the
spy.log file in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory.
There is provision in the Web Client to view the P6Spy logs and to configure the P6Spy properties
at runtime.

Configuring P6Spy Properties at Runtime
•

Connect to the Web Client.

•

Go to the Admin > Server Details and click on the Logs Configurator link.

•

In the page that gets displayed, configure the properties according to your
requirement.
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Configuring P6Spy Properties

•

Open the spy.properties file available in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

•

Configure the required P6Spy properties.
Note: The realdriver parameter is used to set the driver value of the
database. The default value is set for PostgreSQL database. When using
other database, provide the appropriate driver value.

P6OUTAGE SPECIFIC PROPERTIES
Outage Detection
This feature detects long-running statements that may be indicative of a database outage
problem. If this feature is turned on, it will log any statement that surpasses the configurable
time boundary during its execution. When this feature is enabled, no other statements are
logged except the long running statements. The interval property is the boundary time set in
seconds.
For example, if this is set to 2, then any statement requiring at least 2 seconds will be logged.
Note that the same statement will continue to be logged for as long as it executes. So if the
interval is set to 2, and the query takes 11 seconds, it will be logged 5 times (at the 2, 4, 6, 8,
10 second intervals).

outagedetection=true|false
outagedetectioninterval=integer time (seconds)
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WebNMS IoT Log Files

•

Overview

•

List of Log Files

•

Description of Log Files

Overview
This topic provides a brief description about the various log files that gets created under the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory.

List of Log Files
Following is the list of log files that appear in <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory:
•

alert_audit.txt

•

confChange_<SP Version>.log

•

confChange_<SP Version>err.log

•

m2mlog.txt

•

m2merr.txt

•

mserr.txt

•

msout.txt

•

nativeping_logs.txt

•

nmserr.txt

•

nmsout.txt

•

stderr.txt

•

stdout.txt

•

SUMLog.txt

•

transactionLogs.txt

•

Start_Web_NMS_Server.log

•

Shutdown_NMS_Server.log

•

Reinitialize_Web_NMS.log
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Description of Log Files
alert_audit.txt
In this file, information about all the alerts that are updated through events are
logged. New alert generation, alert deletion etc., are printed.

confChange_<SP Version>.log
This log file is created whenever Service Pack update is performed. For example, if you
update from Web NMS 4 + SP 1 to SP 2, this file is created. The update details are
printed in this file.

confChange_<SP Version>err.log
In this file, the error/exception messages that appear (if any) while making a Service
Pack update, are logged.

m2mlog.txt
In this file, all periodic information, alert information will be logged.

m2merr.txt
In this file, all the error information related to the gateway, site, and region will be
logged.

mserr.txt
MangementServer Framework related error messages are stored in this file.

msout.txt
ManagementServer Framework related output messages are stored here.

nativeping_logs.txt
If Native Ping is enabled this log file is created. Information on Native Ping details is
logged in this file. This is implemented to improve Ping performance while querying
the device.

nmserr.txt
All important WebNMS IoT related error messages are logged into this file.

nmsout.txt
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All important WebNMS IoT related output messages are printed in this file. This is
quite a comprehensive log file which holds record of happenings right from server
startup to the shut down. Module specific output message belonging to
"POLL""POLICY" "TOPO"EVENT" "ALERT" "MAP" "CONFIG" "PROV" "MISC" "AGENT" "CLI"
modules are logged by defult.

stderr.txt
By default, System Error messages are directed to this file. That is, if you use
System.err.println("<Message>") in your module, the error messages are directed to
this file, by default.

stdout.txt
By default, System Output messages are directed to this file. That is, if you use
system.out.println("<Message>") in your module, the output messages are printed in
this file, by default.

SUMLog.txt
Whenever a client connects to the server, a check for compatibility of WebNMS version
between server and client is done. In this file, the happenings during this check are
logged.

transactionLogs.txt
All Prepared Statements obtained using the WebNMS Connection Pool are recorded in
this file. By default, logging in transactionLogs.txt is disabled. To enable logging in
transactionLogs.txt, edit log4j.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory
and set Logging="true" for the transactionLogs.txt entry.

Start_Web_NMS_Server.log
This log file is created when Web NMS is started using WebNMS Launcher. All the
messages that appear on the console while starting the server get printed in this file.

Shutdown_NMS_Server.log
This log file is created when Web NMS is shut down from WebNMS Launcher.

Reinitialize_Web_NMS.log
This file is created when Web NMS is reinitialized from Launcher.

Addendum
By default, some of the above log files are disabled. You need to enable them by configuring the
log4j.xml file. For more details please refer to Logging Service.
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Developer Tips

General Tips
•

Difference between nmsout and stdout, and nmserr and stderr

•

Reading server-side logs from a client-side program

•

Logging all the messages generated in WebNMS IoT

•

Means to change the WebNMS IoT logs output

•

What is the difference between nmsout and stdout, nmserr and stderr text files in
logs directory?
In WebNMS IoT, by default System.out (Output messages) and System.err (error messages)
are directed to the files stdout.txt and stderr.txt respectively. If you use
System.out.println("") in your module, it is directed to the file stdout.txt . If you use
System.err.println("") in your module, it is directed to stderr.txt file. Module specific output
and error messages appear in nmsout.txt and nmserr.txt files respectively. For example,
the message related to the module MISC will be printed in the log file nmsout.txt as
"11:12:40:356 MISC : Initializing WebNMS BackEnd Server Socket = TCP".

•

Is there any class that I can use from a client-side program to read the server-side log
files ?
You can view all the log files generated under <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory from the
HTML UI. From the HTML UI, traverse the following path for viewing all the log files
generated.
HTML UI ---> Administration Tools ---> System Administration ---> Server Logs.
When you enter into the Server Logs page, you will find a directory named 'logs' and when
you click it, all the generated log files will be displayed.

•

What should I do if I want to log all the log messages getting generated in WebNMS
IoT?
This Logging Service has been configured to log the messages belonging to the level "info".
The LogLevel "info" traces and prints all the info log messages. Hence the log information
generated by our default setup would be quite comprehensive. It covers the whole lot of
happenings in WebNMS IoT that you would be able to trace the flow by looking at the log
messages generated. Make sure that the LogLevel in your log4j.xml file is set to "info".
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•

How can you change the WebNMS IoT logs output?
It is not possible to change the WebNMS IoT logs output through configuration but the
below given work around can be implemented to achieve the requirement.
•
•

Change the file appender class as required in the corresponding entry in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/log4j.xml file.
There can be one appender class for each log file.
<appender name="nmserr_file"
class="com.adventnet.management.log.NMSRollingFileAppender">
<param name="File" value="logs/nmserr.txt"/>
<param name="MaxFileSize" value="1MB"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="10"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="[%d{dd MMM yyyy
HH:mm:ss:SSS}] %-5c{2}: %m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
This above work around can be used for all the log files except the stdout and stderr
files.
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Scheduling Tasks
Scheduling Tasks- Introduction
Scheduling Service is the utility which helps you to schedule jobs or tasks for execution at a
future point of time. The 'time' can range from a few seconds in the immediate future to some
other date in the distant future. The task is executed at the scheduled time by worker threads.
The worker threads are created as a thread pool and the Scheduler allocates the tasks to the
worker threads which are free in the pool.
The next topic Scheduling Service covers the following :

•

Overview

•

What does Scheduling Service Offer ?

•

Working Mechanism

•

How to use Scheduling Service ?

•

Configuration Options

•

API Highlights

•

Developer Tips
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Scheduling Service

•

Overview

•

What does Scheduling Service Offer ?

•

Working Mechanism

•

How to use Scheduling Service ?

•

Configuration Options

•

Configuration using WebNMS IoT's EclipsePlugin

•

API Highlights

•

Developer Tips

Overview
Scheduling Service is the utility which helps you to schedule jobs or tasks for execution at a
future point of time. The 'time' can range from a few seconds in the immediate future to some
other date in the distant future. The task is executed at the scheduled time by worker threads.
The worker threads are created as a thread pool and the Scheduler allocates the tasks to the
worker threads which are free in the pool.

What does Scheduling Service Offer ?
Scheduling Service allows you to schedule a task for execution at a specified time.

Working Mechanism
The following are the essential components of a Scheduling Mechanism :
•

Task - This is the user-written java class which implements the interface
java.lang.Runnable. Basically, this class represents the task to be scheduled for execution.

•

Worker Threads - The tasks are executed at the scheduled time through the Worker
Threads, which are nothing but Java threads.

•

Scheduler - Since creating a lot of threads is always a costly process, in this Scheduling
service a thread pool is created. The Scheduler, at the specified time for execution of a task,
allocates threads for that task from the thread pool. The Scheduler identifies the threads
which are free and allocates them for execution of tasks. This way, the Scheduler controls a
number of tasks effectively using a limited number of threads.
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How to use the Scheduling Service ?
To schedule the required task for execution, you need a Scheduler. You can create Schedulers
and Schedule the tasks for execution. The following steps explain you the procedure for doing
this.

How to create a Scheduler and schedule a task ?
Step 1
Use the method Scheduler.createScheduler(name, thread_count) to create a scheduler
with any name you wish and a specified number of threads. This can be done as shown
below.
Scheduler sch = Scheduler.createScheduler(name, thread_count);
Note: You can create schedulers without passing threads using the method
Scheduler.createScheduler(name). In that case, the Scheduling Service will
assign the default thread count of 4 for the scheduler.
Step 2
Write a class to perform the required task. This task class should implement
java.lang.Runnable. For example, if your task is to print a message, it should implement the
java.lang.Runnable interface as shown below :
import java.lang.Runnable;
public class ExampleTask implements Runnable
{
public void run()
{
System.out.println("this part does the work");
}
}
Step 3
Now, schedule the task using the method scheduleTask(task, time) in the Scheduler
class. The new scheduler and the task are associated based on the instance of the created
scheduler.
Scheduler sch = Scheduler.createScheduler(name);
sch.start();
ExampleTask task = new ExampleTask ();
long time = System.currentTimeMillis() + 1000;
// Schedule the task 'task' to be executed 1 second from now.
sch.scheduleTask(task, time);
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Ready-to-use Scheduler
A ready-to-use Scheduler named 'main' provided by the Scheduling Service is available in the
class com.adventnet.nms.util.NmsUtil. Since this Scheduler comes in the ready-to-use
form, you can directly call the task to be scheduled by following the steps given below:
Step 1
Import the class com.adventnet.nms.util.NmsUtil
Step 2
Write a class to perform the required task. This task class should implement
java.lang.Runnable
Step 3
Now, call the task to be Scheduled. You can do this as shown in the following code snippet:

// Task to be executed
ExampleTask task = new ExampleTask ();
// Time at which the task has to be executed.
long time = System.currentTimeMillis() + 1000;
// Schedule the task 'task' to be executed after 1 second from now.
NmsUtil.scheduler.scheduleTask(task, time);

Note: It is recommended to create and use your own schedulers
instead of using the "main"scheduler to avoid degradation of the overall
performance of the WebNMS IoT server.

Configuration Options
You can configure the number of threads allocated for a particular scheduler in the
threads.conf file present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. In that file, entries will be
present for all the schedulers employed in Scheduling Service.
The ready-to-use scheduler 'main' has been allocated 4 threads. You can increase or decrease
the number of threads based on your requirements. The entry for this scheduler will be found in
the threads.conf file as follows : main 4. If you want to increase the number of threads from 4 to
5, you can do as : main 5.
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Configuration Using WebNMS EclipsePlugin
Import the file threads.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse Project.
Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
IoT configuration Files to Eclipse.

API Highlights
•

public static Scheduler createScheduler(java.lang.String nam, int maxThreadNumber) This method creates a scheduler with the specified name and the specified number of
threads. It returns a reference to the newly created scheduler. If the name already exists it
returns a reference to the existing one.

•

public static Scheduler getScheduler(java.lang.String nam) - This method can be used to
get the reference of a scheduler based on its name. If a scheduler with the given name does
not exist, it returns null.

•

public static java.util.Vector getSchedulerList() - This method is used to get the list of
all available schedulers in the Scheduling Service. This method returns the schedulers which
can be used to schedule tasks directly.

•

public static boolean stopAll() - This method stops all the threads (thereby all the
schedulers) running in the Scheduling Service.

•

public boolean stopThis() - This method is used to stop a particular scheduler alone. This
method merely stops a scheduler. The stopped scheduler can be restarted by invoking the
start method.

•

public void removeTask(java.lang.Runnable task)
already scheduled task from getting executed.

•

public static boolean suspendAll() - This method can be used to suspend all the
schedulers for the time being.

•

public static boolean resumeAll() - This method is used for resuming all the suspended
schedulers back to the active state.
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Developer Tips
General Tips
•

How to Schedule a task to be executed periodically?

•

How to make a particular Scheduler run even when Scheduler.suspendAll() is called.

How to Schedule a task to be executed periodically?
•

You can schedule a task for execution repeatedly at periodic intervals by following the logic
detailed below :

•

Write a class implementing java.lang.Runnable interface and schedule it using the method
scheduleTask(task,time).

•

Supposing you have scheduled this task to be executed after 10 seconds, the run() method
of the task will be called at the stipulated time. As the last step of this run() method,
schedule the same task again.
public void run ()
{
// task implementation
// Last step of the task is to schedule it again after 2 // secs
long time = System.currentTimeMiliis() + 2000;
NmsUtil.scheduler.scheduleTask (this, time);
}

Note: Though here the main scheduler is called through the
NmsUtil.scheduler.scheduleTask ( ), it is recommended to create and use your
own schedulers. This is to avoid degradation of the overall performance of the
WebNMS IoT server due to the usage of the main scheduler.

By repeating the aforesaid process, you can periodically schedule a task.

•

How to make a particular Scheduler run even when Scheduler.suspendAll() is called.
A suspendable (in the Scheduler class) is introduced. This when set as false, (through the
setSuspendable method) will make that particular Scheduler to run even when
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Scheduler.suspendAll() is called.

Warning : This has been introduced mainly to continue heart beat of the server
when online backup is configured. Since BEFailOver table will not be backed up,
this will not affect the integrity of the data. When you use it ensure that
Schedulers affecting the backed up tables (by default all except BEFailOver) are
suspended.
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Scheduling using Policies
Scheduling Using Policies - Introduction
The word 'policy', in general, refers to a plan of action. Here, in this context, it refers to executing
a task or a set of tasks at a specified time based on a set of specified conditions. Policies are
tasks that are executed by WebNMS IoT at a system level, at a specified point of time. In IoT
network management, policies are used to control a variety of network activities such as
automated backups, routing and prioritization of network traffic, bandwidth allocation, cleaning
up database tables, deleting failed nodes, etc.
This policy framework enables scalable administration of the WebNMS IoT server and the
network gateways, site, regions etc., are managed by it. The primary goal of the policy engine is
to enable administration of complex functions easily. In WebNMS IoT, policies are used to
customize the behavior of the application and to provide a framework for adding policies for
different gateways.
WebNMS IoT policies can be broadly classified into two categories :
•

Periodic Policies - Policies are triggered periodically by the server at the specified time
interval. By default, the periodic policies are configured to be executed in the interval of 10
seconds.

•

Non-periodic Policies - Policies are executed at the specified time. In this case, there is no
fixed time interval. You need to specify the time at which the policy has to be executed. No
default value is assigned for non-periodic policies.

The next topic covers the following :

•

Overview

•

What does Policy Framework Offer ?

•

How does the Policy Framework Work ?

•

How to write your own Policies ?

•

How to execute a policy based on a condition ?

•

Notification Mechanism

•

Configuration Options

•

API Highlights

•

Grouping Policies

•

Developer Tips
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Scheduling Using Policies

•

Overview

•

What does Policy Framework Offer ?

•

How does the Policy Framework Work ?

•

How to write your own Policies ?

•

How to execute a policy based on a condition ?

•

Notification Mechanism

•

Configuration Options

•

Configuration using Web NMS EclipsePlugin

•

API Highlights

•

Grouping Policies

•

Developer Tips

Overview
The word 'policy', in general, refers to a plan of action. Here, in this context, it refers to executing
a task or a set of tasks at a specified time based on a set of specified conditions. Policies are
tasks that are executed by WebNMS IoT at a system level, at a specified point of time. In IoT
infrastructure management, policies are used to control a variety of iot network activities such as
automated backups, and prioritization of traffic, bandwidth allocation, cleaning up database
tables, deleting failed nodes, etc.
This policy framework enables scalable administration of the WebNMS IoT server and the
gateways, site, regions etc., are managed by it. The primary goal of the policy engine is to enable
administration of complex functions easily. In WebNMS IoT, policies are used to customize the
behavior of the application and to provide a framework for adding policies for different
gateways.
WebNMS IoT policies can be broadly classified into two categories :
•

Periodic Policies - Policies are triggered periodically by the server at the specified time
interval. By default, the periodic policies are configured to be executed in the interval of 10
seconds.

•

Non-periodic Policies - Policies are executed at the specified time. In this case, there is no
fixed time interval. You need to specify the time at which the policy has to be executed. No
default value is assigned for non-periodic policies.
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What does Policy Framework offer ?
This policy framework provides
•

a wide range of pre-built policies (both periodic and non-periodic) which can be used in
your applications directly

•

APIs and UI to enable you to build your own policies and modify the existing policies

•

APIs to specify a condition/set of conditions based on which your policy has to be executed

•

Observer for sending notifications about updates in various policy operations

How does the Policy Framework work ?
Following are the essential components of the Policy Framework :
•

Policy Manager

•

Policy Server

•

Policy Session

•

Policy Client

Policy Framework provides APIs to add your own policies and modify the existing policies.
PolicyManager is the class which controls the core functionalities provided by the
NmsPolicyAPIs. It manages all the PolicyObjects (explanation provided below) and takes care of
updating the changes in policies to the Database.
Policy Session is the one which interacts between the server and the clients. It handles the
requests from clients and also updates the changes in policies to the clients.
Policy clients are the User Interface views through which you can perform various policy
operations such as adding a policy, or deleting, or updating, or executing an existing policy, etc.
For performing any policy operation, you can make use of either PolicyAPIs or the Policy clients
(browser/application clients). When a request is made through the API, it reaches the
PolicyManager which takes care of executing the request. In case, the requests are made
through the clients, the PolicySession forwards them to the PolicyManager for execution.

How to Write your own Policies ?
If you want to write your own policies, you need to follow the steps explained below.

Step 1
Write a class by extending either PolicyObject
your needs for executing the desired policy.

or PeriodicPolicyObject

based on



If you want to execute a periodic task (periodic policy), you need to extend
the class PeriodicPolicyObject.



If you wish to execute a non-periodic task (non-periodic policy), you need to
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extend the class PolicyObject.

Step 2
The following three methods are to be compulsorily used in your class.
•

executeAction - the method which executes your policy

•

getProperties - to retrieve the properties of your policy

•

setProperties - the properties which you would like to have for your policy

Step 3
Compile your class and put it inside <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes directory

Step 4
Provide an entry for your policy in the file policy.conf present under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory. (see the topic configuration options below for details on how to
do this ).

Step 5
Provide an entry for your policy in the file relationalclasses.conf present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. This can be done as shown below :
Object(full name) Module

RelationalObject

DatabaseTableName

Example
com.adventnet.nms.policies.ExamplePolicy policydb RelationalPolicyObject
PolicyObject

Step 6
Now, your policy has been added to the list of available policies. You can perform all
further policy operations through the User Interface.
The above steps enable you to create and execute a simple policy. A reference
implementation for this type of simple policy is provided in the examples section.

How to execute a policy based on a Condition ?
Policies can be executed based on a condition or a set of conditions. For example, if you want to
execute a policy only after the status of a certain node in the database becomes "Critical", you
can do so using the methods available in the interfaces PolicyAction and PolicyCondition
(present in package com.adventnet.management.policydb ). Here, in this case, the status of
the node is the condition. At the time during which the policy is scheduled to be executed, check
will be made to ascertain whether the stipulated condition has been satisfied. The policy will be
executed only after the condition is satisfied.
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The interface PolicyAction is used to specify the 'action' (i.e., the task part of your policy). The
condition and its corresponding 'action' share a common, unique key. Based on that key, the
condition is correlated with its corresponding action.
You can specify the condition by giving your own implementation for the interface
PolicyCondition. In this interface, there is a method named 'isConditionSatisfied' . You can
make use of this method to specify the condition in such a way that if the condition is satisfied
this method has to return 'true'. If not, the method has to return false.
At the scheduled time for the execution of the policy, the 'isConditionSatisfied' method will be
invoked. If it returns "true", then the executeAction method in the interface PolicyAction
corresponding to that condition will be invoked. If this method returns "false", the executeAction
method will not be invoked.
Example
A Reference implementation explaining how you can execute a policy based on a condition is
provided in the examples section.

Notification Mechanism
Operations such as adding a new policy, deleting an existing policy, updating a policy, etc. are
some of the important events affecting a PolicyObject. Other modules or applications might
require to be notified of the occurrence of these operations. The policy framework provides
methods for achieving this.
The modules or applications which require such notification should register themselves as
observers with the policy module to receive the notification. Once registered, the modules or
applications will receive notifications whenever any operation is performed on a PolicyObject .
The notification would contain the following information :
•

Name of the PolicyObject which underwent changes

•

Group to which the policy belongs

•

Type of action

•

Current status of PolicyObject

How to Register as an Observer ?
The interface PolicyObserver has to be implemented for getting notifications about the
changes in PolicyObjects. Observer classes implementing this interface can register to Policy
Module using the method NmsPolicyAPI.register (com.adventnet.management.
policydb.PolicyObserver) in NmsPolicyAPI. The method policyStatusUpdate (Properties prop)
takes care of notifying all registered observers about the changes.
The following steps explain how you can register as an observer.
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Step 1
Looking up NmsPolicyAPI
Before trying to register as an observer, you need to get the handle for the policy API.
For looking up NmsPolicyAPI (assuming the host as localhost and rmiport as 1099)
NmsPolicyAPI api = (NmsPolicyAPI)Naming.lookup("rmi://localhost:1099/NmsPolicyAPI");
In the case of RMI Secure mode, NmsPolicyAPI can be obtained by
RMIAccessAPI rmiApi = (RMIAccessAPI) Naming.lookup
("rmi://localhost:1099/RMIAccessAPI");
NmsPolicyAPI api = (NmsPolicyAPI)rmiApi.getAPI ("username",
"password","NmsPolicyAPI");
Step 2
Registering as PolicyObservers
Following code snippet shows how to register as an observer. The api.register method is used
for registering as an observer.
if( api.register(observer))
{
System.out.println("PolicyObserver "+observer + " registered successfully");
}
How to De-Register ?
Registered Observers can de-register themselves from receiving the notification as shown below.
The api.removeObserver method is used for removing an observer.

if( api.removeObserver(observer))
{
System.out.println("PolicyObserver "+observer + " removed successfully");
}

Configuration Options
Configurations in NmsProcessesBE.conf
LOAD_DEFAULT_POLICY - This parameter is for enabling or disabling the default
policy provided by WebNMS IoT. The default policy provided by WebNMS IoT is the
StatsTableCleanupPolicy (the class name of this policy is StatsTableCleanupPolicy,
and its display name on the UI is TableCleanupPolicy1). This policy triggers the cleanup
/ deletion of data from the STATSDATA% table in the database, just to ensure that the
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database does not get smothered by the large amount of data collected every day.
The administrator decides on the frequency of cleanup. The default cleanup period for
the STATSDATA% table is 7 days. If this policy is not used, the administrator has to
delete unwanted data manually. This option is by default set as "true". Hence, this
policy gets started on starting WebNMS IoT.

How to disable the default policy ?
Loading of this default policy can be disabled by passing the value for the argument
LOAD_DEFAULT_POLICY as "false" as shown below :
#java com.adventnet.management.policydb.NmsPolicyMgr
PROCESS com.adventnet.management.policydb.NmsPolicyMgr
ARGS LOAD_DEFAULT_POLICY false

Configurations in policy.conf
As mentioned above, this framework provides a number of ready-to-use, pre-built
policies. The available policies are listed in the PolicyUI. You can view the list of
available policies in 'Add Policy Details' pop-up menu.
You can also include the policies written by you into the list. This can be done through
an entry in the policy.conf file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
Apart from adding your policy into the list, you can specify the
•

class name

•

display name and

•

status colors of the policy in policy.conf

The following section explains the various parameters that are specified in the conf
file.

Parameters in policy.conf
The parameters in policy.conf are grouped under the following tags :
•

<POLICY_LIST> - This tag contains the parameters such as
classname, display_name, etc.

•

<POLICY_COLOR> - This tag contains the parameters which are
used to customize the status colors of the Policies specified in
policy.conf file.

Parameters grouped under <POLICY_LIST> tag are given below:
Parameter

What does this parameter Specify?

Classname

The fully qualified policy class name (the class name of the policy
written by you or the class name of the default policies, whichever
you use)

display_name

The name (of the policy) that gets displayed on the UI.
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Each policy added within the <POLICY_LIST> tag has to be added within a new policy
tag (<POLICY>). The entire set of policies added has to be enclosed within the
<POLICY_LIST> tag as shown below.
<POLICY_LIST>
<POLICY
display_name="Display string in Add policy properties form" />
</POLICY_LIST>
Example
The default policies alert policy and tester policy can be included as shown
below.
<POLICY_LIST> >
<POLICY classname="com.adventnet.nms.policies.AlertPolicy"
display_name="EscalationPolicy" />
<POLICY
classname="com.adventnet.nms.policies.TesterPolicy"
display_name="StatusTestPolicy" />
</POLICY_LIST>

Parameters grouped under <POLICY_COLOR> tag
To represent the status of various policies, colors are used. The parameters in
<POLICY_COLOR> tag can be used to specify the color combination. For each policy
status, the specified color should be in the sequence Red-Green-Blue i.e., R-G-B
settings.
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<POLICY_COLOR>
<COLOR
DISABLED="R-G-B" (color displayed for the policies which are currently in the
disabled condition)
STOPPED="R-G-B" (color displayed for policies that are currently in the
stopped state)
EXECUTED="R-G-B" (color displayed for policies that are executed
successfully)
SCHEDULED="R-G-B"(color displayed for policies that have been scheduled
pending execution)
/>
</POLICY_COLOR>
Example
<POLICY_COLOR>
<COLOR
DISABLED="230-100-50"
STOPPED="255-175-175"
EXECUTED="0-255-255"
SCHEDULED="0-200-60" />
</POLICY_COLOR>
Note: The ENABLED policies are classified as STOPPED,
EXECUTED, and SCHEDULED.

Configuration using WebNMS IoT EclipsePlugin
Import the file policy.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse Project.
Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
IoT configuration Files to Eclipse.

API Highlights
This section provides information about some of the important APIs available in this framework.
Following is the list of important APIs :
• public boolean addPolicy(PolicyObject po)
This method adds the policy represented by the PolicyObject to the Policy Module. If the
PolicyObject is successfully added, it returns a boolean value 'true' '; otherwise, it returns
'false'. In this method, the PolicyObject is identified through its unique name.
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For adding a PolicyObject using this method, follow the steps listed below.
•

Instantiate the PolicyObject to be added

•

Set the name for the PolicyObject

•

Set the groupname, if any

•

Get the handle of NmsPolicyAPI

•

Use the method addPolicy to add this object

The following code snippet shows how this method can be used to add a new PolicyObject. In
this example a PolicyObject named ‘customPolicy’ is added.
PeriodicPolicyObject customPolicy=new CustomPeriodicPolicyObject();
customPolicy.setName(“TestPolicy"); customPolicy.setGroupName("TesterPolicyGroup");
p class=Code>boolean res=api.addPolicy((PolicyObject)customPolicy);
• public boolean updatePolicy(String policyname,Properties prop)
This method updates the properties of the PolicyObject. The PolicyObject whose properties
are to be updated is identified based on the policyname. This method returns 'true' if the
properties are successfully added; otherwise, it returns 'false'.
Let us assume that you want to change the CustomProperties of Key 1 and key 2 of a policy
with the name CustomPolicy. For doing this, follow the steps listed below.
o

Construct the properties object with the modified values

o

Use the updatePolicy method of NmsPolicyAPI

o

Pass the policyname to be updated and the properties to be modified as arguments

The following code snippet shows how you can perform the above steps.
Properties props=new Properties();
props.put("CustomPropsKey1","CustomPropsValue1");
props.put("CustomPropsKey2","CustomPropsValue2");
api.updatePolicy("customPolicy",props);
• executePolicy(PolicyEvent policyEvt)
This method executes all the policies which are listed in PolicyEvent. If no PolicyAction or
PolicyCondition is specified for a policy, then executeAction method of PolicyObject is
called. If one or more PolicyAction and or PolicyCondition are specified for a particular
PolicyObject, then the list of PolicyConditions will be considered first. The condition will be
checked. Only if the method isConditionSatified returns true, will the corresponding
executeAction method of PolicyAction be called.
For executing a PolicyObject, follow the steps listed below :
o Create a PolicyEvent
o Add the policynames which are to be executed to the PolicyEvent using the
method AddPolicyNamesToTrigger .
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o Use the executePolicy method and pass the instance of the PolicyEvent which
was created.
The following code snippet shows how to perform the above steps.
PolicyEvent pe=new PolicyEvent(this);
pe.addPolicyNamesToTrigger("customPolicy");
api.executePolicy(pe);
•

stopPolicy(String policyname)
This method is used for stopping the execution of a PolicyObject for the given policyname.
It returns "true" if the PolicyObject of the given policy is stopped successfully; otherwise, it
returns "false"

Pass the name of the policy which you want to stop as argument in this method as shown below.
boolean result=api.stopPolicy("customPolicy");
•

deletePolicy(String name) - For deleting a PolicyObject
This method is for deleting the policy represented by policyname from the system. It
returns "true" if the policy is successfully deleted. Otherwise, it returns "false".
boolean result=api.deletePolicy("customPolicy");

•

register(PolicyObserver observer)
This method is for registering as a PolicyObserver. For explanation, see the section
'Notification Mechanism' above.

Grouping Policies
Policies can be maintained as a group. For example, if you have 10 policies of which 5 are of the
type backup policy and others of EscalationPolicy type, then the 5 policies which are of the type
backup can be grouped under "backuppolicies" and the rest under "escalationpolcicygroup". You
can assign any name for the group. The name can be specified through the property
'groupname'.

Developer Tips
•

If I schedule some policy on 31st of every month and if a month does not have 31, what will
be the result?

•

During startup, the StatsCleanupPolicy is loaded by default. Can I make any other policy
also to get loaded by default ?

•

Is there a simpler service/mechanism in WebNMS IoT which I can use to periodically
monitor the status of a certain operation in devices? I need a very simple callback
mechanism from a timer-based service.

•

Periodic policies are getting executed once they are added ; whereas in the case of nonperiodic policies, it is not so. Why?

•

Can non-periodic policy be executed at time schedules of hour : minutes ?
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Policy Startup Options
The Startup option gives you an idea about the process/processes related to the Policy
Framework.

Startup options include

•

BE Startup Option

•

FE Startup Option

BE Startup Option
Process : com.adventnet.management.policydb.NmsPolicyMgr

Functionality
Starts the Policy Module with WebNMS

Declaration
#java com.adventnet.management.policydb.NmsPolicyMgr
Process com.adventnet.management.policydb.NmsPolicyMgr

Arguments and Description
Arguments

Description

LOAD_DEFAULT_POLICY

If set as 'true' - default policy will be loaded. If set as 'false'
- default policy will not be loaded. Default value is 'true'

Dependencies
Other Processes Dependencies

PolicyFE
PolicyFE module binds a proxy API for policy module in the FE.
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FE Startup Option
Process : com.adventnet.nms.fe.policy.PolicyFE

Functionality
Binds the proxy API for the NmsPolicyAPI.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.policy.PolicyFE

Arguments
Null.

Dependencies
This process depends on NmsPolicyMgr in the BE.
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Working with Mail Report Templates

•

Introduction

•

Implementation

Introduction
The mail report feature facilitates the non-periodic (scheduled) report generation of data
collected from devices. The scheduled report is configured to be generated at a specified
date/time such as daily, weekly, and monthly reports. The final report is generated as a PDF file
and mailed to configured recipients.
The existing policy APIs can be used to create custom report templates to suit your requirement.
The template can take data input from any WebNMS IoT table, including custom tables.
This section of the document describes the procedures involved in implementing custom report
templates.

Implementation
The implementation steps for creating a new mail report template is provided below :
•

Step 1 - Create an implementation class that extends ScheduledMailPolicy

•

Step 2 - Add an entry for the implementation class in relationalclasses.conf .

•

Step 3 - Add a report entry in MailReport.conf.

•

Step 4 - Create a user jsp page with the fields to get user inputs.

•

Step 5 - Add an entry in struts configuration file to return the jsp page created.

•

Step 6 - Add an entry for the implementation class in policy.conf.

Step 1
Create an implementation class that extends ScheduledMailPolicy of
com.adventnet.management.policydb package. The important methods of the Policy that
needs to be overwritten are:
•

setProperties()

•

getProperties()

•

getMailProperties()

•

getReportData()

•

generateReportPDF()

The setProperties() method is used to validate and store the custom properties from the
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custom jsp.
The getProperties() method returns the Base and UserProperties.
The getMailProperties() will allow you to get and modify the default subject and mail content.

public Properties getMailProperties()
{
// Getting Default Properties
Properties mailProp = super.getMailProperties();
String defaultSubject = (String) mailProp.get("subject");
String defaultMailContent = (String) mailProp.get("mailContent");
Object mailAccounts = mailProp.get("mailAccounts");
NmsLogMgr.POLICYUSER.log("Default Subject : " + defaultSubject + ", Default Mail Content :
" + defaultMailContent, Log.DEBUG);
if (mailAccounts != null) {
NmsLogMgr.POLICYUSER.log("Mail Accounts : ", Log.DEBUG); // No i18N
for (String mailAccount : mailAccounts.toString().split(",")) {
NmsLogMgr.POLICYUSER.log(mailAccount.trim() + ",", Log.DEBUG);
}
}
// Setting custom properties
mailProp.setProperty("subject", "Scheduled Implementation Sample Mail - " +
getUserProperty("MOList") + " - " + new SimpleDateFormat("hh:mm:ss").format(new Date()));
mailProp.setProperty("mailContent", "This is from Scheduled Implementation Sample");
return mailProp;
}

The getReportData() method is where the business logic of the report lies. It processes the data
and returns the report as a json object.

@Override
public JSONObject getReportData() {
JSONObject report = null;
Properties prop = super.getBaseProperties();
// TODO : Report Generation Logic Here
return report;
}

The generateReportPDF() method is where the PDF file is generated and kept in the
local path. It is not mandatory to overwrite this method. When no custom
implementation for this method is specified the default implementation is called from
the framework.
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Step 2
Add an entry for the implementation class in relationalclasses.conf under <WebNMS_IoT
Home>/conf directory.
For ScheduledMailPolicy

com.adventnet.management.policydb.mailreport.SNMPcomparisonScheduled policydb
RelationalPolicyObject PolicyObject

Step 3
Add a report entry in <WebNMS_Home>/conf/MailReport.conf file.

<REPORT name="SNMP Comparison Scheduled" periodic="false"
url="/policy/ReportAction.do?method=getAppender"
class="com.adventnet.management.policydb.mailreport.SNMPcomparisonScheduled"/>

The configuration parameters are explained below:
•
name - name of the report and it must be unique
•
periodic - false
•
url
- this url is called when this report implementation is selected
•
class - Scheduled policy's implementation class. This class's getReportData() is called

Step 4
Create a user jsp page with the fields for user inputs. This is just a dynamic form where the
custom report developer can decide on the required inputs. It is recommended to have proper
field names as these names will be used in the function getProperties() in class
ScheduledMailPolicy by the framework.
Any js related to the jsp created can be placed under <WebNMS_IoT Home>/webclient/policy/js
directory.
The validation for your form fields should be done in the js function checkUserEditJSP() and
return true or false.
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function checkUserEditJSP()
{
var molist = ($("#MOList").select2("val"));//No I18N
if(molist==null || molist.length==0 || molist ==undefined)
{
sendError("Please Select Region");//No I18N
return false;
}
return true;
}

Step 5
Add an entry in the struts configuration file policy-struts-config.xml under action tag
"ReportAction" to return the newly created jsp page. This conf file is located under directory
<WebNMS_IoT Home>/webclient/policy/conf. Sample entry as given below.

<forward name="myCustomImplementation1"
path="/webclient/policy/jsp/MailReportUser1.jsp" contextRelative="true"/>

Step 6
Add an entry for the implementation class in policy.conf under <WebNMS_IoT Home>/conf
directory.

<POLICY
classname="com.adventnet.management.policydb.mailreport.SNMPcomparisonScheduled"
display_name="ComparisonScheduled"/>

Note : The server should be restarted to use the new template in the client UI.
The Mail Report Policy UI configuration document is available in the User & Admin Guide.
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Developer Tips
General Tips
•

If I schedule some policy on 31st of every month and if a month does not have 31, what will
be the result ?

•

During startup, the StatsCleanupPolicy is loaded by default. Can I make any other policy
also to get loaded by default ?

•

Is there a simpler service/mechanism WebNMS IoT which I can use to periodically monitor
the status of a certain operation in devices? I almost need a very simple callback
mechanism from a timer-based service.

•

Periodic policies are getting executed once they are added ; whereas in the case of nonperiodic policies it is not so. Why ?

•

Can non-periodic policy be executed at time schedules of hour : minutes ?

•

How to schedule a non-periodic policy using an API?

•

How to schedule policy to take back up of data at 1:00a.m. on all the 7 days of the week?

•

If I schedule some policy on 31st of every month and if a month does not have 31,
what will be the result ?
If you schedule some policy on 31st of every month, then the policy will be executed only
for the months which contain the date 31st. For example, if you have scheduled policy on
31st of every month starting from January, then the policy will be executed on January 31.
For February, it will not be executed, since it does not have 31. Again on March 31, the
policy will be executed and so on.

•

During startup, the StatsCleanupPolicy is loaded by default. Can I make any other
policy also to get loaded by default ?

You can add another default policy by writing a user code. For doing this,
follow the procedure explained below :
•

Write a custom or user module implementing RunProcessInterface or use your
existing user module (if any)

•

From the user module, get the handle of NmsPolicyAPI as given below
NmsPolicyAPI api = (NmsPolicyAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsPolicyAPI");

•

Create a instance for the PolicyObject you have added as
PolicyObject po = new WebNmsBackupPolicy(); po.setName("WebNmsBackupPolicy");

•

Check whether the policy already exists with the same
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name "WebNmsBackupPolicy", If not, add it as
Vector v = api.getPolicyNames() // gives you names of all
available policy objects
if(!(v.contains("WebNmsBackupPolicy")))
{
// If object doesn't exist add it
api.addPolicy(po);
}
else
{
// don't add as the policy objects already exists. This will help you to avoid adding
same object again during warm start.

•

Is there a simpler service/mechanism in WebNMS IoT which I can use to
periodically monitor the status of a certain operation in devices? I need a very
simple callback mechanism from a timer-based service.
By using either the PeriodicPolicyObject or the Scheduler, you can achieve the
above requirement. The following code snippet gives you an idea as to how you
achieve this. (You can execute the code given below from your custom module).
Code snippet
// create a new Scheduler or use existing schedulers in WebNMS IoT
// for creating a Scheduler
Scheduler sch = Scheduler.createScheduler("Test",4);
sch.start();
// write a class implementing Runnable let's call it as MyRunnable
Runnable run = new MyRunnable();
// To schedule it after (say)10 seconds from current time
long timeToSchedule = System.currentTimeMillis() + 10000;
sch. scheduleTask(run, timeToSchedule);
// once it is scheduled after 10 seconds run method of your Runnable
implementation class MyRunnable will be called
public void run()
{
// check whether the task is over
boolean completed = <check the operation>
// if the task is completed don't do anything else reschedule the same
class again for next 10th second. Continue this operation till the task is
over
if(!completed)
{
long timeToSchedule = System.currentTimeMillis() + 10000;
sch. scheduleTask(this, timeToSchedule);
}
}
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For further details refer to the documentation for scheduling services and the Javadocs of
Scheduler.

•

Periodic policies are getting executed once they are added ; whereas in the case of
non-periodic policies, it is not so. Why ?
This is because a default time period (10 seconds) is set for periodic policies. So, periodic
policies are getting executed automatically.
On the other hand, no default period or time can be specified for Non- Periodic policies.
You explicitly need to schedule the policy using the SchedulePolicyUI. Otherwise, it will not
be executed. Refer to the following sections of our documentation for further details.

•

•

Refer to Executing & Stop Policy

•

Refer to Scheduling Policy

Can non-periodic policy be executed at time schedules of hour : minutes ?
No, non-periodic policies cannot be executed like that. It can be executed to the precision of
hours only and not hours:minutes. For example, it can be executed at 11:00, 12:00, etc. and
not at 11:30, 12:15, etc.

•

How to schedule a non-periodic policy using an API?
To schedule a non-periodic policy, you can use the method 'setTimeVector()' available in the
class PolicyObject. Please look here for details on Time Vector
(com.adventnet.management.policydb.PolicyObject.setTimeVector()). We provide below a
code snippet to show how you can execute a policy (this is for executing a policy at any point
of time and not for scheduling).
/* 'napi' denotes "NmsPolicyAPI" , 'examplepolicy' denotes the name of the policy*/
PolicyEvent pe = new PolicyEvent(napi.getPolicy("examplepolicy"));
pe.addPolicyNamesToTrigger("examplepolicy");
napi.executePolicy(pe);
TimeVectorStructure: TimeVector in PolicyObject contains information about scheduling
pattern configured for it. TimeVector contains either
o 7 vectors (in case of day wise ) (or)
o 31 Vectors (in case of date wise) .
In each and every vector, information about scheduling hours will be stored as Integer
Objects.
For example: If you have scheduled PolicyObject at 1, l5 and 20 hrs for 5 dates then time
vector looks as
{
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[1, 15, 20]
[1, 15, 20]
[1, 15, 20]
[1, 15, 20]
[1, 15, 20]
}
Here 1, 5 and 20 are IntegerObjects holding the value 1 , 5 and 20 respectively. If you have
scheduled PolicyObject as
1st date 1,10 hrs
6th date 18 , 22 hrs
9th date 5 , 16 hrs
then the vector will look like
{
[1,10]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[18,22]
[]
[]
[5,15]
:
:
:
[]
}
In case of day wise scheduling, Vector size will be seven. If you are going to schedule the
Policy in day wise mode as Sunday 3, 6 hrs, Monday 6, 7 hrs, Tuesday 4, 9 hrs, Wednesday 9,
11 hrs, Friday 9, 11 hrs, Saturday 3, 13 hrs, then timeVector looks as
{
[ 3, 6]
[ 6 , 7]
[ 4 , 9]
[ 9 , 11]
[]
[9,11]
[3 , 13]
}
If no time is mentioned for a particular day / date then the corresponding vector size for that
particular day / date is zero
•

How to schedule policy to take back up of data at 1:00a.m. on all the 7 days of the
week?
You must use NonPeriodic policy to achieve the above requirement. To schedule certain
policies for execution at specific hours, you need to use Non Periodic Policy. This
sometimes appear to be Periodic Policy, but is actually a non periodic policy. Periodic Policy
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is for scheduling a policy for execution at periodic intervals from the time
of server startup. For example, if you specify the time interval as 30 seconds, the policy is
scheduled for execution for every 30 seconds from server startup.
As per the asked query, this requirement can be achieved only through non-periodic policy
for the following reason. Assume the server is started on Sunday, 3:00 PM, and is scheduled
for execution for the first time on Monday, 1:00 AM which is 10 hrs from server startup.
Again on Tuesday, it is scheduled for 1:00 AM. Here, the time interval becomes 24 hrs.
Hence, it can be inferred that this type of scheduling can be executed only by non periodic
policy. In this case, choose the option 'day' as 'All Days' and timing as '1:00 A.M' to achieve
your requirement.
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Rebranding IoT Product
Rebranding WebNMS IoT

•

Overview

•

Steps to Rebrand
o Step 1
o Step2
o Step 3

Overview
WebNMS IoT framework is highly customizable and permits rebranding to cater to the end user
requirements. Rebranding is typically done after customizing WebNMS IoT and before
deployment. Rebranding denotes changing the following using the Rebranding Tool:
•

WebNMS references in the product

•

Release Version reference

•

WebNMS icon, logo

•

All images with either AdventNet or WebNMS references

•

WebNMS URL

Steps to Rebrand
Step 1 Invoking the Rebranding Tool
Run the Tool by invoking the script startRebranding.bat/sh located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/developertools directory.

Step 2 -Entering Values for Rebranding
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The values shown above in the Tool are the default values used in the WebNMS IoT
Application. Enter new values for rebranding your application. Click Rebrand to apply
the changes.
For Users Who Have Manually Rebranded Prior to Using the Rebranding Tool
Select the radio button Old Values. Enter the values that have been used for
rebranding the WebNMS IoT Application prior to using the Tool. Click Update. Next,
click New Values and enter new values for rebranding the Application.

Step 3- Viewing the list of files modified during Rebranding process
View the dialog that pops up displaying the files modified during the process of
Rebranding. The list of files modified as part of the Rebranding process are located in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory.
Note: Refer the GUI Configuration > Rebranding section for details on
rebranding the images in the Client UI.
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Enabling Secured Communication
Communication Framework - Introduction

Server and Client are the two main elements in all Internet Applications. The client sends
requests and the server listens to those requests and responds/accomplishes the required task.
The server and client communicate with each other through a common protocol. In WebNMS
IoT, the common communication protocol is either TCP Socket or RMI. The Client-Server
communication denotes the communication between FE server/FE component of combo BE
server and the Clients. In the WebNMS context, the server-side comprises of BE server and FE
server and the client-side comprises of FE and clients.
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Client Server Communication

•

Overview

•

Communication Framework highlights

•

Role of BE and FE servers

•

Client request handling process

•

Working mechanism of Client-Server communication

•

Establishing communication between server and client components of custom module:
o Using the same common mode of communication used by WebNMS IoT
o Establishing communication between the ClientFE and the ServerBE
o Reference implementation

•

Plugging in custom protocol for WebNMS IoT Client-Server communication
o Step-by-step procedure

Overview
Server and Client are the two main elements in all Internet Applications. The client sends
requests and the server listens to those requests and responds/accomplishes the required task.
The server and client communicate with each other through a common protocol. In WebNMS
IoT, the common communication protocol is either TCP Socket or RMI. The Client-Server
communication denotes the communication between FE server/FE component of combo BE
server and the Clients. In the WebNMS IoT context, the Server-side comprises of BE server and
FE server and the Client-side comprises of FE and Clients.

Communication Framework highlights
As mentioned above, in WebNMS IoT, communication between client and server takes place
through a common connection which uses TCP or RMI. The highlights of Framework are:
•

APIs to establish the same common connection (TCP/RMI) used by WebNMS IoT as the
mode of communication between server and client components of custom module.

•

an interface named TransportProvider to enable you to plug in custom protocol
implementation for WebNMS IoT Client-Server communication.

Role of BE and FE servers
The BE server performs the "Core tasks" such as maintenance of the managed objects, receiving
and processing events and alerts, etc. The FE server deals with the clients and performs all the
"Client tasks" such as servicing client requests, maintaining the state of the client in terms of the
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data being viewed, etc. A BE server provides service to one or more FE servers and each FE
server provides services to one or more clients.

Client request handling process
When the request from a client involves just a Read operation on the RDBMS, the request is
communicated to the FE server. On the other hand, if the request results in a Write operation, it
is communicated to the BE server via FE server. BE takes care of writing into the database. Here,
the FE server plays a dual role, acts as a server in one case and as a client in another case. When
the client's request is of 'Read only' type, the communication is between the client and FE server.
Here, the FE acts as a server. When the request involves a 'Write' operation, the communication
is between BE and FE and in this case the FE acts as a client. In general, the Server-side may be
considered to be consisting of BE server and FE server and the Client-side consisting of FE and
clients.

Working Mechanism of Client-Server communication
Assume that you have written a client module and a corresponding server module (user-defined
modules). The following passage explains what happens when custom client module sends a
request. Before going into the details, it is worthwhile to refer to the usage of various terms used
throughout this document to avoid any possible confusion.
Usage of Terminologies
•

NMS FE Server/NMSServerFE s also known as MainSocketServerFE

•

NMSServerBE is also referred as MainSocketServerBE

•

ModuleServerFE denotes the ServerFE written by you

•

ModuleSessionFE denotes the SessionFE defined by you

•

ModuleServerBE denotes the ServerBE written by you

•

ModuleSessionBE denotes the SessionBE defined by you

•

ModuleClient denotes the Client Module written by you

•

ServerFE denotes the scenario when the FE acts as server (Client-FE
Communication)

•

ClientFE refers to the scenario when the FE acts as a client (FE-BE communication)

Client-FE Communication
•

The custom ModuleClient connects to NMS client.

•

NMS client in turn connects to MainSocketServerFE (NMS FE Server).

•

Subsequently, the MainSocketServerFE creates a Session named
MainSocketSessionFE which is dedicated to this particular client. It also passes the
instance of MainSocketSessionFE to the custom ModuleServerFE.

•

Using the reference of MainSocketSessionFE, the ModuleServerFE should create a
ModuleSessionFE to process the requests made by custom client module.

•

If the client requests are not processed in the SessionFE, they are forwarded to BE.
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FE-BE Communication
•

The requests which are not processed by SessionFE are forwarded to the
MainSocketServerBE (NMSServerBE) through NMS ClientFE. (Here, NMSClientFE (FE
Server) acts as a client to MainSocketServerBE.)

•

When NMSClientFE connects to MainSocketServerBE, the MainSocketServerBE
creates a Session named MainSocketSessionBE dedicated to the client connection
which was forwarded by NMSClientFE. It also passes the instance of
MainSocketSessionBE to the custom ModuleServerBE class.

•

Using the reference of MainSocketSessionBE, the ModuleServerBE class should
create a ModuleSessionBE to process the requests made by the client.

The following diagram explains the Client-Server communication process:

Establishing communication between server and client
components of custom module
Using the same common mode of communication used by WebNMS
IoT
As mentioned earlier, the Communication Framework offers APIs to establish the
same common connection (TCP/RMI) used by WebNMS IoT as the mode of
communication between server and client components of custom module. Before
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getting into the details as to how to achieve the same, it would be worthwhile to
explain the Classes and Interfaces to be used for that purpose. (It is strongly
recommended that you read the section 'Usage of Terminologies' before proceeding
further, to avoid any possible confusion.)
Classes
Class

MainSocketServerFE

Description
This is the NMS FE server class for the custom
ModuleServerFE. The ModuleServerFE must register
with this class to receive responses from the FE server.
It is accessed using
PureServerUtilsFE.serverSocketFE.registerForResponse
s(ssc).
(Here ssc is the instance of the ServerFE class
implementing theSocketServerConnectionFE
interface).

MainSocketSessionFE

This class is the SessionFE object for the
MainSocketServerFE . For every client connecting to
the MainSocketServerFE, a new
MainSocketSessionFE object is instantiated and
reference passed to all the SocketServerConnectionFE
modules (ModuleServerFE) registered with the
MainSocketServerFE.

MainSocketClient

This is the basic end-point for the WebNMS IoT client.
This class handles all the communication that take
place between the WebNMS IoT client and the
ServerFE. All the responses from the ServerFE are
received and routed to the corresponding user client
module.

MainSocketServerBE

This is the ServerBE class for the Module ServerBE. The
Module ServerBE class must register with this class to
create a separate SessionBE for each FE connecting to
the ServerBE. Accessed using
PureServerUtilsBE.serverSocketBE.registerForRespons
es(ssc). Here ssc is the instance of the ServerBE class
implementing the SocketServerConnectionBE
interface.

MainSocketSessionBE

This is the SessionBE class for the Module SessionBE.
The Module SessionBE class must register with this
class to get the packets or ClientFE requests.

Interfaces
Interface

Description

This is the interface, on the ServerFE-side, to be
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.So
implemented by the Module ServerFE class to spawn a
cketServerConnectionFE
new Session for handling the requests from the client.
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This is the interface, on the ServerFE-side, to be
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.So
implemented by the Module SessionFE class to
cketSessionConnectionFE
receive and process the client requests.
This is the interface, on the Client-side, to be
com.adventnet.nms.startclient.S
implemented by the Module Client class to receive the
ocketConnection
responses from the ServerFE.
This is the interface, on the ServerBE-side, to be
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.So implemented by the Module ServerBE class to create
a separate SessionBE for each FE connecting to the
cketServerConnectionBE
ServerBE.
This is the interface, on the ServerBE-side, to be
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.So
implemented by the Module SessionBE class to get
cketSessionConnectionBE
the client requests.
You need to following steps to establish the same common connection (TCP/RMI)
used by WebNMS IoT as the mode of communication between server and client
components of custom module.
•

Establishing Communication between the ClientFE and the ServerBE (FE-BE
communication)

Establishing communication between the ClientFE and the
ServerBE
For establishing the common connection between the ClientFE and BE for custom modules,
follow the steps detailed below. The procedure for achieving this can be broadly subdivided into
two parts :

Implementation on ServerBE side
•

Write a ServerBE class which implements SocketServerConnectionBE interface.

•

Call the registerForResponses(SocketServerConnectionBE ssc) method to register with
the Class MainSocketServerBE. This creates a separate SessionBE for each
ClientFE connecting to the ServerBE.

Here, the Class MainSocketServerBE has a list of all ServerBE modules (ServerBE
classes) registered to it. Whenever a ClientFE module connects to NMS Server BE, the
Class MainSocketServerBE instantiates a separate MainSocketSessionBE for each
ClientFE connected. The instance or the reference of MainSocketSessionBE is passed to
the ServerBE class, which in turn instantiates the SessionBE class.
Example
How to Register with MainSockerServerBE?
PureServerUtilsBE.serverSocketBE.registerForResponses(SocketServerConnectio
nBE ssc)
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where ssc - is the instance of the ServerBE class, implementing the
SocketServerConnectionBE interface.
Method to be implemented is :
•

void init(MainSocketSessionBE mss);

Implementation on SessionBE-side
•

Write a SessionBE class which implements SocketSessionConnectionBE interface.

•

Call the registerForResponses( SocketSessionConnectionBE ssc, ModuleID) method to
register with the Class MainSocketSessionBE in order to get the packets or client
requests from ClientFE.

Here, the registration with the Class MainSocketSessionBE is done only after the
instance or the reference of MainSocketSessionBE is received from ServerBE class. Use
the instance of MainSocketSessionBE as mss.send() to send any data or responses to the
ClientFE.

Reference Implementation
Following code snippets illustrate the aforesaid procedure.
Framework of UserClient
class UserClient implements
com.adventnet.nms.startclient.SocketConnection
{
/* Constructor */
public UserClient() {
/* Register with the Common Socket client with the USERID */
PureClientUtils.commonSocket.registerForResponses(this,USERID);
}
public synchronized void receive(byte[] data) {
/* receive responses from server */
}
public void send() {
/* Send request to server through requestByteArray */
PureClientUtils..commonSocket.send(USERID,requestByteArray);
}
}
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Framework of ServerFE
class ServerFE implements SocketServerConnectionFE
{
/* Constructor */
public ServerFE()
{
PureServerUtilsFE.serverSocketFE.registerForResponses(this);
}
public void init(MainSocketSessionFE mss)
{
SessionFE session = new SessionFE(mss);
}
}
Framework of SessionFE
class SessionFE implements
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.SocketSessionConnectionFE
{
MainSocketSessionFE mainSession;
public SessionFE(MainSocketSessionFE mss) {
mainSession = mss;
// Register for responses with the Common Socket Session using a
unique USERID.
mainSession.registerForResponses(this,USERID);
}
public void receive(String reqID, byte[] data) {
/* Process the data in the input data byte array*/
/*Send response for the client through the responseByteArray*/
mainSession.send(USERID,reqID,responseByteArray);
}
Framework of ServerBE
class ServerBE implements
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.SocketServerConnectionBE
{
/* Constructor */
public ServerBE()
{
// Register for responses with the Common Socket Server
PureServerUtilsBE.serverSocketBE.registerForResponses(this);
}
public void init(MainSocketSessionBE mss)
{
SessionBE session = new SessionBE(mss); // open new session
}
}
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Framework of SessionBE
class SessionBE implements
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.SocketSessionConnectionBE
{
MainSocketSessionBE mainSession;
public SessionBE(MainSocketSessionBE mss) {
mainSession = mss;
// Register for responses with the Common Socket Session using a
unique USERID.
mainSession.registerForResponses(this,USERID);
}
public void receive(String reqID, byte[] data) {
/* Process the data in the input data byte array*/
/*Send response for the client through the responseByteArray*/
mainSession.send(USERID,reqID,responseByteArray);
}
}

Plugging in custom protocol for WebNMS IoT Client-Server
communication
By default, WebNMS IoT provides a common communication connection which uses either TCP
or RMI for communication between the WebNMS client and FE server. If you wish to use any
other protocol, you can plug in that protocol using an interface named 'Transport Provider
Interface' provided by the Communication Framework.
To plug in custom protocol, all that you need to do is to implement the following interfaces :
•

com.adventnet.management.transport.SessionTransportProvider .

•

com.adventnet.management.transport.TransportProvider .
Also, you need to edit the configuration file transportProvider.conf.

About SessionTransportProvider interface
The SessionTransportProvider interface provides the basic input-output operations that
can be expected by any transport protocol to transfer the data between the WebNMS IoT
client and the FE Server.
Following are the methods that need to be implemented in this interface :
•

open() - Opens the transport interface over which the data is sent/received.

•

close() - Closes the transport interface once communication is over.

•

read() - Receives data from the peer over the transport interface.

•

write() - Sends data to the peer over the transport interface.

Refer SessionTransportProvider , for the exact syntax and detailed description of these
methods.
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About TransportProvider interface
The TransportProviderinterface creates a transport session between the client and the
server and is responsible for all the communication aspects between the WebNMS client and
the FE server.
Following are the methods that need to be implemented in this interface :
•

init() - Initializes the transport session over which the data is sent/received.

•

open() - Creates the transport session for communication between the client and the
server, and returns a reference to the SessionTransportProvider object.

•

close() - Closes the transport interface once communication is over.

Refer to TransportProvider , for the exact syntax and detailed description of the methods.

Plugging in the desired protocol
Step-by-step procedure
•

Write a class implementing the SessionTransportProvider interface.
For example, let us assume that you wish to plug-in SSL protocol. The
SessionTransportProvider class provides the open(), close(), read() and write()
methods. You need to implement these methods for SSL communication. This class
can be used both by WebNMS IoT Client and the FE Server to set up the basic
communication and to transfer data.

•

Write server-side and client-side classes implementing the TransportProvider
interface.
The server-side and client-side classes are for providing the server side and client
side implementation required for creating TransportProvider and any other
protocol initializations. You need to implement the init(), open(), and close()
methods in the TransportProvider interface. When these classes (server-side and
client-side) are instantiated, the init method is called to perform the initialization
routines.
The arguments passed in the 'init()' method vary for the server-side implementation
from the client-side implementation. For the server-side implementation, the
arguments passed are the ones specified in the conf/ transportProvider.conf file as
<ARG> list. For the client-side implementation, the "Applet" reference has to be
passed as the first value (i.e., the arg[0] parameter) and the rest of the arguments
are the same as in the server implementation. ('Applet reference' is the WebNMS
IoT Client Applet reference and can be used to get any applet parameters which are
needed for protocol initialization).
The 'init' call is followed by the 'open' method which creates the transport session
for communication between the client and the server. It returns a reference of the
SessionTransportProvider object. This session will be used for further
communication between the WebNMS IoT client and the WebNMS IoT server (FE).
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Specify these class names (server-side and client-side classes) under the required
protocol entry (refer to Editing transportProvider.conf) in the
conf/transportProvider.conf file and restart the WebNMS IoT server.

•

Editing transportProvider.conf
The fully-qualified class name of custom server-side and client-side
implementations of the TransportProvider interface should be provided in
transportprovider.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

•

For example, if the class names of custom server-side and client-side
implementations are MyProtocolServerTransportImpl and
MyProtocolClientTransportImpl respectively, the names can be specified in the
configuration file as shown below in the syntax of the provider definition :
<PROTOCOL
NAME = “MyProtocol”
SERVER_CLASS_NAME = " MyProtocolServerTransportImpl"
CLIENT_CLASS_NAME = " MyProtocolClientTransportImpl" >
<ARG 1>myarg 0</ARG 1>
..
..
<ARG n>myargn</ARG n>
</PROTOCOL>
Note: Users can specify any number of "ARG" arguments needed for the
protocol initialization. An ideal list of arguments for TCP
implementation includes the server socket port, the server socket
backlog, etc. These arguments will be passed as an Object[] in the init()
method of the TransportProvider implementation.
•

The protocol name needs to be specified as a command line argument of
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE as shown below
:com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE CLIENT_SERVER MyProtocol.
For single JVM (i.e., if the FE server is started as one of the modules of the BE
server), the protocol name has to be specified in NmsProcessesBE.conffile
present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory as specified below : PROCESS
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE
ARGS CLIENT_SERVER MyProtocol
Using a particular protocol as the transport, you need to implement the protocol
and plug in it with the transport provider.At any time, only one transport protocol
can be registered with the provider.

Example : Entries from transportProvider.conf
<TRANSPORT>
<PROTOCOL
NAME = "TCP"
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SERVER_CLASS_NAME =
"com.adventnet.management.transport.TcpServerTransportImpl"
CLIENT_CLASS_NAME =
"com.adventnet.management.transport.TcpClientTransportImpl" >
<PORT_TO_LISTEN> 0 </PORT_TO_LISTEN>
<SERVER_BACK_LOG> 300 </SERVER_BACK_LOG>
<SOCKET_PORT_DIR> html </SOCKET_PORT_DIR>
<SOCKET_PORT_FILE> NMSSocketPort.html </SOCKET_PORT_FILE>
<DEBUG> false </DEBUG>
</PROTOCOL>
</TRANSPORT>
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SSL Communication
Secure Socket Layer Communication
Security of transmitted data between the servers and clients in an IoT application infrastructure
is of paramount importance. In WebNMS IoT, highly secured data e.g. alarms, events, polled data
etc., is transmitted between the server and the client. Some of the major problems encountered
during data transmission are :
•

Communication with the right authority. This means, both the server and the client must
authenticate before starting any communication. This ensures that impersonation does not
take place.

•

Ensuring that data are not read by any unauthorized person or tampered in the transit. This
can be prevented by encrypting data traveling along the network.

The above mentioned problems in transmitting secured data are resolved by the
implementation of the Secured Socket Layer (SSL) mode of communication between the client
and the server. The SSL mode of communication can be enabled for the Web Client.

About "HTTPS" Protocol
The Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is a unique protocol of the TCP/IP connection
which is a combination of SSL and HTTP protocols. It is used for securing data transfer between
your computer and the Web servers. This protocol is used for transmitting encrypted data over
the TCP/IP connection through the browsers. The "https" protocol must be specified in the URL
of the browser for enabling data transmission in the SSL mode. The WebNMS IoT client HTML
can be connected in the SSL mode by specifying the "https" in the browser URL. The SSL mode of
communication is also known as the HTTPS mode of communication.
To establish an SSL connection between the server and the client, the Web server needs to
change to the SSL mode to serve your application. Netscape Navigator, Mozilla, Microsoft
Internet Explorer, and Opera have SSL implementation, and these Web browsers do all the work
of encryption. If the browser has established a secure connection with the server, the status bar
of the browser displays a closed lock as shown in the image given below:
In Internet Explorer, the indication is shown as: In Netscape Navigator, the indication is shown
as:
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Pre-requisites
The pre-requisites to enable SSL communication mode for WebNMS IoT are:
•

J2SE SDK 1.7 or higher

•

Add-on from WebNMS IoT

What are Keys, Certificates and Truststore File?
Keys and certificates are required to be created for enabling SSL mode of communication. This is
used for securing Web Server (i.e., Tomcat by default) and the TransportProvider
implementation. From WebNMS IoT 5, for securing both Tomcat and for securing the
TransportProvider implementation, the keys and certificates are created using the keytool (a key
and certificate management utility provided by J2SE). Keys are usually provided as input for the
creation of the certificates.
About the Keys
SSL uses public key cryptography for authentication and private negotiation of parameters
for encrypting data. Public key encryption uses a pair of asymmetric keys for encrypting and
decrypting. Each pair has a public key and a private key. The public key is freely distributed,
whereas the private key is not. Data that are encrypted with the public key can be decrypted
only with the private key. Conversely, data encrypted with the private key can be decrypted
only with the public key.
About the Certificates
Certificate is a digitally signed statement that vouches for an identity and its public key. It
contains the general information such as subject, public key, period of validity, issuer name,
and signature.
About the Truststore File
A truststore file is a repository of all created certificates. It is required to start the server and
the client in the SSL (i.e., https) mode. You must create a truststore file in any directory of
your local machine where the WebNMS IoT server is installed. The truststore file must
contain the certificates created for the installed Tomcat and the TransportProvider
implementation of WebNMS IoT.
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This topic explains:
•

Enabling SSL in Combo Setup
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Enabling SSL in Combo Setup
This section explains how you can enable SSL communication in a WebNMS IoT in a combo
setup.

•

Creating the Key, Certificate, and Truststore files

•

Changing the Configuration Files

•

Changing the Server and Client-side Script Files
o Windows OS
o Linux

Creating Key, Certificate, and Truststore files for BE Server and Transport
Provider Implementation
The first step in setting up the SSL communication is to create the key, certificate, and truststore
files that are required for establishing the secure connection for the communication layer. Run
the script file available under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/createCertificate.sh/bat for creating the
certificate (for the Web Server of BE) and copying the files to the respective folders.

Create Certificates
The createCertificates.sh/bat script creates the necessary files. (Else the files can be
aquired from the system administration team)
1. '.pem' File or '.crt, .CA and .Key' file
2. Keystore File with password

Create the 'crt' file
openssl x509 -outform der -in vivek-2992.pem -out vivek-2992.crt

Create the truststore file from the 'crt' file
$) keytool -import -file vivek-2992.crt -alias firstCA -keystore vivek-2992.truststore
--> Enter a new password : zoho1234
--> ReEnter the password
--> Trust this certificate? [no]: yes

Copy the keystore files to the below configuration folder
$) cp <keystore_filename>.keystore to {NMS_BUILD}/apache/tomcat/conf/
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$) cp <keystore_filename> to {NMS_BUILD}/conf/
$) cp <keystore_filename> to {NMS_BUILD}/conf/

Changing the Configuration Files
Certain configuration file modifications are required for enabling SSL. To enable SSL
communication, modify the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/NmsProcessesBE.conf file and the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/backup/server.xml file.

NmsProcessesBE.conf
Do the following changes in this file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

#java com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE [NMS_FE_PORT
WebNMSSocketPort] [USE_QUOTES_IN_DATABASE_TABLES true/false]
[CLIENT_SERVER TCP/RMI/CORBA] [BE_FE TCP/RMI/CORBA] [BE_HOST
back_end_host_name] [BE_PORT back_end_port_num] [COUNTRY
country_code] [LANGUAGE language_code] [ROOT_DIR dir] [
KEEPALIVE_WINDOW_SIZE milliseconds]
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE
ARGS CLIENT_SERVER SSL

Server.xml
Un-comment the following entry in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/backup/server.xml file.

<Connector port="SSL_PORT" maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="5"
maxSpareThreads="15" enableLookups="false"
disableUploadTimeout="true" acceptCount="100" debug="0"
scheme="https" secure="true" clientAuth="false" keystorePass="webnms"
sslProtocol="TLS" keystoreFile="conf/server.keystore"
connectionTimeout="-1"/>

transportProvider.conf
1. Find 'SSL' and in that <PROTOCOL> tag find the following lines. Specify Truststore
filename and password and Keystore filename and password.
<TRUST_STORE_FILE>conf/vivek-2992.truststore</TRUST_STORE_FILE>
<TRUST_STORE_PASSWORD>zoho1234</TRUST_STORE_PASSWORD>
<KEY_STORE_FILE>conf/vivek-2992.keystore</KEY_STORE_FILE>
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<KEY_STORE_PASSWORD>zoho1234</KEY_STORE_PASSWORD>

Changing the Server and Client-Side Script Files
There are certain script files in WebNMS IoT that require to be edited for enabling SSL (https) as
the default communication mode. The configurations to be done in the script files vary for
different OS, namely Windows, or Linux. The script file changes to be done for the different OS
are given below:
• Windows
• Linux

Script Files Changes in Windows Machines
The below given server-side and the client-side script files require modification for
enabling SSL communication, by default, for the Windows OS machines.
startnms.bat: This file, located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory, is used to start
the WebNMS IoT BE server. Make the following modifications (marked in bold face) in
this file in the com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE process:
1. Find 'while(true)'
2. Modify '-Dwebserver.port=%WEBSERVER_PORT%' to 'Dwebserver.port=%SSL_PORT%'
3. Add options '-Dwebcontainer.port=%SSL_PORT% Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=zoho1234
4. -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=conf/<truststore_filename>.truststore'
(Make Sure to give truststore password in the above line (the one you used to
create truststore file in step 2).
Note: To enable SSL mode for Windows XP machine, you need to install
the Windows XP Service Pack1.

Script Files Changes in Linux Machines
The below given server-side and the client-side script files require modification for
enabling SSL communication, by default, for Linux OS machines.
startnms.sh: This file, located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory, is used to start
the WebNMS IoT BE server. Add the following (marked in bold face) in this file:
1. Find 'while(true)'
2. Modify '-Dwebserver.port=$WEBSERVER_PORT' to 'Dwebserver.port=$SSL_PORT'
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3. Add options '-Dwebcontainer.port=$SSL_PORT Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=zoho1234 Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=conf/vivek2992.truststore'
(Make Sure to give truststore password in the above line (the one you used to create
truststore file in step 2).
Note:
PEM File will have 4 entries, where the first two entries are certification (.crt)
and the third entry is CA and fourth entry is Key.
Cert (First Two Entries)
CA (Third Entry)
Key (Fourth Entry)
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Gateway Communication Protocol
Configuring MQTT Protocol

•

Prerequisite

•

Configuration File Changes

•

Custom Implementation

MQTT is the most simple and lightweight messaging protocol. This protocol can be effectively
used to handle communications at low bandwidth networks by minimizing network bandwidth
at the same time ensuring reliability. WebNMS IoT provides simple steps to configure and use
MQTT as the communication protocol for the gateways in the IoT network.

Prerequisite
•

Install a stable MQTT broker which enables communication between end gateway and the
server.

Configuration File Changes
1. NmsProcessesBE.conf
Uncomment the process MQTTProcessor

#Process to Start the Mqtt Process
PROCESS com.webnms.m2m.mqtt.MQTTProcessor
ARGS NULL

2. mqttServers.xml
•

Provide the broker IP broker port, broker's username and password in the
mqttServers.xml present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf folder. The sample entry is
provided below.
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<mqtt-servers>
<server-config brokerId="Apollo1" name="Apollo" servername="localhost"
port="61613" username="admin" password="password" protocol="">
<topic topicname="adminTopic" qos="1" />
<topic topicname="adminTopic1" qos="1" />
</server-config>
</mqtt-servers>
//Note: The brokerId should be unique for all the broker configurations.

•

The MQTT topic for which data needs to be received has to be configured in the
mqttServer.xml file. Multiple topics can be configured in this file as shown above.

Custom Implementation
Write a class implementing the MQTTFilterIfc interface and provide the class entry in <WebNMS
IoT Home>/conf/mqtt.filters file.
•

Sample custom class implementation code of MQTTFilterIFc is provided below:

public class DefaultMQTTFilter implements MQTTFilterIfc
{
@Override
public void processMessage(MQTTMessage MQTTmsg)
{
}
}
*In the processMessage method, write your logic to parse data and store in the database.

•

Provide the filter class name entry in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/mqtt.filters file.
<TOPIC name="admin/topic" class
name="com.adventnet.nms.mqtt.DefaultMQTTFilter" />

Note: MQTT standard wildcard + (plus) and # (hash) are supported in both the
files mqttserver.xml and mqtt.filters in the topic name.
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Database Services
Database Services
Overview
Java objects that are created have to be persisted in a data store so that these objects and their
associated properties can be retrieved for future reference and manipulated with ease. WebNMS
IoT Persistence Services allow Java objects to be stored in a relational database, maintain the
relationship between these objects and provide a mapping between these objects and their
relational counterparts. This service uses Hibernate, a powerful, high performance
object/relational persistence and query service.

What does 'Persistence Services' offer?
•

Provision to store Java objects in a relational database and perform database operations
like add, delete, update, retrieve etc. on these objects

•

Provision to support different relational databases

How to use Persistence Services?
You can start using Persistence Services by:
•

Enabling the database of your choice

•

Persisting objects

How to Enable a database of your choice?
The databases supported are:
•

PostgreSQL (bundled with the product)

•

MySQL

•

MSSQL

For more information on the database versions and the JDBC drivers supported, refer to:
Software Requirements
You can make use of any of the supported relational databases by performing certain simple
configurations. The Database Configuration details are explained in the forthcoming chapter.
TOP

How to Persist the objects?
Objects can be persisted by following these steps:
•

Model your object using Hibernate mapping

•

On obtaining persistence support, use the APIs available to perform database operations
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(add, delete, update, retrieve) on this object

How to model objects?
Objects that are to be persisted in the database can be of two types:
•

Objects that are extended from existing WebNMS IoT gateway objects

•

User-defined objects

How to Model the Objects that are extended from existing
WebNMS IoT objects?
If the objects that you model, are identical to the WebNMS IoT objects and only a few additional
properties need to be added for your objects, you can extend a particular WebNMS IoT objects
(say ManagedObject, Event, Alert etc.).
Refer to the following for information on extending WebNMS objects:
•

MO Modeling

•

Extending Events

•

Extending Alerts

•

Extending PolledData

How to Model the User-defined objects?
Alternately, if the objects that you define do not relate to the WebNMS IoT objects and represent
a totally new object you can write a Hibernate mapping file and integrate it to WebNMS IoT.

How to persist objects that extend from WebNMS IoT objects, in
the database?
This involves two steps:
•

Provide persistence support to your object by creating a Hibernate mapping file

•

Use the APIs to perform object-level database operations on the object
o TopoAPI - for Topology objects that extend from say ManagedObject
o EventAPI - for objects that extend from Event object
o AlertAPI - for objects that extend from Alert object
o PollAPI - for objects that extend from PolledData object

What is 'providing persistence support'?
To persist these objects in the database, you need to create a Hibernate mapping file called
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<Object Name>.hbm.xml file. This will map the properties of the object to the corresponding
columns in the database tables and offer the support to persist the object. Hibernate service
supports adding, deleting, updating and getting the object to or from the relational database.
Say you have an object MySite, the corresponding mapping file counterpart will be
MySite.hbm.xml.

How to use the APIs to persist an object?
You can use the methods available in the APIs listed below to perform database operations on
your objects that extend from WebNMS IoT Objects, after you have provided the persistence
support.
Refer to the javadocs for the following for details on how to use these APIs :
•

com.adventnet.nms.topodb.TopoAPI

•

com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI

•

com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI

•

com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollAPI

How to persist user-defined objects, in the database ?
Using StorageAPI to persist the object
User-defined objects or custom objects can be stored/retrieved to/from the WebNMS IoT
database using interface StorageAPI.
com.adventnet.nms.store.StorageAPI This interface defines the methods necessary to
perform object level add, update, delete and retrieve operations on user defined objects.
The methods present in this API are:
•

addObject

•

deleteObject

•

getObject

•

getObjects

•

updateObject

•

register

•

unregister

Refer to StorageAPI for usage and javadocs of com.adventnet.nms.store.StorageAPI
complete description of the API.

for a

TOP

How to invoke Persistence Class
The user classes can be generated by extending the Hbn<Modulename>Persistence class. The
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necessary methods in this class can be implemented to achieve the desired results. For the
ManagedObject, extend the HbnTopoPersistence class. The following table lists the module
specific class to be extended, and the Process against which the generated PERSISTENCE_CLASS
value must be provided in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/NmsProcessesBE.conf file to invoke the
class.
Module

Persistence Class

Process for
PERSISTENCE_CLASS

Asset Inventory (Topo)

HbnTopoPersistence

DBServer

Map

HbnMapPersistence

MapServerBE

Performance

HbnPerfPersistence

Collector

Alert

HbnAlertPersistence

EventMgr *

Event

HbnEventPersistence

EventMgr

Note: As Alert and Event use the same process EventMgr, the persistence class
parameter to be set in NmsProcessesBE.conf is different for the modules. The
persistence class is specified against the property ALERT_PERSISTENCE_CLASS for ALERT,
whereas the property for EVENT is PERSISTENCE_CLASS.

Configuration Options
•

Specifying database specific parameters and initialization details

•

Specifying the table structure, indices, sequences etc. for your data tables

•

Specifying aliases for your column names

•

Specifying cache size
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Configuring Database Schema
Overview
This document gives the detailed structure of the core WebNMS IoT tables and a description of
the fields present in them. Configuration options such as specifying indexes, sequences, views,
triggers, procedures and packages for table names are also described here.
The table related entries like, indexes, sequences, views, triggers, procedures and packages for
the objects mapped using Hibernate are removed from the DatabaseSchema.conf file in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. And the table descriptions are present in the corresponding
object mapping (xxx.hbm.xml) files present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>\classes\hbnlib\ folder in
the respective package structure.

Database Schema
The WebNMS IoT database table structure is exposed using the file DatabaseSchema.conf file
in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. This file is used to create the tables and columns specific
to the database used. Edit this file, to have the correct syntax for creating the tables and columns
in your database.

Note: The COLUMNNAME must be specified in upper case only in the xxx.hbm.xml file.

The DatabaseSchema.conf file for PostgreSQL, and MySQL databases are in the respective sub
directories of the conf directory. Just copy the respective DatabaseSchema.conf file to the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, if you are using any of the above mentioned databases. Else,
modify the file appropriately to suit your environment.
The schema objects that are within 'BeginCreateSchema' and 'EndCreateSchema' tags in this file
are called on WebNMS IoT Server startup (e.g., create table, create sequence etc.). Indexes with
'BeginIndex' and 'EndIndex' are also created during Server startup. Moreover, creation of these
schema objects is done only when they do not exist in the database.
The schema objects that are within 'BeginDropSchema' and 'EndDropSchema' tags are called
during while reinitializing the WebNMS IoT Server.

File Usage
The parameters in this file have to be altered before starting the WebNMS IoT Server or before
reinitializing the database entries; depending on the schema objects being altered, as mentioned
above.
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Note: Any changes in this file, during Server run-time, requires a "warm start" of the
Server for the changes to take effect.

Configuration options
The following configurations can be effected in this file :
•

changing only the column widths of the existing tables

•

creating new tables

•

creating indexes

•

creating sequences, views, triggers, procedures, packages (as applicable to the databases
that support these features)
The Database Schema, with the attribute listing for the main WebNMS IoT database tables
are given below module wise.

•

Asset Inventory (Topology) Database Schema

•

Maps Database Schema

•

Fault Management Database Schema

•

Performance Management Database Schema

•

Security Management Database Schema
Warning: It is not recommended to tamper with the default entries in
DatabaseSchema.conf file. Please be judicious with your modifications if any.

How to create a new table ?
•

Edit the DatabaseSchema.conf file present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory

•

Add the following entry in between the 'BeginCreateSchema' and 'EndCreateSchema' tags :
Example
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE TABLE customers
( cust NUMBER(6),
address VARCHAR2(50),
credit NUMBER(9,2) )
EndCreateSchema

This example entry is to create a table called "customers" with columns/fields 'cust', 'address'
and 'credit'. The data type for the fields is specified along side each field.

Note: For the new tables created, you have to take care of inserting values and
providing the relational database support for the objects added.
•

In order that the table is dropped during a reinitialize, add the following entry in between
the 'BeginDropSchema' and 'EndDropSchema' tags
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BeginDropSchema
drop TABLE customers
EndDropSchema
TOP

How to create indexes ?
Indexes are optional structures associated with tables and clusters. You can create indexes on
one or more columns of a table to speed SQL statement execution on that table. Just as the
index of a manual helps you locate information faster than if there were no index, an database
index provides a faster access path to table data. Indexes are the primary means of reducing
disk I/O when properly used.
The following syntax depicts how indexes can be created for a table :
BeginIndex
CREATE INDEX CORBANode0_ndx ON CORBANode("NAME")
CREATE INDEX CORBANode1_ndx ON CORBANode("OWNERNAME")
EndIndex
Note:
•

Ensure that the entry for table CORBANode exists

•

When the table is dropped, the indexes are automatically dropped
TOP

How to create sequences ?
Sequence numbers are integers defined in the database of up to 38 digits. A sequence definition
indicates general information: the name of the sequence, whether it ascends or descends, the
interval between numbers, and other information.
The following syntax depicts how a sequence can be created/dropped :
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE SEQUENCE DOMSeqNum INCREMENT BY 1 START WITH 1 NOCYCLE ORDER
EndCreateSchema
BeginDropSchema
drop SEQUENCE DOMSeqNum
EndDropSchema
TOP

How to create views ?
A view is a tailored presentation of the data contained in one or more tables (or other views). A
view takes the output of a query and treats it as a table; therefore, a view can be thought of as a
"stored query" or a "virtual table". You can use views in most places where a table can be used.
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The following syntax depicts how a view can be created/dropped :
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE VIEW all_customers (cust)
AS SELECT customer_t (cust, address, credit, 'SAN_JOSE')
FROM customers_sj
UNION ALL
SELECT customer_t(cust, address, credit, 'PALO_ALTO')
FROM customers_pa
EndCreateSchema

BeginDropSchema
drop VIEW all_customers
EndDropSchema
Note: Ensure that the entry for tables 'customer_t', 'customers_sj' and 'customes_pa'
exist
TOP

How to create triggers ?
Triggers are procedures that execute implicitly when an INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement is
issued against the associated table (or, in some cases, against a view) or when database system
actions occur.
The following syntax depicts how a trigger can be created/dropped :
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE TRIGGER instrig INSTEAD OF INSERT ON all_customers
FOR EACH ROW
BEGIN
IF (:new.location = 'SAN_JOSE') THEN
INSERT INTO customers_sj
VALUES (:new.cust, :new.address, :new.credit);
ELSE
INSERT INTO customers_pa
VALUES (:new.cust, :new.address, :new.credit);
END IF;
END
EndCreateSchema
BeginDropSchema
drop TRIGGER instrig
EndDropSchema
Note: Ensure that the entry for tables 'customers_sj' and 'customes_pa' exist
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TOP

How to create procedures ?
Procedures are schema objects that logically group a set of SQL and other PL/SQL programming
language statements together to perform a specific task. Procedures are created in a user's
schema and stored in a database for continued use. Procedures and functions are identical
except that functions always return a single value to the caller, while procedures do not.
The following syntax depicts how a procedure can be created/dropped :
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE PROCEDURE myProc AS
BEGIN
create table View( id int, name varchar (20));
create table View1(id1 int , name1 varchar (20));
COMMIT;
END myProc
EndCreateSchema

BeginDropSchema
drop PROCEDURE myProc
EndDropSchema
TOP

How to create a package ?
A package is a group of related procedures and functions, together with the cursors and
variables they use, stored together in the database for continued use as a unit. Similar to
standalone procedures and functions, packaged procedures and functions can be called
explicitly by applications or users.
The following syntax depicts how a package can be created/dropped :
BeginCreateSchema
CREATE PACKAGE test_package
EndCreateSchema
BeginDropSchema
drop PACKAGE test_package
EndDropSchema
TOP
Note: When you add an entry in DatabaseSchema.conf to create your own table
(user-defined), ensure that you double quote (" ") all the columns of this table.
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Configuring Database Aliases
Overview
Database aliases is a mapping between property names and the corresponding column names
in the database. One property name can be mapped to only one column name in the database.
The mapping between property names and the corresponding column names for tables of the
objects mapped using Hibernate are removed from the DatabaseAliases.conf file in <WebNMS
IoT Home>/conf directory.

Database Aliases
An object is represented by a table in the database. The field names (properties) in the
respective objects are defined to be the column names of the various tables.
For example, the object ManagedObject is represented by the ManagedObject table in the
database and one of its properties say, status is defined to be a column named 'status' in the
ManagedObject table.
But some databases may treat some of these properties as reserved words or keywords. Also
support for case sensitivity in column names may not exist. In such cases, having these
properties themselves as column names in the database tables will result in these columns not
being created in the database.
Thus, it becomes necessary to replace these column names with other words (aliases), so that
the database identifies them uniquely and processes them. For example, the property status
will be represented by say STATUS column in the database.
It is possible to assign aliases for properties using DatabaseAliases.conf file located in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. In case the property status, turns out to be a keyword in
some database, it will be enough if the entry against this property in this file is changed. This
prevents disturbing the property definition in the object.
Note: Be informed that modifications in this file should be accompanied by the
appropriate changes in the DatabaseSchema.conf file too i.e. when a property is
given an alias (column name) you must take care to specify the alias (column name) in
the schema file while creating the database.

File Usage
The parameters in this file have to be altered before starting the WebNMS IoT Server. Any
changes in this file, during Server run-time, requires a "warm start" of the Server for the changes
to take effect.
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Syntax
The syntax for the entries in this file is as follows :
property name (as originally designed) alias name for the property (the name which is
assigned to the column in the database)
Example
# In Tables ObjectTypes, Reports and ManagedObject
classname CLASSNAME
where: classname is the property and CLASSNAME is the column name in the database
and an alias for the classname property.
Warning:
•

In this file the double quotes (" ") should not be specified for the
column names, but in DatabaseSchema.conf, it is insisted that all
column names be specified inside quotes

•

Unless a change is required to suit your database, do not assign
any aliases

•

Be very careful in editing this file as a wrong alias assigned here
without appropriate changes in the schema file, will lead to errors

•

It is not recommended to tamper with the default entries in
DatabaseSchema.conf file. Please be judicious with your
modifications if any.

•

Missing entries for tables will sometimes result in blank rows
being displayed in custom views and data corruption.

What happens if one Column Name is specified for the same
Property Name ?
If more than one column name is specified for the same property name, only the last column
name will be taken into account. Two different properties mapped to same column name will
also result in inconsistent data. Therefore, ensure that both property names and column names
are unique.
To elaborate further, the following scenarios will cause issues :
1. Same property has two or more alias names,
mapName MAPNAME
mapName MAPNAME1
Here the same property "mapName" has two alias names "MAPNAME" and "MAPNAME1"
2. Two or more properties have same alias name.
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mapName MAPNAME
mapname MAPNAME
Here we have two properties "mapName" and "mapname" (the case of the character "n" makes
them two different properties) with same alias name "MAPNAME". Note that property name is
case sensitive.
When the WebNMS IoT Server detects an absence of unique-mapping due to the above two
reasons, a 'Warning' message is printed in the logs with the property_name and its alias_name.
Please note that there can be multiple entries of the same mapping i.e.
mapName MAPNAME
mapName MAPNAME

This does not cause any problems, because the property "mapName" is always mapped to the
alias name "MAPNAME".

Duplicate entries in database tables
For example, if objects SchedulingService1 and SchedulingService2 are distinctly extended from
say, ManagedObject, it is possible to have the same column in both the tables i.e. the class
hierarchy should be like below :
ManagedObject
|
|
SchedulingService1---------- --------SchedulingService2
In other words, both SchedulingService1 and SchedulingService2 can have a column named say,
TERMINATION.
Although this is possible, it is not recommended as it might degrade the performance.
Same entry in different tables will not be possible if say the object, SchedulingService2 is
extended from SchedulingService1, which in turn extends ManagedObject i.e. if the class
hierarchy is as below :
ManagedObject
|
|
SchedulingService1
|
|
SchedulingService2
In this case, SchedulingService1 and SchedulingService2 cannot have a common column named
say, TERMINATION.
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Using StorageAPI

•

Introduction

•

Prerequisites to using StorageAPI

•

How to enable the Storage Server process to persist user-defined objects?

•

Writing a user-defined class to model your object

•

Providing persistence support

•

Writing a program that persists your object

•

Interface StorageAPI

Overview
Any user-defined object or custom object, can be persisted into the WebNMS IoT database using
the interface StorageAPI.
TOP

Prerequisites to using StorageAPI
•

Model your object by writing a user-defined class

•

Create the Hibernate mapping file for your object
TOP

How to enable the Storage Server process to persist userdefined objects?
Persisting the user-defined objects in the database, can be enabled in NmsProcessesBE.conf
located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
If you want to enable the process com.adventnet.nms.store.StorageServer, un-comment as
mentioned below:
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.store.StorageServer
ARGS
NULL
P

Writing a user-defined class to model your object
Write the new class object as a bean with get() and set() methods for the variables that have to
go into the database.
TOP
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Providing persistence support
Before using the methods of StorageAPI , follow the steps below to add relational database
support for the new object.
•

Create <Object name>.hbm.xml file.

•

Add the fully qualified file name of <Object name>.hbm.xml file in the mapping resource
tag of the hibernate.cfg.xml file.

Providing caching support to user-defined objects
The objects that you wish to persist into the database can be cached if required. Refer to
Configuring Caching for user-defined objects for details.
TOP

Writing a program that persists your object
The next step will be to write a client program as an implementation for StorageAPI, which will
use the methods available in StorageAPI; and persist your user-defined object into the
database.
TOP

Interface StorageAPI
This is the interface for adding, deleting, updating and getting user objects to/from database.
When WebNMS IoT server is started, the StorageAPI can be accessed remotely via RMI or from
the same JVM.
You can get the handle of this API for performing database operations on your user-defined
objects.

Code Snippet to get the handle of StorageAPI via RMI
try
{
StorageAPI userStApi = (StorageAPI)Naming.lookup ("//[NMSServer]/StorageAPI");
System.out.println ( "Successfully got the handle for StorageAPI");
}
catch (Exception remoteException)
{
System.out.println ( "Error in getting the handle for StorageAPI");
}

Code Snippet to get the handle of StorageAPI from the same JVM
StorageAPI userStApi = (StorageAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("StorageAPI");
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Methods of Interface StorageAPI
Method

Description

addObject(Object
userObject)

Adds the user-defined custom object into the database.

addObject(String
className, Object
userObject)

Adds the user-defined custom object into the database. The
className is the unique string used to identify the user-defined
custom object.

deleteObject(Object
userObject, Serializable id)

Deletes the user-defined custom object from the database,
corresponding to the specified ID.

getObject(Serializable id,
String classname)

Gets the user-defined custom object corresponding to the
specified ID. Here the classname is used to identify the
relational object corresponding to the user-defined custom
object.

getObjects(String
classname, Properties
prop)

Returns a vector of user-defined objects based on property
specified. The classname is the short classname of the table
without any extensions.

register(StorageObserver
sobs)

To register for notifications from StorageAPI, about user object
database changes.

register(StorageObserver
sobs, Properties props, int
type)

To register for notifications from StorageAPI, about user object
database changes.

unregister(StorageObserver To unregister from getting notifications, about user defined
sobs)
database changes, from the StorageAPI.
updateObject(Object
userObject, Serializable id)

Updates the user-defined custom object in the database,
corresponding to the specified ID.

updateObject(String
entityName, Object
userObject, Serializable id)

Updates the user-defined custom object in the database,
corresponding to the specified ID.

Please refer to the StorageAPI

Javadocs, for details.
TOP
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Configuring Cache Size
Overview
The objects that are stored in the database can be cached in memory to facilitate speedy
retrieval of data. WebNMS IoT uses Hibernate Cache. The following details are captured in this
document.

•

Caching Mechanism for transactional operations

•

How to enable object caching in WebNMS IoT?

•

Configuration Options
o How to configure the number of WebNMS IoT objects to be cached?
o How to configure the number of user-defined objects to be cached?
o How to configure cache size for WebNMS IoT collection objects?
o How to configure cache for dollections in objects mapped through Hibernate?
o How to disable caching in WebNMS IoT?

Caching Mechanism for transactional operations
The cache handling mechanism used while performing transactional operations, is slightly
different from the normal caching mechanism. Just as the rollback segment maintains the
uncommitted data, a "Transactional Cache" will maintain the uncommitted objects i.e. Database
table: Rollback segment ==> Cache: Transactional Cache.
Transactional Cache is nothing but a temporary storage mechanism that consists of three parts
namely : a store for add operations, a store for update operations and a store for delete
operations. Each time an add/update/delete operation is done from within a transactional block,
the Cache Manager transfers the object to the transactional cache and does not touch the actual
(main) cache.
A 'get' operation done in the mean time, will just do the simple operation of
•

returning the object from cache if present, or

•

retrieve the object from the database and add the object to cache before returning the
object to the user

On completion of the transaction, due to a commit or a rollback, the transactional cache will be
notified (by TransactionAPI) about the completion of the transaction (either commit or rollback).
On receiving a "commit" notification, the following procedure takes place
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•

the 'updated' and 'added' objects in transactional cache are transferred (moved) to the
original cache

•

the 'deleted' objects are removed from both the transactional cache and the main cache

On receiving a "rollback" notification, all the data in the transactional cache corresponding to the
added, updated or deleted objects are cleared.
This mechanism avoids the condition of the object existing only in the cache and not in the
database and ensures that there exists no discrepancy between the objects in the database and
in the cache even in case of transaction rollback.
The following table gives the details:

Operation

Addition

Transaction
Cache

Main
Cache Database Update
Update

Add into
transactional No
cache

Add the
modified
No
Modification object to
transactional
cache

Deletion

Mark the
object as
No
deleted in
transactional
cache

Get

If object
present
in cache,
return it
If object
else
present in
transactional retrieve
from the
cache,
database
return it
and add
to main
cache

On Commit

On Rollback

The object gets
added in the
database

Transfer (move)
the object from
transactional
cache to main
cache

Clear the
corresponding
entries from
transactional
cache for the
object

The object gets
updated in the
database

Transfer object
from Tx cache
to main cache
only if already
present in main
cache

Clear the
corresponding
entries from
transactional
cache for the
object

The object gets
deleted from the
database

Remove the
corresponding
object from
main cache / Tx
cache

Clear the
corresponding
entries from
transactional
cache for the
object

-

-

-

TOP

How to enable object caching in WebNMS IoT?
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Edit hibernate.cfg.xml located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib directory.
•

Keep the following entry commented:
<!--<property
name="cache.provider_class">org.hibernate.cache.NoCacheProvider</property>-->

•

Ensure that the following entry is un-commented:
<property
name="hibernate.cache.provider_class">org.hibernate.cache.EhCacheProvider</pro
perty>

•

Ensure that the following entry is un-commented in hibernate.cfg.xml file to enable second
level cache:
<property name="hibernate.cache.use_second_level_cache">true</property>

•

Ensure that the following entry is un-commented in hibernate.cfg.xml file to enable query
cache:
<property name="hibernate.cache.use_query_cache">true</property>

Any other cache mechanism can be configured by commenting ehcache in the
hibernate.cfg.xml and adding the new mechanism supported by hibernate.
TOP

Configuration Options
Caching in WebNMS IoT provides the following:
•

The number of objects that are to be cached can be configured in the ehcache.xml file.

•

Depending on the nature of the objects being cached, Collection Objects are provided. The
cache size of these objects is configurable.

How to configure the number of WebNMS IoT objects to be cached?
The WebNMS IoT Objects that are cached in memory are:
•

ManagedObject
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•

Organization

•

Region

•

Site

•

Gateway

•

Sensor

•

Event

•

Alert

•

PolledData

•

MapDB

•

MapSymbol

•

MapContainer

•

MapGroup

•

MapLink

The number of objects to be cached/stored in memory can be configured in the file
ehcache.xml located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib directory.
For example, say you want to store 100 Monitored Location objects in memory. You can
use the property maxElementsInMemeory 100 for the cache tag name property
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.MonitoredLocation, as mentioned below:

<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.topodb.MonitoredLocation"
maxElementsInMemory="100"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false"
/>

The default cache properties can be configured globally for all objects for which cache is
enabled by providing the parameter values in the defaultCache tag. If the cache properties
are not provided for any object within the cache tag, the default value provided in the
defaultCache tag will be applicable.

<defaultCache
maxElementsInMemory="50"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false"
/>

Following are some example configuration for the other WebNMS IoT
objects:
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Storing Map Objects in memory
<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.mapdb.MapDB"
maxElementsInMemory="50"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false" />

Storing Event Objects in memory
<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event"
maxElementsInMemory="50"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false" />

Storing Alert Objects in memory
<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert"
maxElementsInMemory="50"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false" />

Storing Poll Objects in memory
<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.poll.PolledData"
maxElementsInMemory="50"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false"/>
Note: All objects that extend these WebNMS IoT objects will also be cached.
TOP

How to configure the number of user-defined objects to be cached?
The configuration for user-defined object is done in two steps.
1. The cache usage must be configured in the object mapping file. For example,
to configure for ManagedObject, the cache usage must be provided in the
cache tag in the <WebNMS IoT
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Home>\classes\hbnlib\com\adventnet\nms\topodb\ManagedObject.hbm.xm
l file.
<cache usage="read-write"/>
2.

The other cache properties configured in ehcache.xml by adding a new
cache tag. In case the values are not provided in the cache tag, the default
tag entries will be applicable.

How to configure cache size for WebNMS IoT collection objects?
Collection objects can be used to cache object that are not cached using hibernate.
The number of entries that are to be present in each of these collection objects can be
configured.
Let us take a look at the different collection objects available that are made use to
cache the objects:
Collection Objects

Description

DBVector

This object uses java.util.Vector for caching and internally
uses the database tables for storing the data permanently that
is transferred from the Vector.

DBHashTable

This is a highly scalable hashtable. This object uses the
java.util.Hashtable or caching. The data from the hashtables,
gets stored in the database tables for permanent storage.

DBVectortable

DBVectortable can be considered to be an enhanced
DBHashtable which can store String-Vector (of strings)
combination. This object uses database tables for storing data
permanently and uses java.util.Hashtable for caching.

DBIndexedVector

This is similar to DBVector, but it uses an index to access each
element of the Vector.

DBPropertytable

DBPropertytable can be considered to be an enhanced
DBHashtable which can store String-Properties (of strings)
combination. This object uses database tables for permanent
storage of data and java.util.Hashtable for caching.

DBSchedulerVector

This vector is internally used by the WebNMS IoT for
scheduling.

You can configure DBObjects.conf file under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory to
set the cache size for each of these collection objects. The default values are set to
1000 for all the collection object.
The syntax is as follows.
<DBOBJECTS_CONF>
<CACHE_PARAMETERS
DBVector="1000"
DBHashtable="1000"
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DBVectortable="1000"
DBIndexedVector="1000"
DBPropertytable="1000"
DBSchedulerVector="1000" />
</DBOBJECTS_CONF>
Note:
If you want to store all the objects of a vector / hashtable in the cache,
you should assign a value of "-1" to that particular hashtable / vector.
Example : DBVector="-1"
Also , if you do not want to store a particular vector / hashtable in
memory, you should assign "0" to that particular parameter.
Example : DBVector="0"

How to configure cache for collections in objects mapped through
Hibernate
In containment and group relationship, the hibernate collections is used. The number
of elements to be cached in case of collections are not explicitly provided in the
ehcache.xml file.
Hibernate collections can be used in object modelling. The number of collection
elements to be cached, can be provided as specified below.
For example, if the modelled MO is ExtendedMO, and the name of the collection is
CollectionMO. And the user wants to specify cache property explicitly, then the cache
entry can be added as given below in the ehcache.xml file. Else, the default cache
properties will be used.

<cache name="com.adventnet.nms.topodb.ExtendedMO.CollectionMO"
maxElementsInMemory="100"
eternal="true"
overflowToDisk="false"
/>

TOP

How to disable caching in WebNMS IoT?
Caching can be disabled by effecting the following configurations:
1.

Edit hibernate.cfg.xml located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib directory.
•
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<!--<property
name="cache.provider_class">org.hibernate.cache.NoCacheProvider</property>->
•

Comment the following entry:
<property name="hibernate.cache.use_second_level_cache">true</property>
<property
name="hibernate.cache.provider_class">org.hibernate.cache.EhCacheProvider</
property>
<property name="hibernate.cache.use_query_cache">true</property>

2.

Edit DBObjects.conf in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. Set the values for all of
the cache parameters to '0':
•

DBVector

•

DBHashtable

•

DBVectortable

•

DBIndexedVector

•

DBPropertyVector

•

DBSchedulerVector

Example:
<DBOBJECTS_CONF>
<CACHE_PARAMETERS
DBVector="0"
DBHashtable="0"
DBVectortable="0"
DBIndexedVector="0"
DBPropertytable="0"
DBSchedulerVector="0" />
</DBOBJECTS_CONF>
TOP
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Developer Tips

General Tips
•

How to get the Database Name from the Configuration file?

•

How to prevent a particular table(s) from getting deleted while reinitializing the database?

•

How to perform "Insert", "Delete", Update", "Retrieve" operations on user-defined objects /
tables?

•

Can two different properties have the same column/alias names specified in a database
table?

•

Performance Improvement Tips

Troubleshooting Tips
•

I am running WebNMS IoT with the default PostgreSQL database. The following exception
occurs when the WebNMS IoT Server is started and the Server quits: "SQLException while
getting database connection. Check if database daemon is running.

•

I am getting the following exception when running WebNMS IoT with MySQL.
SYS_ERR: com.adventnet.management.transaction.UserTransactionException: Free
connection not available.
at
com.adventnet.nms.mapdb.MapCustomController.beginTransaction(MapCustomControlle
r.java:5842)

General Tips
•

How do I get the 'databasename' parameter string in the configuration file:
hibernate.cfg.xml, via relevant API, as in some applications, I may need to know what
database is running?
The getDatabaseName() method of com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils can be
used, from the same JVM as that of the WebNMS IoT Server, to get the value set for the
attribute 'databasename' present in the hibernate.cfg.xml file.
Code Snippet :
String databaseName = com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils.getDatabaseName();

•

I have defined my own tables containing some information (say customer
information) that must not be removed when the database is reinitialized. How do I
ensure that these tables are not removed?
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If you want to prevent a particular table(s) from deletion while reinitializing the database,
you can remove/comment the BeginDropSchema > EndDropSchema details for the
corresponding table(s) in the DatabaseSchema.conf file located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory.

•

How do I perform "Insert", "Delete", Update", "Retrieve" operations on user-defined
objects / tables?
An API called StorageAPI is available (also via RMI), that can be used for performing the
database operations to the user-defined tables. You can use this API for adding, deleting,
updating and retrieving elements from user-defined tables.

•

Can two different properties have the same column/alias names specified in a
database table or can one property be associated with multiple columns?
No, both these conditions are not possible and will result in inconsistent data. Refer to
Property names vs alias names for more information.

•

Which scenario will provide better performance:
increasing the cache sizes in the DBObjects.conf file
increasing the number of objects keep in memory using the parameters available in
NmsProcessesBE.conf
Doing 1 and 2 at the same time
Doing 1 and 2 at the same time provides better performance.
Note:- The number of objects kept in memory using the parameters available in
NmsProcessesBE.conf is for storing Managed Objects and its derivatives (core objects
defined in NMS).
The cache pertaining to DBObjects.conf file is used by all other persistent cache objects
(like DBHashTable etc).
Refer to Configuring Cache Size for more information.

Trouble Shooting Tips
•

I am running WebNMS IoT with the default PostgreSQL database. The following
exception occurs when the WebNMS IoT Server is started and the Server quits:
SQLException while getting database connection. Check if database daemon is running.

•

Stop the PostgreSQL using stopPostgreSQL.bat present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin
directory.
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•

Restart your pgsql daemon.

•

Restart the WebNMS IoT Server.
The same Exception in case for MySQL database:
SQLException while getting database connection. Check if database daemon is running.
java.sql.SQLException: Invalid authorization specification: Access denied for user:
'root@localhost' (Using password: NO)
What could be wrong?

•

These exceptions can occur if the permissions to access the database have not been set for
user 'root' in the 'user' table in MySQL. Please carry out the following steps to set the
permissions and start WebNMS IoT :
1. Login to 'mysql' and execute the following commands from the 'mysql' prompt as a
user with administrative privileges :
GRANT USAGE ON *.* TO <username>@localhost IDENTIFIED BY '<password>';
GRANT CREATE, DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE ON WebNmsDB.* TO <user name>
IDENTIFIED BY '<password>';
where username in this case is : root
password is empty (i.e. you can execute the commands without the IDENTIFIED BY
'<password>' clause)
2. If GRANT command does not work on your MySQL (i.e. if you are using an older
version of MySQl than the one that is bundled with WebNMS IoT), then you will have
to manually populate the 'user' table and 'db' table in the 'mysql' database instance
with the value as 'Y' for the various privileges.
3. Exit and restart your mysql daemon (Linux OS).
4. Now specify the user name and the password (if set) in the hibernate.cfg.xml file
located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. For 'root' user it will be specified by
default.
5. Restart WebNMS IoT Server.
Note: If you set password to access your database, it is important that you configure
the password in hibernate.cfg.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
For MySQL, in hibernate.cfg.xml file the password field, by default, is blank. Edit the
same and update the password while using MySQL with password.

•

I am getting the following exception when running WebNMS IoT with MySQL
database.
SYS_ERR: com.adventnet.management.transaction.UserTransactionException: Free
connection not available. at
com.adventnet.nms.mapdb.MapCustomController.beginTransaction(MapCustomCon
troller.java:5842)
To overcome the issue, the property hibernate.c3p0.idle_test_period must be configured in
hibernate.cfg.xml file as given below.
<property name="hibernate.c3p0.acquire_increment">1</property>
<property name="hibernate.c3p0.idle_test_period">25200</property>
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Using Connections & Threads
Connections & Threads - Introduction

•

Overview

•

What does 'Resource Pools' offer ?

•

How to use the resources in the WebNMS IoT Resource Pools ?

•

Configuration Options

•

API Highlights

Overview
Resource Pool is a store for all the connections, prepared statements and statements. The
significance of having a central resource pool is to conserve the system resources and to provide
efficient usage of the database connections.

What does 'Resource Pools' offer ?
•

Provision to access resources like connections, prepared statements and statements from a
pool.

•

Provision to perform database operations like executing queries, statements etc.

•

Provision to configure the number of database connections (both transactional and nontransactional).

•

Provision to configure prepared statement timeout.

How to use the resources in the WebNMS IoT Resource Pools ?
The following topics provide an overview of each of these resources that are pooled:
•

Connection Pooling

•

Prepared Statements

•

Statements

The following topic briefly describe the API that aids Resource Pool management:
•

Using ConnectionPool

The following topic discusses how connections, prepared statements and statements can be
accessed:
•

Accessing Resources from the Pool
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Configuration Options
•

Specifying the number of transactional connections

•

Specifying the prepared statement cache size

•

Specifying prepared statement timeout value

•

Enabling transaction logs

API Highlights
The class com.adventnet.management.transaction.ConnectionPool acts as the gateway for
making use of the resources that are pooled.
Using this class, you can obtain database connections, fetch prepared statements, get the handle
of TransactionAPI, check if any database operation is in a transactional block, execute queries
and statements etc.
Some of the important methods in this class are:
•

getInstance

•

getConnection

•

execute

•

executeQuery

•

executeUpdate

•

fetchPreparedStatement

•

getTransactionAPI

Refer to ConnectionPool for usage and javadoc of
com.adventnet.management.transaction.ConnectionPool
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Connection Pooling

•

Overview

•

What is Connection Pooling?

•

Why use Connection Pooling?

•

C3P0 Connection Pooling

•

Number of connections created by default in WebNMS IoT

•

Configuring the number of database connections

•

Accessing Connections

Overview
One of the most expensive database operations is establishing an initial database connection.
Depending upon the database that you are using, a connection might have to perform protocol
handshaking, verify user information, open disk files, create memory caches, etc.
While you cannot get rid of the time a connection takes, it is possible to establish a collection (or
pool) of connections ahead of time that are ready and waiting for someone to use. By
establishing these connections in a separate thread, your application will not have to pay any (or
at least only pay minimal) performance penalties. It will just have to "borrow" a connection from
the pool, use it, and then return it when complete.

What is Connection Pooling?
Connection Pooling is the ability to manage the database connections from a central pool rather
than leaving the connection management to the modules or applications using them.
There is no connection dedicated to a particular module in WebNMS IoT and any database
operation performed, goes through the pool of connections. Thus, the connection pooling
architecture provides an environment, wherein the connections are distributed among the
various process in the same module, based on the request made.

Why use Connection Pooling?
Connection Pooling in WebNMS IoT enables modules or user applications to obtain a database
connection from a pool of connections. This enables load balancing on the connections, handles
transaction mode and non-transaction modes, avoids overloading a particular connection and
leaving the other connections unattended.
The following are the benefits of using Connection Pooling:
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•

Performance - Connection pooling dramatically improves performance

•

Scalability - By improving the overall performance of your application, you allow the entire
application to scale much better

•

Code reuse/reduction - Using a connection pool can decrease the amount of code that you
have to write and maintain, and it allows you to reuse code that has already been tested
and proven to work

•

Central administration - You can change connection parameters (user name, password,
custom arguments, etc.) in a central location without having to change (or even recompile)
your application code

C3P0 Connection Pooling
WebNMS IoT is using C3P0 Connection Pooling, as Hibernate supports it.
C3P0 is an easy-to-use for augmenting traditional (Driver-Manager based) JDBC drivers that
implement Connection and Statement Pooling, as described by the JDBC3 specifications and
JDBC2 standard extension.

Configuring C3P0 Properties
The auto commit on close (c3p0.autoCommitOnClose) and ignore the commit of unresolved
transactions (c3p0.forceIgnoreUnresolvedTransactions) for the database operations, can be
configured from the c3p0.properties file in <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib directory. The
configuration is common for all the data bases.
•

When the connection is closed, c3p0 will try to commit the residual transactions which are
not committed. This is configured using the c3p0.autoCommitOnClose.

•

When the connection is closed, c3p0 will try to commit the residual transactions which are
not committed. This is other way to ignore the commit of unresolved transactions. This is
configured using the c3p0.forceIgnoreUnresolvedTransactions.

Number of connections created by default in WebNMS IoT
Database

Minimum Number of
Connections in
Transaction Mode

Maximum Number of
Connections in
Transaction Mode

Connections in
Non-Transaction Mode

60

120

20

MySQL
MSSQL
PostgreSQL

Configuring the number of database connections
The minimum (hibernate.c3p0.min_size) and maximum (hibernate.c3p0.max_size) number of
connections to be established with the database, can be configured from the hibernate.cfg.xml
file in <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib directory. The configuration is common for all the data
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bases.
Refer to Configuring Database Parameters for more details on configuring the number of
transactional and non-transactional connections.

Accessing Connections
c3p0 can be configured to attempt of reconnection during database outage. The parameters to
be configured in <WebNMS IoT Home>\classes\hbnlib\hibernate.cfg.xml are
acquireRetryAttempts, acquireRetryDelay, and breakAfterAcquireFailure. Refer to the
For details on accessing connections refer to Accessing Connections.
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Prepared Statements

•

Overview

•

What is Prepared Statement Pooling?

•

Why use Prepared Statement Pooling?

•

Advantages of using Prepared Statement Pooling in conjunction with Connection Pool

•

Prepared Statement Pooling in WebNMS IoT

•

Configuring the number of prepared statements to be cached

•

Accessing Prepared Statements

Overview
Prepared statements are commonly employed in situations where the application will execute
the same SQL statement many times. Only the values of the statement's pointers change from
one execution of the statement to the next.
The preparation of statements is an expensive process for the RDBMS to execute, especially for
complex SQL statements. For each statement preparation, the RDBMS must analyze the
statement for syntactical correctness, validate column references and identify optimal access
paths and execution plans.

What is Prepared Statement Pooling?
A convenient option will be to have the statements that are frequently executed, prepared well
before and stored in a common place so that they can be retrieved by applications using them
rather than submitting the same statements again and again to the RDBMS for preparation.
This mechanism of obtaining Prepared statements from a pool is termed as Prepared Statement
Pooling.

Why use Prepared Statement Pooling?
The following are the benefits of Prepared Statement Pooling :
•

Reduces the number of times the RDBMS must prepare statements, thus improving
application performance reducing RDBMS load

•

Since statement caching is performed automatically and transparently, application
developers can continue to develop JDBC applications without requiring a knowledge of the
operation of statement pooling

•

Statement pooling, combined with connection pooling, provides even greater performance
gains than using connection pooling alone.
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Advantages of using Prepared Statement Pooling in conjunction
with Connection Pool
Prepared Statement pool is already available when the application next acquires a connection
and even the first statement preparations on the connection will not need to be processed by
the RDBMS.

Prepared Statement Pooling in WebNMS IoT
A SQL statement is pre-compiled and stored in a PreparedStatement object. This object can then
be used to efficiently execute this statement multiple times. Both in the transaction and in the
non-transaction mode, the prepared statements are prepared for all the connections. This will
ensure that the connection request made at any point, also has the corresponding prepared
statement associated with it, to perform the database operation.
A wrapper class PreparedStatementWrapper , is defined over Java's
java.sql.PreparedStatement class; which has the prepared statement ID, the SQL string associated
with the prepared statement and the prepared statement itself. All the prepared statements in
WebNMS IoT, have a unique ID associated with each of them for identification.
Each connection in the connection pool has a Vector of PreparedStatementWrapper as one
particular connection can have more than one prepared statement. Prepared Statements are
prepared only when a request is made. Until then, the PreparedStatement object in the
PreparedStatementWrapper is set to null as preparing all of them in advance will lead to
performance issues and increase the number of open cursors supported.
The Prepared Statement Caching Mechanism ensures that the least recently used Prepared
Statement is closed only when the request comes after the Prepared Statement Cache size
reaches maximum.

Configuring the number of prepared statements to be cached
The number of Prepared Statements to be maintained in the cache at any point of time, can be
configured. The value is provided in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib/c3p0.properties file.
The default cache size is set to 250.
Edit the following parameter to set the Prepared Statement cache size.
c3p0.maxStatementsPerConnection=250

Accessing Prepared Statements
For details on how to access Prepared Statements, refer to Accessing Prepared Statements.
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Statements

•

Overview

•

Statement Pooling

•

Accessing Statements

Overview
A statement is an object that represents an SQL query. A statement gets compiled and executed
every time it is used and all statements are prepared over all the connections.

Statement Pooling
Just as how Prepared Statements are pooled, Statement Pooling is also supported in WebNMS
IoT.
The following are the benefits of Statement Pooling :
•

Since statement caching is performed automatically and transparently, application
developers can continue to develop JDBC applications without requiring a knowledge of the
operation of statement pooling

•

Statement pooling, combined with connection pooling, provides even greater performance
gains than using connection pooling alone.

The caching mechanism is also supported for Statements. This is to avoid open cursor problem
in databases like Oracle when a large number of statements are executed simultaneously.

Accessing Statements
To know more about accessing Statements, refer to Accessing Statements.
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Using ConnectionPool

•

Overview

•

Prerequisites to using ConnectionPool

•

How to access connections, prepared statements and statements and execute queries
from the same JVM?

•

How to access connections, prepared statements and statements and execute queries
from a different JVM from that of the WebNMS IoT Server?

Overview
ConnectionPool class acts as the gateway for making use of the resources that are pooled. All
database operations in WebNMS IoT are performed via the central resource pool using an
instance of this class.
Using this class, you can carry out the following functions :
•

obtain database connections

•

fetch prepared statements

•

execute queries and statements etc.

•

get the handle of TransactionAPI

•

check if any database operation is in a transactional block

Prerequisites to using ConnectionPool
•

Ensure that the database parameters like database type, database location, driver name
are set in hibernate.cfg.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

•

Ensure that the class ConnectionPool is initialized. Starting the WebNMS IoT Server will
take care of initializing ConnectionPool. If it is not initialized, 'null' will be returned while
getting an instance of ConnectionPool.

How to access connections, prepared statements and
statements and execute queries from the same JVM?
Getting the handle of ConnectionPool
The first step to accessing the resources in the pool, is to get the ConnectionPool
handle.
The getInstance() method in ConnectionPool can be used for this purpose. This
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returns an instance of the already initialized ConnectionPool class, in the same JVM as
that of the WebNMS IoT Server. User applications within the same JVM, are advised to
make use of the ConnectionPool instance created by WebNMS IoT.
The following code snippet shows how this can be done :
ConnectionPool cp = ConnectionPool.getInstance(); //getting the handle of
ConnectionPool>
Warning: WebNMS IoT maintains a single static reference of
ConnectionPool internally. Therefore, when you try to create a new
instance of the ConnectionPool object, it replaces the existing static
instance maintained earlier which in turn would affect all the database
processes going on using the old ConnectionPool reference.
Thus instantiating a new instance of ConnectionPool using:
ConnectionPool cp =new ConnectionPool(url, username, password,
drivername)
is highly undesirable.

Using the methods in ConnectionPool class
Once the ConnectionPool reference is got, the methods in this class can be used to
suit your needs. Refer code snippet below :
ConnectionPool cp = ConnectionPool.getInstance(); //getting the handle of
ConnectionPool
cp.getConnection(); // getting a database connection on getting the handle.
Returns a connection
cp.execute("SQL Query"); //executing an SQL query string on getting the
handle
Refer to Accessing Resources from the Pool and Javadocs for ConnectionPool
detailed descriptions on all the methods available.

for

How to access connections, prepared statements and
statements and execute queries from a different JVM from that
of the WebNMS IoT Server?
The resources that are pooled namely, database connections, prepared statements and
statements cannot be accessed from remote applications like clients or applications in a
different JVM from that of the WebNMS IoT Server.
ConnectionPool is not bound in RMI or exposed in any other way, so getting a handle of
ConnectionPool from a different JVM is not possible.
Follow the procedure given below to access these resources from an application in a different
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JVM from that of WebNMS IoT:
•

Define a communication mechanism between this application and an NMS FE Server (in a
different machine) which will carry the database operation to be performed as well as the
result of the database operation (to and fro). This FE Server will in turn communicate with
the NMS BE Server (depending on the nature of your operation). Refer topic 'Client Server
Communication' for details on defining the client-server communication mechanism.

•

Define a process in the FE that will perform the database operation in the FE's JVM by using
the ConnectionPool handle. Refer topic 'Module Services' for details on adding new
processes.
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Accessing Resources from the Pool
Accessing Resources from the Pool
This section describes how each of the resources in the Resource Pool can be accessed.
Follow the links below to know more :

•

Accessing Connections

•

Accessing Prepared Statements

•

Accessing Statements
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Accessing Connections

•

Accessing Connections in Transaction mode

•

Accessing Connections in non-Transaction mode

•

Method used to access Connections

•

What happens when the connection to the database is lost?

•

Reconnection using c3p0

Connection Pooling is supported in transaction mode and non-transaction mode..

Accessing Connections in Transaction mode
In the transaction mode, a connection is granted when the transaction is begun. Internally
WebNMS IoT does the following operations:
•

Gets the thread ID of the invoking thread

•

Identifies a connection which is not being used by any of the threads involved in
transaction. This is done by comparing the Thread ID versus the connection

•

When no free connection is available, throws an exception - 'FreeConnectionNotAvailable'

•

If a free connection is available, the connection is granted
Connection Pooling in the transaction mode has the ability to do the following:

•

lock connections when a transaction is started

•

unlock the connections when transactions are completed

•

lock the connection based on the thread involved in the transaction. This is because
multiple threads involved in transaction processing might request for connections, wherein
the connection needs to be allocated/de-allocated for each transaction, based on the
availability of the free connections
Refer TransactionAPI, for detailed description of how to make use of the TransactionAPI in
user applications.

Accessing Connections in non-Transaction mode
In the non-transaction mode, there is no concept of locking the connection. But the Prepared
Statements are locked when they are used. This is to ensure that no two applications use the
same Prepared Statement, thus avoiding conflicts.

Method used to access Connections
Use the following method in the class ConnectionPool to get a connection.
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Method

Description

This method gets a connection from the ConnectionPool. If the thread is
getConnection() under transaction, this method will return a transaction connection locked to
this thread Otherwise it will return any connection that is free.
Code Snippet
ConnectionPool cp = ConnectionPool.getInstance();
cp.getConnection();
Refer to the Javadocs of ConnectionPool

for more detailed description on the methods.

What happens when the connection to the database is lost?
When the connection to the database is lost, WebNMS IoT Server is shutdown gracefully. This is
carried out by a program named ConnectionBreakHandlerImpl, which implements the
com.adventnet.management.transaction.ConnectionBreakHandler interface.
The above interface implements handleConnectionFail(java.sql.Connection con,
java.lang.Exception e) method for enhanced handling of connection failure.
If a communication failure occurs between the WebNMS IoT server and the database server or
database connection maintained by WebNMS IoT, you can re-connect with the same database by
configuring the reconnection parameters in serverparameters.conf file located in the <WebNMS
IoT Home>/conf and hibernate.cfg.xml in <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib folder
•

To enable connection re-establishment, specify the parameter,
ENABLE_DB_RECONNECTION as TRUE
Example
ENABLE_DB_RECONNECTION TRUE

•

By default, the database reconnection timeout period is set as 20000 mills, i.e, the database
reconnection is tried after an interval of 20000 mills. To configure, specify the desired value
for hibernate.c3p0.acquireRetryAttempts and hibernate.c3p0.acquireRetryDelay in
milliseconds.
Example
•
•

hibernate.c3p0.acquireRetryAttempts 10
hibernate.c3p0.acquireRetryDelay 20000

On enabling database connection re-establishment, when the connection between the database
and the BE server goes down, a notification "Connection between the Database server and
WebNMS_BE Server is lost, trying to re-establish the connection. Please do not perform any read/write
operation." is sent to all the clients connected to the FE (that is connected to the BE).
When the connection is successfully re-established, a message "Connection between the Database
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server and WebNMS_BE Server is resumed, so you can perform any read/write operation." is sent to
all the client. If the re-established is unsuccessful, failover takes place.
At this stage (after a notification that no read/write operation is to be performed is sent), if a user
performs any read/write operations, these requests are cached and is executed after the
connection is re-established successfully or after BE failover (if connection re-establishment
fails). This ensures that all the operations performed by the user at this stage is accomplished
and does not go unfinished.

Reconnection using c3p0
During any short loss in the Network Connectivity, there is the possibility of database outage. To
ensure database connectivity during such scenarios, c3p0 properties can be configured in
<WebNMS IoT Home>\classes\hbnlib\hibernate.cfg.xml to acquire connections. The
parameters that can be configured and the details are provided below:
Parameter

Description

acquireRetryAttempts

The number of times c3p0 will retry for getting the database
connection before giving up. The default value is set as '30'.
c3p0 will try indefinitely if the value is set to '0' or less.

acquireRetryDelay

The wait time in milliseconds before c3p0 attempts for
reconnection. The default value is set to 1000 ms.

breakAfterAcquireFailure

After a failure attempt, the DataSource will declare broken or
retry again based on the value configured for this parameter.
When the value is set to "true", the DataSource will declare
broken and will be closed after retrying as specified in
acquireRetryAttempts. When the value is set to false, the
DataSource will remain valid and will attempt to acquire. By
default, breakAfterAcquireFailure is set to "false"
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Accessing Prepared Statements

•

Accessing Prepared Statements in non-Transaction mode

•

Accessing Prepared Statements in Transaction mode

•

How to access the Prepared Statement?

Accessing Prepared Statements in non-Transaction mode
If a request for a prepared statement comes from a thread which is not in the transaction mode,
the Resource Pool returns the respective prepared statement from any one of the nontransactional connections where the prepared statement is free.
The Resource Pool also ensures that a particular application does not hold the prepared
statement for long time. For example, assume there are 3 non-transactional connections and the
corresponding prepared statements in all the 3 connections are currently in use by some
applications. If another thread requests for the same prepared statement, it has to wait until the
requested prepared statement is returned. In such a case if the requested prepared statement is
not returned due to some unforeseen problem, the thread continues to wait. However, c3p0
cache returns a new prepared statement if already a prepared statement for the same query is
in use.
To avoid such problems, if the application seems to hold the prepared statement for more than
a "timeout" value, the prepared statement is automatically returned in WebNMS IoT.

Accessing Prepared Statements in Transaction mode
Whenever a prepared statement is requested from the Resource Pool, in the transaction mode,
the Resource Pool verifies if it is being called by a thread which is still in transaction. If yes, the
Connection Pool returns only the prepared statement prepared in the same connection used in
the transaction.

How to access the Prepared Statement?
•

Create an instance of ConnectionPool (say cp) using the static method getInstance() to
get the instance of class ConnectionPool.

•

Call cp.getPreparedStatementID(prepareSqlString), where prepareSqlString is the
variable holding the SQL string. This will construct the prepared statement and return the
unique ID assigned for the prepared statement

•

Call cp.fetchPreparedStatement(id), which will return the PreparedStatementWrapper
reference. Here 'id' is the unique ID returned from the above step.
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•

Call the getPreparedStatement() of class PreparedStatementWrapper, to get the
corresponding prepared statement reference.

•

Call cp.executeQuery(PreparedStatement prstmt) or
cp.executeUpdate(PreparedStatement prstmt) to execute the queries or to perform
insert, update or delete operations

•

Call cp.returnPreparedStatement, to return the prepared statement after using it.

Code Snippet
// To get a reference of ConnectionPool
ConnectionPool cp = ConnectionPool.getInstance();
//To get a PreparedStatement and execute it.
PreparedStatementWrapper psw = null;
try
{
int id = cp.getPreparedStatementID("<SQL String>"); // Returns unique ID of the prepared
statement
psw = cp.fetchPreparedStatement(id); // PreparedStatementWrapper reference
PreparedStatement ps = psw.getPreparedStatement();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
// handle Exception
}
finally
{
// To return the prepared statement - IMPORTANT
cp.returnPreparedStatement(psw);
}
Refer to the Javadocs of ConnectionPool and PreparedStatementWrapper
detailed description on the above mentioned methods.
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Accessing Statements

•

Overview

•

How to access statement?

•

Code Snippet

Overview
A statement requested from a thread involved in transaction, returns the statement from the
same connection used in the transaction.

How to access the Statement?
•

Create an instance of ConnectionPool (say cp) using the static method getInstance() to
get the instance of class ConnectionPool

•

Call cp.executeQueryStmt(“SqlString”), where SqlString is the database query to be
executed

•

For insert, update or delete operations use the cp.executeUpdateStmt(“SqlString”)

Code Snippet
//To get the handle of ConnectionPool
ConnectionPool cp = ConnectionPool.getInstance();
//To execute the input SQL query string in an already created Statement
cp.executeQueryStmt("sqlstr");
// For database operations like insert, update, delete
cp.executeUpdateStmt("sqlstr");

Warning: The getConnection() method should be called from inside transactional
block, otherwise NPE will be thrown.
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Developer Tips

General Tips
•

What happens when the connection between WebNMS IoT Server and Database is broken?

•

How do I execute queries, access connections from a remote client application or from any
remote JVM different?

•

How do I record the Prepared Statements that are acquired by the WebNMS IoT connection
pool?

•

What is the optimum number of connections to the database, that need to be maintained
by WebNMS IoT?

•

How do I log all the database queries and statements that are getting executed by the
WebNMS IoT server?

•

What happens when the connection between WebNMS IoT Server and the database
in use, is broken? Is there a provision handle database connection failures?
When the connection between the database and the WebNMS IoT Server is lost, by default,
the WebNMS IoT Server is gracefully shut down. Alternately, you can have your own
mechanism implemented to handle connection failures. Refer to : Database Connection
loss for more details.

•

How do I execute queries, access connections from a remote client application or
from any remote JVM different?
Refer to Accessing resources from a different JVM for details.

•

How do I record the Prepared Statements that are acquired by the WebNMS IoT
connection pool?
This information is logged in a file called transactionLogs.txt. Refer to : Enabling
transaction logs for more information.

•

What is the optimum number of connections to the database, that need to be
maintained by WebNMS IoT?
The optimum number of connections that need to be maintained is 12.
Depending on the extent of transactional operations being performed, the number of
transactional connections can be increased. Refer to Configuring Database Parameters to
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know more about configuring connections.
•

How do I log all the database queries and statements that are getting executed by
the WebNMS IoT server?
P6spy an open-source framework used to intercept database statements and operations, is
integrated with WebNMS IoT to log the database queries sent by the WebNMS IoT server to
the database server. Refer to the following section to enable database logging P6Spy in
WebNMS IoT. P6Spy is integrated with WebNMS IoT.
Enabling P6Spy in WebNMS IoT
The P6Spy logging is configurable in the hibernate.cfg.xml file in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes/hbnlib directory.
Un-comment the following parameter to enable the P6Spy logging.
<!--property
name="connection.driver_class">com.p6spy.engine.spy.P6SpyDriver</property-->

If you are on an older version of WebNMS IoT, please go through the WebNMS IoT online
Knowledge Base article for enabling P6Spy.
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Maintaining Transactions
Maintaining Transactions

•

Overview

•

What does Transaction Service Offer?

•

How to use Transaction Service?

•

Why use Transaction?

•

Selecting the database which supports transaction

•

Configuration Options

•

Enabling transaction logs

•

API Highlights

Overview
A sequence of operations, in which either all the operations must complete or none of them
must complete, is termed as a transaction. Because the steps within a transaction are a unified
whole, a transaction is often defined as an indivisible unit of work.
The Transaction Service in WebNMS IoT enables you to perform database operations as
transactions.

What does Transaction Service offer?
•

With adoption of Hibernate service, by default, transaction support for database operations
is enabled in WebNMS IoT.

•

Support for user-defined transactional operations

•

A notification mechanism that allows the interested party to be notified on transaction
completion

•

Provision for caching objects in transactional mode

•

Provision to configure the number of transactional connections to the database

•

Provision to configure transaction timeout

How to use Transaction Service?
Using the Transaction Service in WebNMS IoT, involves the following:
•

Understanding the concept of transactions

•

Selecting the database which supports transaction
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•

Making use of the methods in TransactionAPI to perform transactional operations

Understanding the concept of transactions
Transaction
A transaction is a collection of database operations performed in sequence over the
same database connection.
A transaction can end in two ways: with a commit or a rollback. When a transaction
commits, the data modifications made by its statements are saved. If a statement
within a transaction fails, the transaction rolls back, undoing the effects of all
statements in the transaction.

Nested Transaction
Nested transactions are transactions that initiate several other transaction operations from
within a transaction, and the sequence of the transactions is guaranteed even if they are
executed concurrently.
Nested transaction include many levels of transactions, like the one below.
begin()
operation1
operation2
begin()
....
commit()
operation3
begin()
....
commit()
...
commit()
The complete operation will be committed into the database only when the outermost commit()
is called. The inner commit() methods do not control operation completion.
If an exception (or timeout) occurs in the inner levels of transaction, the transaction as the whole
is rolled back. So, care must be taken to make sure that when an exception occurs at any point, it
is handled properly by propagating it to the higher levels where the actual block begins.

Why use Transaction ?
The two key benefits of using transactions are :
•

Data Integrity - Information must be accurate, current, and reliable. Data integrity would be
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lost if multiple programs were allowed to simultaneously update the same information. It
would also be lost if a system that failed while processing a transaction were to leave the
affected data only partially updated. By preventing both of these scenarios, software
transactions ensure data integrity.
•

Atomicity - In the event of a failure of any operation, effects of all operations that make up
the transaction should be undone, and data should be rolled back to its previous state, thus
ensuring atomicity. Transactions control the concurrent access of data by multiple
programs. In the event of a system failure, transactions make sure that after recovery the
data will be in a consistent state.
TOP

Selecting the database which supports transaction
To make use of the 'transaction' concept, you must use a database that supports transactions.
Of all the supported databases by WebNMS IoT, the following have the capability to support
transactional operations (Refer to Software Requirements for information on the database
versions and their supported drivers) :
•

MySQL

•

PostgreSQL

•

MSSQL

Ensure that you configure the database of your choice to the WebNMS IoT system, before you
start with transactions. For details on configuring the database, refer to the topic Configuring
Database Parameters and the documentation in 'Administrator Guide > Setting up Databases for
WebNMS IoT'. For MySQL database, ensure you run the InnoDB engine.
TOP

Making use of the methods in TransactionAPI to perform
transactional operations
WebNMS IoT provides TransactionAPI, using which you can perform application level
transactional operations that define multiple object updates in a single transaction.
For more information on how to use this API and a detailed description of all the methods
present in it, refer to Using TransactionAPI and the javadocs for TransactionAPI .
TOP

Configuration Options
•

Specifying the number of transactional connections to the database

•

Specifying the transaction timeout value

•

Specifying the notification type within a transaction

Enabling transaction logs
All Prepared Statements obtained using the WebNMS IoT Connection Pool are recorded and can
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be viewed from 'transactionLogs.txt' located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/logs directory.
By default, logging in transactionLogs.txt is disabled. To enable logging in transactionLogs.txt,
edit log4j.xml located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory and set additivity="true" for the
transactionLogs.txt entry.
Example:
<!-- TRANSACTION LOGGER -->
<logger name="TUSER" additivity="false">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="transactionLogs_file"/>
<appender-ref ref="mail"/>
</logger>
<!-- TRANSACTION LOGGER ENDS -->

Ensure that you perform this configuration before you start the WebNMS IoT Server.

API Highlights
The class com.adventnet.management.transaction.TransactionAPI contains methods that
provide transaction support.
Using this class, you can :
•

begin transactions,

•

specify timeout values for transactional operations,

•

commit the transactions,

•

rollback transactions on failure,

•

select the notification type and notify observers on commit or rollback etc.

Some of the important methods in this API are :
•

begin (3 types)

•

commit

•

rollback

•

addTransactionHandler

•

removeTransactionHandler

Please refer to TransactionAPI for usage and the Javadoc of
com.adventnet.management.transaction.TransactionAPI for a complete description of the API.
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Using TransactionAPI

•

Overview

•

Getting started with TransactionAPI
o

Getting the handle of TransactionAPI

o

Using the methods in TransactionAPI class
•

How to begin a transaction ?

•

Transaction timeout
•
•

•

Configuring transaction timeout
Disabling transaction timeout or setting infinite timeout
value

Notification types
•
•
•

What are the different types of notification and how are
they handled ?
How to disable notifications ?
How to globally set the notification type for user-defined
transactions ?

•

How to commit a transaction ?

•

How to rollback a transaction ?

•

Notifying interested applications on the status of a transaction

•

Configure transaction timeout for Custom Views

•

Javadocs for TransactionAPI

•

Example of a database operation in transaction mode

•

Important Tips

Overview
TransactionAPI implementing javax.transaction.UserTransaction interface, is the class which
offers transaction support to database operations in WebNMS IoT. The methods defined in this
API allow applications to explicitly manage transaction boundaries.
Use this class to perform the following functions :
•

begin a transaction to perform database operations

•

commit the transaction into the database on successful completion of all database
operations

•

rollback transactions if the operations fail
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•

choose from preset notification types to determine when module observers should be
notified

•

facilitate notifications to interested parties on transaction completion - on commit or
rollback

•

get ConnectionPool reference to access database connections, prepared statements and
statements and to execute queries

•

enable nested transactions
TOP

Getting started with TransactionAPI
Getting the handle of TransactionAPI
The first step to accessing the methods and performing transactional operations is, to
get the TransactionAPI handle.
The getInstance() method in TransactionAPI can be used for this purpose. This
returns an instance of the already initialized TransactionAPI class, in the same JVM as
that of the WebNMS IoT Server.
The following code snippet shows how this can be done :
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the handle of
TransactionAPI
Warning: WebNMS IoT maintains a single static reference of
TransactionAPI internally. Therefore, when you try to create a new
instance of the TransactionAPI object, it replaces the existing static
instance maintained earlier which in turn would affect all the
database processes going on using the old TransactionAPI reference.
Thus instantiating a new instance of TransactionAPI using :
TransactionAPI txnAPI =new TransactionAPI()
is highly undesirable.
TOP

Using the methods in TransactionAPI class
Once the TransactionAPI reference is obtained, the methods in this class can be
used to suit your needs.
How to begin a transaction ?
You can begin a transaction using the begin() methods in TransactionAPI. There are
3 types of begin() methods :
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•

begin()

•

begin(int timeOutVal)

•

begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout)
TOP

Using begin()
This method begins a transaction by allocating a dedicated connection. On invoking
this method, all database operations on the current thread are carried out over this
dedicated connection.
This method throws an exception if any database operation times out. The default
timeout value is set to 20 seconds (20000 milliseconds) and is configurable.
Example Usage
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the
handle of TransactionAPI
txnAPI.begin();
TOP
Transaction timeout
When an application starts a transaction using TransactionAPI.begin() i.e. begin()
with no arguments, the default time allotted for the transactional block is 20
seconds. So within 20 seconds the application is expected to finish the database
operations pertaining to the transactional block (by calling commit or rollback).
This is because, when TransactionAPI.begin() is called, a separate connection is
dedicated to the application so that other applications are not given access to the
connection, as long as the transaction has been completed by the application.
When the transaction time exceeds the default timeout value of 20 seconds, the
transaction is automatically rolled-back internally, and a runtime exception,
indicating that the transaction is timed out, is thrown only during the next
subsequent access of the connection. (either by executing a query, or by calling
commit/rollback). After timeout, exception is thrown for the very first database
operation performed or for a TransactionAPI method call (begin, commit, rollback).
This default transaction timeout value of 20 seconds can be increased to the
desired limit based on the need of the application on effecting a configuration in a
file.
When an application is not sure how long a transactional block would take for
completion, the transaction can be begun using TransactionAPI.begin(-1) under
which case there is no timeout value and the connection is completely dedicated to
the transaction, till the transactional operations are completed. This will avoid
timeout exceptions.
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TOP
Configuring transaction timeout
Transaction Timeout is an integer value that specifies the timeout value for the
current transaction in milliseconds. Possible values for this parameter are :
•

Any valid integer value specifies timeout value in milliseconds

•

-1 - this specifies infinite time for timeout value (using -1 is strongly
discouraged unless otherwise there is a specific reason for doing so)

•

0 - zero timeout value specifies the default timeout value (default is 20000
milliseconds)

The timeout value for a transactional operation can be configured from the file
serverparameters.conf located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
Edit the following parameter to set the transaction timeout value :
TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE 20000
The default value is set in milliseconds as 20000.
TOP
Disabling transaction timeout or setting infinite timeout value
You can prevent a transaction from timing out by setting -1 to the
TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE parameter in serverparameters.conf located in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, as :
TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE -1
This will eventually disable transaction timeout or set the value to infinity.
The disadvantages of setting -1 as the timeout value are :
1. If an operation in a transaction takes an immensely long time to complete,
the connection to the database is not freed till the operation is committed
or rolled back, and will not be available for use by any other process or
application
2. If a particular operation in a transaction is adding in or updating a particular
database table, takes a long duration to complete this operation and fails to
time out, the access to this database table will be denied to any other
process or application till the operation is committed or rolled back.
Warning: Setting -1 as the transaction timeout value is strongly
discouraged unless there is a specific reason for doing so.

TOP
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Using begin(int timeOutVal)
This method is also used to begin a transaction but accepts the timeout value as
argument.
If you are aware that the database operations within your transaction block will
take a considerable amount of time (more than the timeout value configured for
the parameter TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE in serverparameters.conf), you
can use this overloaded 'begin' method.
Example Usage
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the
handle of TransactionAPI
txnAPI.begin(30000); //30000 is the timeout value for the current
transaction in milliseconds

This timeout value is infinity if -1 is set as the argument to this
method, but this is strongly discouraged unless there is a
specific reason for doing so.
Setting 0 will result in the transaction timeout being taken as
the default value of 20000 milliseconds.
Using begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout)
This is also an overloaded method to the 'begin()'. The following are passed as
arguments to this method :
•

Notification types

•

Transaction timeout value

The begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout) method can used when :
•

•

you need to specify the type of notification to be sent to
observers depending on whether you want the observers to be a
part of the transaction (TIP) or not (TC) as well as
the timeout value for the transaction

The possible values for notifyType are :
•

TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_TIP

•

TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_TC

The possible values for txnTimeout :
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•

0

•

-1

•

any valid integer value

Example Usage
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the
handle of TransactionAPI
txnAPI.begin(TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_TC,10000); //TC notification
to enabled and timeout to be set to 10000 milliseconds
Notification types
While performing database operations that involve any of the WebNMS IoT
modules (say for example, addObject() using TopoAPI or addEvent() using
EventAPI etc.) within a transactional boundary, the respective module observers
need to be notified on the success of the operations, such that the observers can
take appropriate action.
To handle notifications effectively, the transaction framework facilitates
controlling of the notifications sent to these observers by setting the appropriate
notification type while beginning the transaction itself.
If the calling thread is not in transaction, the notifications are sent to the
observers immediately after successful completion of the database operation. If
the calling thread is in transaction, then the notifications are sent based on the
notification type chosen while beginning the transaction.
TOP
What are the different types of notification and how are they handled ?
The different types of notification are :
• TC (Transaction Complete)
• TIP (Transaction In Progress)
TOP
TC - Transaction Complete Notification
TC notification is that which is sent to the module observers on completion of the
transaction. It is defined by the parameter - NOTIFY_TC in TransactionAPI.
Notifications to the module observers are sent only after the current transaction
(main transactional block) is successfully committed i.e. observers cannot be a
part of the current transaction.
It can be accessed as - TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_TC as the first argument to the
begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout) and it returns an integer.
TOP
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TIP - Transaction In Progress Notification
TIP notification denotes that the current transaction (main transaction) is in
progress. It is defined by the parameter - NOTIFY_TIP in TransactionAPI.
Within a "user-defined" transaction, notifications to the module observers are
sent inside a transaction block itself, which will include observers to be a part of
the current transaction.
It can be accessed as - TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_TIP as the first argument to the
begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout) and it returns an integer.
TOP
How to disable notifications ?
In user-defined transactions, notifications can be explicitly disabled based on your
requirements.
For this purpose, you have to use the parameter - NOTIFY_NONE available in
TransactionAPI and access this as TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_NONE as the first
argument to the begin(int notifyType, int txnTimeout) method and begin your
transactional operation.
Doing so, will imply that the notifications to observers of this transactional
operation are disabled.
TOP
How to globally set the notification type for user-defined transactions ?
A global notification type can be set for all "user-defined" transactions that are
begun. When this is done, the "begin()" method that starts your user-transactions
need not explicitly specify the notification type, based on which the module
observers will be notified.
The notification type can be set in serverparameters.conf file located in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, with the supported integer values. For
example,
NOTIFICATION_TYPE 2 --> This implies TC notification is enabled
NOTIFICATION_TYPE span style="font-weight: bold;">1 -> This implies TIP
notification is enabled
NOTIFY_TC i.e. the integer value 2, is set as the default value. Based on the value
specified against this parameter, the notifications will be sent to the observers.
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Note: You do not have the option to disable notifications to all
user-defined transactions by effecting a global configuration.
You will have to specifically use the begin(int notifyType, int
txnTimeout) method with TransactionAPI.NOTIFY_NONE as
the argument for the notifyType parameter when you begin a
transactional block, if you need to disable notifications.
TOP
How to commit a transaction ?
A transaction associated with the current thread can be completed using the
commit() method in TransactionAPI.
This method commits all database operations performed after the "begin()"
method, to the database. In case of a nested transaction, this method takes effect
only if called by the outermost transaction.
On executing the commit() method, the dedicated connection locked while
starting the transaction for the current thread, is freed.
Example Usage
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the handle
of TransactionAPI
txnAPI.commit();
TOP
How to rollback a transaction ?
A transaction can be rolled back using any of the following methods :
•

rollback()

•

rollback(String errString)

These methods roll back the changes of the current transaction and no database
update is done. After rolling back, the connection locked for this transaction is
freed. Note that in a nested transaction, this method will cause the entire
transaction to be rolled back.
If any expected exception is to be thrown, use the rollback(String errString).
Example Usage

TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance(); //getting the handle of
TransactionAPI
txnAPI.rollback();
TOP
Notifying interested applications on the status of a transaction
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TransactionAPI supports a notification mechanism that allows applications (if they
require) to be notified after the transaction completes or rolls back.
The application should implement TransactionHandler interface and register
with TransactionAPI using the 'register' methods mentioned below, to receive
notifications about status of the transaction.
•

addTransactionHandler (TransactionHandler trhandler, Thread
threadObj) :- This method is used to register the
TransactionHandler instance that needs to be notified after the
transaction corresponding to the thread object passed as
argument (currently associated with the thread) is completed
(committed or rolled back).

If the transaction context (thread) is known, one can use this method to receive
notifications for that transaction-completion.
•

register(TransactionHandler trhandler) :- This method is used to
register the TransactionHandler instance that needs to be notified
after any transactional operation is completed.

To remove the registrations to TransactionHandler, the applications can use any
of the following methods based on the whether the transaction is associated with
a particular thread or not.
•

removeTransactionHandler (TransactionHandler trhandler,
Thread threadObj) :- This method is used to unregister the
TransactionHandler instance corresponding to the thread reference
passed as argument.

•

unregister(TransactionHandler trhandler) :- This method is used
to unregister the TransactionHandler instance of any transactional
operation.

Upon registration, the applications can provide implementation to the
notifyCommit() and notifyRollback() methods of TransactionHandler and define
their mechanisms to be notified on commit or rollback of the transaction.
Refer to the javadocs of
com.adventnet.management.transaction.TransactionHandler
description on the methods available that facilitate

for a detailed

Configure transaction timeout for Custom Views
The parameter CUSTOM_VIEW_TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE can be used to configure
transaction timeout for custom view related operations. The default value is 20 seconds. This
value can be configured from the file serverparameters.conf located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory. If this parameter is not set, the TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT will be used
instead.
This is an integer value that specifies the timeout value for loading custom view, in milliseconds.
Sample entry in serverparameters.conf file.
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CUSTOM_VIEW_TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT_VALUE 30000

Javadocs
For a detailed description on all the methods, refer to TransactionAPI

javadocs.
TOP

Example of a database operation in transaction mode
The following code snippet demonstrates the usage of TransactionAPI
TopoAPI topo = null;
TransactionAPI txnAPI = TransactionAPI.getInstance();
try
{
topo = (TopoAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("TopoAPI");
}
catch(Exception ex){}
try
{
txnAPI.begin(); // begin a Transaction ..
}
catch(NotSupportedException nse)
{
// Handle Exception : NotSupportedException if Transaction is not Supported.
// Either Transaction is disabled or Database does not support Transaction.
}
catch(SystemException se)
{
// Handle Exception : SystemException if Transaction for the current
// thread is timed out.
}
try
{
ManagedObject mo = new ManagedObject();
mo.setName("TxnMObj");
topo.addObject(mo);
txnAPI.commit(); // Commit Transaction ..
}
catch(Exception ex)
{
// Handle exceptions here ..!
try
{
txnAPI.rollback(); // Transaction is rolled back due to exception ..
}
catch(Exception se) {}
}
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TOP

Important Tips
•

Any begun transaction has to be ended by a commit() or rollback(). Otherwise, it may lead
to undesirable effects. Hence code has to be checked for places where unexpected exits
can happen.

•

Transactions that span across multiple threads are not supported.

•

The transaction should not block the connection for a long time unnecessarily, since this
may result in performance degradation.

•

The transaction block should be as small as possible, unnecessary blocks of code should
not be present.

•

Exceptions have to be properly caught and well propagated.
TOP
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Developer Tips
General Tips
•

In a user-defined transaction, how do I notify observers about the status of the transaction
?

•

Can I perform transactional operations from a JVM different from the WebNMS IoT Server,
using TransactionAPI ?

•

Can I configure the transaction timeout period ?

Troubleshooting Tips
•

I am getting numerous Transaction Timeout Exceptions. What are the reasons for this and
how do I avoid them ?

General Tips
•

Can I perform transactional operations from a JVM different from the WebNMS IoT
Server, using TransactionAPI ?
It is not possible to get a handle of TransactionAPI from a different JVM because the
WebNMS IoT Transaction Mechanism is thread based and transaction threads can be
tracked only if they are in the same JVM as that of the WebNMS IoT BE Server.

•

In a user-defined transaction, how do I notify observers about the status of the
transaction ?
The observers to a transaction can be notified using the transaction notification
mechanism. Refer to Notification types for more details.

•

Can I configure the transaction timeout period ?
Yes, you can configure this parameter. Refer to: Configuring transaction timeout for more
information.

Trouble Shooting Tips
•

I am getting numerous Transaction Timeout Exceptions. What are the reasons for
this and how do I avoid them ?
These exceptions are because your transactional operations taking way too long to be
performed and hence are timing out. Refer to: Transaction timeout for more information.
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GUI Configuration
GUI Configuration

•

Overview

•

Prerequisites

•

Struts, Tiles, Struts Validator, JSTL, and JQuery
o

Why Struts?
Key Features of Web Client GUI

•
o

Module-wise Features

Overview
The Web Client is built using technologies such as Struts, Tiles, JSTL, JSP, Servlet, and JQuery. It is
designed based on the pull-MVC (Model-View-Controller) architectural paradigm, facilitating
plugging in of user defined customizations. It is an interactive and user-friendly interface that
helps accessing WebNMS IoT through a Web browser and does not required any other resources
on the client end. The enhanced home page is designed using widgets, and dashboards.

Prerequisites
Knowledge of Struts Concepts and Tag Libraries.
Note: During the WebNMS IoT Server startup, the ActionServlet is instantiated. The
requests sent from the browsers are handled by the ActionServlet, that is, the requests
submitted causes the Web Container (default Web Container is Tomcat) to call the
ActionServlet. Since we are using the Struts framework, the request contains a .do
extension that maps to the ActionServlet. So, the .do extension is just a reference used
for mapping, and is therefore, not a file type.

Struts, Tiles, Struts Validator, JSTL, and JQuery
Jakarta Apache's Struts is an open source framework for building Java-based Web applications. It
is based on the classic Model-View-Controller (MVC) design paradigm. It has its own 'Controller'
component that receives browser requests and forwards them to the 'View' component.
The Web client uses two plug-ins with Struts: Tiles and the Struts Validator.
Web layouts are rendered using Tiles. It provide a framework for assembling presentation pages
from component parts instead of using the conventional Frames. Each part ("Tile") can be reused
any number of times.
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The Struts Validator is used to perform form validation on the Web client. This facilitates easy
validation of user input.
The JSTL or JSP Standard Tag Library is used by the Web client to encapsulate the core
functionality common to many JSP applications, in the form of simple and standard tags.
The JQuery plug-ins used in the Web Client enable users to effectively design the home page. It
enables the drag and drop feature for widgets, refreshing of the components in the page, and
menu sliding functionality.

Why Struts?
The Struts framework provides the following add-on facilities while customizing or
building applications over the new Web Client.
•

Struts provides a powerful "action paradigm", instead of finding objectoriented abstraction. This provides the powerful Pull-MVC architecture,
which simplifies web development.

•

Struts provides extensive taglibs ( html, bean,... etc) that enable easy page
authoring and rapid development.

•

The Struts framework supports i18n and comes with a rich set of taglibs
that complement WebNMS IoT. In addition to this, JSTL tags are also used
for internationalization.

•

Dynamic templating framework, namely Tiles, is available in Struts. This
enables high customization of layouts.

•

Struts has a powerful Validator engine, which is not available in other
frameworks. This facilitates easy validation of user input.

This extensive customizable enables smooth upgrade of Web Client framework. The
JSP and configuration (XML) files can be customized and plugged in with different
names. This enables hassle-free upgrade mechanism when applying Service Packs.

Key Features of Web Client GUI
•

Highly usable, categorized & customizable. The rendering of WebNMS IoT modules in
tabbed panes facilitates easy navigation across the Web Client.

•

Easy to customize enhanced home page with widgets and dashboard components where
critical data is projected in widgets with dynamic reloading functionality.

•

Appealing user interface with option to change its skins. The default implementations for
skins is also provided.

•

Support for complete internationalization.

•

Fine grained web components such as Search, Tree, Calendar, Page Navigation.

•

No Frames; Tiles used for layout

•

Popup Menu and Column Customizer can be customized for user-defined modules.

•

The Authentication filter provides highly secure transactions while accessing resources.

•

The secured Web Client leverages the function of the Authorization Framework by checking
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the user privileges before allowing to execute an operation.
•

Support for CCTV interface to display a slide show of dashboards at defined intervals.

Module-wise Features
Module

Asset Geo Locations View
(Map)

Events and Alarms ( Fault
Management )

Asset Inventory View
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Features
•

Provision for pluggable Layout and Renderer
mechanism. The Map module is facilitated with option
to render Map views, in different layouts such as
Ethernet, Grid, Star and so on.

•

Customizable pop up menus.

•

Map links displaying connection between gateway
elements.

•

Powerful functionality is provided to represent the
Asset View, Events and Alarms as tabular views.

•

Bulk operations such as bulk deletion, clearing and/or
picking or unpicking of alarms can be performed.

•

Categorized details form facilities performing
operations on related alarms.

•

The Alarm Count Category panel is a pie chart
displayed for all modules, thereby enabling easy
accessibility of alarms.

•

The page navigation component delivers an efficient
way of traversing through the pages of the list view.

•

The column customizer option, printing capabilities,
and efficient sorting of the list view

•

Operations such as manage, delete, etc. can be
performed over multiple site, region, RTUs.

•

Object specific pop up menus are provided for the
performing operations, seamlessly.

•

Overall viewing of Events, Alarms and Reports can be
performed through the pop up menus.

•

Extendable Details Form for objects is provided.

•

'Search' option enables locating objects from the Asset
view, effortlessly.

•

The page navigation component delivers an efficient
way of traversing through the pages of the list view.
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New Web Client also includes options to perform the
following administration tasks:

Administration

•

User Admin Operations- Add/Modify/Remove Users,
view User Details

•

Network Admin Operations- Add a Gateway/Region,
Refresh a Gateway

•

Details View- Viewing the details of BE Server,
Scheduler, Port, FE Server, Client Details, and Server
Logs

•

Enriched Mib Manager helps the network administrator
load MIBs and query the devices directly. This userfriendly tool supports v1, v2c & v3 SNMP versions.

•

Agents running in the devices can be queried directly
using the pop-up menus from Map and Asset view.
These user friendly tools are available out of the box
for specific OIDs like routing table, TCP table, UDP
Table, etc.

•

SNMP tools can be configured to decide whether the
device is to be reached via the back-end server or
directly from the front-end server

•

Provision to display a customized dashboard as home
page.

•

Custom dashboards can be created and widgets
associated to the dashboards.

•

Custom widgets can be created in addition to the
existing ready-made widgets.

•

APIs available for performing various operation on
widgets, dashboards, and CCVT.

SNMP Tools

Home Page (All modules)
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How It Works?

•

Overview

•

Workflow

Overview
This section explains the workflow of Web Client framework. The process of a how a HTTP
request is forwarded to the appropriate resource and processed to display the response in the
client is described here. The interaction between various components when processing a
request is discussed in detail.

Workflow
Flow Diagram

1. When WebNMS IoT Server is started, the ActionServlet class reads the configuration
files (struts-config.xml, tiles-config.xml, struts-validator.xml) of all the modules and
loads all the relevant information. The web.xml contains the corresponding entries
for this Servlet class.
2. A request is sent from the browser. Example: addUser.do.
3. The request goes to Web Server. The Web Server (default is Tomcat) sees the .do
request which it does not recognize, and forwards it to the Servlet Container (default
being Tomcat).
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4. The Servlet Container sends the request to the Action Servlet.
5. The Action Servlet identifies the module for which the request is sent, and reads the
Action Mapping details of the request in that module. That is, if the module is
Topology, the details for this request is read from the topo-struts-config.xml present
in <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/topo directory. The Action Mapping details include
the following properties:
o Type - the action type
o Validate- set as true/false depending on whether it needs to be validated
o Form Bean - containing all the properties
o Scope- that can be a request or a session
6. The Form Bean is then instantiated and loaded
7. If validate is set as true, then the form-bean is validated (formbean.validate())
o If validation is not successful, then exception is thrown.
o If validation is successful, then it is forwarded to the Action Class. That is,
the Action type is instantiated and the execute() method of the class is
called.
8. The mapping entry for this request is read and the corresponding JSP is executed.
9. The result is sent to the Web Server, which displays it on the client.
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Development Environment
The configuration files are the connecting links between the JSP files that make up the View
component, and the Action classes that make up the Model component. These files are present
in the conf directories under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<module_name> directories.
In the Web Client, each application has its own set of configuration file to define the
configuration settings within that application. Follow the links below to know more about how
each configuration file has been extended by the Web client.
•

Struts Configuration File

•

Tiles Definition File

•

Struts Validator Files
Warning: If you need to modify an existing JSP file present in the Web Client
framework, make a backup of the originally packaged file. Then modify the appropriate
references to this file in the Web Client configuration files.
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File Formats Used

•

Overview

•

File Formats Handled by Web Client

Overview
The various files that constitute the Web Client can be divided into groups based on what they
configure such as the Model, the View or the Controller.
The Model controls the logic for data retrieval.
The View controls the layout and presentation of the data.
The Controller takes care of the actions that are performed in the View such as component
selection, user inputs etc.

File Formats Handled by Web Client
The Web Client uses different types of files, each with a specific purpose. The different file types
along with their description is explained with the help of the table below.
File
Extension
.xml

File Type
XML

Description
These are the configuration files for the Web Client

.dtd

The DTD file for the respective XML document

.properties

This file contains a set of name-value pair for various actions.

.css

Cascading Style
Sheet

This file defines the cascading style sheet to be used across
the Web Client.

.js

JavaScript

This file contains all the scripts that a module uses.

.jsp

Java Server
Pages

These files are used to display formatted data.

.jspf

Java Server
Pages
fragments

These are the JSP files that need not be compiled.
(considered as fragments).

.gif, .png,
.jpg

Image files

The various images used across the client.

Usually the JSP files are used exclusively for displaying data but necessary javascript(js) are also
included in the JSP file.
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Tip: Whenever you come across the following error message displayed on your console
Service is currently unavailable. Sorry for the inconvenience !
visit the logs in <WebNMS IoT Home>apache/tomcat/logs/localhost_log.<TODAY'S-DATE>.txt file
for debugging. This error message is displayed whenever server-side related errors or
exceptions occur.
Look up Configuration Files to see how the Struts framework has been extended to provide for
the Controller components.
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Struts Configuration File

•

Overview

•

Configuration File Structure

Overview
The struts-config.xml configuration file is a link between the View and Model components in
the Web Client. It plays an important role in building both Controller components and
Application-specific configurations. In WebNMS IoT, this file is created specific to every
application in the format as <module>-struts-config.xml, where <module> can be topo, fault,
perf and so on. For example, a struts-config.xml file of the fault module is represented as faultstruts-config.xml and is present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/fault/conf directory.

Configuration File Structure
The configuration file basically contains three main elements:
•

<form-beans>

•

<global-forwards>

•

<action-mappings>

The elements of the <module>-struts-config.xml file and their usage are described for an
example module such as "fault".
Element
strutsconfig

Attributes and Description
Is the root node of the configuration file.
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Contains form bean definitions. The Form beans create ActionForm instances
at runtime. The details of each form bean are provided in the <form-bean>
element. The <form-property> elements within the form bean contain the
property names and the property types of the form bean.
Attributes of <form-bean> are:

formbeans

•

name: Must have a unique bean name. This name is used as reference in
the action mappings. Often, this is also the name of the request or the
session attribute under which the form is stored.

•

type: The value is a fully-qualified classname of the ActionForm class
used with the form bean.

Attributes of <form-property> are:
•

name: Contains the name of a property of the form bean.

•

type: Contains the property type such as String, String[], etc.

Example Entry
<form-bean name="EventCVForm"
type="org.apache.struts.validator.DynaValidatorForm">
<form-property name="cvName" type="java.lang.String"/>
<form-property name="severity" type="java.lang.String[]"/>
......
</form-bean>
Contains the global forward definitions. The forward name is the logical name
used to map to a specific JSP. The logical name mappings for commonly used
presentation pages are specified here. The <forward> element contains the
logical name and the name of the corresponding resource which it maps to.
Attributes of <forward> are:

global
forwards

•

name: Contains the logical name of the forward. This name is used in the
ActionForm class's execute() method to forward it to the next resource.
Example: MyTestPage

•

path: Contains the context relative path of the resource to which the
forward name maps. Example: /TestPage.jsp [or] /TestPage.do

•

contextRelative:This takes the value true or false implying, whether the
resource specified in the path attribute is relative to the context.

Example Entry
<forward name="viewAlarm" path="/fault/AlarmView.do"
contextRelative="true"/>
In the above entry, wherever this file is to be called, only viewAlarm is
specified. This allows you to change the Alarm View page without changing the
references to it throughout the Web Client. The action mapping for the
AlarmView.do is defined in the action mapping, where it is forwarded to the
next appropriate resource.
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Contains the action definitions. Each action mapping is defined in an <action>
element. The <forward> definition within <action>, maps the result of the
action to the jsp page invoked. This is a 'local' forward and is optional. That is,
for the particular request object, if there is no forward defined in the global
forwards, it is specified in the <action-mapping> element.
Attributes of <action-mappings> are:
•

path: Contains the name of the request received

•

type: Contains the name of the action class invoked

•

scope: Specifies the scope in which the Controller (ActionServlet) must
look for the bean

Attributes of (local) <forward> within <action-mappings> are the same as that
of the global <forward>.
Example Entry
actionmappings <action-mappings>
<action path="/NetworkEvent"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.fault.event.EventViewAction"
scope="request">
<forward name="eventView" path="NetworkEventPage"
contextRelative="true"/>
</action>
</action-mappings>
In the above entry, when a request matching the specified path
(NetworkEvent) is received, an instance of the ActionClass is created. The
controller looks for the bean in the specified scope (request) creating and
saving a bean of the specified class, if needed. The ActionForward object is
returned and the reference to the object is acquired using
mapping.findforward .. The layout for the page displaying events is defined in
the corresponding tiles definition file, where the page components and the
corresponding JSPs are specified.
The <controller> enables you to configure the ActionServlet. In the example
entry, the <controller> element defines the <action> elements in Fault to be
local or global ActionForward names.
The inputForward parameter is set true, meaning the input attribute of the
<action> elements is the name of a local or global ActionForward, which will
controller
then be used to calculate the end URL. Set it false to treat the input parameter
of <action> elements as a module-relative path to the resource to be used as
the input form.
<controller inputForward="true" />
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The <plug-in> element is used to include plug-ins in struts. The Web Client
uses the Tiles plug-in and the Struts Validator plug-in. The following <plug-in>
includes the Tiles plug-in in the Fault module.
<plug-in className="org.apache.struts.tiles.TilesPlugin" >
<set-property property="definitions-config" value="/webclient/fault/conf/faulttiles-defn.xml" />
<set-property property="moduleAware"
value="true" />
</plug-in>
plug-in

The nested <set-property> element is used to configure the tiles plug-in to
point to the tiles definition file for Fault module. The tile definition is specified
in fault-tiles-defn.xml located in /webclient/fault/conf/ directory.
<plug-in className="org.apache.struts.
validator.ValidatorPlugIn">
<set-property property="pathnames" value="/webclient/fault/conf/faultvalidator-rules.xml,/webclient/fault/conf/fault-validation.xml"/>
</plug-in>
The following <plug-in> includes the Struts Validator plug-in in the Fault
module
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Struts Validator Files

•

Overview

•

Purpose of the Validator

•

Validator Configuration Files

•

Structure of validator.xml

•

Structure of validator-rules.xml

Overview
Validator is an independent framework, but is packaged with Struts. Though the Validator is
packaged with Struts, it is not enabled by default. The plug-in definition must be provided in the
struts-config.xml file.

Purpose of the Validator
The Validator is used to validate the form data. So, you need not write any code in your Form
Beans for validations or storing error messages. Your Form Bean, extending one of the
Validator's ActionForm subclasses, does the required validation. If you do not use Validator, you
need to handle the data validations in the validate() method of the Form Bean objects, and also
handle storing of error messages if validation fails.

Validator Configuration Files
The two configuration files used by Validator are validation.xml, and validator-rules.xml. These
files are present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient directory and they determine which validation
routines must be installed and how they must be applied for a given application. Both these files
are included in the struts-config.xml as plug-ins.

Structure of validation-rules.xml
The validation-rules.xml declares the validation routines that must be plugged-in,
and logical names are provided for the validations. It also contains the client-side
javascript code for each validation routine. The validation routines are java methods
plugged into the system to perform specific validations.
Following table contains the details of the elements in this file:
Element
form-validation
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Attributes and Description
This is the root node. It contains nested elements for all of the
other configuration settings
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global

The validator details specified within this, are global and are
accessed by all forms.
The validator element defines what validators objects can be used
with the fields referenced by the formset elements.
The attributes are:
•

name: Contains a logical name for the validation routine

•

classname: Name of the Form Bean class that extends the
subclass of ActionForm class

•

method: Name of the method of the Form Bean class

•

methodParams: parameters passed to the method

•

msg:Validator uses Struts' Resource Bundle mechanism for
externalizing error messages. Instead of having hard-coded
error messages in the framework, Validator allows you to
specify a key to a message in the
ApplicationResources.properties file that should be returned
if a validation fails. Each validation routine in the validatorrules.xml file specifies an error message key as value for this
attribute.

•

depends: If validation is required, the value here is specified
as 'required' for this attribute.

•

jsFunctionName: Name of the javascript function is
specified here.

validator

javascript

Contains the code of the javascript function used for client-side
validation.

Example Entry in topo-validator-rules.xml
The topo-validator-rules.xml file contains the definitions for the various criteria
used. The following code snippet defines the required criterion.
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<validator name="required"
classname="org.apache.struts.validator.FieldChecks"
method="validateRequired"
methodParams="java.lang.Object,
org.apache.commons.validator.ValidatorAction,
org.apache.commons.validator.Field,
org.apache.struts.action.ActionErrors,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest"
msg="webclient.topo.errors.required">
<javascript><![CDATA[// place the scripts here]]>
</javascript>
</validator>

Structure of validation.xml
This configuration file defines which validation routines must be applied for which
Form Beans. Each Form Bean you want to validate has its own definition in this file.
Inside that definition, you specify the validations you want to apply to the Form Bean's
fields. The definitions in this file use the logical names of Form Beans from the strutsconfig.xml file along with the logical names of validation routines from the validatorrules.xml file to tie the two together.
Element
formvalidation

Attributes and Description
This is the root node. It contains nested elements for all of the
other configuration settings

global

The constant details are specified in <constant> element within this
element.

constant

Constant properties are specified within this element for pattern
matching.

constantname
constant-value
formset

Name of the constant property is specified here
Value of the constant property is specified here.
This element contains multiple <form> elements
This element contains the form details.
The attributes are:

form
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name:Contains the form name. Validator uses this logical name to
map the validations to a Form Bean defined in the struts-config.xml
file
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This element is inside the form element, and it defines the
validations to apply to specified Form Bean fields.
The attributes are:
field

•

property: Contains the name of a field in the specified Form
Bean

•

depends: Specifies the logical names of validation routines
from the validator-rules.xml file that should be applied to the
field.

arg

A key for the error message to be thrown incase the validation fails,
is specified here

var

Contains the variable names and their values as nested elements
within this element.

var-name

The name of the criteria against which a field is validated is
specified here as a variable

var-value

The value of the field is specified here

Example Entry in topo-validation.xml
For example, consider the topo-validation.xml file in which the forms and beans of
Topo that need to be validated, are specified. The following code snippet indicates that
the ipAddress field needs to be validated against two criteria, required and mask. If it
fails, the error message is thrown by the value of arg0 key. The mask is then defined to
be of type ipaddress, which is a global constant defined earlier.
<field property="ipAddress" depends="required,mask">
<arg0 key="webclient.topo.addnode.ipaddress"/>
<var>
<var-name>mask</var-name>
<var-value>${ipaddress}</var-value>
</var>
</field>
All the validations are therefore taken care of by these two files. Client-side validation
can also be performed by including a function to validate the input in the <javascript>
... </javascript> tags as shown in the above code snippet. In case, validation fails,
errors can be displayed using html:errors tag as shown in the code snippet below
with respect to addNetwork.jsp:
...
<tr>
<td align="left" valign="top" class="messtext"><html:errors
property="ipAddress"/></td>
</tr>
....
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Tiles Definition Files

•

Overview

•

Files Serving as Templates

•

Structure of Tiles Definition File

•

Example Entry in Tiles Definition File for Asset (Topology) Module

Overview
The Tiles and Struts Validator plug-ins are implemented as individual configuration files, specific
to each module of the Web Client. These configuration files are present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/<module name>/conf directory. The Tiles Definition file specifies the layout of
the pages involved in each module of the Web Client. The user interface is divided into different
sections such as Logo, Tree, ACC Panel and the application screen. Instead of representing these
as separate frames, these individual components are laid out according to the requirement to
form a complete view in the UI, therefore making these components re-usable.

Files Serving as Templates
The following JSP files can be used as templates for laying out various UI components to build a
complete view:
•

MainLayout.jsp: Serves as a template for laying out various UI components. So
customization is easily achieved by editing this file.

•

listViewLayout.jsp: Serves as a template to render list views like the list of objects in the
Asset view.

Structure of the Tiles Definition File
Following table contains the details of the elements of the Tiles Definition configuration file:

Element

Attributes and Description

tilesThis is the root element
definition
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Contains the definitions for the page layout. The page is rendered according to the
definition specified here.
Attributes are:
name: Contains the name of the layout
path: Contains the relative path of the jsp page used for the purpose
put: Contains the component name to be used in the page
value: Contains the definition (a mapping entry) for the particular component. It
can either be exact page with its relative path, or a mapping entry that will
forward it to the specific page.
Example entry of providing the exact file name as value:
.....
<definition .......>
<put name="PageIncludes"
value="/webclient/fault/jsp/listViewIncludes.jsp"/>
.....
</definition>

definition

Example entry of forwarding the request by providing a mapping value:
.....
<definition .......>
<put name="Tree" value=".tree.controller"/>
.....
</definition>
.....
<definition name=".tree.controller"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/NavigationComponent.jsp"
controllerClass="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.Tre
eAction">
</definition>
.....

controllerClass: Contains the name of the implementation class responsible for
rendering the JSP with the specified components.

Example Entry in Tiles Definition File for Asset Module
Let us consider topo-tiles-defs.xml, which is the Tiles Definition file for Asset Database. This file
defines the layout of components for Asset view when the Asset tab is selected. Here, the
listViewLayout.jsp file is used as a common template for list view and the attributes defined in
this JSP, like Toolbar, PageIncludes etc, are provided as the component names with the
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corresponding JSP file name with relative path as the value. See the example entries given below:
Attributes specified in listViewLayout.jsp:
.....
<td height="30" align="left"><tiles:insert attribute="HeaderIncludes"/></td>
......
......
<td align="left" height=35><tiles:insert attribute="Toolbar"/></td>
.....

Definition Specified in topo-tiles-defn.xml:
<definition name="inventoryPage" path="/webclient/common/jsp/listViewLayout.jsp">
<put name="HeaderIncludes"
value="/webclient/topo/jsp/inventoryHeaderInclude.jsp"/>
<put name="PageIncludes" value="/webclient/topo/jsp/inventoryViewIncludes.jsp"/>
<put name="Toolbar" value="/webclient/topo/jsp/InventoryViewHeader.jsp"/>
<put name="StatusMessage" value="/webclient/topo/jsp/inventoryViewStatus.jsp"/>
<put name="PageTraversal" value=".component.pagetraversal"/>
<put name="ListView" value="/webclient/topo/jsp/inventoryList.jsp"/>
</definition>
Components Definition in topo-tiles-defn.xml:
The following definitions for the Tab and Page Navigation components respectively, are placed in
the Tiles Definition file of every module.
<definition name=".tab.controller" path="/webclient/common/jsp/TabComponent.jsp"
controllerClass ="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.TabAction">
</definition>
<definition name=".component.pagetraversal"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/PageNavigation.jsp"
controllerClass="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.PageTraversalContr
oller">
</definition>
After the above have been included, all the pages of the module are placed as definitions
that extend the main page of that module. In topo-tiles-defs.xml, every page extends
topoPage as shown below.
<definition name="addNodePageDef" extends="topoPage">
<put name="MainPage" value="/webclient/topo/jsp/addNode.jsp"/>
</definition>
Any Tile Definition file for the Web Client follows the same structure as given above. Finally
the tile definition file is included in struts-config.xml as a plug-in.
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Customizing the Framework

•

Configuration web.xml File

•

Modifying Exisiting JSP Files

•

Compiling JSP Files
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Configuring web.xml

•

Overview

•

Configurable Items
•

Display of Page Loading Time

•

Modify Default Skin

•

Use Web Client Images

Overview
This topic deals with certain configurations handled by the web.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/WEB-INF directory and provides links to navigate to other related topics for customizing
Web Client.
Several Web Client customizations are performed by configuring the parameters of the web.xml
file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF directory. Some of these parameters are optional
and can be used as per your requirement. web.xml is created by concatenating webheader.xml, web1.xml, and web-footer.xml i.e., web.xml = web-header.xml + web1.xml + webfooter.xml. If you make any configuration in web.xml, then it will be over-written when you run
compileJSP.bat/sh tool (from <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory) for compiling the jsp files.
The file web1.xml is a temporary file created when the compileJSP.bat/sh tool is run. Once the
web.xml is created, this file is removed.
For example,if you have made any configurations in web.xml, you must configure the same
parameters in the web-header.xml file too located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF directory.
This is so, because the entries of the web.xml file is overwritten while compiling the JSP files.
Entry of your configurations in the web-header.xml file will restore the configurable entries into
the web.xml file during compilation.

Configurable Items
The list of configurable items for Web Client are given below,

Display of Page Loading Time
It is possible to configure the display of loading time of a page in the Web Client. The optional
parameter namely "showPageLoadingTime" can be used to configure whether the loading
time is to be displayed or not. This parameter takes "true" or "false" as values. If the value is
"true" then the loading time is displayed above the status bar of the client. If the value is
"false" or if no value is specified then the loading time of the page is not displayed. The entry
of this parameter in web.xml file is as shown below:
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<context-param>
<param-name>showPageLoadingTime</param-name>
<param-value>true</param-value>
</context-param>

Modify the Default Skin
The default skin for the Web Client is one which is displayed at client startup. Either of the
available skins such as "olive green" and "steel blue" can be set as the default skin. The
parameter for setting the default skin is "defaultSkin" and its entry is given in the web.xml file
as shown below:
<context-param>
<param-name>defaultSkin</param-name>
<param-value>SteelBlue</param-value>
</context-param>

Changing the Tree model
SimpleTree and SwipeTree are the two models supported in Web Client module. You can
select the required model. By default, SwipeTree model is used to show the tree nodes. In
this model, only one parent node is expanded at a time. If you click another parent node, the
former will collapsed and the clicked node expands. Also if we click the same parent node for
the second time, it collapses. This model helps in restricting the length of the tree. If you
configure SimpleTree, the tree does not collapse automatically. The value for defaultTree
parameter must be configured either as SimpleTree or SwipeTree. Following is the example
entry:

<context-param>
<param-name>defaultTree</param-name>
<param-value>SwipeTree</param-value>
</context-param>

Use Web Client Images
The Web Client has its own map symbol icons and device specific icons for the Map and
Asset View panels, respectively. The icon images are located in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/map/images directory and <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/topo/images
directory, for the Map and the Asset panels, respectively. The option to use the images from
these directories for Web Client is configurable through the parameter
"useWebClientImages".
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This parameter takes in "true" or "false" as values. If the value is "true" then, based on the
entries specified in the "mapwebclientconfig.xml" (<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/map/conf
directory ) and "topowebclientconfig.xml" (<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/topo/conf
directory ) files of the Map and Asset panels, respectively, the images are loaded from the
respective module's images directory (as given above). If the value is "false" then the images
as specified in the mapIcon.data and listIcon.data files (located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory) are loaded. The default value is "true".
The entry of this parameter in the web.xml file is as shown below:
<context-param>
<param-name>useWebClientImages</param-name>
<param-value>true</param-value>
</context-param>
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Modifying Existing JSP Files

•

Overview

•

Steps to Prevent Modified JSP File from Being Overwritten

Overview
There is always a possibility of modifying the JSP files as part of customizing the Web client. A JSP
file being an open source in WebNMS IoT, gets overwritten with the modified (for any feature
enhancement or bug fix) file packaged in the Service Pack (SP). This can be avoided by executing
the steps discussed in this topic.

Steps to Prevent Modified JSP File from Being Overwritten
If you have modified a specific .jsp file by either adding and/or modifying jsp code or html entries
then, you need to ensure that the file is not overwritten on applying WebNMS IoT Service Packs.
Please follow the below given steps to prevent the modified .jsp files from getting overwritten on
applying an SP. The example given below the steps provides a better understanding.
•

Rename the modified JSP file.

•

Make a copy of the "struts-config.xml" file (located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/<module>/conf directory) specific to the module whose JSP file is modified.
For example, if the jsp file is present in fault module, then locate the file in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/fault/conf/fault-struts-config.xml or <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/fault/conf/fault-tiles-defs.xml.

•

Rename the "struts-config.xml" file.

•

Replace the entry of the modified and renamed JSP file in the renamed "struts-config.xml".
You can remove the unnecessary <action>...</action> tags pertaining to other JSP files in
the renamed "struts-config.xml" file The entry of the renamed JSP file in the renamed
"struts-config.xml" file is as shown below,
<action path="/DateInput"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.DateInputAction">
<forward name="datecomponent" path="/webclient/common/jsp/<renamed JSP
file>"/>
</action>

•

Modify the entry of the web.xml file (<WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF directory ) by appending
the struts-config.xml entry or the <module>-tiles-defn.xml entry with its renamed
filename. The entry for the struts-config.xml file is as shown below,
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<init-param>
<param-name>config</param-name>
<param-value>/webclient/common/conf/struts-config.xml,
webclient/common/conf/<renamed "struts-config.xml"></param-value>
</init-param>
Note: For certain JSP files there will be references in the corresponding Tiles Definition
file located under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<module>/conf directory. You need
to execute the same procedure for <module>-tiles-defns.xml file as that performed
for the struts-config.xml file.

An Example Implementation
Let us assume that you have modified a file namely DateInput.jsp located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/common/jsp directory. To prevent this file from getting overwritten do the
following,
•

Rename the file to DateInput1.jsp.

•

Make a copy of the corresponding "struts-config.xml" file (located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/common/conf directory) and rename it as struts-config1.xml file inside
the same directory.

•

Replace the entry of the "DateInput.jsp" file in the struts-config1.xml file with
DateInput1.jsp for the specific <action>...</action> tag as shown below.
<action-mappings>
.
.
<action path="/DateInput"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.DateInputAction">
<forward name="datecomponent"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/DateInput1.jsp"/>
</action>
.
.
</action-mappings>

•

Modify the web.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF directory with the following
entry.
<init-param>
<param-name>config</param-name>
<param-value>/webclient/common/conf/strutsconfig.xml,webclient/common/conf/struts-config1.xml</param-value>
</init-param>

As per the entries given above, the DateInput1.jsp file is invoked in the Web Client.
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Compiling JSP Files

•

Overview

•

Directories Used by Web Client

•

Dynamic Compilation of JSP Files

•

Compiling and Packaging JSP Files

Overview
The view part of the Web Client is driven by JSP files. These files are dynamically invoked through
browsers on requesting the corresponding URLs. This topic deals with the packaging of the JSP
and their corresponding ".class" files, and the various modes of compiling the JSP pages.

Directories Used by Web Client
The JSP files and their corresponding ".class" files used by the Web Client are packaged in the
following directories:
List of Directories

Description

<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<modules>/jsp

The JSP files of specific modules are
packaged into the respective <module>
directory.The default module directories
are asset, fault, map, perf and admin. All
the commonly used files across the
modules of the Web Client are located
under the "common" directory.

<WebNMS IoT Home>/jsp

Few JSP files are packaged under this
directory of WebNMS IoT too.

<WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF/classes

The corresponding ".class" files of the
compiled JSP files are placed in this
directory. You can use this directory to
package the .class files of the compiled
JSP files as desired.

<WebNMS IoT Home>/WEBINF/lib/<webclient_module>.jar

All the JSP files of a specific module, e.g.,
topo, fault, map and so on are compiled
and their corresponding .class files are
packaged under this directory. For
example, if a JAR is to be created for
containing the topology module's .class
files, then the created JAR name will be
"webclient_topo.jar", viz., <WebNMS IoT
Home>/Web-inf/lib/webclient_topo.jar.
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Dynamic Compilation of JSP Files
Dynamic compilation of JSP files means compiling and loading the .jsp files in the browser when
requested through an URL. This means, whenever a .jsp file is modified in the development
environment, it must be compiled before being invoked in the client.
The steps you must follow to enable dynamic compilation of a JSP file are as follows:
•

Set Absolute Path for WebNMS IoT in setEnv.bat File: You must set the absolute path of
location of WebNMS IoT for the "NMS_HOME" variable in setEnv.bat file located in
<WebNMS IoT Home> directory, as shown below,

set NMS_HOME =<absolute path of location of WebNMS IoT>
example: set NMS_HOME = C:\WebNMSIoTHome
•

Add Mandatory "JARS" in Apache directory: The "manifest.inf" file of
AdventNetOPExtn.jar contains the list of mandatory jars required for starting WebNMS
IoT. For dynamic compilation of your files, you must place all the jars listed in the
manifest.inf file, in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/apache/tomcat/common/lib directory.
Note: The above given two steps must be executed by the users of the Windows 32
operating systems, only. They are not applicable for Linux operating system users.

•

Set "tools.jar" in System Classpath: You must set the classpath of the
"<JDK_HOME>/lib/tools.jar" of the JDK (wherever installed) in the startnms.bat/sh file
located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory.

Example Entry in startnms.bat/sh File:
In Windows OS:
In Linux OS:
•

set CLASSPATH=D:/jdk1.4.2/lib/tools.jar;%CLASSPATH% in bat file
export CLASSPATH=/usr/java/jdk1.4.2/lib/tools.jar:$CLASSPATH in sh file

Modifying a Parameter Value in web.xml: In the web.xml file present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/apache/tomcat/conf directory, for the JspServlet, set the value as true for the
paramater development. The example entry is as shown below:

<servlet>
<servlet-name>jsp</servlet-name>
<servlet-class>org.apache.jasper.servlet.JspServlet</servlet-class>
<init-param>
<param-name>development</param-name>
<param-value>true</param-value>
</init-param>
.......
.......
</servlet>
•

Comment All Entries in "web.xml" File: You must comment out all the <servlet> and
<servlet-mapping> entires in the web.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF
directory. Only when the <servlet> and <servlet-mapping> entries of the requested .jsp
page is commented, the Web Client framework dynamically compiles the .jsp file.
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Commenting out the entries in web.xml file is shown in the example below:
<!-Automatically created by Tomcat JspC.Place this fragement in the web.xml before all icon,
display-name,description, distributable, and context-param elements
<servlet>
<servlet-name>webclient.admin.jsp.AddUser_jsp</servlet-name>
<servlet-class>webclient.admin.jsp.AddUser_jsp</servlet-class>
</servlet>
.....
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>webclient.admin.jsp.AddUser_jsp</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/webclient/admin/jsp/AddUser.jsp</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
.....
.....
All session-config, mime-mapping, welcome-file-list, error-page, taglib,resource-ref,
security-constraint, login-config, security-role,env-entry, and ejb-ref elements should
follow this fragment.
-->
•

Un-Comment All Entries in "web.xml" File: You must un-comment the following entries
in the web.xml file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/ directory.
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<!-- Invoker commented to address Vulnerability -->
<servlet>
<servlet-name>invoker</servlet-name>
<servlet-class>
org.apache.catalina.servlets.InvokerServlet
</servlet-class>
<init-param>
<param-name>debug</param-name>
<param-value>0</param-value>
</init-param>
<load-on-startup>2</load-on-startup>
</servlet>
<!-- Invoker commented to address Vulnerability -->
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>invoker</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/servlet/*</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
<!-- The mapping for the JSP servlet -->
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>jsp</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>*.jsp</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>invoker</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/servlets/*</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>invoker</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/admin_servlets/*</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>invoker</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/unauthenticatedservlets/*</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>

•

Add "reloadable=true" entry in server.xml: The entry reloadable="true" must be added
within the Context Path tag in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/backup/server.xml as given below.

<Context path="" docBase="WEBNMS_ROOT_DIR" debug="0" privileged="true"
reloadable="true">
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Compiling and Packaging JSP Files
You can use the standalone tool namely "compileJSP" located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin
directory for compiling all the JSP files located under the <WebNMS IoT Home> directory before
packaging them to ship. This tool is equipped not only to compile the JSP files but also to update
all the JARs located under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF/lib directory.
To execute compileJSP tool
•

Run the script file compileJSP.bat/sh from the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory.

How to Modify compileJSP.bat/sh File for Your Customizations?
If you have added an NMS module into the Web Client, then you must have preferably create
a corresponding folder under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<module> directory. Here,
you must place the JSP files under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<module>/jsp directory.
To compile the JSP files of your newly added module, the following modifications must be
performed in the compileJSP.bat/sh file,
•

Set the JDK Home for the given parameter as shown in the example below,

"set JDK_HOME="D:\j2sdk1.4.1_03
•

For compiling the generated .java files of your new module, add the directory
structure for given parameter as shown below,

%JDK_HOME%\bin\javac -encoding UTF-8 -d .\WEB-INF\classes classpath%CLASSPATH%;%WEBSERVER_CLASSPATH% .\WEB-INF\jsp\*.java .\WEBINF\webclient\topo\jsp\*.java .\WEB-INF\webclient\map\jsp\*.java .\WEBINF\webclient\fault\jsp\*.java .\WEB-INF\webclient\perf\jsp\*.java .\WEBINF\webclient\admin\jsp\*.java .\WEB-INF\webclient\common\jsp\*.java .\WEBINF\webclient\<your moduel>\jsp\*.java
•

For updating your JARs (if you have added any), add the directory structure of
location of the JAR for the given parameter, as shown below,

%JDK_HOME%\bin\jar -uvf ..\lib\<webclient-module>.jar
webclient\<module>\jsp\*.class

Note: Look up jspC for more information on the jspC command and its usage.
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Customizing Common Components

•

Designing the Overall Layout

•

Customizing the Tree and Tab Components

•

Customizing the Page Navigation Component

•

Customizing the Column Customizer

•

Customizing the Search Component

•

Customizing the Home Page
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Designing Overall Layout

•

Common Components

•

The Overall Layout

Common Components
The Web client is designed in such a way that certain components, such as the tree, the Page
Navigation, etc. are laid out in a particular position on the user interface. Such components are
referred to as Common Components. You can modify or even remove these components. The
framework of the components is the same, although they are rendered differently for each page.

The Overall Layout
The overall layout of the Web client is decided by MainLayout.jsp in <webclient>/common/jsp/
directory. This file divides the Web client interface into frames and puts components in each
frame. The important parts of this file and their implications are described below.
To Customize the Logo Layout
By default, the logo is present at the top-left corner of the interface. This is set by the following
code snippet.
<frame src="/webclient/common/jsp/logo.jsp" name="leftTop" scrolling="NO" noresize>
To Customize the Tree Layout
By default, the tree occupies the left end of the interface, just below the logo. This is set by the
following code snippet. The contents of the tree are rendered by a custom tag called simpleTree
which is explained in forthcoming section.
<frame src='/Tree.do?selectedTab=<c:out value="${selectedTab}"/>&selectedNode=<c:out
value="${selectedNode}"/>' name="leftFrame"
To customize the Alarm Count Panel Layout
By default, the Alarm Count Category Panel is present at the bottom-left corner of the interface.
This is set by the following code snippet.
<frame src='/fault/accPanel.do' name="statusFrame">
The layout of the application screen page is defined in the tiles definition file for each module.
Based on what tab is selected, the corresponding module's pages are displayed.
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Customizing Tree and Tab Components

•

Overview

•

Customizing the Tree Component

•

Customizing the Tab Component

•

Creating and Adding a Custom Tab

Overview
The Tree component is used to display information in a hierarchical manner. The tab is to group
the application instead of putting everything in the tree. The grouping can be on any criteria. The
default one is based on the modules such as asset, fault, map, etc. It can also be based on
network element. This is a very high-level grouping such as geographical locations of the
networks.
In the Web Client, the Tab component is configured to represent the nodes at the highest level in
the tree hierarchy, viz., the various modules of the Web Client, such as Asset View, Network
Maps, Fault Management, etc. The Web Client tree shows the nodes at the next level according
to the tab selected. For example, if Asset View tab is selected, the tree is populated with the next
level of nodes, i.e., Organization, Region, Site, Gateway, Sensor etc.

Customizing the Tree Component
The tree in the Web Client is rendered by the NavigationComponent.jsp file present in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/<webclient>/common/jsp/ directory. The action on the tree nodes and
corresponding reaction is handled by treeSelection.js file present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/<webclient>/common/js/ directory.
simpleTree, a custom tag is used to render the tree using the model supplied to it, as shown
below:
<tree:simpleTree dataSource="TreeModel"
treeNodeRenderer="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.WebTreeRenderer"
showRootNode="true" showLines="true" openFirstChild="true" nodeToOpen="path">
The attributes of the tree and its nodes are specified in Tree.xml present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/users/<user-name>/ directory. This XML file decides how the tree has to be represented
for every user.

Customizing the Tab Component
The Tab component is rendered in such a way that only the current module's tab is highlighted.
For this purpose, the Tab component is called from each module, explicitly.
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The tabs displayed on the Web Client represent nodes at a particular hierarchical level in
Tree.xml. The TAB attribute of an element in Tree.xml decides whether the particular node will
be displayed as a tab or not. By default, the TAB attribute is not present for the nodes that must
not be rendered as tab. If TAB is true, then the node is displayed.
For example, to show Network Maps as a tab on the Web Client, the following line is included in
Tree.xml:
<DEVICE TARGET="center" ICON-FILE="images/maps.png" ID="Maps" MENU-FILENAME="mapmenu.xml" Client="All" PANEL-KEY="MapApplet" TREE-NAME="Network Maps"
MODULE-NAME="Default" URL="/map/MapView.do" TAB="true"/>
Data from this Tree.xml will be fetched from the database through the TabAction class. This
action class constructs the data for the TabComponent.jsp to be rendered as tabs.
The Tab component is rendered by each module in its Tiles Definition File to highlight only that
module's tab.

Creating and Adding a Custom Tab
In addition to the default tabs present in the WebNMS IoT application, new tabs can be created
and added. The procedure to achieve this is provided below:
1. Add the tab entry in the Tree.xml as stated below.

<DEVICE Client="HTML" DEFAULT-CLOSEOPERATION="DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE" FRAME-TITLE="Admin"
ID="CustomizePage" INIT-ON-STARTUP="false" MODULENAME="Default"
MODULENAME="Default" NODEID="CustomizePage" NODETYPE="DEVICE"
PARENT="WebNMS-Panels" PREVIOUS-NODE="START" TAB="true"
TARGET="center" TREE-NAME="customPage"
URL="/home/CustomizePage.do" USERNAME="root"> <LEVEL-1
Client="HTML" ID="CustomizePageNode" MODULE-NAME="Default"
MODULENAME="Default" NODEID="CustomizePageNode"
NODETYPE="LEVEL-1" PARENT="CustomizePage" PREVIOUS-NODE="START"
TAB="true" TARGET ="center" TREE-NAME="CustomizePage"
URL="/home/CustomizePage.do" USERNAME="root"/> </DEVICE>

2. Add the following entry in home-struts-config.xml:
<action path="/CustomizePage"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.CustomizePageAction"
scope="request" parameter="method"><forward name="customizepage"
path="customizepage"/><forward name="reload"
path="/CustomizePage.do"/></action>
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3. Add the following entry in home-tiles-defs.xml:

<definition name="customizepage" extends="home"> <put
name="MainPage" value="customizepagedef"/> <put name="Tree"
value=""/> </definition> <definition name="customizepagedef"
path="/webclient/home/jsp/CustomizePage.jsp">
4. Write your business logic inside a action class (CustomizePageAction.java) and forward it
to jsp page.
package com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForward;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping;
import org.apache.struts.actions.DispatchAction;
public class CustomizePageAction extends DispatchAction
{
public ActionForward unspecified(ActionMapping mapping,
ActionForm form,
HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response)
throws Exception {
ActionForward af=null;
af = (ActionForward)mapping.findForward("customizepage"); //No
Internationalization
return af;
}
public ActionForward associate(ActionMapping mapping,
ActionForm form,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest request,
javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse response)
{
ActionForward af=null;
af = (ActionForward)mapping.findForward("customizepage"); //No
Internationalization
return af;
}
}
5. Parse the data got from the action class in a JSP File (CustomizePage.jsp) and show in the
page.
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Customizing the Page Navigation Component
The Page Navigation component is to calculate the total number of pages needed to display
the contents of this particular module, and display the same with navigation controls.
The Page Navigation component of the Web client enables navigating through the list of
information displayed in the main page of any module. It displays the following attributes.
•

The total number of pages (based on the number of entries per page)

•

The icons to facilitate navigation between pages

•

The count of the number of entries displayed ("Showing 'X' to 'Y' of 'Z'")

Page navigation component is rendered in the Web client by the PageNavigation.jsp file
present in <WebNMS IoT Home>webclient/common/jsp directory. The corresponding Action class
invoked is PageTraversalController class. This class handles the actions performed using the
component.
Following is a snippet in the tiles definition file where the Page Navigation component, the
corresponding JSP, and the invoked action class details are specified:
<definition name=".component.pagetraversal"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/PageNavigation.jsp"
controllerClass="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.PageTraversalController">
</definition>
The PageNavigation.jsp file gets the following attributes from the current view as hidden fields.
Attribute

Description

viewId

Unique value assigned to every view on the Web client interface

isAscending

Whether the data returned are sorted in ascending order

orderByColumn

Whether sorting on any column is done statically

displayName

The name displayed for the list

FROM_INDEX

The n list item that the list starts with

TO_INDEX

The n list item that the list ends with

PAGE_NUMBER

The page number of the currently displayed page

th
th

Before the FROM_INDEX, TO_INDEX and PAGE_NUMBER attributes are obtained, the following
tag is placed.
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<component:XPage totalRecords='<%=(Long)request.getAttribute("RECORDS")%>'
recordsPerPage='<%=(Integer)request.getAttribute("viewLength")%>'
linksPerPage="10"
forwardTo=""
pageNumber='<%=(String)request.getAttribute("PAGENUMBER")%>'>
<%@ nclude file="../jspf/NavigateByPage.jspf"%>
</component:XPage>
This tag is used to get,
•

the total number of records in the list

•

the number of records to be displayed per page

•

the page number

Hence, ensure that when you implement this component in a page of your own, pass on the
above mentioned parameters to the component.
The NavigateByPage.jspf file in <web client>/common/jspf/ directory is included here. This file
puts the icons (or alternate text) needed for navigating between pages. The view length
translates to the number of records to be displayed per page.
After these attributes are set, the FROM_INDEX, TO_INDEX and PAGE_NUMBER attributes are
obtained from the current view.
When the PageNavigation.jsp file is called by the respective Tiles Definition file, all the above
parameters get set and the Page Navigation component for the respective module is displayed.
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Customizing the Column Customizer
The Column Customizer component is used to select the columns that need to be viewed in a list
view. Depending on the nature of the list displayed in the list view, the Column Customizer is
populated with the respective field names. This is implemented by using a common JSP file to
display the Column Customizer, and passing values from each module to this JSP file. In the Web
Client, ShowColumns.jsp in webclient/common/jsp/ directory is used to display the Column
Customizer.
Consider the Asset View module that is used to display the contents of the Asset tab. The
Column Customizer for Asset is shown below:
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Customizing the Search Component
The Search component is a common component, whose look and feel as well as functionality is
used the exact same way across all modules. It is only the search criteria that varies from one
module to another.
Hence, the Search component is extended by each module to perform the Search operation for
that module accordingly.
The various files involved in building the Search component, which is then extended by other
modules, is described below.
File Name
search-props.xml
SearchPropsList.dtd

File Location

Contains the list of all the properties that a
webclient/common/conf/ particular view can use as search criteria.
The DTD for search-props.xml

SearchComponent.jsp
SearchFooter.jsp

Description

Displays the Search component
webclient/common/jsp/

Displays the buttons used in the Search
component as a footer.

SearchLayout.jsp

The overall layout of the Search component

SearchUIFunctions.jspf webclient/common/jspf/

Contains all the scripts used to perform the
Search operation.

The More button displays one more criterion on which Search has to be done, while the Fewer
button does the opposite. The script for invoking this display logic is included in
SearchUIFunctions.jspf.
The Value Helper component is used to display a calendar pop-up. This icon is visible only when
the Search criterion is time-based.
Consider the Search operation in Fault. The SearchHeader.jsp calls searchForm.java which is a
form that takes the values input in the Search form.
All the other modules implement the Search component in a similar way.
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Customizing Reports Module

•

Configuring reports generation

•

Custom reports generation

•

Adding a Reports Tree Node

Performance Report Generation
WebNMS makes use of the existing polling object functionality for the reports generation.
Kindly refer the Performance Management documents for more details on what Polling
Objects are.
The polling objects configured in WebNMS IoT, query the devices at the configured time
interval. All the collected values are stored in STATSDATA table of WebNMS IoT
database. Every one hour, WebNMS IoT fetches all the data collected for the previous one
hour and calculates the minimum, maximum & average values for each and every polled
data. These calculated values are dumped into the database table REPORTS_HOURLY. Hence
REPORTS_HOURLY table will contain hour based reports for all the polled data.
Apart from the hourly report generation, WebNMS IoT also generates the daily reports. At
23:59 hrs, WebNMS IoT fetches all the data from the REPORTS_HOURLY table dumped
earlier and store the values into database after calculating the average, minimum &
maximum values. REPORTS_DAILY table will have the daily based reports.

Configuring Reports Generation
In deployment environment, you may not generate these reports every one hour. You may
need to change the interval for the reports generation. This can be achieved by modifying
the executeInterval attribute in the ReportsManagement.xml file present under
<WebNMS Home>/conf directory for the respective module.
Example:
<DATA_ARCHIVE id="ARCHIVE_HOURLY_DATA" executeInterval="2" executeIntervalUnit="HOURS"
className=".....">
Configuring the executeInterval attribute to 2 will generate the reports for every 2 hours.
Similarly daily reports generation can also be configured as follows:
Example:
<DATA_ARCHIVE id="ARCHIVE_DAILY_DATA" executeInterval="3" executeIntervalUnit="DAYS"
className=".....">
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Modifying the executeInterval to "3" will generate the daily reports for every 3 days.

Custom Reports Generation
In the real time scenario, the reports given by default in WebNMS IoT might not be useful for
some customers and some may want to introduce their own reports. WebNMS IoT provides
a solution to plug-in the custom reports by simply modifying a xml file named
WebReports.xml which is present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/report/conf
directory
Example for adding new report:
<CustomDevices>
<Report Name="Queue Length" PolledData="ifOutQLen" Units="Packets"/>
</CustomDevices>
Addition of the above entry in the WebReports.xml creates a new header with name
CustomDevices in the reports page of Web Client. Also a new link as "CustomDevices by
Queue Length" is added under "CustomDevices" header. Clicking on the link displays the
report for ifOutQLen polled data.
Similarly reports can be removed from the display by removing or modifying its
corresponding entry from the WebReports.xml file.

Adding a Reports Tree Node
Follow the procedure provided below to add a new tree node in the left panel for the Reports
tab. New customized reports can be added to the page in the right panel corresponding to
this tree node.
1. Add the tab entry in the Tree.xml as stated below. The entry must be provided within
the "Performance" device tab. The ID and TREE-NAME properties can be modified as
per requirement.
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<DEVICE Client="All" DEFAULT-CLOSE-OPERATION="DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE"
ICON-FILE="images/perfmgmttreeicon.png" ID="Sites" IMAGENAME="images/perfmgmtmain.gif" INIT-ON-STARTUP="false" MODULENAME="Default" MODULENAME="Default" NODEID="Performance"
NODETYPE="DEVICE" PANEL-KEY="Performance" PANELNAME="com.adventnet.nms.util.ImagePanel" PARENT="WebNMS-Panels"
PREVIOUS-NODE="Home" TAB="true" TARGET="center" TREENAME="Performance" URL="/perf/ConfiguredCollection.do"
USERNAME="root">
....
....
<LEVEL-1 Client="HTML" ID="Sample Report" MODULE-NAME="Stats
Admin" TREE-NAME="webclient.perf.tree.SampleReport"
URL="/perf/SampleReportAction.do" VIEW-CRITERIA="type=Region"/>
</DEVICE>

2. Add the following entry in perf-struts-config.xml:
<action path="/SampleReportAction"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.performance.view.SampleReport
Action" validate="false" scope="request" parameter="method">
<forward name="SamplePage" path="SamplePageDef" contextRelative="true"/>
</action>
3. Add the following entry in perf-tiles-defs.xml:

<definition name="SamplePageDef" extends="perf">
<put name="MainPage"
value="/webclient/perf/jsp/SampleMainPage.jsp"/>
</definition>
//It is recommended to created the SampleMainPage under
/webclient/perf/jsp/ folder
4. Write your business logic inside a action class (CustomizePageAction.java) and forward it
to jsp page.
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package com.adventnet.nms.webclient.performance.view;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForward;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping;
import org.apache.struts.actions.DispatchAction;
public class SampleReportAction extends DispatchAction
{
public ActionForward unspecified(ActionMapping mapping,
ActionForm form,
HttpServletRequest request,
HttpServletResponse response)
throws Exception {
ActionForward af=null;
af = (ActionForward)mapping.findForward("SamplePage"); //No
Internationalization
return af;
}
}
5. Parse the data got from the action class in a JSP File (SampleMainPage.jsp ) and show in
the page.
6. Compile the JSP files using the compilation script. This step is not required if dynamic
compilation is enabled.
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Customizing the Home Page

•

Introduction

•

Procedure for Customization
o

Creating a Widget

o

Creating a Dashboard

o

Associating a Widget to a Dashboard

o

Deassociating a Widget from a Dashboard

o

Associating a Dashboard to a Tree Node
o

Converting a Normal Dashboard to a Tree Dashboard

o

Converting a Tree Dashboard to a Normal Dashboard

o

Deleting a Dashboard

•

Working with CCTVs
o

Creating a CCTV

o

Adding Dashboards to CCTV

o

Deleting a CCTV

Introduction
The layout of the web client home page has been enhancement using widgets and dashboard.
Widgets are building blocks in the form of charts, tables, and graphs. Single or multiple widgets
can be associated to a dashboard to form a custom dashboard. This section of the document
provides details on constructing the home page with widgets and dashboards from scratch. A set
of dashboards can be configured to be displayed in a slide show using the CCTV functionality.
These features makes the home page a very powerful user-friendly interface to display the all
important network monitoring data at first glance on web client startup.

Procedure for Customization
The primary task in creating a custom dashboard is to create the widgets that are to be
associated to the Dashboard. Next, the dashboards must be created. And as the last step, the
required widgets must be associated to the dashboard. The three basic steps involved in the
complete customization of the Home Page is given below:
•

Creating a Widget

•

Creating a Dashboard

•

Associating a Widget
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Creating a Widget
Custom Widgets can be created based on user requirement. Each widget manipulates the
data in the desired form to the user. Widget APIs are available to add, modify, and delete
Widgets. The following are the steps involved in creating a Widget and associating the Widget
to a Dashboard.
1.

Creating the JSP file

2.

Configuring the STRUTS-CONFIG file

3.

Writing a class implementing the DataSource

4.

Configuring in Widget.xml file

Creating the JSP File
The first step to creating Widgets is to create the new JSP page to display the data.
The following example code snippet can be used for creating the Widget.

<%@ taglib uri="http://jakarta.apache.org/struts/tags-tiles"
prefix="tiles" %>
<%@ taglib prefix="c" uri="http://java.sun.com/jstl/core" %>
<html>
<table width="97%" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="3" border="0"
align="center" style="margin-top: 7px; margin-bottom: 7px;">
<tr>
<td nowrap="" valign="middle" align="center" class="configParams"
style="padding-left: 10px;">
<div style="padding: 3px; text-align: center;">
<a href=#" class="bluelink boldTxt"></a> New widget Added.
Customize this JSP for your requirement.
</div>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</html>
•

Save this file under the jsp directory of a specific module e.g. <WebNMS
IoT Home>/webclient/<module-name>/jsp/ directory.

•

If you have not configured WebNMS IoT web client for Dynamic
Compilation, you need to run the compileJSP.bat file present in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/bin folder to compile the newly created JSP file.

Configuring the STRUTS-CONFIG file
Configure the <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/conf/struts-config.xml and
<NMS_Home>/webclient/home/conf/home-struts-config.xml file for the newly added
widget such that the returning mapping.findForward value has an appropriate
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<forward> tag associated. Provide the jsp path inside the "/generateWidgets"
action path.
•

Example entry in <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/conf/strutsconfig.xml

<action path="/generateWidgets"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.GenerateWidgetAction">
...
...
<forward name="newPage"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/newPage.jsp"/>
</action>
•

Example entry in <NMS_Home>/webclient/home/conf/home-strutsconfig.xml
<action path="/generateWidgets"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.GenerateWidgetAction">
...
...
<forward name="newPage"
path="/../webclient/common/jsp/newPage.jsp"/>
</action>

Writing the Class Implementing DataSource
Write a class implementing the interface
com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.DataSource. The business logic must
be written here to fetch the data to be shown in the widget jsp page. The
parameter passed to this method
(com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.WidgetParams) will contain the instance of
request and response that is passed to the Action class.
The com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.DataSourceResponse object to
be returned from this method has the variable (forward) to set the value for the
mapping.findForward option. This value will be used to forward the response to
the appropriate page as specified in the struts-config.xml file.
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package com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.widgets;
import com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.DataSource;
import com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.DataSourceResponse;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpSession;
import com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.WidgetParams;
public class NewPageDS implements DataSource
{
public DataSourceResponse generateWidgetData(WidgetParams
params)
{
// TODO Auto-generated method stub
DataSourceResponse dataSrcResponse = new
DataSourceResponse();
dataSrcResponse.forward="newPage";//No i18n
return dataSrcResponse;
}
}
•

Compile the above class and place it in the WEB-INF/classes directory. The
above code snippet simply forwards the request call to the jsp mapped in
the struts-config.xml file.

Configuring in Widget.xml File
Provide an entry for the new widget in the Widgets.xml file present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory as given below. Widget details are read from
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/Widgets.xml file and updated in the database when the
server is restarted. On consecutive warm start of the server, only the entries
present under the <APPEND> tag will be updated into the database.

//Adding a Widget
<APPEND>
<WIDGETDATASOURCE
CLASSNAME="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.home.widgets.NewPageDS"
NAME="Example" DESCRIPTION="New Widget Datasource"
DATASOURCE_ID="201"/>
</APPEND>
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//Adding a Widget with Widget Criteria
<APPEND>
<WIDGET DATASOURCE_ID="201" WIDGET_ID="3001" NAME="Example
Widget" DESCRIPTION="Example One" CRITERIA_ID="20"/>
<WIDGETCRITERIA CRITERIA_ID="20">
<PROPERTY NAME="source" VALUE="test"/>
</WIDGETCRITERIA>
</APPEND>

Note: It must be ensured that a widget data source entry for the
corresponding DATASOURCE_ID exists.

Note: In-case of an error in the entries within the <APPEND> tag,
an error message will be printed in the logs and will proceed to
the next entry in the file. Only proper entries within the
<APPEND> tag that were inserted into the database will be
moved to the corresponding tags in the file. And the wrong
entries will remain unmodified. (i.e under the <APPEND> tag).
•

After making the above configurations, restart the server.

Creating a Dashboard
The Dashboards can be created by using the available APIs or providing the
dashboard entries in the Dashboard.xml file.
Using API
The addDashboard(userName, dashboardName, description) can be used to
create a new dashboard.

//API :This is used to add the dashboard.
long dashboardId =
HomePageAPI.getInstance().addDashboard(userName,dashboardName,
description);

Using XML file
On every user login after cold start of the server, the dashboard details are read
from the <WebNMS IoT Home>/users/<user-name>/Dashboards.xml or <WebNMS IoT
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Home>/html/defaultToAllUsers/Dashboards.xml file and the details updated in the
database. Here, the user based Dashboards.xml file present in the <user-name>
directory takes precedence.
On consecutive client logins the Dashboards.xml file is read, and the entries
present under the <APPEND> tag will be updated into the database and the
dashboard constructed.

<APPEND>
<DASHBOARD COLUMNS_WIDTH="30:35:25" NAME="Example"
DESCRIPTION="Example dashboard"/>
<WIDGETASSOCIATION COLUMN_ID="1" DASHBOARD_NAME="Example"
DESCRIPTION="Associated example widget" LEVEL="1" NAME="Test
Widget" WIDGET_ID="3001"/>
</APPEND>

Associating a Widget to a Dashboard
Using API
The associateWidget(dashboardId, widgetId, name,criteriaProps , description; can
be used to associate a widget to a dashboard.

//API :This is used to add the dashboard.
long dashboardId =
HomePageAPI.getInstance().associateWidget(dashboardId, widgetId,
name,criteriaProps , description);

Deassociating a Widget from a Dashboard
A widget that is associated to a dashboard can be de-associated using the
deAssociateWidget(associationId, dashboardId) method.

//API :This is used to de-associate the widget from the dashboard.
boolean result = HomePageAPI.getInstance().deAssociateWidget(associationId,
dashboardId);

Associating a Dashboard to a Tree Node
A Dashboard can be associated to a tree node to display widgets related to a specific module.
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For example, a fault specific dashboard can be created to display a dashboard with fault related
widgets on clicking on this tree node. To achieve this, entries must be added in the Tree.xml and
Dashboards.xml files.
Provide an entry for the tree node in Dashboards.xml as follows:

<DASHBOARD COLUMNS_WIDTH="30:40:30" NAME="Fault Dashboard"
DESCRIPTION="Overview" IMAGE="/webclient/home/images/overview.gif"
TREENODE_ID="Fault Dashboard"/>

Note: The updated entries in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/users/<username>/Dashboards.xml or <WebNMS IoT
Home>/html/defaultToAllUsers/Dashboards.xml will be read on the cold
start of the server. To add a new dashboard without reinitializing the server
add the enclose the particular entry within the <APPEND> tag. On restart
of the server the entries present within this APPEND tag will be updated in
the database.
Alternatively you can use the DBXMLTool.bat/sh available in the <WebNMS
Home>/bin/developertools folder to update the Dashboard related entries.

Provide an entry for the dashboard in Tree.xml as follows:

<DEVICE Client="All" DEFAULT-CLOSE-OPERATION="DISPOSE_ON_CLOSE" ICONFILE="images/faulttreeicon.png" ID="Fault" IMAGE-NAME="images/faultmain.gif"
INIT-ON-STARTUP="false" MODULE-NAME="Default" PANEL-KEY="Fault" PANELNAME="com.adventnet.nms.util.ImagePanel" TAB="true" TARGET="center" TREENAME="Fault Management"
URL="jsp/ShowImage.jsp?imageName=../images/faultmain.gif">
<LEVEL-1 ID="Fault Dashboard" URL="/home/Homepage.do?treenodeId=Fault
Dashboard" Client="HTML" TREE-NAME="Fault Dashboard"/>
<LEVEL-1 Client="All" ICON-FILE="images/event.png" ID="Events" .../>
<LEVEL-1 Client="All" ICON-FILE="images/alarm.png" ID="Alerts" .../>
</DEVICE>
//The treenodeId is passed as a request parameter. This parameter value must
match with the Dashboard's TREENODE_ID property.

On updating the configuration files as stated above, when the FaultDashboard tree node is
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clicked, a dashboard with the fault related widgets will appear.

Note: To avoid reinitialising the database on providing a new entry in the
Tree.xml file, you can use the DBXMLTool.bat/sh available in the <WebNMS
Home>/bin/developertools folder to update the database with the updated
Tree.xml entries.

A dashboard which is associated to a tree node cannot be used as a normal dashboard. This
dashboard can be invoked from the tree node only.

Converting a Normal Dashboard to a Tree Dashboard
Modify an existing entry in Dashboards.xml by including the TREENODE_ID attribute attribute
as follows:

<DASHBOARD COLUMNS_WIDTH="30:40:30" NAME="Overview"
IMAGE="/webclient/home/images/overview.gif" DESCRIPTION="Overview"
TREENODE_ID="Performance Dashboard"/>

Ensure that an entry for Performance Dashboard is present in Tree.xml as follows:

<LEVEL-1 ID="Performance Dashboard"
URL="/home/Homepage.do?treenodeId=Performance Dashboard"
Client="HTML" TREE-NAME="Performance Dashboard"/>

Run DBXMLTool.sh/bat, and update database for the user. Both the Dashboard.xml and the
Tree.xml files must be updated. And the client restarted. Now when the corresponding user
logs in, the Performance dashboard will appear in the corresponding tree and not in the
home page.

Converting a Tree Dashboard to a Normal Dashboard
There are two ways in which a tree dashboard modified to a normal dashboard.
Option 1:
Remove tree dashboard entry from Tree.xml for the corresponding user and update the
database (for Tree.xml) using DBXMLtool.
Option 2:
Remove entry for tree node Id in Dashboards.xml and update the database (for
Dashboards.xml) using DBXMLtool. If no dashboard is associated with tree, then remove
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entry from Tree.xml and update database for Tree.xml as well.

Deleting a Dashboard
A dashboard can be deleted using the deleteDashboard() method.

//API :This is used to delete the widget from the dashboard.
boolean result=HomePageAPI.getInstance().deleteDashboard(id);

For viewing the dashboards, please refer to the User Guide section on Viewing
Dashboards.

Working with CCTVs
The CCTV feature available in Web Client helps to view the required dashboards repeatedly at
defined intervals. The addition and deletion of CCTVs can be achieved using APIs.

Creating a CCTV
There are two ways in which a CCTV can be created. Using the available APIs and
through the Dashboards.xml XML file.
Using API
The addCctv() method is used to add the CCTV.

long id =HomePageAPI.getInstance().addCctv(userName, name, interval,
description);

Using XML
The entries related to CCTV is also provided in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/users/<username>/Dashboards.xml or <WebNMS IoT Home>/html/defaultToAllUsers/Dashboards.xml.
The entries will be read on server startup and the details updated in the database.
On consecutive client logins, the Dashboards.xml file is read, and the entries present
under the <APPEND> tag will be updated into the database and the CCTV constructed.
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<APPEND>
<CCTV NAME="Example Cctv" TIME_INTERVAL="5" DESCRIPTION="Example
View"/>
<CCTVVIEWS CCTV_NAME="Example Cctv" DASHBOARD_NAME="Sample"/>
<CCTVVIEWS CCTV_NAME="Example Cctv" DASHBOARD_NAME="Example"/>
</APPEND>

Adding Dashboards to CCTV
Dashboards can be associated to a CCTV using the addCctvViews(cctv, dashboardIds)
method.

//API :This is used to associated the dashboards to the added cctv
boolean result = HomePageAPI.getInstance().addCctvViews(cctv,
dashboardIds);

Deleting a CCTV
CCTVs can be deleted using the deleteCctv(cctvId) method.

//API :This is used to delete the CCTV.
boolean result =HomePageAPI.getInstance().deleteCctv(cctvId);
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Customizing Applications
Customizing Applications

•

Customizing Asset Geo Locations (Maps)

•

Customizing the Asset Views

•

Customizing Event & Alert Notifications UI

•

Customizing Performance Reports

•

Customizing Administration
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Customizing Asset Locations

•

Overview

•

Plugging in Google Maps

•

Files Involved in Map Module

•

Creating a GMap

Overview
A map is a graphical and hierarchical representation of the IoT network. It allows you to
represent IoT elements and the logical relationship between them in a simple manner. Map
objects in the web client are represented as map symbols. The map symbols are displayed in
different colors to convey the status of the gateways, rtus, regions etc., at that given point. The
web client map interface has powerful features with the map tool bar for performing map
viewing and re-layout operations, and the right click menu options for manipulating the map
symbols.
The map elements on the map are dynamically updated with all managed device information
without the need for refreshing the map UI.
The Web client offers many options to customize both the look and feel, as well as the
functionality associated with maps. This topic deals with customizing the map module of the web
client.

Plugging in Google Maps
The facility introduced by Google Maps enables embedding the Google Maps as background for
the Map Views in the Web Client. The pages constructed using JavaScript can use these APIs to
create a Google Map background for the Map views.
Map Symbols can be placed in the desired location based on the geographic latitude and
altitude. The GMap View can be created from the Interface itself. When there is requirement to
create the map and add more map symbols on server startup, the Map APIs can be use
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Files Involved in Map Module
File Name

GMapDetails.xml

File Location

Description

The default list of locations are stored in
this file. New set of locations can be
added to this file by providing the latitude
and longitude of the location. The Google
webclient/map/conf Map API key that is required for
embedding the Google Maps in the client
is also stored in this file. The Maps API
key is valid for the server domain to
which the client is connected.

Files Involved in GMaps
File Name

GMapDetails.xml

File Location

Description

The default list of locations are stored in
this file. New set of locations can be
added to this file by providing the
latitude and longitude of the location.
The Google Map API Key that is required
for embedding the Google Maps in the
webclient/map/conf/ client is also stored in this file. The Maps
API key is valid for the server domain to
which the client is connected.
Refer to the User Guide section for more
details on registering for GMap Key.

Creating a GMap
Getting the reference to MapAPI is the first step in manipulating the map objects. Before
operating on the objects, you need to get a reference of MapAPI. The creation of GMaps and
placing the GMapSymbols on the map is done using the MapAPI. The map details added for
GMap is updated in the GMapSymbol table. There are two main steps in the creation of GMap.
•

Adding a Google Map

•

Adding a Map Object (GMapSymbol)
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Note: Refer to "Manipulating Maps and Map Objects" section for more details
on creating a map using MapAPI.

Adding a Google Map
The Google Map must be created by setting the required properties using the
mapApi.addMap(java.lang.String mapname, java.util.Properties p) method. The
sample code for adding the GMaps is available in the "Manipulating Maps and Map
Objects" section of the Developer Guide.

Adding a Map Object (GMapSymbol)
The GMapSymbols can be placed over the newly created GMaps using the
addObjects(java.lang.String className, java.util.Vector mapObjects) method. It must
be ensured that the GMap exists before adding the GMapSymbols. All the necessary
properties for object must be specified before updating the GMapSymbol objects in
the GMap. The sample code for adding the GMapSymbols is available in the
"Manipulating Maps and Map Objects" section of the Developer Guide.

Adding More Location
The list of locations displayed in the drop down list can be modified by editing the
<WebNMS IoT Home> webclient/map/conf/GMapDetails.xml file. The main attributes
that determine the location in Google Maps are the latitude and longitude of the place.
These properties must be entered in the GMapDetails.xml file along with the location
name (area name). The server must be restarted to display the modified list in the
GMap addition page.

Refer to WebNMS IoT User Guide to know more about GMap operations in the Web client.
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Customizing the Asset Views

•

Overview

•

Files in Asset Module

•

Customizing Operations in Asset

•

Customizing the Inventory Snapshot View

•

Customizing Asset Tab View

Overview
The Asset (Topology or Network Database) module presents a view of all the gateway elements
in the selected IoT network. All the information pertaining to a particular gateway in the selected
network can be obtained from the Asset View. This topic deals with introducing the files used by
the Asset module and about the customizing operations performed in the this module.

Files in Asset (Topology) Module
File Name

File Location

Description

topo-struts-config.xml

The struts configuration file
for Asset

topo-tiles-defs.xml

The tiles definition file for
Asset

topo-details-tiles-defs.xml

The tiles definition file for the
Details page of Asset

topo-validation.xml

The validation file for Asset

topo-validator-rules.xml

webclient/topo/conf/

The validator rules file for
Asset

topowebclientconfig.xml

Specifies the icons and the
status images used to show a
network element in the
Inventory List and in its
details page.

topowebclientconfig.dtd

The DTD for the above file

inventoryViewOperations.jspf
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Customizing Operations in Topo
The view for which the various JSP files of Asset are used is designed using topo-tiles-defs.xml.
The main views of the Asset module are described below. You can modify or remove these
existing views, or add your own views, by specifying the appropriate conditions in the
Configuration files of Topo.
•

Inventory List View

•

Object Details View

•

Custom Views

•

Add Region/Site

Inventory List View
The Inventory List is the list of gateway elements under the selected tree node (Region,
Site, Gateway, Sensor etc.). The Inventory List view constitutes the following files from
webclient/topo/jsp/ directory:

File Name

Description

inventoryHeaderInclude.jsp

Displays links in the header to perform
various inventory (network database)
operations.

inventoryViewIncludes.jsp

Displays the title of the relevant tree node
and includes all the scripts needed.

inventoryViewHeader.jsp

Displays the Asset toolbar.

inventoryViewStatus.jsp

Displays the result of an operation
performed on a network element from the
Inventory List.

inventoryList.jsp
printableInventoryList.jsp

Displays the list of elements present in the
selected view.
Displays the printable list of the objects in
the Asset View.

The InventoryActionClass takes the View Id, if available, and fetches the data from
the Asset (Topology) database on the WebNMS IoT Server. It then filters out only those
values that need to be displayed, in the selected sorting order, and returns these
values to inventoryList.jsp. If no View Id is passed, the default view is the Asset view,
i.e., the contents of the first tree node is displayed.
printableInventoryList.jsp is used to display the Inventory List in a proper printable
format.
Actions such as sorting the list are handled by the scripts present in
inventoryViewOperations.jspf.
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Object Details View
The details of a Managed Object are fetched using ObjectDetailsAction class and
displayed using objectDetails.jsp. Depending on the type of IoT network selected
(Region, Site, Gateway, Sensor, etc.,) the corresponding object details are displayed.
The initSelectedTab attribute sets the tab whose details are displayed when the details
page is invoked. By default, this is set to display the General Details tab. The files
used to display the contents of each tab in the Object Details page are listed below.
Depending on the type of network element selected, the tabs corresponding to their
various details are displayed.

File Name
objectDetails.jsp
objectDetailsHeader.jsp

Description
Displays the details of the selected object.
Displays the header details in the object details page

operationResponse.jsp

Displays the result of any operation performed in the
network database.

generalTabDetails.jsp

Displays the General Information of the General tab.

addressTabDetails.jsp

Displays the Identification Details of the General
tab.

monitoringTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the Monitoring tab.

interfaceTabDetails.jsp

Displays the Interfaces & Parent Network of the
Relationship tab for Interfaces.

nodeTabDetails.jsp

Displays the Parent Node & Parent Network of the
Relationship tab for Nodes.

relationshipTabDetails.jsp

Displays the Logical and Hierarchical Relationships
of the Relationship tab.

deviceTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the Protocol Settings tab.

snmpInterfaceTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the SNMP tab for Interfaces.

networkTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the Network Elements tab.
This tab is present only for Networks.

portObjectTabDetails.jsp

Displays the Port Details of the ___ tab. This tab is
present only for Switches.

printerTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the Printer tab. This tab is
present only for Printers.

snmpNodeTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the SNMP tab for Nodes.

switchObjectTabDetails.jsp

Displays the contents of the Switch tab. This tab is
present only for Switches.

The objectDetailsHeader.jsp file displays the contents of the header of the Object
Details page. This includes the status icon representing the selected managed object,
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and the Details tab whose contents are being viewed presently. The header also uses
a boolean attribute mode which when true, sets the default display to that of a single
tab, selected by initSelectedTab. If the details of the selected managed object are
changed, and an attempt is made to update the changes in the Asset (Topo) Database,
the appropriate response is displayed using TabDetailsHeader.jsp.

Custom Views
The Add Custom View form uses the same layout as the Advanced Search form. The
JSP files used to display this form are described below:
File Name

Description

addCVHeader.jsp

Displays header text.

addCVBody.jsp

Takes the Custom View name and all
Search criteria as input.

addCVSearchFooter.jsp

Displays the More and Fewer buttons
derived from the Search component

addCVFooter.jsp

Displays the Add Custom View and
Preview Results buttons.

The Modify Custom View form is used to modify the custom view that is currently
displayed. This is also implemented similar to Add Custom View.
The Remove Custom View form is used to delete the current view. The main view,
Network Database, cannot be deleted.
When any of the above operations is performed, the resulting custom view is
displayed using cvStatus.jsp.

Add Region/Site
AddRegion.jsp is used to display the form to add a node to the selected network. Add
RegionAction class takes these values as input and if allowed, adds the node to the
network set. The Process in background option allows you to handle the node
addition process in a separate thread, thereby allowing you to continue working with
other operations. The result of the Add Region operation is returned to
AddRegionResponse.jsp which displays the important details of the node being
added, along with the status message stating whether the operation was successful or
not, or whether it is being processed.
Similarly, to add a network, AddSite.jsp sends input values to AddSiteAction which
then returns the result of the operation to AddSiteResponse.jsp. The Process in
background option works the same way here also.
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Customizing the Inventory Snapshot View
The properties to be displayed in the Device Properties section of the Inventory Snapshot
page in the web client can be customized by modifying the entries present in the
<classname>PropertyForm.xml file.
For each device type, the properties to be displayed in the Device Details in the Inventory
page can be configured in the respective <Classname>PropertyForm.xml file present
under <NmsHome>/webclient/topo/conf folder. The property file format is
<Classname>PropertyForm.xml, where classname is the MO class name. e.g.
SwitchPropertyForm.xml
Sample File entry:

<FORM title="Switch form">
<GROUP name="Switch Properties">
<ROW type="property" name="displayName"
displayName="webclient.topo.objectdetails.displayname" isEditable="true"
component="textfield"/>
<ROW type="property" name="type"
displayName="webclient.topo.objectdetails.type" isEditable="false"
component="label"/>
...
<ROW type="property" name="rootCost" displayName="webclient.topo.rootCost"
isEditable="false" component="label"/>
<ROW type="property" name="failureThreshold"
displayName="webclient.topo.objectdetails.failurethreshold" isEditable="true"
component="textfield"/>
</GROUP>
</FORM>
The properties provided in this file will be displayed on clicking the Device Details tab.

Note: Note that only the Device details tab can be edited. The additional
properties that are displayed in the Other details tab are basic properties
and therefore cannot be customized.
If the device has interfaces, the interface list will be displayed in the
Interface Details tab. The properties displayed in this tab cannot be
customized.
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Note: The 'Performance Details' of a device will appear only if there is If a
particular device has PolledData associated with it. The Polled Data for
which the report is to be viewed can be selected for the list of available
Polled Datas for the device.

Customizing Asset Tab View
The steps involved in creating the Asset Tab View is given below. Custom widgets can be
added in these tabs. WebNMS IoT default widgets cannot be added in these custom tabs.
(The procedure for adding Asset Tab view and configuring WebNMS IoT default widgets is
provided in the "Configuring Asset View" section of the User Admin Guide.
1. Create an Action class with your business logic.
Sample Action class code snippet.

public class yourActionClass extends DispatchAction
{
public ActionForward unspecified(ActionMapping mapping, ActionForm form,
HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws Exception
{
ActionForward af = null;
af = (ActionForward)mapping.findForward("CustomPageForward");
return af;
}
}

2. Create your custom JSP. In your custom jsp the data is fetched from your
customactionclass written above.
3. Map the customactionclass with the Struts action.

<action path="/<your struts action>"
type="com.adventnet.nms.webclient.topo.<your_Action_Class>"
scope="request">
<forward name="<Forward_Name_from_your_action_Class>" path =
"/webclient/topo/jsp/<yourCustomJSP>" contextRelative = "true"/>
</action>
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4. Add the following URL entry in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/topo/conf/RTU_<Application_type>Widgets.xml file.
<TAB name="Custom Asset Tab" url="/topo/<your struts action>">
<GROUP sensorType="*">
</GROUP>
</TAB>
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Customizing Fault Management

•

Overview

•

Files Involved in Fault Module

•

Customizing Look and Feel of Fault
Customizing Event List View

•
•

Customizing Functionality of Fault
•

Displaying Custom Views

•

Customizing Alarm Details

Overview
Fault Management deals with identifying failed objects in the network and generating events for
the same. Based on the defined criteria, an event may be correlated with an alarm. Fault
Management from the Web Client is customizable from both the interface look and feel as well
as the functionality point of view. This topic deals with the files used by the fault management
module and its various customizable options.

Files Involved in Fault Module
File Name

File Location

The struts configuration file for
Fault

fault-struts-config.xml
fault-tiles-defn.xml

Description

webclient/fault/conf

The tiles definition file for Fault

fault-validation.xml

The validation file for Fault

fault-validator-rules.xml

The validator rules file for Fault

*.gif, *.png
fault.js

webclient/fault/images
webclient/fault/js

The images used by Fault
The Javascripts used by Fault

accPanel.jsp

The Alarm Count Categories Panel
displayed on the Client

accPieChart.jsp

Displays the PieChart for the alarm
count

alarmCvForm.jsp
eventCvForm.jsp

webclient/fault/jsp

The Custom View form for
alarms/events

alarmDetails.jsp
eventDetails.jsp

The Details page for alarms/events

alarmDetailsFooter.jsp

The footer drawn for the Alarm
Details page
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alarmList.jsp
eventList.jsp

Displays the list of alarms/events in
the WebNMS IoT Database

alarmListHeader.jsp
eventListHeader.jsp

Displays the toolbar icons in the
alarms/events list view

alarmProperties.jsp

The properties for the selected
Alarm, displayed within
alarmDetails.jsp

alarmTabs.jsp

The tabs representing different
categories of properties in
alarmDetails.jsp

annotateAlarm.jsp

The Annotate pop-up, where the
annotation for an alarm has to be
typed

webclient/fault/jsp
annotationAndHistory.jsp

Displays the Annotation and
History details for a particular
alarm

annotationResponse.jsp

Displays whether an alarm has
been successfully annotated, with
options to view the annotation

assignAlarm.jsp

Allows assigning of the selected
alarm to an existing user

assignResponse.jsp

Displays whether the alarm has
been successfully assigned to the
user specified in assignAlarm.jsp

cvStatus.jsp

Used when a custom view is
created. More

listViewIncludes.jsp

Includes the Javascript files that
need to be executed to display the
list of alarms or events

webclient/fault/jsp
listViewStatus.jsp

Displays the status message when
an operation is successful. More

mergeAnnotationAndHistory.jsp

Displays the result of merging the
Annotations and History for the
particular alarm

operationResponse.jsp

Displays the result of an
unsuccessful operation. More

otherFailures.jsp

Displays the other alarms in the
same group as the selected alarm,
within alarmDetails.jsp

printableAlarmList.jsp
printableEventList.jsp

Displays the list of alarms/events in
a printable format, with links and
checkboxes removed

webclient/fault/jsp

searchHeader.jsp

Displays the title text for the
Search component

searchResults.jsp

Displays the events/alarms
obtained as search results in the
form of a list
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alarmDetailsHeader.jspf
webclient/fault/jspf

Displays the toolbar icons for the
Alarm Details view, within
alarmDetails.jsp

alarmDetailsFooter.jspf

Displays the footer information in
the alarm details page.

customview.jspf

Displays the confirmation message
box before deleting a custom view

Customizing Look and Feel of Fault
The Fault module view is of tabular structure containing the list of events and alarms with their
respective properties such as severity status, source, date or time of generation and so on.
Discussed below is the option to customize the default view of the Fault module.

Customizing Event List View
The eventList.jsp file displays the list of events present in the Events database on the
WebNMS IoT Server. An event's details are displayed in eventDetails.jsp when the
event's Source field (provided as a link) is selected.
The following code snippet from eventList.jsp file specifies the Source field as the link
to view the event's details.
<c:url var="url" value="/fault/EventDetails.do?id=${prop.id} "></c:url>
<c:choose>
<c:when test="${val != 'source'}" >
<c:out value="${prop[val]}"/>
</c:when>
<c:otherwise>
<a href="<c:out value='${url}'/>" ><c:out value="${prop.source}"/> </a>
</c:otherwise>
</c:choose>
The url variable passes the id of the selected event to eventDetails.jsp, using which
the details for that event are fetched. This unique id is generated for every event in the
list when the list view is populated.
Warning: If you need to change the field using which the event's details
are fetched, make sure you do not change the value of the urlvariable.

Customizing Functionality of Fault
The Web Client offers powerful capabilities for handling Fault Management. Examples of
customizing certain parts of Fault are described below.

Displaying Custom Views
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By default, when a custom view is created, its corresponding list view has to be
displayed in the main page, and the view name should be shown selected in the Web
Client tree. This is achieved using cvStatus.jsp file. The code snippet that does this is
shown below.
<script language="JavaScript">
window.open('/webclient/common/jsp/MainLayout.jsp?selectedTab=Fault&selected
Node=<c:out value="${viewId}"/>&action=<c:out
value="${action}"/>&displayName=<c:out value="${displayName}"/>','_top')
</script>
Whenever any operation, such as picking up an alarm, clearing an alarm, etc. is
successfully performed, a status message is shown on the user interface, above the
rendered list view. This status message is configured in listViewStatus.jsp file. This
file first reloads the same list view and then shows the appropriate status message.
In case the operation performed is unsuccessful, or partially successful, the
operationResponse.jsp file is used to display the appropriate status page. For
example, if more than one alarm has been selected to be picked up, and some alarms
could not be picked up, then operationResponse.jsp is used to list the alarms that
have been picked up, and the alarms which could not be picked up.

Customizing Alarm Details
The alarmDetails.jsp file displays the details available for an alarm. Depending on the
permissions being set for the user logged in, the icons for the various alarm
operations are displayed using alarmDetailsHeader.jspf.
The following code snippet from alarmDetailsHeader.jspf checks if the current user
is allowed to clear an alarm.
<c:if test="${isUserPermittedToClearAlert == true}">
<c:if test="${severity != 'Clear'}">
<td> <-- ACTION TO BE PERFORMED --> </td>
</c:if>
</c:if>
By default, the General tab is selected, showing general information about the alarm,
such as Source, Severity, Group Name, etc. This behavior is set by the alarmTabs.jspf
file. Each tab is designated as tabOne, tabTwo, and so on and displayed accordingly.
Note: Look up Fault Management Overview to understand the basics of
Fault Management in WebNMS IoT.
Look up WebNMS IoT User Guide to know more about the operations performed
from the Web Client in Fault Management.
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Customizing Performance Reports

•

Overview

•

Files Involved in Performance Module

•

Understanding Report Generation

•

Customizing Reports
o

Customizing Existing Reports

o

Creating New reports

o

Adding New Period Range

•

Customizing Graphs

•

Creating Custom Views

Overview
Performance Reports display the performance of the selected managed object. There are five
types of reports supported in the Web client and these can be accessed using the object-specific
popup menu. This topic deals with the files specific to the Performance module, report
generation and the ways to customize them, and also on the ways to customize the graphs.

Files Involved in Performance Module
File Name

File Location

Description

perf-struts-config.xml

The struts configuration file for Perf

perf-tiles-defn.xml

The tiles definition file for Perf

perf-validation.xml

The validation file for Perf

perf-validator-rules.xml

webclient/perf/conf/

The validator rules file for Perf

GraphInfo.xml

This file stores the general details of
all the graphs.

GraphInfo.dtd

The DTD for the above XML file.

reportsIndex.jsp

This is the index page, showing all the
reports available.

viewPerfReports.jsp
moperfView.jsp
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reportOptions.jspf
webclient/perf/jspf/
genChart.jspf

Displays the various Graph Options
for input.
This file is used for generating charts
using HighCharts.

Note:
HightCharts is used for graph generation in web client. Its an open source javascript
based charting library which has been bundled with WebNMS IoT. For working with
HighCharts please refer to the Javadocs.

Understanding Report Generation
Reports are generated on the Web client using HighCharts, which are bundled with WebNMS
IoT.
The steps followed to generate a report on the Web client are explained below.
Step 1: If you want to override the default properties of displaying the general graph, you can
customize the same in the GraphInfo.xml file. The <title>, <xaxis-label>, and <yaxis-label>
properties can be customized here. Sample for CPU Utilization Graph is shown below.

<Graph name="CPUUtilization">
<title>CPU Utilization</title>
<xaxis-label>Time</xaxis-label>
<yaxis-label>CPU Utilization (in %)</yaxis-label>
</Graph>
The configuration for viewing the reports and option such as exporting to HTML are done from
the client side.
Step 2: The Managed Object name, period, graphType, and reportType are taken as input
parameters to draw the graph. ReportViewAction then draws the graph for the selected
managed object, taking into consideration, the time period, the type of graph needed and the
type of report needed respectively.

Customizing Reports
Customizing Existing Reports
The design of reports can be customized by following the below mentioned steps:
1. Extend ReportViewAction and override getCollectedDataSource() method
so that the class defined in step 3 has to be returned.
2. Configure the extended class in type attribute of ReportViewAction node in
perf-struts-config.xml.
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Creating New Reports
Follow the steps given below:
1. Add PolledData for the reports to be added so that performance data are
collected by the underlying WebNMS IoT performance module. Refer
Configuring PolledData for details.
2. Add a new graph node in GraphInfo.xml file with the respective graph
attributes. Set the name of the graphto the PolledData name and title to the
title that has to appear in generated reports.
3. Add the following entry in performancemenu.xml in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/mapdata/menus/ and <WebNMS Home>/listmenus/ directories. This will
add the new report's name to the pop-up menu of node and map objects.
<MENU-ITEM name="CPU Utilization">
<HTML-UI action_type="rightside"
action_value="/perf/ReportViewAction.do?name=${name}&amp;reportType=<PolledDat
a Name>&amp;displayName=<Graph Title>">
</HTML-UI>
</MENU-ITEM>
4. Add following entry in Tree.xml in <WebNMS IoT Home>/users/root/
directory. This will add new report name under Reports Tree node of tree.
<LEVEL-2 ICON-FILE="<image name for new reports>" ID="<PolledDataName>
URL="/perf/ReportViewAction.do?reportType=<PolledData
name>&amp;requestURI=reportsIndex&amp;" Client="HTML" TREE-NAME="<Graph
Title>"/>

Adding New Period Range
You can customize the report to specify the period for which the collected data have to
be retrieved and displayed in the report. Follow the steps given below to do this.
1. Add the new period range name to the following init parameter of
ReportInitializationServlet
<init-param>
<param-name>ReportPeriodList</param-name>
<param-value>Today,Last 7 Days,Last 30 Days,custom,<new period range></param-value>
</init-param>
2. The start time and the end time have to be provided for the new period range. This
can be done by overriding getDateValues method of ReportViewAction class.
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Customizing Graphs
Charts are rendered using HighCharts in the new web client. The configurations such as axis
labels, tick positions, tick Intervals, color, date ,time formats, zooming etc., are possible with the
Highcharts API.
The properties graph title, x-axis, and y-axis labels can be customized by changing the graph
attributes of a particular report in GraphInfo.xml available in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/webclient/perf/conf folder.
The units for PolledData can be set as a PolledData user property. However, if x and y-axis labels
are present in GraphInfo.xml, these entries inside the <title>, <xaxis-label>, and <yaxis-label> in
the GraphInfo.xml file will take precedence.

Creating Custom Views
MO based custom views can be created under the Performance module. These custom views are
created based on the device properties instead of the PolledData. The data is fetched from the
inventory tables based on certain Managed Object properties. The MO properties are provided
as part of the VIEW-CRITERIA for the custom view.
For creating new MO custom views, you need to provide the following entry in the Tree.xml file
file present in <WebNMS Home>/users/<username> folder.

<LEVEL-1 Client="HTML" ID="Printer Metrics" MODULE-NAME="Stats Admin" TREENAME="Printer Metrics" URL="/perf/MOPerfView.do" VIEWCRITERIA="type=Printer"/>

The database needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect. Alternatively you can update
the database with the entries of the Tree.xml file using the DBXmlTool.bat/sh located in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/developertools directory.
On clicking on the tree name in the left tree, the MOs filtered using VIEW-CRITERIA criteria will
appear in the "Selected device(s):" combo in the right pane. The Polled Data corresponding to the
selected MO(s) will appear in the "Selected performance metric(s) combo.
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Customizing Administration
The new Web Client provides options to perform administration tasks with intuitive GUI.
Following is a table containing a list of files used by this module:
[NOTE: This document details only the files involved and the customization details are currently
not included.]
File Name

File Location

Struts configuration file for this
module

admin-struts-config.xml
admin-tiles-defns.xml
admin-validaton.xml

webclient/admin/conf

Tiles definition file for this module
The validation file for admin module
The validation-rules file for admin
module

admin-validation-rules.xml
*.gif

Description

webclient/admin/images Images used by this module
Javascript containing functions to
add users

AddUserFunctions.js
AdminOperations.js

Javascript containing functions to
perform admin operations.

ModifyProfileFunctions.js

Javascript containing functions to
modify users profile.

webclient/admin/js

RemoveUserFunctions.js

Javascript containing functions to
remove some users.

UserToModifyFunctions.js

Javascript containing functions for
users to modify their profiles.

AddUser.jsp

Displays fields to add a user

AdminPanel.jsp

Displays links to perform user
administration tasks

backEndStatus.jsp

Displays page containing back-end
server details

backupdata.jsp

Displays messages with respect to
data backup

webclient/admin/jsp

clientStatus.jsp

Displays the status of the clients
connected to the server.

CompleteAdminPanel.jsp

Displays the main admin page
containing links to perform all admin
tasks.

faultStatus.jsp

Displays the status of the Fault
module
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frontEndStatus.jsp

Displays the status of the FE servers
connected.

loggingConfig.jsp

Displays fields to configure logging
levels on a module basis in nmserr
and nmsout log files.

loggingForm.jsp

Displays the log file names with its
corresponding configurable
parameters.

ModifyUserProfile.jsp

Displays the form with details to
modify a users profile

moduleDetails.jsp

Displays links to view the details of
the various web nms modules

perfInput.jsp

Page for collecting input to show
performace details for a particular
node

perfStatistics.jsp

Page for displaying the performance
statistics for the device for which the
input is collected.

portStatus.jsp

Displays the details of the various
ports used by Web NMS.

RemoveUser.jsp

Displays fields to be filled in to
remove a particular user.

resyncne.jsp

Displays confirmation to resynchronize the network elements

resyncnebackup.jsp

Displays confirmation to
resynchronize the network elements
with the backed-up data.

runtimeadmin.jsp

Displays links to perform certain
runtime administration tasks.

schedulerStatus.jsp

Displays the status of the
schedulers.

serverDetails.jsp

Displays links to view the details of
the Web NMS server.

serverLogs.jsp

Displays the server log files list.

shutDown.jsp

Displays confirmation for shutting
down the Server.

sysAdmin.jsp

Displays links to system
administration tasks such as
shutdown, backup, resync
with/without backup.

userAdmin.jsp

Displays the details of the users.

UserToModify.jsp

Page to provide input to modify the
profile of a particular user

AddUserFunction.jspf
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inputOptions.jspf

Contains JS functions to validate
input fields in the page displaying
performance status

ModifyProfileFunctions.jspf

Contains the JS functions to validate
the inputs given in the User Profile
form which is to be modified.

PerfInputFunction.jspf

Contains functions to validate the
performance inputs when the 'View
Status' button in the Performance
page is clicked.'.

RemoveUserFunctions.jspf

Contains functions to validate the
inputs given in the Remove User
form.

UserToModifyFunctions.jspf

Contains JS functions to validate the
input given in the' Modify User
Profile' page
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Example 1 - New Admin Operation

•

Overview

•

Requirement

•

Customization Procedure

•

Conclusion

Overview
In this example, let us see how to customize a particular view by making some simple
configuration changes.

Requirement
To include a new custom operations node in the left-hand-side tree to perform specific
operations and ensure that this node is available only to certain user groups.

Customization Procedure
Inorder to achieve this requirement, the steps are listed below:
1. Provide the relevent tree node entries in Tree.xml present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/users/<username> directory
2. Provide the action mapping details in <module>-struts-config.xml
3. Provide the tile definition if the forward 'path' is a string.
4. Place the action class in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF/classes directory.
Steps in detail:
1. To add tree nodes, you need to provide the appropriate entries in the Tree.xml, with the
defined levels. See the example entry given below:
Example to add for Admin module:
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<LEVEL-1>
<LEVEL-1 ID="Test_App" NODEID="Test_App"
NODETYPE="LEVEL-1" Client="HTML"
TREE-NAME="Test_App"
......
URL="/admin/Test.do" PARENT="admin" USERNAME="root"
OPERATION="Test Operation" MODULE="TestModule"/>
<LEVEL-2 ID="Test2_App" NODEID="Test2_App"
......................../>
</LEVEL-1>

Note: Ensure that the ID and TREE-NAME values are unique across the Tree.xml.

2. After you provide the required entry in the Tree.xml, you need to define the action mapping
in <module>-struts-config.xml
file present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/<module>/conf directory, where you must specify
the 'action' and 'forward'.
See the example entry given below:

<action-mappings>
<action path="/Test"
<!-- the url path which you can specify with or without .do extention -->
type="<name of your action class>"
<forward name="<the return string of your action class>"
path= <the corresponding JSP, or a string>
......./>
</action-mappings>

3. In the above example, if you have provided a string value for path parameter in <forward>
tag, you must give the corresponding tiles definition in the <module>-tiles-defns.xml file. In this
file, you must provide the string as value for the name parameter in <definition> tag, and the
corresponding url of the JSP page as the value for the value parameter in <put> tag.
4. You must compile and place the action class in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF/classes
directory.
Note: Please note that you cannot add a node in the tree without any link. As a
workaround, we suggest that you follow the above procedure for the Level-1 node and
point to a JSP page that displays an image which is specific to your application!
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Conclusion
Your custom operation node is added in the left-hand-side tree. When the node is clicked, the
corresponding page is displayed based on the entries configured in the Struts and Tiles
configuration files.
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Rebranding Web Client UI

•

Image re-branding

•

Text re-branding

Re-branding option enables you to replace "WebNMS" references in the web client with your
own text.

Image Re-branding
Images that carry "WebNMS IoT" references will be present under the directories as given below.
This enables developers to easily spot and re-brand them accordingly.

<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/images/Gainsboro/cobranding-logo.png - (The image
appears as logo in the Mail Report pdf file.)
<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/images/Gainsboro/logo.png - (The image appears as logo
in the top left corner of every page in the client with Gainsboro theme.)
<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/images/NOC/logo.png - (The image appears as logo in the
top left corner of every page in the client with NOC theme.)
<WebNMS IoT Home>/webclient/common/images/Gainsboro/login_logo.png - (The image appears as
logo in the main client login page.)

Text Re-branding
Edit the values in the EnglishToNative.properties file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/html/
to change the display text based on your requirement.
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Internationalizing the Web Client

•

Overview

•

How to I18N the Web Client?

•

Procedure to I18N Your Own Modules

•

How to I18N using API?

Overview
Basic details on internationalizing WebNMS IoT is covered under the topic Internationalizing
WebNMS IoT. This topic deals with the procedural ways to internationalize your own plugged in
modules in Web Client.

How to I18N the Web Client?
You can use the I18NEditor tool to internationalize the Web Client. The below given steps will
guide you to do the same.
•

Run the I18NEditor.bat/sh script (i.e., tool) located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/developertools/bin directory.

•

Invoke the EnglishToNative.properties file using the tool.

•

Search for the "keys" related to the Web Client and specify the internationalized value for
the same. For example, for the Web Client "key"
webclient.topo.actions.addnode.exception, the "value" is Error occured while adding
the Node.
Note: All the default "keys" of the Web Client is prefixed with the word" webclient" for
identification purpose.

Procedure to I18N Your Own Modules
If you have written and plugged in your own WebNMS IoT modules into the Web Client, then it
can be internationalized as explained in the example below:
1. Use the UTF-8 content tag in all the .jsp files used by your plugged-in module.
2. Use the JSTL tag to display textual information in the .jsp files.
3. Add the "keys" for all the texts to be displayed in the module, inside the
<fmt:message> tag of the corresponding .jsp file. Also, ensure that an entry of the
same "key" is made in the EnglishToNative.properties file located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/html directory.
4. Add the "values" (i.e., the i18N text) for the "keys" in the EnglishToNative.properties
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file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/html directory.
5. Use the JSTL URL tag for constructing a hyperlink in the .jsp page. For example, the
<c:url var="url"...></c:url> in the .jsp files. This is required to encode the characters of
the text in the link, which invokes another .jsp page.
Note: If you have defined "User property" for Network Events, Alarms, Topo or any
other NMS modules then specify module specific "User property" key e.g.
webclient.<module>.<user_property> in the EnglishToNative.properties file for
internationalizing.
An Example
Consider, plugging a module called "Sample" into the Web Client whose view is constructed by
the sampleView.jsp file. To internationalize this view page of the Sample module, the .jsp file is
modified in the following manner,
Including the UTF-8 content tag in the .jsp file
<%@page contentType="text/html;charset=UTF-8"%>
Specify a "key" in the .jsp for the textual display of the "Sample" module
<fmt:message key='webclient.sample.view.drilldown.header'>
Adding the value in EnglishToNative.properties file for the "key" (specified in the .jsp file)
webclient.sample.view.drilldown.header= Sample View

How to I18N using API?
If you want to internationalize the data fetched by the action classes of the Web Client, then use
the following API,
NmsUtil.GetString(String key)
where, the corresponding "value" of the "key" (argument) is retrieved from the
EnglishToNative.properties file and returned to this method.
Note: Look up Internationalized Messages in the Struts User's Guide to know more
about i18n support in the Struts framework.
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Web Client - Troubleshooting Tips

1. When the Server is started in non-X window mode in Linux, the Web Client cannot be
invoked.
2. After modified a JSP, the changes are not reflected when the server is restarted.
3. The message 'Service is currently unavailable. Sorry for the inconvenience!' message
is displayed when performing some operations.
4. Configuring HTTP Proxy Host and Port to upload Support Information File to
WebNMS IoT Support

When the Server is started in non-X window mode in Linux, the
Web Client cannot be invoked.
In order to fix this issue, follow the work around given below.
Before starting the server
1. Edit the startnms.sh file located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory and
set -Djava.awt.headless=true
2. Compile all the JSP files with JDK1.4 using compileJSP.sh located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory.
On performing this, the Web Client can be invoked when the Server is started in non-X
window mode in Linux.

After modified a JSP, the changes are not reflected when the
server is restarted.
Whenever you modify an existing JSP or include a new one, ensure that the corresponding action
mapping and forwards are specified correctly in the struts configuration and tiles configuration
files. And then, run the compileJSP.bat/sh tool to compile the modified / new JSP.

The message 'Service is currently unavailable. Sorry for the
inconvenience!' message is displayed when performing some
operations.
Following are few reasons:
1. When a jsp is modified and if there is any problem in compilation.
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Solution: Stop the server if it is running. Run the compileJSP.bat/sh tool and restart the server.
2. When the database is not updated with any change done in the Tree.xml
Solution: Run the DBXmlTool.bat/sh to update the database with the changes made to the xml
file.
3. When you connect the client and view the reports from a machine which does not have
xwindows running on it.

Configuring HTTP Proxy Host and Port to upload Support
Information File to WebNMS IoT Support
To upload the Support Information File to WebNMS IoT Support, you need to configure the HTTP
Proxy Host and Port as given below.
Before starting the server
•

Edit the startnms.sh file located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory and add
the following before the following entry "com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE
NMS_BE_PORT 2000 ROOT_DIR %NMS_HOME% NATIVE_PING true"
-Dhttp.proxyHost=<Host name of web proxy server> -Dhttp.proxyPort=80
-Dhttp.PROXY_USERNAME=<User name of proxy server>
-Dhttp.PROXY_PASSWORD=<Password of proxy server>
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Assets Management
WebNMS Asset Management - Introduction
As the size, complexity and the heterogeneity of the gateways increase, administrators place a
high demand that these gateways be centrally managed. For each gateway in the network, there
are many different objects that need to be monitored and managed by a IoT management
system. For a system to manage a individual gateway or a set of gateways/sites, the the region,
site, and sensors first need to be represented or modeled as an object which can be stored in
the database and you need services to perform the management operations.
The WebNMS Topology Service provides ways to model the gateways and the other elements in
the hierarchy and other flexible features, as part of effectively solving the issues. It allows for the
regions, gateways and even smaller components within the gateways to be modeled as objects,
called the ManagedObjects, and makes it possible to manage the objects individually or as a
group of related objects. The capabilities of this module are easily customizable and extensible
and that ensures minimum effort to develop specific applications on top of the WebNMS
framework.
The sub topics covered in this topic, are as follows

•

Understanding Asset Management

•

Modeling Resources as Managed Objects

•

Capturing ManagedObject Relationship

•

Operations on ManagedObjects
o

Adding and Updating ManagedObjects

o

Deleting ManagedObjects

o

Maintaining Concurrency of Managed Object

o

Searching/Retrieving Managed Objects

•

Topology Notifications

•

Status Polling
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Understanding Asset Management Service

•

Overview

•

Services Offered by Asset Management

•

Topology Business Logic
o

Status Polling

•

MO Persistence Layer

•

Notification Engine

•

Event Generation

•

TopoAPI to Perform MO Operations

Overview
As the size, complexity and the heterogeneity of the gateways increase, administrators place a
high demand that these gateways be centrally managed. For each gateway in the IoT
infrastructure, there are many different objects that need to be monitored and managed by a
IoT management system. For a system to manage a individual gateway or a set of
gateways/sites, the the region, site, and sensors first need to be represented or modeled as an
object which can be stored in the database and you need services to perform the management
operations.
The WebNMS Asset Management Service provides ways to model the gateways and the other
elements in the hierarchy and other flexible features, as part of effectively solving the issues. It
allows for the regions, gateways and even smaller components within the gateways to be
modeled as objects, called the ManagedObjects, and makes it possible to manage the objects
individually or as a group of related objects. The capabilities of this module are easily
customizable and extensible and that ensures minimum effort to develop specific applications
on top of the WebNMS IoT framework.
Back

Services Offered by Asset Management
The advantage of modeling an element such as a gateway as a managed object is that a number
of services available to managed objects in WebNMS IoT can now be used by the gateway. The
services offered by Asset Management are as follows :
•

Automatic/Custom modeling and mapping of IoT Infrastructure elements

•

Support for capturing managed object relationships

•

Persistence support

•

Automatic configurable status polling
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•

Event Generation

•

Notifications for changes made to the managed objects

•

API to monitor, configure and manage the gateways

We will explore each of the above services in detail in the following subsections.
Back

Topology Business Logic
All the components in the Topology (Asset Management ) module and their functionality is
controlled by the Topology Business Logic. This part is easily configurable and highly
customizable and therefore allows applications to extend the capabilities of various components
of the topology module. The Topology Business Logic includes the Status Polling functionality.

Status Polling
ManagedObject status polling is one of the key features provided by WebNMS IoT
Topology Service to ensure that the status of the gateways in the region is periodically
monitored and communicated to the administrators and operators.
For each type of gateway, WebNMS IoT performs status polling of these gateways
based on the configuration. Status Polling is invoked for each ManagedObject
specified by the configuration, which may be a standard operation such as pinging the
gateway already supported by WebNMS IoT Topology Service or a custom polling that
is needed for a specific gateway.
Back
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MO Persistence Layer
All the ManagedObjects that are managed by the WebNMS are stored in a RDBMS and the
Topology module provides easy, database-neutral access to those objects. Each type of
ManagedObject is stored in a different database table and each MO instance is stored in one row
of the table. There is a MO persistence layer which takes care of converting the objects to be
stored in the RDBMS and vice versa. The Topology module is designed to be highly scalable and
it ensures concurrency and atomicity of all the database operations. A cache is also maintained,
which stores the recently accessed MOs to speed up the database lookup.
Back

Notification Engine
The topology module also consists of a Notification Engine, which provides various notification
mechanisms through which other modules and external applications are informed about the
changes made to the ManagedObjects in the database. Applications have the flexibility of
choosing any of these notification mechanisms, based on their specific need.
•

TopoActionListener - This mechanism notifies the modules and applications, whenever
there is any change (add/update/delete) on any of the MO in the database. Notifies the
registered observers, by returning an event object, which contains the old managed object,
the updated managed object, the type of the update and the property keys that were
changed during the update.

•

TopoNotificationFilter - This is also built on top of TopoActionListener, and it allows for
the notifications to be filtered based on the specified criteria. This will be particularly useful
when modules and applications are interested only on specific notifications.

•

TopoBulkListener - This mechanism is used when changes (add/delete) made to multiple
MOs are to be informed to the registered modules and applications with a single
notification.
Back

Event Generation
The topology module generates events for each of the managed objects added into the database
and for change in status of the MOs in database as a result of the periodic status polling
procedure, which are recorded in the Event database. It is one of the important sources of
information for the Fault Management of the system and also serves as the history information
of the system.
Back

API to Perform MO Operations
All the services provided by the WebNMS Topology module can be accessed through a single API
(TopoAPI), even from a remote host. The WebNMS has the ability to allow only the authenticated
users to access this API. Authorization levels can also be defined for the users in using the
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various services of this API.
Important Capabilities of this API include,
•

Do all database operations (add, delete, update, retrieve, and search MOs) and

•

Register with the Notification Engine to notify for any changes made to the ManagedObject

The WebNMS Topology Service is used by almost all other modules in the WebNMS (Map and
FCPS) in providing a complete framework for solutions. Applications can be built with ease on
top of such a comprehensive framework.
Back
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Modeling Managed Resources

•

Overview

•

Modeling/Defining ManagedObjects

•

o

Default ManagedObjects

o

Extended ManagedObjects

Editing Relational Database Objects

Overview
To manage any region, site, gateway, sensor or anything else requiring some form of monitoring
and management, you need to model it as a manageable entity. Modeling actually represents
the various attributes and the behavior of the corresponding physical device and its components
in a convenient way, so that their current state is reflected at time.

Modeling/Defining Managed Objects
The Web NMS Topology Service provides a hierarchy of classes, extending the ManagedObject,
to manage gateways and their components. The base object is the Class ManagedObject, which
can represent any entity that needs to be managed. By default, all the gateway objects are
mapped with or represented by a corresponding derivative of this class which are predefined
and stored in the database for persistence. The mapping depends on the type of the device, viz.,
Organization, Region, Site, Gateway, Sensor etc. The derivatives of Class ManagedObject are as
follows :
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Default Managed Objects
Default
Managed
Objects

Usage

The base class used to
ManagedObject represent any
device/gateway element

Rules Applicable
This class must have a default empty
constructor, since it is usually instantiated
without any arguments.

Organization

This object represent an
organization.

-

Region

This object represents an
geographical region.

-

Site

This object represents an
IoT Site.

-

Gateway

This object represents an
agent e.g gateway.

-

Sensor

This object represents a
sensor.

-

Extended ManagedObjects
The default ManagedObjects and their properties provided may not be sufficient to
capture or manage a specific gateway or an object. In such cases, to represent a
specific device such as Region, Site, Gateway, Sensor etc. or to add additional
properties, you need to extend the default ManagedObjects. The table which will store
the extended objects should have the MOID field as the primary key.
Options provided to extend the default ManagedObjects :
•

Modeling Using Eclipse

•

Dynamic Schema Extension

Modeling Using Eclipse
If you want to have additional properties only for a few objects, then you can extend
the class using Eclipse and include them as extended properties. These extended
properties will be stored in a separate table.
Extending using Eclipse,
•

Automates the entire process of creating the ManagedObjects for specific
gateways and objects

•

Adds the objects into the database as relational database objects

•

Given the input, the tool generates
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o

java source files

o

SQL statements

o

creates the RDBMS tables for the new objects

o

compiles them and integrates them into the Web NMS
product

Refer the section Modeling Resource in Eclipse Guide for more details.

Dynamic Schema Extension
Dynamic Schema Extension allows you to extend the Schema and add your own
columns. Here, the additonal properties will be stored in the Base table itself. Only one
query will be sent to the database to insert the additional property.
This is supported for all the Topology tables namely: ManagedObject, TopoObject,
Region, Site, Gateway, Sensor
To add properties in the ManagedObject table, include the following property tags in
the hibernate mapping file ManagedObject.hbm.xml present under the <Web NMS
Home>/classes/hbnlib in the package structure com/adventnet/nms/topodb.

<property name="MOPROP1" type="string" column="MOPROP1" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="MOPROP2" type="string" column="MOPROP2" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="MOPROP3" type="integer" column="MOPROP3" length="11"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor"/>

To create the object, you can follow the same procedure as that of a normal managed
object. You can set the additional properties as you set normal user properties and
add the object. Code Snippet:
SnmpNode snode = new SnmpNode();
snode.setName("abc");
snode.setUserProperty("MOPROP1","test1");
snode.setUserProperty("MOPROP2","test2");
snode.setUserProperty("MOPROP3","55");
//alternative code:
SnmpNode snode = new SnmpNode();
snode.setName("xyz");
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.setProperty("MOPROP1","test1");
prop.setProperty("MOPROP2","test2");
prop.setProperty("MOPROP3","55");
snode.setProperties(prop);
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For properties of type String and Integer, the access classes are
DynamicPropertyAccessor, and IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor
respectively. .

Advantages:
•

Only one query will be used for the additional property since the
additional properties will be stored along with the base properties in
the same table. Hence performance is highly enhanced due to the
reduction in the number of database queries.

•

Both Client-side and Server-side sorting can be done on the
additional properties included.

Note:
• Care should be taken to ensure that the name of the additional
property included is unique across the Schema.
• If you do not wish to give any value to the additional property of
type INTEGER, set the value to "0" as follows:
yourMO.setUserProperty("prop1","0");

•

•

Otherwise, if the integer parameter of the setUserProperty()
method does not contain any value, NumberFormatException will
be thrown.
It is better to go for this method only if your requirement is to
include additional properties for all the objects inheriting your
class. If only a few of them need, then the rest of the inherited
objects will have a dummy property added. For example, if you
include an additional property 'myprop' in ManagedObject table, all
the objects inheriting ManagedObject will have this additional
property, which may not be relevant.
This method of Dynamic Schema Extension will be useful if you are
in the stage of modelling Managed Objects. For existing users, to
make use of this feature without reinitializing the database, you
can alter the table as follows:
Alter table <table name> add ( col1 integer ,col2 varchar (100))

Modeling Using User Properties
If you have thousands of MOs and you need to provide additional properties only to
very few, say 10 MOs, then you can go for user properties. The user properties of the
ManagedObject are stored in the TOPOUSERPROPS table with the name and the
ownername as the key. The methods setUserProperty() and getUserProperty() allow
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Web NMS modules or user applications to store their data in an instance of this class
and access the data efficiently.
In this case, if you have n user properties, (n+1) queries will be sent to the database one for the Base table and n for the TOPOUSERPROPS table. Hence as the number of
user properties increase, the performance degrades.
Note:
When the same property name is present in the user table and the
Managed Object table, then the search operation (using APIs such as
getObjectNamesWithProps(Properties)) will return results obtained
from the property in the Managed Object table only. The property with
the same name in the user table will not be searched.

For detailed description about Dynamic Schema Extension and Modeling Using User
Properties refer the Designing for High Performance topic.
For the modules whose objects are modeled with Hibernate like Topology, Fault
Management, Map and Performance Management, the user property can be created
by editing the xxx.hbm.xml which is the objects mapping file. For ManagedObject,
open ManagedObject.hbm.xml and uncomment the tag with map
name="mappedProperties" table="TOPOUSERPROPS". The portion of the entry to be
uncommented is provided below.

<map name="mappedProperties" table="TOPOUSERPROPS" lazy="false">
<cache usage="read-write"/>
<key column="MOID"/>
<map-key column="PROPNAME" type="string"/>
<element column="PROPVAL" type="string"/>
</map>

In addition to the above, the TOPOUSERPROPS related entry in the <Web NMS
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf must be uncommented as given below.
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BeginIndex
alter table TOPOUSERPROPS drop foreign key FK483583EBFBE5F355
EndIndex
BeginIndex
alter table TOPOUSERPROPS add CONSTRAINT `FK483583EBFBE5F355`
FOREIGN KEY (`MOID`) REFERENCES `ManagedObject` (`MOID`) ON
DELETE CASCADE
EndIndex

Back

Editing Relational Database Objects
There may be instances when you want to add a reference to a complex object such as a
collection object or a custom object. This cannot be stored in the database, as RDBMS does not
support storing compound data types such as Vectors. In this case, user class with custom
queries can be used at the persistence layer to add, update, delete, and to fetch the custom
property from the database.
Any generated user class has the following methods.
•

fillCustomProperties(Object obj, java.sql.ResultSet rs, java.sql.PreparedStatement stmt)

•

fillCustomProperties(dbObj, java.sql.ResultSet rs, java.lang.String str)

•

getCustomStatements(DBInterface dbObj,String[] args)

•

getStatementsForAdd(DBInterface dbObj)

•

getStatementsForDelete(DBInterface dbObj)

•

getStatementsForUpdate(DBInterface dbObj)

Methods to Be Overridden for Editing the Generated User Class (if
required)
For the ManagedObject, extend the HbnTopoPersistence class and implement the
above methods to achieve the desired results. In the above list, the main methods to
be implemented to add a complex object such as a Vector to a relational class or to
retrieve some variables by querying one or more tables are :
•

getCustomStatements(Object obj)- Create the appropriate PreparedStatements
or SQL strings and store them in a vector object and return the same. This method
returns the vector of PreparedStatements or SQL string to be executed to get the
properties used to fill the corresponding managed object. This method has to be
implemented by the sub classes. Immediately after this method, the
fillCustomProperties() method will be called with the ResultSet of each of the
elements in the vector.

•

fillCustomProperties(Object obj, java.sql.ResultSet rs,
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java.sql.PreparedStatement stmt) - This method is called for every
PreparedStatement returned from the getCustomStatements() method. The
ResultSet got by executing the PreparedStatement will be passed as the parameter
to this method. Subclasses should implement this method. This method should
manipulate the ResultSet passed and fill up the obj with the appropriate properties.
•

fillCustomProperties(Object obj, ResultSet rs, String str) - This method is called
for every SQL string returned from the getCustomStatement() method. Subclasses
should implement this method. The ResultSet got by executing the SQL statement
will be passed as the parameter to this method. Subclasses should implement this
method. This method should manipulate the ResultSet passed and fill up the obj
with the appropriate properties.

•

getCustomStatementsForAdd(Object obj) - In case, there are any queries to be
executed while adding the object to the database, those queries can be put in a
vector and returned from this method. After adding the managed object to the
database, the queries returned from this method will be executed by the
persistence layer.

•

getCustomStatementsForDelete(Object obj) - In case, there are any queries to be
executed while deleting the object from the database, those queries can be put in a
vector and returned from this method. After deleting the managed object, the
queries returned from this method will be executed by the persistence layer.

•

getCustomStatementsForUpdate(Object obj) - In case, there are any queries to
be executed while updating the object from the database, those queries can be put
in a vector and returned from this method. After updating the managed object in
the database, the queries returned from this method will be executed by the
persistence layer.
The persistence class entry to be used for the TOPO module must be provided in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf for property "PERSISTENCE_CLASS" as an argument for the
DBServer process. Please refer to the Persistence Service document for more details
on invoking persistence class for other modules such as Map, Alert, Event, and
Performance modules.

Example entry:
#java com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer [LOCK_CLASS LockClassName] [LOCK_TIMEOUT
number] [MANAGE_OTHER_NETWORKS true/false] [SUPPRESS_INFO_EVENTS true/false]
[ENABLE_SP_FOR_IFC_PARENTS true/false] [DISCOVER_OTHER_NETWORKS true/false]
[DISCOVER_BC_RESP_IPS true/false] [STOP_BC_FOR_NETWORKS true/false]
[STATUS_PROPAGATION true/false]
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer
ARGS LOCK_CLASS com.adventnet.nms.util.DefaultLockableObject PERSISTENCE_CLASS
MyPersistenceClassName
Back
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Capturing Managed Object Relationship

•

Overview

•

Containment Relationship (One-Many)
o

Overview

o

How to Capture Containment Relationship
•

•

Note on Class ManagedObject and Container Interface

o

Understanding Containment Relationship in Database

o

Operations Related to Containment Relationship using TopoAPI
•

Adding a Containment Object

•

Updating a Containment Object

•

Deleting a Containment Object

•

Retrieving a Containment Object

Group Relationship (Many-Many)
o

Overview

o

How to Capture Group Relationship
•

Note on Class ManagedObject and Group Interface

o

Understanding Group Relationship in Database

o

Operations Related to Group Relationship using TopoAPI
•

Adding a Group Object

•

Updating a Group Object

•

Deleting a Group Object

•

Retrieving a Group Object

Overview
Once the ManagedObjects representing the specific gateways/components are modeled and the
resources information is obtained, you might need to capture relationship between the
ManagedObjects. Capturing relationship between ManagedObjects is particularly useful to group
a set of characteristically similar ManagedObjects and manage them together.
Back
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Containment Relationship
Overview
The Containment Relationship is basically a Parent - Child Relationship. This is a
convenient system of one - to - many relationship, which helps in easy management.
In Containment Relationship, a single ManagedObject can contain 'n' number of other
ManagedObjects, based on some common attribute or behavior.
The essence of the Containment Relationship can be described as :
•

The ManagedObject termed as Parent can contain any number of
ManagedObjects as its Children Objects.

•

Each Child ManagedObject can belong to one and only one Parent
ManagedObject.

•

The Parent - Child Relationship can go down to any levels of hierarchy.

The Containment Relationship can be explained by a couple of examples given here :
Example 1 - Consider the case of a ManagedObject - a Computer System. The hard
disk is partitioned into a number of drives. Thus while modeling the MO, the disk can
be called the parent object and the drives as the children objects. Each drive can
contain a number of directories. Here, the drive becomes the parent object and the
directories become the children objects.
Example 2 - In WebNMS IoT, the scenario of Region-Site-Gateway-Sensor is a common
occurrence. The hierarchy of parent child relationship is portrayed well in this
example.
The Containment Relationship can be used to depict the behavioral relationship
between components. Considering example 1, if the Computer system fails, it would
not be possible to access any of its children objects. Similarly, there is a provision in
Web NMS IoT to propagate the status of the children objects to the parent object. For
further details, please refer Status Propagation in Containment Relationship.
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In the above image, the notations indicate the following :
•

P - ManagedObject behaving as a Parent or Container object.

•

CP- ManagedObject behaving as a Child and a Parent object.

•

C - ManagedObject behaving as a Child object.
Back

How to Capture Containment Relationship
Containment Relationship can be captured between ManagedObjects, using one of
the following methods :
•

While adding ManagedObjects

•

While updating ManagedObjects

Capturing Containment Relationship while Adding ManagedObjects
•

Using Topo API

Using TopoAPI Methods
Please refer to the topic "Operations on Containment Relationship" to know how to
capture Containment Relationship using TopoAPI methods while adding managed
objects.
Capturing Containment Relationship while Updating ManagedObjects
Using TopoAPI Methods
Please refer to the topic "Operations on Containment Relationship" to know how to
capture Containment Relationship using TopoAPI methods while updating managed
objects.

Note on Class ManagedObject and Container Interface
Class ManagedObject
This class is the base class for representing any object that is to be managed. The
property isContainer is set to true for modeling a Containment Relationship. To
establish a containment relationship, the hibernate collections i.e List is used. The
related mapping entries for the List is available in the ManagedObject.hbm.xml file
present in <Web NMS Home>/classes/hbnlib in the package structure
com/adventnet/nms/topodb file. The properties required to capture the Containment
Relationship in the Class ManagedObject are as follows :
Properties
1. String parentKey - Key of the parent object, applicable to children objects.
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2. Vector childrenKey - Keys of the children objects, applicable to parent objects.
3. Boolean isContainer - Specifies whether the Managed Object captures the
Containment Relationship.
ContainerInterface
This interface is used to capture the Containment Relationship between
ManagedObjects. A Containment Relationship can be captured by writing a class that
extends the Class ManagedObject and implements the
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.ContainerInterface.
Back

Understanding Containment Relationship in Database
The Containment Relationship is represented in the database, using the following
properties :
•

childrenKeys property of the Parent Object

•

parentKey property of the Child Object
Note: Though the hibernate mapping file has NOT NULL value defined
for PARENTKEY, the managed object class handles this by inserting a
null string into the database when the parentKey is not specified, i.e.,
when the Managed Object is not involved in Containment Relationship.

The parentKey property is a string and the childrenKeys property is a vector which
contains the names of the Children objects. The parentKey property corresponding to
the particular ManagedObject behaving as a Child Object is stored in the RDBMS table.
As the children objects are stored in the collection i.e. List, whenever a Parent Object
has to be checked out of the database, the names of the children objects that are
associated with the parent object is fetched from the collection i.e. List.
These names are stored in the childrenKey property.
Note: When a Parent Object or Child Object is checked out, the fields
"MOID" in the ManagedObject table are used as the key to identify the
Parent or Child Object.
An example on the storage of the properties of the Parent and Children Objects in the
database is elaborated here. Consider a Parent Managed Object with the name
Network A and having Children Objects as Node 1 and Node 2. The parentKey
property - Network A would be stored in the database for the Children Objects. For the
Parent Object, the childrenKeys Node 1 and Node 2 would not be stored in the
database.
Back

Operations Related to Containment Relationship
The various operations that can be performed with respect to Containment Relationship are
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as follows :
•

Adding a Containment Object

•

Updating a Containment Object

•

Deleting a Containment Object

•

Retrieving Containment Objects

Adding a Containment Object
The methods are listed in the order of the steps involved in adding a container object to the
database.
Operation

Methods Used

Description

Add Parent Object to
addObject() of
the Topology
TopoAPI
Database

Adds the container object to the Topology
Database with childrenKeys property set as
null.

Set the parentKey
value for the
children objects.

setParentKey() of
Class
ManagedObject

Sets the parentKey property for the children
objects with the given container name.

Add the children
objects to the
Topology Database.

addObject() of
TopoAPI

Adds the children object to the ManagedObject
Table and automatically sets or updates the
childrenKeys property for the corresponding
Container Object.

The following code snippet illustrates the implementation details of adding a Container
Object :
//To add a container object:
ManagedObject parent=newManagedObject();
parent.setName("parent");
parent.setIsContainer(true);
topoapi.addObject(parent);
//To add the child object:
ManagedObject child=newManagedObject();
child.setName("child");
child.setParentKey("parent");
topoapi.addObject(child);
Updating a Containment Object
The methods are listed in the order of the steps involved in updating a Container Object to
the Topology Database.
Operation
Get the Container
Object.
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checkOut(mo,integer)

Description
Gets the Managed Object from the Database
by its unique key.
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Call this method to
overwrite the
childrenKeys
property with the
one specified.

addChildrenKeys() of
Overwrites the existing childrenKeys property.
Class ManagedObject

Call this method to
update the
Container Object in
the Managed
Object Table.

updateObject() of
TopoAPI

Updates the Container Object and also
automatically updates the parentKey property
for the corresponding Children Objects.

The following code snippet illustrates the implementation details of updating a Container
Object :
ParentObject parent = (ParentObject)obj.checkOut(parentName,5);
String[] cKeys = {"childName"}; //appends other childrenKeys with the already
existing list
parent.addChildrenKeys(cKeys);
topoapi.updateObject (parent,true,true); // Updates the parent object in the
database
Please note that in the above code snippet, updating the Container object with the
childrenKeys will automatically update the corresponding children objects with the
parentKey property. Also note that, here, the addChildrenKeys() is used to append the
childrenKeys to the existing list.
Note: The isContainer property of the ManagedObject table is set to true for
every Container Object that gets added, if it has not been already set.
Deleting a Containment Object
The Containment Delete Operation involves, deletion of the objects belonging to the
Containment Relationship. The steps involved in deleting a Containment Object are listed
below.
Operation

Methods Used

Description

Delete the
Deletes the Container
Container
object and all its sub
object and deleteObjectAndSubElements(java.lang.String
elements. This is the
all its
objKey, int level)
method that is used for
children
Cascade Delete Operation.
objects.
Retrieving Containment Objects
For retrieving the Container Objects from the database, you can use the method
getObjectNameWithProps(Properties), with the criteria as objects with isContainer property
as true. This would give you a list of the container objects from the database.
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The methods that help in retrieving the Managed Objects Property belonging to the
Containment Relationship and their descriptions are as follows :

Operation

Methods Used

Description

Retrieving the
childrenKeys for a
Parent Object

getChildrenKeys()

This method is used to return an array of strings
which lists the childrenKeys of the Managed Object.

getParentKey()

This method is used to retrieve the parentKey of
the Managed Object from the ManagedObject
Table.

Retrieving the
parentKey for
Children Objects

Back

Group Relationship
•

Overview

•

How to Capture Group Relationship

•

Note on Class ManagedObject and Group Interface

•

Understanding Group Relationship in Database

•

Operations Related to Group Relationship Using TopoAPI

Overview
Grouping is a logical or physical classification of Gateways/ManagedObjects. Grouping or
Aggregate Relationship is specifically a many-to-many relationship.
Grouping can be of different types such as:
Grouping Types

Description

Service-Level
Grouping

This is mainly for sharing of resources or services. For example, all nodes
that offer services such as SNMP Service, Telnet Service, FTP Service, etc.,
can be grouped together.

Device-Level
Grouping

In this type, devices of the same level or devices of the same kind are
grouped together. For example, all printers can be grouped together.

Logical
Grouping
Geographical
Grouping

Here grouping is done based on logical reasoning. This is independent of
connectivity. For example, similar devices on different LAN can be
grouped together.
Here grouping is done based on the physical location of the
Devices/Managed Objects. It can include different types of Devices/MO.
For example, all devices present in a particular floor of the building.

Thus, the Group Relationship can be summarized as Many-to-Many Relationship, wherein
the grouping is made based on some common criteria or behavior.

In the above image, the notations indicate the following :
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•

G - ManagedObject behaving as a Group object

•

MO - ManagedObject

•

MG - ManagedObject behaving as a Group and a Member object

•

M - ManagedObject behaving as a Member object

Advantages of Grouping
•

Makes Management easier.

•

Gives better security options.

•

Increases performance.

•

Enables easier Device Configurations.
Back

How to Capture Group Relationship
Group Relationship can be captured between ManagedObjects, using one of the following
methods :
•

While adding ManagedObjects

•

While updating ManagedObjects

Capturing Group Relationship while Adding ManagedObjects
•

Using Topo API
Using TopoAPI Methods
Please refer to the topic "Operations on Group Relationship" to know how to capture
Group Relationship using TopoAPI methods while adding managed objects.

Capturing Group Relationship while updating ManagedObjects
Using TopoAPI Methods
Please refer to the topic "Operations on Group Relationship" to know how to capture
Group Relationship using TopoAPI methods while updating managed objects.

Note on Class ManagedObject and Group Interface
A brief explanation on the Class ManagedObject and GroupInterface is given here. For further
details, please refer to the Javadocs.
Class ManagedObject
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This class is the base class for representing any object that is to be managed. The property
isGroup is set to true for modeling a Group Relationship. To establish a group relationship,
the hibernate collections i.e Set is used. The related mapping entries for the Set is available
in the ManagedObject.hbm.xml file present in <Web NMS Home>/classes/hbnlib in the
package structure com/adventnet/nms/topodb file. The properties required to capture the
Group Relationship in the Class ManagedObject are as follows :

Properties
i. Vector groupNames - Keys of the Group Objects, applicable to the Member Objects.
ii. Vector groupMembers - Keys of the Member Objects, applicable to Group Objects.
iii. Boolean isGroup - specifies whether the Managed Object is captured in the Group
Relationship.
GroupInterface
The GroupInterface is used to designate a ManagedObject to a particular group. A set of
managed objects having similar properties or similar behavior can be grouped together as a
particular group using this interface. The ManagedObject can belong to 'n' number of
groups.
Note: You can also model Group relationships by setting the isGroup
property of the Class ManagedObject as true. The GroupInterface
(contains no methods) can also be used. This process is easy and
efficient in terms of modeling the relationship and also for querying the
database
Back

Understanding Group Relationship in Database
The Group Relationship is modeled into the Topology Database using a separate table called the
Group Table. The fields found in the Group Table are as follows :
Field

Description

Name

Name of the group to which the Managed Object belongs.

Member
Name

The name of the members of the Group.

Example
Consider three Member Objects DEVICE1, DEVICE2, and DEVICE3 which belong to GP1 and GP2.
Another Managed Object DEVICE4 belongs to a different group by name GP3.
The representation of the above data in the Database is shown here:
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Member Name

GP1

DEVICE1
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GP1

DEVICE2

GP1

DEVICE3

GP2

DEVICE1

GP2

DEVICE2

GP2

DEVICE3

GP3

DEVICE4
Back

Operations Related to Group Relationship

The various operations that can be performed with respect to Group Relationships are as follows
:
•

Adding a Group Object

•

Updating a Group Object

•

Deleting a Group Object

•

Retrieving Group Object

Adding a Group Object
The steps involved in adding a Group Object are listed here in order along with the methods
used :
Operation

Add a
Group
Object to
the
Database

Assign
Group
Names to
the
Member
Objects
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Methods Used

Description

Method 1 - Write a class that extends
ManagedObject Class and implements the
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.GroupInterface.
Use the addObject() of TopoAPI to add the
Group Object. In this method, the isGroup
property of the ManagedObject is set to true
Adds the Group Object in the
automatically.
ManagedObject Table and in
the Group Table. In the Group
Method 2 - Extend the ManagedGroupObject
Table, the member names
Class. This internally extends the
corresponding to the Group
ManagedObject Class and implements the
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.GroupInterface. Object are set to null.
Use the addObject() of TopoAPI to add the
Group Object. In this method, the isGroup
property of the ManagedObject is set to true
automatically.

The specified group names
setGroupNames() for the Class ManagedObject are assigned to the
corresponding member
for the members
objects
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Add the
Member
Objects to addObject() of TopoAPI
the
Database
Assign
Group
members
to Group
object

Adds the Member Objects in
the ManagedObject Table and
in the Group Table. The
member names for the Group
Objects are automatically
assigned in the Group Table.

The objects are associated to
setGroupMembers(String []) of ManagedObject a Group when the group
object is added.

A code snippet for adding a Group Object by extending the ManagedObject Class and
implementing the GroupInterface is given here :
class MyGroup extends ManagedObject implements GroupInterface
{
MyGroup(String Name)
{
setName(Name);
setClassname("MyGroup");
setType("MyGroup");
}
}
..
MyGroup g1=newMyGroup("GroupA")
api.addObject(g1); // Here api refers to a handle of the TopoAPI
System.out.println(api.getGroupNames()); // Returns the name of the Group i.e.
GroupA
ManagedObject mo=obj.checkOut("Device1",5);
String[]str={"GroupA"};
mo.setGroupNames(str); // Here the Managed Object Device1 is assigned to GroupA
updateObject(mo,false,true);
System.out.println(mo.getGroupNames()); // This returns a string of Group Names to
which the Managed Object Device1 belongs to.
Here, a new Group Object GroupA is added to the Database. Using checkOut(), we check out
the devices that have to be assigned to GroupA. Here, we check out the Device1 and
associate with GroupA. Thus in the Group Table, an entry would be made corresponding to
GroupA and Device1.
Updating a Group Object
The steps involved in updating a Group Object are listed here in order along with the
methods involved :
Operation
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Methods Used

Description
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Get the
Group Object
by its unique checkOut(mo,integer)
name from
the Database

Gets the Managed Object from the
Database by its unique key.

Set the new
Group
setGroupMembers() of Class
Members for
ManagedObject
the particular
group

Overwrites the existing Group Members
with the ones specified for the Group
Object in the Group Table.

Update the
Updates the Group Object in the Group
Group Object updateObject(mo,boolean,boolean) Table. It also automatically updates the
into the
of TopoAPI
Group Names for the corresponding
Database
member objects.
A code snippet for updating a Group Object is given here :
str={"Device2","Device3","Device4","Device5"};
ManagedObject mo=obj.checkOut(GroupA,5); // Returns an instance of the
ManagedObject with the unique name GroupA
mo.setGroupMembers(str); // Here the Managed Objects by name Device2, Device3,
Device4, and Device5 are assigned to GroupA instead of Device1 which was already
assigned in the previous code snippet.
updateObject(GroupA,false,true); // This updates the Group Object with the new Group
Members
System.out.println(mo.getGroupMembers()); // This returns the names of the Managed
Objects belonging to GroupA i.e. Device2, Device3, Device4, and Device5
In this code snippet, the members of GroupA are being updated. The Managed Objects
Device2, Device3, Device4, and Device5 are assigned to GroupA instead of Device1.
Deleting a Group Object
The steps involved in deleting a Group Object are listed in order along with the methods
involved:
Operation

Methods Used

Description

Get the Group Object
Name from which some
checkOut(mo,int)
Managed Objects have
to be removed

Gets the Managed Object from the
Database by its unique key.

Get the Managed
Objects belonging to
the particular group

Returns an array of string, listing the
names of the Managed Objects
belonging to a particular group.
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Specify the Managed
Objects to be removed
from the particular
group and remove
them from the
Database

A string of values, i.e., the names of the
removeGroupMembers(S Managed Objects to be removed from
the Group is passed as the parameter
tring[])
to this method

Update the Group
Object in the Database

updateObject(mo,boolea
n,boolean)

Updates the Group Object in the Group
Table

A code snippet for explaining the concept of deleting a particular Managed Object belonging
to a Group is given here. Let us consider the same Group Object - GroupA which now
consists of the Managed Objects Device2, Device3, Device4, and Device5.
ManagedObject mo=obj.checkOut("GroupA,5); // This returns an instance of a Managed
Object with the unique name GroupA
System.out.println(mo.getGroupMembers()); // This returns the names of the Managed
Objects belonging to GroupA
str={"Device2","Device3"};
mo.removeGroupMembers(str); // This removes the Managed Objects with the names
Device2 and Device3 from GroupA
updateObject(mo,false,true);// This updates the GroupA with the Group
Members as Device4 and Device5
In the above code snippet, Device2 and Device3 are removed from GroupA. Now GroupA
consists of the Managed Objects Device4 and Device5.
Retrieving Group Objects
The members of a particular group can be got by using the method getGroupMembers(), and the
groups that a particular Managed Object belongs to can be got by using the getGroupNames().
Example
An example implementation of GroupInterface for grouping different Managed Objects is
available under <Web NMS Home>/examples/group_interface directory. You can run this example
and get a feel of how this many-to-many relationship is achieved among Managed Objects in a
Group/Aggregate Relationship.
Please refer to Javadocs for further details on operations with Group Relationship.
Back
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Operations on Managed Objects
WebNMS IoT Topology Service provides a single API (TopoAPI) for adding, updating, locking or
searching/deleting MOs from/into the database. This API can be accessed either through RMI or
directly from the same JVM.
The topics covered in this section are
•

Operations on ManagedObjects
•

Accessing TopoAPI

•

Adding and Updating ManagedObjects

•

Deleting ManagedObjects

•

Maintaining Concurrency of Managed Object

•

Searching/Retrieving Managed Objects

Accessing TopoAPI
TopoAPI can be accessed
•

Using RMI

•

From the same JVM

•

From Remote Client

Using RMI
When RMI is enabled, i.e., by running RMI registry before the WebNMS Server is started, the
TopoAPI can be accessed remotely via RMI. It is published with RMI handle/TopoAPI on the
server. The following code snippet explains getting the TopoAPI reference via RMI.
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import com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils;
import com.adventnet.nms.topodb;
import java.rmi.Naming;
---try {
// accessed from the same machine via RMI
api = (TopoAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName() + "/TopoAPI");
}
catch (Exception e)
{
System.err.println("Remote exception: " + e.getMessage());
e.printStackTrace();
}

Accessing TopoAPI from the Same JVM
Code within the same JVM as the WebNMS server can get the TopoAPI reference using
NmsUtil.getAPI("TopoAPI"). The following code snippet explains getting the TopoAPI
reference from the same JVM.
import com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils;
import com.adventnet.nms.topodb;
import java.rmi.Naming;
---try {
// running in same JVM as that of NMS
api=(TopoAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("TopoAPI");
}
catch (Exception e)
{
System.err.println("Remote exception: " + e.getMessage());
e.printStackTrace();
}
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Accessing TopoAPI from Remote Client
import com.adventnet.nms.util.PureServerUtils;
import com.adventnet.nms.topodb;
import java.rmi.Naming;
---try
{
api = (TopoAPI) Naming.lookup("//"+NmsClientUtil.applet.getParameter
(
"BE_HOST_NAME")+"/TopoAPI" );
System.out.println ( "Successfully got the handle for TopoAPI");
}
catch (Exception remoteException)
{
System.out.println ( "Error in getting the handle for
TopoAPI");
System.err.println("Remote exception: " +
remoteException.getMessage());
remoteException.printStackTrace();
}
}
Please refer to the TopoAPI Javadocs, for method details.
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Adding and Updating Managed Objects

•

Overview

•

Adding Managed Objects to the database

•

Updating Managed Objects in the database

Overview
Once the devices /applications to be managed have been modeled, you may find a need for
persistence of modeled objects. You can do so by making use of the Add Operation. The Add
Operation takes care of adding the modeled Managed Object into the required tables in the
database. You can add individual Managed Objects or add a vector of Managed Objects to the
database. While adding multiple Managed Objects to the database, you can also specify the
relationship between the objects, i.e., Group or Containment Relationship.
Once a Managed Object has been added to the database, changes can be made to the
properties of the Managed Objects through 'Update operations'. This operation can be used to
update the properties and the status of the objects that are already present in the database.
Notification can be received while adding or updating Managed Objects in the database.
The interface TopoAPI has been provided with sufficient methods to perform operations on
Managed Objects. An explanation of the various add and update operations and the methods
involved are described below.
Back

Adding Managed Objects to the Database
The different devices/applications to be managed can be modeled and added to the database as
Managed Objects. A list of operations and the methods involved are listed here:
Operation

Methods Involved

To add a Managed
Object which is an
instance of Region

addRegion(ManagedObject, boolean, boolean)
You need to set the managed and the discover properties to true.

To add a Managed
Object which is an
instance of Gateway
object

addObject(ManagedObject, boolean, boolean)
Automatically adds the corresponding object to the database if it is not
already present.
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To add a Managed
Object which is an
instance of Gateway
object
To add multiple
Managed Objects
simultaneously into
the database

addGateway(ManagedObject, boolean, boolean, boolean)

addObjects(String classname,Vector ManagedObject)

A few sample code snippets are given here based on the different operations possible while
adding Managed Objects to the database.

Adding a New Node Object to the Database
..
{
node = new SnmpNode();//creates a new node object
..
api.addObject(node); //adds the new node object to the database
..
}

Adding Multiple Managed Objects Simultaneously to the Database
You can add a vector of Managed Objects directly to the database. The vector of objects
added to the database can also involve objects belonging to group or containment
relationships.
Sample code snippets are given for two cases:
1. The vector of Managed Objects to be added belong to the same class. Consider
that all the Managed Objects to be added belong to the same class
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.SnmpNode
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public class BulkAddTest
{
static TopoAPI topoapi=null;
public static void main(String arg[])
{
topoapi=(TopoAPI)Naming.lookup("rmi://hostname/TopoAPI);
Vector objects=new Vector();
SnmpNode node1=new SnmpNode();
node1.setName("obj1");
objects.addElement(node1);
SnmpNode node2=new SnmpNode();
node2.setName("obj2");
objects.addElement(node2);
topoapi.addObjects("com.adventnet.nms.topodb.SnmpNode",objects);
}
}
2. The vector of Managed Objects to be added belongs to different classes. Here if
the class name is given as 'null', it is assumed that the Managed Objects to be
added belong to different classes.
public class BulkAddTest
{
static TopoAPI topoapi=null;
public static void main(String arg[])
{
topoapi=(TopoAPI)Naming.lookup("rmi://hostname/TopoAPI);
Vector objects=new Vector();
SnmpNode node1=new SnmpNode();
node1.setName("obj1");
objects.addElement(node1);
Network node2=new Network();
node2.setName("obj2");
objects.addElement(node2);
topoapi.addObjects("null",objects);
}
}

Note: In case the vector of Managed Objects to be added belongs to group or
containment relationship, you can specify the relationship by using the
parameters 'parentKey' and 'groupName' while inserting the Managed
Objects to the database. For further details please refer to 'Adding Managed
Objects involved in Containment Relationship' and 'Adding Managed Objects
belonging to Group Relationship'.
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Notification on Adding Managed Object to the Database
Notification can be received during addition of Managed Objects to the database by
registering as a Topo Observer or as a Topo Action Listener. For details on registering,
please refer to Notification for Operations to Managed Objects.
To receive notifications while adding a containment object into the database, you need to
register as a TopoSubscriber.
Back

Updating Managed Objects in the Database
Once the Managed Object has been added to the database, changes can be done to the
Managed Object. These changes need to be reflected in the database where the objects have
been inserted. The process of changes done to the Managed Object after it has been inserted
into the database is referred to as 'Updating'. You can update the properties of individual
Managed Objects or Objects belonging to Containment or Group Relationship.
The operation and the methods involved are listed here:
Operation

Methods Involved

To update
a
Managed
Object
updateObject(ManagedObject,boolean,boolean)
whose
properties
have been
modified
To update
a Node
object in
the
database

refreshObject(ManagedObject)

The update operations can be classified as:
•

Updating Individual Managed Objects

•

Updating Containment Objects

•

Updating Group Objects

You can update individual Managed Objects in the database. Here a sample code snippet is given
for updating an individual Managed Object in the database:
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..
{
ManagedObject obj = checkOut(testobj,5);//checks out the
required object from the database
obj.setManaged(false);//changes the Managed property to false
updateObject(testobj,false,true);//updates the Managed Object
in the database
System.out.println(obj.getManaged());//gets the updated value
of the property 'managed'
}
..
In NMS, locking mechanism is provided for update methods, such that the object which has
been checked out by one user for modification remains locked until the updated object has
been checked in to the database again. For further details, please refer to the topic 'Object
Locking Mechanism'.

Notification on Updating a Managed Object
Notification can be obtained on any updates made to the Managed Objects. For notification
while updating individual Managed Objects, you need to register either as a Topo Observer
or as a Topo Action Listener. For details on registering, please refer to the topic
"Notification for Operations to Individual Managed Objects". For notification on updating a
Containment object, you need to register as a TopoSubscriber.
Back
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Delete Operation on Managed Objects

•

Overview

•

Deleting Single Managed Objects

•

Deleting Singleton Managed Objects

•

Deleting Managed Objects based on Criteria

•

Deleting Managed Objects in Cascade

Overview
When the Managed Object has to be removed from the memory cache and the database,
'Delete Operations' are used. The 'Delete Operation' can be classified as given below:
•

Deletion of Single Managed Object

•

Deletion of Singleton Managed Objects

•

Criteria based Deletion of Managed Objects

•

Cascade Deletion of Managed Objects

The interface TopoAPI has been provided with sufficient methods to perform operations on
Managed Objects. By default the Map, Fault, and Performance modules of Web NMS are
registered to receive notifications when delete operations are done on Managed Objects. Thus
when a Managed Object is deleted from the database, the corresponding Map Symbol, Polled
Data, and Alerts are deleted from the database. In case of any exceptions being thrown by the
TopoBulkListener, the entire 'Delete Operation' is rolled back. The operation takes place only
when confirmation is received from all the registered Listeners.
A list of the operations and the methods used for each of them are described in the following
sections.

Deleting Single Managed Objects
An explanation of the various delete operations and the methods involved in deleting single
Managed Objects from the database are described here:
Oprations
to be
Performed
Deleting
any
Managed
Object

Methods Used

deleteObject(ManagedObject,boolean,boolean)
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Deleting a
Node

removeNodeFromTopoDB(String)

An example code snippet which illustrates the usage of
deleteObject(ManagedObject,boolean,boolean) is given here:
..
ManagedObject mobj = topo.checkOut(objA,5) // Here topo is the TopoAPI
handle
topo.deleteObject(mobj,false,true);
..
The Managed Object specified here can be a gateway object, region object, or any other
Managed Object found in the database.
During Delete operations, notification can be received by registering as a TopoActionListener.
Notification is sent once the objects are removed from the database.
Back

Deleting Singleton Managed Objects
You can delete singleton Managed Objects from the database by using the method
deleteObjectsAndSubElements(String). Using this method you can delete a gateway object,
region object, Containment object, and Group object. Here the name of the object to be deleted
has to be passed as an argument to this method.
Note: It is advisable to use the Cascade Delete facility for deleting Containment
objects from the database. In case the method
deleteObjectsAndSubElements(String) is used for deleting Containment objects, the
children objects would be deleted only until the first level.
A sample code snippet illustrating the deletion of a gateway object from the database using this
method is given here:
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import java.util.Hashtable;
import java.rmi.*;
import java.util.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.topodb.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.store.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.util.NmsUtil;
import java.net.*;
public class BulkDeleteTest
{
//Hashtable hash=new Hashtable();
public static void main(String args[])
{
try
{
long timestart=0;
long timeend=0;
long timediff=0;
String[] arr;
Hashtable hash=new Hashtable();
topo = (TopoAPI)Naming.lookup("rmi://localhost:1099/TopoAPI")
topo.deleteObjectAndSubElements(198.168.4.0)//In order to delete Gateway,
Sensor container object you have to pass the respective Object Names as an
argument to this method
}
catch(Exception re)
{
re.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
In the case of Group object being passed as an argument to this method, the first level members
would be deleted, irrespective of whether the members belong to other groups or not. When a
Node object that is a container is deleted using this method, the corresponding Interface objects
would also be deleted from the database.
You can register for notification during delete operation of Singleton Managed Object by
registering as a TopoBulkListener. Here notification would be sent to all the registered modules
before the 'Delete Operation' is performed.
Back

Deleting Managed Objects Based on Criteria
Managed Objects found in the database can be deleted in bulk, based on criteria. A method
deleteObjects(String,Properties) has been provided which enables this functionality. All the
properties of a Managed Object such as Name, isSnmp, isNode, etc. can be used as match
criteria for deleting Managed Objects. For example, if you pass type = "winnt" as the Property
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argument for this method, all the Windows NT elements in the IoT network would be deleted.
The first argument for this method is ClassName. If all the objects to be deleted belong to the
same class, then the class name has to be specified here. In case the objects do not belong to
the same class, then this argument has to be specified as 'null' and all the Managed Objects
which match the criteria would be deleted from the database. In case the object to be deleted is
a Container object, then only the parent object would be deleted and none of the children
objects would be deleted.
A set of Match Criteria Patterns allowed in Web NMS are detailed in the Appendix section.
Example code snippet has been provided which illustrates the usage of this method.
public class CriteriaBasedDelete
{
static TopoAPI topoapi=null;
public static void main(String arg[])
{
topoapi=(TopoAPI)Naming.lookup("rmi://hostname/TopoAPI");
Properties criteria=new Properties();
//If all the objects to be deleted belong to the same class say
//com.adventnet.nms.topodb.SnmpNode then on executing the following
//code deletes all the SnmpNodes with name starting with "S" and whose
//tester value is max,
criteria.put("name","S*")
criteria.put("tester","max");
topoapi.deleteObjects("com.adventnet.nms.topodb.SnmpNode",criteria);
//In case the objects to be deleted belong to different classes, the class name
has to be specified as "null".
}
}
In the above code snippet, all the Managed Objects belonging to the class SnmpNode, with
name starting with S and having tester value as max would be deleted from the database.
A separate method deleteObjects(String,Properties,int) has been provided to delete
Containment objects based on criteria. By specifying the level as the third argument, you can
determine the level until which the container objects need to be deleted. When a container
object is passed as an argument, a database query is made to get all the corresponding children
objects. The query is then sent as a notification to all registered Listeners and all the children
objects are deleted until the level specified. The objects are deleted from the memory cache and
from the database irrespective of whether the object is locked or not.
A sample code snippet has been given here to illustrate the usage of this method:
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..
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("isContainer","true");
TopoAPI.deleteObjects(className, prop,-1);//The level is specified as
'-1' when all the levels in the Containment object have to be deleted.
..
Note: It advisable to use the Cascade Delete facility for deleting Containment objects
from the database.
Notification can be obtained during 'Criteria-based Delete Operation' by registering as a
TopoBulkListener. Here notification would be sent to all the registered modules before the
'Delete Operation' is performed.
Back

Deleting Managed Objects in Cascade
The term 'Cascade Delete Operation' applies specifically for deleting Containment objects from
the database. A method
deleteObjectsAndSubElements(String,int) has been provided in the TopoAPI for this
functionality. The following takes place when a containment object is deleted using this
method:
•

The Managed Object passed as the argument is found out and check is made if the object is
a Containment object

•

Database queries are generated to get all the children keys for the parent object until the
specified level

•

The query is sent as notification to every module or application registered with
TopoBulkListener.

•

The object and its subelements until the specified level are deleted irrespective of whether
the object is locked or not
Note: In case the object to be deleted using Cascade Delete functionality is a Node
object, then its corresponding interfaces are also deleted from the database.

The level is passed as the second argument to the deleteObjectsAndSubElements(String,int)
method. If the level is specified as 1, then it indicates that the Parent Object, i.e., the object
passed as the argument has to be deleted. For example, consider a DSLAM Device with DSLAM
slots, ATMCards as its children objects in the levels 2 and 3 respectively. If the level is specified
as 1, then only the DSLAM device would be deleted. The other objects in the hierarchy would
remain in the database. Similarly when level is specified as 2, then the DSLAM device along with
the DSLAM slots would be deleted from the database.
Note: Cases in which the level of children objects is not known or the level varies
dynamically, you can specify the level as -1. This enables the API to find the maximum
level on its own. If the levels are known, it is advisable to specify the exact level, as it
will improve performance.
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A sample code snippet has been given, which illustrates the Cascade Delete functionality.
public class CascadeDeleteTest{
static TopoAPI topo = null;
public static void main(String a[])
{
try
{
topo = (TopoAPI)Naming.lookup ("rmi://localhost:1099/TopoAPI");
// Cascade Delete
topo.deleteObjectAndSubElements(objname,level) ;
/* Here objname refers to the name of the container and level
refers to the level of the container hierarchy
*/
}
catch (Exception re)
{
re.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
Warning: Cascade Delete Functionality is applicable only for databases that support
subqueries. This will not function for databases such as MySQL and hsql.
Notification can be obtained during 'Cascade Delete Operation' by registering as a
TopoBulkListener. Here, notification would be sent to all the registered modules before the
'Delete Operation' is performed.
Back
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Maintaining the Concurrency of Objects in the Database

•

Overview - What is Object Locking?

•

Interface and Methods Involved in Object Locking
o

Using TopoAPI Methods

o

Writing your own Mechanism for Object Locking

•

Object Locking during Transaction

•

Disabling Default Object Locking

Overview
Object Locking is a mechanism through which control over the access levels of Managed Objects
in the Topology Database can be imposed. Object Locking enables the maintenance of the
integrity of information that is stored in the Topology Database. Application-level locking is
possible in WebNMS IoT.
By default, WebNMS provides internal locking for Managed Objects during the Update and
Delete Operations. Thus, whenever a Managed Object has to be updated or deleted, the
particular Managed Object can be locked and thus prevented from being updated or deleted at
the same time by some other application or modules. This control remains until the Managed
Object has been unlocked. For example, if a Managed Object A has been fetched by two different
applications with a delay of about 10 minutes, the application which has fetched the object first,
holds a lock over the Managed Object. Only after the lock is released by the first application,
update or delete operations can be done on the Managed Object by the second application.
Back

Interface and Methods Involved in Object Locking
Object Locking can be facilitated by using TopoAPI methods. In addition to this you can write
your own Object Locking mechanism by implementing the LockableObject Interface and then
use TopoAPI methods.
The Interface and methods involved in maintaining the concurrency of the Managed Object in
the database are listed here:
Interface Provided
Methods provided in Topo
API
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checkOut(String, int)
lock(ManagedObject, int, int)
unlock(ManagedObject)
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Object Locking Using TopoAPI Methods
The TopoAPI provides various methods which enable the application developers to
make use of the locking capability very easily. Currently, the TopoAPI gives methods
that support only the WRITE LOCK. The TopoAPI methods that handle locking are
updateObject(ManagedObject obj,boolean retainUserProperties,boolean
dealWithLocks) and
deleteObject(ManagedObject obj,boolean deleteSubElements, boolean
dealWithLocks). In order to maintain the concurrency of the objects that are being
updated or deleted using the above mentioned methods, the third parameter
'boolean dealWithLocks' should be given as 'true'.
There are two ways of obtaining a lock to a Managed Object using the TopoAPI
methods. They are listed here:
•

Using the checkOut(String,int) method

•

Using the lock(ManagedObject,int,int) method

Using the checkOut(String,int) Method
When you fetch a Managed Object from the database using the checkOut(String,int)
method, a lock is associated with the Managed Object, i.e., the object becomes locked
once it is fetched.
A sample code snippet is given here illustrating how a Managed Object can be fetched
from the database with a lock associated.
Consider topoApi to be the handle to TopoAPI;
ManagedObject mObj = null;
try
{
mObj = topoApi.checkOut ("myObject ",10);// get the object
from the database with a write lock
}
catch (TimeoutException toe)
{
System.out.println ("Could not get ManagedObject from
database. Object already locked");
}
if (mObj != null)
{
//do some processing
mo.setManaged (true);
mo.setIpAddress(ipAddr);
mo.setStatus(5);
topoApi.updateObject (mObj,true,true);//commit the
changes to the database
}
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Using the lock(ManagedObject,int,int) Method
The object to which a lock has to be associated is fetched from the database using the
method
TopoAPI.getByName(String). Then you need to use the
lock(ManagedObject,int,int) to obtain a lock for the Managed Object.
A sample code snippet is given here:
ManagedObject mObj = null;
try
{
mObj = topoApi.getByName ("myObject");// get the object
from the database
mObj = topoApi.lock (mObj,
com.adventnet.nms.util.LockableObject.WRITE_LOCK,10);//lock
the object for writing
}
catch (TimeoutException toe)
{
System.out.println ("Could not get ManagedObject from
database. Object already locked");
}
if (mObj != null)
{
mObj.setManaged (false); // do some processing
topoApi.updateObject (mObj,true,true);
else
{
System.out.println ("Object does not have lock.
Cannot write to database");
}
}

Writing your Own Mechanism For Object Locking
You can write your own mechanism for Object locking by writing a class that
implements the LockableObject interface and provide implementation for
lock() and unlock() objects. The TopoAPI methods can then be used to write a
lock to a Managed Object. The methods provided in the interface
LockableObject are listed here:
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•

setName(java.lang.String name)

•

getName()

•

lock(int req_lock_mode, long timeout)

•

unlock(java.lang.Object lock_to_release)
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•

checkWritePermission(java.lang.Object lock)

•

clearLock(int lock_type)

•

getCurrentLockType(java.lang.Object lock)

•

isAnyLockPresent()

After writing your own class for object locking, you need to specify the fully qualified
class name in the parameter LOCK_CLASS LockClassName in the process
java.com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer found in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file
found under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
For example, the entry has to be specified as illustrated below:
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer
ARGS LOCK_CLASS com.adventnet.nms.util.DefaultLockableObject
Note: The implementation class of the LockableObject interface can belong
to any package, but the fully qualified name of the class must be specified in
the appropriate NmsProcessesBE.conf file. Also, you have to make sure that
the implementation class is available for the WebNMS within its classpath.
Back

Object Locking during Transaction
During Transaction Operations, the object can be locked to prevent the object from being
updated or deleted by some other application. Here, unless the transaction is committed to the
Database, the lock on the Managed Object fetched from the database will not be released. This is
the case even if update(mo,boolean,boolean) or delete(mo,boolean,boolean) is used on the
Managed Object.
Note: It is very important that, if a ManagedObject instance holds a lock, it must be
released before its scope ends. In case the object instance has not been released, it will
remain locked until the server is restarted.
Back

Disabling Default Locking of Managed Objects
You can disable the default locking of Managed Object by setting the parameter LOCK_TIMEOUT
in the process java com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer to -1. This process can be found in
the NmsProcessesBE.conf file found under <Web NMS Home>/conf directory.
Back
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Searching/Retrieving Managed Objects from Database

•

Overview

•

Searching for Managed Objects in the Database

•

Retrieving Managed Objects from the Database

Overview
An operation that determines the presence of a Managed Object based on certain properties in
the database and recovers the same from the database is called Searching and Retrieving of
Managed Objects.
TopoAPI provides a number of methods for this functionality.
Back

Searching for Managed Objects in the Database
During the operation of searching for Managed Objects in the database, only the keys of the
Managed Object would be returned. This operations involves searching of Managed Objects in
the database and returns a value which indicates the presence or absence of the Managed
Object in the database.
A list of the functionality and the methods to perform the same are listed here:
Functionality

Method Provided

Searching for Managed Objects
based on specific criteria (matching
all the criteria listed)

getObjectNamesWithProps(Properties)

Searching for Managed Objects
based on specific criteria (option for
returning the object keys either
matching all the criteria or
matching any of the criteria)

getObjectNamesWithProps(Properties,boolean)

Checking for the presence of a
Managed Object in the database
(returns only a boolean value)

isManagedObjectPresent(String)
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Sample code snippets are given here illustrating the usage of these methods:

Using isManagedObjectPresent(String)
{
topo.isManagedObjectPresent(objA)
..
System.out.println("isManagedObjectPresent
"+topo.isManagedObjectPresent(objA));
..
}

Using getObjectNamesWithProps(Properties)
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name","s*");
p.put ("type","Windows");
Vector v = topoApi.getObjectNamesWithProps(p);

Using getObjectNamesWithProps(Properties,boolean)
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "Windows");
p.put ("ipAddress", "192.168.4.*");
Vector v = topoApi.getObjectNamesWithProps(p,false);
Here, if the second argument specified is true, then keys are returned for objects that
match any of the given criteria. If the argument specified is false, then keys are returned for
objects which match all of the specified criteria.
Note: You can use wild card characters to search for Managed Objects in the database.
You can refer to the section Match Criteria Patterns to get to know all the wild card
characters that can be used in NMS.

Retrieving Managed Objects from the Database
The objects that have been checked into the database can be fetched by using methods available
in the TopoAPI. Here, the Managed Object matching the object key would be returned.
A list of functionality and methods used for the same are specified here:
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Functionality
Retrieving names of all
Managed Objects from the
database.

Method Provided
getCompleteList()
This method returns a Vector containing the names of all the
ManagedObjects in the database.

Retrieves a Managed
Object from the database
getByName(String)
by specifying the object key
Retrieves a Gateway Object
getGateway(String)
from the database
Retrieves a Sensor Object
from the database

getSensor(String)

Sample code snippets are provided here which illustrate the usage of these methods:

Using getByName(String)
..
{
Managed Object mobj = topo.getByName(objA); // where topo is the handle to
TopoAPI and objA is the key of the object to be fetched from the database
..
}

Using getNet(String)
..
{
Network net = topo.getNet(netA); // where topo is the handle to TopoAPI and
netA is the key of the network object to be fetched from the database
..
}

Using getNode(String)
..
{
Node n = topo.getNode(nodeA); // where topo is the handle to TopoAPI and
nodeA is the key of the node object to be fetched from the database
..
}
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Using getInterface(String)
..
{
IpAddress ip = topo.getInterface(ipA); // where topo is the handle to TopoAPI
and ipA is the key of the Interface object to be fetched from the database
..
}
All the above methods mentioned for retrieving Managed Objects from the database would
return a null, if the specified Managed Object is not present in the database.
Back
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Topology Notification

•

Overview

•

Functionality Vs Interface

•

Notification on Operations Done to Individual Managed Objects in the Database

•

Interface and Methods provided

•

Registering for Notification
o

•

Registering as an Action Listener

Reference Implementation
o

For Action Listener

•

Notification during Operations to Multiple Managed Objects

•

Interface and Methods Provided

•

Registering for Notification
o

•

Registering as a Listener

Reference Implementation
o

For Bulk Listener

Overview
Notification is the process of sending information about the changes made to the Managed
Object in the Topology Database. The changes for which notification is to be sent are listed here:
•

Adding a Managed Object to the database

•

Deleting a Managed Object from the database

•

Updating or modifying a Managed Object property in the database

The notification mechanism is classified into three types and separate interfaces have been
provided for each type. Classification is based on the number of Managed Objects and the
relationship between them. The functionality and interfaces to be used for the same are listed
here:
Functionality

Interface

Notification on operations on individual
Managed Object

TopoActionListener

Notification on operations on a large number of
Managed Objects

TopoBulkListener

Since the notifications received by registering with the TopoActionListener amounts to a large
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number, filtering mechanisms have been provided. A TopoNotificationFilter has been provided
for this functionality.
The details on how to register for notification with the required interface and its corresponding
details are explained in the following sections.
Back

Notification on Operations Done to Individual Managed Object
in the Database
Notifications can be got whenever there are any changes with regard to the Managed Object in
the Topology Database. Based on the type of notification that has to be received, two interfaces
have been provided. They are:
Functionality (Type of Notification)

Interface to Be Used

Notifies as an Event Object for any changes in
the Managed Object in the database

TopoActionListener

Filters notifications received by
TopoActionListeners

TopoNotificationFilter
Back

Registering as TopoActionListener
In order to receive notification in the form of a Event Object during operations done to
Managed Object, the module has to be registered as a TopoActionListener.
The details of the interface and its functionality are given in a tabular form:
Name of the Interface

com.adventnet.topodb.TopoActionListener

Methods in the Interface

update(TopoNotificationEvent evt)

Steps to register as a TopoActionListener
The steps to get registered are given below:
Step 1 - Write a user class implementing the interface
com.adventnet.topodb.TopoActionListener
Step 2 - Override the method void update(TopoNotificationEvent event)
Step 3 - Register the implemented listener with the topology module, through the
methods provided in the TopoAPI. The method to be used is public void
register(TopoActionListener listener) throws java.rmi.RemoteException
Reference Implementation
Code snippets are given below which explain each of the steps discussed here:
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Step 1 - User class implementing the interface TopoActionListener
public class TestTopoActionListener implements
Runnable,TopoActionListener
{
...
...
Step 2 - Override the method void update(TopoNotificationEvent event)
…
public void update ( TopoNotificationEvent evt)
{
System.out.println(“ The event is “ + evt);
String type = evt.getUpdateType();
if(type.startsWith(“Added”))
{
ManagedObject obj = evt.getNewManagedObject();
System.out.println(“Managed Object Added “ + obj.getName());
}
else if(type.startsWith(“Deleted”))
{
ManagedObject obj = evt.getOldManagedObject();
System.out.println(“Managed Object Deleted “ + obj.getName());
}
else if(type.startsWith(“Status”))
{
ManagedObject newObj = evt.getNewManagedObject();
System.out.println(“Managed Object Status Changed “ +
newObj.getName());
}
else if(type.startsWith(“property”))
{
ManagedObject newObj = evt.getNewManagedObject();
System.out.println(“Managed Object property Changed “ +
newObj.getName());
Vector keys = evt.getModifiedPropertyKeys();
System.out.println(“ Properties that underwent change are “ +
keys);
}
}
…
Step 3 - Register the implemented listener with the topology module
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...
private void getTopoAPI()
{
try
{
while(api == null)
{
api = (TopoAPI) Naming.lookup("//localhost/TopoAPI");
Thread.sleep(1000);
}
System.out.println(" Successfully got the TopoAPI handle.");
UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject(this);
System.out.println(" TopoActionListener registered : " +
api.register(this));
}
catch(Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
...
Once the above steps are done, whenever a managed object is updated in the topology
database, notification is sent to the registered listeners as an event object named the
TopoNotificationEvent.
Mechanism of Notification
The notification is provided in the form of an Event Object. This event object which will
contain all the information about the managed object update, viz., the old managed object,
the updated managed object, the type of the update, and the property keys that were
changed during the update. The event object is the 'TopoNotificationEvent' and is sent to
all the registered listeners. The details about the updated Managed Object can be retrieved
by using the methods listed here:
•

public String getUpdateType()

•

public ManagedObject getOldManagedObject()

•

public ManagedObject getNewManagedObject()

•

public String[] getModifiedPropertyKeys()

If notifications are not required, then you can use the method
unregister(TopoActionListener listener) to unregister as a TopoActionListener.
Note: AbstractTopoActionListener is the default implementation
provided for the interface TopoActionListener. You can extend this
abstract class and write your own implementation by overriding the
method update(TopoNotificationEvent).
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Note: In case you need to filter the bulk of notification received, you can
use the Topo Notification Filter.
Back

Notification on Operations Done on Multiple Managed Objects

Whenever operations are done on multiple Managed Objects, getting notification as registered
observers is a tedious process. In this case, notifications would be received for every operation
performed to each Managed Object. This raises performance issues. Thus, whenever multiple
Managed Objects are involved in an Add or Delete operation, notification can be obtained at a
time instead of notifications for individual Managed Objects.
Based on the type of notification that has to be received, two interfaces have been provided.
They are
Functionality (Type of
Notification)
Notifies whenever a Add or
Delete operation is
performed on multiple
Managed Objects in the
database.

Interface to Be Used

com.adventnet.nms.topodb.TopoBulkListener

Detailed steps are given below for making use of either of the interfaces:

Registering as an TopoBulkListener
In order to receive notifications during both Add and Delete operations to multiple Managed
Objects, you have to implement the interface TopoBulkListener.
Name of the
Interface

com.adventnet.topodb.TopoBulkListener

Methods in the
Interface

addObjects(java.util.Vector managedObjects)
For delete operations, deleteObject(XMLNode) method of the
interface TopoBulkListener is called.

Steps to Register as a Listener Using TopoBulkListener
Step 1 - Write an User Class implementing the interface
com.adventnet.topodb.TopoBulkListener
Step 2 - Register with the topology database using the TopoAPI.addTopoBulkListener()
method
Mechanism of Notification
When an Add operation is done on multiple Managed Objects, notification is received by all
registered Listeners. The method addObjects(java.util.Vector managedObjects) is called. For
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delete operations deleteObject(XMLNode) method is called, when Managed Objects are
deleted using the TopoAPI.deleteObjectAndSubElements(String) or
TopoAPI.deleteObjects(String, Properties) method. For delete operations, notifications are
sent before the operation takes place. The entire delete operation is reverted, if any exception is
thrown by any of the Topo Listeners. The objects would be deleted from the database and the
cache memory, only if confirmation is received from all registered Topo Listeners.
This interface has deleteObject(XMLNode) method which would be called when any of the
following operations takes place :
•

Deleting a Container Managed Object using the method
TopoAPI.deleteObjectAndSubElements()

•

Deleting Managed Objects based on criteria using the method
TopoAPI.deleteObjects(String,Properties)

•

Deleting related Managed Objects based on levels (Cascade Delete) using the
method TopoAPI.deleteObjectAndSubElements(String,int )

The pattern of the XML Node varies depending on the methods used for deleting the
Managed Objects from the database.

Reference Implementation
Code snippets have been given for each of the steps given for registering as a Listener
Step 1 - Write a User Class implementing com.adventnet.topodb.TopoBulkListener
public class ExampleListener implements TopoBulkListener
{
..
Step 2 - Register with the topology database using the TopoAPI.addTopoBulkListener() method
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..
public static TopoAPI api=null;
public static void main(String args[])
{
ExampleListener obj = new ExampleListener();
obj.registerWithTopoAPI();
}
public void registerWithTopoAPI()
{
try
{
api=(TopoAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("TopoAPI");
//To get the handle of TopoAPI
api.addTopoBulkListener(); //method to register with TopoBulkListener
System.out.println("Successfully registered with TopoBulkListener");
}
catch (Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Exception caught"+e);
}
}
public boolean deleteObject(XMLNode data) throws
RemoteException,NmsException
{
//Your implementation part goes here
}
public boolean addObjects(Vector ManagedObjects) throws
RemoteException,NmsException
{
//Your implementation part goes here
}
}
}
In the above code snippet, notifications would be sent during Add and Delete operations on
multiple Managed Objects. All the listeners that have registered with this interface would be
notified (sequentially) before the bulk operation is performed in the Topology Database.
The class that implements this interface can listen for notifications through RMI too. To use
RMI, get the TopoAPI reference through RMI and register as a listener with the topology
database using addTopoBulkListener().
Note: The SQL query, properties, level varies for Multiple Managed
Object Delete, Cascade Delete, and Criteria-based Delete Operations.
The details on SQL Query to be passed for each type of Delete
Operation is given in the Javadocs.
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The user class that implements the TopoBulkListener interface can listen for notifications
through RMI too. To access using RMI, you need to get the TopoAPI reference through RMI
and register as a listener with the topology database using addTopoBulkListener().
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Status Polling

•

Overview

•

Status Polling Framework

•

o

Status Polling related properties

o

Scheduling and configuring status polling

o

Enabling Status Polling for devices

o

Transaction in Status polling

Customizing the Status Polling Framework
o

Writing User Class

o

Overriding checkStatus() method

•

Status Propagation

•

Scope of Status Polling

Overview
Polling can be defined as the sequential interrogation of devices for various purposes, such as,
determining operational status or determining the readiness of the device to send or receive
data. When Polling is performed to determine the up/down status of any device at regular
intervals, it is called Status Polling. The modeled Managed Objects have a powerful built-in
mechanism, by which they periodically keep monitoring the operational status of the entity that
they represent. If Status Polling yields negative results, i.e. if the device is not responding,
provisions are made to report the condition, which requires attention.
Back

Status Polling Framework
Status Polling related properties
The list of status polling related properties and their significance are given below:
Property
pollInterval
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The interval at which Status Polling is scheduled for a Managed Object.
Default Value
for SNMP Nodes - 300 sec
for Nodes - 1800 sec
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tester

The mode of Status Polling. The values that can be specified are max,
latest, ping, snmpping, default, and usertest. By default, this value is
ping. 'ping' and snmpping are used to get the status of the devices
individually. By setting the value as max, the maximum severity of the
interface or child objects are propagated to the Higher Level Objects.
Similarly if the value latest is given, the latest status of the interface or
child object is propagated to the Higher Level Object. For both max
and latest, no check is made for the status of the Higher level object. If
any other mode of Status Polling has to be used, then you have to
write a User Class and specify the tester value as usertest.

uClass

The user class that is written to perform Status Polling. The User tester
class must implement the interface
com.adventnet.nms.netwatch.UserTester. This enables Status
Polling with some other mode other than the default modes provided.

failureThreshold

The number of consecutively failed Status Polling attempts. The
default value is 1. Status Polling takes place for the failure threshold
value specified if the device does not respond the first time. The
failureCount is a counter to indicate the number of consecutive
attempts for status polling of the device. For each successive failure of
the device, the failure count is incremented. When the value of the
Failure Count becomes equal to the Failure Threshold value, the device
is declared as failed. The counter is reset to 0 when the object fails or
when the object recovers after a failure. The Failure Count is not
configurable.

statusPollEnabled

Controls the periodic poll on MOs i.e., only if this is enabled, Web NMS
will status poll the mo periodically (during every status poll interval).
Note : This value does not affect the status propagation from parent
to child as well as from child to parent objects.

statusUpdateTime

This time will be updated by the framework every time pollStatus() is
called for the MO

statusChangeTime

This time will be updated by the framework when there is a change in
the status of MO
Back

Scheduling and Configuring Status Polling
Scheduling Status Polling:
For any Managed Object, Status Polling would be scheduled only if the properties
statusPollEnabled and managed are set as true. The default value is true for both the
properties and hence Status Polling is enabled for a Managed Object by default.
The status poll runs in a thread managed by the Scheduler. The ObjectSchedulerRunnable
table contains information about the next status poll time for each managed object. All MOs
for which status polling is done will have an entry in this table. And its poll interval is defined
in the MO's pollinterval property.
The boolean values for statusPollEnabled and managed can be assigned in following ways:
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•

Through the OIDType.data file.

•

Through the ManagedObject property form.

•

Through API at run time - You can use the setStatusPollEnabled(boolean
statusPollEnabled) and setManaged(boolean managed) methods for enabling
statusPollEnabled and managed properties of the Managed Object.

For disabling Status Polling, either of the above properties can be set to false.
Configuring Status Polling
By configuring the various Status Polling options, you can set up Status Polling for a Managed
Object based on its requirements.
•

Through the ManagedObject property form

Through MO Property Form
This property form pops up by double-clicking on the Managed Object. The Managed
Object Properties are displayed in the Form. The different properties that can be
configured for Status Polling are Poll Interval, UserClass, Tester, and FailureThreshold.
Back

Enabling Status polling for devices:
To enable status polling for the devices,
•
statuspollenabled property of the devices (rtu, gateway etc.) has to be set
to true
•
ENABLE_SP_FOR_IFC_PARENTS specified in the process java
com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer in the NmsProcessesBE.conf
(<Web NMS Home>/conf directory) has to be set to true
If the above are done, apart from status propagation from the device will
have its own status polling triggered periodically by the Scheduler.

Transaction in Status Polling
During status polling, properties like failureCount, statusUpdateTime, statusChangeTime and
status will be updated in the database. To ensure data integrity, database operations in
status polling are done within a transactional block. An overview of transaction in status
polling is shown below:
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try
{
beginTransaction()
-mo.pollStatus()
-update status poll schedule information into DB.

commitTransaction()
}
catch Exception
{
call rollback()
begin new transaction()
{
-update status poll schedule information into DB.
}
commit new transaction.
}
Transaction is started in PollScheduler
mo.pollStatus() method internally does the following:
• Calls mo.checkStatus() method which talks to the device based on the tester
value. If tester is usertest, the user class will be called and the checkStatus()
method returns the status as an integer.
• Based on the status returned from the checkStatus() method, database fields
like failureCount, statusUpdateTime, statusChangeTime and status will be
updated.
• After the DB operations are done in pollStatus() method, the next scheduled time for
status polling is updated in DB and committed.
• In case of any exception, it will be caught within the transactional block followed by
calling rollback().
• Finally a new transaction will be begun and the status poll schedule will be updated
into DB and committed. This is to make sure that even if there are any problems in
the current status poll, the subsequent status polls happen properly.
A parameter STATUS_POLL_TXN_TIMEOUT has been provided for configuring the timeout
value exclusively for transaction in status poll operation. This is present in the Collector
process of NmsProcessesBE.conf file and the default value is 30 seconds.
•
•

Note:
•
The timeout configured in STATUS_POLL_TXN_TIMEOUT is only for the
transaction used in the status polling. For all other DB operations, a global
transaction time-out parameter is available.
•
If you are using transaction within your user tester class, configure this
parameter to a higher value based on the snmp timeout and retry values
you set.
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Back

Customizing Status Polling Framework
There are two ways of customizing the Status Polling Framework :
•

Writing a UserClass

•

Overriding the checkStatus() method for derived Managed Objects

Writing and Invoking a UserClass
The UserClass is written by implementing the interface
com.adventnet.nms.netwatch.UserTester.
The Web NMS EclipsePlugin provides the wizard-based approach for creating the user class
of the Status Poller.
Enter the Package Name and Filter Class Name in the wizard. In order to invoke your status
poller for a ManagedObject in Web NMS, you need to set 2 properties for the
ManagedObject in the DiscoveryFilter.
(i) Set the 'tester' property to 'usertest',
(ii) Set the classname of the Status Poller to the 'uClass' property.
Please refer to the Creating the Status Poller topic in the Web NMS EclipsePlugin Guide for
further details.
During status polling, fetching the entire Managed Object with all of its properties from the
database is costly. Only some properties (like IPaddress, snmpport, community etc) are
needed to do status polling of a network device. Hence support has been provided to fetch
only specific properties of that ManagedObject and do the status polling instead of fetching
an entire ManagedObject. The properties to be fetched can be configured in the new
StatusPolling.conf file. You can configure which are the properties to be fetched during
status polling for a particular type of ManagedObject. Fetching the specific properties alone
instead of the whole ManagedObject increases the status polling rate. Since only specific
properties are fetched the arguments of UserTester are changed (which would be called for
user defined status polling) is changed to accept a property object instead of the whole
ManagedObject. So instead of a ManagedObject, a property object will be passed to the
UserTester and it will contain the properties which the user has specified in the
StatusPolling.conf file. Along with the properties defined in StatusPolling.conf file, some
default properties will be included in the property object passed to UserTester interface.
The list of MO properties that has to be fetched during status polling has to be specified in
StatusPolling.conf file. The default entries in StatusPolling.conf are as follows:
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<STATUS_POLLING_CONF>
<MANAGED_OBJECT classname ="SnmpInterface">
<ATTRIBUTE_LIST
attributes="ipAddress,snmpport,community">
</ATTRIBUTE_LIST>
</MANAGED_OBJECT>
<MANAGED_OBJECT classname ="IpAddress">
<ATTRIBUTE_LIST
attributes="ipAddress">
</ATTRIBUTE_LIST>
</MANAGED_OBJECT>
<MANAGED_OBJECT classname ="PortObject">
<ATTRIBUTE_LIST
attributes="portIfIndex,portState,portIfSpeed">
</ATTRIBUTE_LIST>
</MANAGED_OBJECT>
<MANAGED_OBJECT classname ="Printer">
<ATTRIBUTE_LIST
attributes="ipAddress,snmpport,community,printerStatus">
</ATTRIBUTE_LIST>
</MANAGED_OBJECT>
</STATUS_POLLING_CONF>
The properties can be specified separately for each type (classname)of ManagedObjects like
SnmpInterface, IpAddress, TL1Interface. If the status polled object is of type
(classname)SnmpInterface, then according the above conf file, the properties ipaddress,
snmpport and community will be fetched. If the user want to fetch any other additional MO
properties, he can add the property in the attributes list. While providing the property only
the alias name has to be provided. Similarly, as the per the above configuration file if the
polled object is of type IpAddress, only the device's ipaddress will be fetched. Also other type
(classname)of ManagedObjects can be added by adding the MANAGED_OBJECT tag by
providing its classname and attribute list.
The feature can be used when user defined status polling is enabled for ManagedObjects.
For user defined status polling an interface named com.adventnet.nms.netwatch.UserTester
is available. The argument of the test method in this interface is changed such that it accepts
property values.
The new test methods argument is as follows:

test( String moName, Properties prop, TopoAPI)

During status polling, the interface will be called with the name of the MO, with the property
object with the values of the properties configured in StatusPolling.conf file.
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Write a class implementing this UserTester interface:
While adding the MangagedObject, set the tester value to user test:

ManagedObject.setTester("usertest");

set the UClass value to the name of the class which implements the CustomTester interface

ManagedObject.setUClass("name of class that implements UserTester);

During status polling the UserTesters test() method will be called with the configured
properties.

If the user explicitly calls ManagedObject.pollStatus() method and if user
defined status polling is enabled for that ManagedObject, then the
property object that is passed to the UserTester will be null. Only when
the UserTester is called from the status polling scheduling framework,
the property object passed to the UserTester will be filled. This is
because, the user already have the ManagedObject and its properties
before calling the pollStatus method. Hence before calling the pollStatus
method, you user should set the properties he needs in the UserTester
using ManagedObject.setShallowProperties(Properties prop) method.
Now when the UserTester is called the property object will have the
property values included.

Overriding the checkStatus() Method for Derived Managed Objects
User-written status checking can be implemented by overriding the checkStatus()
method. This is usually done when a Managed Object is extended to model one's own
Managed Object. When extending from a super class, if this method is not overridden, then
the super class' status checking is used. By overriding the checkStatus() method of a specific
object, the user can implement their own status checking mechanism. The only criteria is
that this method must return the severity (integer value) of the object.
An example for overriding the checkStatus() method is given below:
In this example, for the derived Managed Object, SNMP Ping has been employed for Status
Polling by overriding the checkStatus() method. The code snippet for the same is given
here:
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//overriding the checkStatus() method
protected int checkStatus() throws java.rmi.RemoteException
{
if(snmpPing(hostname, community))
{
return 5;// return Clear status
}
return 2;// return Major status
}
//This method does the snmpGet() for the hostname specified and returns a
boolean value.
public boolean snmpPing(Stringhostname, String community) {
SnmpTargetnewTarget = new SnmpTarget();
newTarget.setAttemptPartial(true);
newTarget.setTargetHost(hostname);
newTarget.setCommunity(community);
newTarget.setSnmpOID(newSnmpOID("1.1.0"));
newTarget.setTargetPort("161");
String sysDescr = newTarget.snmpGet();
if (sysDescr != null) return true; // returns true if the
snmp query returns the sysDescr
return false; // returns false if the snmp query fails.
}
In both the cases, you should make sure to return the new status as an integer value. If the
status value need not be changed, you can return special purpose severity i.e., -1. Whenever
special purpose severity is returned, framework will not do any update on the Managed
Object.
If the severity is not special purpose severity, and it is different from the current managed
objects status and the failure count is exceeded (Failure count is 1 by default) then an Event
will be generated. This Event will be correlated into an Alert. And this alert will update the
managed object with the status obtained on polling.
In your custom code, if you require to update any property other than status, you can use
TopoAPI.updateObject() to update the modification and then return the new status. If you
want to update the status property, either return the integer status so that framework will
take care of generating Events and updating the status or you can call EventAPI.addEvent() to
generate your own Event. Also, if you want to have a control over the Event object properties
to be generated as a result of status polling, you can generate an Event and return -1.
You can use TopoAPI.updateStatus() method to update the status of the managed object in
cases where the device has no intelligence to send a trap or where there will be no Events
(like threshold Events) generated for that device.
Note: It is not recommended to update the status of the managed object
directly from custom code. Instead generate an Event for the MO by calling
EventAPI.addEvent() and allow the Event to get correlated into Alert and
finally let the Fault module update the status of the MO. This is to ensure
that the status of Managed Object and corresponding Events/Alarm are in
sync.
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Back

Status Propagation
The propagation of the status of a Sub Element to a Higher Level Object is called Status
Propagation. Status Propagation can be of two types, i.e., Status can be propagated from
Interface to Nodes and from Children Objects to the Parent Object.

Status Propagation from Interface to Nodes
When the Interface fails to respond to Status Polling, the Interface is termed as failed
and the corresponding Node is also termed as Failed. In case a Node has more than
one Interface, the maximum severity between the two interfaces is propagated to the
Node. You can configure this to be otherwise by writing a user class.
Back

Status Propagation for Containment Relationship
The update in the status of the Parent/Container Object based on the status of the
Children Object can be achieved through Status Propagation.
Following is the flow in which status propagation happens in case of parent-child
relationship:
• The status polling for the bottom-most child happens and a Event is
generated.
• The Events gets correlated into Alert.
• Fault manager updates the status of the child by calling
TopoAPI.updateStatus() method.
• Inside the implementation of updateStatus() method,
• the status of child will be updated in the database
• pollStatus() method of the corresponding parent will be invoked and
• "Status Update" notification will be sent for the child.
Configuring Status Propagation
STATUS_PROPAGATION parameter specified in the process
java com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file found in
<Web NMS
Home>/conf directory is used to specify whether to enable or disable the status
propagation of Managed Objects in a containment relationship.
The possible values to this parameter are true or false.
true - status propagation from children to parent is enabled
false - means status propagation from children to parent is disabled
Default value - true
If you want Status Propagation to be enabled for Managed Objects involved in
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Containment Relationship, please make sure that, while adding the object to the
database, set the tester value to default, or max, or latest. You can also use your
own status propagation mechanism for Container Objects. You need to specify the
user- written class name in the 'uClass' property and specify the 'tester' property as
'usertest'. If the tester value is set to any value other than the values mentioned
above, then enabling the STATUS_PROPAGATION parameter would not have any
effect on Status Propagation, i.e., Status Propagation would remain disabled.
Precedence of Status Propagation
•

The status of the Container's Interface takes precedence over the status of
the Container's Children elements. Status Propagation would be carried out
only if the Container's Interface Status is clear.

•

If the value of tester is set as default, while adding a Parent/Container
Object, then the value specified in the STATUS_PROPAGATION takes
precedence.

•

If the value of the tester is set as max or latest while adding a
Parent/Container Object, then this value has precedence over the value
specified for the STATUS_PROPAGATION parameter.

Example for Status Propagation
Consider the scenario in which status has to be propagated from the Child Object to
the Parent Object. Let us see the requirements that are required for such an
operation. Assume a Organization that has 2 Gateways. Thus if we consider the
Organization as the Parent Object, the Gateways can be considered as the first level
Children Objects. The second level of Children Objects is formed when the Sensors are
taken into consideration.

Fig.1 Example for Status Propagation
Here we will see how status gets propagated for different values of the parameter
STATUS_PROPAGATION. The values that can be given are true and false. In case the value is
set as "false", the status of the child will not be propagated to the parent.
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Condition

Severity

Value of
STATUS_PROP
AGATION

Value of the Tester
NONE - The status of
the sensor is not
propagated to the
gateway nor to the
organization itself.

Few sensors
fail

Few gateways
fail

The gateway
fails
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Events with WARNING
and MINOR Severity
are generated for the
failed sensor object.

Events with severity
MAJOR is generated
for the corresponding
gateway which has
failed.

Event with severity
CRITICAL is generated
for the gateway.

true

MAX - Status
Propagation takes
place. The status of
the Gateway and the
organization is
updated with the
highest severity of the
events. In this case,
the highest severity is
Minor.

Status of
the
Organizati
on
Clear

Minor

LATEST - Status
Propagation takes
place. The status of
the gateway and the
organization is
updated with the
Warning
latest severity of
events. In this case, if
the latest severity is
Warning, the same will
be propagated to the
Parent Objects.

true

true

NONE - The status of
the gateway is not
propagated to the
organization .

Clear

MAX or LATEST Failure of gateway
generates only Major
Events and thus
irrespective of MAX or
LATEST being given,
this severity is
propagated.

Major

NONE - The status of
the gateway is not
propagated to the
organization.

Clear
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MAX or LATEST Failure of gateway
generates only a
Critical event and thus
Critical
irrespective of MAX or
LATEST being given,
this severity is
propagated.

Scope of Status Polling
The Managed Object property Status is updated based on the information obtained during
Status Polling. The severity level is assigned to 'Status' by reading the conf file
SeverityInfo.conf found in <Web NMS Home>/conf directory. By default, SeverityInfo.conf file
contains seven severity nodes, viz. Critical, Major, Minor, Warning, Clear, Info, and Unknown
which are used by the Web NMS system. The severity levels are configurable. The status of the
device is closely monitored through Status Polling. If the device does not respond to Status
Polling, then a MAJOR Event is generated. This happens when there is a failure in the device.
During the next cycle of Status Polling, if the device functions as expected and responds, then a
CLEAR Event is generated. These events are recorded in the Events Database, and they act as an
important source of information for the Fault Management System.
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Configuring Controllers and Sensor Models

•

Controller Configuration
•

Custom Handler Implementation

•

Sensor Configuration

•

Configuring Threshold.conf

Third party devices, apart from the default EdgeX devices, can be configured in WebNMS IoT by
following the steps provided in this document. The configurations stated here will help in on
boarding and configuring third party devices. The Configuring New Device in the Add Gateway
section of the Administrator Guide will provide the UI customization steps for proceeding with
the on boarding. The sensor level configurations provided here will be used as inputs for the UI
based configuration part.

Prerequisites
•

Install the product. (the home directory will be referred as <IoT Home>

•

Knowledge of the technical specifications of the sensor.

Controller Configuration
Folder Structure
The folder structure is created brandwise for the controller configuration. The brandwise
creation is followed to segregate the files based on brands.
•

Open the folder <IoT_Home>\IoTDeviceConfiguration\ControllerConfiguration. The
brandwise sample controller’s folder will be located in this folder.

•

Create a folder by the brand name (manufacturer) of the RTU (device) that needs to
be configured. Eg. Elmeasure

•

Create another subfolder by the name of the device model under the <brandname>
folder. Eg. TransparentGateway. There can be multiple model gateway named
folders under the <brandname> folder.

•

Create an .xml file with the same name as the subfolder. Eg.
TransparentGateway.xml.
The xml files created here would be available for selection in the Manufacturer list
in the template update screen.
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File Construction
1.

The main tag is the <DEVICE> within which the complete configuration is written.

<DEVICE type="Custom" expander="true">
…
</DEVICE>

Property
type

Description
Custom – denotes default configurations done for custom devices by
OEMs.
true - denotes that there are external configurations to be done in the
<EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION> tag below.

expander

false – does not consider the <EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION> tag.
2.
The construction of the .xml file depends on the structure of the gateway i.e. inbuilt sensor, in-built and external sensor, or an external sensor.
•

•

•

in-built - The sensor is in-built in the gateway. The controller acts as a
gateway and has sensors like temperature and humidity inside the
gateway.
In-built and external – Is a combination where controller acts as a
gateway with certain sensors and also has ports with external sensors
configured.Eg. Arduino
external - The sensor is external. Has ports RS485, RJ45, wireless etc., for
additional sensors to be connected. Eg. Elmeasure

The main tags internal tags are discussed here.

(i)
(ii)

INBUILT CONFIGURATION
EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION

Sample entry with INBUILT and EXTERNAL configuration is given below:
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<INBUILT_CONFIGURATION>
<SENSOR name="ACEMSensor" deviceIdentifier="12" deviceType="ACEnergyMeter"
communicationType="" >
<MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
..
</MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
..
</CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
</SENSOR>
<SENSOR name="THD" deviceIdentifier="35" …
</SENSOR>
</INBUILT_CONFIGURATION>

<EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION interfaces="RS485,RJ45" protocols="modbus,SNMP"
supportedDeviceTypes="*">
</EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION>

INBUILT CONFIGURATION
(i) <SENSOR> tag - The INBUILT CONFIG tag consists of the <SENSOR> tag. Multiple
sensor tags of the in-built sensor in the controller can be configured inside this tag.
This tag defines the name, deviceIdentifier, deviceType, and communicationType of
the sensor. In each SENSOR tag, the polledData parameters that need to be monitored
and calculated must be specified.

<SENSOR name="ACEMSensor" deviceIdentifier="12" deviceType="ACEnergyMeter"
communicationType="" >

Property
name
deviceIdentifier
deviceType
communicationType

Description
Name of the sensor
The unique ID that identifies the device
Type of the device . eg. ACEnergyMeter
DI – Internal digital input sensor such as tampering etc.,
DO – Internal relay for switch on/off devices
null – For parameters other than DI and DO

(ii) <MONITORING_PARAMETERS> tag- The datapoint properties from the sensor
that need to be monitored. The name, unit, dataType and parameterName properties
are specified for a sensor, and displayName is an optional property.
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<MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
<dataPoint name="Voltage" unit="V" dataType="float" displayName="Voltage"
parameterName="Voltage"/>
…
</MONITORING_PARAMETERS>

Property
name
unit
dataType
displayName
parameterName
threshold

Description
Name of the polleddata
Unit for the polleddata
Float, int, decimal, long
Display name for the property
Name of the parameter.
The threshold value for the property. The
mapping is configured in the threshold.conf
file in <IoT Home>/conf folder.

(iii)
<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS> - The calculated parameters tag for any sensor
lists the data point to be calculated. The name, unit, and parameterName properties
are specified for a sensor, and displayName is an optional property.

<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
<GROUP handler="com.webnms.m2m.handler.EnergyHandler">
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyDelta" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyDelta" unit="kWh" displayName="Energy Delta"/>
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyCost" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyCost" unit="Rs" displayName="Energy Cost"/>
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyEmission" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyEmission" unit="MT" displayName="Energy Emission" />
</GROUP>
</CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>

The GROUP tag – Calculations can be done on the monitored parameters and results
arrived from the calculation. The resultant values are stored in the performance
database. The custom class is written implementing the M2MHandlerInterface class.
And the custom business logic is written inside the processHandlerrequest method of
the code.

EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION
The EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION contains the properties that define the connection between
the sensor and the controller. The interfaces, protocols and suppertDeviceTypes are
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specified here, and these properties are checked for connecting with the sensor type during
sensor configuration from the UI.

<EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION interfaces="RS485,RJ45"
protocols="modbus,SNMP" supportedDeviceTypes="*">
</EXTERNAL_CONFIGURATION>

Custom Handler Implementation
Write a code implementing the M2MHandlerInterface class. In this class, calculation is done on
the collected data specified in the Monitored Parameter section. Write your custom business
logic in the prcessHandlerrequest method.
The dataHash containing the polled data Name and Value pair is passed to the handle, along
with the agent, OID, timestamp, and a vector of the pdList (data points configured in the
particular handler) and the values in the HashMap output received is finally stored in the
performance database.

public class EnergyHandler implements M2MHandlerInterface
{
M2MDataParseUtil
m2mDataParseUtil=M2MDataParseUtil.getInstance();
@Override
public HashMap<String, Object> processHandlerRequest(
HashMap<String, Object> dataHash, String agent,
String oid,
long timeStamp, Vector<M2MPolledData> pdList)

The properties passed and output received used in the calculation are specified as data points in
the Calculated Parameter tag. And the implementation class is specified as Group handler
property.

<GROUP handler="com.webnms.m2m.handler.EnergyHandler">

Sensor Configuration
Folder Structure
•

Inside the SensorConfiguration folder, the standard folder is present which will
have pre-defined sensor models. The brandwise folder can also be created and
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sensor models can be defined for that particular brand can be specified here.
•

Open the folder <IoT_Home>\IoTDeviceConfiguration\SensorConfiguration. The
standard folder will be located in this folder. Create pre-defined sensor models in
this folder. These models will be common for all the brands.

•

For specific brand sensors: Create a folder by the brand name (manufacturer) of
the RTU (device) that needs to be configured. Eg. Elmeasure (This folder name can
be similar to the controller configuration folder.)

•

The xml files created here would be available for selection in the Device Association
and Device Model drop down list boxes in the Custom Device Details section of the
Sensor Configuration screen.

File Construction
The sensor configuration is done for gateway with external sensors.
1. The main tag is the <DEVICE> within which the complete configuration is written.

<DEVICE deviceType="ACEnergyMeter" container="false"
interfaces="RJ45" protocols="SNMP">
…
</DEVICE>

Property
deviceType
Container

Description
Type of the device e.g. ACEnergyMeter
false denotes that this is a single sensor and there is no other subdevice to be configured.
true denotes that the sub-device (channel-metering) support is
enabled as more sensors are contained within this sensor.

*interface
*protocol

The interface for which the sensor model is applicable.
The protocol for which the sensor model is applicable.

* The properties are checked against their counterparts in the sensor configuration file.

SUB-DEVICE CONFIGURATION
The sub-device configuration of the sensor is applicable if the Container property is set
as true denoting that there are more sensors contained in the main sensor. Each subdevice will be added as a separate sensor.
Include the SUB_DEVICE tag and proceed with the Basic Configurations provided in the
BASIC CONFIGURATION section.
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<DEVICE deviceType="PDU" container="true" interfaces="RJ45" protocols="SNMP">
<SUB_DEVICE deviceType="ACEnergyMeter" deviceIdentifier="12">
<MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
<DATAPOINT name="curretAvg" displayName="Avergage Current" dataType="float"
unit="V" threshold="Threshold1" parameterName="Current" />
….
</MONITORING_PARAMETERS>

<IO_PARAMETERS>
…
</IO_PARAMETERS>
<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
</CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
</SUB_DEVICE>

BASIC CONFIGURATION
(i)
<MONITORING_PARAMETERS> tag- The datapoint properties from the sensor
that need to be monitored. The name, unit, dataType and parameterName properties
are specified for a sensor, and displayName is an optional property.

<MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
<DATAPOINT name="curretAvg" displayName="Avergage Current" dataType="float"
unit="A" threshold="currentThreshold" parameterName="Current" />…
</MONITORING_PARAMETERS>

*If dataType is string, the polleddata table will be STRINDATA table. For all other
dataTypes the polledata table will be based on the communication type of the
sensor. If no communication type is mentioned default
MULTI_POINT_SENSOR_DATA.

Property
name
unit
dataType
displayName
parameterName
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Description
Name of the polleddata (prefixed by the
sensor name)
Unit for the polleddata
Float, int, decimal, long
Display name for the property
Parameter name of the polleddata.
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threshold

The threshold value for the property. The
mapping is configured in the threshold.conf
file in <IoT Home>/conf folder.

(ii)
<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS> - The calculated parameters tag for any sensor
lists the data point to be calculated. The name, unit, and parameterName properties
are specified for a sensor, and displayName is an optional property.

<CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
<GROUP handler="com.webnms.m2m.handler.EnergyHandler">
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyDelta" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyDelta" unit="kWh" displayName="Energy
Delta"/>
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyCost" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyCost" unit="Rs" displayName="Energy
Cost"/>
<DATAPOINT name="EnergyEmission" dependentMetrics="Energy"
parameterName="EnergyEmission" unit="MT" displayName="Energy
Emission" />
</GROUP>
</CALCULATED_PARAMETERS>
*All calculations done in this example is on the Energy
parameter of the monitored metrics. And three additional
properties EnergyDelta, EnergyCost, and EnergyEmission are
calculated here.
*If dataType is string, the polleddata table will be STRINDATA
table. For all other dataTypes the polledata table will be
based on the communication type of the sensor. If no
communication type is mentioned default
MULTI_POINT_SENSOR_DATA.

The GROUP tag – Calculations can be done on the monitored parameters and results
arrived from the calculation. The resultant values are stored in the performance
database. The custom class is written implementing the M2MHandlerInterface class.
And the custom business logic is written inside the processHandlerrequest method of
the code. The custom code implementation details in available in the Custom
Implementationsection.
There is a column in M2MPolledData table DEPENDENTMETRICNAMES in which the
dependent polleddata name will be stored.
(iii) <IO_PARAMETERS>
The data point configuration values for the IO type i.e DI or DO is provided in the
IO_PARAMETERS section.
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<IO_PARAMETERS>
<DATAPOINT ioType="DI" name="Door"/>
<DATAPOINT ioType="DI" name="Switch"/>
<DATAPOINT ioType="DI" name="Smoke"/>
<DATAPOINT ioType="DO" name="Light"/>

</IO_PARAMETERS>

*If dataType is string, the polleddata table will be STRINDATA table. For all other
dataTypes the polledata table will be based on the IO type of the datapoint. Eg.
IO type is DI/DO the table name will be DIGITAL_SENSOR_DATA.

Property

Description

name

Name of the property

ioType

IOType which is the communication
type can be DO , DI , null. The
properties configured here are listed
for DI DO datapoint configurations.

Configuring Threshold.conf
Thresholds are baselines established to monitor data collection. If collected data which is
monitored goes beyond the Threshold value specified in the threshold, it indicates that the
collected value is not a recommended value.

<MONITORING_PARAMETERS>
<DATAPOINT name="curretAvg" displayName="Avergage Current" dataType="float" unit="A"
threshold="currentThreshold" parameterName="Current" />
..
</MONITORING_PARAMETERS>

Threshold.conf present in <IoT Home>/conf file stores the definition of Threshold objects, with a
minimum or maximum value to be compared with the collected data.

<THRESHOLD_CONF>
<THRESHOLD name="HighVoltage" kind="int" severity="1" category="Voltage" thresholdType="Max"
thresholdValue="240" rearmValue="230" message="High voltage" clrMessage="Voltage is normal"
sendClear="true"/>
</THRESHOLD_CONF>
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Property

Description

name

Name of the Threshold

kind

The kind of this ThresholdObject. It could be any one of

severity

· long
· percentage
· range
· string
· decimal
Severity of the ThresholdObject

category

The category in which the events will be generated in case of
thresholds.
Note: The default value for Category is "Threshold"

thresholdType

thresholdVaue

thresholdType of this ThresholdObject.
· max
· min
· equal
This is the value based on which threshold events are fired. This is
applicable only to Threshold Objects of kind "long" and "percentage".
In case of a "range" ThresholdObject, this represents the max value of
the range based on which events are fired.
The default value is 0.

rearmValue

This is the value at which previously generated threshold will be
cleared.
Note:The default value returned is 0

message

It is shown when the Threshold Event is generated.
Note: The default message is "Threshold exceeded : "

clrMessage

The reset message for the ThresholdObject. It will be shown when the
clear event is fired.
Note: The default clrMessage is "Threshold Reset : "

sendClear

It tells whether a clear event should be generated before the severity
of the Threshold Object is changed.

The ThresholdObject javadocs can be referred for more details.
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Appendix
Asset Database Schema

•

Overview

•

Tables for internal use

•

Tables for external use

Overview
All the information pertaining to a Managed Object are stored in the Topology Database. The
different tables allocated for Topology are classified as:
•

Tables for internal use

•

Tables for external use

The table used for internal purposes is:
•

CHILDRENSTATUS Table

The table listed above is defined in the DatabaseSchema.conf file found in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory.

The tables provided for external use are:
•

ManagedObject Table

•

TOPOUSERPROPS Table

The table definitions of the above tables are available in the respective object mapping file
xxx.hbm.xml file present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>\classes\hbnlib\ folder under the package
structure of the object class file. An explanation of the tables and their attributes are given here.

ManagedObject Table
The ManagedObject Table is the core database object. It stores the Managed Objects
and their properties or attributes. This base table contains all the basic elements
required by the application to manage an object, e.g., name, status, type, etc., An
object will have an entry in the ManagedObject table, and the other corresponding
tables based on the type of the Managed Object.
The attributes found in the table and their descriptions are given here:
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Attribute

Description

MOID

The surrogate key.

DISCRIMINATOR

The marker values that tell the persistence layer what
subclass to instantiate.

NAME

The name or the unique key of the object.

PARENTKEY

The parentKey is used in container relation, to store the
parent objects key in a child object.

MANAGED

The managed property determines if the object is to be
managed or not. If set to false (unmanaged), status polling for
this object will not be performed..

TYPE

Object type important in applying behavior and views

STATUS

The status of the object, 1-critical, 2-major, 3-minor, 4warning, 5-clear, 6-info, 7-unknown..

FAILURETHRESHOLD

Is the number of consecutive failed status poll attempts, to
declare the object to be failed. Default is 1.

FAILURECOUNT

The failureCount of the ManagedObject indicates how many
consecutive attempts of status poll for this object has failed.

POLLINTERVAL

Number of seconds after which the device corresponding to
the ManagedObject should be scheduled for status polling.

STATUSCHANGETIME

The time at which the status of the ManagedObject was last
changed.

STATUSUPDATETIME

The time at which the status polling was last done for the
Managed Object.

TESTER

Defines how the polling for status is done - ping by default.

UCLASS

The custom test class name to allow for user-specific status
polling

CLASSNAME

Stores class name - to allow instantiating an object of this
type

ISGROUP

IsGroup indicates that the ManagedObject class implements
the GroupInterface which can hold a set of members or in
turn behave as a member for some other ManagedObject
acting as a group.

ISCONTAINER

IsContainer indicates that the ManagedObject Class
implements the ContainerInterface, which can hold a set of
ManagedObjects, acting as a Container.

STATUSPOLLENABLED

Indicates whether the status polling for the ManagedObject is
enabled or not.

DISPLAYNAME

The name to be displayed in UI, to represent the managed
object.

PARENTID

The PARENTID is used in container relation, to store the
parent object's MOID in a child object.
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TOPOUSERPROPS Table
This table stores user defined properties of topo objects.
Attribute

Description

MOID

The foreign key from the base table. Specifies the group to
which the Managed Objects belongs.

PROPVAL

The user property value.

PROPNAME

The user property name.
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Asset Match Criteria Pattern

Introduction
Different modules in WebNMS (namely Asset, Map etc.) need to query the database to perform a
number of operations. One of these operations could be getting information from the database
based on some 'search criteria'.
Certain methods in the various module APIs such as getObjectNamesWithProps() in CommonAPI
and getObjects() in TopoAPI, accept Properties object as criteria-specifiers. The criteria are in the
form of a 'key - value' pair and can be passed in the form of Properties object (in the application
code) containing the selection criteria, to fetch the objects from the database. A number of
match patterns can be used in the match criteria which makes the search more efficient and
usable.
This document describes the different match patterns supported and how they can be used to
set the "match criteria" as properties.

Supported Patterns
The search criteria can be specified by using the following operators or by giving the exact values
of the object to be searched. Some of the operators, that can be used are listed below.
This is followed by a set of sample code, which illustrates the match patterns.
Operator

Description
This is used to match zero or more characters.

* (Asterisk)

Example: If the names of all the objects starting with the name "test" is
needed, then the property key - name and the value test* is given.
This is used for filtering the search using NOT operator.

! (Exclamation
Mark)

Example: If all the objects whose name does not start with "test" is
required, then property key - name and value - !test* is given.
This is used for searching objects where a single property key has different
values.

, (Comma)
Example: If all the objects with names starting with "abc" or "xyz" are
required, then property key -name and value "abc*,xyz*"is given
This is also used for searching objects where a single value should be
matched with many patterns.
&&
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with "xyz" are required, then property key -name and value "abc*&&*xyz"
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\ (Back Slash)

This is used when the name of the object itself contains a comma. This
character is called an escape sequence, since it avoids searching of the
objects, as if it were two different names.
Example: If an object with name "a,b" has to be searched, then the
property key - name and the value - "a\,b " is given.
This is used to get objects with some numeric values within a specific
range.

Example: If object names with poll interval value ranging from 300 to 305 is
<between>"value1"
required, then the property key - pollinterval and the value as 300 and 305
and "value2"
is given.
Note that the first number is smaller than the second number. Only the
values in between the given values, including the limits, will be matched.
Examples
* (Asterisk)
Example 1
The following code snippet depicts the usage of * and specifies the criteria to retrieve all objects
whose 'name' property starts with the alphabet 's'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "s*");
Example 2
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve all objects whose 'type' property ends
with the alphabet 't'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "*t");
Alternately, p.put ("name", "s"); specifies the criteria to retrieve the objects whose 'name'
property is (equal to) 's'.
! (Exclamation mark)
Example 1
The following code snippet depicts the usage of ! which will negate the criteria and retrieve all
objects whose 'type' property is not equal to Windows.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "!Windows");
Example 2
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The following code snippet will negate the criteria and retrieve all objects whose 'type' property
does not start with 'L'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "!L*");
, (Comma)
Example 1
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve of objects whose 'name' property is
'Max' OR 'name' property is 'Min'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "Max,Min");
Example 2
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'name' property starts
with 'M' OR 'name' property ends with 'N'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "M*,*N");
&& (Double ampersand)
Example 1
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'ipAddress' property
starts with '192.' AND 'ipAddress' property ends with '.57'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("ipAddress", "192.*&&*.57");
Example 2
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'type' property is equal
to 'Main' AND 'type' property is equal to 'Site'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "Main&&Site");
\ (Back slash)
Example 1
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'name' property is
(equal to) 'M,N'.
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Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "M\\,N");
Example 2
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'type' property does
not start with 'M,N'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("type", "!M\\,N*");
Note: The \\ (double back slash) is because \ (back slash) is an escape character in Java.
Having just one \ (back slash) in the above code snippet will result in a compilation
error stating 'Invalid escape character'.
<between> "value1" and "value2"
Example 1
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'interval' property
ranges between 100 and 200.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("interval", "<between>100 and 200");
Important tips
Tip 1
More than one match criteria can also be set as properties.
For example, the following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'name'
property starts with 'M' OR 'name' property ends with 'N' AND 'type' property is not equal to
'Site'.
Example
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "M*,*N");
p.put ("type", "!Site");
Tip 2
If the same criteria key is set more than once with different values, the last criteria will be the
one that is considered, which is the behavior of java.util.Properties object.
Example
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "M*");
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p.put ("name", "S*");
The above code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'name' property starts
with 'S'.
Tip 3
If you want to set the properties such that an OR operation has to be performed between two
different criteria, you can use the method getObjectNamesWithProps(java.util.Properties p,
boolean performOR)present in TopoAPI.
Here performOR takes a boolean value. If performOr is false, the specified criteria retrieves
objects which match all the (key, values) pairs specified in the argument. If performOr is true, the
specified criteria retrieves objects that match any of the given (key, value) pairs.
Example
The following code snippet specifies the criteria to retrieve objects whose 'name' property starts
with 'M'OR 'name' property ends with 'S' OR 'type' property does not start with 'No'.
Properties p = new Properties ();
p.put ("name", "M*,*S");
p.put ("type", "!No*");
Vector v = topoApi.getObjectNamesWithProps (p, true);
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Asset Geo Locations using Google Maps
WebNMS IoT Maps - Introduction
Web NMS Maps contains map creation and map modelling techniques that help you display your
IoT infrastructure elements on the GUI. It represents cumbersome networks, network elements,
their status, and their logical relationships. It is sensitive to the changes in the NEs' status and it
quickly reflects those changes in the client. You can customize maps and tailor them to suit your
application needs. Thus you are sure to provide your operators a complete control over the
networking environment with the help of maps and submaps.
The topics dealt in this section are:

•

Understanding Web NMS Maps
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Understanding IoT Asset Locations

•

Overview

•

Map Architecture

•

Map Server

•

Map Client

Overview
WebNMS IoT Maps contains map creation and map modelling techniques that help you display
your network elements on the GUI. It represents cumbersome managed objects, oraganization,
region, site, gateway, sensor, their status, and their logical relationships. It is sensitive to the
changes in the objects status and it quickly reflects those changes in the client. You can
customize maps and tailor them to suit your application needs. Thus you are sure to provide
your operators a complete control over the networking environment with the help of maps and
sub-maps.

Figure 4.18.1.1 - Usage of WebNMS Maps in IoT monitoring
Top

Map Architecture
The components of map are Map Server, MapDB, MapFE, and Map Client. Map server is
responsible for map creation and map symbol creation. The data on maps and map symbols are
persisted in the respective tables of WebNMS IoT database. MapSymbol, MapLink,
MapContainer, MapGroup, and MapDB are the five tables in WebNMS IoT database which are
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related to maps. All the map related information are stored in the MapDB. The Map FE comes
into play when multiple clients are connected to the server. The Map Client is the GUI which
displays the maps and the map objects.

Figure 4.18.1.2 - WebNMS IoT Maps Architecture depicting various components of maps
Top

Map Server

The MapServer is the one of the core modules of WebNMS IoT which is responsible for all the
operations related to map and map objects. The map objects are stored in any supported
database when a object is added. One of the basic functions of MapServer is listening to
topology database for changes of topology objects and reflect the changes in the map objects.

Figure 4.18.1.3 - Map server architecture
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The maps are created from the maps.conf file which can be used to define maps at design time
itself. These maps are created on server startup.
The notifications received from topo module can be one of add/delete/property update. Based
on the notification, the map server creates / updates/deletes the map objects and sends the
update notifications to all the FrontEnd servers. The FrontEnd servers take care of sending the
same to their respective clients.
MapServer provides an utility API called MapAPI which provides interface methods to manipulate
all operations with map and map objects. You can get a handle of the Map API either via RMI or
from the same JVM in which the NMS server is running.

Map Client

Top

WebNMS IoT map client framework follows the MVC (Model - View - Controller) architecture. The
components of map client framework are map client session, map model, map view and
controller. The image below depicts the map client architecture.

Figure 4.18.1.4 - Map client architecture depicting the map client components
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Description of the various components of map client
Map Client Session

Map client session primarily interacts with the map server. It is
responsible for getting updates from the server followed by updates
to the model sending all the updates to the server as requested by
the map model.
Map model is created and updated by the map client framework. It
gets all the updates, from the server, through the map client session.
It is capable of updating the database with the client side changes.
When the model gets loaded, all the model attributes are initialized
by using the set of map properties obtained from the server. The
important map model attributes include map attributes, symbol
attributes, layout attributes, renderer attributes, listener attributes,
zoom attributes, and map size attributes.

Map Model

Map Controller and View

You can assess map model using the MapClientAPI and perform
various operations such as Adding temporary non-persistent Maps,
Deleting persistent and non-persistent Map, Retrieving Map models
and the symbols and its properties, Loading Map, Opening a Map in a
new window and the same window, and Saving Map. This API enables
the usage of maps in off-line mode meaning, it is possible to create
and show maps on the client without any persistence of those maps
on the server. You can create and add map objects and represent the
device specific information on the map. The retrieval of the device
specific information could be through a direct SNMP contact to the
device or it could be through the usage of server side TopoAPI or any
other custom means.
Map view is responsible for the display of maps (with various map
client components) and for the various operations possible from the
map client user interface. After receiving the updates from the model
the map view updates its UI and changes the view accordingly. It
calculates the dimension and the position of the map client
components by applying the specified layout for the map.
Top
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Map Table Structure

•

Map Table Definitions
o

Tables for internal use

o

Tables for external use

Map Table Definitions
All map related data are stored in respective database tables. These tables are defined in the
respective hibernate mapping files available under the <Web NMS Home>/classes/hbnlib folder
with the package structure "com/adventnet/nms/mapdb" folder. Some of the tables are meant
for internal use and these are not exposed. The following are the tables which are used for
external purpose in maps.

Tables for internal use
•

MAPPEDPROPERTIES

•

CRITERIAPROPERTIES
Note : The definition for the MAPPEDPROPERTIES and CRITERIAPROPERTIES
table is present in the MapDB.hbm.xml file available under the <Web NMS
Home>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/mapdb folder.

Tables for external use
•

MapSymbol

•

MapLink

•

MapContainer

•

MapGroup

•

MapDB

All the map objects are derived from the main class MapSymbol. And, all the attributes in
the MapSymbol table are common to all the objects.

MapSymbol Table
The following table gives you the attributes of MapSymbols. All the attributes present in
this table are also common to MapContainer, MapLink, and MapGroup objects.
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Common Attributes

Description

name

Name or the unique key of the object.

mapName

Name of the map where the object is added.

DISCRIMINATOR

Contains marker values that tell the persistence layer what
subclass to instantiate for a particular row.
The definition of what subclass to be invoked for a particular row.

objName

Name of the MO that the object represents.

label

Label of the map object.

iconName

Name of the icon image that represents this symbol.

menuName

Name of the menu file associated with the object.

width

Width of the symbol.

height

Height of the symbol.

x

The X coordinate value of the object's position.

y

The Y coordinate value of the object's position.

MAPWIDTH

Width of the map in which the symbol is displayed.

MAPHEIGHT

Height of the map in which the symbol is displayed.

objType

The type of MO which the symbol represents.

groupName

Name of the group which the object belongs to.

parentName

Name of the parent container, if any.

anchored

Denotes whether the symbol is anchored or not. If a symbol is
anchored, the symbol will be locked at that position and will not be
acted upon by the layout

PRIMARY KEY ("NAME", "MAPNAME")

MapLink Table
The following table gives you the attributes that are specific to MapLinks. The MapLink
object also consists of all the attributes that are listed as MapSymbol attributes that are
shown in the table above.
Attribute

Description

NAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

MAPNAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

source

Name of the source object from where the link originates.

dest

Name of the destination object where the link terminates.

thickness

Thickness of the link line.

status

The status of the object, 2-major, 0-unknown, 1-critical 5clear,
3-minor, 4-warning.

linkType

Type of the link

nx

X co-ordinate of the end point of the link.

ny

Y co-ordinate of the end point of the link.
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PRIMARY KEY ("NAME", "MAPNAME")

MapContainer Table
The following table gives you the attributes that are specific to MapContainers. The
MapContainer object also consists of all the attributes that are listed as MapSymbol
attributes that are shown in the table above.
Attribute

Description

NAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

MAPNAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

topology

Denotes the applicable layouts for the container

currentTopology

Denotes the default layout for the container

containment

Denotes whether the containment is true or false. If
containment is true, then the symbols inside the
container will not be able to move outside the
boundaries of the container.

PRIMARY KEY ("NAME", "MAPNAME")

MapGroup Table
There are no specific attributes for MapGroup. The MapContainer object also consists
of all the attributes that are listed as MapSymbol attributes that are shown in the table
above.
Attribute

Description

NAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

MAPNAME

The foreign key from the MapSymbol table.

PRIMARY KEY ("NAME", "MAPNAME")
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Configuring for Alerts & Events Notifications
Configuring for Alerts & Events Notifications - Introduction
Fault Management can be stated as the most vital part of WebNMS IoT. Effective fault
management paves way to identify failure in the networked environment with very less effort.
WebNMS IoT Fault Management provides sophisticated features like filtering of trap/event/alert,
parsing of traps and events, provision to execute automated actions, event correlation and
alerting. This section is divided into subtopics based on the key functionality and they cover the
entire Fault Management.
Configuring Fault Notifications Overview - This section gives you an overview of Fault
Management, explaining its architecture and its general flow.
Database Schema - This page lists the Fault Management tables present and gives a brief
description about the same.
Handling Events - This section deals in detail the generation, parsing, filtering and clean up of
events. Complete description about the Event API and the different actions that can be triggered
using an event are explained here.
Handling Alerts - This section deals in detail the mechanism, filtering, managing and grouping of
alerts. Complete description about the Alert API and the different actions that can be triggered
when an alert satisfies the matching criteria are explained here. The new enhanced Alert Listener
concept is also explained here.
Policies - This section deals with the policies available with Fault module.
Print Option - This section details the various operating system-specific commands to be used
for server side printing of Events and Alerts.
Plugging in Protocol - This chapter describes the steps to be followed in order to plug in different
protocols into Fault module.
Severity - This chapter describes the assignment of fault criticalities, and provides complete
details on the usage of the severity API.
Developer Tips - This sections covers frequently asked questions, troubleshooting tips and
performance tuning tips.
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Configuring Notifications Overview

•

Need for Fault Management

•

Notifications and Event Flow

•

Fault Management Architecture

Need for Fault Management
No system is infallible. Ability to detect, recover and limit the impact of failures in a system is the
most challenging job and is what every mission critical business should put in place.
Understanding, monitoring and managing the individual elements of a system may not be a
problem, but as the system increases in size and complexity, understanding the relationship
between the various elements in the system, monitoring and managing their interrelationship
and the problems that arises due to their interrelationship becomes tedious and challenging.
Moreover, an army of personnel cannot be deployed to just administer the system. This is where
WebNMS IoT as a Fault Management system comes into play.
WebNMS IoT provides room to quickly design and deploy comprehensive fault management
services that enhance performance and availability. WebNMS IoT correlates and manages
notifications and presents critical information that meets the needs of managers. Notifications
are modeled as objects that can be tracked and managed easily. WebNMS IoT is a highly flexible
and extensible framework in which domain specific filters and rules can be easily plugged in. It
provides secure, scalable, flexible and reliable solution to manage mission-critical environments.

Notifications and Event flow
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In WebNMS IoT, Event is the basic unit of management information that is complete in itself and
relates to an occurrence like status update of an element or failure in an element. Events form a
repository of information for all the occurrences in the system. Alarm results from correlation of
events and represents failure or fault in a gateway element that may need immediate attention.
These Event and Alert objects define the basic attributes and actions needed for effective fault
management. Users can also model their own objects by extending the basic units to plug-in
their domain specific properties. It is also possible to add additional attributes to these basic
units or their derivatives at runtime.

Fault Management Architecture
Notifications are raw data received from the gateways, rtus, sites etc., in the network. These
cryptic data needs to be converted to a format which could be understood by the console
operators. Information such as whom to call, whom to page, procedures to fix the problem etc.,
on receipt of a notification, should to be readily available to effectively crackdown the problem.
The non-productive time spent on trying to find out what to do or where to start should be
eliminated.

WebNMS IoT addresses these issues effectively and more efficiently. It has a flexible architecture
where filters and parsers can be plugged in easily. Filters help in validating the notifications
received from the various devices and also in applying domain specific rules. Rules can be
structured to validate the incoming events based on time, thresholds, or count.
WebNMS IoT allows automated action to be taken at various levels of the event flow, some of the
actions supported out of box includes e-mail, paging, command execution, custom actions etc.
Apart from the automated actions it has a powerful notification mechanism. External
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applications can register with WebNMS for notifications. Registered applications are notified
during the various stages of event flow.
RDBMS is used as the persistence layer which facilitates achieving the high level goals of
availability, scalability, performance, concurrence and atomicity of all the operations. All the
persistent information is stored in the database and these information are used for generating
reports and for auditing. An internal caching mechanism helps to speed up transactions.
The rich set of services offered by the fault management module are also exposed through a set
of well defined and easy to use APIs, using which scalable, secure and reliable applications can
be developed with ease.
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Fault Database Schema

•

Overview

•

Tables for External Use

Overview
All the information pertaining to a Fault Management are stored in the Fault database. The
different tables allocated for Fault Management are classified as:
•

Tables for external use

•

Tables for internal use

Tables for External Use
Event - The event table stores Web NMS Event related properties.
Alert - This table stores Web NMS Alert related properties.
EVENTUSERPROPS - This table contains the User Properties for events.
ALERTUSERPROPS - This table contains User Properties for Alerts.
ANNOTATION - This table has the details on Alert Annotation and Alert History.

Event Table Structure
Attribute

Description

ID

The unique id of the Event object. This id will be sequential and WebNMS will
assign the id for each Event.

ENTITY

Failure object or entity which was responsible for the creation the particular
Event.

DISCRIMINATOR

Contains marker values that tell the persistence layer what subclass to
instantiate for a particular row.

TEXT

Descriptive text message about the Event.

CATEGORY

Category of the Event. For e.g., whether the Event is from Topology,
Performance etc.

TTIME

The time at which the Event was generated.

SOURCE

The ManagedObject to which the Event correspond. Generally, it will be the
'name' of the Managed Object.
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GROUPNAME

The group to which the Event belong.

Alert Table Structure
Attribute

Description

ID

The ID of the Event from which the Alert is generated or last updated.

ENTITY

Entity of the alert which is the primary key.

DISCRIMINATOR

Contains marker values that tell the persistence layer what subclass to
instantiate for a particular row.

GROUPNAME

The group to which the Alert belongs.

CATEGORY

The category to which the Alert belongs.

SEVERITY

Severity of the Alert.

PREVIOUSSEVERITY

Previous severity of the alert i.e., the severity of the alert object before it is
updated.

CREATETIME

The time at which the alert was created.

MODTIME

The time at which the alert was last modified.

MMESSAGE

Message describing the alert.

SOURCE

The ManagedObject to which the Alert correspond. Generally, it will be the
'name' of the Managed Object.

WHO

The user who has picked up the alert.

EVENTUSERPROPS
Attribute

Description

ID

The unique id of the Event object

PROPNAME

Name of the user property.

PROPVAL

Corresponding value of the user property.

ALERTUSERPROPS
Attribute

Description

ENTITY

Entity of the alert which is the primary key.

PROPNAME

Name of the user property.

PROPVAL

Corresponding value of the user property.

ANNOTATION
Attribute

Description

AAID

Specifies the Alert Annotation ID.

DISCRIMINATOR

Contains marker values that tell the persistence layer what subclass to
instantiate for a particular row.
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ENTITY

Holds the failure object of the Alert.

WHO

If the change in Alert is user-specific, then this field holds the 'name' of the
user who did the operation.
If it is nms-specific, this field will be null.

MODTIME

Time at which the Alert was last modified.

NOTES
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Handling Events
Event is the basic unit of management information that is complete in itself and relates to any
occurrences say for example, the general information or some failure in an element. Events form
a repository of information for all the occurrences in the system. Events may be those which are
generated from the basic notifications from the IoT devices in the network such as sensors etc.
They can also be added using APIs. Fault Management models the failure information as Event
Objects. Each Event object is individual and its properties are unique and pertain only to a single
failure in the element. There can be occurrences of multiple failure in an element and hence
there will be a flow of events, each representing a unique failure.
The generated events are parsed so as to make the notifications readable to the user. They are
then processed through event filters by means of which some automatic actions can be
performed on the occurrence of an event. With the help of Event Observer which is a user
written class, other applications can be informed when events are added, deleted or modified.
In order to achieve effective handling of events, powerful APIs have been provided. Events can
be extended if additional properties other than those defined in an Event are needed. If the
number of additional properties is minimal, then 'User Properties' can be made use of.
The above said functionality are described in detail in the following chapters.
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Generating Events
In WebNMS IoT, Events could be generated in any one of the following ways.

•

Topology

•

Performance

•

Events added using Event APIs

Topology
•

Device Added
Whenever a device is added, an Info Event will be generated and added.

•

Status Polling Events
When the devices are status polled at a periodic interval, the output may be either
Status Up Events (in which case, the default severity will be 'Clear')
Status Down Events (in which case, the default severity will be 'Major')

Performance
•

Threshold Events
Threshold Events are generated whenever data collection is made on a particular device,
and the collected value goes above the threshold value. For more details, refer to Threshold
Event Generation.

Events added using Event APIs
New Event object could also be added directly into WebNMS IoT using the API methods provided
in com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI class. These events, get added directly into the
Event Manager and hence processed by Event Parsers and Event Filters (if configured, any)
before getting stored in the database. The EventAPI methods are exported via RMI (Remote
Method Invocation) for remote invocation of the API methods.
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Configuring Event Parameters

•

Overview

•

Process

•

BE Startup Options

•

o

Functionality

o

Declaration

o

Arguments and Description

o

Configuring SMTP Timeout values

o

Configuring the arguments through API for runtime

o

Dependencies

FE Startup Options

Overview
When WebNMS IoT is started, the various startup parameters are read from
NmsProcessesBE.conf present in <Web NMS Home>/conf directory and each process gets
started accordingly. This document describes the various Event related parameters. For details
on Alert related parameters, refer to the topic Configuring Alert Parameters. If an option is not
given in NmsProcessesBE.conf, then Web NMS will read it from <Web NMS
Home>/conf/serverparameters.conf file. The command line arguments passed in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf file have high priority over the arguments passed in the
serverparameters.conf file.

Process
•

BE Startup Options
com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr

•

FE Startup Options
com.adventnet.nms.fe.event.EventFE

BE Startup Options
Functionality
The EventMgr process up consists of three processes namely Network Notification
Processing, Event Processing and Alert Processing.
•

Network Notification Processing - Network Notification Processing receives and
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processes the notifications from devices of type SNMP, TL1 and other proprietary
protocols. After processing the notifications through filters and parsers, they are
converted into Events. They are then sent to the Event Processing module and
simultaneously notified to the observers (if registered).
•

Event Processing - This involves receiving Events from Network Notification
Processing along with other Events from status polling, threshold generation, those
directly added through APIs and passing them through Event parsers and filters.
Events are stored into back-end (for persistence) and are given as inputs to the Alert
Processor. Events are also notified to the observers (if registered).

•

Alert Processing - Events received from Event processing module are correlated into
Alerts so as to generate new Alerts or update existing Alerts. Alerts are also passed
through filters, stored into back-end and listeners are notified, in the same order.
The status of the Managed Objects corresponding to Alerts is also updated
accordingly.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr
[EVENT_DEBUG true/false]
[SAVE_DIR save_dir]
[PRINT_COMMAND print_command]
[CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL num_days]
[ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL num_hours]
[EVENT_WINDOW_SIZE logsize]
[MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE num]
[ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION max/latest/none]
[GROUP_ALERTS_MODE none/max/latest]
[ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY none/latest/append]
[TRANSIENT_TRAP_PDU_IN_EVENT true/false]
[ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE alertLogsSize]
[DROP_TRAP_WHILE_UNMANAGED true/false]
[CREATE_ALERT_HISTORY true/false]
[ON_DELETING_ALERT_DELETE none/history/annotation/both]
[ACTION_ON_DELETING_MO delete/clear/none]
[ANNOTATION_TABLE_SIZE num]
[AUTHORIZATION true/false]
[V3_AUTH true/false]
[NEED_INFORM_ACK true/false]
[ALERT_LOCK true/false]
[GRACEFUL_SHUT_DOWN true/false]
[BATCH_UPDATE true/false]
[MAX_ALERTS_PER_BATCH num]
[ALERT_LOCK_TIMEOUT num]
[MAX_EVENT_SIZE_IN_DB num]
[MAX_EVENT_DELETE_INTERVAL seconds]
[MULTI_THREAD_PROCESS true/false]
[FILTERACTION_FOR_EVENT_IN_THREAD true/false ]
[FILTERACTION_FOR_ALERT_IN_THREAD true/false ]
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Arguments and Description

S.No.

1

2

3

4

Arguments

Description

Values
Options

As of this Release,
EVENT_DEBUG this parameter is not in use.

Default Notes
-

-

state

• PRINT_COMMAND is
dependent on SAVE_DIR.
When Print action is
invoked from the client, the
contents will be
temporarily saved in a file
printfile.tmp file under
<SAVE_DIR> and then
printed.

SAVE_DIR

Used to specify the
directory in which
Events and Alerts
viewed by the client
are to be saved,
when the 'Save'
option is invoked
from Web NMS
client.

A valid &
existing
directory
name, with
the path,
relative to
<WebNMS
Home>

PRINT_COMM
AND

Used to specify the
command to be
executed, when the
user invokes the
Print option from the
Event Viewer/Alert
Viewer of Applet
client.

The
Operating
System
specific
command
that could
invoke print
action from
the system.

Used to specify the
number of days after Any positive
CLEAN_EVENT
*7
which the Events
integer
_INTERVAL
days
have to be cleaned
value.
up.
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• For more details, refer to
Print Option in Fault
Module.

•
The Events older
than this number of days,
will be removed from the
Web NMS system. Once in
every hour, a check for older
Events will be done.
•

When negative value
is specified for the
parameter, Events will
not be deleted by NMS
based on time interval.

•

For cleaning Events
via API, refer to Events
Cleanup.
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5

EVENT_WIND
OW_SIZE
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Used to specify the
number of events
that need to be
actively managed by
the Web NMS
system.

•

Only the latest
number of events
specified by this option
will be managed by the
Web NMS system. All
other events will be in
the database, but
cannot be viewed or
managed.

•

However, the total
number of Events in
the Client may exceed
the
EVENT_WINDOW_SIZE,
until you refresh it
manually or navigate
the tree nodes/pages
and then revisit the
concerned panel.

•

This is because, once
the total event count
reaches
EVENT_WINDOW_SIZE,
then for each and
every new Event
added, an old Event
should be fetched from
DB for deletion, which
will have a bearing on
Performance.

Any positive
integer
10000
value.
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6

When the rate of
incoming Events is
higher compared to
the processing rate,
the additional Events
may have to be
Any positive
MAX_EVENT_P
buffered in memory
ROCESS_QUEU
integer
* 500
which will lead to an
E
value.
increased usage of
memory. At one
point of time, there
is a possibility of an
OutofMemory Error
being thrown.
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•

If the size of the
queue is more than
this number, the
System input will be
suspended until the
queued Events are
processed. The Events
that you try to add at
this point of time will
not be added into the
System. You have to
take care of adding
those Events, after
checking the queue
size using the
is_inQ_SizeBeyondLim
it() method. If the
Event queue size is
exceeded, wait for
some time (say 1 sec)
before retrying to add
Events.

•

MAX_EVENT_PROCES
S_QUEUE parameter is
provided to avoid such
problems and to keep
the memory under
control. You can
configure the Event
queue size (i.e., the
maximum number of
Events that can be
queued when they are
added into the system)
using this parameter.
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9

10

11

12

AUTHORIZATI
ON

V3_AUTH

NEED_INFOR
M_ACK

Whether to enable /
disable authorization
check ,when a user
tries to perform a
true/false
fault management
operation, like
picking up alerts,
and so on.

true

Whether to enable /
disable
authentication for
SNMP v3 traps.

* false

true/false

Whether to enable /
disable Web NMS to
send
true/false
acknowledgment, for
the Inform requests
from the Agents.

When an interrupt is
received to shut
down the Web NMS
Server, where some
Notifications are still
pending to be
parsed and filtered,
how to deal with
GRACEFUL_SH
them - whether to
true/false
UT_DOWN
(gracefully)
shutdown after
completing the
further processing of
these Notifications
or to stop processing
and allow for abrupt
shut down.
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•

Authorization is the
way in which an
authenticated user is
validated if he is
authorized (has been
granted the necessary
permission) when he
tries to perform a
specific operation.

•

Refer the document
Authorization for more
details on how
Authorization can be
used

Inform Requests are
unsolicited notifications sent
by
•

* false

•

an Agent to Manager
a Manager to
Manger

In both cases, an
acknowledgment will be
sent by the Manager after
it receives the notification.

false

-
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true - batch
processing
of Events is
enabled
false *false
batch
processing
of Events is
disabled.

BATCH_UPDA
TE

Batch update is used
when Events are to
be added to the
database as a batch
so as to decrease the
number of queries,
thereby enabling an
increase in
performance.

14

CLEANUP_QU
ERY_INTERVA
L

Valid from 4.7 SP1
only
Parameter to
configure the
frequency of
Any value
CLEAN_EVENT_INTER from 1-24
VAL check. By
default, this check
will be made every
one hour.

15

Used to specify the
user classes
PERSISTENCE_ generated by
extending the
CLASS
HbnEventPersistenc
eclass.

16

Used to specify the
maximum number
of events that need
to be stored in the
database. If the
event size increases
Any positive
MAX_EVENT_S beyond the
integer
configured value, the
IZE_IN_DB
value
oldest events will be
removed from the
database. This is in
addition to the
CLEAN_EVENT_INTER
VAL Parameter.

17

Used to specify the
frequency in
seconds to clean the
MAX_EVENT_D event in the
ELETE_INTERV database beyond
AL
the value specified
for
MAX_EVENT_SIZE_IN
_DB.

13
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Generated
UserClass

-

•
*1
hour

*-

If invalid or negative
value is specified, Web
NMS will take the
default 1hour

For more details, refer to the
topic Persistence Services.

-

Any value in
60
seconds.
Minimum is second s
one
second.
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18

Used to enable the
MULTI_THREA multiple threaded
D_PROCESS
event and alert
processing.
Used to execute the
event filter action in
a separate thread.
The default value is
false.

true/false

false

-

true/false

false

-

19

FILTERACTIO
N_FOR_EVENT
_IN_THREAD

22

Used to configure
the internal queue
size for storing the
MAX_FILTER_ action properties.
ACTION_DATA When this queue is
full, the actions are
_QUEUE
copied from queue
to a separate
database table.

Any positive
integer
500
value

-

23

Used to decide
whether we need to
execute the filter
GRACAFUL_SH
action in the action
UTDOWN_FIL
queue when an
TER_ACTION
interrupt is received
to shutdown the
server.

true/false

-

false

Note: * Denotes that the option will not be present in NmsProcessesBE.conf, by
default.

Dependencies
Argument Dependencies
PRINT_COMMAND is dependent on SAVE_DIR.
When Event Viewer / Alert Viewer are tried to be printed from client, the contents of
the view will be temporarily saved under SAVE_DIR/ printfile.tmp file and then
printed.

Process Dependencies
The mandatory processes on which the Fault module is dependent are given in the
Framework Services topic.

Optional Process Dependencies
The optional processes on which the Fault module is dependent are listed below :
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•

com.adventnet.nms.topodb.DBServer
This process is required when Status poll Events are to be added.

•

com.adventnet.nms.poll.Collector
This process is required when Threshold Events need to be generated.

•

com.adventnet.nms.jmxagent.WebNMSAgentApp
This process is required when North bound interface to Fault management
functions are needed.

•

com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.tl1.TL1EventProcess
This process is required when TL1 Autonomous messages are to be received and
processed.

Configuring SMTP Timeout values
The timeout values of the SMTP server used in the 'Send Email' action of Event/Alert
Filters can be configured as system properties in the startnms script (<Web NMS
Home>/bin). This option is applicable from SP 2 of Web NMS 4.7. The parameters that
need to be configured are smtp.timeout and smtp.connectiontimeout (in
milliseconds). If these parameters are not configured, or configured incorrectly,
WebNMS will use the default infinite timeout value for sending e-mails.
e.g.:
:start1
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java -cp %CLASS_PATH% -Dcatalina.home=%TOMCAT_HOME% Dmysql.home=%MYSQL_HOME% -Dwebserver.port=%WEBSERVER_PORT% Xmx100m Dresource_check="%WEBSERVER_PORT%,%WEBCONTAINER_PORT%,%TOMCAT_SHU
TDOWNPORT%" -Dwebserver.rootdir=%WEBSERVER_HOME% Djava.rmi.server.codebase=%CODEBASE_LIST% -Dsmtp.timeout=5000 Dsmtp.connectiontimeout=4000 com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE
NMS_BE_PORT 2000 ROOT_DIR %NMS_HOME% NATIVE_PING true

Configuring the arguments through API for runtime
The EventMgr arguments can be configured at runtime by using the following two
methods in Event API:
•

getEventModuleParams() - This method fetches the Event parameters that
can be configured at runtime from the EventMgr properties and returns a
Properties object.

•

setEventModuleParams(Properties) - This method sets the Event
parameters and takes a argument a Properties object containing the
required values.

The following parameters can be configured at runtime
•
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•

PRINT_COMMAND

•

CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL

•

MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE

•

AUTHORIZATION

•

V3_AUTH

•

NEED_INFORM_ACK

•

GRACEFUL_SHUT_DOWN

FE Startup Options
Functionality
This process is used as a proxy for Event processing that could handle (read only) / forward
Event related queries.
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.event.EventFE
[EVENT_SESSION_EJB false/true]
[EVENT_URL url]
Arguments and Description
Argument
EVENT_SESSION_EJB

Description
Used to specify whether to start the Event module in EJB mode or
non-EJB mode.
Default value: false
Specifies the URL to invoke Events view in web client.

EVENT_URL

Default value: /fault/NetworkEvent.do

Mandatory Process Dependencies
The mandatory processes on which the EventFE is dependent are given in the Framework
Services topic.
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Event Messages generated by WebNMS

•

Default Event Messages

•

Messages due to Threshold Events

The table below lists the various default messages generated by WebNMS IoT (without any
configuration) along with their severities and intended meaning.
Generated Message

Meaning / Indication

Severity of the Event Generated

Network added to
database

Network Addition

Info

Node Added to Database

Node Addition

Info

Interface Added to
Database

Interface Addition

Info

Port Object Added to
Database

Port Addition

Info

Port Added in disable state

Port failure

Major

At least one node in this
network is in failure state

Network Failure

Major

No nodes failed in this
network

Network Clear

Clear

This probably means one
or more interfaces have
failed

Status Poll failed (Node
Failure)

Major

Status Poll failed

Status Poll failed (Interface
Failure)

Major

No failures in this node

Status Poll Clear (Node
Clear)

Clear

Interface clear

Status Poll Clear (Interface
Clear)

Clear
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Threshold Events
The following table lists the messages associated with threshold Events
Message

Meaning

Severity

"Threshold exceeded :Of Instance
{instance}Value : {value} Data: {Polled
Data name} : {agent} : {oid} Threshold
Type {type of threshold} {severity
name}
Threshold {threshold value} {severity
name} Rearm value {rearm value} "

Threshold value has
been exceeded

user-defined

"Threshold reset : Of Instance
{instance} Value {value} Data : {Polled
Data name} : {agent} : {oid} Threshold
Type {type of threshold}"

Threshold value has
been reset.

Clear
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Filtering and Processing Events
Configuring Event Parsers

•

Overview

•

Event Parser Configuration Tool

•

Dynamic Configuration using API

•

Dynamic Configuration from the Client

•

Enabling and Disabling Event Parsers

Overview
In order to identify the failure object corresponding to an Event,and the input Events should be
parsed and the necessary details should be given. Event parser refines the message conveyed by
the Events.
The Event Parsers can be configured using the Event Parsers Configuration tool which can be
invoked in the following ways:
•

Using the script
o Executing the file EventParserConfig.sh/bat
This will open up the Event Parser configuration screen, which will look like the one given
below:
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You can parse the Events by filling in the following parameters. The first parameter in the
Event Parser window is the "Name" field to help identify the parser distinctly, when
managing a list of parsers. The remaining fields of the Event Parser can be viewed as a table,
where the rows correspond to the event object attributes. There are three columns in the
table to be configured for the event parser.
•

Setting the Match Criteria - The first column Match String corresponds to the match
criteria, that determine whether a particular Event should be parsed by the Event Parser or
not.

•

Tokenizer Strings - The second column fields allow tokenizing of the input Event by a set of
tokenizer strings. This will allow for detailed parsing of the Event.

•

Definition for output Event Object - The third column i.e., Output String fields are used
to set the definition for the output Event object of the Event Parser.
For more details regarding the above mentioned fields, please refer to Configuring Event
Parsers.

Options available with Event Parser Configuration
Various options that are available with the Event parser configuration are:
•

Add Event Parser

•

Modify Event Parser

•

Delete Event Parser

•

Save To File

•

Load From File

•

Re-ordering Configured Event Parsers

To save the changes to the Event Parser, use the Save To File option.

Dynamic configuration using API
You can also configure the Event Parsers dynamically using the EventAPI. The methods
setEventParser (java.util.properties.prop) can be used to set an Event Parser in the server.
Please refer to javadocs for com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventParserAPI for more details on the
API methods.

Dynamic Configuration from Web NMS Client
Web NMS allows dynamic configuration of Event parsers from Web NMS Client. This can be done
from the Event browser of the Web NMS client. For more details refer to Configuring Event
Parsers.

Enable or Disable Event Parsers
Among the set of parsers available in the Event Parsers list, you can select a Parser and make it
dormant or inactive. By disabling the parser, the actions specified under the event parser will not
take place when an event with the specified match criteria passes the parser.
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You can enable or disable the Event parsers using the "enable" parameter of event.parsers file
present in <Web NMS Home>/conf directory.
Possible values for the 'enable' parameter
true - the corresponding filter will be enabled
false - the corresponding filter will be disabled
Default value - true
An example entry in the event.parsers file will be similar to the one shown below:
<EVENT_PARSERS>
<PARSER
name="Test parser"
severityDefn="Unchanged"
nodeMatch="$Source"
enable="true" />
</EVENT_PARSERS>
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Configuring Event Filters

•

Overview

•

Event Filter Configuration Tool

•

Event Filter Notifications

•

Custom Filter Notification

•

Configuration Files

•

Enabling / Disabling Event Filters

•

Steps to customize / plug-in your own Filter dialog

•

Filter Action in Separate Thread

Overview
When an event gets created, you may need to execute certain actions. WebNMS IoT provides you
the Event Filters to perform some actions viz., sending e-mails to an administrator, suppressing
the event, running a system command, on the occurrence of an event. These actions are called
notifications. Apart from the above, WebNMS IoT also provides you the option of executing your
own notification by writing a custom class. This option is called the Custom Filter notification.
The Event Filter Configuration tool serves to filter Events (based on certain match criteria), and
execute some actions.
You can configure the Event Filters using the Event Filter Configuration Tool invoked by
•

Using the script
o Execute EventFilterConfig.bat/sh present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/admintools

The invoked Event Filter Configuration will look like the one shown below :
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You have various options to add, modify and delete filters and filter actions. For the description
of the various parameters of the Event Filter, refer to Configuring Event Filters.

Event Filter Notifications
Whenever an Event enters the Event Filter matching a specific criteria, you have the option of
executing one or more of the following notifications :
•

Suppress Action : Suppress all or some of the Events matching this criteria

•

Run Command Action : Run a system command on the WebNMS IoT server

•

Send E-mail Action : Inform the Network Administrator through e-mail

•

Custom Filter : Invoke your own Java class for addressing application-specific needs

Refer to the Configuring Actions for Events section of the Administrator Guide for details on the
other actions. The Custom Filter notification type, which is more developer-oriented, is discussed
here.

Custom Filter Notification
To execute your custom filter notification, you need to write your own Java class that implements
the com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.FilterClient interface. You can have your own constructors in
this class but it is necessary to have an empty constructor. The empty constructor is used to
instantiate the class, when the event manager first comes up, or when the custom filter is first
added.
The FilterClient interface has three methods :
•

public void init( )
Used if initialization is required. This is called when the event manager first comes up, or
when the custom filter is first added (i.e., when an instance of this class is being created).

•

public com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event filter(com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event e)
This method will be called whenever an Event matches the criteria specified in the Event
filter. This method will be passed to the Event object that has matched the criteria of the
Event filter as argument. This is only for the Event filter for which the custom filter has been
added. If the custom filter has been added as action item, for an Alert filter then this
method need not have to do anything and moreover it will not be invoked at all.

•

public com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert filter(com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert a)
Not applicable for Event Filter.

The custom filters that you implement, must be compiled and placed in the server classpath.
Having written the filter action class, you need to carry out the following steps to configure the
Custom Filter notification.
1. From the Actions List panel of the Event Filter Configuration UI, click the Add Action
button.
2. In the Add Action UI that comes up, select the Custom filter tree node and click New.
3. The Add Custom Filter Notification dialog pops up.
• Specify a unique name for the filter action, in the Notification Name field.
• Specify the fully qualified name of the filter class (e.g.: test.MyFilterAction) in the
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Program Name field.
• Click OK
4. The newly added custom filter notification will now be displayed under the Custom Filter
node of the Add Action UI. Select this notification and click OK.
A snapshot of the Add Custom Filter Notification dialog is given below :

Dynamic Configuration
WebNMS IoT allows dynamic configuration of Event filters from the WebNMS IoT Client. This can
be done from the Event browser. For more details, refer to Configuring Event Filters.

Configuration Files
Event Filter information is stored in two configuration files namely event.filters and
notifications.conf, both present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. The following is a
brief description of the files and their purpose.
event.filters : Event Filter match criteria and the associated notification names are stored in
this file. The notification name is defined in the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION_NAME
tag. Here is a sample entry of custom filter notification in event.filters.
<EVENT_FILTERS>
<FILTER name="MyEventFilter" enable="true" stringseverity="Critical" >
<FILTER_ACTION_NAME name="TestFilterAction"/>
</FILTER>
</EVENT_FILTERS>
notifications.conf : As seen above, only the notification name is stored in the event.filters file.
The configuration details of the notifications are stored in the notifications.conf file. The main
advantage of handling notifications independently is that the notifications that are common to
both events and alerts can be defined at a single point thus avoiding duplication of work. As
filters are linked with the notifications through the notification names, it is essential that the
notification names are maintained unique. Here is a sample entry of custom filter notification in
notifications.conf.
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<FILTER_ACTION className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.UserFilter"
name="TestFilterAction" userclass="test.MyFilterAction"/>
As seen above, the user class to be invoked for the TestFilterAction notification is stored in the
userclass parameter.
Note that the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION_NAME tag in event.filters corresponds to
the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION tag in notifications.conf.

Enabling and Disabling Event Filters
You can enable or disable the Event filters using the enable parameter of the FILTER tag defined
in the event.filters file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf. Set enable to true or false to
enable or disable the filter. By default, all filters will be enabled.
<EVENT_FILTERS>
<FILTER name="MyEventFilter" enable="true" stringseverity="Critical" >
<FILTER_ACTION_NAME name="CustomFilterAction"/>
</FILTER>
</EVENT_FILTERS>

Event filters for TL1 Autonomous Messages
WebNMS IoT provides an Event Filter for removing raw TL1 Autonomous messages. To make use
of this event filter, you need to add the following entries in event.filters.
<EVENT_FILTERS>
<FILTER name="RemoveAutoMessage" enable="true">
<FILTER_ACTION_NAME name="autoMessageRemoval" />
</FILTER>
</EVENT_FILTERS>
Also, add the following entry in notifications.conf :
<FILTER_ACTION className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.UserFilter"
name="autoMessageRemoval"
userclass="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.tl1.TL1EventFilter4AutoMess"/>

Note: Among TL1 Event Filters, ensure that the filter entry with the user class
TL1EventFilter4AutoMess, is placed last in event.filters. This event filter
removes all raw autonomous messages coming from the TL1 agent. The reason
behind having this filter at the last is to make sure that the autonomous
messages are not removed when another TL1 filter is present in the event filter
list. For example, when the TL1 tutorial is installed, an event filter will be added
to the list of event filters. This event filter makes use of the autonomous
messages in the match criteria. Hence, you should always ensure that the
removal of raw autonomous messages takes place at the last stage.
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Steps to customize / plug-in your own Filter dialog
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Write a class that extends com.adventnet.nms.eventui.NmsFilterFrame. Refer to the
Javadocs of NmsFilterFrame for specifications.
Overwrite the abstract setProperties(Vector props) method to retrieve the event and alert
filter properties as a vector object and populate your filter dialog using the retrieved vector.
Overwrite the abstract getProperties() method. Construct and return filter properties
(comprising the filter criteria, filter name (name property) and notification names (action
property)) from the user inputs as a vector.
Use the applyFilterAction() method to apply filters to the server dynamically.
To load filters from a file, use the loadFileAction(String file) method passing the filter
filename as a string.
To save filters to a file, use the saveFileAction(String file) method passing the filter
filename as a string.
Make a jar of your filter UI class, and add it to the ARCHIVE tag of clientparameters.conf
(<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf)
Specify your filter class using the NMS_FILTER_FRAME parameter in clientparameters.conf
as follows :
NMS_FILTER_FRAME = <Fully Qualified Name of the new Filter Class>
e.g.: NMS_FILTER_FRAME = test.filterui.NewFilterImpl
Note:
•
NMS_FILTER_FRAME entry will not be present in clientparameters.conf, by
default.

Filter Action in Separate Thread
The event processing rate was affected whenever there was delay in the filter action. To avoid
the delay and increase the performance, a new feature is implemented with provision to process
the filter action in a separate thread. With this option, users can configure event filter action or
alert filter action or both in a separate thread. This provision can be used only when the event
will not be returned from the filter action. However it cannot be used when the event is
modified and a result is returned to the process.
FilterActionInterface interface is used to implement a separate thread feature in the fault
module. Default implementation for SendEmail, and RunCommand Action is provided. Based on
the user requirement, custom filter action can also be executed in a separate thread.
The parameter "sepThreadImplForEvents" can be used to configure the implementation class
in notification.conf file.
For Example, If you want to run SendEmail Filter Action in a separate thread, the following entry
must be added in notification.conf . The implementation class must be provided with the
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package structure.
<FILTER_ACTION attachedfileName="" className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.SendEmail"
message=" $severity" name="emailconfiguration"
sepThreadImplForEvents="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.SendEmailEventAction"
smtpAccountName="Default" subject="$message"/>
The feature of separate thread processing for filter action is available for Alert processing also.
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Extending Events
The focus when it comes to fault management is on Events because events are the most basic
form of notifications. Every event is associated with some basic properties that uniquely identify
it. In addition to these properties the user can add properties to suit his needs. Adding new
properties can give raise to performance decline because of the increase in the number of
properties. The purpose of this document is to give an insight into the efficient way for adding
new properties. And this need for extending an event is determined by taking into account the
type of device and the need for new properties.
Note: Go through "Web NMS Performance Tuning Tips" to learn the various
methods to add additional properties to objects and the difference between
them.
This section is organized based on the various ways in which the event object can be extended.
Choose the following links for a description of the respective topics.

•

Extending Event Objects

•

Integrating the Extended Events
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Writing Extended Events

•

Overview

•

Steps involved in extending Events

•

Extending Event Object

•

•

Using Eclipse to extend Events

•

Extending Events manually

•

Dynamic Schema Extension

Adding as User Properties

Overview
Assume that in a networking environment, a specific type of device is large in number and that it
requires additional properties to distinguish its events from others. These additional properties
might be required to invoke some other automated actions. These additional properties can be
easily incorporated by extending the events. The user can extend the event and add the desired
properties in the extended event object. Whenever necessary, users can request WebNMS IoT to
return the extended events instead of the normal events.

Steps involved in extending Events
The extended events will have all the inherited properties from the event object and the added
properties specified by the user. This extended event object has to be stored in the database and
it has to be integrated into NMS.
The steps involved are:
•

Write a Event Object mapping file

•

Generate the corresponding Java source file

•

Integrate the event object into the WebNMS IoT.

While extending the events, it is possible to do multiple extension and clustered extension.
Multiple extension means extending an event which is already extended. Clustered extension
gives the leverage to extend an event into more than one events.

Extending Event Object
Using Eclipse to Extend Event Object
Eclipse makes the job of extending an Event object easier. It takes you through an
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easy-to-use wizard which helps you to extend an Event object in a few steps. First, the
hibernate mapping file for the event object can be generated from the tool. And the
java source file for the extended event can be auto generated from the tool by
providing the hibernate mapping file as the input.
For more details on how to extend an Event object using Eclipse, refer to the topic
Extending Events in WebNMS IoT Eclipse documents.

Extending Events Manually
Writing the hibernate mapping file and the java source files can be done manually
without the help of eclipse. The extended event class should have the following
conditions satisfied.
1. The get() and set() methods should be present for every new variable added
in the extended class.
2. The getproperties() and setproperties() method should be present in the
extended Event Class.
The steps to be performed to manually extend events are:
1. Write the hibernate mapping file extending the event. For example,
MyEvent.hbm.xml.
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//Example Hibernate mapping file for Extended Event Object
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD
3.0//EN" "http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd">
<hibernate-mapping>
<subclass discriminator-value="MyEvent" dynamic-insert="true" dynamicupdate="true" extends="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event"
name="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.MyEvent" select-beforeupdate="true">
<join fetch="select" table="MyEvent">
<key on-delete="cascade">
<column name="ID"/>
</key>
<property column="MYPROP1" length="100" name="myprop1"
type="string"/>
<property column="MYPROP2" length="100" name="myprop2"
type="string"/>
<property column="MYPROP3" length="100" name="myprop3"
type="integer"/>
</join>
</subclass>
</hibernate-mapping>

2. Write the corresponding java source file for MyEvent object by referring to
the existing Event object source code. The source code sample is given below:
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package com.adventnet.nms.eventdb;
import java.util.Properties;
public class MyEvent extends com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event
{
private String myprop1 ;
private String myprop2 ;
private int myprop3 ;
public void setMyprop1(String myprop1){ this.myprop1=myprop1;}
public void setMyprop2(String myprop2){ this.myprop2=myprop2;}
public void setMyprop3(int myprop3){ this.myprop3=myprop3;}
public String getMyprop1(){ return myprop1;}
public String getMyprop2(){ return myprop2;}
public int getMyprop3(){ return myprop3;}
public void setProperties(Properties props)
{
String myprop1_value = (String) props.remove("myprop1");
if(myprop1_value !=null) { myprop1 = myprop1_value; }
String myprop2_value = (String) props.remove("myprop2");
if(myprop2_value !=null) { myprop2 = myprop2_value; }
String myprop3_value = props.getProperty("myprop3"); if(myprop3_value
!=null) { myprop3 = Integer.parseInt( myprop3_value ); }
super.setProperties(props); }
public Properties getProperties(){ Properties props = super.getProperties();
if(getMyprop1()!=null){ props.put("myprop1",getMyprop1());}
if(getMyprop2()!=null){ props.put("myprop2",getMyprop2());}
props.put("myprop3",String.valueOf( getMyprop3() ));
return props;}
}
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Note: The hibernate mapping file can be written manually and the java
source file alone can be generated using the eclipse tool using the
“Generate Java Source” option. Please refer to the "Generate Java Source"
section of the eclipse document for more details.

Dynamic Schema Extension
Events are the basic units of fault management. The event object has certain
properties defined to identify the events. Users can have additional user properties for
their convenience. More number of user properties may result in lesser performance
as database queries increases with the number of user properties. Users should
understand the fact that user properties feature is provided for adding a few
properties in the event object without extending the event object. If the user wishes to
have more number of user properties, then it is better to extend the event object and
add the desired properties.
Based on the device types and the need for additional properties, the decision
whether to extend the events or not is taken. If the networked environment includes
specific devices which need more properties to represent an event object, then it is
recommended to extend the events.
In the case of Extending the Event, we will store the extended properties in a separate
table. Say, you have three additional properties that have to be included for the
normal Event as an Extended properties. To achieve this you can follow any one of the
following two approaches.
You will write a different object which extends Event and has the additional properties.
In this model, the additional properties will be stored in a separate table. Instead of
defining the additional properties in the separate table, you will extend the schema of
Event table. Here the additional properties will be stored in the base Event itself. We
call this second approach as dynamic extension of Event. The advantage of second
one over the first one is, instead of dealing with two separate queries, we will be
dealing with single query.
This section explains the various steps involved in using the dynamic Event table
extension of the Fault module.
For example, to add properties in the Event table (merging the properties in the Event
table), you need to include the following property tags in the hibernate mapping file
Event.hbm.xml present under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes/hbnlib in the package
structure com/adventnet/nms/eventdb.
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<property name="myprop1" type="string" column="MYPROP1" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="myprop2" type="string" column="MYPROP2" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="myprop3" type="integer" column="MYPROP3" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor"/>

The “access” parameter specifies that the property is a user property included through
dynamic schema extension.

Note: For properties of type String and Integer, the access classes are
DynamicPropertyAccessor, and IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor
respectively. .

Creation of Event Object
Follow the same procedure as that of normal Event object. With the base Event properties, you
can set the above properties as user properties.

Code Snippet

Event evt = new Event();
// set the base Event properties
evt.setUserProperty("myProp1","value1");
evt.setUserProperty("myProp2","value2");
evt.setUserProperty("myProp3","44");
// or alternatively in the following manner
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.setProperty("myProp1","value1");
prop.setProperty("myProp2","value2");
prop.setProperty("myProp3","44");
evt.setProperties(prop);

So, the Event object will contain the additional properties as user properties which will be
stored in the same Event table instead of a separate table.
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Note: If the integer parameter of the setUserProperty() method does not contain
any value, an NumberFormatException is thrown. Hence, if you do not wish to
give any value to the integer parameter, set the value to "0".

Adding as 'User Properties'
Another option to add extra and store them is by using the EVENTUSERPROPS table. This user
property table can be used to store the additional properties.
As objects in Event are modeled using Hibernate, the user property can be created by editing the
Event.hbm.xml which is the objects mapping file. Uncomment the tag with map
name="mappedProperties" table="EVENTUSERPROPS". The portion of the entry to be
uncommented is provided below.

<map name="mappedProperties" table="EVENTUSERPROPS" lazy="false">
<cache usage="read-write"/>
<key column="ID"/>
<map-key column="PROPNAME" type="string"/>
<element column="PROPVAL" type="string"/>
</map>

In addition to the above, the EVENTUSERPROPS related entry in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf must be uncommented as given below.

BeginIndex
alter table EVENTUSERPROPS drop foreign key FK54B8432B87584B8F
EndIndex
BeginIndex
alter table EVENTUSERPROPS add CONSTRAINT `FK54B8432B87584B8F` FOREIGN
KEY (`ID`) REFERENCES `Event` (`ID`) ON DELETE CASCADE
EndIndex
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Integrating the Extended Events with WebNMS IoT

•

Overview

•

Ways to integrate the extended Event Objects with WebNMS IoT
o

Using Custom Event Filter action

o

Using Event API

Overview
Once the event class is extended, the next job is to integrate the extended events in the
WebNMS IoT. Integrating with WebNMS IoT means enabling the extended events to be available
for WebNMS IoT to show in client and to store in the database.

Ways to integrate the extended Event Objects with WebNMS IoT
Using Custom Event filter action
The "custom filter" action in the Event filter can be used to extend the event object.
User has to write the custom filter action class in a such a manner that it returns the
extended event. Whenever an event with the match criteria as specified in the event
filter is received, the custom filter action is invoked. This filter class will return the
extended event object instead of the event object. In particular, by returning extended
event object in filter(Event e) method, we can integrate extended event object in
WebNMS IoT.

Using Event API
After getting EventAPI handle, using addEvent(Event) method, we can directly add
Events into WebNMS IoT. Here we can give the argument as the extended event
object.
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Accessing Event API
Accessing Event API
In order to help you in effective handling of events, powerful API methods are provided in
WebNMS IoT. Using these API methods, you can achieve a wide span of functionalities from
accessing event object, to configuring Trap Filters, Trap Parsers, Event Parsers and Filters. These
API methods can be accessed either through RMI or directly from the same JVM.
Following are the categories, based on the functionalities provided in the API methods

•

Event handling API

•

Event Parser API

•

Event Filter API

Event handling APIs
This category of API methods are intended to provide you, the functionality to perform a wide
range of tasks, which relates to accessing Event Objects, adding new Event Objects, registering as
Trap and Event Observers for notification and many more things. This set of APIs are branded as
EventAPIs in WebNMS IoT. In this section, we will discuss some of the important issues and
features relating to EventAPIs. You are encouraged to go through the Java documentation
provided for the class com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI for detailed information about the
various methods that are available in EventAPI.

Accessing the EventAPI
The EventAPI methods could be accessed by you from within the same JVM (Java Virtual Machine)
as that of WebNMS IoT server and as well as from a remote (separate) JVM using RMI. The Event
API methods are published with RMI handle/EventAPI on the server.
Note: The method purgeEventDB can now be accessed to remove all the events from
the database.
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Accessing EventAPI from the same JVM
import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.NmsUtil;
.
.
.
public EventAPI getEventAPI()
{
EventAPI eventAPI = null;
try
eventAPI = NmsUtil.getAPI("EventAPI");
}
catch{Exceptione}
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return eventAPI
}

Accessing EventAPI using RMI
import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI;
import java.rmi.Naming;
.
.
.
public EventAPI getEventAPI()
{
EventAPI eventAPI = null;
try
{
// hostName specifies he host in which the WebNMS IoT Server is running.
String apiString = "//<hostName>/EventAPI";
//RMI lookup This fetches the EventAPI handle
eventAPI = (EventAPI) Naming.lookup(apiString);
catch{Exception e}
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return eventAPI
}
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Event Filter API
This group of API methods specifically helps the developer to dynamically add, delete and access
the properties of Event filter. You can go through the Java documentation provided for the class
com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventFilterAPIImpl for detailed information about the various
methods that are available in Event Filter API.

Accessing Event Filter API
The Event Filter API methods are published with RMI handle /EventFilterAPI on the server. Code
within the same JVM as the WebNMS IoT server can use the EventFilterAPI handle provided by
the static variable: com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr.eventFilterAPI. You can use a similar
methodology as described in the EventAPI section to access the EventFilterAPI handle in their
code.
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Event Parser API
This group of API methods, helps the developer to dynamically add, delete and access the
properties of Event Parsers. Please go through the Java documentation provided for the class
com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventParserAPI for detailed information about the various
methods that are available in Event Parser API.

Accessing Event Parser API
The Event Parser API methods are published with RMI handle /EventParserAPI on the server. Code
within the same JVM as the WebNMS IoT server can simply use the handle of EventParserAPI,
provided by the static variable: com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr.eventParserAPI. You
could use a similar methodology as described in the EventAPI section to access the
EventParserAPI handle in their code.
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Observing for Events

•

Overview

•

Writing an event observer class

•

Registering as Event Observers

•

De-registering as Event Observers

•

Sample code for an Event Observer

Overview
When events are added, deleted, modified in the WebNMS IoT system, it could be informed to an
other application. This concept is called as Event Observer. To register as an observer we have to
write a class which implements the EventObserver interface. The procedure of constructing an
event observer is explained below.

Writing an event observer class
The event observer class should implement the com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventObserver
interface. The Event observer needs to expose itself through RMI if it require remote behavior.
User class can be exposed through RMI either by extending
java.rmi.server.UnicaseRemoteObject or could export through
UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject() method. This eventobserver class file should implement
the method update(Event ) declared in the EventObserver interface. This update(Event ) method
is invoked when there is any modifications in the Event DB.
The class should also extend the UnicastRemoteObject class. This eventobserver class file will
invoke a method called update from the EventObserver interface. This update method is
invoked through rmi by getting the handle of the eventdb API doing an rmi look up.

Registering for notification of Events
Any application can register with the Event Manager, so that it can get notifications about new
Events in the Web NMS system. Notifications are sent whenever a new Event is added to the
Event Manager. The application, which wants to receive notifications about the addition of
Events should implement the com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventObserver interface. The
registering for notification is done by using the EventAPI.registerForEvents(EventObserver)
method. The registration can be done via RMI too by getting the EventAPI reference through
RMI.
The notification is done by invoking the method update(Event evt) in the EventObserver
implementor class. The Event argument is the new event object added to the system.
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De-registering Event Observers
The Event Observers registered with the Web NMS system can be de-registered by using the
method deregisterForEvents(EventObserver)of EventAPI. By using this method you can deregister the Event Observer, and thus you can stop the notifications sent to you when there is a
addition of the Event.
Event observers will be invoked just after the Event objects are inserted into Event DB. Since
Event observers are invoked by the same thread that processes Events, the users are strongly
recommended not to over load the thread, as Event processing will be waiting for the Observer
to return control.

Code Snippet for Event Observer which runs in a separate JVM

Refer to the Java documentationEventAPI
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import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventObserver;
import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event;
import com.adventnet.security.authentication.RMIAccessAPI;
import java.rmi.Naming;
import java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject;
import java.rmi.RemoteException;
public class TestEventObserver extends UnicastRemoteObject
implements EventObserver
{
TestEventObserver() throws RemoteException
{}
public void update(Event evt)
{
System.out.println("Notification Received for Event");
}
void start()
{
try
{
RMIAccessAPI rmiapi =
(RMIAccessAPI)Naming.lookup("//hostName/RMIAccessAPI");
EventAPI api =
(EventAPI)rmiapi.getAPI("userName","password","EventAPI");
if(api.registerForEvents(this))
{
System.out.println("Successfully registered as
EventObserver");
}
else
{
System.out.println("Failed in registering as
EventObserver");
}
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Error in registering ");
e.printStackTrace();
}
} public static void main(String args[])
{
try
{
TestEventObserver observer = new TestEventObserver();
observer.start();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Error in initailizing
TestEventObserver");
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}
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Clearing Events in Database
Any management happening inside WebNMS IoT is associated with the generation of the Events.
Events tell us the severity of the fault in the managed network. Events will be periodically cleaned
from the DB based on the parameter CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL in NmsProcessesBE.conf
present in <WebNMS IoT Home> directory. The default value of this parameter is seven days.
Events older than CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL will be deleted from WebNMS IoT system.
In the above mentioned method, after you have edited the conf file and made necessary
changes, you may need to restart the server, in order for the changes to take effect. In order to
provide you with the capability of cleaning of events dynamically without restarting the server, a
method has been provided called setCleanEventInterval(int) in the EventAPI
. You can get the
value of the CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL by using the method getCleanEventInterval() in the
EventAPI.
The value for the parameter for setCleanEventInterval(int ) will be taken in days.
The following code snippet sets the value of CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL to three days. It also gets
the value of the CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL and after setting the same using
setCleanEventInterval() and getCleanEventInterval() methods of EventAPI.
public void myMethod()
{
//CLEAN_EVENT_INTERVAL in days
eventapi.setCleanEventInterval(3);
int interval = eventapi.getCleanEventInterval();
}
//where eventapi is the handle of EventAPI
Note: You should get the handle of the EventAPI. For details on how to get the handle
of EventAPI, please refer to the topic, Accessing Event API.
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Handling Alerts
Handling Alerts - Introduction

•

Overview

•

Alert Generation in Web NMS system

Overview
Events are the source of information for all the management happenings that take place within
the WebNMS IoT system. But recognizing the exact nature of a fault or failure from the events
generated becomes an arduous task to technical administrators, when the amount of events
handled by the system keeps on increasing. Additionally there is a need to know the most recent
details of the fault or failure, that is pending against a device or a managed entity. The
mechanism of Alerts (or Alarms) takes its place in addressing this vital issue in Management
Framework of WebNMS IoT.
Technically describing, Alerts (or Alarms) in WebNMS IoT is the correlation of a set of events
representing a common fault/failure. Alerts get generated when there is an Event which
indicates a failure. The correlation of events into alerts is done using the failure object (entity
field) of the Event object., i.e. for all events with the same failure object there will only be one
alert and the severity of the alert will be the severity of the latest event with the same failure
object.

Alert Generation in WebNMS IoT system
A new alert will be generated from an event, if the following two conditions are met by the
generated Event.
•

If there exists no other alert matching the same failure object or entity, as that of the event
within the WebNMS IoT system

•

If the criticality of the Event is greater than that of Clear severity.

Subsequently when a new event gets generated for the same failure object the existing alert will
be updated. An event could update an alert only if any one of the following conditions are met
•

If either the criticality of the event is greater than or equal to that of Clear and is different
from the current status of the corresponding alert. (or)

•

If either the message field of the event is different from the message field of the
corresponding alert. (or)

•

If either the source field of the event is different from the source field of the corresponding
alert.
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Correlating Events into Alerts

•

Overview

•

How the Correlator aids in increasing the Performance

•

Base Correlation Criteria

•

Implementation in Web NMS

Overview
In order to enhance the correlation of Events into Alerts, a new feature has been implemented in
WebNMS IoT namely, Event to Alert Correlator. Here, an interface EventToAlertCorrelator
is
made use of, which allows you to correlate Events into Alerts based on your own correlation
criteria. This gives you the flexibility to create user specific Alert objects i.e., user specific objects
which extends Alert, could be integrated using this interface. Also Alert update/creation can be
dropped based on the user criteria.
This interface can also be used to increase the Alert Performance rate. Performance degradation
has been found to be more during update of existing Alerts, when compared to insertion of new
Alerts. The reason for this behavior is due to the time spent in checking out the old Alert from
the database by WebNMS IoT, during Alert update. In order to increase the performance rate,
the amount of time spent on checking out the old Alert should be considerably reduced.
To minimize the time spent, the fields of Alert object which are changing for each and every
Event object alone are checked out, instead of the whole Alert object. Using this interface, the
frequently changed properties of the Alert can be configured. This will hold good for the
extended Alert's properties also. The remaining fields can be filled from the corresponding Event
object.

How Correlator aids in increasing the Performance
During an Alert update, the Alert which is going to be updated should be fetched from database.
Fetching the whole Alert from DB will be time consuming. In case of Extended Alerts, the time
taken will be even more longer as more than one sql query have to be executed.
Alert represents the latest Event belonging to a particular entity or failure object. Most of the
fields of Alert object will remain the same as that of the Event object. But some fields like
'severity' in base Alert can vary for each and every Event. The getNeededAlertProps( ) method
will identify those fields. Those fields can also be a part of the Extended Alert's properties.
During an Alert update, Event correlation some times can be based on the fields of the Alert
which is going to be updated ( i.e., old Alert). Those fields can also be included in properties
which are returned from getNeededAlertProps( ) method.
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During an Alert update, along with the Properties specified in getNeededAlertProps( ) method,
the following default base Alert properties will be fetched from database.
They are : entity, ownerName, who, groupName, severity, previousSeverity, modTime,
createTime, category and id
Along with the above specified fields, Classname of the old Alert object will also be passed to
getAlert( ) method. This facilitates the instantiation of base or Extended Alert. During Alert
update, WebNMS expects the getAlert( ) method to return complete old Alert object. This is
because, during Alert update, to update the Custom views, WebNMS needs complete or at least
the properties which are specified as matching criteria for Alert related Custom Views. So instead
of fetching the complete Alert object, EventToAlertCorrelator allows to fetch partial Alert objects
which in turn increases Performance.

Base Correlation Criteria

Whenever WebNMS receives an Event, it will first check the severity of the Event. If it is an info
Event, then that info Event will not be converted as an Alert. If it is a non-info Event, then
WebNMS will check the database for the Alert which has the 'entity' field same as that of the
received Event's entity field.
If no Alert exists for that 'entity', then WebNMS once again checks the severity of the Event. If it
is not clear, then WebNMS invokes the createNewAlert( ) method of this interface, by giving the
Event as an argument. The createNewAlert( ) method can return base Alert, Extended Alert or
null. If the severity of the Event is Clear, then that Event will not be converted into Alert.
If an Alert exists for that 'entity', then the properties given in the getNeededAlertProps( )
method will be fetched from DB along with the mandatory base Alert properties. Then getAlert(
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) method will be invoked with these Properties and with the Event object. WebNMS expects the
getAlert( ) method to return the old Alert object.
Once the invocation of getAlert( ) method is over, then getUpdatedAlert( ) method will be
invoked by giving old Alert and Event as arguments. The createUpdatedAlert( ) method is
responsible for the creation of the updated Alert.

Implementation in WebNMS IoT :
To implement the above concept in WebNMS IoT, follow the steps given below :

Step 1
Write a java class implementing the
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.EventToAlertCorrelator interface.
Pseudo code for the class will be like :
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public class MyCorrelator implements EventToAlertCorrelator
{
public void init()
{
//just an initialization method.
//It will be called once during startup.
//Instance variables could be initialized here
}
public Hashtable getNeededAlertProps()
{
//The fields which are needed for Alert update or the fields which
have to be checked out from database for Alert update,can be
specified here.
//The specified fields and their values will be passed to the getAlert
method.
//This method will be invoked only once during initialization.
WebNMS IoT will just form the query from the result of this method
}
public Alert createNewAlert(Event fail)
{
//method responsible to create new Alert for the fresh Event for
some 'entity' value which has the criticality greater than clear.
//This method will be invoked whenever an fresh Event with
criticality higher than 'clear' is created for a particular 'entity'
}
public Alert getAlert(Event fail,Properties prop)
{
//method responsible to create the Alert which has to be updated.
//instantiate the Alert by getting the className value from the
Properties argument.
//create the whole alert object from the Properties argument + Event
properties
//this method will be invoked whenever WebNMS receives an Event
for the already existing 'entity' i.e., an Alert should already exists for
that 'entity'
}
public Alert createUpdatedAlert(Event fail, Alert oldAlert)
{
//update the oldAlert with the event properties
//this method will be invoked whenever WebNMS receives an Event
for the already existing 'entity'
//the Alert which is returned in the getAlert method and the
corresponding Event will be passed as the arguments
}
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Step 2
Edit the nmsInterfaces.conf present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory to
give the entry for eventCorrelator.
Example entry will be as follows :
eventCorrelator="com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.ExampleCorrelator"
By following the steps given above, you can achieve an improved Alarm
performance rate.
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Configuring Alert Parameters

•

Overview

•

Process

•

BE Startup Options

•

o

Arguments and Description

o

Configuring the arguments through API for runtime

FE Startup Options

Overview
The Alert Module is responsible for correlating the Events pertaining to a particular fault, into an
Alert object. The AlertAPI is used for accessing and managing the Alerts and also to filter Alerts
based on some properties. The options with which this module can be started are given below. If
an option is not given in NmsProcessesBE.conf, then WebNMS IoT will try to read it from
<WebNMS IoT Home>conf/serverparameters.conf file.

Process
•

BE Startup Options
com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr

•

FE Startup Options
com.adventnet.nms.fe.alert.AlertFE

BE Startup Options
For the functionality and declaration of EventMgr and details on Event related parameters, refer
to the topic Event Startup Options.
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Alert Parameters - Arguments and Description
S.No.

1

Arguments

ALERT_DELETE_
INTERVAL

Copyright@2018

Description

Used to specify the
number of hours
after which Alerts
with Clear severity
have to be cleaned
up.

Values
Options

Any positive
integer value.

Default

Notes
•

The Alerts whose
severity is 'Clear' and
unmodified for the past
ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL
hours will be removed
from the WebNMS IoT
system. The initial check
for Clear Alerts will be
done after one hour of
Server startup.
Thereafter, once in every
ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL
period, a check for Clear
Alerts will be done.

•

When
ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL
is set as ' 0', Clear Alerts
will be deleted
immediately.

•

When negative value is
specified for the
parameter, Alerts will not
be deleted by WebNMS
IoT based on time
interval.

* 24
hours
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2

3

Used to enable the
ALERT_TO_
update of Managed
MANAGEDOBJE
Object status with
CT_PROPOGATI
respect to the
ON
incoming Alert.

latest - the
status of the
managed object
reflects the
severity of the
latest Alert.
max - the status
of the managed
object reflects
the maximum
severity of all
max
the Alerts
related to that
managed
object.
none - the
status of the
managed object
will not be
updated as and
when the Alerts
are generated.

-

Used for Alert
grouping and
GROUP_ALERTS
displaying the Alert
_MODE
as per the value
specified here.

none - Alerts
will not be
grouped.
max - Based on
the criticality of
the grouped
Alerts, the one
with the
maximum
severity will be
none
shown in the
Client.
latest - From
the grouped
Alerts, the latest
updated Alert's
criticality will be
shown at the
top of the list.

-
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4

Used to pass the
user properties set
ALERTS_USER_P
for an Event, onto
ROPERTY
the alerts generated
or updated.

5

Used to specify the
maximum number
of Alerts that should
be present in the
WebNMS IoT system
at the scheduled
time. (See also
ALERT_WINDOW_SY
NC_INTERVAL)

6

ALERT_WINDO
W_SIZE

Used to create Alert
history objects to
keep track of the
CREATE_ALERT_
various operations
HISTORY
performed viz.,
addition / deletion /
update of Alerts.
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none - none of
the user
properties is
passed onto the
Alerts generated
or updated.
latest - the user
properties of
the latest Event
is passed onto
the Alerts
none
generated or
updated.
append - the
user properties
of the Event is
appended to the
existing user
properties of
the Alert
generated or
updated.

You can enable this parameter
to transfer the properties
added through Dynamic
Schema Extension as well.
However, if BATCH_UPDATE is
set to true, enabling
ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY will
not work as user properties
will not be handled in Batch
Update mode. (Refer to the
Performance Tuning Tips
document for more
information in this regard). In
case of Batch Update mode,
you should transfer the
dynamic schema extended
properties from event to alert
by writing an alert filter as
explained here.

num - Integer

10000

If the number of Alerts
exceeds this value, then the
oldest alerts will get deleted at
the scheduled time. Alert
deletion will not take place if
ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE is set to
-1.

true - Alert
history objects
are created.
false - Alert
history objects
will not be
created for the
various
operations
performed.

**true

-
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7

8

ON_DELETING_
ALERT_DELETE

none - Both
'History' and
'Annotations'
are retained.
history - This
will delete the
History,
corresponding
Used to determine
to the Alert.
whether the Alert
annotation history and Alert
This will delete
annotations
both
the Annotations,
corresponding to a
deleted Alert need to for the given
Alert.
be retained or
deleted.
both -This will
delete both the
History and
Annotations
maintained for
the
corresponding
Alert.

Used to specify the
action that has to be
carried out on the
ACTION_ON_DE
alert, if its
LETING_MO
corresponding
Managed Object is
deleted.
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none - no action
will be taken.
delete - deletes
the Alert
corresponding
to the
ManagedObject.
delete
clear - This will
set the severity
of the Alert
corresponding
to the
ManagedObject,
as 'Clear'.

-

If Managed Objects are
deleted by the usage of bulk
delete methods such as
deleteObjectAndSubElements()
of TopoAPI, the alerts
associated with these
Managed Objects are deleted
even if the value of
ACTION_ON_DELETING_MO is
'clear' or 'none' i.e the value of
the parameter is overridden.
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9

ANNOTATION_
TABLE_SIZE

Used to specify the
annotation table size num -Integer
value
in the WebNMS IoT
server.

500

The value of this parameter
will be read once in an hour
and if the annotation table size
goes above the specified value,
the older annotations get
deleted. For example, if the
specified value is 1000 and if
the table size is 1001, then the
first annotation gets deleted.

If the value of
ANNOTATION_TABLE_SIZE is 1, annotation table cleanup
will be disabled

Used to enable /
disable locking of
Alerts

10

ALERT_LOCK

11

Batch update is used
when Alerts are to
be processed in a
batch so as to
BATCH_UPDATE decrease the
number of queries,
thereby enabling an
increase in
performance.
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true - Locking of
Alert takes
effect. Locking
prevents an
Alert to be
accessed by
true
many threads
simultaneously.
false - Locking
of Alerts is
disabled.

If an Alert is not locked, it
might lead to data corruption
as many threads will try to
access the same Alert
simultaneously.
For more details, refer to the
topic Locking Alerts.

true - batch
processing of
Alerts is enabled
* false
false - batch
processing of
Alerts is
disabled.
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Indicates the maximum
number of events that can be
updated as a batch, i.e., the
number of events that can be
processed in a single query. If
the number of events exceeds
this value, say x, then the first
x events will be taken as a
batch and the next set of x
events will be taken as a
separate batch. In the batched
events, there may be two
scenarios as discussed below :
•

12

13

MAX_ALERTS_P
ER_BATCH

ALERT_LOCK_TI
MEOUT
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Used to specify the
number of alerts
that can be
processed in a single Any positive
integer value
batch. This value is
to be configured
depending upon the
database.

60

The timeout interval
that the user will
have to wait before
an timeout
execption is thrown.

5 secs

Any positive
integer value

Batched Events
corresponding to
different entities

Here, all the batched Events
will be processed in a single
query.
•

Batched Events
corresponding to the
same entity

Consider that there are Events
corresponding to same
entities in the batch. In this
case, the first Event that is
encountered with the
repeated entity will be
considered for the first batch
processing and the number of
Events just before the Event
with the repeated entity will be
batched and processed
together. The second batch
will consist of Events starting
from the one that had the
repeated entity. This means
that no two Events having the
same entity will be batched
together.

If a non-integer value is given,
the default value of 5 secs is
taken
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14

ALERT_WINDO
W_SYNC_INTER
VAL

The scheduled time
(in hrs) at which the
alerts which exceed
the
ALERT_WINDOW_SIZ
E will be deleted
from the database.
Used to specify the
user classes
generated by
extending the
HbnAlertPersistence
class.

Any value from
1-24

If invalid or negative value is
*24 hrs specified, WebNMS IoT will
take the default hour.

Generated
UserClass

*-

For more details, refer to the
topic Persistence Services.

false

-

15

ALERT_PERSIST
ENCE_CLASS

16

FILTERACTION_
FOR_ALERT_IN_
THREAD

17

Used to configure
the internal queue
size for storing the
MAX_FILTER_AC action properties.
TION_DATA_QU When this queue is
full, the actions are
EUE
copied from queue
to a separate
database table.

Any positive
integer value

500

-

18

Used to decide
whether we need to
execute the filter
GRACAFUL_SHU
action in the action
TDOWN_FILTER
queue when an
_ACTION
interrupt is received
to shutdown the
server.

true/false

false

-

Used to execute the
alert filter action in a
true/false
separate thread. The
default value is false.

Note:
•

* Denotes that the option will not be present in NmsProcessesBE.conf, by default.

•

** The default value of CREATE_ALERT_HISTORY is set to 'false'

Mandatory Process Dependencies
For the list of mandatory and optional dependency processes of EventMgr, refer to Event Startup
Options.
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Configuring the arguments through API for runtime
The EventMgr arguments can be configured at runtime by the use of the following two methods
in Alert API:
• getAlertModuleParams() - This method fetches the Alert parameters that can be
configured at runtime from the EventMgr properties and returns a Properties object.
• setAlertModuleParams(Properties) - This method sets the Alert parameters and takes a
Properties object containing the required values as an argument.
The following parameters can be configured at runtime
• SAVE_DIR
• ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL
• ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION
• ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY
• CREATE_ALERT_HISTORY
• ON_DELETING_ALERT_DELETE
• ACTION_ON_DELETING_MO
• ANNOTATION_TABLE_SIZE
• ALERT_LOCK
• MAX_ALERTS_PER_BATCH

FE Startup Options
Functionality
This process is used as a proxy for Alert processing that could handle (read only) /
forward Alert related queries.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.alert.AlertFE
[ALERT_SESSION_EJB true/false]
[ALERT_URL url]

Arguments and Description
Argument
ALERT_SESSION_EJB

Description
Used to specify whether to start the Alert module in EJB
mode or non-EJB mode.
Default value: false
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ALERT_URL

Specifies the URL to invoke the Alarm view in web
client.
Default value: /fault/AlarmView.do

Mandatory Process Dependencies
The mandatory processes on which the AlertFE is dependent are given in the
Framework Services topic.
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Filtering Alerts

•

Overview

•

Alert Filter Notifications

•

Custom Filter Notification

•

Configuration Files

•

Enabling/Disabling Alert Filters

•

Filter Action in Separate Thread

Overview
Alerts represent the current status of the existing problem in the network. Alert Filters serve to
execute user-specific actions whenever Alerts matching some specific criteria are generated.
You can configure the Alert Filters using the Alert Filter Configuration tool invoked by
•

Using the script
o Execute AlertFilterAdmin.bat/sh present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/admintools
The invoked Alert Filter Configuration UI will look like the one given below:
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You have various options to add, modify and delete filters and filter notifications. For a
description of the various parameters, refer to Configuring Alarm Filters.
Whenever an Alert enters the Alerts filter matching the specified criteria, you have the option
of executing some filter actions like :
•

Suppress Action : Suppress all or some of the Alerts matching this criteria

•

Run Command Action : Run a system command on the WebNMS IoT server

•

Send E-mail Action : Inform the Network Administrator through e-mail

•

Custom Filter : Invoke your own Java class for addressing application-specific
needs

Refer to the Notification Types section of the User & Administrator Guide for details on the
other actions. The Custom Filter notification type, which is more developer-oriented, is
discussed here.

Custom Filter Notification
To execute your custom filter notification, you need to write your own Java class that implements
the com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.FilterClient interface. You can have your own constructors in
this class but it is necessary to have an empty constructor. The empty constructor is used to
instantiate the class, when the event manager first comes up, or when the custom filter is first
added.
The FilterClient interface has three methods:
•

public void init( )
Used if initialization is required. This is called when the event manager first comes up, or
when the custom filter is first added (i.e., when an instance of this class is being created).

•

public com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event filter(com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.Event e)
Not applicable for Alert Filter.

•

public com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert filter(com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert a)
This method will be called whenever an Alert matches the criteria specified in the alert
filter. The incoming alert is passed through this method (filter method with alert object as
the argument). This is only for the Alert filter for which the custom filter has been added. If
the custom filter class has been defined for an Event filter, this method will not be invoked.

The custom filters that you implement, must be compiled and placed in the server classpath.
Having written the filter action class, you need to carry out the following steps to configure the
Custom Filter notification.
1. From the Actions List panel of the Alert Filter Configuration UI, click the Add Action
button.
2. In the Add Action UI that comes up, select the Custom filter tree node and click New.
3. The Add Custom Filter Notification dialog pops up.
• Specify a unique name for the filter action, in the Notification Name field.
• Specify the fully qualified name of the filter class (e.g.: test.MyFilterAction) in the
Program Name field.
• Click OK
4. The newly added filter action will now be displayed under the Custom Filter node of the
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Add Action UI. Select this action and click OK.
A snapshot of the Add Custom Filter Notification dialog is given below :

Dynamic Configuration from WebNMS IoT Client
WebNMS IoT allows dynamic configuration of Alert filters from the client. This can be done from
the Alerts panel of the client. For more details, refer to Configuring Alarm Filters.

Configuration Files
Alert Filter information is stored in two configuration files namely alert.filters and
notifications.conf, both present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. The following is a
brief description of the files and their purpose.
alert.filters : Event Filter match criteria and the associated notification names are stored in
this file. The notification name is defined in the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION_NAME
tag. Here is a sample entry of custom filter notification in alert.filters
<ALERT_FILTERS>
<FILTER name="MyAlertFilter" enable="true" stringseverity="Critical" >
<FILTER_ACTION_NAME name="TestFilterAction"/>
</FILTER>
</ALERT_FILTERS>
notifications.conf : As seen above, only the notification name is stored in the alert.filters file.
The configuration details of the notifications are stored in the notifications.conf file. The main
advantage of handling notifications independently is that the notifications that are common to
both events and alerts can be defined at a single point thus avoiding duplication of work. As
filters are linked with the notifications through the notification names, it is essential that the
notification names are maintained unique. Here is a sample entry of custom filter notification in
notifications.conf.
<FILTER_ACTION className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.UserFilter"
name="TestFilterAction" userclass="test.MyFilterAction"/>
As seen above, the user class to be invoked for the TestFilterAction notification is stored in the
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userclass parameter.
Note that the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION_NAME tag in alert.filters corresponds to
the name parameter of the FILTER_ACTION tag in notifications.conf.

Enabling and Disabling Alert Filters
You can enable or disable the Alert filters using the enable parameter of the FILTER tag defined
in the alert.filters file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf. Set enable to true or false to
enable or disable the filter. By default, all filters will be enabled.
<ALERT_FILTERS>
<FILTER name="MyAlertFilter" enable="true" stringseverity="Major" >
<FILTER_ACTION_NAME name="CustomFilterAction"/>
</FILTER>
</ALERT_FILTERS>
Note: Refer to the Configuring Event Filters section for steps on customizing
and integrating your own Filter dialog.

Filter Action in Separate Thread
The event processing rate was affected whenever there was delay in the filter action. To avoid
the delay and increase the performance, a new feature is implemented with provision to process
the filter action in a separate thread. With this option, users can configure event filter action or
alert filter action or both in a separate thread. This provision can be used only when the alert will
not be returned from the filter action. However it cannot be used when the alert is modified and
a result is returned to the process.
FilterActionInterface interface is used to implement a separate thread feature in the fault
module. Default implementation for SendEmail, and RunCommand Action is provided. Based on
the user requirement, custom filter action can also be executed in a separate thread .
The parameter "sepThreadImplForAlerts" can be used to configure the implementation class in
notification.conf file.
For Example, If you want to run SendEmail Filter Action in a separate thread, the following entry
must be added in notification.conf . The implementation class must be provided with the
package structure.
<FILTER_ACTION attachedfileName="" className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.SendEmail"
message=" $severity" name="emailconfiguration"
sepThreadImplForAlerts="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.SendEmailAlertAction"
smtpAccountName="Default" subject="$message"/>

The feature of separate thread processing for filter action is available for Event
processing also.
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Extending Alerts

•

Overview

•

Steps involved in extending Alerts

•

Extending Alert Object
o

Using Eclipse to extend Alerts

o

Extending Alerts Manually

o

Dynamic Schema Extension
Integrating the extended Alert with NMS

•
o

Code snippet on custom alert filter class which returns the extended alert object

Overview
In the previous chapter, we discussed on how to extend events for incorporating additional
properties. Similarly, alerts can also be extended to have additional properties. This section deals
with how the alert object is extended and the way to integrate the extended alert with
WebNMS.IoT.

Steps involved in extending alerts
To extend the alert object the user has to do the following
•

Write the Alert Object mapping file.

•

Generate the corresponding Java source file.

•

Integrate the extended alert with WebNMS using the custom alert filter action class.
While extending the alerts, it is possible do multiple extension and clustered extension.
Multiple extension means extending an alert which is already extended. Clustered
extension gives the leverage to extend an alert into more alerts.

Extending Alert Objects
Using Eclipse to extend Alert objects
Eclipse makes the job of extending an Alert object easier. It takes you through an easyto-use wizard which helps you extend an Alert object in a few steps. Giving the input
as to what are the properties that are to be extended in the wizard will suffice to
generate the hibernate mapping file for the alert object in Eclipse. The corresponding
java source file for the extended alert object can be auto generated from the eclipse
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tool by providing the hibernate mapping file as the input.
For more details on how to extend an Alert object using Eclipse, refer to the topic
Extending Alerts in the Eclipse document.

Extending Alerts manually
1. Write the hibernate mapping file extending the alert object. For example,
MyAlert.hbm.xml.
//Example Hibernate mapping file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD
3.0//EN"
"http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd">
<hibernate-mapping>
<subclass discriminator-value="MyAlert" dynamic-insert="true" dynamicupdate="true" extends="com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert"
name="com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.MyAlert" select-before-update="true">
<join fetch="select" table="MyAlert">
<key on-delete="cascade">
<column name="ENTITY"/>
</key>
<property column="MYPROP1" length="100" name="myprop1" type="string"/>
<property column="MYPROP2" length="100" name="myprop2" type="string"/>
<property column="MYPROP3" length="100" name="myprop3"
type="integer"/>
</join>

</subclass>

</hibernate-mapping>
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2. Write the corresponding java source file for MyAlert object by referring to
the existing Alert object source code.
The get properties and set properties method have to be present in the
extended class. The get and set methods have to be present for all the
variables that are newly added over the properties present in the Alert class.
The source code sample given below:
package com.adventnet.nms.alertdb;
import java.util.Properties;
public class MyAlert extends com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert
{
private String myprop1 ;
private String myprop2 ;
private int myprop3 ;
public void setMyprop1(String myprop1){ this.myprop1=myprop1;}
public void setMyprop2(String myprop2){ this.myprop2=myprop2;}
public void setMyprop3(int myprop3){ this.myprop3=myprop3;}
public String getMyprop1(){ return myprop1;}
public String getMyprop2(){ return myprop2;}
public int getMyprop3(){ return myprop3;}
public void setProperties(Properties props)
{
String myprop1_value = (String) props.remove("myprop1");
if(myprop1_value !=null)
{ myprop1 = myprop1_value; }
String myprop2_value = (String) props.remove("myprop2");
if(myprop2_value !=null) { myprop2 = myprop2_value; }
String myprop3_value = (String) props.remove("myprop3");
if(myprop3_value !=null) { myprop3 = Integer.parseInt( myprop3_value ); }
super.setProperties(props); }
public Properties getProperties()
{ Properties props = super.getProperties();
if(getMyprop1()!=null)
{ props.put("myprop1",getMyprop1());}
if(getMyprop2()!=null)
{ props.put("myprop2",getMyprop2());}
props.put("myprop3",String.valueOf( getMyprop3() ));
return props;}
}
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Note: The hibernate mapping file can be written manually and the java
source file alone can be generated using the eclipse tool using the “Generate
Java Source” option. Please refer to the "Generating Java Source" section of
the eclipse document for more details.

Dynamic Schema Extension
Like Events, you can dynamically extend the database schema for Alerts too. The
procedure for dynamic database schema extension of Alerts is same as that of Events.
Refer to the topic Dynamic Schema Extension (LINK IS BROKEN) in the section
Extending Events for more information. To add properties in the Alert table (merging
the properties in the Alert table), you need to include the following property tags in
the hibernate mapping file Alert.hbm.xml present under the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes/hbnlib in the package structure com/adventnet/nms/alertdb.

<property name="myprop1" type="string" column="MYPROP1" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="myprop2" type="string" column="MYPROP2" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
<property name="myprop3" type="integer" column="MYPROP3" length="11"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor"/>

Note: For properties of type String and Integer, the access classes are
DynamicPropertyAccessor, and IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor respectively.

To transfer the dynamically extended properties from Event to Alert programmatically,
refer to the following code snippet to be used in the alert filter:
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public Alert filter(Alert a)
{
//Retrieve the transient Event reference from the alert
Event evt = a.getEvent();
//Get the dynamically extended schema properties from the Event
String altprop1 = evt.getUserProperty("evtProp1");
String altprop2 = evt.getUserProperty("evtProp2");
//Set the properties to the Alert object
a.setUserProperty("altProp1",altprop1);
a.setUserProperty("altProp2",altprop2);
//returning the alert object from the alert filter
return a;
}

Adding as 'User Properties'
Another option to add extra and store them is by using the ALERTUSERPROPS table.
This user property table can be used to store the additional properties.
As objects in Alert are modeled using Hibernate, the user property can be created by
editing the Alert.hbm.xml which is the objects mapping file. Uncomment the tag with
map name="mappedProperties" table="ALERTUSERPROPS". The portion of the entry
to be uncommented is provided below.

<map name="mappedProperties" table="ALERTUSERPROPS" lazy="false">
<cache usage="read-write"/>
<key column="ENTITY"/>
<map-key column="PROPNAME" type="string"/>
<element column="PROPVAL" type="string"/>
</map>

In addition to the above, the ALERTUSERPROPS related entry in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf must be uncommented as given below.
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BeginIndex
alter table ALERTUSERPROPS drop foreign key FKCFB5A6A93E26DDB
EndIndex
BeginIndex
alter table ALERTUSERPROPS add CONSTRAINT `FKCFB5A6A93E26DDB` FOREIGN
KEY (`ENTITY`) REFERENCES `Alert` (`ENTITY`) ON DELETE CASCADE
EndIndex

Integrating the extended Alert with NMS
Unlike the events, Alerts can be integrated into NMS using the custom alert filters action alone.
Hence it becomes imperative of the user to write a custom alert filter action class to make use of
the extended alert object. When an alert with the specified match criteria passes the alert filter,
the custom alert filter class will be invoked. This custom filter action is one of the alert filter
actions that can be performed on alerts.

Code snippet on custom alert filter class
Users can write a custom alert filter class which returns the extended alert object (or
user specific alert object). The method filter(Alert a ) of the extended alert class will
return the extended alert object. The code given below gives an example custom alert
filter class.
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package com.adventnet.nms.extend;
import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.extend.SpecialAlert;
public class myAlertFilter implements FilterClient
{
public void init()
{
}
public Alert filter(Alert a)
{
//create user specific Alert object
SpecialAlert alt = new SpecialAlert();
//setting com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert object's properties
Properties prop = a.getProperties();
alt.setEntity((String)prop.remove("entity"));
alt.setProperties(prop);
//setting user specific Alert's properties
alt.setSpecialAlertEntity("specialTest");
alt.setSpecialAlertSource("rainbow");
alt.setSpecialAlertSeverity(4);
return alt;
}
public Event filter(Event e)
{
return e;
}
}
This alert filter class has to be configured in WebNMS IoT using Filter Notification. For
Configuring Alert Filters, refer to the "Custom Filter Notification" section in the
document "Configuring Alerts Filters".
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Accessing Alert APIs
Accessing Alert APIs - An Introduction

•

Overview

•

Alert Handling API

•

Accessing Alert API
o

Accessing Alert API from same JVM

o

Accessing Alert API using RMI

Overview
To provide you with the leverage to dynamically handle the Alert mechanism along with its
customization, a cohesive and powerful set of APIs (Application Program Interface) has been
provided in WebNMS IoT under the umbrella called Alert APIs. Using these APIs, you can
programmatically (and hence dynamically) could achieve various functionalities like accessing
Alert Objects, Configuring Alert filters, listening as Alert Observers etc.

Alert Handling API
This category of APIs called, Alert API provides you with methods to perform a wide range of
functionalities on the Alert Objects. These includes accessing Alert Objects, updating alerts,
deleting alerts, clearing alerts, registering as Alert Observers for getting notifications, etc. These
set of API methods are accessible through RMI as well as ordinary function calls from within the
same JVM as that of WebNMS IoT server.
In this section, we will discuss the features related to Alert APIs. You are encouraged to go
through the Java documentation for the class com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI
for detailed
information about various methods that are available in AlertAPI.

Accessing the AlertAPI
The AlertAPI methods could be accessed from within the same JVM as that of WebNMS IoT
server and as well as from a remote (separate) JVM using RMI. The Alert API methods are
published with RMI handle AlertAPI on the server.
The following piece of Java code snippet, briefs the methodology of accessing the AlertAPI
reference both via RMI and from within the same JVM of the BackEnd Server (BE)

Accessing AlertAPI from the same JVM
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import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.NmsUtil;
.
.
.
public AlertAPI getAlertAPI()
{
AlertAPI alertAPI = null;
try
{
alertAPI = (AlertAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("AlertAPI");
}
catch{Exception e}
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return alertAPI;
}

Accessing AlertAPI using RMI
import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI;
import java.rmi.Naming;
.
.
.
public AlertAPI getAlertAPI()
{
AlertAPI alertAPI = null;
try
{
// hostName specifies he host in which the WebNMS IoT Server is running.
String apiString = "//<hostName>/AlertAPI";
//RMI lookup This fetches the AlertAPI handle
alertAPI = (AlertAPI) Naming.lookup(apiString);
}
catch{Exception e}
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
return alertAPI;
}
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Alert Filter API

•

Overview

•

Accessing Alert Filter API

Overview
In order to provide, dynamic handling of the powerful feature of Alert Filter and their related
functionalities, this set of API methods have been introduced into WebNMS IoT. This group of API
methods specifically helps you to dynamically add, delete, save Alert filter and access the
properties of Alert filter. You can go through the Java documentation provided for the class
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertFilterAPIImpl for detailed information about the various
methods that are available in Alert Filter API.

Accessing Alert Filter API
The Alert Filter API methods are published with RMI handle /AlertFilterAPI on the server. Code
within the same JVM as the WebNMS IoT server can use the AlertFilterAPI handle provided by the
static variable: com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.FaultMgr.alertFilterAPI. You can use a similar
methodology as described in the Alert Handling API section to access the AlertFilterAPI handle in
your code. You should note that the AlertFilterAPI handle can also be looked up from the Front
End Server (FE server - Distributed Architecture) using the same mechanism of RMI lookup.
Similarly code from the same JVM as that of the WebNMS IoT FE server can use the AlertFilterAPI
handle provided by the static variable
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertFE.alertFilterAPIProxy.
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Alert to MO Propagation
Alert to Managed Object Propagation - Introduction

•

Overview

•

Example

•

How Alert to MO propagation reflects in NMS

Overview
Network Notifications are modeled into WebNMS IoT Events based on the "Source, Entity"
values of the failed objects. These Events are correlated into Alerts and are used to update the
status of the Managed Object. This update is done based on the "source" of the Alert Object.
In this topic we will be discussing about the need for updating the managed object with the
incoming alert; the different methods of update available and the procedure to enable various
updates.
To understand the importance of alert to managed object propagation, consider a printer which
is managed by WebNMS IoT. Let this printer be monitored for various entities like paper count,
toner level, paper tray etc. Assume that the agent is configured to send notifications on certain
criteria as shown below.
(Source, Entity)

Condition

Event/Alert Severity

PRINTER, paper

If the paper count drops down to 50, send a
notification to the server.

Warning

PRINTER, paper

If the paper count drops down to 10, send a
notification to the server.

Minor

PRINTER, paper

If the paper count drops down to 5, send a
notification to the server.

Major

PRINTER, toner

If the toner level drops down to less than
10%, send a notification to the server.

Minor

PRINTER, toner

If the toner level drops down to 5% send a
notification to the server.

Major

PRINTER, toner

If the toner is replaced, send a notification to
the sever

Clear

PRINTER, paper
tray

If the paper tray is open, send a notification
to the server

Warning

In the above table, the conditions under which an event will be generated is given. Please note
that all these events will be generated for the same source (PRINTER) but for different problems.
As and when the events are generated, the corresponding alert will be updated. Hence there will
be 3 alert objects maintained for this particular MO (for its three different entities). But what
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should be the status of the managed object when all these alerts are present? The answer lies in
the alert to managed object propagation. The administrator can decide on the update of MO
with either the LATEST alert of that MO or with the alert with the MAX severity. Administrators
can also stop status propagation from alert to MO..
The MO update depends on the parameter ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf file. This parameter can take any one of the three values "latest", "max"
and "none". If the value is set to "latest", then the managed object status will be updated with the
latest severity of the alert from that object. If the value is set to "max", then the managed object
status will be updated with the maximum severity reported for that object. If the value is set to
"none" then the managed object status will not be updated through Fault Management.

Example situation
Consider a series of alerts being generated for the same source PRINTER. The status of the MO
with respect to these alerts is shown in the table below.

Alert/Severity

Managed Object status (If
Managed Object status (If
alert to MO propagation is set alert to MO propagation is
to Max)
set to latest)

(PRINTER, paper) - Warning

Warning

Warning

(PRINTER, paper) - Major

Major

Major

(PRINTER, toner) - Minor

Major

Minor

(PRINTER, toner) - Clear

Major

Clear

How Alert to MO propagation reflects in NMS
Knowing about the Alert to MO propagation, you might be interested to know further on how the
propagation reflects in WebNMS IoT. In the WebNMS IoT client, the Managed Object "PRINTER"
will be displayed with the severity updated from the alerts. This update is based on the value set
to ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION which could be latest or max or none.
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Configuring Propagation Filters

•

Overview

•

Writing a Filter class

•

Adding an entry in propagation.filters

•

Extending MiniAlert to get more information about the Alert

Overview
When an alert is added/updated/deleted in the Fault module, the processed alerts are stored (or
deleted) in files or in RDBMS tables. By default, the Fault module notifies the information about
the alert changes (i.e.,) addition, update or deletion to the clients and alert observers, if any, after
it gets stored in to the database. Propagation filters are user written class, that will be notified
about an alert modification, after it gets stored in the database and the corresponding Managed
Object has been updated according to the status of the alert.

Writing Filter Class
The user written propagation filter classes must implement
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.PropagationFilter interface. The classes that are mentioned as
Propagation Filters will be instantiated by WebNMS IoT on startup.
The method applyPropagation (com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.MiniAlert ), defined in the
interface com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.PropagationFilter, will be called on the classes
instantiated whenever WebNMS IoT adds/updates/deletes an alert. The argument to this method
is an instance of com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.MiniAlert which will contain the properties entity,
source, id and Severity of the Alert under consideration. In the case where an alert has been
deleted then the Severity of the MiniAlert object will contain the value of
SpecialPurposeSeverity defined in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/severityInfo.conf. This method
will be called only after the corresponding Managed Object has been updated according to the
status of the alert which has been added/updated/deleted.
To view a simple propagation example, choose propagation example.

Adding an entry in propagation.filters
The java classes to be run as propagation filters (implementing
com.advenent.nms.alertdb.PropagationFilter) have to be specified in configuration file named
propagation.filters present under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. The syntax should be
as follows:
<FILTER className="com.adventnet.nms.example.propagationfilter.SimplePropagationFilter"/>
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where the value of the className attribute
com.adventnet.nms.example.propagationfilter.SimplePropagationFilter, is the fully qualified
name of the user defined propagation filter class.
As mentioned earlier the classes specified in the propagation.filters file will be loaded into the
WebNMS IoT server on start up. Any modifications made to the configuration file after, will only
take effect in the next start up of the server and does not take effect immediately. The classes
that are specified in the propagation.filters file should be present in the classpath of the
WebNMS IoT server for them to be loaded when the server startsup or else the propagation filter
class specified will not take any effect.

Extending MiniAlert to get more information about the Alert
In some circumstances the alert information present in the MiniAlert object passed to the
propagation filter class may not be sufficient enough to the users. In these circumstances the
user is given the flexibility to extend the MiniAlert class and derive their own class, whose
instances will be passed to the propagation filter classes instead of the default MiniAlert class
instances.
The user class should extend com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.MiniAlert. This Extended-Class should
have a constructor (mandatory) whose only argument is com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.Alert. If an
extended class name (using the <EXTENDED-CLASS> tag) is specified in the propagation.filters
file, then whenever an alert is added/updated/deleted, an instance of this extended class will be
created by calling the constructor of the class with the Alert object under consideration as
argument. The user could store any amount of information from the passed alert object, along
with other necessary information into the instance of the extended class that is getting created.
Further, this instance will be passed as argument to the applyPropagation(MiniAlert) method
present in each of the propagation filter classes specified in the configuration file.
Syntax for defining an Extended-Class in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/propagation.filters file is,
<EXTENDED-CLASS className="com.adventnet.nms.example.propagationfilter.ExtendedClass">
where the value of the className attribute
com.adventnet.nms.example.propagationfilter.ExtendedClass, is the fully qualified name of the user
defined class that extends com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.MiniAlert
Only one extended class can be defined in propagation.filters file. If more than one class is
defined, then only the first in sequence will be taken into account.

Note: When the user extends the MiniAlert class the methods getSource() and
getMaxOrLatestSeverityAgainstSource() in MiniAlert class should not be
overridden as they are internally used by WebNMS IoT.

To view a simple example for extending MiniAlert, choose ExtendedClass.java.
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Example Syntax
The following is an example configuration that could be specified in the propagation.filters file.
<EXTENDED-CLASS className="extendedClassName">
<FILTER className="filterClassName1" />
<FILTER className="test.TestPropagationFilter " />
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Managing Alerts

•

Overview

•

Picking up / Unpicking Alerts

•

Adding Notes

•

Alert History

•

Merging History and Annotation

•

Updating Alerts

•

Clearing Alerts

•

Deleting Alerts

•

Grouping Alerts

•

Locking Alerts

Overview
The very next step after the occurrence of a fault or failure in a device, being notified by means
of Alerts, is the concerted and organized management effort to alleviate the problem. To help in
the management of failure or fault via the mechanism of Alerts, Fault Management provides
facilities both via the Client Interface as well as through programmatic approach to manage the
Alert.

Work Allocation through Pick Up mechanism
Once a fault occurs, the very next step is to allocate human resources to handle it. Pick Up
mechanism helps in allocating a particular Alert (i.e., the fault of the device) to a work group or a
user. This mechanism is available both via the Client Interface (Java UI and HTML UI) as well as
through programmatic approach using the Alert API methods. It is also possible to 'UnPick' an
Alert which has already been assigned to a user or work group.

Alert Pick up
This ensures that all problems are picked up and work is not duplicated. For example,
in cases where two or more network administrators work and if one of them
addresses a particular alert and solves the problem, the others need to be informed of
this action to avoid duplication.

Code snippet for pickup alert
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Alert a = AlertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("alarm name");
alertAPI.pickUpAlert(a,"root",true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);

Alert UnPick
Code snippet for Unpick alert
Alert a =AlertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("zia");
alertAPI.unPickAlert(a,"root",true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);
By setting the parameter ASSIGN_ALERT to "true" in the clientparameters.conf file
present under <Web NMS Home>/conf directory, a user can pick up an alert and assign
the same to different users. By default, its value is set as "false".
As soon as an alert or a group of alerts are chosen to be picked/unpicked, a dialog box
will pop up wherein the user name will be the name of the user who picks up the Alert.
The user who is to be assigned that particular alert can be mentioned in the 'Assigned
To' text field provided.
In case the selected group of Alerts contain both picked/unpicked alerts, then those
which are picked will be unpicked. Those which are unpicked will be picked and can be
assigned to different users.

The above figure shows the dialog box that pops up during pick up/unpick of alerts.
Here, the user name is root i.e., the alert has been picked up by 'root' user and is
assigned to 'admin' user.
The details of the 'Picked By' and 'Assigned To' text fields will be stored in the database
as picked up user/assigned user. So in the 'Owner' (which specifies who the user is)
column present in the Alarms panel, it will be displayed as root/admin. This also holds
good if the same task is accomplished using APIs.

Adding Notes
It would always be desirable while handling faults, to add useful observations or notifications
into the corresponding alert, to share useful information and hence contribute to the effective
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management of the Alerts. These notes will be useful for other users to resolve a similar
problem with less effort. Web NMS provides the mechanism of annotating, whereby the user can
add their own comments (annotation) into an alert which could help as an useful source of
information in handling the fault. These annotations can be added to alerts through UI and also
through APIs. These can be added, deleted and modified.

Code snippet to annotate an alert
Alert a =alertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("zia");
alertAPI.updateNotes(a,"root","this is picked",true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);

Code snippet to delete alert annotation
alertAPI.deleteAlertAnnotation("saravanakumar");

Alert History
The history of the Alerts give the complete reference of the status of the Alerts like when they
are added/ updated/ deleted. For a source "printer" and entity "Toner", let us assume that an
Alert is present. The Alert panel will give the current status of the Alert. Changes in the status of
Alerts for an Alert object, from first Alert to the latest Alert can be viewed using this Alert history
option.

Code snippet to delete alert history
alertAPI.deleteAlertHistory("saravanakumar");

Merging Alert History and Alert Annotation
The Alert annotation and the history can be merged and viewed together. This can be
done though API also.

Update Alert
Alerts can also be programatically updated through Alert API method.

Code snippet to update alert
Alert a = alertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("saravanakumar");
alertAPI.updateAlert(a,true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);
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Clearing Alerts
Sometimes, it would also be desirable to clear an alert by Administrators because of some
circumstantial reasons. To help this need, Web NMS provides an option to clear an Alert either
through the Client Interface or programmatic approach using Alert API methods.

Code snippet to clear an alert
Alert a = alertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("saravanakumar");
alertAPI.clearAlert(a,true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);

Deleting Alerts
Often, due to user intervention, some fault would be rectified without any proper notification to
the Manager (Web NMS) or some low profile fault which need not be handled by the system
could have occurred. In these circumstances, the Administrators would like to delete the
unwanted Alert from the system. The facility has been provided both through the Client Interface
and programmatic approach using Alert API methods.

Code snippet to delete an alert
Alert a = alertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable("saravanakumar");
alertAPI.deleteAlert(a,true);
alertAPI.unlock(a);
Note: Setting ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL parameter of
NmsProcessesBE.conf as ' 0' will delete all those Alerts with Clear
severity immediately.

Alert Grouping
While handling Alerts it would be desirable to group Alerts based on their similarities on different
counts and present them as a single unit. Web NMS provides the mechanism of grouping, which
is mostly a client side mechanism whereby Alerts will be grouped based on common value of the
property named "groupName" present in the alert, i.e. all the alerts with the same group name
will fall under the same group. This feature can be specified by setting the criteria "Group View
Mode" while creating custom views. The grouping mode of the default alert view provided in the
client can be configured by setting the parameter named GROUP_ALERTS_MODE present under
the EventMgr module in the configuration file named NmsProcessesBE.conf located under the
<Web NMS Home>/conf directory.

Alert Locking
Prior to performing any action on alerts, it is imperative to lock the alert object. It can be done so
by setting the value of ALERT_LOCK as true for EventMgr in NmsProcessesBE.conf. Once the
action is completed on the alert object, the user has to unlock the alert object thus enabling it to
be available for others.
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Locking Alerts

•

Overview

•

Pre-requisite to use Alert Lock

•

Steps involved in locking the alerts and performing the alert actions

Overview
This section deals with the special concept of locking alerts during any of the alert actions, the
inputs required to execute the alert locking, the exceptions that will be thrown during the locking
operations etc. Alert Object is locked to achieve full control over the alert when multiple users
are involved in various operations on the alerts.

Pre-requisite to use Alert Lock
The alerts can be locked during any of the alert actions only if the parameter ALERT_LOCK is set
to true for EventMgr process in NmsProcessesBE.conf file under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory.
Warning: If the parameter ALERT_LOCK in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file is set as false,
then the mechanism of locking alerts will not work.

Alert Actions and Alert lock
The alerts can be locked during any of the alert action related operations like clear alert, delete
alert etc. These are the following operations the user can do from API by locking the AlertObject.
•

Clear Alert

•

UpdateNotes

•

Pickup Alert

•

UnPickup Alert

•

UpdateAlert

•

Delete Alert

Steps involved in locking the alerts and performing the alert
actions
•

CheckOut/ checkOutIfAvailable
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•

Perform the alert actions like clear alert.

•

Unlock the alert object

CheckOut/ checkOutIfAvailable
Checkout [ AlertAPI.checkOut(String entity,int timeOut) ]
This method checks out the Alert with the given name from the database for writing,
with a write lock. If the Alert object to be checked out is currently locked by some
other thread, this method keeps trying to check out the object for the specified time. If
the Alert object becomes available for writing before the specified time, the object is
fetched from the database, locked and returned back. It returns "null" if the Alert is
not present in the database. This method checks for the alert object and tries to lock
the alert. If the alert object is not present, this method will return null.
CheckoutIfAvailable [ AlertAPI.checkOutIfAvailable(String entity) ]
This method checks out the Alert with the given name from the database for writing,
with a write lock. This method throws an Exception if the Alert object is locked by
another thread and doesn't wait.
Exceptions in the methods- checkOut/ checkOutIfAvailable
In both the methods, if the alert object is already locked by an other user, then a
timeout exception will be thrown.

Performing the Alert Actions
After getting the lock of the respective alerts, the user can perform any of the desired
actions on alerts like clear, update, delete, pickup, unpick, update notes, and update
alert. For more details on the various Alert actions, refer to Operations on Alerts.

Unlocking the alert
After the desired operation is performed on the alerts, the user should unlock the
alert for others to work on. (If the alert is not unlocked, then others cannot use this
alert object).
public void unlock(Alert obj)

This method will unlock the given AlertObject, relieving it of all the previously applied
locks.
Note: After performing any of the alert actions, the alert object has to
be unlocked. For the deleteAlert() method alone, the alertobject will be
automatically unlocked.
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Clear Lock [AlertAPI. clearLockForObject (String entity, int lockType) ]
In case an alert object has been locked and it needs to be cleared by the user, the
method clearLockForObject(java.lang.String entity,int lockType) from the
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI can be used. This method releases the specified
lock type unconditionally for the AlertObject with the given name. If under some
exceptional condition, a AlertObject instance that was holding a lock, is lost before it
has unlocked, then it will result in all subsequent requests for locks over that
AlertObject to fail. In such a case, this method can be used to unconditionally release
the specified lock type by giving just the name of the AlertObject.
Note: The facility of locking of alerts is available only if the parameter
AlertLock is set to "true" in NmsProcessesBE.conf. If the parameter is
"false", it is advisable to use the methods without the locking facility. By
mistake if the user uses the methods checkout and checkoutIfAvailable
with the parameter set to "false", they will return the alert object (like
the other methods without dealing with lock). This is designed so, for
the ease of users.
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Grouping of Alerts

•

Overview

•

Setting the severity for Grouped Alerts

•

Example

Overview
Rather than having more alerts pertaining a single device, the alerts can be grouped based on
their similarities and can be presented as a single unit. For example, alerts can be grouped based
on the site or gateway characteristics, i.e. all the problems pertaining to a gateway can be
managed as a group.
Alerts are grouped based on the field "groupName" The following operations takes place
internally while grouping on the server-side.
•

Alert objects are first grouped based on the field "groupName". For example, let us assume
that there are two alert objects 192.168.1.223 and IF-192.168.1.223. Then these two alert
objects are grouped with the Alert Group as 192.168.1.223, to represent it as a single unit.

•

Once the groups are formed, based on the mode of Group View/Group Mode set (Group
View for client side mechanism and Group Mode for server side mechanism), grouped
alerts are displayed for the specified criteria.

Setting the severity for grouped Alerts
Choosing the Alarms panel from WebNMS IoT client, displays the alerts from the database. You
can group these alerts based on their similarities by setting the criteria for
GROUP_ALERTS_MODE in NmsProcessesBE.conf file present in <WebNMS IoT Home> directory.
Note: Server side Alert grouping cannot be done at runtime. You have to restart the
server, to view the changes made.
The values of this field could be "max", "latest", or "none". The default setting is "none", where
the alerts are not grouped.
If the value is set to "max", alerts are first grouped and then based on the criticality of the
grouped alerts viz., Critical, Major, Minor, etc., alerts of maximum severity are shown at the top
of the list.
If the value is set to "latest", alerts are grouped. From the grouped alerts, the latest updated
alert's criticality is shown at the top of the list.
You have to edit the corresponding entry in the file NmsProcessesBE.conf present in <WebNMS
IoT Home>/conf directory, to set the criteria for Group Alert Mode. For FE Server, edit the file
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NmsProcessesFE.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

Example
Let us set the value for GROUP_ALERTS_MODE to max. Assume that the maximum severity is
"Major". The following entry will group alerts of "Major" severity and will show at the top of the
list.
The default entry in that file will be like this
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr
ARGS SAVE_DIR test EVENT_WINDOW_SIZE 10000 ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION
max GROUP_ALERTS_MODE none ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY none ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE 10000
The above default entry can be changed like the one shown below to satisfy the above
mentioned criteria.
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr
ARGS SAVE_DIR test EVENT_WINDOW_SIZE 10000
VENT_OBJECTS_IN_MEMORY 500 ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION max
GROUP_ALERTS_MODE max ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY none ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE 10000
Warning: When you specify the value for GroupViewMode in Alarms custom view, the
FE Server fetches the data from the DB for every alert that is received. The FE Server will
not maintain the details of all the alerts in a group and hence fetches the data from the
DB. This degrades the performance of the server.
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Alert Listener

•

Overview

•

Operations on Alert object

•

UserName support

•

Bulk and Cascade Delete

•

Purge Alert

•

Registering as Alert Listener

•

De-registering as Alert Listener

•

Writing your own alertListener Class

•

Code Snippet for Alert Listener which runs in a separate JVM

Overview
The alert listener interface provides the necessary features to notify an application about the
addition, deletion, update, pickup, unpick of alert (similar to the alert observers) and a few other
options like notifying the username and the operations on which the alert is being generated.
Notifications for bulk deletion of alerts are also supported by alert listeners.

Operations on alert object
The method listenAlert(AlertActionInformer action) sends the notifications to the registered
listeners when any of the following operations are done on the alertobject. The specified
operations are stored as integers in the AlertConstants interface. The integers and their
respective meanings are shown below.
ALS_CLEAR_ALERT - alert is cleared.
ALS_DELETE_ALERT - alert is deleted.
ALS_PICKUP_ALERT - user picks up an alert.
ALS_UNPICKUP_ALERT - user unpicks an alert.
ALS_UPDATE_ALERT - alert is updated.
ALS_UPDATE_NOTES - Annotation is updated.

UserName support
The AlertActionInformer object has the user name defined in it. If the user performs any of the
above mentioned operations from the UI, then the "username" field of the AlertActionInformer
object will be set to the corresponding username. If the user performs any of the above
operations through RMI, then the "username" field of the AlertActionInformer object will be set
as "RMIUser". If WebNMS IoT itself perfoms any of the above operations, the "username" field
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will be null.

Bulk and Cascade Delete
The update (XML Node) method is responsible for notifications during bulk or cascade delete of
alerts. ManagedObjects and all their sub-elements will be deleted in any one of the 3 cases, viz.,
when a Gateway is deleted, a container parent is deleted, or when a group relationship is
deleted. Bulk delete could be invoked through TopoAPI.deleteObjectAndSubElements(String
objKey) and cascade delete through TopoAPI.deleteObjectAndSubElements(String obj, int level).
When the ManagedObjects are deleted, all the corresponding alerts will also be deleted. The
information on the alert objects being deleted will be sent to the respective users who have
registered themselves as AlertListeners.

Purge Alert
The update (XML Node) method is also responsible for notifications during purging Alerts
through AlertAPI.purgeAlertDB().

Registering as AlertListener.
If you wish to register as an AlertListener, then you should implement the interface
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertListener in the code. This interface has two methods listenAlert
and update. The update(XML Node) method is called when bulk delete of alerts occur. When
managedobjects and their sub elements are deleted, all the corresponding alerts have to be
deleted and the notifications have to be sent to all users who have registered themselves as
AlertBulkListeners. The method listenAlert(AlertActionInformer action) is responsible for
notifying all the registered listeners when any of the specified operations are performed in
WebNMS IoT system.
To register as alertlistener one has to use the AlertAPI.addAlertListener(). Please refer to
javadocs on the com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertListener and com.adventnet.nms.alerdb.AlertAPI
for more details.

De-registering an AlertListener
If you wish to Deregister an AlertListener, then you have to use the
AlertAPI.removeAlertListener(). Please refer to javadocs on the
com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertListener and com.adventnet.nms.alerdb.AlertAPI for more
details.

Writing your own alertListener Class
The steps below give a detailed explanation of how to write your own alertListener class.
•

The alertListener class should implement com.adventnet.nms.alertb.AlertListener
interface.

•

The class should extend the UnicastRemoteObject class.

•

This alertListener class file will invoke the methods update and listenAlert from the
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AlertListener interface.
•

These methods are invoked through RMI by getting the handle of the alertdb API doing an
RMI look up.

Code Snippet for Alert Listener which runs in a separate JVM
import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertListener;
import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.alertdb.AlertActionInformer;
import com.adventnet.nms.util.XMLNode;
import com.adventnet.security.authentication.RMIAccessAPI;
import java.rmi.Naming;
import java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject;
public class TestAlertListener extends UnicastRemoteObject implements AlertListener
{
public TestAlertListener() throws java.rmi.RemoteException
{
}
public void update(XMLNode node)
{
System.out.println("Notification Received for Bulk Delete");
}
public void listenAlert(AlertActionInformer actionInformer)
{
System.out.println("Notification Received for Alert operation");
}
void start()
{
try
{
RMIAccessAPI rmiapi =
(RMIAccessAPI)Naming.lookup("//hostName/RMIAccessAPI");
AlertAPI api = (AlertAPI)rmiapi.getAPI("userName","password","AlertAPI");
if(api.addAlertListener(this))
{
System.out.println("Successfully registered as AlertListener");
}
else
{
System.out.println("Failed in registering as AlertListener");
}
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Error in registering ");
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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public static void main(String args[])
{
try
{
TestAlertListener listener = new TestAlertListener();
listener.start();
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Error in initailizing TestAlertListener");
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
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Audio Notification for Alarms

•

Overview

•

Configuration for Audio Notification

•

Limitations

Overview
Whenever alarms are received by the client, an audio notification can be triggered based on the
severity of the alarm. All users configured for the notification will be able to hear the respective
audio file whenever alarms are received by the client. The audio notification for alarms will be
user specific i.e. each user can associate different audio file for different severities.

Configuration for Audio Notification
In scenarios where a burst of alarms are received, the audio notification for new alarms will start
only if there is no audio playing currently, i.e all audio notifications for alarms arriving while an
audio file is being played will be dropped and there will be audio notifications only for those
alarms that arrive after the playback finished. However if the severity of the new alarm is greater
than the one that is currently being played, the playback of the audio file will be dropped and the
audio file associated with the severity of the new alarm will be played.

Note: WebNMS IoT supports the audio file formats that are supported by the Java
Sound i.e AIFF, AU, MP3, and WAV. It also supports the following MIDI based song file
formats: SMF type 0 (Standard MIDI File, aka .mid files),SMF type 1 and RMF. The Java
Sound engine can render 8 or 16 bit audio data, in mono or stereo, with sample rates
from 8KHz to 48KHz. PCM encoded files will only be supported for Audio notification in
WebNMS IoT. So kindly use PCM encoded WAV files.
However, WAV files are recommended as they are easier to create and a large number
of samples are available.
Audio files are played based on the configuration setting in the AudioInfo.xml file in the
respective users directory under <WebNMS IoT Home>/users folder. For the web client, you can
configure the playbackTime to 0 to continuously play the audio. With this configuration, the stop
icon will be displayed next to the Failure Object column. You can click on the stop icon to stop
the audio.
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Note: The audio can be played for incoming alarm based on the severity. The following
are the conditions that can be configured for AUDIO_NOTIFICATION in <WebNMS
Home>/users/<username>/clientparameters.conf.
If the AUDIO_NOTIFICATION value is configured as "latest", the audio will be
played on receiving alarms of all severities.
If the AUDIO_NOTIFICATION value is configured as "max", the audio will be played
on receiving alarms of a higher severity of the previous alarm.

Due to the limitations in supported audio file formats in browsers, we recommend storing both
MP3 and WAV files in the audio folder with the same name (eg. critical.wav and critical.mp3) for
every severity when multiple browsers are used.

Supported File Formats

Browser

MP3

WAV

Internet Explorer

YES

NO

Firefox

NO

YES

Chrome

YES

YES

Limitations
•

Audio files greater than 100 KB should not be associated as they will slow the client startup
as well as overload the client JVM.

•

When the Alarm custom view is not the current panel in view, audio notification will only be
available for new alarms conforming to the criteria of the last viewed Alarm custom view.
For example consider there are two Alarm custom views, say one view which displays all
alarms and another that displays Major alarms. If the last viewed Alarm custom view was
the one that displayed only Major alarms, there will be audio notification only for new
alarms with severity Major. There will not be any audio notification for other severity
alarms. In order to have audio notification for all alarms received, the currently viewed or
last viewed Alarm custom view should have no criteria set.

•

When same user has logged in different clients, the changes made by one will not be
reflected in the other client machines until the client is restarted.

•

There are limitations in supported audio file formats in browsers. For example, WAV files
are not supported in Internet Explorer. In this case, the MP3 file format must be used. We
recommend storing both MP3 and WAV files in the audio folder with the same name (eg.
critical.wav and critical.mp3) for every severity when multiple browsers are used.
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Policies in Fault Management
Introduction
The following are the pre-built policies available in Fault module.

Periodic Policies
•

Alert Policies

•

Event Logging Policy

Non Periodic Policies
•

AlertLog Policy

Alert Policy (Escalation Policy) is a periodic policy which when invoked, gathers all the alerts that
were in a particular state (severity) for a certain length of time (the time is specified by the user).
Any action / task as specified by the user is then executed (like sending e-mail, suppressing the
action of a filter etc.). The time interval between two successive execution of this policy is
configurable.
Event Logging policy is used to log events in flat files.
AlertLogPolicy is used to control the number of alerts in the database. You can specify the Alert
count, and if the number of alerts goes above the specified count, the older alerts gets deleted
from the database. This is done in order to maintain the specified count in the database.
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Print Option in Fault Module

•

Overview

•

Command for Win NT

•

Command for Win 2000

•

Command for Linux

•

Troubleshooting Tips

Overview
WebNMS IoT supports 'server-side' printing of Events and Alerts viewed in the respective Panels.
By server-side printing, it is meant that the printer which is connected in the same network as
that of the Server alone, will be able to print when print option is invoked. Print command can be
invoked in any one of the following ways:
•

Clicking the print icon in the Client toolbar

•

Choosing Actions -->Print from the menu bar.

The PRINT_COMMAND parameter present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/NmsProcessesBE.conf
should be configured before invoking the print option. The print file argument should be given
based on the value specified for SAVE_DIR parameter. The print options for various platforms are
explained below.
Note :
•
When you execute the print functionality from the Client, WebNMS IoT
will store all the Event/Alarm details in a file called printfile.tmp,
temporarily. This file will be present under the directory which is
configured for SAVE_DIR parameter in EventMgr process. When Print is
invoked the next time, the details in the printfile.tmp will be replaced by
those corresponding to the next request.
•
Those columns in the Client which are currently under view alone will be
saved and printed.
•
By default, SAVE_DIR parameter will be set to the state directory.

For Win NT
The value for PRINT_COMMAND parameter for Win NT is given based on the command with
which Print option is invoked from the command prompt in that machine.
For example, if printing a file "x.txt" is invoked using print x.txt from command prompt,
then the entry for PRINT_COMMAND should be like
SAVE_DIR state
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PRINT_COMMAND "print .\\state\\printfile.tmp"
where,
printfile.tmp - is the temporary file where the data to be printed will be saved and is the
replacement of x.txt of command prompt.
state - refers to the directory under which the temporary file printfile.tmp is present.
The print command may vary based on the configuration of the printer in the network.
Note : Windows NT does not support "lpr" function .

For Windows 2000
For Windows 2000, the entry for PRINT_COMMAND against EventMgr process in
NmsProcessesBE.conf under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory should be like :
PRINT_COMMAND "lpr -S Server -P printername <filename>"
where,
-S Server - Server Name of the host which is providing lpd service.
-P printername - name of the print queue, which will be maintained by the printer to put the
job in the print queue and process.
<filename>- file name should be referred from the SAVE_DIR directory; so you have to give
the file name as <value of SAVE_DIR>\\printfile.tmp
Example
SAVE_DIR state PRINT_COMMAND "lpr -S Duplex1 -P test state\\printfile.tmp"
where,
-S Duplex1 is the Server Name
-P test is the name of the print queue
printfile.tmp is the file to be printed, which is present in state directory.
For a server using shared printer of another machine, the entry for PRINT_COMMAND
against EventMgr process in NmsProcessBE.conf under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory
should be like :
SAVE_DIR state PRINT_COMMAND "cmd /c copy state\\printfile.tmp
\\\\user1\HPLaserJ"
where,
printfile.tmp is the file to be printed, which is present in state directory.
user1 is the device to which the printer is connected.
HPLaserJ is the name of the share.
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For Linux
In case of Linux, the entry for PRINT_COMMAND should be like :
PRINT_COMMAND "lpr <filename>"
where,
<filename> - file name should be referred from the SAVE_DIR directory.
So give the filename as <value of SAVE_DIR>//printfile.tmp

Invoking a batch/shell file in Print Command
Sometimes, there may a need to format the data, before printing. In such cases, you can write
your own script file containing the formatting command along the print command, and give that
as the argument for PRINT_COMMAND parameter.
For example, consider that you want to wrap the length of the lines in the file before printing it.
"fmt" command is generally used for such purposes. So, write a batch/shell file, say print.bat/sh
which comprises of the fmt command along with the print command. The script should be
written in such a way that the file should be formatted first and the resultant file passed to the
print command. Copy the script file anywhere and give the path relative to <WebNMS IoT Home>.
Give the value for the PRINT_COMMAND parameter in NmsProcessesBE.conf as follows:
PRINT_COMMAND "sh print.sh"
So, on clicking the Print option, the shell file will be invoked, which in turn will format the data
first and then print the formatted data.
Note : The details present in the corresponding panel (Event Panel / Alarm Panel)
alone will be printed. The coloring and tabular effect will not be part of the output.

Troubleshooting Tips
•

•

Problem : When trying to print, TimedOutException is thrown.
• Cause : You may not have given the Print Command within quotes. So NMS will
consider the first string alone, try for 60 seconds and then throw this exception.
• Solution : Give the Print command within quotes.
Problem : When the print icon in the Client is clicked, the error message Server Printing
not Configured is displayed.
• Cause : Print Command is not configured.
• Solution : Configure the Print Command by including the parameter
PRINT_COMMAND with a suitable value in EventMgr present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/NmsProcessesBE.conf file.
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Plugging In Protocols

•

Writing a user class implementing the RunProcessInterface

•

Establishing the Session (applicable only for connection-oriented protocols)

•

Registering for Notifications

•

Converting the protocol-specific Notifications into generic Events

•

Adding the Events into the System

•

Event Processing / Alert Processing

WebNMS Fault Management module provides support to plug in different protocols. Consider
that you have to plug in 'X' protocol. The steps given below need to be followed to achieve the
same:

Writing a user class implementing the RunProcessInterface
The first step in plugging in a new protocol is to write a user class implementing the
RunProcessInterface. This interface allows the user application to be run as a separate process. It
consists of three methods namely
•

callMain(String [ ]) - This method will be called by the NMS Server to start the user
application which has to be specified in the NmsProcessesBE.conf /
NmsProcessesFE.conf.

•

isInitialized( ) - This method checks whether NMS Process has started and is ready to
service requests from other processes/clients. After invoking callMain( ), NMS Server will
check the isInitialized( ) of each process. Return 'true' for this method, only if the NMS
startup procedure is successful.

•

shutDown( ) - This method will be called when WebNMS IoT Server is shut down. You can
handle the process-specific shutdown operations in this method.

For more details on RunProcessInterface, refer to
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunProcessInterface

Establishing a session (only for connection-oriented protocols)
Establish a session by creating an object of the protocol property (XProperty in this case). All the
protocol specific parameters should be set in the protocol property.
XProperty property = new XProperty( )
Establish the session and get the session id. You can specify the devices with which session has
to be established.
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ManagementServer ms = ManagementServer.getInstance();
String sessionId = ms.establishSession(xProperty )
For more details on establishing a session for different types of protocols, refer to Types of
Protocols.
Note: Generally, protocol properties will be set as follows:
For TL1 - TL1Property
For SNMP - SnmpProperty
Since 'X' has been taken as the example protocol to be plugged in, XProperty is
considered to be the protocol property here.

Registering for Notifications
The next step is to register a request for receiving the notifications.
Set the session Id which was returned during establishment of the session.
XProperty.setSessionId(sessionId)
Register the request for receiving Event Notifications.
String eventId= ms.registerForNotification(XProperty);
For more details on how to register for notifications, refer to Event Notification Support.

Conversion of protocol-specific Notifications into Generic Event
After registering for notifications, the Management Server will process the notifications and
return a generic Event. Conversion of those generic Events into WebNMS IoT Event objects
should be handled in the user class.

Adding the Events
The next step is to add the WebNMS IoT Event objects into the System. This too should be
handled in the user class. The WebNMS IoT Events can be added into the system by getting the
handle of EventAPI and calling addEvent( ) method.

Event Processing / Alert Processing
After the Events are added into the system, Event / Alert Processing will be taken care by the
Fault Management module.
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Severity
Severity - Introduction
Severity, in general, represents the measure of criticality of management happenings. WebNMS
IoT extensively uses severities in most of its primary management functions to highlight the
importance of management happening. For instance, severities are used to represent the
criticality of an event or alert generated, to show the status of a managed object or map symbol,
etc. To cite a practical application of severities, consider the following scenario. Supposing if the
sensor fails, you might wish to assign the highest criticality for that. You can do this using the
Severity Framework.
The next topic provides information on what can be done using the Severity Framework and how
to use it.
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Severity Framework

•

Overview

•

What does Severity Framework offer ?

•

How to use the Severity Framework ?

•

Configuration Options

•

Mandatory Requirements

•

How the Criticality of Severities Measured ?

•

How to Define Sub-Nodes for Main Severity Nodes ?

•

How to Add New Attributes to a Severity Node ?

•

Configuring SeverityInfo.conf using Web NMS EclipsePlugin

•

How to Access Severity Values ?

•

Alternative way to get the Severity value

•

How to Access Severity Nodes ?

•

How to access Severity Sub-Nodes ?

•

Developer Tips

Overview
Severity, in general, represents the measure of criticality of management happenings. WebNMS
IoT extensively uses severities in most of its primary management functions to highlight the
importance of management happening. For instance, severities are used to represent the
criticality of an event or alert generated, to show the status of a managed object or map symbol,
etc. To cite a practical application of severities, consider the following scenario. Supposing if the
sensor fails, you might wish to assign the highest criticality for that. You can do this using the
Severity Framework.

What does Severity Framework Offer ?
Severity Framework provides
•

a configuration file named SeverityInfo.conf, which contains all the severities used in
the framework.

•

APIs, which help you to access the required severity in the configuration when you wish
to assign some criticality to a Network management happening.

How to Use the Severity Framework ?
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As mentioned above, the Severity Framework provides a configuration file named
SeverityInfo.conf, which contains seven severity nodes. Each node represents relative criticality
levels from the lowest to the highest. You can configure this file to include your own severity
nodes, if needed. Thus each node in this file represents a level of criticality.
When you want to assign a particular severity for a particular network management happening,
say for example the status of a map object, you need to access the needed severity in the
configuration file from your code. For accessing the severity value, the Severity Framework
provides a comprehensive API mechanism.
Details about the configuration options and APIs are provided below.

Configuration Options
Default Configuration
The severities handled by WebNMS IoT are defined in the XML-based configuration file named
SeverityInfo.conf (present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory). This configuration file, by
default, contains the following seven severity nodes :
•

Critical

•

Major

•

Minor

•

Warning

•

Clear

•

Info

•

Unknown

Each of the above node represents a severity. As the names of the nodes themselves indicate,
Criticality of the severities are in the descending order with 'Critical' at the top. The nodes 'Clear',
'Info', and 'Unknown' do not bear any criticality. These nodes are for representing ordinary
messages.
A typical severity node would look like as the one below :
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-Name"
NO-CRITICALITY="true
SEV-COLOR="sev-color">
</SEVERITY>
The following table explains the parameters present in the SeverityInfo.conf.
Parameter

Description

ID

Name of the Severity (Critical/Major/Minor, etc). The name must be unique.

SEV-COLOR

The color with which severities are to be shown in the client view. The color must
be defined in RGB format. The color also has to be unique.
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Defines whether a defined severity has any criticality associated with or not. If the
NOvalue is set as "false", the severity defined is taken to have a criticality associated
CRITICALITY with it. If the value is set as "true", the severity is taken to be an ordinary one
without any criticality. Default Value - false.
Apart from the above set of common parameters / attributes, you can also specify your own
attributes.

Mandatory Requirements
The configuration file must contain at least FOUR severity nodes. Among the four the following
nodes
•

Clear

•

Info

•

Unknown

must be present. The remaining one can be anything - either from the default nodes or
something defined by you. The three severities - Clear, Info, and Unknown are compulsory
because they are internally used by WebNMS IoT system and are mandatory for its functioning.
As mentioned earlier, the three mandatory severities Clear, Info, and Unknown are ordinary
severities without any criticality associated with them. So, the remaining fourth one should be a
severity that has criticality associated with it (the value for the parameter NO-CRITICALITY should
be "false").
Apart from the above severities, you can add any number of severity nodes to define your own
criticality levels in the configuration file. Each severity node must have a unique name and
preferably a unique color.

How the Criticality of Severities Measured ?
The position of the 'Clear' node in SeverityInfo.conf assumes special significance. Because, it is
the position of Clear node which determines the criticality associated with other nodes. Though
you are free to define your own severities, the criticality associated with those severities depend
on the position of the 'Clear' node which is taken as the base node.
All the severity nodes in the configuration file must be placed either above or below the Clear
node ( i.e. Clear should be placed either at the topmost position of all nodes or at the bottom).
The more the deviation from the Clear node, the higher the criticality of the severity is.
Supposing the node 'Clear' is present at the top, the node which is present at the bottommost
position will have the highest criticality, no matter what its name is. So, it is mandatory that the
'Clear' node should be placed either at the topmost position or at the bottommost place.
It should not be placed in the middle or in between other nodes. The only exception being
the NO-CRITICALITY nodes (i.e. the Severity nodes defined with NO-CRITICALITY attribute set to
"true"). Since they do not bear any criticality, they can be placed anywhere. Their position does
not have any significance.
Typical entries in the configuration files would be as follows :
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<SEVERITY ID="Clear"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-51">
</SEVERITY>
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-A"
SEV-COLOR="0-255-255">
</SEVERITY>
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-B"
SEV-COLOR="0-255-200">
</SEVERITY>
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-C"
SEV-COLOR="0-200-25">
</SEVERITY>
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-D"
SEV-COLOR="0-25-200">
</SEVERITY>
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-E"
NO-CRITICALITY="true"
SEV-COLOR="0-25-220">
</SEVERITY>
In the above example, Clear Severity is the base node and it is placed at the topmost position.
The severity named Severity-A will have the lowest criticality associated with it. Severity-B will
have a higher criticality and so on. Severity-D will be taken as the one with the highest criticality.
(The last node named Severity-E does not have any criticality as NO-CRITICALITY attribute is set
to "true". For all other nodes NO-CRITICALITY is "false" by default).

How to Define Sub-Nodes for Main Severity Nodes ?
Sometimes, you might face the need to fine-grain a severity into sub-levels. For instance, you
might wish to modularize the severity 'Major' into three sub-levels namely High-Major, MediumMajor, and Low-Major in order to represent the criticality of three network happenings which
should come under the category Major, but differ in criticality by a degree. You may also desire
to group certain severities which have the same degree of criticality. The Severity Framework
allows you to do so by defining sub-nodes.
Defining Sub-Nodes for Mandatory Severities
Sub-nodes for the Mandatory Severities can be defined as shown below :
Supposing, for the Mandatory node "Clear', if you want to define two sub-nodes, namely "ClearA" and "Clear-B", you can do so as shown below :
<SEVERITY ID="Clear">
<LEVEL-1 ID="Clear-A"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-51">
</LEVEL-1>
<LEVEL-1 ID="Clear-B"
SEV-TYPE="clear"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-151">
</LEVEL-1>
</SEVERITY>
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Here, while defining sub-nodes, an attribute named SEV-TYPE has been used. As mentioned
earlier, the Mandatory Severities are used internally by the WebNMS IoT and at times, you might
like to get the mandatory severities. In such occasions, if the mandatory severities contain subnodes, a confusion might arise as to which sub-node (among the sub-nodes) should be got. This
attribute is for defining a base node among the sub-nodes and that base node will be returned
upon a request for getting a particular mandatory severity.
In the above example, the sub-node "Clear-B" will be taken as the base clear value. WebNMS IoT
will take that whenever it needs to assign the severity "Clear". In case, the SEV-TYPE attribute is
not set for any of the sub-nodes, the first sub-node, will be taken as the base sub-node. In the
above example, "Clear-A" will be taken as the base sub-node, if the attribute SEV-TYPE is not
used.
Defining sub-nodes for other Severity nodes
For the nodes other than the mandatory ones (Clear, Info, and Unknown), you can add subnodes directly without using the SEV-TYPE attribute. For example, if you want to divide the node
Major into three sub-nodes named High-Major, Medium-Major, and Low-Major, you can do so as
shown below.
<SEVERITY ID="Major">
<LEVEL-1 ID="High-Major"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-51">
</LEVEL-1>
<LEVEL-1 ID="Medium-Major"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-151">
</LEVEL-1>
<LEVEL-1 ID="Low-Major"
SEV-COLOR="51-255-251">
</LEVEL-1>
</SEVERITY>
As mentioned earlier, the criticality of severities will be measured based on the deviation of the
severity from the Clear node. Care must be taken, while defining the sub-nodes, to place the
Clear node at the required location. For example, if you would like to assign highest criticality for
High-Major among the three sub-nodes of Major, then you need to place the Clear node in such
a way that the High-Major is farthest from it.
In the above example, inside the main node Major, there are three sub-nodes namely HighMajor, Medium-Major and Low-Major. If the Clear is at the bottommost position in the configuration
file, the sub-node High-Major will be comparatively at a farther distance from Clear and hence will be
assigned the highest criticality among the three sub-nodes. The sub-node, Low-Major will be
comparatively nearer to Clear node and hence will get the lowest criticality among the three subnodes.
On the other hand, if the node Clear is placed at the topmost position, the sub-node High-Major
will be comparatively nearer to it and hence will get the lowest criticality among the three subnodes though its name is High-Major. Also, the sub-node Low_Major will get the highest criticality
among the three sub-nodes.
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How to Add New Attributes to a Severity Node ?
Apart from the common attributes for the Severity nodes (explained in the table above), you
might have requirements to add your own attributes. Severity Framework allows you to do so.
The name of the new attribute and its value can be specified as shown below :
<SEVERITY ID="Severity-X"
NO-CRITICALITY="true"
SEV-COLOR="0-25-200"
NEW-ATTRIBUTE-1="value1"
NEW-ATTRIBUTE-2="value2"
>
</SEVERITY>

//new attribute
//new attribute

You can access these attributes defined for the Severity nodes using Severity API mechanism
(explained in the later part of this section).

Configuring SeverityInfo.conf using WebNMS IoT EclipsePlugin
Import the configuration file SeverityInfo.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into
the Eclipse Project. Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
configuration Files to Eclipse.

How to Access Severity Values ?
As explained earlier, all severity nodes and the criticalities associated with them are defined in
the file SeverityInfo.conf. Supposing, if an alert is generated regarding the failure of a sensor in a
gateway, you would naturally like to assign the highest criticality for that. For assigning the
criticality, you need to access the Severity values in the configuration file from your code. For
doing that, the Severity Framework provides an interface named Severity API. This interface is
used to access all the properties of the severities defined in WebNMS IoT. The APIs available in
the interface methods are accessible from within the same JVM and also from a different JVM.
All the data defined in the SeverityInfo.conf are present in a class named
com.adventnet.nms.severity.SeverityInfo. When you want to access any information about
the severities (such as severity color, severity name etc) defined in the configuration file, you
need to
•

get an instance of the class com.adventnet.nms.severity.SeverityInfo

•

use the methods present in it to access the needed information.

How to get the instance of SeverityInfo from the same JVM ?
The instance of SeverityInfo can be obtained from your code in the same JVM as the NMS server
simply by using the static method getInstance() in the com.adventnet.nms.severity.SeverityInfo
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class to get an instance of the SeverityInfo class.
The instance of SeverityInfo can be obtained through any one of the following ways :
•

import com.adventnet.nms.severity.*;
SeverityInfo severityInfo=SeverityInfo.getInstance(); (OR)

•

SeverityInfo.getInstance(String URL) ;

Now, you have got the instance of SeverityInfo. The next step is to access the value of the
required severity from the configuration file SeverityInfo.conf. The method getValue(String s) in
SeverityInfo can be used to get the value of severities.
By default, the following values are internally generated for the severity nodes :
Severity

Value

Critical

1 (Highest Criticality)

Major

2

Minor

3

Warning

4

Clear

5 (Lowest Criticality)

Info

6

Unknown

7

Highest Criticality will have the lowest value and vice-versa.
So, when you access a particular severity, the value associated with it as shown in the above
table would be returned.
The following code snippets guide you how you can access the severity values :
•

For accessing SeverityInfo instance :
SeverityInfo severityInfo=SeverityInfo.getInstance();

•

To get the value of 'Critical' node :
int critical = severityInfo.getValue("Critical");
Similarly, the values of other nodes can be got.

The Strings "Critical", "Minor" and "Info" are name of the Severity Nodes defined in the
SeverityInfo.conf file, by default. You can replace the names with anything you wish.
How to access the values of Mandatory Severities ?
As mentioned earlier, the nodes 'Clear', 'Info' and 'Unknown' are mandatory severities. Their
values can be accessed using the following methods :
severityInfo.getClear() - returns the value of the clear severity
severityInfo.getInfo() - returns the value of the info
severityInfo.getUnknown() - returns the value of the Unknown
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How to access the SeverityAPI from a remote machine ?
SeverityAPI is published with RMI lookup mechanism on the server. Direct RMI lookup does not
yield the desired effect. So, it is strongly recommended that the SeverityInfo be accessed from
a remote machine by indirect RMI lookup using getInstanceFromHost() method present in the
SeverityInfo class. Subsequent calls can however be made using the getInstance() method.
Indirect RMI look up using getInstanceFromHost method
1. SeverityInfo severityInfo=SeverityInfo.getInstanceFromHost(StringHostName)
This method can be used for accessing the severity information from the WebNMS IoT server by
a user code executed in a separate JVM using RMI. The host name where the WebNMS IoT Server
is running should be passed as an argument to this method. This method will access the Severity
API from the WebNMS IoT server through the RMI lookup mechanism. This method can be used
only if the RMI is running in the default port 1099.
2>SeverityInfoseverityInfo=SeverityInfogetInstanceFromHost(StringhostName, int port)
This method is similar to the previous method. If the RMI registry is running in a different port
other than the default 1099, that port number can be specified as the value for the parameter int
port.

Alternative way to get the severity values
Getting Severity Values using SeverityIterator
As described earlier, the severities defined in the configuration file can be logically ordered to
form a tree-like structure. The "Clear" node can be viewed as the root of the tree. All other nodes
are placed either at the top of 'Clear' node or below it. Based on this tree-like structuring, an
iterator class, namely com.adventnet.nms.severity.SeverityIterator is provided by the Severity
Framework. Using this Iterator, you can traverse the severity nodes in the Severity tree and
access the needed information.
For accessing Severity Values using SeverityIterator, you need to
•

get the instance of SeverityIterator

•

traverse the severity tree

To get the instance of SeverityIterator
SeverityIteratorseverityIterator=SeverityInfo.getInstance().getIterator();
How to traverse the Severity Tree ?
By default, the severity tree may be visualized to be looking like the one shown below :
Critical [1] (highest severity)
Major [2]
Minor [3]
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Warning [4]
Clear [5] (lowest severity)
•

First decide which severity you wish to access

•

Then, find out which severity is nearer to it - Critical or Clear

For example, if you want to get the value of the node "Warning", you first need to move to the
"Clear" node. 'Warning' is the next higher criticality of 'Clear'. So, get the value of the next
criticality from 'Clear'. Both for moving to a particular criticality and for getting the next criticality
APIs have been provided which are shown in the following code snippet (for getting the value of
Warning ):
severityIterator SeverityInfo.getInstance().getIterator(); gets the iterator instance
severityIterator.moveToClear();
severityIterator.getCurrent(); returns the value of the clear severity (i.e., 5 by default setup)
severityIterator.getNextCriticality(); returns the value of the warning severity (i.e.4 by
default setup)
Similarly, to get the value of the "Major" node, you need to move to the "Critical" node which is
nearer to it. Since 'Critical' represents the highest possible severity, 'Major' is the previous higher
criticality. So, you need to get the previous criticality. The code snippet for this is given below :
severityIterator.moveToHighest(); severityIterator.getPreviousCriticality() // returns the
value of the major severity (i.e., 2 by default setup)

How to Access a Severity Node ?
In the preceding section, explanation for accessing the values of severity nodes is given. This
section explains how to access the severity nodes and their attributes.
The class com.adventnet.nms.severity.SeverityNode provides methods for accessing severity nodes.
Each severity node can be represented by the instances of SeverityNode class.
For accessing a severity node, you need to
•

get the instance of SeverityInfo

•

and get the severity nodes

The following code snippet shows how a severity node can be accessed :
SeverityNode node = SeverityInfo.getInstance().getSeverityNode(severity);
Hashtable attribs = node.getAttributeList();
The hashtable contains all the attributes specified in the severity node. The SeverityNode has a
method to get the reference of SeverityIterator.

How to Access Sub-Nodes ?
For accessing sub-nodes, you need to
•

get its corresponding main severity node
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•

access the sub-node (sub-nodes are also called as child nodes)

The main severity nodes can be accessed using any one of the following methods :
•

getSeverityNode(int severity) of Class SeveritytInfo - ( This method returns the SeverityNode
belonging to the severity value specified).

•

getSeverityNode(java.lang.String severity) of Class SeveritytInfo - ( This method returns the
SeverityNode belonging to the severity name specified.)

Once the main SeverityNode is returned, use the method getChildNodes() of Class XMLNode to
get all the child nodes under a node. The following code snippet illustrates how the above
methods can be made use of :
import com.adventnet.nms.severity.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Example
{
public static void main(String arg[])
{
SeverityInfo si=SeverityInfo.getInstance("<WebNMS IoT
Home>/SeverityInfo.conf");//Getting the severity instance
SeverityNode snode=si.getSeverityNode("Major");//Getting the severity node with
the given name
Vector child=snode.getChildNodes();//Returns all the child nodes
for(Enumeration en=child.elements();en.hasMoreElements();)
{
SeverityNode sevnode=(SeverityNode)en.nextElement();
System.out.println(" childs : "+sevnode);
......
}
}
Please refer to the Severity API and SeverityInfo Javadocs for more details.
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Developer Tips

General Tips
•

Can I internationalize the 'Clear' node ?

Trouble Shooting Tips
•

•

I am getting the following error message : "Severity Nodes found in both sides of clear
node. Please refer the Help Document" . Why ?

Can I internationalize the 'Clear' node ?
No, the 'Clear' node should not be internationalized. The configuration file SeverityInfo.conf
must contain at least FOUR severity nodes. Among the four the following three nodes •

Clear

•

Info

•

Unknown

must be present. The remaining one can be anything - either from the default nodes or
something defined by you. The three severities - Clear, Info, and Unknown are compulsory
because they are internally used by Web NMS system and are mandatory for its functioning.
And these three nodes are to be used as such and not to be internationalized. Moreover, the
position of the 'Clear' node in SeverityInfo.conf assumes special significance. Because, it is
the position of Clear node which determines the criticality associated with other nodes.
Though you are free to define your own severities, the criticality associated with those
severities depend on the position of the 'Clear' node which is taken as the base node.

•

I am getting the following error message:"Severity Nodes found in both sides of
clear node. Please refer the Help Document" . Why ?
This error message comes in the following scenarios :
•

If the 'Clear' node is placed somewhere in middle place among the nodes

•

If the "Clear' node is internationalized

The criticality associated with severities depend on the position of the 'Clear' node which is
taken as the base node. All the severity nodes in the configuration file must be placed either
above or below the Clear node ( i.e. Clear should be placed either at the topmost position of
all nodes or at the bottom). The more the deviation from the Clear node, the higher the
criticality of the severity is.
Supposing the node 'Clear' is present at the top, the node which is present at the
bottommost position will have the highest criticality, no matter what its name is. So, it is
mandatory that the 'Clear' node should be placed either at the topmost position or at the
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bottommost place. It should not be placed in the middle or in between other nodes.
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Developer Tips
Introduction to Developer Tips
This sections contains information on frequently asked questions, troubleshooting tips and also
tuning tips for optimal performance of Fault Management Service.
Follow the links given below to know more about the same.
•

General Tips

•

Troubleshooting Tips

•

Designing for High Performance

•

Performance Tuning Tips
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Developer Tips

•

•

Alarms
o

Significance of Date/Time=modTime=155 in >Tree.xml.

o

Creating a custom view for a specified time range using ClientAlertAPI

o

Creating custom view and getting the data using ClientAlertAPI

o

Getting the total count of Alerts matching a specific severity

o

Deleting Clear Alerts immediately

o

Invoking a URL in a browser via a custom alert menu item

o

Filtering the new and previously cleared alerts only

Others
o

Printing thread dump information

o

Saving Events and Alarms in the client machine

o

Displaying a different value of entity in the Client from that of the DB

o

Changing the properties of Event object

o

Displaying the user properties as a separate column in the Client

o

Storage of CVs ; Retaining custom views after cold start

o

Creating custom views which will be started automatically during server
startup

o

Files/Actions to be taken care of, if Event Process is to be commented out

o

Increasing the length of text, message, and notes fields

o

Customizing the Export Events dialog using the menu file

o

Enabling mobile or push notification for receiving alerts or events

Alarms
•

What is modTime? What does Date/Time=modTime=155 in Tree.xml indicate?
The 'modTime' field in Alert represents the 'last modified' time i.e., the time at which the
Alert's state is modified or updated. The 'createTime' field will represent the time at which
the Alert got generated. At the time of generation of Alerts, both 'createTime' and
'modTime' will be the same. Once the alert gets updated, the 'modTime' changes
accordingly.
For operations like Pickup, Unpick, Annotate, Clear and Delete performed on an Alert, the
'modTime' will be updated with the current time. Please note that this will not modify the
Event's time field.
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In Tree.xml file, Date/Time=modTime=155 indicates the column display name as Date/Time
which holds the value of the field 'modTime'. The number 155 specifies the width of the
Date/Time column in the Alert view.

•

How to create a Custom View for a specified time range using ClientAlertAPI?
You can specify the time range for modified time with "modTime" as key in the customview
properties and value as "<between> fromTime and toTime". Similarly, you can specify for
created time by "createTime" as key.
For setting the fromTime criteria alone, specify the fromTime and leave toTime as empty
like "<between> fromTime and ". In the same way you can give the criteria for toTime as
"<between> and toTime".
A part of the code snippet will be like
Properties props = new Properties();
props.put("createTime", "<between> and 1016175345735 ");
return alertAPI.createCustomView(CustomViewName, props);

•

How to create custom views and get data using ClientAlertAPI ?
Using the following in ClientAlertAPI, you can create custom views as follows:
public NmsClientTableModel createCustomView(java.lang.String name, java.util.Properties
criteria, int incrementvalue)
where,
name -The name of the Custom View.>
increment - The value by which the Custom View is to be to navigated using getNext( ),
getPrevious( ) etc., of the NmsClientTableModel. The increment value can be changed later
using the setIncrement( ) method of NmsClientTableModel.
criteria - The Properties to be satisfied, for an object to be in the Custom View. The criteria
can be changed later using the changeCriteriaProperties( )method of
NmsClientTableModel.
After creating the custom view, use NmsClientTableModel.getTotalRowCount() method
for getting total number of rows specific to the severity. If you want the number of objects
cached by the client table model i.e., number of rows for custom client view (Increment
value), use NmsClientTableModel.getRowCount() method.

•

How to get the total count for Alerts matching specific severity ?
In this case, you can use server side API as follows:
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•

Get the RMIAccessAPI handle.

•

Then, get AlertAPI handle.

•

Using the api.getAlertsCount(int severity) method, you can get the number of
alerts for specific severity.

Example
int numAlert = 0;>
try
{
RMIAccessAPI rmiapi =
(RMIAccessAPI)Naming.lookup("//hostName/RMIAccessAPI");
AlertAPI api =
(AlertAPI)rmiapi.getAPI("userName","password","AlertAPI");
numAlert = api.getAlertsCount(int severity)
//Returns the number of alerts with given severity in the WebNMS System.
}
catch(Exception ee)
{
System.out.println("Error in getting AlertAPI handle");
ee.printStackTrace();
}

•

I want to delete Alerts with Clear severity immediately. How is it possible?
Alerts with Clear severity can be deleted immediately by setting the value of the parameter
ALERT_DELETE_INTERVAL against EventMgr Process as ' 0'. This parameter is present in
<WebNMS Home>/conf/NmsProcessesBE.conf.

•

Invoking a URL in a browser via a custom alert menu item
The Alerts menu is a panel-specific menu unlike the Network Database (topology) menu. So,
the opennw action type cannot be used directly to pass alarm properties. To achieve this
requirement,
•

Write a class, say TestBrowser, that implements
com.adventnet.nms.util.CustomClassInterface

•

From the custom menu item, pass the properties of the selected alert to the
TestBrowser class using the INVOKE_CLASS menu action. The entry in
alertsmenu.xml would be like
<MENU-ITEM name = "Documentation">
<JAVA-UI
action_command="INVOKE_CLASS:TestBrowser?moduleName=Alerts&amp;name=$
{alarmName}&helpURL=${helpURL}" shortcut_key ="L"
accelerator_modifier="CNTRL"accelerator_key="L">
</JAVA-UI>
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</MENU-ITEM>
•

In the setProperties() method of the TestBrowser class, retrieve the alert properties
and construct the URL with the required properties.

•

Use the showURLInNW method of com.adventnet.nms.util.NmsClientUtil
display the URL in a browser.

to

Sample Code Snippet:
public void setProperties(Properties p[])
{
for(int count =0;count < p.length;count ++)
{
String helpURL = p[count].getProperty("helpURL");
System.out.println("The URL is "+ helpURL);
java.applet.Applet applet = null;
NmsClientUtil.showURLInNW(applet,helpURL);
}
}
Note:
alarmName and helpURL are extended alert properties.
How do I filter only the new and previously cleared alarms in the alert filter?

•

To filter only the new and previously cleared alarms in the alert filter, specify the following
match criteria in the Alert Filter UI.
Property Name: previousSeverity
Match Criteria: Clear,!Major,!Minor,!Warning,!Critical
However, if you find any difficulty in using the above solution, you can write a custom filter
class and configure the e-mail action using com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.SendEmail in
your custom class. Also, using an alert filter class is much more efficient than the first
solution above.

Others
•

How do you print the thread dump information?
The thread dump information can be printed using the following keys :
For WinNT : CTRL + Break
For Unix : CTRL + BackSlash ( \ )

•

Is it possible to save the Events/Alarms in the client machine? (any other location
other than <Web NMS Home>)
By default, Web NMS will save the Events/Alarms in server machine alone. However, it is
possible to save them in the Client machine by the following workaround.
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There is a menu action called INVOKE_CLASS which enables you to invoke your own class
from the Web NMS Client menu.
Follow the steps below
•

Write a user class implementing the interface CustomClassInterface.

•

Specify the location to save the selected Events/Alerts in the user class.

•

Invoke the user class by specifying it as follows:
<MENU-ITEM name = "Save Objects">
<JAVA-UI
action_command = "INVOKE_CLASS:com.adventnet.nms.example.SaveObjects">
</JAVA-UI>
</MENU-ITEM>

Doing so, you can retrieve the properties of the selected Event/Alerts in your own class.
Now selecting the Events/Alarms in the browser (by clicking CTRL+A) and clicking the menu
item corresponding to the user class will enable Web NMS to pass the properties of all the
selected items to the user class.
In case of Browser client, when you try to save the file using the above menu, it may throw
security Exception. In order to avoid that and to save from Browser client, give file
permission to read and write, in your plug-in.
In JRE there is a file called java.policy under <JREHome>/lib/security. In that file, give
permission to read and write in local System files. The java.policy can be edited by using the
policytool.exe tool present under <JRE Home>/bin.
Please note that, here JREHome corresponds to JRE path your browser points and is not
related with the JRE that is bundled with Web NMS.
Due to the above security restriction, Web NMS is designed to save alerts and Events in
Server machine.

•

How to show the value of 'entity' field different in the Client, from that of the DB ?
•

Add custom user class as an Event filter action.

•

Write a user class wherein you can change the value of the entity field to some
desired name say, 'user_specified_value' .

•

Add that 'user_specified_value' as one of the user properties in the Event Filter.

A part of the Event user filter class will be similar to:
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public Event filter(Event e)
{
// The received event
// the entity field has to be broken according to user requirement
.........
.........
.........
// Add the user property
e.setUserProperty("displayName",user_specified_value);
return e;
}
In the above code snippet,
displayName -->holds the 'user_specified_value' i.e., the 'user_specified_value' will be present
under the displayName column header in the Client.
•

The user property ('displayName') could be displayed in the client UI by
adding an entry in Tree.xml present under <Web NMS Home>/users/root
directory. With the above changes, the 'user_specified_value' will be
displayed under the column header displayName in the Client.

Please make sure to run DBXmlTool.bat/sh to update the database with the change done in
Tree.xml file.
The DBXmlTool can be run as
DBXmlTool.bat/sh updateDB user_name
Note: Each and every user property will be inserted into the EVENTUSERPROPS
table as a separate insert which can be time consuming.

•

How to change the properties of Event object?
•

Add custom user class as an Event filter action.

•

Write a user class wherein you can change the entity name as preferred.

•

•

This means the modified entity name will be added in database and the same will
be displayed in the Client.

How to display the user properties as a separate column in the client?
There are two ways to display the user properties as a separate column in the Client as
follows:
•

By Select props to view' via Client
•
o
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o
•

the desired properties and/or modify their display names. But the
data will be lost once the Server is reinitialized.

By editing the Tree.xml file
You could make use of the TABLE-COLUMNS attribute of the panel to configure the
column headers as follows:
TABLE-COLUMNS="label = fieldname = columnWidth; label = fieldname =
columnWidth; - - - "
where,
label -the text that would appear as the header for the column representing the
field.
fieldname -the field of the object which you would like to display. This could even be
an user property of the object.
columnWidth - the width occupied by it in the table. The measure is in pixels.
Example:
<DEVICE-DATA>
<DEVICE-GROUP>
<DEVICE ID="TABLE-COLUMNS="STATUS = severity = 55, NAME = source =
135; MESSAGE = text = 275">
</DEVICE-GROUP>
</DEVICE-DATA>

Such a line will result in three columns namely, STATUS, NAME and MESSAGE in the table
which will hold the values of severity, source and text respectively. The corresponding
fieldwidth(s) will be 55, 135, and 275 pixels respectively.

•

Where will the Custom Views get stored? What should be done if those views have to
be retained after cold start?
XML File

Creating

An entry has to be made in
Tree.xml file present in
<Web NMS
Home>/users/<User Name>
directory

Data storage and
retainability

Data will be retained even
after cold start because on
startup, Web NMS will look
for the Tree.xml under
<Web NMS
Home>/users/root and
creates entry in database
according to the XML.
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Choose Custom View ->Add Custom View in the
Client menu bar.

Data will be lost once the
Server is reinitialized (i.e.,
on cold start) because the
entry would have been in
the DB only and on
reinitializing, the DB will be
cleared.
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•

How to create custom views which are similar to the default panels and which should
be started automatically during server startup (i.e., should not be deleted when the
server is reinitialized)?
Consider an example that two custom views for Event Panels are to be created (Network
Events-1 and Network Events-2) where,
Network Events-1--->should display only the Info Events
Network Events-2--->should display only the Events other than Info severity
Follow the steps given below to achieve the same
•

In the Tree.xml file present under <Web NMS Home>/users/<User Name> directory,
include two child levels as given below :
<LEVEL-1 ICON-FILE="images/event.png" TARGET="center" MENU-FILENAME="eventsmenu.xml" MODULE-NAME="Events"
TABLECOLUMNS="Status=severity=55;Source=source=135;Date=time=155;Message=text=275;"
ID="Events"
TABLE-POPUP-MENU="View" TREE-POPUP-MENU="Custom
Views,frameoptions.xml,TreeOperations.xml" URL="jsp/GetEvents.jsp"
PANEL-KEY="EventBrowser" Client="All" TREE-NAME="Network Events">
<LEVEL-2 ICON-FILE="images/event.png" TARGET="center" MENU-FILENAME="eventsmenu.xml"
MODULE-NAME="Events"
TABLECOLUMNS="Status=severity=55;Source=source=135;Date=time=155;Message=text=275;"
ID="Events1"
TABLE-POPUP-MENU="View" TREE-POPUP-MENU="Custom
Views,frameoptions.xml,TreeOperations.xml"
URL="jsp/GetEvents.jsp" PANEL-KEY="EventBrowser" Client="All" TREENAME="Network Events-1"
VIEW-CRITERIA="stringseverity=info" />
<LEVEL-2 ICON-FILE="images/event.png" TARGET="center" MENU-FILENAME="eventsmenu.xml"
MODULE-NAME="Events"
TABLECOLUMNS="Status=severity=55;Source=source=135;Date=time=155;Message=text=275;"
ID="Events2"
TABLE-POPUP-MENU="View" TREE-POPUP-MENU="Custom
Views,frameoptions.xml,TreeOperations.xml"
URL="jsp/GetEvents.jsp" PANEL-KEY="EventBrowser" Client="All" TREENAME="Network
Events-2"VIEW-CRITERIA="stringseverity=!info" />
</LEVEL-1>

•

Make sure that the two child levels as well as the parent level have different values
for the parameter "ID".

•

Likewise make sure they have different values for the parameter "TREE-NAME" also.
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•

Include a parameter
VIEW-CRITERIA="stringseverity=info" for viewing only the info events generated and
VIEW-CRITERIA="stringseverity=!info" for viewing the events other than info events.

•

You can also specify as VIEW-CRITERIA="stringseverity=info;source=xyz" which will
display only the event with 'source' as 'xyz' and 'severity' as 'info'.

•

Save the changes and update the database by executing the DBXmlTool.bat/sh
file.

•

On starting the Client, two Network panels can be viewed which displays the events
as specified in the Tree.xml file.
Similarly, you can create custom views for Alerts too.

•

What are the files / actions that need to be taken care, if Event Process is to be
commented ?
Since Event module is dependent on topo module, when you comment out the event
process com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr in NmsProcessesBE.conf file to plug-in
your own Event/Alert processes, you need to ensure that the steps given below are
followed.

•

•

All network notification reception and processing should be taken care.

•

Topo to Fault module communication which is based on the implementation for the
interface com.adventnet.nms.topodb.TopoToFaultIfc should be handled.

•

The entry for the user class can be specified in <Web NMS
Home>/conf/nmsInterfaces.conf against the entry topoToFault.

•

Like wise, Poll to Fault module communication (for threshold events) should be
addressed. This could be done by implementing the interface
com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollToFaultIfc and specifying the user class for the entry
Poll to Fault in <Web NMS Home>/conf/nmsInterfaces.conf file.

•

Similarly, Fault to Topo (update of managed objects) communication needs to be
taken care of.

•

The FE processes for Fault module EventFE and AlertFE needs to be commented in
NmsProcessesFE.conf file.

•

The example process ExampleFE, which looks for EventAPI, AlertAPI (for an
example) needs to be commented in NmsProcessesFE.conf file.

How do I customize the Export Events dialog using the menu file ?
The Exports Events/Alerts dialog can be customized by configuring the eventsmenu.xml /
alertsmenu.xml file present in the <Web NMS Home>/hmtl/defaultsToAllUsers folders. The
dialog can be customized to display only the "Export to Server" option, "Save File" option to
export details to the Client side, or both Export to Server and Export to Client options. The
client must be restarted after the configuration to make the change effective.
Sample menu entry for exporting to Server (default)
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<MENU-ITEM name="Export Events">
<JAVA-UI accelerator_modifier="CNTRL-SHIFT" shortcut_key="E" accelerator_key="E"
action_command="ExportData"/>
</MENU-ITEM>
Sample menu entry for exporting to Client
<MENU-ITEM name="Export Events">
<JAVA-UI accelerator_modifier="CNTRL-SHIFT" shortcut_key="E" accelerator_key="E"
action_command="ExportData?export=client"/>
</MENU-ITEM>
Sample menu entry for exporting to Server and Client
<MENU-ITEM name="Export Events">
<JAVA-UI accelerator_modifier="CNTRL-SHIFT" shortcut_key="E" accelerator_key="E"
action_command="ExportData?export=both"/>
</MENU-ITEM>

•

How do I increase the length of the TEXT field of Event, the Message field of Alert, and
the NOTES field of Annotation ?
Web NMS limits the length of the event text field to the value of the parameter
MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH in serverparameters.confpresent in the <Web NMS
Home>/conf directory. Before inserting the text field value to the database, Web NMS checks
the length of the text field. If it exceeds MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH, the additional
length is truncated by Web NMS. The default value of MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH is
200. To increase this value, you need to edit the <Web NMS
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf file and increase the database table column length.
The length of the following three fields can be increased in this manner.
•

TEXT field in the Event table

•

MMESSAGE field in the Alert table

•

NOTES field in the ANNOTATION table

Make sure that the value of the MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH parameter is always less
than or equal to the column length specified in DatabaseSchema.conf. The reason behind
this implementation is as follows :
Web NMS supports multiple databases. Some databases throw exception when the value of
a field exceeds its allowed length while some others simply truncate the value without
throwing any exception. Web NMS uses the MAXIMUM_DBCOLUMN_LENGTH parameter to
overcome this database dependency.

•

Enabling mobile or push notification in WebNMS IoT for receiving alerts or events
The follows entries must be made in the alerts.filters and Notifications.conf file to enable
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mobile and push notifications for receiving alerts and events.
alert.filters
<FILTER enable="true" name="FCM_Filter" source="*"> <FILTER_ACTION_NAME
name="FCM"/> </FILTER>
Notification.conf
<FILTER_ACTION className="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.UserFilter" name="FCM"
userclass="com.webnms.m2m.process.FCMPushAlertFilter"/>
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Troubleshooting Tips

•

NoSuchElementException is thrown from WebNMS class SeverityInfo.compare(int,int)

•

FaultMgr throws TimeOutException trying to lock alert for updateOldAlert

•

Alert Details unavailable in Server

•

Server Printing not Configured

•

java.rmi.UnmarshalException

•

Date/Time=modTime for all alerts is always "Dec 31,1969 06:00:00 PM" in Tree.xml

•

java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError

•

FaultMgr throws NmsStorageException on adding an Alert

•

NmsStorageException while trying to add Event

•

Problem : NoSuchElementException is thrown from WebNMS class
SeverifyInfo.compare(int,int).
Cause : Special Purpose Severity, which has a default value of -1, is used by Web NMS for
internal purposes. The Special Purpose Severity cannot be compared with other normal
legal severities. The referred exception occurs when the Special Purpose Severity is
compared with other normal severities.

•

Problem : FaultMgr throws TimeoutException trying to lock alert for updateOldAlert.
Cause : When an Event comes for an existing Alert, Web NMS will try to lock that particular
Alert for update. It that Alert is already locked by another thread, then FaultMgr will wait till
the default time out period (5 seconds). If the lock is released within 5 seconds, then
FaultMgr will get lock for that Alert and proceed with the update. In case the lock is not
released within 5 seconds, then TimeoutException will be thrown and FaultMgr will drop
that Alert update.

•

Problem : Alert Details unavailable in Server
Cause : When you try to do some operation on a deleted Alert, the above error message
will be displayed. For example, if a user deletes an alarm from the system and before the
changes take effect in the Client, when another user try to perform some operation on the
same Alert, the referred error message will be displayed.

•

Problem : Server Printing not Configured
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Cause : When you try to print without configuring the print command in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf, the above error message will be displayed.
Solution : Configure printing in NmsProcessesBE.conf file appropriately, and then invoke
the print action.

•

Problem : java.rmi.UnmarshalException: error unmarshalling return; nested
exception is: java.io.InvalidClassException: com.pb.voip.version11.mo.IAD; Local class
not compatible: stream classdesc serialVersionUID=-6901365661980402314 local class
serialVersionUID=-7159033392662744695
Cause : This error occurs due to the incompatibility of com.pd.voip.version11.mo.IAD class
between Web NMS Server and Web NMS Client. i.e., Server jvm and Client jvm loads
different versions of the same class.
Solution : Set the same jar in the classpath of the Server and Client. (Find the name of the
jar in which the latest class is packaged and include that jar in the server and client
classpath by editing startnms.sh and startApplicationClient.sh files respectively).

•

Problem : In Tree.xml, the Date/Time=modTime for all alerts is always "Dec 31,1969
06:00:00 PM"
Cause : One of the probable reasons for the time remaining unchanged in the client might
be because you may not have set the time while adding the Events.
Solution : Use the method Event.setTime(long time) to set the time at which the Event
object is generated. This field is set in milliseconds.

•

Problem : java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError:
com/adventnet/nms/example/EventDetailsCustomizer (Unsupported major.minor
version 48.0)
Cause : The version in which the code is run might be different from the version in which it
has been compiled.
Solution :Compile and run the file in the same version of Java.

•

Problem : NmsStorageException thrown on Alert Addition in Fault Manager
com.adventnet.nms.store.NmsStorageException: ORA-00001: unique constraint
(PRODIGAL.SYS_C001986457) violated
ALERT: Failed to lock Alert within default time out while batch update MVNWFA02235505-111-1;CPUEQ at:com.adventnet.nms.util.TimeoutException
Cause : The cause of the problem is that Web NMS does not support blank spaces in
database entries. This may be explained with the help of the following example :
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Let there be an Alert from the entity ' test'. Note that the name has a leading blank space. If
another event is received from the same entity, Web NMS adds a new Alert into the
database instead of doing an update of the existing Alert. Moreover, Web NMS does not
remove the lock after throwing the NmsStorageException. This affects the subsequent Alert
update on the entity resulting in the Time out Exception.
Solution : Avoid leading or trailing blank spaces in entity names.

•

NmsStorageException while trying to add Event
Exception trace :
com.adventnet.nms.store.NmsStorageException: Event queue size is beyond
MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE. Can't add Event at
com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventAPIImpl.addEvent(EventAPIImpl.java:206)
Cause : When the event input rate is higher than the optimal processing rate of Web NMS,
the additional events are added in to a queue. The size of this queue can be configured
using the MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE parameter of NmsProcessesBE.conf present under
<Web NMS Home>/conf. If the queue size exceeds MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE, the
EventAPI.addEvent() method throws NmsStorageException.
Solution : When the Web NMS event reception rate is higher than the processing rate, the
additional events need to be stored in flat files, which can be read once the event storm is
over. You need to implement this solution in the user's application. So, we advise you to use
separate threads for adding events. In the event addition thread, before adding events,
please check the event queue size using the EventAPI.is_inQ_SizeBeyondLimit() method. If
the size exceeds the limit, then wait for some time and add the event when the event queue
size is lower than the limit.
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Designing for High Performance
This topic lists down the various factors that help in fine-tuning WebNMS to achieve High Fault
Reception.
•

Database Schema

•

Handling Failures

•

Event To Alert Correlation

•

Managed Object Update

As part of network management, fault detection and diagnosis are being performed by the fault
module of WebNMS IoT. It is important for any IoT management system to have efficient fault
detection and rapid fault processing. The overall aim is to have very low latency period (to
inform the fault to the user) which aids in increasing the overall responsiveness of the
rectification system.
By default, WebNMS provides high fault reception rate. Being a framework, WebNMS IoT is
customized to be used as the end product. You can achieve very high fault reception rate (which
is greater than default one) by smartly designing your module.
The fault module of WebNMS has two entities, Event and Alert. Any occurrence in the Network
including failures will be registered as Event. For each state of failure, an Event will be generated.
Correlation of Event is registered as Alert. So, alerts always represent the latest state of the
failure. As per the above analogy, one can easily say that an Event can result in the creation of a
new Alert or update of existing Alert.

Database Schema
Events are stored in the Event table and Alerts are stored in the Alert table. By default, the Event
table of Web NMS has 14 properties, such as ID, Node, Source, Severity, and Entity. There are
many cases in which you might want to add some more properties to the event. There are three
ways by which you can accomplish this.
Note: As a prelude, refer to the WebNMS Performance Tuning Tips topic to
learn the various methods to add additional properties to objects.

User Properties
You can add your own properties using the setUserProperty() method. In this case,
additional properties will be stored in a table called EVENTUSERPROPS. A row will be
added in the EVENTUSERPROPS table for each user property. For example, if you have
5 user properties, 6 SQL queries (one for Event table and 5 for EVENTUSERPROPS
table) will be sent to the database during the addition of Event.
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Extended Event Objects
You can create an extended Event object by writing a class which extends the Event
class. If you have extended the Event object, then three queries will be sent to the
database. One for Event table, One for Extended Event table, and another one for the
DBEVENT table. DBEVENT is the table where we capture the type of each and every
Event. Refer to Extending Events for more information.

Dynamic Database Schema
You can extend the database schema by adding your own columns. Here, only one
query will be sent to the database for insert. Refer to Dynamic Schema Extension for
more information.
Of the above methods, it is advisable to use the dynamic database schema extension,
as this involves only one database query. In case of user properties, the database is
queried once for each user property. More number of user properties will have a
considerable impact on the performance as the number of database queries increases
with the number of user properties. It is better to have user properties only when the
requirement is to add very few properties in the event object. If the number of user
properties is more, then it is better to extend the event object. Extended event objects
involve only three database queries, one each for Events, Extended Events, and
DBEVENT.
The above suggestion holds good for Alerts too.

Handling failures
Having designed the tables, we move on to the application that handles the failures.

Event to Alert Correlation
As and when events are generated, they need to be correlated into meaningful alerts in order to
take further action. As seen earlier, events can create new alerts or update the existing alerts.
This action is based on the existence of the Alert of a particular Event in the database. Whenever
an Event of a particular criticality is received, Web NMS checks the database for the existence of
the Alert. If an Alert exists already, then it is updated. Otherwise, a new Alert is created. This
check is made using an SQL query. By default, one query is made for one Event.
To fine-tune this process, the events in the queue need to be processed as a batch so that the
number of database queries is minimized, i.e., single query is used to find the existence of Alerts
of more than one Event. This can be enabled by setting the BATCH_UPDATE parameter to true in
the EventMgr process of NmsProcessesBE.conf (present in <Web NMS Home>/conf) where the
database queries will be executed in batches.
One more tip for improving the performance is to use Static and Non-Static properties. As
Alerts are the correlation of Events, most of the properties are common for Event and Alert.
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Basically, properties of Alerts can be divided into static and non-static.
Static properties are the properties that do not change during every Alert update. For example,
consider the Category field of an Event. Assume that we specify the protocol as the Category
field of the Event. This renders all the SNMP Events with Category 'SNMP' and all TL1 Events with
Category 'TL1'. In this case, Category will be a static property.
Non-static properties are the properties which will change during Alert update. A good
example would be the Severity field of Alert. Severity can be called as a non-static property,
because it changes for each and every Event which updates the Alert.
During Alert update, the old Alert will be fetched from the database to obtain its properties. As
static Alert properties are available in the Event itself, it is sufficient to fetch the non-static
properties alone from the database. You will agree that there is a difference between fetching 20
columns and fetching 10 columns from a table. To specify the non-static properties,
EventToAlertCorrelator can be used.

Managed Object Update
Once the alerts are created/updated, the managed objects need to be updated. The MO update
will be carried out based on the value of the ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION
parameter of the EventMgr process in NmsProcessesBE.conf. By default, it is set to max, so that
the managed object reflects the highest severity of its alerts. Hence, during the MO update, an
SQL query is sent to the database for identifying the maximum severity of the alerts. If you set
ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION to latest, no query will be sent to database,
because the severity with which the MO is to be updated, is available in the alert itself.
By default, WebNMS uses the following database queries.
•

Query to insert Event Objects

•

Query to check the existence of Alert

•

Query to update/insert Alerts based on the result of the above query

•

Query to identify the maximum severity of Alerts of a managed object

However, when you use filters and parsers, additional database queries will be used. You need
to remember that each additional database query will impact the overall performance of the
fault module.
The next topic Performance Tuning Tips explains how the various parameters of fault module
can be configured for high performance.
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Tuning Tips for increasing the performance

•

How the various parameters affect the performance

•

Tuning Tips for Optimal Performance

This chapter deals with the various parameters that affect the performance rate of Fault
Management.
•

BATCH_UPDATE
When this parameter is set to 'true' and if the database supports batch processing, alerts
are processed in batches i.e. Add/Update/Delete operations are carried out in batches.
Setting BATCH_UPDATE to 'true' will disable the insertion/update of user properties for
Alert object. You are advised to have another object/table, instead of having more User
properties in the Alert object.

•

MAX_ALERTS_PER_BATCH
This parameter plays a significant role when BATCH_UPDATE is set to 'true'. As the name
suggests, the value of MAX_ALERTS_PER_BATCH indicates the maximum number of alerts
that can be processed in a single batch. You can choose this value depending on your
database. If your database supports a maximum of 250 entities in a batch, you can set this
parameter to 250. When more Alert updates are received in the form of Events, instead of
checking out each Alert per Event, a single query is used to check out all Alerts in a batch.
For example if a batch consists of 50 Events, then instead of 50 queries, a single query is
used to fetch 50 different Alerts.

•

EventToAlertCorrelator
During Alert update, instead of checking out the whole Alert object (irrespective of whether
it is BATCH_UPDATE or not), it will be more beneficial if some of the Alert fields (which
normally change repeatedly) alone are checked out from Database. EventToAlertCorrelator
interface helps you to achieve this.

•

ALERT_TO_MANAGEDOBJECT_PROPOGATION
This parameter enables the update of managed object status with respect to the incoming
Alert. Among the three values applicable for this parameter namely max, latest and none,
setting the parameter value as 'none' will aid in improving the performance.
You can set the value as 'none' only when you don't require the managed object to be
updated, upon generation of Alert.

•

ALERTS_USER_PROPERTY
The properties set for an Event by the user will be passed as 'user properties' onto the
alerts updated or generated, using this parameter. The possible values for this parameter
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are 'none', 'latest' and 'append'. Setting the value as none will increase the performance and
you may set this value if you do not have the need for passing any of the user properties
onto the alerts generated or updated. Usage of user properties (unless it is very much
needed) is not recommended, because one query will be spent to fetch/insert one user
property.
•

ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE
This parameter enables you to specify the maximum number of Alerts you want to keep in
the Web NMS system at any scheduled time.. If the number of Alerts in NMS exceeds the
maximum value, then the oldest alert will be deleted. If you do not have memory space
limitations, you may keep as many number of alerts as you wish. The default value is 10000.
The scheduled time can be specified using the parameter
ALERT_WINDOW_SYNC_INTERVAL.

•

ALERT_WINDOW_SYNC_INTERVAL
The scheduled time (in hrs) at which the alerts which exceed the
ALERT_WINDOW_SIZE will be deleted from the database.

•

CREATE_ALERT_HISTORY
This parameter enables you to create an history of Alert Objects which in turn helps you to
keep track of the various operations performed such as addition/deletion/ update of alerts.
By default, the parameter is set to false to improve performance. The parameter can be set
to true if alert history is required.

•

MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE
By setting MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE to an optimal value, performance rate can be
improved. For example, setting 4000 to MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_QUEUE for NMS Server
having heap size of 512 MB, will give you some performance gain.

•

Alert Grouping
Alerts grouping can also have negative impact. When you specify the value for
GroupViewMode in Alarms/Alerts custom view, the FE Server fetches the data from the DB
for every alert that is received. The FE Server will not maintain the details of all the alerts in
a group and hence fetches the data from the DB. This degrades the performance of the
server.
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Tuning Tips for Optimal Performance
S.No.

File

Process

Parameter to be
modified

Default Value

Impact
BatchProcessing
will be enabled.

BATCH_UPDATE true
1.

false

NmsProcesses EventM
BE.conf
gr

ManagedObject
update will be
batched.
MAX_EVENT_PROCESS_Q
UEUE 4000 (for 512 MB
ram could be increased
based on ram capacity)

500

Increased
memory usage

Responsible
for Combo BE

Pure BE

No JIT compiler

JIT compiler

2.

NmsProcesses NmsM
BE.conf
ainFE

Process should be
commented (if
performance is going to
be calculated for server
or FE running in different
machine)

3.

setEnv.sh/bat

comment
JAVA_COMPILER = NONE

4.

nmsInterfaces.
conf

-

User Properties
will not be
allowed for Base
Alerts.

eventCorrelator="com.ad
DefaultEventTo
ventnet.nms.example.Per
AlertCorrelator
formanceCorrelator"

Improved
Performance

Warning: When BATCH_UPDATE is set as true, WebNMS IoT does not deal with user
properties of Alert object.
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Configuring Performance Metrics & KPI Calculations
•

Need for Performance Management

•

Performance Management Architecture

•

Configuring and Customizing Performance module

•

Getting started with Performance Management

Need for Performance Management
The main task of IoT management systems is to monitor and control the IoT domain
infrastructure. As the domains increase in size with gateways, heterogeneity and complexity,
effective management of such infrastructure becomes more important and much difficult. In the
present business world, each and every hour counts. An hour of gateways downtime means an
hour of lost business and hence lost opportunities. Pro-actively managing the gateways health
and performance is indispensable for any mission critical business and is something which the
administrators of large infrastructure have to put in place.
The main challenges in this area include
•

Identifying the data that needs to be collected

•

Interpreting the collected data

•

Disseminating the data and

•

Presenting the data which helps in Performance management.

Performance Management Architecture
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WebNMS IoT Performance module is made up of the following components:

Data Collection service (Protocol neutral Data collection)
•

This provides multi protocol Data collection support. Data is pushed for collection from
devices such as Cloudgate, and ADLink etc.

•

User can plug in his own Protocol provider to facilitate data collection for that protocol.

•

Data collection process can be Customized to suit user requirements.

•

Observers can be set to monitor data collection process and get notified .

Data Collection Objects (Modeling Polling units)
Data collection process has been well-studied and modeled using objects that define
•

what data to collect (PollingObjects and PolledData) and

•

where to store the collected data

Scheduler
This component takes care of scheduling
•

Periodic data collection
Data Collection takes place at specified time intervals. Based on the time interval given, the
Scheduler schedules the Data Collection process.

•

Periodic Report generation
Based on the settings you specify i.e. which report should be generated when ( day and
time) and how often, the time of report generation will be scheduled and at the appropriate
day and hour, the report will be produced.

•

Tables clean up
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You can specify the periodicity as to how often you want to delete the tables which hold
collected data. If table clean up is not done then the number of tables will increase and
soon database will be full.

Filter
The filter otherwise called as Poll Filter allows manipulation of PolledData objects before they are
added to the database. The manipulations will be some kind of addition, modification or deletion
of PolledData objects .

Decoder
The data collected for the device can be converted into any other format and stored in database.
This process of conversion is called Decoding and is taken care of by Data decoder. Normally the
collected data is of type Long or String. One of the decoding practice can be that the collected
string data which is in the format 3,88,7,9 (denoting memory usage ) might be parsed and
separated as individual long values like 3 88 7 and 9.

Threshold Rules
The collected data needs some kind of monitoring which is done by applying Threshold rules on
the collected data. These rules are nothing but Threshold objects each having a value, type,
severity etc associated with it. These threshold objects will be associated with PolledData objects
that define what data to collect and thus monitor constantly whenever data gets collected. Any
violation in Threshold rule will result in notifications sent to the administrator.

Notification
Notification refers to messages sent to the users for intimating some action occurring in the IoT
network. By default WebNMS IoT Performance module supports notifications via three means:
•

Threshold Notification
Whenever collected data exceeds Threshold value, a Threshold event is generated and sent
to Fault module which handles it.

•

Collected data Observers (Poll observers)
You can set Observers to get informed when data is collected. You might like to do so when
you want to do something with data before it gets stored in database.

•

Poll Unit Observers
You may wish to receive notifications whenever any change is made in existing Data
collection configuration. Poll units are objects which hold definition of what data to collect
and from where.

Reporting
The collected data can be grouped into meaningful sets and represented in formatted manner
called Reports. You can create your own reports and add it to existing set of reports. Reports can
be scheduled to be generated periodically. Many types of reports are provided including " On
demand " reports.
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Security and Audit
Authorization privileges are available using which the administrator can create user accounts
and associate Performance related operations permitted for him. User Based Views can also be
created and coupled with permissions on what the user can do on Performance objects.

Programming Interface
This refers to a rich set of API methods which help you in customizing, extending and configuring
Performance module to suit your requirements. Javadocs for API methods are also available
along with extensive Help documents.

Configuring and Customizing Performance module
You may have your own set of requirements for which you would like to customize and configure
WebNMS IoT Performance module. Following gives you the list which you can configure and
customize:
1.

Data collection

2.

Data storage

3.

Reports

4.

Threshold generation

5.

Graphs

6.

Distributed Polling

7.

Performance Client

8.

Managed Object inputs to Performance module

You can do the above listed using API methods and using Configuration files.

Configuration files
•

Configuration files are available in XML format

•

You can modify configuration files before Server startup and see the changes

•

These are stored under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory

•

These are updated when settings are changed via Client User Interface

API methods
•

These are used when you want to configure Performance objects at runtime

•

You are required to get the handle of the API to use it's methods

•

PollAPI is the most importantly used interface to configure Data collection parameters

•

PollAPI can be accessed through RMI. When RMI is enabled by running the RMI registry, it
will be published with the RMI handle / PollAPI on the server

The following code snippet is used for obtaining the handle for PerformanceAPI.
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import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollAPI;
import java.rmi.Naming;
PollAPI pollapi = null;
try
{
pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
} catch (Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
}

Getting started with Performance Management
To help you cater to your requirements this help manual is organized into meaningful sections
as explained below:
1. Understanding Performance Objects
This page illustrates the basics of how Performance module works and what are the
objects that deal with
Performance management. Also it gives you information on the core APIs used.
2. Performance Startup options
This page lists and explains the different parameters that can be set before
Performance server is startup. Also this document explains dependency among
those parameters and their default values.
3. Database Schema
This page gives you a brief note on the list of tables created and maintained by
Performance module. This information will be useful to you when you customize
Performance module.
4. Configuring Data collection
This section illustrates the process of setting up the environment for data collection.
You can change various attributes related to data collection and effect the changes.
The main objects that deal with data collection are PollingObjects and PolledData.
5. Receiving Notification
This section explains the various notifications sent by Poll engine and how to handle
them.
6. Defining Threshold
This section details you with information on threshold types, how they are created
and configured.
7. Configuring Data storage
This section illustrates the concept of collected data being stored in database and
various ways to customize it.
8. Managing Extended PolledData
This section explains the purpose and procedure to create your own class extending
PolledData class. This facilitates you to add your own properties for data collection.
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9. Distributed Poller
This section explains distributed multi-tier architecture in the Polling Engine to
provide more scalability and reliability in monitoring large IoT networks.
10. Key Performance Indicator
This section describes how KPI can be created on insightful aggregation of large data,
and generate results.
Note: It is recommended that whenever you encounter any problem while working
with Performance module, refer to this section (Developer Tips). You will get answers
for most of your queries
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Understanding Performance Objects

•

Poll Engine An Overview

•

Working of Performance module

•

Performance objects

•

Performance Management API

•

Interfacing with Topology

Poll Engine An Overview
WebNMS IoT Performance module is made up of three main functional components:
1.

Data collection and storage

2.

Monitoring

3.

Reporting

and all these are controlled from a single point which is called as "Poll Engine", the heart of
Performance module.
The Poll Engine is responsible for
•

collect data pushed from the Cloudgate, ADLink etc.,

•

apply thresholds on collected data and monitor

•

sending notifications on threshold rule violation

•

controlling Report generation

To perform all these functionalities it creates and manages objects which are called as
"Performance objects".

Working of Performance module
Performance module uses some configuration files which are explained below. Polling.conf
serves as the input control for the performance process and Threshold.conf, report.conf and
polling.filters serve as the output controllers. You will learn the usage of these files in respective
sections.
Configuration
File Name
Polling.conf
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This is the file which holds Data collection configuration information.
This contains definition of Pollingobjects, Data to Poll and Protocol
provider to be used for data collection.
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Threshold.conf

This file contains definition of Threshold objects. The definition includes
Threshold name, value, severity, message etc.

Polling.filters

This file contains the list of PollFilters used by Polling Engine to perform
filtering of PolledData for a ManagedObject.

reports.conf

This file contains information on Report generation schedule like report
name, day, hour etc.

1. During Performance Server startup, Polling.conf configuration file is read. According
to the definition given, PollingObjects are created.
2. The ManagedObjects are passed through Polling.conf, one by one.
3. The match criteria specified in PollingObject is checked with respect to the properties
of ManagedObject.
4. If match criteria is satisfied, PolledData are created for the ManagedObject.
5. If there exists a PollFilter, the created PolledData and the ManagedObject are passed
to it and filtering of PolledData takes place. Existing PolledData might be modified
and new PolledData might be added for the ManagedObject.
6. The created PolledData are stored in the database.
7. Data Collection starts.
8. When data is collected for every PolledData, it is checked if the PolledData has
associated thresholds.
9. If "no" then the collected data is stored in the database.
10. If "yes" then according to thresholds defined in Threshold.conf, the values are crosschecked. If the threshold is violated, then "Threshold event" is generated and sent to
Fault module.
11. In parallel, the scheduler checks for Report generation schedule. If the appropriate
time has been reached then the data stored in database is retrieved and reports are
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generated.
Note: The data collected every day is stored in separate tables. Hence to view such
historical data, you can use Graphs. Even Real time monitoring of data is possible. You
can view data as it is collected but before it is stored in database.

Performance objects
Find below the explanation of Performance objects:
•

ManagedObject : The information about each of gateway and components is stored in an
object called the ManagedObject. Information like Name of the device, type, owner name,
status poll interval etc. is recorded. Any part of the device that has to be managed is also
represented using ManagedObjects. For e.g. a gateway, a site, a sensor etc.

•

PollingObject : A PollingObject defines "what data to collect" and "from which devices".
Technically, the definition of PollingObject has been categorized as follows:

•

Match Criteria : This is one or more comparison statements. Each comparison statement
is made up of a property, a comparison operator and a value. These values are compared
with values of corresponding properties of a ManagedObject. If the values match then the
ManagedObject is taken into consideration for data collection. Thus it is decided data has to
be collected from which devices.
The match criteria you specify are further classified into two groups:
•

ManagedObject properties : You can use the ManagedObject properties in the
comparison statements. For e.g. isRegion is one of the properties which you can use
as " isRegion equals true". The ManagedObjects which are regions will be
considered for data collection. The default ManagedObject classes defined in
WebNMS IoT are "TopoObject", "ManagedObject", "Organization" and "Region".
You can refer to the properties of these objects in Javadocs in setProperties ()
method description.

•

User class : When you want to combine the comparison statements using logical
OR and logical AND intermittently then you should write a class which should
implement CheckMOProperties interface and define the comparison operation.
On successful matching a boolean value true will be returned. This will indicate that
the ManagedObject will be considered for data collection. You will learn more in
detail about this in forth coming sections.
Thus Match criteria defines "from where to collect data " .

•

Data collection criteria : This defines what data to collect. A Data identifier string, agent
name, periodicity of polling etc are defined for data collection. For every such definition,
Poll Engine creates a PolledData.
Thus you can perceive a Polling object as a combination of Match criteria and Data
collection criteria .

•

PolledData: This represents a single data to be polled from the device. This is the basic unit
of data collection. A PolledData is made up of name, OID to poll, polling period, agent name
etc. Based on this definition, Poll Engine collects data. You can create a PolledData directly
using API methods or it is automatically created when you define data collection criteria .
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•

Threshold object : You can define a threshold object with properties like value, type of
threshold like MAX, MIN, or EQUAL, message on violation, severity etc. These objects are
then associated with the PolledData. When data collected for the PolledData does not
conform to the threshold value, a Threshold event is generated. This event acts as a
notification to Fault module which can take care of action handling.

Performance Management API
An API is a set of routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications. Similarly,
Performance module provides you an API with many java Classes and Interfaces. The most
important of those being the PollAPI interface which acts a medium between Poll Manager
(Poll Engine) and the Performance Application that you build over WebNMS IoT. PollAPI consists
of methods for most of the operations.
The API classes and interfaces have been grouped into Packages like
com.adventnet.nms.fe.perf, com.adventnet.nms.poll etc.
Note: To get PollAPI handle when Server and Custom code are running in same JVM
use the method getAPI("apiname") as shown below:
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
When Server and Custom code are running in different JVMs use the Naming.lookup()
as shown below:
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName() + "/PollAPI");

Interfacing with Topology
Performance module acts as an Observer to Topology module. Whenever Topology module adds
ManagedObject to Topo database, Performance module receives the notification and the
ManagedObject is used by Performance module.
WebNMS provides you with an interface called PollToTopoIfc through which the
ManagedObject input to the performance module can be customized. This will be useful in
cases, where you may want to supply your own ManagedObject input for the performance
module from some other applications.
A class can be written implementing this interface which will register as TopoActionListener and
where you can create new ManagedObject. This class will update the Poll Engine with the
ManagedObject input for which PolledData will be configured. You can add this ManagedObject
using the method addThePollObject(mo) through the register() method of this interface in
your implementation class.
In order to enable the Poll Engine to use the ManagedObject generated by this class file, an entry
in the file nmsinterfaces.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, should be made as
follows:
pollToTopo="com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollToTopoImpl"
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where PollToTopoImpl is the implementation class of this interface.
Status Polling should also be done from this class. Status polling should be added for
ManagedObject explicitly from the user application, as shown below:
StatusPolling spoll = new StatusPolling();
spoll.addTheStatusPoll(ManagedObject, boolean donotcheckparent, boolean
startImmediately)
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Data Collection Process

•

Overview

•

Grouping Data identifiers

•

Customizing Data Collection

•

Storing collected data

Overview
This document explains to you how WebNMS IoT Poll Engine performs data collection and stores
the collected data in database. Data collection configuration is done wherein you define
PollingObjects and PolledData. Based on the properties of PolledData, data collection is handled
by Poll Engine.

Grouping Data identifiers
Every PolledData has associated properties like agent name, protocol and polling period (APP).
Based on these three values PolledData are grouped. For e.g. assume there are 8 PolledData
with following definition:
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PolledData name

Agent name

Polling Period

door

device1

300

light

device1

300

Customizing Data Collection
Assume a situation wherein just before data collection you want to decide whether to proceed
data collection or not based on some factors like:
•

You don't want to collect data for an agent between 10.00 AM and 3.00 PM.

•

You don't want to collect data if the agent is down.

•

You don't want to collect data for certain agents

To incorporate your requirements, you will have to customize the data collection process and
instruct Poll Engine whether you want it to collect data or not. This can be achieved by writing a
class implementing the interface com.adventnet.nms.poll.CustomDataCollection . You have to
define the method canProceeedDataCollection
which accepts agent name. Before
proceeding with data collection, the canProceedDataCollection method of the class
implementing this interface is invoked by the Poll Engine with the agent name for which the data
collection is to be done. If this method returns boolean "false" then data collection is aborted for
that agent.
In case of dial-up connections, the connection to the agent can be sometimes unavailable and
the same can be restored after sometime. In this situation, you can check the status of the agent
and proceed with the data collection.
After implementing the interface you have to specify the fully qualified implementation class
name in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory as a
parameter for Collector process:
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.poll.Collector
ARGS MAX_OIDS_IN_ONE_POLL 15 AUTHORIZATION true
CUSTOMIZED_DATA_COLLECTOR <<classname>>
Before sending the data identifier groups to the agent, Poll Engine passes the agent name to
canProceedDataCollection method. If boolean "true" is returned then data collection request will
be sent to the corresponding Protocol provider otherwise the process is aborted. Protocol
providers handle the data collection.

Storing collected data
Collected data from the agent is put in CollectedInfo Object and sent to Poll Engine through
StoreData runnable class which in turn stores the data in the database. If the type of collected
data is long or decimal then it is stored in MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA, if it is string then it is
stored in STRINGDATA table for the current day.
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Performance Server Startup Options

•

•

•

Collector Process An overview
o

Parameters to Collector process

o

Dependencies

PollFE Process An overview
o

Parameters to PollFE Process

o

Dependencies

Parameters in serverparameters.conf

Collector Process An overview
Performance management begins with the starting of the Collector
This process

process in the BE server.

•

gets started when WebNMS IoT server is started

•

is mainly responsible for the various BE operations pertaining to Performance management
The process definition is written in a Configuration file called NmsProcessesBE.conf
available under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. This process accepts some parameters
and based on the parameters, it controls the functionality of Performance module. These
parameter can be otherwise called as Startup options as they have to specified in the
configuration file before starting WebNMS IoT Server.
Every parameter is identified by a name, data type, and value. If you don't specify the
parameters then the default values will be assumed which are defined internally.

Parameters to Collector process
Note: The purpose of these parameters will be explained in detail with
reference to the context in respective sections.
Process name
com.adventnet.nms.poll.Collector
Functionality
When WebNMS IoT is started, this process
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•

initializes data collection by creating an instance of PollMgr (Poll Engine)

•

initializes all parameters from the conf file NmsProcessesBE.conf

•

creates the table used for storing the data during the Data Collection

•

publishes the PollAPI (the core API for data collection) in the NameService to use it
in CORBA

•

Initializes report generation from the conf file reports.conf

•

cleans up old logs and moves them to dated directory.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.poll.Collector
[CLEAN_DATA_INTERVAL interval]
[STATUS_POLL_PING_RETRIES num]
[STATUS_POLL_SNMP_RETRIES num]
[DATA_COLLECTION_SNMP_RETRIES num]
[MAX_OIDS_IN_ONE_POLL num]
[CUSTOMIZED_DATA_COLLECTOR classname]
[POLLING_POLICY_CUSTOMIZER classname]
[DEBUGGING_MODE true/false]
[SEND_MULTIPLE_REQUEST true/false]
[STATUS_POLL_QUERY_INTERVAL interval]
[DATA_COLLECTION_QUERY_INTERVAL interval]
[AUTHORIZATION true/false]
[PASS_THRO_ALL_POLLING_OBJECTS true/false]
[RECOVER_DELETED_PDATAS true/false]
[BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL seconds]
[MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT number]
[STATUS_POLL_DELAY seconds]
[DATA_COLLECTION_SNMP_TIMEOUT seconds]
[DATA_COLLECTION_STARTUP_DELAY seconds]
Parameters and Description
Parameter

CLEAN_DATA_INTERVAL

Description
This specifies the number of days after which the
data collected during polling (string data or stats
data) have to be cleaned up. The data older than
the specified number of days will be removed from
the WebNMS IoT system. This deletes the table
after the specified days that are appended with the
date. If a single table is used to store the data for
all the days, then that will not get deleted.
Default value : 7
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STATUS_POLL_PING_RETRIES

This specifies the maximum number of times the
system can try to ping the device to retrieve its
status. This indicates that request will be sent for
STATUS_POLL_PING_RETRIES + 1 times.
Default value : 0

STATUS_POLL_SNMP_RETRIES

This specifies the maximum number of times the
system can try to perform SNMP ping to the device
to retrieve its status. This indicates that request will
be sent for STATUS_POLL_SNMP_RETRIES + 1 times.
Default value : 0

STATUS_POLL_PING_TIMEOUT

To specify the time in seconds for the server to wait
for the request from host. This value is configured
for ICMP Ping when native ping is disabled.
Default value: 1 (i.e., will wait for one second if a
particular node is not reachable).

DATA_COLLECTION_SNMP_RETRIES

This specifies the maximum number of times the
system can try to ping the device to perform data
collection (Polling). This indicates that request will
be sent for DATA_COLLECTION_SNMP_RETRIES + 1
times.
Default value : 0

MAX_OIDS_IN_ONE_POLL

PolledData with the same Agent, Protocol and
Period (APP) are combined and depending on this
parameter, number of polls to the agent will be
done. For example, if the MAX_OIDS_IN_ONE_POLL
is 10 and the number of PolledData with the same
APP is 20, then two sets of polls with the first set
containing 10 and second with 10 will be done, and
the values will be stored in the table in which they
are intended to go.
For more information, refer to Data Collection
Process document.
Default value : 15

CUSTOMIZED_DATA_COLLECTOR
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CustomDataCollection. Please read details on
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DEBUGGING_MODE

The parameter, when set as "true" prints out
debugging statements in the log file which can be
used to analyze the data collection. It can be turned
on/off using the method setDebugMode() in the
PollAPI. While developing an application, these
debugging statements will be of great use to the
developer to know about the problem that has
occurred.
Default value : false

SEND_MULTIPLE_REQUEST

When this parameter is set as false, the Multiple
PolledData from a single table will be polled
separately.
Default value : true

STATUS_POLL_QUERY_INTERVAL

This specifies the interval between two successive
queries to the database, for status polling.
Default value : 1500

This specifies the interval between two successive
queries for retrieving polling units to be polled. This
should have a value that is lesser than all the
Polling period interval set for all the OIDs. If the
polling period interval is set as 20 minutes for two
DATA_COLLECTION_QUERY_INTERVAL
OIDs, then this parameter should be given a value
of 15-17 minutes.

Default value : 120000 milliseconds
AUTHORIZATION

This specifies whether authorization is required for
all the client requests or not.
Default value : false

PASS_THRO_ALL_POLLING_OBJECTS

Whenever a managed object is passed through
Polling.conf, and when it satisfies the match
criteria specified in the first PollingObject,
PolledData will be created and will not check the
match criteria given in other PollingObjects. Setting
the value as "true" for this parameter will make the
ManagedObject to check all the match criteria in all
the PollingObjects. In this case, even if the match
criteria of the first PollingObject gets matched, the
ManagedObject will be passed to the subsequent
PollingObjects also.
Default value : false
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RECOVER_DELETED_PDATAS

When this parameter is set as "true", the Poll ID
and its corresponding key will be stored in the
PollIDToKeyMap table. This will be useful, if you
want to access the collected data for the deleted
PolledData.
Default value : false

BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL

This parameter is used when you want the
collected values to be updated in a database, after
a specified time interval. This parameter takes its
value in seconds. The inserts for the collected
values will be stored in a temporary memory till
this time, and will get updated as a bulk in the
database.
For e.g. if BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL is set to 30, then
for every thirty seconds the collected data will be
stored in memory as a single insert statement. As
soon as thirty seconds get elapsed, the insert
statements will be executed and data will be
inserted into database.
Default value : 0
By default, collected data is inserted as soon as it is
collected and not accumulated in memory as a
bulk.
This parameter is used when you want the
collected values to be updated in a database, after
a specified number of inserts getting accumulated
in the temporary memory. This parameter will take
an integer value and many inserts will be stored in
the memory, before it writes into the database. To
use this parameter, the BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL
parameter should also be used.

MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT

Note: When MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT
value is reached, the interval set for Bulk
insert is not taken into consideration and
the insertion takes place immediately.
For e.g. if BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL is set to 30
seconds and MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT is set to 10
then if the number of insert statements in memory
goes above 10 then though
BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL is not reached, insert
statements will be executed and data will be
transferred to database.
Default value : 0
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STATUS_POLL_DELAY

This parameter is used to specify the time period
for which WebNMS IoT server has to wait (after it
has got started) to start the status polling of
managed objects.
Default value : 5 minutes
During data collection there is possibility that
•

the agent might be down

•

the agent might be delaying the response

•

DATA_COLLECTION_SNMP_TIMEOUT

there is packet loss while data is
transferred.

In all such circumstances, the delay caused can be
indefinite. Hence you can set a Time out which will
indicate that Poll Engine should wait for that
number of seconds. If requested data is not
received before that time, an error message is
registered.
Default value : 5 seconds

DATA_COLLECTION_STARTUP_DELAY

When a PolledData is created, you may wish to
start data collection for it immediately or induce a
delay. This can be specified in this parameter.
Numeric values starting from 0 is allowed. If you
specify zero , data collection will start immediately.
Note that this setting is common for all PolledData
created in the system.
Default value : 5 minutes

ENABLE_STATUS_POLL_BATCH

By default, status polling is performed for each of
the MOs, whereby a query is sent to each of the
MOs. The status polling of MOs can be processed
in batches also. To enable this, add a new
parameter ENABLE_STATUS_POLL_BATCH (not
available by default) and set it to true.

Dependencies
Parameter dependencies
This explains the dependency among the parameters. Basically dependency denotes which
parameter should be accompanied by another related parameter.
Only when BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL is specified, MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT can be given.
Process Dependencies
This lists the processes required for Performance module to deliver full functionality.
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• Dependency on java com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventMgr
In the absence of Fault module, the generated Threshold events will not be handled.

PollFE Process An overview
FE operations of Performance management is taken care of by the PollFE
process

process . This

•

gets started when WebNMS IoT server (Combo setup) or WebNMS IoT standalone FE server
is started

•

is mainly responsible for the various FE operations pertaining to Performance management

The process definition is written in a Configuration file called NmsProcessesFE.conf available
under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. This process accepts some parameters and based on
the parameters , it controls the FE functionality of Performance module.
Every parameter is identified by a name, data type and value. If you don't specify the
parameters then the default values will be assumed which are defined internally.
Parameters to PollFE Process
Process name
com.adventnet.nms.fe.perf.PollFE
Functionality
When WebNMS IoT standalone FE server is started, this process
•

binds PollAPI in the RMI registry with proxy implementation of PollAPI

•

unbinds PollAPI from RMI registry

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.perf.PollFE [PERF_SESSION_EJB true/false]
Parameters and Description
Parameter
PERF_SESSION_EJB

Description
This parameter is optional. If it is set to true, then the Performance module
will be based on EJB sessions.
Default value : false

Dependencies
None
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Parameters in serverparameters.conf
serverparameters.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory contains some
parameters specific to Performance management. These allow you to control the following
activities performed by Poll Engine:
•

data collection and

•

status polling
Parameter

Description
You may want to stop WebNMS IoT from performing data collection. This
can be achieved by setting the parameter DATA_COLLECTION to false.
Remember to remove the comment symbol (#) to use this parameter.

You could have thought of removing the Collector process from
NmsProcessesBE.conf file for data collection not to happen. But assume
the situation where you want PolledData to be created but data collection
need not be done. If you remove the Collector process then PolledData
DATA_COLLECTION
creation will not take place. Hence this parameter can be used. When you
want data collection to resume then set this parameter to "true" and
restart the server.
The parameter must be set to "true" for enabling KPI calculations. If the
DATA_COLLECTION parameter is "false", it will disable the KPI
calculations.

STATUS_POLLING

You may require to stop WebNMS IoT from performing Status Polling.
This can be achieved by setting the parameter STATUS_POLLING to false.
Remember to remove the comment symbol (#) to use this parameter.
Set this parameter to "true" to resume Status Polling and restart the
server.
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Performance Database Schema
The various tables used by the Performance Management module of WebNMS IoT and their
usage are listed here. Also click on the link to take a look at the table structure.
PollingObjects : This table stores information about the PollingObject. It contains only two
fields: name, and status.
PollingAttributes : This table stores the match criteria details of PollingObject. The match
criteria specification allows you to filter only the desired ManagedObjects.
DataCollectionAttributes : This table holds the details about the data collection criteria, which
you specify in the Data Collection tag, for the PolledData of a PollingObject. This includes a
property of the ManagedObject compared with a value and only when that criteria satisfies,
PolledData will be created and data collection done
ThresholdObjects : This table holds information about the thresholds which you create for
monitoring the collected data. Details such as threshold type, threshold value, etc. are stored in
this table.
PolledData : This is the table used for storing the PolledData. It contains the details such as
name of the PolledData, Agent that has to be polled, data that has to be collected, whether
multiple or not, etc. These details form the basis for data collection.
POLLUSERPROPS : If you have defined any user properties for the PolledData, these will get
stored in this table. This contains the name of the user property with its value for the
corresponding key of the PolledData.
DBPOLL : This table stores the mapping for the Extended PolledData used in the system.
Providers : This table holds information about the protocol providers for data collection. The
provider name and its associated class file name are stored.
STATSDATA : When WebNMS is started, the polling units will be stored in the PolledData table.
After data collection, the collected data will be stored in the STATSDATA table if the type of the
collected value is long.
STRINGDATA : When WebNMS IoT is started, the polling units will be stored in the PolledData
table. After data collection, the collected data will be stored in the STRINGDATA table if the type
of the collected value is string.
MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA:When WebNMS IoT is started, the polling units will be stored in the
PolledData table. After data collection, the collected data will be stored in the DECIMALDATA
table if the type of the collected value is decimal or long.
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Note: The pollid field in the STRINGDATA, and MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA tables
corresponds to id field in PolledData table.

KPI Tables
KPIPolledData : The name of the KPI object along with its ID is stored in this table.
KPIDeviceList : The device list details such as the DISCRIMINATOR, and deviceListName is stored
in this table.
KPISqlDS : This table stores the KPI SubComputation details based on SQL data sources.
KPICustomDS : This table stores the KPI SubComputations details based on custom data
sources.
KPIPollDS : This table stores the KPI SubComputations details based on Polled data sources.
KPIDeviceDS :This table stores the KPI SubComputations details based on device query sources.
KPISubComputation : This table stores the SubComputations details along with the name type
and aggregation.
KPIObject : The KPI object details are stored in this table.
CustomMatchCriteria : This table stores the custom match criteria for which the KPI is
applicable.
MOMatchCriteria : This table stores the MO match criteria details.
MultipleDeviceDSPolledData : This table stores the multiple polled data created by device data
source.
DeviceDSPolledData :This table stores the polled data created by device data source.
DeviceCompSchedule :This table stores the time interval for device SubComputation.

PollingObjects : Table Structure
Attribute

Descriptoin

NAME

Name of the PollingObject as specified in Polling.conf file.

STATUS

If set to true, data collection will take place for all the PolledData associated with this
PollingObject. If set to false, data collection will not take place for all the associated
PolledData.
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[go top]

PollingAttributes : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

NAME

PollingObject name for which the match criteria are being specified.

TYPE

The type of criteria given, i.e., numeric or string.

PROPERTY

The property of the ManagedObject which have to be compared. For example,
SysOID.

CONDITION The comparison operator. For exampl,e startswith.
The value to be compared.
For example, .1.3.6.1.4.1.43.1.8.

VALUE

[go top]

DataCollectionAttributes : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

NAME

A unique string to identify the PollingObject. For example, snmpnode.

PROPKEY

A unique value generated by the system to identify the property of the PolledData.
For example, snmpnode1.

PROPNAME

A string representing the name of the property.
For example, name.

PROPVAL

The value of the property. For example, INTERFACE_out_octects.
[go top]

ThresholdObjects : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

OIDTYPE

The type of the OID (i.e., whether it is of type node, interface, or multiple).
This field is applicable to threshold objects of type percentage only; also it
is SNMP specific.

OID

This field is applicable to threshold objects of kind percentage only; and
also, it is SNMP specific. This represents the OID from which the value
should be obtained to calculate the percentage.

DISALLOWED

The set of strings that are not allowed for this threshold object. This field is
applicable to threshold objects of kind string. Strings for this field can be
delimited with commas.

ALLOWED

The set of strings that are allowed for this threshold object. This field is
applicable to threshold objects of kind string. Strings for this field can be
delimited with commas.

SENDCLEAR

It is a boolean representing whether a clear event should be sent before
changing the severity. This field is applicable to threshold objects of kind
long and percentage.
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CLEARMESSAGE

The message when the previous severity is cleared and a clear event is
generated. This field is applicable to threshold objects of all kinds. This field
is optional; the default value for this field is "Threshold reset ".

MMESSAGE

The message for the event to be generated. This field is applicable to
threshold objects of all kinds. This field is optional; the default value for
this field is "Threshold exceeded".

REARMVALUE

Threshold events get fired, when the polled value goes above/below the
threshold value. Once a threshold event is fired, the threshold object is
unarmed (meaning no more threshold events get fired, even if the polled
value goes above/below the threshold value). So to fire the next threshold
event, the threshold object should be rearmed. ThresholdObject gets
rearmed, if the polled value goes below or above its rearmValue (rearming
is based on the thresholdType [max or min] and FAILURETHRESHOLD). This
field will be a long value for threshold objects of kind long and percentage
for threshold objects of kind percentage. This field is applicable only to
threshold objects of kind long, and percentage.

The threshold value of the threshold object. This field will be a long value
for threshold objects of kind long and percentage for threshold objects of
THRESHOLDVALUE
kind percentage. This field is applicable only to threshold objects of kind
long, and percentage.
CATEGORY

The category of the event to be generated. This field is applicable to
threshold objects of all kinds - long, string, and percentage. This field is
optional; the default category is "Threshold".

THRESHOLDTYPE

The type of the Threshold object (max/min). If the thresholdType is max,
then an event will be fired, when the value exceeds the value specified in
thresholdValue and vice versa. This field is applicable only to threshold
objects of kind long and percentage.

RESETSEVERITY

The severity to be generated for the threshold object of the kind string,
when the previous severity is cleared. Please ensure that you specify this
field as integer.
This is only for String type thresholds.

TRIGGERSEVERITY

Severity with which the event should be generated if the collected value is
a disAllowed string. This is only for String type thresholds.

SEVERITY

Severity with which ThresholdEvent should be generated for long and
percentage type Thresholds.

KIND

The kind of the threshold object means whether the threshold has to be
compared against string or a long value or percentage type. Valid values
for this field are "string" or "long" or "percentage".

NAME

The name property of threshold object is common to all the three kinds of
threshold objects. Every threshold object is identified by its name.
Threshold object is associated with an OID to poll using its name.
[go top]
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PolledData : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

NAME

A user-assigned name for identification purposes - no spaces
allowed.

ID

An automatic incremental unique identification number.

AGENT

The name of the agent from which data is to be collected.

COMMUNITY

The community string to use .
Default : public.

PERIOD

The polling interval.
Default : 5 min.

ACTIVE

If set to true, data collection will take place for the PolledData
otherwise not.

OID

dataIdentifier used for collecting particular parameter from device.

LOGDIRECTLY

Option to store comma-separated values.

LOGFILE

File to log the comma-separated values.

SSAVE

Whether to store data in compact form for reports, charts, etc.

THRESHOLD

Whether to apply threshold .
Default : false.

ISMULTIPLEPOLLEDDATA Determines whether it is a multiple polled data or not.
PREVIOUSSEVERITY

Previous severity of the polled data.

NUMERICTYPE

Either one of 1 (for numeric) and 2 (for string).

SAVEABSOLUTES

This attribute saves and displays the absolute count of the counter
(instantiated during the polled data collection) at any given point of
time. Possible values are "true" or "false". On specifying the value as
"true", the absolute value of the counter at any given point of time is
displayed and on specifying the value as "false", the difference
between the previous count value of the counter and that of the
current value (at any given time) is displayed/set. The default value
set for this attribute is "false".

TIMEAVG

Whether to calculate the average of data collection time.

PORT

The SNMP port of the agent.

GROUPNAME

For internal use.

LASTCOUNTERVALUE

This attribute stores the last counter value, which is used for
calculating the difference with respect to the current counter value
and set it for the SAVEABSOLUTES attribute. This attribute accepts
numeric values.

LASTTIMEVALUE

The time at which the last value was collected.

TIMEVAL

Time at which the PolledData is scheduled for data collection.

POLICYNAME

PollingObject name, if the PolledData is created through
PollingObject.

THRESHOLDLIST

Comma-separated list of threshold names associated with the polled
data, added using UI or API.

DNSNAME

DNS name of the agent.
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SUFFIX

The value appended to the OID, if the type of the Polling unit is
"interface".

STATSDATATABLENAME

The table into which the collected data is stored.

FAILURECOUNT

Used for internal purpose as a counter for checking if
FAILURETHRESHOLD limit has reached.
Number of consecutive failures after which the Threshold event
should be generated.

FAILURETHRESHOLD

PARENTOBJ

This is also applicable for rearming. For example, lets assume that
the threshold value is set as 30 and FAILURETHRESHOLD as 3. In this
case, the Threshold Object is rearmed only when the polled value
goes above/below 30 the third time.
Corresponding ManagedObject for which the PolledData is created.

PROTOCOL

Protocol, viz., SNMP, TL1, etc. used to poll the device.

SAVEPOLLCOUNT

Number of counts after which the data collected for the PolledData
should be saved.

CURRENTSAVECOUNT

The current save count value for the PolledData.

SAVEONTHRESHOLD

This value indicates whether the collected value should be saved
only on exceeding a threshold value or not.

SNMPVERSION

Determines the version of the device to be polled, viz., v1, v2c, or v3.

USERNAME

Username which is used for querying SNMPV3 devices.

CONTEXTNAME

Context Name which is also used for querying SNMPV3 devices.
[go top]

polluserprops : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

NAME

A user-assigned name for identification purposes; no spaces
allowed.

AGENT

The name of the SNMP agent from which data has to be collected.

OID

The OID to poll.

OWNERNAME

For future use.

PROPNAME

This field contains the User property name.

PROPVAL

This contains the value corresponding the user property.
[go top]

DBPOLL : Table Structure
Attribute

Description

KEYSTRING

For internal use.

VALUESTRING

Extended PolledData class name.

Providers : Table Structure
Copyright@2018
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Attribute

Description

PROVIDERNAME

A high-level identification for the protocol provider.

VALUE

The provider class name with full package path.
[go top]

STATSDATA : Table Structure
Note: Table structure for STATSDATA, STRINGDATA, and DECIMALDATA tables are same.
Difference lies only in the type of data stored.
Attribute

Description

POLLID

ID of the PolledData.

INSTANCE

Instance number for which data get collected. For
MultiplePolledData, this value specifies the instance for which data
gets collected. For other PolledData, this will be set to -1.

TTIME

The time of data collection.

VALUE

The collected value for the PolledData.

MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA : Table Structure, STRINGDATA : Table
Structure,
Note: Table structure for STRINGDATA, and DECIMALDATA tables are same. Difference
lies only in the type of data stored.
Attribute

Description

POLLID

ID of the PolledData.

INSTANCE

Instance number for which data get collected. For
MultiplePolledData, this value specifies the instance for which data
gets collected. For other PolledData, this will be set to -1.

TTIME

The time of data collection.

VALUE

The collected value for the PolledData.

Indexing Support
Indexing is supported for STRINGDATA, MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA tables, to speed the SQL
statement execution on these tables.
To enable indexing support, edit the DatabaseSchema.conf as follows:
MySQL:
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After all the fields of the table are defined, specify the index fields with index keyword as
index <indexview_name> (Index_Field_Name)
Note that the <indexview_name> should be unique for each index field and Index_Field_Name
should have already been defined with its type.
For example, to specify the index fields for the STATS tables, follow the below approach:
<STATS>
create table STATSDATA%(
POLLID BIGINT,
INSTANCE varchar(100),
TTIME BIGINT,
VAL BIGINT,index NMSPOLLID%(POLLID),index NMSINSTANCE%(INSTANCE),index
NMSTTIME%(TTIME))
</STATS>
PostgreSQL :
For the databases such as PostgreSQL where there would be a separate query to specify the
index fields of a database table, the procedure to specify the index support is as below:
After all the fields are specified and the brace is completed, include a semicolon and type the
query to be executed and finish it without any semicolon.
;CREATE INDEX <indexview_name> on TABLENAME(<Fields seperated by comma>)
Example:
<STATS>
create table STATSDATA%(
POLLID NUMBER(19),
INSTANCE varchar(100),
TTIME NUMBER(19),
VAL NUMBER(13));CREATE INDEX STATSDATA%_ndx on STATSDATA%(<Fields seperated
by comma>)
</STATS>

[go top]
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Configuring Data collection
Introduction to Configuring Data Collection
You can configure data collection by creating the basic units of data collection called PolledData.
This can be created by you directly or via PollingObject. According to the definition of PolledData,
data will be collected.
PolledData are defined for ManagedObjects which represent gateway elements for which data is
to be collected. The Topology module will create ManagedObjects and store them in database.
Performance module acts as an Observer to Topology module. Whenever Topology module adds
ManagedObject to Topo database, Performance module receives the notification and the
ManagedObject is used by Performance module.
Note:
1. To have better understanding of how data collection is configured via Client
User interface , go through the section "Configuring data collection".
2. For efficient Data collection process, some startup options have been
provided in WebNMS IoT. To learn about them read the document
"Performance Server Startup options".
In this section you will learn to configure the various options for Data collection using
Configuration files and API methods.
•

Configuring PollingObject
PollingObject definition controls the source of data collection and the list of data which
have to be collected. You can configure PollingObject to
o choose the devices for which you want to collect data by specifying the Match
criteria
o enable or disable data collection for those devices
o define PolledData
o specify the protocol using which data collection takes place etc

In this section you will learn how to create PollingObjects and thus configure data collection.
•

Configuring PolledData

In this document you will get information on how to create PolledData dynamically using API
methods.
•

Configuring Poll filter

You can develop Poll Filter to capture created PolledData and change them as you need before
they are added into the database.
•

Multi protocol data collection
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Configuring Polling object
Introduction to Configuring PollingObject

•

Steps to Create PollingObject

•

Additional Settings

•

Things to Remember

•

Using EclipsePlugin

Steps to Create PollingObject
To begin with, you have to specify what data you want to collect, from where, how, etc. You can
specify this when you create a PollingObject. Steps to create a Polling object are
Step 1
Define a PollingObject with the following properties.
Name
Status (Enabled / Disabled)
Step 2
Specify the Match Criteria.
Step 3
Specify the Data Collection Criteria. Here, you specify the common properties for data
collection.
Step 4
Specify what data to collect from the device.
Step 5
Specify the Protocol provider, i.e., the protocol to be used for data collection.

Additional Settings
These are the optional configurations you set for the PollingObject:
•

Specifying User Properties

By default, some properties are set for a PolledData. In addition to that, you can specify your
own properties; they are termed as User properties.
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•

Specifying Expression OIDs

When you define what data to collect, you actually specify a Data identifier. This OID is
recognized by the agent and accordingly it collects data for this OID. You can choose to add the
data collected for two OIDs by forming an expression. Hence, an Expression OID will be a single
entity but will be made up of an expression consisting of many OIDs.

Things to Remember
1. Assume you have defined 4 PollingObjects in Polling.conf. A ManagedObject passes
through polling.conf. It is capable of satisfying match criteria of 2nd and 4rth
PollingObject. But as it encounters the 2nd PollingObject first, PolledData are added
for it as specified in 2nd PollingObject definition. The 4rth PollingObject is not taken
into account. If you want the ManagedObject properties to be compared with all
PollingObjects' match criteria then set the parameter
PASS_THRO_ALL_POLLING_OBJECTS to "true" in NmsProcessesBe.conf for
Collector process.
2. When match criteria is given in Polling.conf using the tag <MO_PROPERTIES> and
<USER_CLASS>, both should be satisfied by the ManagedObject for PolledData to be
added for the ManagedObject.
3. The difference between adding a PolledData via a PollingObject and directly to a
ManagedObject is illustrated in the document "Configuring Data collection".

Using EclipsePlugin
Import the file Polling.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse Project.
Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
IoT configuration Files to Eclipse.
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Setting PollingObject Properties

•

Via Polling.conf

•

Using API

•

PollingObject properties

•

Using Client

Via Polling.conf
PollingObjects are defined between the <POLLING_OBJECT> ... </POLLING_OBJECT> tag. The
definition includes naming the PollingObject and specifying its status i.e. whether it is active
(Enabled) or not (Disabled).
<POLLING_OBJECT name="Pollobj1">
...............
................
</POLLING_OBJECT>
Warning: If the name is not given for PollingObject, it will not be configured.
The PollingObject can be enabled or disabled by using the optional parameter called "status". If
the value is "true", then the Active state of all the OIDs of this PollingObject will be set as per
their individual Active property. (Active state indicates whether the OID will be polled or not). If
the value of the "status" parameter is set to "false", then the Active state of all the OIDs will be
set to "false".
You can set this parameter at runtime to dynamically control the PollingObject.
Example
<POLLING_OBJECT name="Pollobj1" status="true">
.........
</POLLING_OBJECT>
The default value of status is "true".

Using API
You can create a PollingObject using API class PollingObject
as shown below:
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// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" + java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost()
.getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
....
....
....
PollingObject pollobj = new PollingObject();
pollobj.setName("Pollobj1");
pollobj.setStatus("true");
After setting the properties, the PollingObject is added to the database as shown below.
pollapi.addPollingObject(pollobj);

Polling object properties
PollingObject contains only 2 properties , name and status. You have to set the name which is
compulsory. By default, Status is "true". Refer to PollingObject set methods for more details.
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Setting Match criteria

•

Via Polling.conf

•

Using API

Via Polling.conf
The match criteria that should be satisfied by the ManagedObject for data collection are
specified in the <MATCH_CRITERIA> tag in Polling.conf. The match criteria can be specific
properties of ManagedObject or user-defined properties of ManagedObject or both. Only those
MOs that match these criteria will be considered for Polling.
<MATCH_CRITERIA> tag contains 2 other tags:
•

<MO_PROPERTIES> and

•

<USER_CLASS>

<MO_PROPERTIES> Tag
The properties of ManagedObject or its derived classes including the user properties can be
given as match criteria under the <MO_PROPERTIES>...</MO_PROPERTIES> tag. You can
specify multiple <MO_PROPERTIES> tags.
The specified property must match exactly the properties of MO. If invalid properties such as
incorrect property name or non-existing property are given as input, then the MO will not be
configured under this PollingObject even if all other criteria match.
Note: The properties of a ManagedObject that can be specified are listed in the
doc "Selecting devices for data collection".
You can specify properties of numeric type (e.g., Polling Interval) and string type (e.g., Name).
The property name, the condition to be checked for, and the value corresponding to the
property have to be given as match criteria. Depending upon the type of the value (numeric
or string), you have to give the properties inside <STRING_TYPE> or <NUMERIC_TYPE> tag.

String Type Properties
You can use the following comparison operators while specifying String type properties:
equals
notequals
equalsIgnoreCase
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startsWith
doesNotStartWith
endsWith
doesNotEndWith
contains
doesNotContain
Example
<POLLING_OBJECT name="Pollobj1" status="true">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE
property="type"
condition="equals"
value="acme_msu_device"/>
<STRING_TYPE
property="managed"
condition="equals"
value="true"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
</POLLING_OBJECT>
In the above example, when a device is discovered, two criteria are being checked for:
•

Whether the type is equal to 'acme_msu_device' (and).

•

Whether the device is managed or not.

On satisfying these criteria, the data collection would be configured for that device.
You can also specify multiple values in comma-separated fashion. For example,
value="craig,eric".

Numeric Type Properties
You can use the following comparison operators while specifying Numeric type
properties:
eq - equal to
neq - not equal to
gt - greater than
lt - less than
ge - greater than or equal to
le - less than or equal to
Example
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<POLLING_OBJECT name ="Pollobj1">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<NUMERIC_TYPE
property="pollInterval"
condition="ge"
value=300 />
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
</POLLING_OBJECT>

<USER_CLASS> Tag
You may require to give your own match criteria for ManagedObject. When you
specify match criteria inside <MO_PROPERTIES> tag, you can mention only the MO
properties, and also an "AND" condition exists among the properties you have
included. Only when all those criteria match will PollingObject be created. You can
customize this and create a PollingObject only if one or more of these criteria match,
i.e., by specifying an "OR" condition among them.
For example, consider these three properties: TYPE (String), OWNERNAME (String), and
POLLINTERVAL (Numeric) of MO. If you want to specify that if TYPE and POLLINTERVAL
match, then there is no need to check for OWNERNAME, you cannot directly do it in
Polling.conf and hence you have to write a class of your own taking care of these
criteria.
The class written for defining your own match criteria should implement
CheckMOProperties interface. Implementation for the method
checkProperties(ManagedObject mo) has to be given while defining the match
criteria. This method will return true, if the criteria match the one that is given in the
class, failing which it will return false.
Your class should be specified in Polling.conf using the <USER_CLASS> tag.
<POLLING_OBJECT name ="Pollobj1">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
...
...
</MO_PROPERTIES>
<USER_CLASS
<CLASS_NAME class="MyClass1" />
</USER_CLASS>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
</POLLING_OBJECT>
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Note: You can specify both <MO_PROPERTIES> as well as <USER_CLASS>
to filter out ManagedObjects. In such a case, an AND operation takes
place between the results of MO criteria check and User class criteria
check. You can give criteria in both MO properties and in User class. For
example, you want to give 4 match conditions related as condition1
AND condition2 AND condition3 OR condition4. In this case, you can
specify condition1 and condition2 in <MO_PROPERTIES> tag and
condition3 and condition4 inside a User class and include that User
class name in <USER_CLASS> tag.

Using API
To set the match criteria for the PollingObject based on MO properties, you have to do the
following:
1. Define the condition for match criteria. If you want to specify Numeric condition, use
NumericCompare Class or else use StringCompare class for String comparisons.
2. Put the match condition object into a Properties object. Thus a Match criterion is
built.
3. Associate the Match criteria with the PollingObject.

Let us walk through the steps with an example.
1. Let us set the numeric property that is used to specify the pollinterval and add it to a
vector. Here pollinterval indicates the status polling interval. For example, the device
is contacted every 15 min to check whether it is alive or not, i.e., whether it will be
able to respond to data collection requests. This is specified in seconds.
Vector compare = new Vector();
NumericCompare nc = new NumericCompare("pollInterval", "eq", 300);
compare.addElement(nc);
This means PollingObject will be added for those gateways whose pollinterval is
equal to 300 seconds. Other comparison operators that you can use are eq (equals),
neq (not equal to), lt (less than), ge (greater than or equal to), and le (lesser than or
equal to).
Let us create another match criteria as to check whether the ManagedObject is an
SNMP node. Since it is a string property, use StringCompare class.
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StringCompare sc = new StringCompare("isSNMP", "equals","true");
compare.addElement(sc);
You add the String type match criteria in the same vector and thus accumulate all the
match criteria. The various string operators (case insensitive) you can use here are
equals, notequals, startswith, endswith, contains, and equalsignorecase.
2.
Put the match condition in the properties object using following code. You are
required to create a Properties object here because the Match criteria and Data
collection criteria have to be grouped together into a single properties object which in
turn will be associated with the PollingObject.
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("Compare", compare);
The string "Compare" in prop.put statement is an object name identified internally
by Poll Engine and hence it should be given as it is for all Match criteria you specify.
3.

Create the PollingObject and associate the Match criteria as follows:
PollingObject pollobj = new PollingObject();
pollobj.setName("Pollobj1");
pollobj.setStatus("true");
pollobj.setMCProperties(prop);
To set the match criteria via a User class , you have to write the user class and
include it in WebNMS IoT system as shown below:

...
...
Properties prop = new Properties();
Vector userclass = new Vector();
userclass.addElement("test.myclass");
prop.put("Class",userclass);
...
...
pollobj.setMCProperties(prop);
Here, the string "Class" is used to denote that you are specifying User class name.
Hence it should be used as it is. To include the user class, create a vector and add
the fully qualified user class name in the vector. Then set the vector to "Class"
property.
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Setting Common Data collection criteria

•

Via Polling.conf

•

Using API

•

Common Data collection properties

Via Polling.conf
The criteria common to all the PolledData is specified in <DATA_COLLECTION> tag thus avoiding
repetitive entries in each of the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag.
Common criteria can be specified for the Data identifiers (OIDs) of the PollingObject. Except the
properties specific to a PolledData, all other properties can be specified as common parameters
in <DATA_COLLECTION> tag. For a detailed list of such properties, refer to javadocs of
setProperties() method of PollingObject class.
For example, it you want to store the collected data from TL1 enabled objects in a table named
"TL1Table%" and specify Polling interval to be 300 for all the PolledData then instead of
repeating those entries for every <DATA_TO_POLL> tag, you can write as follows:
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<POLLING_OBJECT name="Pollobj1">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
....
....
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
<DATA_COLLECTION
pollingPeriod="300"
protocol="TL1"
statsDataTableName="Tl1Table%" >
<DATA_TO_POLL
dataIdentifier="RTRV-EQPT:TARGET:XCON-10:;"
type="multiple"
name="Retrieve_Eqpt_String"
response="PST,SST"/>
<DATA_TO_POLL
dataIdentifier="RTRV-PM:TARGET1:ST-13::FCP.."
type="multiple"
name="Retrive_PM_Dynamic1"
response="FCP"/>
</DATA_COLLECTION>
</POLLING_OBJECT>

Using API
To set the DataCollection criteria for the PollingObject, you have to do the following:
1.

Create a Properties object and set the common property and its value.

2.

Put the Properties object into another Properties object.

3.

Associate this Properties object with the PollingObject.

If you are confused at this point why to use so many properties object, actually for a polling
object you will be specifying two main criteria Match criteria (mandatory) and Data collection
criteria (optional). You have to create a Properties object. Combine the match criteria and data
collection criteria in this object and this object in turn is associated with the polling object.
Let us walk through the steps with an example.
1. The common criteria have to be specified which are common to all the PolledData.
For example, the property Pollingperiod can be set as 20 seconds. This indicates that
the device agent will be contacted every 20 seconds and data will be collected from it.
Hope you are not confused between PollInterval set as Match criteria and Polling
period set as data collection common criteria.
Properties common = new Properties();
common.put("pollingPeriod", "20");
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2.
Let us add this to the properties object "prop" already defined before setting
Match criteria.
prop.put("CommonCriteria", common);
The string "CommonCriteria" in prop.put statement is an object name identified
internally by Poll Engine and hence it should be given as it is for all Data Collection
criteria you specify.
You can add many such common criteria by simply appending to the Properties
object "Common".
For e.g.
common.put("snmpVersion", "v1");
3.

Associate the DataCollection criteria with PollingObject as shown below.

PollingObject pollobj = new PollingObject();
pollobj.setName("Pollobj1");
pollobj.setStatus("true");
pollobj.setMCProperties(prop);
pollobj.setProperties(prop);

Note: Difference between setMCProperties() and setProperties() methods is
that setMCProperties () method is used to set the Match criteria of PollingObject
and setProperties () method is used to set the Data collection criteria of
PollingObject. Both methods will use the same Properties object which stores
Match criteria related details as well as Data collection details. The methods will
take care of setting the appropriate details of PollingObject.

Common properties
The list of properties that you can set in <DATA_TO_POLL> tag and in the Properties object are
available in Javadocs of setProperties () method of PollingObject class.
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Specifying what data to collect

•

Via Polling.conf

•

Using API

•

Properties in <DATA_TO_POLL> Tag

Via Polling.conf
You can specify what data to collect and other properties using the tag <DATA_TO_POLL>.
For example, assume you want to specify two data to be collected, i.e., Ifinoctet and Ifoutoctets.
Refer to MIB - RFC 1213 and pick up the OID (Object Identifier - a unique number associated with
every property of the device).
<POLLING_OBJECT name="Pollobj1">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE
property="sysOID
condition="equals"
value=".1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.2"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
<DATA_COLLECTION>
<DATA_TO_POLL
name="ifInOctets"
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="interface"/>
<DATA_TO_POLL
name="ifOutOctets"
oid="2.2.1.16"
type="interface"/>
</DATA_COLLECTION>
</POLLING_OBJECT>
The above example specifies the polling criteria for a Windows machine (sysOID of Windows
machine is .1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.2.2). Whenever a Windows machine is discovered, two new
PolledData will be added with the properties specified in the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag. For every
<DATA_TO_POLL> tag, a PolledData will be created.
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Note :
1. You can use any number of <DATA_TO_POLL> tags to specify various OIDs
that must be polled.
2. In the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag, the parameter OID can invariably be used as
the data identifier also.
3. If the OID is of counter type, by default, the differential value will be stored
in the database. That is, difference between the current and the previous
value is stored and plotted in graphs. If you want to save the absolute value,
set the saveAbsolutes parameter in the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag to "true". This
parameter is applicable only for counter type OIDs.
4. If you want to disable the data collection for a particular polled data, set the
Active parameter in the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag to"false".
5. The parameters given inside the <DATA_TO_POLL> tag are case-sensitive.
Warning :
The OIDs polled here are by default assumed to be defined in MIB-II(RFC-1213). Only if
the OID belongs to MIB-II, does the extension OID need to be specified in the MIB-II part
.1.3.6.1.2.1. It is automatically prefixed. But take care that you do not start such OID
variables with a "." (dot). If the OID is defined in some other MIB, it is better to define
the OID in full. For example, ".1.3.6.1.4.24.5...." or by declaring prefix =".1.3.6.1.4." and
specifying only the remaining part of the OID. But remember that this proves useful
only when all the OIDs (in a particular tag) belong to the other private MIB. If there are
some OIDs from one MIB and some from another, it is best to specify the full OID and
don't specify any prefix. Also take care not to specify any prefix parameter, if there is an
OID from the MIB-II.
Poll Engine does not take care of checking for well formed OIDs or valid OIDs. It is your
responsibility to make sure that you specify the OIDs properly. Another important point
to be noted is that the parameter "name" is very useful for identifying what the OID
represents. Take care to name them using good practices, because the name forms an
important identification for generating reports via the report generator written by you.

Using API
You have to specify what data to collect; and for each set of information, Poll Engine will create
PolledData and record the information. Here too, the steps remain almost similar as that of
defining the Data collection criteria.
1.

Create one Properties object for one PolledData.

2.

Put the Properties objects into a Vector.

3.

Put the Vector in another Properties object.

4.

Associate the Properties object with the PollingObject.

1. Let us specify what data to collect. Assume, data has to be collected for Ifinoctets and
Ifoutoctets. Create a Properties object, specify the properties of Ifinoctet, and add it
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to the Vector. Repeat the same process for Ifoutoctet as shown below:

Vector data = new Vector();
Properties dataprop1 = new Properties();
Properties dataprop2 = new Properties();
dataprop1.put("name","IfInoctet")
dataprop1.put("oid", "2.2.1.10");
dataprop1.put("type", "interface");
data.addElement(dataprop1);
dataprop2.put("name","IfOutoctet")
dataprop2.put("oid", "2.2.1.16");
dataprop2.put("type", "interface");
data.addElement(dataprop2);
2. Put the Vector in another Properties object as shown below:

Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("CollectionCriteria", data);
The string "CollectionCriteria" in prop.put statement is an object name identified
internally by Poll Engine and hence it should be given as it is when you specify what
Data to collect .
3. Associate the prop object with the PollingObject as shown below:
PollingObject pollobj = new PollingObject();
pollobj.setName("Pollobj1");
pollobj.setStatus("true");
pollobj.setMCProperties(prop);
pollobj.setProperties(prop);

Properties in <DATA_TO_POLL> Tag
The list of properties that you can set in <DATA_TO_POLL> tag and in the Properties object are
available in Javadocs of setProperties () method of PollingObject class.
Note: SNMP version stored in the ManagedObject will be automatically set in the
PolledData.
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Specifying Protocol Provider

•

•

Adding a new Protocol Provider
o

Via Polling.conf

o

Using API

Associating Protocol to PolledData
o

Via Polling.conf

o

Using API

Adding a new Protocol Provider
Via Polling.conf
Multi Protocol support for data collection service is provided . Default protocol used is
SNMP. You have to specify the protocol name in Polling.conf inside the <PROVIDER>
tag. You can specify multiple protocol providers simultaneously.
<PROVIDER>
<PROTOCOL
SNMP="com.adventnet.mediation.service.poll.snmp.SnmpDataCollector"/>
<PROTOCOL
TL1="com.adventnet.mediation.service.poll.TL1DataCollector"/>
</PROVIDER>

Using API
The protocol providers can also be added using API, by using the method
addProtocolProvider() of PollAPI. When a protocol is to be added, the name of the
protocol and the corresponding provider name are passed to this method as
arguments.
Say a provider exists for a protocol "TEST" and the provider class is
"TestProtocolProvider". Then it can be specified as,
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// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost() .getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
...
...
String protocol = "TEST";
TestProtocolProvider tp = new TestProtocolProvider();
try {
pollapi.addProtocolProvider(protocol,tp);
}catch(Exception e) {}

Associating Protocol to PolledData
Once you list the Protocol provider names it indicates that these providers can be used by data
collection service. Still the association of these protocols with the PolledData is not yet done. If
not done, the data for all PolledData will be collected using default protocol i.e. SNMP.
You can associate a protocol with PolledData by setting it's protocol property to the name of
Protocol Provider.

Via Polling.conf
You can set the protocol name in Polling.conf as shown below ;
<DATA_TO_POLL
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="multiple"
name="INTERFACE_in_octets"
protocol="TL1" />
<DATA_TO_POLL
oid="2.2.1.16"
type="multiple"
name="INTERFACE_in_octets"
protocol="TL1" />
Instead of specifying protocol name for each and every PolledData the protocol can
also be set for a set of PolledData by giving this as common criteria as shown below:
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<DATA-COLLECTION protocol = "TL1">
<DATA_TO_POLL....../>
<DATA_TO_POLL....../>
</DATA-COLLECTION>

Using API
You can set the Protocol to individual PolledData as shown below ;
Vector data = new Vector();
Properties dataprop1 = new Properties();
dataprop1.put("name","IfInoctet")
dataprop1.put("oid", "2.2.1.10");
dataprop1.put("type", "interface");
dataprop1.put("protocol", "TL1");
Else you can set it as common criteria as shown below ;
Properties common = new Properties();
common.put("pollingPeriod", "20");
common.put("protocol","TL1");

Note: If you are not able to understand the above given code snippets
refer to page of information on "Specifying what data to collect".
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Specifying User Properties

•

Via Polling.conf

•

Using API

Via Polling.conf
If you want to add a property called "mib", then the entry in the Polling.conf will look like,
<DATA_COLLECTION>
<DATA_TO_POLL
name="IfInOctets"
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="interface"
mib="RFC1213-MIB"/>
<DATA_TO_POLL
name="IfOutOctets"
oid="2.2.1.16"
type="interface"
mib="RFC1213-MIB"/>
</DATA_COLLECTION>

Using API
Using API methods setUserProperty , getUserProperty and removeUserProperty
PolledData class you can add, modify and delete user properties.

of

Adding User Property
User properties may be added to a new PolledData or to an existing one. The following code
snippet explains the procedure.
PolledData pd = new PolledData();
//set all the relevant fields like name, oid, type etc.
.....................
....................
pd.setUserProperty("mib","RFC1213-MIB");
pollapi.addPoll(pd);
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Modifying User Properties
You can also fetch the existing PolledData and modify the same with your own properties. The
following snippet explains it.
PolledData pd = pollapi.getPolledData(key);
pd.setUserProperty("mib","RFC1213-MIB");
pollapi.modifyPoll(pd);

Retrieving User Properties
The existing user properties can be obtained in the following way.
PolledData pd = pollapi.getPolledData(key);
String mibValue = pd.getUserProperty("mib");

Deleting User Properties
Any property of the PolledData can be removed using the method removeUserProperty(String
propertyname). Note, the method modifyPoll() of PollAPI , needs to be called whenever you
remove a user property using this method.
Note: User properties are stored in POLLUSERPROPS table of WebNMS IoT
database. The storage of User properties in the database and other aspects of
the data are handled automatically. You will have this data available the next
time you access the PolledData object.
Note: Go through "Web NMS Performance Tuning Tips" to learn the various
methods to add additional properties to objects and the difference between
them.
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Handling PollingObjects
This page explains how you can modify and delete the existing PollingObjects.

•

Modify PollingObject

•

Delete PollingObject

Modify PollingObject
You may require to modify existing PollingObject for the following ;
1.
2.
3.
4.

When you want to disable the PollingObject i.e. you do not want data collection to
happen for a set of devices identified by the PollingObject.
You may want to add some more Data identifiers to the PollingObject.
You may want to modify the existing Data collection definition i.e. Data identifiers
of the PollingObject.
You may want to remove some of the Data identifiers of the PollingObject.

Note: You cannot modify Name of the PollingObject, Match criteria and OID of the Data
identifier.
You can achieve the same either by using Polling.conf or via API .

Using Polling.conf
Edit the existing Polling.conf file and make the necessary changes. You can modify
Polling.conf only if you are planning to restart the Server. Remember, every time
WebNMS IoT Server is restarted, Polling.conf entires are read, PollingObjects are
constructed and if PollingObjects already exist with that name, they are simply
overwritten. Hence,
•

If you modify the existing PollingObject's properties (except the name of the
Polling object) and restart Server without reinitializing, no new PollingObject
will be created. Existing PollingObject definition will be overwritten in the
database.

•

If you modify the name of the PollingObject and restart the Server without
reinitializing , a new PollingObject will be created.

•

In case you reinitialize and restart the Server , new PollingObject will be
created as defined in Polling.conf.

Using API
When you want to modify the definition of PollingObjects at runtime i.e. when
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WebNMS IoT Server is running, then you need to access the method
modiyPollingObject() of PollAPI as shown below;
// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" + java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost()
.getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
...
...
...
String getpolname = "Test";
PollingObject getpolobj = null;
getpolobj = pollapi.getPollingObject(getpolname);
getpolobj.setStatus(false);
pollapi.modifyPollingObject(getpolobj);
In this example Polling object status is set to false.

Using Client
Polling Object can be modified runtime using the client also. Refer to the topic
Managing Data Collection Configuration for details.

Delete Polling object
Assume you have added Data collection definition for a set of Managed objects using Polling
objects and now you do not want to perform data collection for those MOs, permanently. In such
a case , instead if disabling the Polling object (setting Status to false), you can very well remove
the Polling object definition from the database. To do so , you have to delete the Polling object.
You can do so using PollAPI method deletePollingObject()
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// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" + java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost()
.getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
....
...
...
String polobjname = "Test";
pollapi.deletePollingObject(polobjname);

Using Client
Polling Object can be deleted runtime using the client also. Refer to the topic
Managing Data Collection Configuration for details.

Warning:
1.

You can reinitialize the database but it will remove other
PollingObjects definition also from the database.
2.
Deleting a PollingObject will delete associated PolledData set for
the ManagedObjects.
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Configuring PolledData

•

PolledData object - An Overview
•
o

Creation of PolledData Using PollingObject

o

Creation of PolledData via Client UI

o

Creation of PolledData Using API

•

Multiple PolledData

•

PolledData Key Formation

•

Active State of PolledData

Overview
A PolledData object is created by instantiating PolledData class. This object contains definition
pertaining to data collection for a specific data identifier of a specific gateway element. The
definition will include properties like agent name, poll period, associated thresholds to be
applied, port at which agent is running, table name to store collected data, etc.
According to this definition, Poll Engine collects data from the agent and stores it in the specified
table. This definition forms the basis for data collection.
PolledData are created in three ways:
1.

Via PollingObject

2.

Via Client UI

3.

Using API

Via PollingObject
The definition of PolledData can be specified in PollingObject definition under the Data
to Collect section. PolledData will be created whenever a ManagedObject is passed
through the PollingObject and satisfies the match criteria. In Polling.conf file, the
PolledData definition is given under <DATA_TO_POLL> tag. If the PollingObject is
added via API methods, PolledData definition should be given as Vector which is set to
PollingObject properties with key "CollectionCriteria". The PolledData object will be
stored in the database and you can access it for further manipulation.

Via Client UI
"Add Statistics" form can be used to create PolledData from Client UI.
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Using API
PolledData objects are instances of PolledData class. You can set the properties of
PolledData using the methods provided in the class. You can either set the properties
individually using the set methods provided for each property or you can use
setProperties() method to set them together. But that requires creation of a
Properties object.
You have to add the PolledData objects into database which can be done using PollAPI
methods such as addPoll() and addPolledData() .
Find below a sample code snippet that shows addition of PolledData.
// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost() .getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
..
..
PolledData pd = new PolledData();
pd.setName("Interface_in_octets");
pd.setAgent("main-server");
pd.setOid("2.2.1.10");
pd.setUserName("authPriv");
pd.setContextName("auth");
pd.setUserProperty("contextEngineID","agentbk1");
...
pollapi.addPoll(pd);
You can modify the PolledData using the method modifyPoll(PolledData, boolean)
of PollAPI.
Warning: During modification of PolledData, if Name, Agent, or OID is
modified then a new PolledData will be created instead of the existing
one being modified because the Agent, name, and OID form the key for
a PolledData.
The difference between adding a PolledData via a PollingObject and directly to a
device is illustrated in the document "Configuring Data collection".
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Multiple PolledData
OID which have multiple instances (index) can be modeled as MultiplePolledData . Data will be
collected for each instance. For example, Interface_in_octets with OID 2.2.1.10 of RFC 1213 MIB
has two instances 1 and 16777219. If it can be modeled as MultiplePolledData, then data will be
collected for each of the instance and stored in STATSDATA table. The instance number is also
stored along with the data collected in STATSDATA table. For more information on STATSDATA
table structure, refer to the document titled Performance Database schema.
Find below the code snippet to create a multiple Polled Data:
// in case of same JVM
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
// in case of RMI access
// try
// {
// pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" + java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost()
.getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
// } catch (Exception e)
// {
// System.out.println("Exception while getting handle of PollAPI");
// }
..
..
MultiplePolledData pd = new MultiplePolledData();
pd.setName("Interface_in_octets");
pd.setAgent("main-server");
pd.setOid("2.2.1.10");
pd.setUserName("authPriv");
pd.setContextName("auth");
...
pollapi.addPoll(pd);
In order to associate thresholds to multiple instances of the multiple Polled Data, you can
use setMulThresholdNames() method. For adding thresholds instance wise, you can use
setThresholdNames() method.

PolledData Key Formation
Every PolledData object is identified uniquely via a PolledData key which is a combination of
name+"\t"+agent+"\t"+oid
For every PolledData key formed, a Poll Id is generated which is a unique number. This Poll Id is
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used in STATSDATA and STRINGDATA tables to identify the PolledData.

Active State of PolledData
setActive method of PolledData class is used to specify the active state of a PolledData. If
inactive, i.e., set to "false" then data collection will not take place for the PolledData. Irrespective
of the state of the ManagedObject, PollingObject, and agent, the PolledData will be inactive if
setActive(false) is invoked. This is the default behavior.
If you want to activate or deactivate data collection for the PolledData based on the status of
ManagedObject, PollingObject, and Agent then a different approach has to be adopted. Find
below an explanation on how the PolledData status is affected by various factors mentioned
above and what can be done.

•

Preamble

•

Initial Settings

•

How to use the feature

Preamble
Whether data collection is to take place for a PolledData or not is determined by the following:
1.

PollingObject Status

2.

ManagedObject Status

3.

Agent Status

4.

PolledData Status

•

PollingObject status when set to "false" indicates that data collection should not
take place for all the PolledData created via that PollingObject.

•

ManagedObject when "unmanaged" indicates that no data collection should
happen for its associated PolledData.

•

When suspendAllPollsForAgent() method of PollAPI is called, it indicates that data
collection must be stopped for the PolledData created for that particular agent.

•

In addition, you have the choice to stop data collection for a particular PolledData.
You can do so by setting the "enableActive" property to "false".

Warning: enableActive is a new property introduced to accept user's choice for
data collection. This indicates that you should not use the "Active" property of
PolledData to decide for data collection.
The final "Active" state of the PolledData is an 'AND' operation of the above four fields, i.e., only
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when all these four result in "true", the PolledData will be active and data collection will be done
for it. The following table illustrates the same.

PollingObject Status

ManagedO
bject
Agent Status
Status

User's Choice of
Active (Active)

Active State of
PolledData
(Status of Data
Collection)

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

True

False

False

True

True

False

True

False

True

False

True

True

False

False

True

True

True

False

Initial Settings
To use this feature, following the steps given below:
•

A parameter called ENABLE-ACTIVE (String type data) has to be given in Tree.xml file
present under <WebNMS IoT home>/users/root directory. This can be set to "true" or "false".
If set to "true", this feature can be used. If set to "false", this feature cannot be used and the
behavior will be as it was before.

•

Include ENABLE-ACTIVE = "true" as shown below:
<DEVICE
PANEL-NAME="com.adventnet.nms.util.ImagePanel"
.....
ID="Performance"
INIT-ON-STARTUP="false"
... >
<LEVEL-1
...
MODULE-NAME="Stats Admin"
...
TREE-NAME="Configured Collection"
ENABLE-ACTIVE="true" />

•

Modify PolledData property in PolledData.hbm.xml Hibernate mapping file present under
<WebNMS IoT home>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/poll directory as given below:
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<hibernate-mapping package="com.adventnet.nms.poll">
<class name="PolledData" table="PolledData" dynamic-update="true" selectbefore-update="true" discriminator-value="false">
<cache usage="read-write"/>
<id name="id" column="ID">
<generator class="native"/>
</id>
<discriminator type="boolean" column="MULTIPLEPDINSTANCE" length="10" />
<natural-id>
<property name="name" type="string" column="NAME" not-null="true"
length="50"/>
......
<property name="active" type="string" column="ENABLEACTIVE"
length="10"/>
.......
<property name="contextName" type="string" column="CONTEXTNAME"
length="30" />
<subclass name="MultiplePolledData" discriminator-value="true"/>
<!--property name="DYNAMICPROP" type="string" column="DYNAMICPROP"
length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/-->
</class>
</hibernate-mapping>
•

Reinitialize WebNMS IoT Server.

•

Start WebNMS IoT Server.

•

Start Application Client.

How to Use This Feature
The Active state of PolledData can be changed as per user's choice in three ways:

1.

Through Polling.conf

2.

Through PollAPI

Through Polling.conf
Set the Active property. By default, if the User property Active is not specified in the
DATA_TO_POLL tag, it is assumed to be "true" and hence Data Collection will take place after the
PolledData is added. However if the PolledData is to be added but Data Collection need not take
place, then set the Active property of PolledData to "false" as given below:
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<POLLING_OBJECT name="snmpnode">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE condition="equals" value="true" property="isSNMP"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
<DATA_COLLECTION pollingPeriod="600">
<DATA_TO_POLL type="interface" name="INTERFACE_out_octets" oid="2.2.1.16."
Active="false" />
<DATA_TO_POLL type="interface" name="INTERFACE_in_octets" oid="2.2.1.10."/>
</DATA_COLLECTION>
</POLLING_OBJECT>

Through API
Use the method setActive to set the Active property as shown below:
PolledData pd = new PolledData();
pd.setActive(true);
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Writing Poll Filter

•

Need for Poll Filter

•

What Is Poll Filter ?

•

Creating the Poll Filter

•

o

Using EclipsePlugin

o

Using API

Configuring the Poll Filter
o

Polling.filters Configuration file

o

API method

o

Runtime Administration Form

Need for Poll Filter
Poll Filter is used to fine-tune the Data collection configuration. As you know, when WebNMS IoT
Server starts, ManagedObjects are created and they are passed through Polling.conf. If match
criteria satisfy, according to the definition of PollingObject, PolledData are created.
Just before these PolledData objects are added to database
1.

Existing PolledData can be modified,

2.

New PolledData can be added for the Managed object,

3.

Existing PolledData can be removed

Note: You might be thinking that these changes can very well be done in Polling.Conf
file and Server can be restarted. But it is not so.
Assume you want to perform data collection for your IoT infrastructure where variety of MOs
exists such as sites, regions, gateway, sensor etc. Assume you have a created a PollingObject
definition to added two PolledData for switches.
1. You want to add two more PolledData for switches whose name start with "F"
indicating they are first floor switches.
2. You do not want to create any PolledData for second floor switches (switches whose
name starts with "S").
3. For other switches (in all other floors) , you want to have two PolledData created.
In such a situation, you may prefer defining appropriate PollingObjects in Polling.conf. This
process is quite tedious and lengthy. You have to define two or more PollingObjects for one type
of switch itself. Try doing it.
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Hence to make the job simpler, you can create a single PollingObject definition and identify
"switches". You can alter the PollingObject definition inside the Poll Filter and add, modify, or
delete the PolledData appropriately.
Any number of Poll Filters can be created and configured.

What Is Poll Filter ?
A Poll Filter is a user-defined class written implementing the interface PollFilter
com.adventnet.nms.poll package.

defined in

The interface Poll Filter has a method declaration , applyPollFilter ( ManagedObject obj, Vector
vec ) . This method has to be implemented in your Poll Filter class . This method accepts two
inputs: ManagedObject and a vector of PolledData created for the ManagedObject. This vector of
PolledData is the one created according to PollingObject definition.
Note: Even if PolledData are not created for the ManagedObject, the ManagedObject
will be passed through existing filters. In this case, the ManagedObject and an empty
Vector will be passed to this method.
This method returns a vector of PolledData which might be existing PolledData modified, new
PolledData added, or existing PolledData removed.

Creating the Poll Filter
Using EclipsePlugin
Web NMS EclipsePlugin provides a tool to create the Poll Filter. The Poll Filter Creation
Wizard allows you to generate the stub code for the poll filter and will place the
appropriate entry in the polling.filters file for invoking this filter in WebNMS. Enter the
Package Name and the Filter Class Name in the wizard.
Learn how to create a Poll Filter using EclipsePlugin by referring to the document titled
"Creating Poll Filter".

Using API
You can also write a Java program and create a Poll Filter. Find below a sample Poll
Filter that adds two more PolledData for switches whose name starts with "F"
indicating they are first floor switches.
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import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PolledData;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollFilter;
import java.util.Vector;
public class TestPollFilter1 implements PollFilter
{
public Vector applyPollFilter(ManagedObject obj, Vector vec)
{
if (obj.getName().startsWith("F"))
{
PolledData pd1 = new PolledData();
PolledData pd2 = new PolledData();
pd1.setName("sysuptime");
pd1.setAgent(obj.getName ());
pd1.setOid("1.3.0");
vec.addElement(pd1);
pd2.setName("sysuptime");
pd2.setAgent(obj.getName ());
pd2.setOid("1.3.0");
vec.addElement(pd2);
}
return vec;
}
}
Find below another sample Poll Filter that deletes the PolledData created for Second
floor switches.
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PolledData;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollFilter;
import java.util.Vector;
public class TestPollFilter2 implements PollFilter
{
public Vector applyPollFilter(ManagedObject obj, Vector vec)
{
if (obj.getName().startsWith("S"))
{
vec.removeAllElements();
}
return vec;
}
}
Refer to Javadocs for detailed explanation on methods of PolledData class and
PollFilter interface available in the package com.adventnet.nms.poll.
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Configuring the Poll Filter
Once Poll Filters are created, they have to be configured for usage. Configuration means they
should be integrated with WebNMS IoT . This can be achieved using

•

Polling.filters configuration file

•

API method

•

Runtime Administration form

Using Polling.filters
This configuration file stores the definition of Poll Filters. After Polling.conf, this file is read and
filter applied on PolledData. <FILTER> tag is used to specify the Poll Filter name.
<POLL_FILTERS>
<FILTER
className="TestPollFilter1" />
<FILTER
className="TestPollFilter2" />
</POLL_FILTERS>

Using API
PollAPI provides the methods addPollFilter() and deletePollFilter()
to add and remove,
respectively, the Poll Filters at run time. These methods take Poll Filter class name as argument.
Note:
1.

To create the managed object yourself. For such MOs you will add
PolledData using PollAPI method addPolledDataForMO() . This method
will automatically invoke the Poll Filter.

2.

When PolledData are added at run time, they are not passed through
Polling.filters file by default. Hence, to do so, you have to set the second
argument of addPolledData()
method to true. The second argument
string is "passthrofilters".

Using Runtime Administration Form
At run time you can add or delete Poll Filters using Runtime Administration form. To work with
Poll filters follow these steps:
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1. Choose the menu option Tools --> Runtime Administration.
2. Select the tree node Performance --> Polling filters. In the screen, you will be able to
see the list of Poll filters which have been configured through Polling.filters. You can
use the buttons provided at the bottom of the screen to work with Poll filters.
• Add
This will allow you to add a new Poll Filter class to WebNMS IoT environment. You
should have written the Poll Filter class, compiled it, and placed it under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes directory.
• Modify
This will allow you to modify the description of an existing Poll Filter which you select
from the list.
• Delete
This will allow you to remove the Poll Filter reference from WebNMS IoT. Note that the
Poll filter class still exists but will not be used by Performance module.
• Apply
This will update the database with the changes you have performed with respect to Poll
Filters. If you have added, the Poll Filter class will be added in database; if you have
deleted the Poll Filter then its entry will be removed from database.
• Reload
This option will reload the existing modified Poll filter class file to WebNMS IoT. Assume
you have modified a Poll Filter class at run time. You can compile it and place it in
classes directory. When you select this option, the changes made in the Poll Filter class
will be loaded into memory and when you choose Apply button, it will be updated in
the database.
Note:
1. Any changes you make in Poll Filters configuration via Runtime
Administration form will be reflected in Polling.filters file.
2. If you specify an invalid Poll Filter name, following exception message will
be shown in the log file: "POLL: Error in communication while set
operation of PollFilters <<Poll Filter name>>".
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Writing Protocol Provider for Data collection

•

Steps to Plug in new protocol

•

Associating PolledData to new protocol

•

Verifying the new Protocol Plug-in

Steps to Plug in new protocol
Data collection can be performed using your own protocol. To do so you will have to follow these
steps:
1. Write a class implementing com.adventnet.nms.poll.ProtocolProvider
2. This interface contains a method collectData(Vector)
implemented.

interface.

which should be

3. The vector given to the collectData() method has the PolledData which belong to the
same agent, period and protocol. Using these PolledData, data collection can be
done.
Points to remember while implementing this interface
•

A new CollectedInfo class instance has to be created whenever this method is called.
This is because, there will be only one instance of your class, that will be maintained and if
you do not create new instance, the data collected for the previous set of PolledData will
overwrite the existing CollectedInfo object.

•

After collecting data from the agent, the values obtained for a PolledData has to be set in
the CollectedInfo object. Even if the value is not set, if you don't want to save the collected
data, the PolledData have to be added to the CollectedInfo object. This is to make sure that
the PolledData is rescheduled for its next poll.

•

When data collection for all PolledData are done and CollectedInfo is filled with data,
remember to set the agent and time of collection in the CollectedInfo.

•

Create a new instance of StoreData class and pass CollectedInfo object to it's constructor
which will make sure that the data is saved in the database.
Note: Refer to javadocs of CollectedInfo class which gives you sample showing
creation of CollectedInfo Object. Also refer to StoreData class javadocs.

•

Compile this class and include the fully qualified Protocol provider class name in the file
Polling.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, as
<PROVIDER>
<PROTOCOL
TEST="test.TESTPROVIDER"/>
</PROVIDER>
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where TEST is the name of the protocol and TESTPROVIDER, its implementation class.

Associating PolledData to new protocol
While defining Data identifiers in Polling.conf, the OIDs which has to be polled using this protocol
should have the protocol property set as shown below:
<DATA_TO_POLL>
oid="command"
type="node"
name="example1"
protocol="TEST"/>
If you want to collect data for all PolledData using the same protocol, specify the Protocol name
in Common criteria section as shown below:
<DATA-COLLECTION protocol = "TEST">
<DATA_TO_POLL....../>
<DATA_TO_POLL....../>
</DATA-COLLECTION>

Verifying the new Protocol Plug-in
•

After WebNMS IoT is started, check the Providers table in the database which will contain
an entry for the provider you have created.

•

Check the PolledData table to check whether the Protocol is set for the PolledData.

•

If any user properties are specified for the PolledData, check the POLLUSERPROPS table for
the same.
Note:
1.

By default, PolledData properties are retrieved only from
PolledData table. The user properties are not retrieved from
POLLUSERPROPS table. You have to handle the retrieval yourself.

2.

You can use the methods addProtocolProvider() and
deleteProtocolProvider() of PollAPI to handle protocol providers
dynamically at runtime.
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Receiving Notifications
Introduction to Receiving Notifications
Notifications are messages or information sent to indicate that some thing has happened in the
system. WebNMS IoT receives and generates lots of notifications. Two such notifications are:
1.

Notification on data collection

2.

Notification on change in Poll units

Poll unit refers to PollingObject and PolledData i.e. basic unit of data collection.
You can capture these notifications sent by WebNMS IoT Poll Engine. This may be required when
you want to customize Performance module.

Notification on data collection
When data is collected by WebNMS IoT Poll Engine, you may require to receive an information
from Poll Engine. This might be necessary when you want to do something when data is
collected like execute some other applications or store data in a separate database etc.

Notification on change in Polling units
You may have your own Poll client where you display the PolledData details. You may require to
get notification when existing PolledData are modified, new PolledData added or existing
PolledData are deleted. Such notifications are sent by WebNMS IoT Poll Engine.
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Collected Data Observer
To get notified whenever Poll Engine collects data, you have to do the following:
1. Write a java class that implements the interface PollObserver . This class must
provide implementation for the method dataUpdate(). This class is referred to as
'PollObserver'.
2. Register this class with Poll Engine to receive notification.
The data collected by Poll Engine is stored in a CollectedInfo object. When you do not want to
receive further notifications you can de register from Poll Engine.

1.

Writing PollObserver

2.

Registering with Poll Engine

3.

De registering from Poll Engine

4.

Handling Data collection error

Note:
1.

A single PollObserver can register for as many type of data as required.

2.

You can write many PollObservers.

Writing PollObserver
A PollObserver can capture three kinds of notifications sent by Poll Engine. They are:
1.

When Long type data is collected.

2.

When String type data is collected.

3.

When a set of data is collected. For e.g. the set of data collected from an agent.

Receiving notification for Long type data
Assume you want to perform something when long type data is collected. To do so, you can
implement the method dataUpdate(Stringpollkey,long time,long value) and specify what is to
be done.
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import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollObserver;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.CollectedInfo;
import java.util.Date;
public class examplePollObserver implements PollObserver
{
public void dataUpdate(String key, long time, long value)
{
Date d = new Date(time);
System.out.println(" Value collected for the PolledData with key " + key + " at " +
d.toString() + " is " + value);
}
}

Receiving notification for String type data
Assume you want to perform something when String type data is collected. To do so, you can
implement the method dataUpdate(Stringpollkey,long time,String value) and specify what is
to be done.
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollObserver;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.CollectedInfo;
import java.util.Date;
public class examplePollObserver implements PollObserver
{
public void dataUpdate(String key, long time, String value)
{
Date d = new Date(time);
System.out.println(" Value collected for the PolledData with key " + key + " at " +
d.toString() + " is " + value);
}
}

Receiving notification for entire data set
Assume you want to perform something when entire data set (like data for all PolledData of an
agent) is collected. To do so, you can implement the method dataUpdate(CollectedInfo info)
and specify what is to be done.
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import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollObserver;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.PollAPI;
import com.adventnet.nms.poll.CollectedInfo;
import java.util.Date;
public class examplePollObserver implements PollObserver
{
public void dataUpdate(CollectedInfo cinfo)
{
Date d = new Date(cinfo.getTime());
System.out.println("Data collected for the Agent" + cinfo.getAgent() + "at" +
d.toString();
}
}

Registering with Poll Engine
You have to register with Poll Engine to receive notification. You can register for three types of
notifications as explained below using PollAPI methods:
•

Registering for notification of "long" and "String" type data collection
of PollAPI is used to register
The method registerForData(String key, PollObserver pollob)
the PollObserver class. This registers the PollObserver for a particular PolledData whose key
is passed. Whenever the data is collected for this PolledData, dataUpdate(Stringpollkey,long
time,long value) (or) dataUpdate(Stringpollkey,long time,String value) of the PollObserver
class will be called depending on the type of the collected data.

•

Registering for notification of data collected for an agent
The method registerForDataFromAgent(String agent, PollObserver pollobj) of PollAPI is
used to register PollObserver class for data collected for a particular agent. This in turn
invokes the method dataUpdate(collectedInfo) of Poll Observer class.

•

Registering for notification for all data
To receive notification for all collected data, the method registerForAllData(PollObserver)
of PollAPI is used. The method dataUpdate(collectedInfo) of PollObserver will be called.

De registering from Poll Engine
Once you feel you do not want to receive any more notifications from Poll Engine on data
collection, you can de register using these methods of PollAPI:
•

deregisterForData(String key, PollObserver pollobj)

•

deregisterForDataFromAgent(String agent, PollObserver pollobj)

•

deregisterForAllData(PollObserver pollobj)

Handling Data collection error
When a particular agent cannot be polled, the CollectedInfo object will not contain any details. In
such a situation, the PollObservers registered for "AllData" and "Agent" may not be in a position
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to get the error, propagated through the CollectedInfo object. In order to notify the PollObserver
about such situation, the CollectedInfo object is set with an error message. The method
setErrorMessage(PolledData pd, String Message) of CollectedInfo class is used. Using this
method, error message is set for a given PolledData. In case, if the agent could not be contacted
during polling, then the error message set for a PolledData is written into the CollectedInfo
object. The method getErrorMessage(String key) can be used to get the error message set to
the PolledData.
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PollUnitObserver

•

PollUnitObserver An Overview

•

Writing a PollUnitObserver

•

Registering PollUnitObserver

•

De registering PollUnitObserver

Overview
Poll Unit is a single term referring to the basic unit of data collection i.e. PollingObjects and
PolledData. When these are added, modified or deleted in the system at runtime, you may want
to be notified. In such a case, you should write a program called PollUnitObserver.
The possible operations with respect to Poll units are:
•

Adding a new PollingObject

•

Modifying existing PollingObject

•

Deleting existing PollingObject

•

Adding a new PolledData

•

Modifying existing PolledData

•

Deleting existing PolledData

•

Modifying "status" of PollingObject

To get notified whenever Poll units are added, you have to do the following:
1. Write a java class that implements the interface PollUnitObserver . This class must
provide implementation for the method update(). This class is referred to as
'PollUnitObserver'.
2. Register this class with Poll Engine to receive notification.

Writing a PollUnitObserver
PollUnitObserver Interface provides four methods which are used to capture operation
notifications like:
•

Notification for PollingObjects

•

Notification for PolledData

•

Notification for ManagedObject

•

Notification for Bulk delete operation
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Receiving notification for PollingObjects
Whenever PollingObjects are added, modified or deleted in the system, the method update(int
type, PollingObject po) will be called by Poll Engine. This method receives two inputs, type of
operation performed and object of type PollingObject. The type of operation can be following
values:
Type Constant

Description

ADD_POLLING_OBJECT

if a new PollingObject is added.

MODIFY_POLLING_OBJECT

if a PollingObject is modified.

DELETE_POLLING_OBJECT

if a PollingObject is deleted.

SET_STATUS_POLLING_OBJECT if PollingObject "Status" is changed.

Receiving notification for Polled Data
Whenever PolledData are added, modified or deleted in the system, the method update(int type,
PolledData pd) will be called by Poll Engine. This method receives two inputs, type of
operation performed and object of type PolledData. The type of operation can be following
values:
Type Constant

Description

ADD_NEW_OBJECT

if a new PollingObject is added.

MODIFY_OBJ_DETAILS

if a PollingObject is modified.

REMOVE_OBJECT

if a PollingObject is deleted.

Receiving notification for ManagedObject
Notification is received when all PolledData for a particular agent are deleted or when a
ManagedObject is deleted, which results in PolledData of that ManagedObject getting deleted.
This notification is captured in the method update(java.util.Vector pdVect) of PollUnit
Observer. The Vector contains the list of deleted PolledData. The PolledData for an agent can be
deleted via the method deletePoll(agent) which results in invoking the above said method.

Receiving Notification on Bulk Delete
When bulk delete operation is done, the method update(com.adventnet.nms.util.XMLNode
node) gets called.
A sample PollUnitObserver for observing PolledData is as follows:
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public class PdStatus implements PollUnitObserver
{
/* Notified when a single Polling unit is added, deleted or modified */
public void update (int type,PolledData pd)
{
if(type == PollConstants.ADD_NEW_OBJECT)
{
System.out.println("PolledData is Added");
System.out.println("Added PolledData: "+pd.getKey());
}
}
}

Registering PollUnitObserver
The PollUnitObserver you write should be registered with Poll Engine to receive notifications. It
can be done using the method register(PollUnitObserver pdObs) of PollAPI

De registering PollUnitObserver
The method deregister(PollUnitObserver pdobs) will be used to unbind PollUnitObserver from
Poll Engine thus stopping it from receiving any notifications.
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Defining Threshold
Introduction to Defining Thresholds
Thresholds are baselines established to monitor data collection. If collected data goes beyond
the Threshold value, it indicates that the collected value is not a recommended value which may
deteriorate network performance. WebNMS IoT Performance module allows you to create such
Thresholds.
Each Threshold can be associated with a "severity level". The severity level will indicate to the
network operator the criticality of the situation. For e.g. assume Performance data collected for
"Interface in octets" OID for a switch. If it is below 12000, it indicates that switch is not
performing well.
Monitoring collected data using Thresholds leads to "Proactive monitoring ". By setting severity
levels, you can determine well in advance whether the collected data is up to the mark or not.
Whenever threshold rules are violated, Threshold events are generated. These events are
received by Fault module which handle the event and determine appropriate action.
•

A single threshold can be associated with many PolledData

•

A single PolledData can have many thresholds associated

In this section you will learn

•

How to create ThresholdObjects with varying severity

•

How to associate them with the PolledData whose collected data have to be monitored

•

Customizing Threshold event generation
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Configuring Threshold

•

Creating Thresholds via Threshold.conf

•

Using EclipsePlugin

•

Creating Thresholds Using API

•

Using Special Characters for String Threshold

Creating Thresholds via Threshold.conf
The configuration file Theshold.conf contains the entries for ThresholdObjects. Thresholds can
be defined in this file before WebNMS IoT Server is started. Find below sample entries for all the
five types of thresholds:
<THRESHOLD_CONF>
<THRESHOLD name="IfInOctet-critical" kind="long" severity="1" category="Threshold"
thresholdType="Max" thresholdValue="20000" rearmValue="18000" message="Threshold
exceeded" clrMessage="Threshold reset" sendClear="true"/>
<THRESHOLD name="sysuptime-critical" kind="string" allowed="device1,device2"
disAllowed="device5" category="Threshold" message="Threshold exceeded"
triggerSeverity="1" resetSeverity="5" clrMessage="Threshold reset" />
<THRESHOLD name="avergeinout-critical" kind="percentage" oid="2.2.1.16.1"
oidType="node" severity="1" category="Threshold" thresholdType="Max"
thresholdValue="60" rearmValue="55" message="Threshold exceeded"
clrMessage="Threshold reset" sendClear="true" />
<THRESHOLD name="Fault-Temp-Major" kind="decimal" severity="1"
category="Threshold" thresholdType="min" clrMessage="Threshold reset"
rearmValue="50.55" message="Threshold exceeded" thresholdValue="100.55"
sendClear="false"/>
<THRESHOLD name="Fault-Res-Major" kind="range" severity="2" category="KPI"
thresholdType="in" maxValue="48" minValue="24" message="Fault Resolution Time is 1-2
days." clrMessage="Fault Resolution Time within 1 day." sendClear="true"/>
</THRESHOLD_CONF>
The properties listed in the definition indicates the Threshold value, message to be displayed
when threshold is exceeded, etc.
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1.

The list of properties you can specify in the definition is available in
Javadocs of ThresholdObject class.

Severity Constants
The Severity levels used for Threshold events are predefined and their corresponding integer
values are given below. You have to use this value while specifying the severity in Threshold.conf.
These values are defined in SeverityInfo.conf file.
Severity Constant

Value

Critical

1

Major

2

Minor

3

Warning

4

Clear

5

Info

6

Unknown

0

Note: Thresholds created via User Interface are added to Threshold.conf. Hence
when you reinitialize the database thus performing a cold start, Thresholds are
recreated based on the definitions in Threshold.conf.

Using EclipsePlugin
Import the file Threshold.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse
Project. Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
configuration Files to Eclipse.

Creating Thresholds Using API
To create a ThresholdObject, you have to instantiate the class ThresholdObject. Set the
properties of threshold and finally add the object in database using PollAPI
method
addThresholdObject().
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PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI)NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
...
...
ThresholdObject to = new ThresholdObject("Ifspeedmajor");
to.setKind("long");
to.setCategory("Threshold");
to.setThresholdType("max");
to.setSeverity(2);
to.setThresholdValue(10000);
to.setRearmValue(8000);
to.setSendClearStatus(true);
pollapi.addThresholdObject(to);
ThresholdObjects can be managed using following methods of PollAPI:
Method

Description

modifyThresholdObject

Provides the modified ThresholdObject as input and it will be
updated in the database.

deleteThresholdObject

Provides the Threshold name and it will be removed from the
database. Its association with the PolledData will be automatically
broken.

getThreshHashOfOid

Returns a Hashtable containing names of ThresholdObjects
associated with OIDs. In this Hashtable, Vector of Threshold Object
names are stored against PollingObject name+oid name.

getAllThresholdObjects Returns a Vector containing all available ThresholdObjects.

Using Special Characters for String Threshold
While configuring String Threshold, a range of values can be specified and special characters can
be used. Say a Counter64 variable is being returned by the agent as an Octet String to which
thresholds have to be associated. In this case long threshold cannot be associated with the
same, since the collected data is of String type. In this case, you can associate a String threshold
with between - and criteria and can check whether the value is between the specified range.
The range of values can be specified as follows:
disAllowed = "&lt;between&gt;100and200"
allowed = "&lt;between&gt;1and100"
In addition to specifying the range, special characters such as "!", "*", can also be used.
disAllowed = "s*" starts with s.
disAllowed = "!s*" does not start with s.
disAllowed = "*s" ends with s.
disAllowed = "s*v" starts with s and ends with v.
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Associating Threshold to PolledData

•

Using Polling.conf

•

Using API

Using Polling.conf
You can associate threshold with PolledData via Polling.conf as given below:
<DATA_TO_POLL
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="interface"
name="INTERFACE_in_octets"
failureThreshold="3"
Threshold="true"
ThresholdName1="ifinoctetcritical" />

Using API
setThreshold() and setThresholdNames() are the important methods of PolledData class
used to associate threshold with PolledData. Find below a code snippet illustrating the
association:
PolledData pd = new PolledData();
pd.setName("PolledData_1");
pd.setOid(oid);
pd.setAgent(agent);
Vector threshNames = new Vector();
threshNames.addElement("ifinoctetcritical");
pd.setThreshold(true);
pd.setThresholdNames(threshNames);
pollapi.addPoll(pd);
Only when setThreshold() method is passed with the argument "true", will threshold be applied
on data collected for this PolledData and will threshold event be generated.
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Note:
1. You must associate appropriate type of threshold with the data identifiers.
For example:
•

Long type threshold to OIDs for which data collected is of type long.

•

String type threshold to OIDs for which data collected is of type String.

•

Percentage type threshold to OIDs for which data collected is of type long.
(For all the above types, if you associate wrong type of threshold with an
OID, you will not get any threshold event generated)

•

Decimal type threshold to OIDs for which data collected is of type decimal.
(Decimal type can also store values of type long)

2. If you apply Long type threshold as well as Percentage type threshold to an
OID, and if collected value exceeds both threshold values, threshold event
will be generated for the threshold with higher severity. If severity is same
then two threshold events will be generated.
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Customizing Threshold Event generation

1.

Threshold event generation - Default mechanism

2.

Customization

Default mechanism
The default way in which Threshold events are generated and handled by Performance module
is listed below:
1. Collected data is constantly monitored and associated thresholds evaluated every
time data is collected for a PolledData.
2. When the collected value violates the Threshold rule, a Threshold event is generated.
3. The Threshold event is generated by GenerateEvent class. This event is then stored
in Event database.
4. Then onwards this event is taken care of by the Fault module.
Note: The class GenerateEvent has implemented the interface PollToFaultIfc and
defined the functionality for the method genInputEvent () . In this method, the event
object is constructed and stored in Event database, according to the default
mechanism.
PollToFaultIfc interface acts as a medium of communication between Performance module and
Fault module. Whenever a threshold rule is violated, genInputEvent() method of the
implementation class is called which in turn handles event generation.
Find below the default implementation code:
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class GenerateEvent implements PollToFaultIfc
{
...
...
public void genInputEvent(int sev, String msg, String agent, String oid, String category,
String instance)
{
if (SeverityInfo.getInstance().contains(sev))
{
InputEvent inp=new InputEvent(category,
msg,com.adventnet.nms.eventui.Devent.severityStr(sev,agent
+"."+oid+instance,agent,agent);
}
try {
eventapi.addEvent(inp);
}
catch(Exception e)
{
NmsClientUtil.err(NmsClientUtil.GetString("Unable to add an event"));
}
}
}

Customization
You can customize the default way of threshold generation and handling when you have
requirements as follows:
1. You want to send a mail to the Network Administrator when a Threshold event is
generated.
2. You want to stop data collection for the ManagedObject when threshold rule is
violated.
3. You want to execute Policies.
4. You want to generate report on threshold rule violation, etc.
To customize,
1. Write a class implementing the interface PollToFaultIfc.
2. Define the functionality for the method genInputEvent() inside your class.
3. Specify your class name in nmsinterfaces.conf file available under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory, as follows:
<NMS_INTERFACES_CONF>
<INTERFACES pollToFault = "com.adventnet.nms.poll.myclass" >
</NMS_INTERFACES_CONF>
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Configuring Data Storage
Introduction to Configuring Data Storage

•

Storing Collected data An Overview

•

Data Storage objects

•

Customizing Data Storage

Overview
The data collected by Poll Engine for a PolledData can be of any data type. Poll Engine checks if
the value is a pure number. If so it is considered as Long value and stored in the table called
MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA. If decimal type it is also stored in MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA. If the
collected data is of any other type, it is taken as String and stored in STRINGDATA table.
Both MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA and STRINGDATA tables have the following fields:
•

POLLID - Whenever PolledData is created, a unique ID is generated for it. This ID will have
an internal mapping as to which PolledData it is referring to. Normally, a PolledData can be
uniquely identified with a combination of PolledData name + Agent name + OID. But
since this combination will be a lengthy string, this unique Pollid is generated. The Pollid
value is stored in "ID" field of PolledData table. This id is copied into STATSDATA and
STRINGDATA table when data is collected for the PolledData.

•

INSTANCE - If collected data is for a multiple PolledData then the instance number is stored
in this field. If the PolledData is of type "node" or "interface" then this field will have the
value "-1".

•

TTIME - Time at which data was collected.

•

VAL - The collected data value.

By default, for each day, MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA and STRINGDATA tables are created. They
are differentiated with date appended to the table name. For example, the data collected on
May 31, 2000 will be stored in a table called STRINGDATA5_31_2000. Whenever the time (at
which data is being collected) touches midnight, a new table is created with the next date in its
name. For example, while the data is being collected on June 1, 2000 when the time touches
midnight, a new table with name STRINGDATA6_2_2000 is created and all the data that is
collected from then on, would be added in this new table.

Data Storage objects
You have to understand some of the objects involved in storing the collected data. This
information will be useful to you when you customize data storage.
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1. CollectedInfo
•

Data collected from an agent is stored in a CollectedInfo object.

•

This will be given to the Poll Engine for notification to the observers and data
storage in the database.

•

When you use your own Protocol Provider for data collection the data collected
should be sent to the Poll Engine via this object only.

•

Observer which has registered for the data from a particular agent or for all data
will be notified with the CollectedInfo instance whenever data is collected.

•

This CollectedInfo object will also be passed through the DataDecoder before it is
saved in the database.

2. DataDecoder
•

This is the interface which user has to implement to decode collected data.

•

The collected data from an agent could be in any encoded form and the user would
like to decode the data before it is stored. In such cases, this interface has to be
implemented by the user.

•

As soon as data is collected, it is passed through this user class , where the user can
decode/modify data and return the modified data for storage.

•

It is the decoded form of data which will be passed through Threshold Objects.

3. StoreData
•

This the class used to store the collected data in the database.

•

Whenever data is collected, it is constructed into a CollectedInfo Object and is
passed to this class for storage.

4. DataRequestHandler
•

This interface is used to retrieve collected data from customized tables.

•

When you create your own tables and handle storage of collected data yourself
then the retrieval also must be taken care of by you using this interface.

5. CollectedData
•

This is the class used to obtain details about the collected data.

•

Instance of this class is returned when API methods like getCollectedData or
getCollectedValues are used.

•

This class has methods to get details about the data collected (data that it contains)
and time of data collection. For e.g. the method getValues() returns an array which
is either of type Long or String depending on the type of value collected. Even if long
type data is stored in a string column in the database, the returned array will be
Long.

•

In case of default storage mechanism , Poll Engine creates these instances when
related API methods are called. But when data is stored in customized tables, user
has to implement DataRequestHandler in which he has to create a CollectedData
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instance.
Note: To put it in a nutshell,
1. Data collected from a agent is stored in CollectedInfo object.
2. If a DataDecoder exists, CollectedInfo object is passed through it and
decoded data is stored in CollectedInfo object itself.
3. CollectedInfo object is passed to StoreData object which stores the data in
database table.
4. By default, Poll Engine retrieves collected data from the database tables and
stores in CollectedData object.
5. In case you have created your own tables, use the interface
DataRequestHandler to fetch data from tables. Create an instance of
CollectedData and store the data in this object.

Customizing Data Storage
You have various options to customize the data storage process. During this process you will
require to do the following:

1.

Data decoding

2.

Dynamic table creation

3.

Table Customization

4.

Specifying storage options
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DataDecoder

•

DataDecoder An Overview

•

Writing the DataDecoder

•

Using the DataDecoder

Overview
Data collected by the Poll Engine may be converted from one format to another and stored in
the database. This process of conversion is called Decoding and is taken care of by the Data
Decoder. The decoder is basically used to manipulate the collected data before it is stored in the
database. Assume you have a polled data that collects the date and time, when the last
configuration change was made to a device, as a 'Long' value. Before storing this value to the
database you might want to decode this long value representation of the Date and store it as an
understandable String (like 3:18:30,13th July 2005). Such kind of decoding can be done using the
DataDecoder interface. The decoded value will be stored in the database corresponding to this
PollID.
Note: There can be only one DataDecoder associated with Poll Engine.

Writing the DataDecoder
To write a DataDecoder, you have to follow these steps:
1. Create a class that implements DataDecoder

interface.

2. Define the method decode() and write what is to be done on the data collected
from the device. The data collected from the device is stored in CollectedInfo object
which is passed as input to decode () method.
3. Decode the collected data and store it in CollectedInfo object and return the same,
so that the decoded data is stored in the database in the appropriate tables. Tables
can be default tables, i.e., MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA and STRINGDATA or custom
tables.
Find below a code snippet. In this sample, the collected data is decoded to a decimal value.
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public class myDecoder implements DataDecoder
{
public CollectedInfo decode (CollectedInfo colinfo)
{
Vector keys = colinfo.getKeys();
for (int i=0; i<keys.size();i++)
{
String key = (String) keys.elementAt(i);
Vector instances = colinfo.getInstances(key);
for (int j=0; j<instances.size();j++)
{
String ins = (String) instances.elementAt(j);
Object obj = colinfo.getValue(key, ins);
/*This is the collected value and can be decoded according to your need.
Lets say the decoded value is decval */
PolledData pd = colinfo.getPolledData(key);
/* This sets the decoded value for the PolledData which gets stored in the
database */
colinfo.setValue(pd, decval, ins);
}
}
return colinfo;
}
}

Using the DataDecoder
The fully qualified DataDecoder class name have to be specified in the file nmsinterfaces.conf
present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. The class name have to be given inside the
tag <INTERFACES>. A sample entry in the file will look like:
<INTERFACES
dataDecoder="test.MyDecoderClass"/>
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Dynamic Table Creation

•

The need to create tables dynamically

•

How create tables dynamically

The need
If you want to store data in your own table rather than in MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA or
STRINGDATA table , you can opt for creating the table yourself.
Note: As a prelude, refer to the Web NMS Performance Tuning Tips topic to
learn the various methods to add additional properties to objects.
You have two solutions:
•

Define the table in DatabaseSchema.conf present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory.

•

Create the table dynamically i.e. when WebNMS IoT Server is running.
You can very well define your own tables in DatabaseSchema.conf but it has got some
drawbacks.

•

You cannot append the % symbol to the table name when you define it in
DatabaseSchema.conf. Hence, everyday data will be appended to the same table and no
new table will be created everyday.

•

Cleaning up of the table cannot be scheduled as it is done for MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA
and STRINGDATA tables.

Creating the tables at runtime overcome these drawbacks and copy the features of
MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA table wherein provision to be reinitialized, periodically cleaned up,
one table creation per day etc. is automatically given.

How to create tables dynamically
You have two methods of PollAPI to create a table.
1. addCreateSchema(table name, schema)
This method adds a new table and the respective schema definition to Poll Engine.
Only when this table name is associated with a PolledData, it will be created and the
collected data will be stored in this table. The schema string should be like "create
table <> (column1 type1, column2 type2, ....)."
2. createTable(table name)
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To use this method , addCreateSchema() method should have been invoked and the
schema should be existing. This table will be created based on that schema. If you
are not associating any PolledData to the table, in that case, you will have to create
the table explicitly using this method. If the schema for this table is already present
then table will be created according to this schema else NmsStorageException will
be thrown.
See below a code snippet illustrating the same.
PollAPI pollapi = (PollAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName() + "/PollAPI");
....
....
pollapi.addCreateSchema("mytable","create table <> (pollid bigint, value long)");
pollapi.createTable("mytable");
...
...
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Table Customization

•

Table Customization An Overview

•

Procedure for Table customization

Overview
By default, data collected from devices is stored in MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA or STRINGDATA
table depending on type of data i.e. Long or String respectively. These tables have a common
structure storing Pollid, Instance, Time of collection and Value.
Refer to page Data Storage for more information on table columns.
Assume you want to store some additional information like Agent name, Type of collected data
etc. In such a case you may prefer to create a table of your own with 6 columns as mentioned
above. Doing so, you are imposing two necessities:
•

You have to take care of storing the collected data into your table . Only the default
columns Pollid, Instance, Time and Value will be automatically populated by Poll Engine as
they have been mapped internally.

•

You have to take care of retrieving the data stored in your table.

Procedure for Table customization
You have various ways to specify storage of data into your own tables. Find below the list:
1. You can specify the table name for an OID in Polling.conf by setting its property
statsDataTableName . For e.g. statsDataTableName = "Mytable". This indicates
that if you have not created the table Mytable beforehand. The default schema of
STATSDATA table will be set for Mytable. The collected values would be automatically
stored in "Mytable" by the Poll Engine.
2. You can enter a table name from Client User interface (when you create
PollingObject or a Statistic) as explained in the page "Defining what data to collect".
Refer to the property stats data table name in that page. You should have the table
existing in the system. You can create the table in 3 ways:
3. In a Poll Filter, create a table at runtime and associate it to the PolledData using the
method setStatsDataTableName(string tablename).
Given below are the steps to be followed for
1.

Creating the table at runtime

2.

Storing the collected data into custom table

3.

Retrieving the data from custom table
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Creating the table at runtime
To create table at runtime, write a Poll Filter and use the Poll API methods
addCreateSchema(table name, schema) and createTable(table name) as explained in
the document "Dynamic table creation".
Assume, you have created a table with the following columns:
AGENT, VALUE, TIMEOFCOLLECTION, INSTANCE, POLLID, TYPE

Storing the collected data into custom table
To achieve this you have to do the following:
•

Specify insertString in <DATA_TO_POLL> tag

•

Write a DataDecoder

•

Associate the PolledData with the custom table

Specify insertString
insertString is a property of PolledData using which you specify which collected data
is to be stored in which field of the table.
This sample code snippet illustrates defining the insertString which specifies the
mapping.
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<POLLING_OBJECT name="WindowsNT">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE
condition="startswith"
property="sysOID"
value=".1.3.6.1.4.1.311.1.1.3.1"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<DATA_COLLECTION pollingPeriod="30">
<DATA_TO_POLL
type="interface"
name="IfInOctets"
oid="2.2.1.10"
insertString="(AGENT,VALUE,TIMEOFCOLLECTION,INSTANCE,POLLID,TYPE)
values (AGENT,VAL,TIME,INSTANCE,POLLID,DATATYPE)"/>
<DATA_TO_POLL>
type="interface"
name="IfOutOctets"
oid="2.2.1.16"
insertString="(AGENT,VALUE,TIMEOFCOLLECTION,INSTANCE,POLLID,TYPE)
values (AGENT,VAL,TIME,INSTANCE,POLLID,DATATYPE)"/>
</DATA_COLLECTION>
</POLLING_OBJECT>

Note:
1.

The string you specify for insertString property should follow this syntax:
(list of table column names separated by comma) values (list of
placeholders to which collected data is set after decoding)

2.

If the placeholder name matches one of the five default columns of
MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA or STRINGDATA table, collected data will be
automatically set due to internal mapping. In above statement VAL, TIME,
POLLID and INSTANCE are such default columns. The placeholders and
corresponding values must be in the same orde in the insertString
property.

3.

Spaces are not allowed in column names.

4.

The string "AGENT" and "DATATYPE" are used as placeholders which will
be used in DataDecoder to pass the collected value to the table.

Write a DataDecoder
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In the above example, the columns namely AGENT and DATATYPE are not known to
the Poll Engine. In this case, the collected value for these variables will not be put
automatically in the new table created. Hence, a decoder is used to map the collected
value against a particular column, in the customized table.
Once the data gets collected (CollectedInfo object), it will be passed to DataDecoder.
This object comprises of the data collected for all the OIDs of a particular agent. So,
the agent for all these OIDs will be the same. Hence the decoder can be written as
shown below:
public class myDecoder implements DataDecoder
{
public CollectedInfo decode (CollectedInfo colinfo)
{
/* This will return the polledData keys as a vector */
Vector keys = colinfo.getKeys();
for (int i=0; i<keys.size();i++)
{
String key = (String) keys.elementAt(i);
/* This will fetch the instances of the PolledData for which the values are
collected. */
Vector instances = colinfo.getInstances(key);
for (int j=0; j<instances.size();j++)
{
String ins = (String) instances.elementAt(j);
/* The following method is used to store the value specified in a
HashTable. */
colinfo.putValuesForColumn(key,ins,"AGENT",colinfo.getAgent());
colinfo.putValuesForColumn(key,ins,"DATATYPE",colinfo.getType(k
ey));
}
}
return colinfo;
}
}

Note: The name of DataDecoder class have to be specified in
nmsinterfaces.conf.

Associate the PolledData with the custom table
You should associate the PolledData with the new table in the Poll Filter using
setStatsDataTableName() method of PolledData.
Assume you want to store the data collected for "Linux" machines in the custom table
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"MyTable". A PollingObject has been created with name as "Linux" as some OIDs are
mentioned in <DATA_TO_POLL>tag. To specify that data collected for "Linux" machines
are to be stored in "MyTable", write the following code in
applyPollFilter(ManagedObject obj,Vector pdatasVect) implementation of Poll Filter.

public Vector applyPollFilter(ManagedObject obj ,Vector pdatasVect)
{
...
...
for (Enumeration en = pdatasVect.elements();
en.hasMoreElements();)
{
PolledData pd = (PolledData) en.nextElement();
if (pd.getPolicyName().equals("Linux"))
{
pd.setStatsDataTableName("MyTable");
}
}
...
...
}

Retrieving the data from custom table
Once the collected data is stored in the customized table, they have to be fetched. For
fetching the data, an interface named DataRequestHandler is provided.
•

When getCollectedData() or getCollectedValues() methods of PollAPI is
called, this interface implementation is executed.

•

This interface constructs the CollectedData object with the data retrieved
from custom table.

•

The three methods of this interface namely, canHandleRequest(PolledData
Pd) , getCollectedData(PolledData pd, String index, long startTime, long
endTime) and getInstances(PolledData pd) have to be implemented for
fetching the collected data.

The example code snippet given below shows how the collected data and their
instances can be fetched from the customized table.
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public class TestHandler implements DataRequestHandler
{
/*
This method is to make sure that data will be fetched for the PolledData
which are stored in customized table. Otherwise, "false" is returned. If
"false" is returned, then values will be fetched from the default table.
*/
public boolean canHandleRequest(PolledData pd)
{
if (pd.getPolicyName().equals("WindowsNT"))
{
return true;
}
return false;
}
public CollectedData getCollectedData (PolledData pd, String index, long
stme, long etime)
{
/* Your implmentation here */
return coldata;
}
public Vector getInstances(PolledData pd)
{
if(pd.getIsMultiplePolledData())
{
/* Get the instances of this polled data using your implementation */
}
}
}
For the Poll Engine to use this implementation to fetch stored data from custom table,
you have to specify the class name (which implements DataRequestHandler) in
nmsinterfaces.conf as shown below:
<INTERFACES
dataHandler="TestHandler"/>
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Collected Data Save Options
Storing collected data into database table is one of the main aspects to be considered . You can

•

store data whenever it is collected

•

store data only when it exceeds Threshold limits

•

store data only when it has been collected more than the number of times specified in
"savePollCount" option

•

store data in Comma separated format (CSV)

•

Delaying data storage

Store when data is collected
To store data as and when it is collected:
•

associated PolledData's Save property should be true

•

savePollCount value should be set to zero

•

saveOnThreshold property should be set to false

Saving collected data only when it exceeds thresholds
When the property "saveOnThreshold" of a PolledData is set to "true", it indicates that only
when the collected data violates one of the associated Threshold rules, it can be stored in
database table. This property can be set via Polling.conf and via API method.

Polling.conf
<DATA_TO_POLL
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="multiple"
name="""
saveOnThreshold="true"
StoreData="false"
Threshold="true"
ThresholdName1="a"/>

PollAPI
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PolledData pd = new PolledData();
pd.setName("myname");
pd.setAgent(obj.getName());
pd.setOid("2.2.1.10");
pd.setSaveOnThreshold("true");
Note: When saveOnThreshold is set to "true", save option should be set "false".
Please note the property "StoreData" given in Polling.conf is equivalent to "save"
property set via the API.

Saving collected data after specified number of polls
When you want to save the collected data in the database only after specified number of polls,
then the option "savePollCount" can be set. The data will be collected after every poll interval
but it will be saved only after the specified number of polls. The latest data collected will be
saved. This will restrict the database from having unnecessary data and prevents data flooding. If
this option is to be used save property of the PolledData should be set to true.
For e.g. If savePollCount is set to 3 and the data collected is as follows:
1st Poll - 2039039
2nd Poll - 3232424
3rd Poll - 3345244
Then the data 3345244 will be saved in the database table. The previous set of values are not
stored anywhere.

Polling.conf
<DATA_TO_POLL
oid="2.2.1.10"
type="multiple"
name="interface_in_octets""
savePollCount="5"
StoreData="false"
Threshold="true"
ThresholdName1="a"/>

PollAPI
PolledData pd = new PolledData();
pd.setName("myname");
pd.setAgent(obj.getName());
pd.setOid("2.2.1.10");
pd.setSavePollCount(4);

Storing data in CSV (Comma Separated Values) format
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You can also store the data in the CSV format, by setting the "logDirectly" property of
PolledData to "true". Also, you have to specify a "logFile" name, where the data will be stored.
The logDirectly and logFile name can be specified at runtime, by double-clicking one of the
statistical information from the Performance View panel of Web NMS client. Once you specify the
properties, the collected data will be stored as comma separated values in the specified logFile.
This option can also be set to the PolledData in a Poll Filter using the methods setLogFile()
and setLogDirectly() in PolledData class.
Note: When you choose to save the collected data in CSV format, note that it is also
stored in the database.

Delaying data storage
By default, as and when data is collected for PolledData, it is stored in the database. If the
interval set for the PolledData is very less then frequent data collection and insertion will take
place. Frequent access to database for data insertion might slow down the other operations
performed by Web NMS server. Hence, you can choose to store the collected data temporarily in
memory and then after some time perform a bulk insert into the database.
This can be achieved by setting the parameter BULK_INSERT_INTERVAL as explained in
"Performance Server Startup options" document.
This parameter is influenced by MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERT which takes care of efficient memory
usage and making free space available for further processing. The reason being, if volume of
collected data in memory increases then a memory crash might occur. This parameter has also
been explained in "Performance Server Startup options" document.
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Managing Extended PolledData
Introduction to Managing Extended PolledData

•

Overview

•

Steps to Create Extended PolledData

•

Using API
Sample class

o

Overview
PolledData class represents the basic unit of data collection. It contains information such as
what data to poll from the agents. This class, provided in the package com.adventnet.nms.poll,
exhibits properties required for data collection. If you want to add your own properties to this
class, then you can create your own class extending it from PolledData class.
You may require to add your own properties for representing the data to be polled from the
devices and hence extending PolledData class will become essential. Your class will inherit all the
properties of PolledData class and in addition will hold the properties and methods defined by
you.
Note: Go through "Web NMS Performance Tuning Tips" to learn the various
methods to add additional properties to objects and the difference between
them.
Assume, you want to add another property to PolledData class, i.e., "description" which should
hold a string explaining the purpose of the PolledData. You can achieve this by including the
property in the object mapping file.

Steps to Create Extended PolledData
To make use of this extensibility feature, you have to follow these steps:
•

Write a PolledData object mapping file.

•

Generate the corresponding Java source file.

•

Integrate the PolledData object into the Web NMS.

Extending PolledData Object
Extending PolledData Manually
1. Write the hibernate mapping file extending the PolledData. For
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example,ExtendedPolledData.hbm.xml.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD
3.0//EN" "http://hibernate.sourceforge.net/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd">
<hibernate-mapping>
<subclass discriminator-value="ExtendedPolledData" dynamic-update="true"
extends="com.adventnet.nms.poll.PolledData" lazy="true"
name="com.adventnet.nms.poll.ExtendedPolledData" select-beforeupdate="true">
<join fetch="select" table="ExtendedPolledData">
<key on-delete="cascade">
<column name="ID"/>
</key>
<property column="DESCRIPTION" length="100" name="description"
type="string"/>
</join>
</subclass>
</hibernate-mapping>

2. Write the corresponding java source file for ExtendedPolledData object by refering to the
existing PolledData object source code. The sample source code is provided below.
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package com.adventnet.nms.poll;
import java.util.Properties;
public class ExtendedPolledData extends com.adventnet.nms.poll.PolledData
{
private String description;
public ExtendedPolledData()
{
();
}
public void setDescription(String description)
{
this.description = description;
}
public String getDescription()
{
return description;
}
public void setProperties(Properties props)
{
String description_value = (String) props.remove("description");
if (description_value != null)
{
description = description_value;
}
super.setProperties(props);
}
public Properties getProperties()
{
Properties props = super.getProperties();
if (getDescription() != null)
{
props.put("description", getDescription());
}
return props;
}
}

Note: The java source file alone can be generated using the eclipse tool
using the “Generate Java Source” option by providing the object mapping file
as the input. Please refer to the "Java Source Generator" section of eclipse
document for more details.
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Extending PolledData Using API
1. Create a class extending it from PolledData class. Remember the following:
•

For every property you define in your extended PolledData class, there
should exist
o set method to assign a value for the property and
o get method to retrieve the value of the property.

•

In addition, if you want to set the values for all the properties, using a single
call, then you can write setProperties() method to which an object of
Java.util.Properties class can be passed.

•

Similarly, if you want to retrieve values of all the properties, then you can
write getProperties() method which returns an object of
Java.util.Properties class.

•

Also note, you should have written get and set methods for the primary key
of PolledData class, i.e., ID. This is done because the Extended PolledData
properties will be stored in a separate table and hence there should be
some mapping to denote association between PolledData table and
Extended PolledData table.

•

When you create a class extending it from PolledData class, the
corresponding table name will be same as that of your class name. In this
example, your extended class name is ExtendedPolledData and hence the
table will be called ExtendedPolledData.

2. Integrate the Extended PolledData class with Web NMS.
Sample Class
The following is the program that demonstrates user-defined class called
ExtendedPolledData representing the additional property "description".
1. Store this code in a java file and name it as
"ExtendedPolledData.java".
2. Set the CLASSPATH to <Web NMS Home>/classes directory.
3. Compile this class using the command
javac -d . ExtendedPolledData.java
4. The corresponding class file, i.e., ExtendedPolledData.class will be
stored in <Web NMS Home>/classes/com/adventnet/nms/poll directory.
package com.adventnet.nms.poll;
import java.util.*;
public class ExtendedPolledData extends PolledData
{
String description="";
public ExtendedPolledData()
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{

super();
System.out.println("ExtendedPolledData::ExtendedPolledData");

}
public String getDescription()
{
return description;}
public void setDescription(String cname)
{
this.description = cname;}
public String getName()
{
return super.getName();}
public void setName(String name)
{
super.setName(name);}
public String getAgent()
{
return super.getAgent();}
public void setAgent(String agent)
{
super.setAgent(agent);}
public String getOwnerName()
{
return super.getOwnerName();}
public void setOwnerName(String name)
{
super.setOwnerName(name);}
public String getOid()
{
return super.getOid();}
public void setOid(String oid)
{
super.setOid(oid);}
public void setProperties(Properties p)
{
super.setProperties(p);
String val = null;
if((val = (String)p.remove("description"))!= null)
{
this.description =val;}
if(p.get("id") != null)
{
long id = Long.parseLong(p.getProperty("id"));
super.setId(id);}
}
public Properties getProperties()
{
Properties p = super.getProperties();
if(description != null)
{
p.put("description",description);
}
Copyright@2018
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Note: While creating an ExtendedPolledData object the ID for that
PolledData has to be explicitly set in the setProperties method of the
ExtendedPolledData object. Ensure the lines marked in bold are added.
This is required as the ID is restricted to be edited in the setProperties()
method of the base class, PolledData. Since the method is overwritten in
ExtendedPolledData class and a call is made to setProperties() of the base
class where the ID is removed, it is not retrieved. So it is necessary that the
ID is set explicitly again.

Dynamic Schema Extension
To add extra properties in the PolledData table (merging the properties in the PolledData
table), you need to include the following property tags in the hibernate mapping file
PolledData.hbm.xml present under the <Web NMS Home>/classes/hbnlib in the package
structure com/adventnet/nms/poll.

<property name="DYNAMICPROP" type="string" column="DYNAMICPROP"
length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>

The “access” parameter specifies that the property is a user property included through
dynamic schema extension.

Note: For properties of type String and Integer, the access classes are
DynamicPropertyAccessor, and IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor
respectively.

Adding as 'User Properties'
Another option to add extra and store them is by using the POLLUSERPROPS table. This
user property table can be used to store the additional properties.
For the modules whose objects are modeled with Hibernate like Topology, Fault
Management, Map, and Performance Management, the user property can be created by
editing the hibernate object mapping file. In the case of polleddata, the
PolledData.hbm.xml must be edited, which is the objects mapping file. Uncomment the
tag with map name="mappedProperties" table="POLLUSERPROPS". The portion of the entry to
be uncommented is provided below.
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<map name="mappedProperties" table="POLLUSERPROPS" lazy="false">
<cache usage="read-write"/>
<key column="ID"/>
<map-key column="PROPNAME" type="string"/>
<element column="PROPVAL" type="string"/>
</map>

In addition to the above, the POLLUSERPROPS related entry in the <Web NMS
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf must be uncommented as given below.

BeginIndex
alter table POLLUSERPROPS drop foreign key FK5DBA4B86D7D7502
EndIndex
BeginIndex
alter table POLLUSERPROPS add CONSTRAINT `FK5DBA4B86D7D7502`
FOREIGN KEY (`ID`) REFERENCES `PolledData` (`ID`) ON DELETE CASCADE
EndIndex
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Integrating Extended PolledData with NMS
After you create an Extended PolledData manually, you have to use it in WebNMS IoT. You can
achieve this by creating ExtendedPolledData objects in Poll Filter implementation and creating an
entry for it in Polling.filters file.
Remember, if you had created an Extended PolledData then the project should have been
deployed so that the Extended PolledData can be used.
Below is the code snippet for Poll Filter implementation (i.e., examplePollFilter.java) wherein an
object of ExtendedPolledData is created and name, agent name, description etc. are set.
public Vector applyPollFilter(ManagedObject obj ,Vector pdatasVect)
{
Vector pvector = pdatasVect;
ExtendedPolledData pd = new ExtendedPolledData();
if ( !(obj instanceof TopoObject)) return pvector;
if (((TopoObject)obj).getIsSNMP())
{
if (obj instanceof SnmpNode)
{
pd.setName("extpolleddata1");
pd.setAgent(obj.getName());
pd.setOid("2.2.1.10.2");
pd.setDescription("Extended Polled data 1");
pvector.addElement(pd);
}
}
return pvector;
}
To apply this Poll Filter on Polling process, the file Polling.filters is appended with the following
entry:
<FILTER
className="test.examplePollFilter" />
1. Start Web NMS Server.
2. Start Application Client.
3. In Configured Collection panel, you can notice the PolledData named
"extpolleddata1".
4. Double-click the row with mouse.
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5. You can see the properties form on the screen. Move to the last page of the form.
6. You can see the additional property called "description" displayed in the form.
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Distributed Poller
Distributed Poller - Introduction

•

Overview

•

Distributed Poller Architecture

•

Architectural Highlights

Overview
In real time, any small and large scale IoT infrastructure is subject to rapid growth. During such
expansion, it is essential for any management system to display scalability and to retain the
performance of monitoring functionality. In the traditional data collection module, the single
back-end server collects the data and stores it in a local or remote database. The bottleneck for
data collection in this setup is usually the delay in getting the response from the device. Web
NMS introduces distributed multi-tier architecture in the Polling Engine to provide more
scalability and reliability in monitoring such large scale evolving Local Area Networks. In the
distributed poller setup, higher performance can be achieved by distributing the polling process
and storing data by multiple JVMs into the Distributed Poller databases.
Note:
•

The distributed poller's polled data is stored in both the BE server and the Distributed
Poller databases. In case of Web NMS Backend server failure, the Distributed Pollers
will switch over to the new primary BE automatically.

•

Distributed pollers are designed to collect the data from the devices which are located
in the same LAN.

Distributed Poller Architecture
Distributed Poller architecture helps in reducing the load on the Poll Engine in Web NMS Server
by distributing the load across different poller JVMs, and thereby facilitates faster data collection.
As the backend server load is reduced, the server is able to concentrate on other core network
functionality such as MO addition, configuration etc. In the Distributed Poller model, network
components such as sites, regions, with common managed object properties can be grouped
based on a specific criteria and a particular poller assigned to this group facilitates faster polling.
In Distributed Poller Architecture, database setup can be done in two ways.
•

Distributed DB Setup

•

Common DB Setup
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Distributed DB Setup
In this setup, each Poller is identified by a unique name and is associated to a database (labelled
as Secondary RDBMS in the diagram) specific to that poller. The main advantage of using the
Distributed DB Setup is that performance can be increased as each poller uses its own database.
When registering the distributed poller with the BE server, the polled data available at the BE
server database will be fetched and stored at the distributed poller database. Now, the data
collection is done by the poller. The collected data will be archived for every one hour at the
Poller and a copy of the archived data is transferred to the BE server. At any point of time, the
collected data will be available at the Distributed Poller database. The archived data for all the
Pollers will be available at the BE server database.

The distributed poller database is setup by configuring the parameters in
<PollerHome>/classes/hbnlib/hibernate.cfg.xml file. The configuration details is available in the
Configuring Database Parameters section of the Developer Guide.

Note: The database used at the Backend server and the distributed poller must be of the
same database. For example, if MySQL is used at the Backend server, the poller must also
use MySQL database.

Common DB Setup
In the common database setup, all the Pollers (and WebNMS BE Server) share a common
database. The main advantage of using common DB setup are
•

The network latency in communicating with the device is less.

•

In case of data backup process, it is possible to take the complete backup of the
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performance data by different JVMs in a single step.
However as the same database is shared by the pollers and the server, the performance of the
distributed poller depends on the responsiveness of the database.

Note :
•

If the WebNMS IoT backend server is reinitalized, then the Distributed Pollers should
be started only after reinitialization.

•

When you start Distributed Poller, the MULTIPOINTSENSORDATA and STRINGDATA
tables are not copied from main database. These tables are created by Poller itself.

Architectural Highlights
•

Distributed Poller architecture reduces the load on the Poll Engine in Web NMS Server and
enhances the performance by faster data collection.

•

In the distributed poller setup, higher performance can be achieved by distributing the
polling process and storing data by multiple JVMs into the Distributed Poller databases.
Here, the achievable rate of performance depends on the number of databases and the
number of distributed pollers used.

•

Distributed Pollers can be run in different machines across the LAN which will be registered
as a listener to the backend server. These pollers are responsible for communicating with
the devices to collect essential data.

•

In case of addition/deletion/modification of polled data, the distributed poller will be
notified of the change and the polling will continue based on the updated polled data
information. This notification is done based on the poller name.

•

The Distributed Poller can also be configured to handle polling at failover conditions
ensuring high availability of the polling engine.
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Packaging and Installation

Distributed Poller Setup
The setup procedure of distributed poller involves creation of a zip file and extracting the same
in the location where the distributed poller has to be setup.
The steps to setup the distributed poller is as follows:
1. Execute the <Web NMS Home>/bin/createpoller.sh/bat script. The <WebNMS IoT
Home>/distributed_poller.zip will be created.
The PolledData must have been modelled before running the poller creation script to
avoid property changes at the poller side after modelling.
Note: Ensure to have <APACHE_ANT_HOME>\bin in the system's PATH variable
while creating the poller zip.
2.

Extract the zip file in the location where you would want to setup the distributed
poller. This location will be the <PollerHome>.

Note: Ensure that the Web NMS license covers the distributed poller option.

Read through the next section for more details on the values to be provided in
<PollerHome>/bin/StartPoller.bat/sh file, and the other values to be configured.
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Distributed Poller Configuration

•

Poller Script File

•

Poller Configuration Files
•

DistributedPoller.xml

•

PollerParams.xml

Poller Script File
Each distributed poller installation can be started with the mandatory value such as the Name of
the Poller and the Hostname of the Backend server in the script file <Poller
Home>/bin/startpoller.bat/sh.

The mandatory and optional parameters in StartPoller.bat/sh is provided below:
Parameter

Description

POLLER_NAME (mandatory)

Name of the Distributed Poller

SERVER_NAME (mandatory)

Hostname of the BE Server

SERVER_RMI_PORT (optional)

RMI Port of the BE Server

SHUTDOWN_PORT (optional)

ShutDown Port of the Distributed Poller

Configuration Files Update
DistributedPoller.xml
The first step in configuring for distributed polling is to group managed objects based on a
specific criteria and associate the polled data of this group to a particular poller. The criteria
must be mentioned in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/DistributedPoller.xml file at the BE server.
The sample entry is provided below:

<PollEngine name="Range_PollEngine">
<MOProperty name="ipAddress" condition="range" startValue="192.168.111.10"
endValue="192.168.111.100" />
<MOProperty name="name" condition="startsWith" value="a"/> </PollEngine>
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During the addition of managed object in the database, its corresponding Managed Object
properties are compared with the conditions specified in the DistributedPoller.xml file entries. If
any of the criteria is satisfied, then the PolledData for that particular Managed Object will be
associated to the Poller. If none of the criteria is satisfied, then Polling Engine in the BE server will
handle the data collection for the Polled Data.
In the above example, the network elements which have the IP Address in the range of
192.168.111.10 to 192.168.111.100 and name starts with character "a" will be associated to
Range_PollEngine. The data collection for these group of network elements is done by
Range_PollEngine.

Note: There is provision to have a separate secondary database for the
distributed poller to store the polled data and collected data. The secondary
database can be setup by configuring the parameters in
<PollerHome>/classes/hbnlib/hibernate.cfg.xml file. The configuration details
is available in the Configuring Database Parameters section.

PollerParams.xml
The performance parameters such as MAX_OIDS_IN_ONE_POLL, CLEAN_DATA_INTERVAL,
MAX_ALLOWABLE_INSERTS etc., can be configured through PollerParams.xml. The additional
distributed poller specific parameters are listed below.

Parameter

Value
FETCH_NEW_PDATA

Fetch the newly
added Polled data
alone. This is the
default value.

DROP_AND_FETCH_PDATA

Drop the existing
Polled data and fetch
the fresh set of
Polled data.

300 secs

The interval at which
the data collection
rate is monitored.

SYNC_POLLEDDATA_FROM_SERVER

DC_RATE_MONITOR_INTERVAL
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RESCHEDULE_PDATA_BATCH_SIZE

1000

The number of
polleddatas which
will be updated as a
batch ( the batch
size) is provided
here, i.e the
maximum number of
polledDatas that
would be updated in
a single query. This
parameter can be
included in the file if
required. By default,
the value is set as
1000. The maximum
value is 10,000

RESCHEDULE_PDATA_ON_WARMSTART

false

This parameter is
used to
enable/disable the
rescheduling of
polledDatas on warm
starting of the poller.
This parameter can
be included in the file
if required. Default
value is "false".

When the Poller does not run and the administrator is trying to delete or modify the polled data
in the back end server, the DROP_AND_FETCH_PDATA value can be configured to make both the
BE and poller database be in sync by dropping the existing data and fetching the complete data.
When poll data addition is happening in the back end server, the FETCH_NEW_PDATA value can
be used to maintain consistency among the database.

Note: The DROP_AND_FETCH_PDATA and FETCH_NEW_PDATA parameter
configuration is applicable only in the remote DB setup.

During restart of the poller, the first step in the data collection process is to schedule all the
polled data with respective to the server startup time. For example, if the poller is shut down at
10.00 am, and restarted at 4.00 pm, all the polled data will be retrieved and data collected in
batches, and the time field will be modified with respect to the server.
This process will be completed faster in the case of less number of polled data. In case of
millions of polled data, the rescheduling process will take longer time to complete. The
distributed poller provides an option to reschedule the polled data before starting the data
collection. Once all the polled data is synced up with the poller startup time, the data collection
will be started. By default, the reschedule option will be disabled. Set the
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RESCHEDULE_PDATA_ON_WARMSTART value to "true" to enable rescheduling.
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Distributed Poller at Failover

•

Overview

•

Failover Configuration

Overview
High availability ensures that the operational process continues without any hindrance even in
case of any problem with the system or the function that is being executed. WebNMS IoT
provides a very efficient high-availability solution in the case of polled data collection. It is
ensured that the collection process is continuous even during the poller failover process. The
distributed poller can be configured to handle polling at failover conditions of the pollers by
configuring standby poller. This standby poller automatically takes over the data collection
process at the failure of the Primary Poller.
The Poller failures are identified using JGroups, a reliable thirdparty toolkit for IP MultiCast
communication. All the Pollers will be registered to a particular MultiCast IP Address. If any of
the Poller is down, then JGroups sends notification to the other nodes registered with this
particular MultiCast IP Address. In case of failure node, its corresponding standby poller will take
over the data collection tasks.

By default, the two primary pollers, "Primary Poller 1" and "Primary Poller 2" are operational.
The polled data information is stored in the RDBMS configured for each of these pollers. On
failure of the Primary Pollers, JGroups sends notification to the other nodes registered with this
particular MultiCast IP Address. And subsequently its corresponding standby poller will take
over the data collection tasks.
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The failover setup for Poller can be achieved by configuring the primary and standby poller
information in the DistributedPoller.xml file which is available in the server side. In case of
secondary server, the configurations done in this DistributedPoller.xml file must also be done in
the secondary server. In addition, the MultiCast IP must be setup and its details configured in
the PollerParams.xml file present in the primary and the standby poller. The following section
provides detailed explanation of the failover related configurations.
In the case of configuring the backup poller for failover conditions, a common database can be
setup. so that on the backup poller taking over the primary, the database will be the same,
therefore there will not be any problem in fetching the data.

Failover Configuration
Configuring DistributedPoller.xml
The following are the attributes that need to be set for each mapping of the primary and the
secondary distributed poller in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/DistributedPoller.xml file.
For example, to set BackUp_PollEngine as the standby distributed poller for Range_PollEngine
include the following entry :

<HAConfiguration>
<Pollers primary="Range_PollEngine" standby="BackUp_PollEngine"/>
</HAConfiguration>

Parameter

Description

primary

The name of the primary Distributed Poller

standby

The name of the standby Distributed Poller

Configuring MultiCast IP
The MultiCast IP Address is the main entity in configuring the failover setup. This needs to be
done/configured at the switch level and this procedure varies across vendors. Please consult
your system administrator and the vendor document to enable MultiCast IP in your device.

Configuring PollerParams.xml File
All failover configurations including MultiCast IP Address is maintained in the
<PollerHome>/conf/PollerParams.xml file. The sample entry is provided below.
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<HAParameters>
<ENABLE_REDUNDANCY>true</ENABLE_REDUNDANCY>
<HA_GROUP_NAME>DistributedPollerCluster</HA_GROUP_NAME>
<MULTICAST_IPADDRESS>229.2.3.150</MULTICAST_IPADDRESS>
<MULTICAST_PORT>45556</MULTICAST_PORT>
</HAParameters>

Property

Description

ENABLE_REDUNDANCY

To enable / disable failover setup.

POLLER_CLUSTER_NAME

The group to which a poller is assigned /
registered.

MULTICAST_IPADDRESS

The Multicast IP Address for JGroups.

MULTICAST_PORT

The Multicast IP Port number for JGroups

Note: In case of WebNMS IoT Backend server failover, the primary and standby
distributed pollers will switch over to the new primary BE automatically.

To ensure that there is no data loss in the case of database failures along with Poller failures,
database replication can be setup between the primary and the secondary pollers RDBMSs. In
this case, if poller and database failure occur, the secondary poller and its database will take over
the tasks without any interruption in the data collection and database updation process.
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Developer Tips

•

General Tips

•

Limitations

•

Known Issues

General Tips
•

JConsole the GUI tool from Java can be used to effectively monitor and manage the complete
Distributed Poller process. Follow the procedure stated below to start the JConsole monitor.
1. Run the jconsole.exe file from <JDK_HOME>/bin/ folder.
2. Provide the process detail, for example sqa-linux6:16800 in the "Remote Process" text
box. Here sqa-linux6 is the server where distributed poller is running, and 16800 is the JMX
agent port.
3. Click on "Connect" to start the console.
The tabbed monitoring screen is displayed. The Overview tab displays the consolidated view
of Heap Memory Usage, Threads, Classes, and CPU Usage. The individual status can be viewed
in the tabs Memory, Threads, Classes, and VM summary respectively.
Click on the last tab MBeans, expand the tree nodes "com.adventnet.nms.poller" >
"DistributedPollerMonitorMBean" to view and manage the Attributes and Operations of
the Poller.
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Note: The executeDebugClass option will be used by WebNMS Engineers for
debugging purpose.

•

When connecting to a SSL mode server, the Poller detects the same and transfers the
hourly reports to the BE server in https mode.

Limitations
•

The distributed Pollers, and BE server should have the same time. Else there will be data
inconsistencies in the collected data and thereby issues in generating reports from this
data.

•

In case of network failure in primary poller, the standby poller will register as primary.
However, if the network comes back before the primary poller is notified, then it would still
continue as a primary poller but it would not join the cluster and hence further failover
would not work. This can be resolved to some extend by reducing the server alive thread
interval.

•

When reinitializing BE, the poller should also be reinitialized else there will be data
inconsistencies.

•

There is no support for user properties for polled data.

•

Support for having different database at server and poller end is not available. For example,
having MySQL at server end and MSSQL at Remote Poller is not supported.

•

Dynamic addition of protocols for data collection is not currently supported in pollers. In
case a new protocol is added in the server after the poller has been connected to it, you will
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need to restart the poller to add the protocol to the poller.

Known Issues
•

In the case of failure of the backend server, the primary and the standby pollers will wait for
the BE Server and connect to the server once it is up. On delay in connecting to the BE
server, and if there is any mismatch in date during the take over process, there may be
polled data loss.

•

If same multicast IP address is shared among different High Availability groups, then there
may be exception in the logs. To avoid this, have different names.
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Key Performance Indicator

•

KPI Overview

•

Understanding the KPI Engine

•

KPI Component Definitions

KPI Overview
Key performance indicators (KPIs) helps organizations to define and measure progress towards
certain defined goals. There can be numerous KPIs depending on the goals. Each KPI identifies a
quantitative and measurable metric which can be associated to these goals. The KPI
implementation in WebNMS IoT helps tracking the progress in a tangible manner.
WebNMS being a IoT Infrastructure Management framework has the capability to collect
enormous amount of data from the IoT related components and devices regard to its
performance, availability, problem scenarios, etc. KPI can be created on insightful aggregation of
these data, and generate results. In WebNMS IoT, the KPI Engine is implemented as an
aggregation engine capable of aggregating statistics collected and managed in the WebNMS IoT
system.
In IoT management, every KPI can be matched to thresholds to determine the severity levels of a
network activity. The Service Level Agreement (SLA) goals are directly mapped to these
thresholds. When the threshold is reached, and the SLA is violated, appropriate action needs to
be taken. Thus the threshold setting plays a vital role in automating the SLA monitoring in IoT
networks. E.g.. Range Thresholds such as 0-24 hours - Excellent, 24-48 hours - Meets SLA, >
48 hours - Fails SLA can be defined to indicate multiple targets.
The KPI calculation that arrives at a single resultant value to be mapped against the threshold is
based on an aggregation. The aggregation functions such as sum, average, and variance are
supported in the KPI SubComputation level. This returns a single value from collective data to be
used in the KPI calculation.

Aggregate Function

sum
average
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Description

Example Usage

Total of the collected values

To calculate the total
bandwidth used over a
specified period of time

Average of the total of the
collected values

To calculate the average
count of Unavailable nodes.
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variance

A measure of difference from
a defined limit

To calculate the Jitter, which
is the delay variance in packet
transfer.
(**variance is not supported,
as it is not supported at the
DB level)

The KPI collector process fetches and processes the data for the SubCompuation and the
KPIObject definitions. This process does the calculation based on the aggregate and arithmetic
criteria provided in the configuration for deriving the KPI values. The process does bulk data
fetching based on the OIDs provided in the SubComputation. In the case of TABLE OIDs and
multiple instances, bulk fetching is done with single query. In the case multiple polled data, the
aggregate is based on instances of the device (eg. ports in a device) where all the ports in the
device are polled. And in the case of single polled data, the aggregate is based on devices. This is
applicable in the case of POLL-DATASOURCE.
Note: The variance aggregate function support is not available in the case of bulk
fetching as it is not supported in the database level.

Note: The parameter DATA_COLLECTION must be set to "true" in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/serverparameters.conf file for enabling KPI calculations. If the
DATA_COLLECTION parameter is "false", it will disable the KPI calculations. Remember
to remove the comment symbol (#) to use this parameter.

Understanding the KPI Engine

Fig. KPI Engine
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KPI Component Definitions
The definition of the Key Performance Indicator components is provided below:
Object

Definition

KPIObject

This object
contains the KPI
definition. The
formula /
expression to
calculate the key
performance
indicator value is
defined in this
object. Each
KPIObject also
has additional
details such as
the unique
identification
name,
description, how
often this KPI
needs to be
aggregated, etc.

SubComputation
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Each variable in
the KPIObject's
formula
definition should
be a
SubComputation.
There are four
types of
SubComputations
you can define in
WebNMS based
on the input
source.

Sample Entry

<KPI_OBJECT startAtHour="12:38"
organization="Zoho" floor=""
asset="Transformer1" deviceCategory=""
usageType="" department=""
name="CHENNAI ENERGY
CONSUMPTION" description="To add KPI
Object for site" category="KPI"
formula="(CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENN
AI)" thresholds="" owner="root"
scheduleType="INTERVAL" period="600"
unit="kwh" type="NUMBER">

<SUB_COMPUTATION
aggregationOverValues="sum"
name="CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENNAI"
> <POLL-DATASOURCE
deviceListName="CHENNAI_DEVICELIST"
pollFilterName="INCOMER_POLLFILTER"
compExpr="LiftPanel_Energy_delta"
aggregationOverTime="sum"
range="LATEST" statsDataTableName=""
pdType="M2MPolledData"
aggregationOverInstances="sum"
identifyByName="true"/>
</SUB_COMPUTATION>
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This type of
SubComputation
aggregates
"Metrics" or
statistics which
have been
collected by the
performance
module in
WebNMS.
Types of
PollSubComputaton DataSource
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The PolledData
values collected
from various
gateways /
sensors can be
aggregated over
time and used as
a
SubComputation
in calculating a
KPI value.

<SUB_COMPUTATION
aggregationOverValues="sum"
name="CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENNAI"
> <POLL-DATASOURCE
deviceListName="CHENNAI_DEVICELIST"
pollFilterName="INCOMER_POLLFILTER"
compExpr="LiftPanel_Energy_delta"
aggregationOverTime="sum"
range="LATEST" statsDataTableName=""
pdType="M2MPolledData"
aggregationOverInstances="sum"
identifyByName="true"/>
</SUB_COMPUTATION>
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KPIs may also
need to pick
some values
which are outside
the scope of the
performance
statistics. These
values may be
often retrieved by
executing queries
over database
tables.
This type of
SubComputation
SQLallows you to
DataSource
execute a query
on a database
table, retrieve
values from the
table, aggregate
them and use
them as part of
calculating the
KPI. Both fetching
data from
WebNMS
database as well
as external
databases are
supported.
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<SUB_COMPUTATION
name="Alarm_Resolution_Variance"
aggregationOverValues="variance">
<SQL-DATASOURCE query="select
(modtime-createtime) from Alert where
severity=5" compExpr="(query/1000)"
rowCount="1000" dbConnectString=""
userName="" password=""
queryReturnType="long"/>
</SUB_COMPUTATION>
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This type of
SubCompuation
is used when we
may need to
aggregate data
which may be
available in other
format / storage
such as CSV files,
excel sheets, etc.
Users can also
implement a
custom class
CustomDataSource which can read
these files or
other sources
and return a set
of data to be
aggregated. So
we will aggregate
these set of data
using the
aggregation
method defined
for this
SubComputation.

DEVICE_LIST

POLL_FILTER
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This is used to
specify the match
criteria to filter
the devices on
which the
SubComputation
is applicable.

This is used to
specify the match
criteria to filter
the polled data
on which the
SubComputation
is applicable. This
is applicable only
to polled data
source.

This below case we will calculate the
"Average"
of the set of data provided.
<SUB_COMPUTATION
name="CustomDataSourceTest"
aggregationOverValues="avg">
<CUSTOM-DATASOURCE
className="com.test.kpi.CustomDSTestI
mpl" customProp1="testVal1"
customProp2="testVal2" />
</SUB_COMPUTATION>

<DEVICE_LIST
name="CHENNAI_DEVICELIST">
<MATCH_CRITERIA> <MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE condition="equals"
property="parentKey"
value="CHENNAI"/> </MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA> </DEVICE_LIST>

<POLL_FILTER
name="INCOMER_POLLFILTER">
<POLL_CRITERIA> <STRING_TYPE
condition="equals" property="asset"
value="Transformer1"/>
</POLL_CRITERIA> </POLL_FILTER>
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KPI Object Creation using Configuration File

The KPIObject can be created by configuring the required formula, and the subcomputation in
the KPIDefinitions.xml file available in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf folder. We will study the
entries in the KPIDefinitions.xml with respect to the "Energy Consumption" usecase.

KPI Calculation of Total Energy Consumption
Objective
This KPI is described to calculate and monitor the total energy consumption of all the buildings in
a site named Estancia. Here the first formula CONSUMED_ENERGY_TOWERBUILDING calculates
the total energy consumption of the tower building and the second formula
CONSUMED_ENERGY_PLAZABUILDING calculates the total energy consumption of the Plaza
building. The overall sum of the two buildings is obtained by applying the formula
((CONSUMED_ENERGY_TOWERBUILDING)+(CONSUMED_ENERGY_PLAZABUILDING)).

KPIObject in KPIDefinitions.xml file
The formula is provided in the Object within the KPI_OBJECT tag.

<KPI_OBJECT startAtHour="12:38" organization="Zoho" floor="" asset="" deviceCategory=""
usageType="" department="" name="Estancia ENERGY CONSUMPTION" description="To add
KPI Object for site" category="KPI"
formula="((CONSUMED_ENERGY_TOWERBUILDING)+(CONSUMED_ENERGY_PLAZABUILDING))"
thresholds="" owner="root" scheduleType="INTERVAL" period="600" unit="kwh"
type="NUMBER">
</KPI_OBJECT>

Note:
•
•
•

It is mandatory to define SubComputations for a KPIObject.
The thresholds are defined in the Thresholds.conf file.
The data calculated from the KPI can be displayed in Widgets and Reports.
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SubComputation in KPIDefinitions.xml file
The sub computation provided in the formula for the KPIObject is specified within the
SUB_COMPUTATION tag.

<SUB_COMPUTATION aggregationOverValues="sum"
name="CONSUMED_ENERGY_TOWERBUILDING">
<POLL-DATASOURCE deviceListName="TOWER_DEVICELIST"
pollFilterName="ENERGY_POLLFILTER" compExpr="*" aggregationOverTime="sum"
range="LATEST" statsDataTableName="" pdType="M2MPolledData"
aggregationOverInstances="sum" identifyByName="true"/>
</SUB_COMPUTATION>
<SUB_COMPUTATION aggregationOverValues="sum"
name="CONSUMED_ENERGY_PLAZABUILDING">
<POLL-DATASOURCE deviceListName="PLAZA_DEVICELIST"
pollFilterName="ENERGY_POLLFILTER" compExpr="*" aggregationOverTime="sum"
range="LATEST" statsDataTableName="" pdType="M2MPolledData"
aggregationOverInstances="sum" identifyByName="true"/>
</SUB_COMPUTATION>

Warning: It is mandatory to define Device-Lists for SubComputations of POLLDATASOURCE

DeviceList in KPIDefinitions.xml file
The MATCH_CRITERIA filters the MOs on which the formula is applied.

<DEVICE_LIST name="TOWER_DEVICELIST">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE condition="equals" property="building"
value="Estancia"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
</DEVICE_LIST>
<DEVICE_LIST name="PLAZA_DEVICELIST">
<MATCH_CRITERIA>
<MO_PROPERTIES>
<STRING_TYPE condition="equals" property="building" value="Plaza"/>
</MO_PROPERTIES>
</MATCH_CRITERIA>
</DEVICE_LIST>
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PollFilterList in KPIDefinitions.xml file
The MATCH_CRITERIA filters the PolledDatas on which the formula is applied.

<POLL_FILTER name="ENERGY_POLLFILTER">
<POLL_CRITERIA>
<STRING_TYPE condition="equals" property="paraemetername"
value="EnergyDelta"/>
</POLL_CRITERIA>
</POLL_FILTER>
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KPI Object Creation using APIs

•

Introduction

•

Adding KPIObject using addKPIObject()
o

Adding KPI Device List

o

Adding SubComputation

o

Adding Threshold

o

Adding KPIObject

•

Adding KPIObject using addCompleteKPI()

•

Adding KPI using processAndAddKPIObject()

•

Adding KPI PolledData using PollAPI

•

Updating KPIObject

•

Deleting KPIObject

Introduction
KPIObjects can be added using APIs. The KPIAPI interface has methods to create, modify. and
delete KPIObjects and their properties. The API classes and interfaces have been grouped into
Packages under com.adventnet.nms.kpi .
KPIAPI is accessible either through RMI or directly from the same JVM. When RMI is enabled, i.e.
by running RMI registry before the IoT server is started, the KPIAPI can be accessed remotely via
RMI. It is published with RMI handle /KPIAPI on the server.

Note: To get an API handle when Server and Custom code are running in same JVM
use the method getAPI("apiname") as shown below:
KPIAPI api = (KPIAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("KPIAPI");
//When Server and Custom code are running in different JVMs use the
Naming.lookup() as shown below:
KPIAPI api = (KPIAPI) Naming.lookup("//" +
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName() + "/KPIAPI");
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Adding KPIObject using addKPIObject()
Adding the KPIObject using addKPIObject() is done in steps. Prerequisite for adding the KPIObject
using KPIAPI is given below:
1.

Adding KPI Device List

2.

Adding SubComputation

3.

Adding KPIObject

Adding KPI Device List
The Device-List must be defined and added using boolean
addKPIDeviceList(KPIDeviceList kpiDeviceList)

KPIDeviceList dl = new KPIDeviceList();
dl.setDeviceListName("CHENNAI_ENERGY");
MOMatchCriteria mo = new MOMatchCriteria();
Properties po = new Properties();
po.put("matchCondition", "equals");
po.put("matchProp", "paraentKey");
po.put("value", "CHENNAI");
po.put("matchType", "String");
mo.setProperties(po);
Set<MOMatchCriteria> moCriteria = new HashSet<MOMatchCriteria>(0);
moCriteria.add(mo);
dl.setMoCriteria(moCriteria);
api.addKPIDeviceList(dl);

Note: The method boolean addKPIDeviceList(KPIDeviceList kpiDeviceList, boolean
overWriteConfFile) can be used to update the configuration file KPIDefinitions.xml
with the Device List details.

Adding KPI Poll Filter List
The PollFilterList must be defined and added using boolean
addKPIPollFilterList(KPIPollFilterList kpiPollFilterList)
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KPIPollFilterList kpiPollFilterList = new KPIPollFilterList();
kpiPollFilterList.setpollFilterName("MANUFACTURING_PollFilter");
PollMatchCriteria pollCrit = new PollMatchCriteria();
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("matchCondition", "equals");
prop.put("matchProp", "department");
prop.put("value", "manufacturing");
prop.put("matchType", "String");
pollCrit.setProperties(prop);
Set<PollMatchCriteria> pollCriterta = new HashSet<PollMatchCriteria>(0);
pollCriterta.add(pollCrit);
api.addKPIPollFilterList(kpiPollFilterList);

Adding SubCompuation
The SubComputation must be defined and added using boolean
addKPISubComputation(KPISubComputation kpiSubComp)

KPIPollDS pds = new KPIPollDS();
pds.setSubCompName("CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENNAI");
pds.setDataSourceType("POLL");
pds.setAggregationOverValues("sum");
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("deviceListName", "CHENNAI_ENERGY");
prop.put("pollFilterName", "MANUFACTURING_PollFilter");
prop.put("protocol", "KPI");
prop.put("deviceCompExpr", "EnergyMeter_Energy_delta");
prop.put("aggregationOverTime", "sum");
prop.put("rowCount", "1000");
prop.put("retries", "1");
prop.put("range", "latest");
prop.put("pdType", "M2MPolledData");
prop.put("aggregationOverInstances", "avg");
pds.setProperties(prop);
api.addKPISubComputation(pds, true);

Note: The method boolean addKPISubComputation(KPISubComputation kpiSubComp,
boolean overWriteConfFile) with overWriteConfFile set to 'true' can be used to update
the configuration file KPIDefinitions.xml with the SubCompuation details.
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Adding KPI Object
Finally the KPIObject must be defined and added using boolean
addKPIObject(KPIObject kpiObject)

KPIObject kpi = new KPIObject("CHENNAI ENERGY CONSUMPTION");
kpi.setKpiDescription("Total Energy consumption in CHENNAI");
kpi.setKpiCategory("KPI");
kpi.setKpiOwner("root");
kpi.setScheduleValues("300");
kpi.setScheduleType(1);
kpi.setKpiUnit("kWh");
kpi.setIsActive(true);
kpi.setThreshold("");
kpi.setKpiType("NUMBER");
kpi.setOrganization("Zoho");
kpi.setDepartment("manufacturing");
kpi.setDeviceCategory("");
kpi.setAsset("Transfomer1");
kpi.setFloor("Floor1");
kpi.setUsageType("Usage");
String formula = "(CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENNAI)";
kpi.setFormula(formula);
KPIFormulaParser formulaParser = KPIUtil.getKpiFormulaParser();
formulaParser.checkFormula(formula);
kpi.setFormula(formula);
Set<KPISubComputation> subComps = kpi.getSubComputations();
//addSubComputations.
Vector<String> subCompNames = formulaParser.getVariablesFromExpression(formula);
for (String scName : subCompNames)
{
KPISubComputation subComp = api.getKPISubComputation(scName);
if (subComp == null)
{
throw new IllegalArgumentException("KPISubcomputation reffered in KPI Formula is
not defined: " + scName);//No I18N
}
subComps.add(subComp);
}
kpi.setSubComputations(subComps);
api.addKPIObject(kpi);

Note : After adding the KPIObject, the KPI PolledData can be added using the PollAPI. Refer the
Adding KPI using pollAPI section for adding the KPI PolledData.
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Adding KPIObject using addCompleteKPI()
The complete details of KPIObject can be provided and added in a single step using the
addCompleteKPI(KPIObject kpiObject, java.util.Vector<KPISubComputation>
subCompVector, java.util.Vector<KPIDeviceList> deviceListVector)

KPIObject kpi = new KPIObject("Total EB Incomer");
kpi.setKpiDescription("Total Energy Consumption for the particular
building");
kpi.setKpiCategory("KPI");
kpi.setKpiOwner("root");
kpi.setScheduleValues("300");
kpi.setScheduleType(1);
kpi.setKpiUnit("kWh");
kpi.setIsActive(true);
kpi.setKpiType("NUMBER");
String formula = "(ESTANCIA_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION)";
kpi.setFormula(formula);
Vector v1 = new Vector();
KPIDeviceList dl = new KPIDeviceList();
dl.setDeviceListName("ESTANCIA_ENERGY");
MOMatchCriteria moMatchCriteria = new MOMatchCriteria();
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.put("matchCondition", "equals");
prop.put("matchProp", "building");
prop.put("value", "Estancia");
prop.put("matchType", "String");
moMatchCriteria.setProperties(prop);
Set<MOMatchCriteria> moCriteria = new HashSet<MOMatchCriteria>(0);
moCriteria.add(moMatchCriteria);
KPIDeviceList dl1 = new KPIDeviceList();
dl1.setDeviceListName("PLAZA_ENERGY");
MOMatchCriteria moMatchCriteria1 = new MOMatchCriteria();
Properties prop1 = new Properties();
prop1.put("matchCondition", "equals");
prop1.put("matchProp", "building");
prop1.put("value", "Plaza");
prop1.put("matchType", "String");
moMatchCriteria1.setProperties(prop1);
Set<MOMatchCriteria> moCriteria1 = new HashSet<MOMatchCriteria>(0);
moCriteria1.add(moMatchCriteria1);
dl.setMoCriteria(moCriteria1);
v1.add(dl);
Vector v3 = new Vector();
KPIPollDS pds = new KPIPollDS();
pds.setSubCompName("ESTANCIA_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION");
pds.setDataSourceType("POLL");
pds.setAggregationOverValues("sum");
Properties Pro = new Properties();
Pro.put("deviceListName", "ESTANCIA_ENERGY");
Pro.put("protocol", "KPI");
Pro.put("deviceCompExpr", "EnergyMeter_Energy_delta");
Pro.put("aggregationOverTime", "sum");
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Pro.put("rowCount", "1000");
Pro.put("retries", "1");
Pro.put("range", "latest");
Pro.put("pdType", "M2MPolledData");
Pro.put("aggregationOverInstances", "sum");
pds.setProperties(Pro);
v3.add(pds);
KPIPollDS pds1 = new KPIPollDS();
pds1.setSubCompName("PLAZA_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION");
pds1.setDataSourceType("POLL");
pds1.setAggregationOverValues("sum");
Properties Pro1 = new Properties();
Pro1.put("deviceListName", "PLAZA_ENERGY");
Pro1.put("protocol", "KPI");
Pro1.put("deviceCompExpr", "Incomer_Energy_delta");
Pro1.put("aggregationOverTime", "sum");
Pro1.put("rowCount", "1000");
Pro1.put("retries", "1");
Pro1.put("range", "latest");
Pro1.put("pdType", "M2MPolledData");
Pro1.put("aggregationOverInstances", "avg");
pds1.setProperties(Pro1);
v3.add(pds1);
api.addCompleteKPI(kpi, v3, v1, true);
}
//overWriteConfFile is set to true. This will update the KPIDefinitions.xml file.
Note : After adding the KPIObject, the KPI PolledData can be added using the PollAPI. Refer the
Adding KPI using pollAPI section for adding the KPI PolledData.

Note: The method addCompleteKPI(KPIObject kpiObject,
java.util.Vector<KPISubComputation> subCompVector,
java.util.Vector<KPIDeviceList> deviceListVector, boolean overWriteConfFile) with
overWriteConfFile set to 'true' can be used to update the configuration file
KPIDefinitions.xml with the KPIObject, SubCompuations, and Device List details.

Adding KPI using processAndAddKPIObject()
Adding KPI using boolean processAndAddKPIObject(KPIObject kpiObject, boolean
overWriteConfFile) . This method adds the given KPIObject to the database along with the
appropriate KPIPolledData. Therefore adding KPIObject with this method triggers the scheduling
of KPI calculation. This method expects that the required KPISubComputation and KPIDeviceLists
referred by this KPIObject should already be present in the database. This method will handle
the DeviceDSPolledData addition for DEVICE-DATASOURCE and associating existing PolledDatas
for POLL-DATASOURCE sub computations.
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KPIObject kpi = new KPIObject("CHENNAI ENERGY CONSUMPTION");
kpi.setKpiDescription("Total Energy consumption in CHENNAI");
kpi.setKpiCategory("KPI");
kpi.setKpiOwner("root");
kpi.setScheduleValues("300");
kpi.setScheduleType(1);
kpi.setKpiUnit("kWh");
kpi.setIsActive(true);
kpi.setThreshold("");
kpi.setKpiType("NUMBER");
kpi.setOrganization("Zoho");
kpi.setDepartment("manufacturing");
kpi.setDeviceCategory("");
kpi.setAsset("Transfomer1");
kpi.setFloor("Floor1");
kpi.setUsageType("Usage");
String formula = "(CONSUMED_ENERGY_CHENNAI)";
kpi.setFormula(formula);
KPIFormulaParser formulaParser = KPIUtil.getKpiFormulaParser();
formulaParser.checkFormula(formula);
kpi.setFormula(formula);
Set<KPISubComputation> subComps = kpi.getSubComputations();
//addSubComputations.
Vector<String> subCompNames = formulaParser.getVariablesFromExpression(formula);
for (String scName : subCompNames)
{
KPISubComputation subComp = api.getKPISubComputation(scName);
if (subComp == null)
{
throw new IllegalArgumentException("KPISubcomputation reffered in KPI Formula is
not defined: " + scName);//No I18N
}
subComps.add(subComp);
}
kpi.setSubComputations(subComps);
api.processAndAddKPIObject(kpi, true);

Note : After adding the KPIObject, the KPI PolledData can be added using the PollAPI. Refer the
Adding KPI using pollAPI section for adding the KPI PolledData.

Adding KPI PolledData using PollAPI
After adding the KPI Object, the KPI PolledData can be added using the PollAPI. The properties of
the KPI PolledData can be populated using the KPI object instance.
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PollAPI pollAPI = (PollAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("PollAPI");
String kpiPDName = kpiObject.getKpiName();
Integer schedule = kpiObject.getScheduleType();
String thresholdList = kpiObject.getThreshold();
int period = 300;
Date nextScheduleTime = null; // For StartAtHour functionality
if (schedule == KPIConstants.INTERVAL)
{
try
{
period = Integer.parseInt(kpiObject.getScheduleValues());
}
catch (NumberFormatException nfe)
{
period = 300;
}
/** StartAtHour Functionality by Vivek - Start **/
String startAtHour = kpiObject.getStartAtHour();
if (startAtHour != null && !startAtHour.trim().isEmpty())
{
try
{
nextScheduleTime = KPIUtil.getNextScheduleTime(startAtHour, period,
justStarted);
}
catch (Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
} else
{ period = 300;
}
KPIPolledData polledData = new KPIPolledData();
polledData.setName(kpiPDName);
polledData.setAgent("KeyPerformanceIndicator");//No I18N
polledData.setOid(kpiPDName + " " + kpiObject.getKpiUnit());//No I18N
polledData.setWebNMS(kpiObject.getOrganization());
String key = polledData.getKey();
Try {
polledData.setProtocol("KPI");//No I18N
polledData.setActive(kpiObject.getIsActive());
polledData.setKpiObjName(kpiPDName);
polledData.setPeriod(period);
/* setting TimeVal */
polledData.setTimeVal(System.currentTimeMillis() + 100);
/* setting TimeVal */
polledData.setCategory(kpiObject.getDeviceCategory());
polledData.setFloor(kpiObject.getFloor());
polledData.setUsageType(kpiObject.getUsageType());
polledData.setAsset(kpiObject.getAsset());
polledData.setDepartment(kpiObject.getDepartment());
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if (nextScheduleTime != null)
{
polledData.setTimeVal(nextScheduleTime.getTime());
} // For StartAtHour functionality
if (thresholdList != null && !thresholdList.equals(""))//No I18N
{
polledData.setThreshold(true);
polledData.setThresholdList(thresholdList);
}
else
{ polledData.setThreshold(false);
}
polledData.setNumericType(3);
polledData.(setStatsDataTableName"KPI_STATSDATA%");
pollapi.addPoll(polledData);

Adding Threshold
The Threshold values must be defined and added using
PollAPI.addThresholdObject(ThresholdObject obj) . The PollAPI class is
referenced for adding the Threshold. The Category is set as "KPI" for KPI related
thresholds.

ThresholdObject thresholdObj = new
ThresholdObject("EXCESS_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION");
to.setKind("long");
to.setCategory( "KPI");
to.setSeverity(1);
to.setThresholdType("max");
to.setThresholdValue(750);
to.setRearmValue(300);
to.setMessage("High Energy consumption of load.");
to.setClrMessage("Energy consumption is normal.");
to.setSendClearStatus(true);
api.addThresholdObject(thresholdObj);

Updating KPI Object
The KPIObjects can be updated using the below two methods. The overWriteConfFile can be set
to true to update the configuration file.
boolean updateKPIObject(KPIObject kpiobject, boolean dealwithLocks)
in the database.
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boolean updateKPIObject(KPIObject kpiobject, boolean dealwithLocks, boolean
overWriteConfFile) Updates the KPIObject in the database.

KPIObject kpiObj=api.checkOutKPIObject("CHENNAI ENERGY
CONSUMPTION",10, true);
kpiObj.setScheduleValues("120");
api.updateKPIObject(kpiObj,true,true);
api.unlock(kpiObj);
//The unlock method must be called when the objects is checked out using
checkOutKPIObject() method for updating.

Deleting KPI Object
The KPIObjects can be deleted using the below two methods. The overWriteConfFile can be set
to true to update the configuration file.
boolean deleteKPIObject(KPIObject kpiobject, boolean dealwithLocks)
boolean deleteKPIObject(KPIObject kpiobject, boolean dealwithLocks, boolean
overWriteConfFile)

KPIObject kpiObj=api.getKPIObject("CHENNAI ENERGY CONSUMPTION");
api.deleteKPIObject(kpiObj, true,true);
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Securing Data & Access
Security Data & Access

•

Overview

•

What does Security Services Offer ?

•

Components of Security Framework

Overview
Security is concerned with ensuring legitimate use, maintaining confidentiality, data integrity,
and auditing in the network. Security Management involves identifying the assets, threats,
vulnerabilities, and taking protective measures, which if not done may lead to unintended use of
computing systems.
Network management applications are increasing in size and complexity to address a broad
segment of heterogeneous computing environments. The complexity of network infrastructure
demands a highly scalable application providing end-to-end solution that goes beyond the basic
network management needs. With these, the following are the three important aspects of
information security that are to be taken care from the security service point of view:
•

Security Attack - Any action that comprises the security information owned by an
organization.

•

Security Mechanism - A mechanism that is designed to detect, prevent, or recover from a
security attack.

•

Security Service - A service that enhances the security of the data processing systems and
the information transfers in the network.

Thus, the services are intended to counter security attacks, and they make use of one or more
security mechanisms to provide the service. In general, Security threats can be classified as
shown below :
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What does Security Services Offer ?
WebNMS IoT provides Security Management as an out-of-the-box service, designed with the
above objectives in mind. Since the security logic is completely separate from the management
application's business logic, the WebNMS IoT platform provides an environment where other
applications can seamlessly integrate into the platform to utilize the security services.

Components of Security Framework
Security Module provides a framework that consists of the following :
•

Authentication

•

Access Control

•

AuthorizationAdmin

•

Cryptography

•

Audit

•

Pluggable Logic

•

Security Data Store
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The other management services such as Configuration, Data Collection, Event Correlation, etc.
use the security services as part of their functions.

Authentication Policy
With the applications built on the WebNMS IoT platform being user centric, the
authentication mechanism is used to verify the credentials before allowing access to
the platform. Authentication Policy provided includes a Challenge-Handshake
mechanism where the credentials of the user is verified using a 3-way handshake. The
passwords are never sent across to the authentication module; rather a one-way-hash
(called key) is used. This provides protection against playback attack using an
incrementally changing identifier and a variable challenge value.

Access Control
The applications built with WebNMS IoT platform model their own object based on the
entity they deal with. Support for user-groups provides a mechanism to collectively
associate access rights to a set of users. Also, it is not sufficient to just tie up the access
rights of a user with the operation performed. Hence, it becomes necessary to have a
framework where the permissions are associated with the subsets of objects
concerned with the application. This in turn gives a fine-grained access control.
The Authorization policy is designed with "Fine-Grained Access Control" as the focus.
With vast number of users using the application, it becomes necessary that each one
works within the allowed space. Considering the complexity of applications, the Access
Control Policy should have the flexibility to define access rights of a user to operate on
subset of objects that the applications work with. WebNMS Security Service achieves
this by defining a set of Authorized Views called Scopes. These Authorized Scopes
consists of set of properties associated with the user operations. Thus, managed
object properties such as network, Ip address, node, type etc can be used in
authorized views to control the access of the users to a specific type of devices within
a given Ip range in a specified network alone.

AuthorizationAdmin
Once the authorization level is well defined then assigning operations and achieving
the respective fine-grained access becomes simple with the available set of security
oriented administrative functions. The AuthorizationAdmin module takes care of
security administrative operations like maintaining user profile, associating views with
groups, setting permissions to perform operations, adding new operations, and there
by defining scopes for custom view.

Cryptography
To maintain a secured channel in network communication and to secure the storage
of sensitive information like passwords it becomes necessary to adopt a mechanism,
which is secured by itself, and withstand the security attacks. Keeping these objectives
in mind WebNMS Security Management supports cryptogram support to ensure a
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secured data communication. This is achieved with the help of RSA Data Security
Algorithm for cryptography. Here the original message (plain text) is encrypted with a
public key and in the receiver end the encrypted plain text also called as cipher test is
decrypted with the private key that is only known by the receiver alone and thus
ensuring a foolproof communication mechanism.

Audit
In this world of inter networking where hundreds and thousands of users access the
network, it becomes essential to audit the details of network users activities. This in
turn provides an Intrusion Detection Control mechanism where the user operations
need to be logged in as per convenience. This aspect of security service is very well
taken care by the Audit Service, where the user as well as the network manager can
view and have the copy of the audit trails of the NMS users, including the time and
status of operation performed by the users. This enables the network administrator to
take necessary steps when an unauthorized execution is attempted by any user.

Pluggable Logic
The rules for authentication and authorization can easily be extended/modified. As
security requirements of the application can change, it is important that the
authorization rules be extendable. The rules could be related with the logic used in
verifying permissions when multiple groups and scopes are involved. The associated
permission can be extended to allow or disallow access based on the applications
needs. Thus the user can write his own implementation class for the authentication
and authorization services and make it pluggable to suit his own environment.

Security Data Store
The WebNMS IoT platform can be deployed in various environments. It becomes
necessary to support different data store for storing the security information,
depending on the requirements. Security module provides the ability to plug in the
security service with existing/any other data store. This adds to the various
deployment options available with WebNMS IoT platform. Different data store like
Relational Database, XML, LDAP, NDS etc can be integrated seamlessly. Security
Module provides Administrative interfaces to configure the data store. The
administrative functions are based on the authentication and authorization policy.
WebNMS IoT being a highly customizable product comes with a rich set of APIs to
overlook the security tasks.
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Security Database Schema
For storing the authentication and authorization information, the WebNMS IoT Security service
uses a relational database. The access control information is stored here in the form of tables.
Various tables that are used to save this information are listed below along with its operation.

UserPassword Table
This table maintains the user name and the password for the user.

Field Name

Usage

UserName PK

The name of the user working with Web NMS is stored here

Password

The password of the user is encrypted and stored in this field.

OwnerName
The name of the owner to which the user belongs is stored in this field.
- PK

UserGroupTable
This table is used to store the assigned group of each user. A user can be present in more than
one group.

Field Name
UserName PK

Usage
The name of the user working with Web NMS is stored here

GroupName
The name of the group to which the user belongs.
- PK
OwnerName The name of the user's owner is stored in this field.

ViewPropertiesTable
The ViewPropertiesTable maps a view name to the properties of objects.
Field Name

Usage

View Name - The name of the view that represents a set of properties (Property Name
PK
/Property Value)
Property
Name - PK

The name that identifies a particular object property.

Property
Value

The value corresponding to the Property Name.
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ViewsToGroupTable
This table assigns a View Name to a Group, which specifies the access for the Group
Field Name

Usage

View Name The name of the view that represents a set of object properties.
PK
Group
Name - PK

The name of the group that corresponds to the View Name.

OwnerName
The name of the owner to which the group belongs.
- PK

ViewToOperationsTable
The ViewToOperations table maps the View Name to the corresponding operations. The
Operation Name and the type of operation for a given View Name will be stored here.
Field Name
ViewName - PK

Usage
The name of the view that represents a set of object properties.

OperationsName The name representing a set of operations that can be performed by
- PK
this view in Web NMS.
OperationsType

The operations can either be included or excluded from the view. The
possible values of the Operation Type are included/excluded.

OperationsTreeTable
This table is used to represent the tree hierarchy of the Operations. This information is used
when assigning an Operation to a View where all the children for an Operation are also assigned
to that View.
Field Name

Usage

Parent
Operation Name
- PK

The parent operation

Operation Name
- PK

The operation name for this entry.

LeafNode

Boolean for knowing whether the child is a leaf or not.

NamedViewToAuthorizedViewTable
This table is used to stores the Named View defined for a particular view.
Field Name
NamedViewName PK
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AuthorizedViewName
The name of the view that represents a set of object properties.
- PK
AuthAudit Table - This table is used to store the log information regarding the authentication
and authorization operations of a user in order to keep track of the operations performed by
various users logged into the network.
Field Name

Usage

UserName

This field gives the name of the user who has requested for the operation. For
a user who has logged in as root user, the term "root" will be present.

Operation

This field gives the operation, which the user has requested and in case of
authentication operation, the user's host name is also provided.

AuditTime

This field gives the time at which the operation was requested.

Status

This field gives the status of whether the request was accepted or denied. If
the status is SUCCESS then it means that the operation is authorized for the
user.

Module

This field gives the module in which the operation was performed. Example,
Authentication,
Topo, Fault, Performance, and Configuration.

AuditedObj This field gives the object over which the operation is performed.
PK - primary key.
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Authentication

•

Overview

•

What does Authentication Service Offer ?

•

Challenge Handshake Mechanism

•

How to find the Current Status of a User ?

•

Option for Changing password for newly added user

•

Monitoring Unsuccessful Login Attempts

•

How to plug-in user defined Authentication Module ?

•

API Highlights

Overview
The first step of WebNMS IoT Security Service is to authenticate the user when he tries to log in
to NMS. Authentication is the process where the user establishes a right to an identity -- in
essence, the right to use a name in order to access the services offered in NMS. The identity of
the user can be established by submitting user-specific information such as password or other
user-specific values etc. Verifying the submitted user credentials and providing access to the
WebNMS IoT services form the main task of the Security Authentication service. This ensures
security of the system from intruders hacking the available resources.

What does Authentication Service Offer ?
•

Verification of user credentials such as user name and password during every login attempt
using the Challenge Handshake Mechanism in both single and across JVMs.

•

Configuring the Maximum allowed count for unsuccessful login attempts made by a user.

•

Change Password support for newly added user.

•

User Status, Account Age, Password Age Settings.

•

Authentication Utilities - Ticket, simple Encryption/Decryption, Random Number Generator.

•

Extensible Authentication Service helps the user to plug his own authentication
implementation.

Challenge-Handshake Mechanism
WebNMS Security Management Authentication mechanism is a secure one way hash technique.
Here the password of the user is not directly transmitted to the authentication module, rather a
key which is a digest of user credentials is passed. This key being the hash value of the user’s
credentials is verified and the user is then authenticated. The flow diagram given below
represents how the Challenge-Handshake Authentication mechanism takes place in the Client
and Server during user authentication process.
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•

In order to log in to the network the user has to enter his credentials such as user name
and password.

•

From the user authentication information only the user name is sent to the server by the
client.

•

The server now fetches the corresponding details of the user name from the data store,
and generates and sends a random number called CHALLENGE to the client using the User
Name.

•

The client after getting the challenge of the respective user generates a key using the
Message Digest algorithm called 'SHA1', a one way hashing method, using the data such as
user name, password and challenge. This key is sent to the server from the client for
verification.

•

The server which in turn from the data in the repository will also generate the key using the
same algorithm. And after receiving the key from the client, the server matches the key and
if it is correct then the user is given permission to access the system. The mismatch in key
will reject the user in logging into the system.

Thus, the WebNMS authentication mechanism takes effect and the session is established for the
requested user to connect to the server.

How to find the Current Status of a User ?
The WebNMS IoT Security service helps in reflecting the current status of the user with the help
of a field, namely UserStatus which is set as :
•

"new" - for a newly created user who is yet to login to NMS.

•

"enable" - when the user once logs in to NMS.

•

"loginFailed" - when the maximum count is reached due to continuous unsuccessful login
attempt made by a user.

•

"forcedOut" - when the administrator terminates an active user session.

•

"userExpired" - when the user account exceeds the number of days set as the User age.

•

"passwordExpired" - when the number of days specified as password age for the user
exceeds.
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Account and Password Management
WebNMS IoT maintains the time of creation of user account and password in the data store as
user age and password age. A scheduler is maintained to take care of user account
management. The time interval of the security scheduler can be configured using the
time_interval_for_security_scheduler_in_ms argument (value in milliseconds) of the
com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager process defined in
NmsProcessesBE.conf present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf.
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager
ARGS AuthorizationEngineImpl NULL AuthorizationAdminImpl NULL
time_interval_for_security_scheduler_in_ms 60000 change_password_for_firsttime_login
false persist_data_in_XML true update_XML_during_shutdown false
authorization_for_security_administration false AuthAuditAPIImpl NULL
Thus for the given time interval, in the above case the security scheduler will check for every one
minute for the user account status in order to reflect the exact user status and thus notify the
user during login.
For details of configuring User Status, Account, Password Managing, refer to Security
Administration section.
WebNMS IoT provides new interface ValidateCredentials to perform custom validation (like
validating against password history, password format etc.,) of the Password field at server side.
ValidateCredentials is an interface to do a custom validation over the password field. The
interface is defined with the single method validate().The implementing class can do custom
validation like to ensure the password is the combination of uppercase, lowercase and special
characters etc. It needs to return false/true based on unsuccessful and successful validation and
can show error dialog to the User at error condition.
The implementation class need to be configured at client configuration file
<WebNMS_IoT_HOME>/conf/clientparameters.conf file to the attribute 'Validator' like,
<PARAMETERS DEFAULT_FONT="Dialog,0,11" INIT_PANEL="Events"
SHOW_LEDPANEL="false" LOGO_ICON="../images/logoPane.png"
TreeViewWidth="225"
Validator="MyPasswordValidator"
</CLIENT_PARAMETERS_CONF>

Option for Changing Password for newly added user
WebNMS IoT Authentication service provides an option in both HTML UI and JAVA UI for the
newly logged in user to change his password if the user status is "new". If the user does not
want to change the password, the same password can be retained.
This option can be configured as either true or false by specifying the value for the fourth
argument, namely change_password_for_firsttime_login of process
com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file
present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
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If it is set as "true" then whenever a newly created user logs into NMS for the first time, option to
change his password will be provided. But setting this parameter as "false" ( the default value )
will not pose the user who logs for the first time in NMS to configure his password.

Monitoring Unsuccessful Login Attempts
In order to sustain the brute force password attacks of intruders, NMS provides a mechanism in
which continuously failed login attempts will be detected and controlled. In the
NmsProcessBE.conf file present under <WebNMS IoT Home >/conf directory , the second
argument of the "NmsAuthenticationManager" process, specifies the maximum allowed count for
unsuccessful or bad login attempt.
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager
ARGS NULL 5
Thus once the count "5" is reached as set in the above case, the respective user account status
will be changed to "loginFailed" and access will be denied for the user even though the exact
authentication details are entered, until the administrator enables it. This value when specified
as zero allows any number of unsuccessful login attempts.
Note:
•

The "loginFailed" status of user account will not be automatically enabled based
on some time interval and can only be enabled by the administrator.

•

This maximum_allowed_unsuccessful_login count is not user dependent but it is
common for the whole set of configured NMS users.

How to plug-in user defined Authentication Module ?
•

•

Write an implementation class which should implement the below interfaces
o

AuthenticationAPI for authentication logic

o

CommonModuleAPI to store it in the NMS API factory

Mention the name of the class file in the NmsProcessesBE.conf file present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, for WebNMS IoT to read the class file during startup.
Below is the respective entry in the conf file :
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager
ARGS [ Custom AuthenticationImpl ]

Custom AuthenticationImpl - specifies the authentication implementation class name where
the user can plug his own authentication mechanism and when this value specified as null, will
invoke the default WebNMS IoT authentication service.

API Highlights
The package
credentials.

com.adventnet.security.authentication provides the APIs to verify the user
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•

AuthenticationAPI is the primary interface that supports Challenge-Handshake
Mechanism and facilitates authentication. Thus in Challenge-response, instead of
transmitting password directly the key (i.e. hash of userName + password + challenge) is
used.
o To calculate the key, first the challenge needs to be retrieved using the
getChallenge( userName ) method where the challenge is a random number
generated for the respective user.
o Then the verifyCredentials( userName, ticket or key ) method which returns true
after verifying the submitted user details with that in the data store is used to
perform authentication. Here, either the key or AuthenticationTicket can be
used in this method.
o

AuthenticationTicket consists of password and key which can be passed as an
object during authentication. API users can extend AuthenticatonTicket class to
provide credential specific information while authenticating. The default class,
which extends the AuthenticationTicket abstract class, is AuthTicket.

•

AuthenticationAPIImpl class offers the NMS default Authentication Service which
implements AuthenticationAPI .

•

AuthUtil class present in com.adventnet.security package provides certain utility APIs
which facilitate authentication like :
o getChallengeKey - this utility method helps in calculating the key for the given
user credentials and the challenge.
o getChallenge - this method acts as a random number generator and returns the
value as a string.
o encryptString - given the plain text ( string to be encrypted ) and the key
generated by the above method the cipher text can be obtained.
o decryptString - plain text can be retrieved using this method for the given cipher
text and the key value.
o isValid - checks whether the given string contains any special characters.
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Authentication Start Up Options
When WebNMS IoT is started, the startup parameters specified in the NmsProcessesBE.conf
present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory are read and the processes are started. Each
process consists of two parts,
•

PROCESS - the fully qualified class name of the process

•

ARGS - the arguments needed for starting the process.

This document concentrates on explaining the purpose of the authentication processes defined
in the conf file along with the description of the command line arguments supplied for starting
the process.

BE Process
com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager

FE Process
com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authentication.AuthenticationManagerFE

Process
com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager

Functionality
•

Provides NMS authentication service by which a user can log in to NMS and make avail of
the WebNMS IoT services by binding the APIs in RMI registry.

•

Helps the user to plug his own Authentication policy.

•

Allows to set the count for maximum allowed unsuccessful login attempt for a user logging
into WebNMS IoT, after which, the user is disabled and cannot log into the network.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager
[AuthenticationImpl]
[maximum_allowed_login_failed_count]

Arguments and Description
Arguments
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AuthenticationImpl

Name of the user defined authentication
implementation class. For Authentication Policy, the
user has to implement Authentication API and
CommonModuleAPI for his
AuthenticationImplementation class and make it
pluggable by passing the implementation class
name.
Default value : NULL
Thus, if the user defined authentication
implementation class name is not given then this
default value invokes the WebNMS IoT
authentication service.

Maximum_allowed_login_failed_count

The integer value to be set as the count for
maximum allowed unsuccessful login attempt for a
user logging into WebNMS IoT. Once this count is
reached, the user status will be set as "loginFailed"
and he cannot log into the network.
Default value : 0
This indicates that a user can try for any number of
unsuccessful login attempts.

Process
com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authentication.AuthenticationManagerFE

Functionality
•

This is the process by which the client can be connected to the server.

•

Binds the NmsAuthenticationAPI in the Registry so that the user can be connected to the
server after submitting his identity, such as user name and password, which are checked by
this process for authentication of the user.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authentication.AuthenticationManagerFE
Arguments - Null.
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Implementing Custom Authentication
This topic explains the procedure to integrate any custom or third-party authentication
mechanism in WebNMS IoT.

To implement custom authentication
1. Write an Authentication Implementation class extending NmsAuthenticationAPI. For
an example, refer to RadiusAuthenticationImpl.java file located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/examples/Security/radius.
This class automatically extends AuthenticationImpl that implements
AuthenticationAPI. Override the method verifyCredentials(). Plug-in the custom
authentication mechanism in the verifyCredentials() method.
1a. In BE, compile this class and place it under the <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes
directory.
1b. Edit NmsProcessesBE.conf file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
Specify the entry of this class in AuthenticationImpl parameter
com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager
process.
Example:
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationManager
ARGS AuthenticationImpl
com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.RadiusAuthenticationImpl
maximum_allowed_login_failed_count 0
2. Write a Crypto class implementing CryptoGraphAPI. For an example, refer to
RadiusEncryption.java file located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/examples/Security/radius.
2a. In BE and standalone FE, compile this class and place it under the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes directory.
2b. Edit serverparameters.conf located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory
and specify the entry of this class.
Example:
CRYPTO_CLASS com.adventnet.security.authentication.<crypto_class_name>
3.

Edit the startApplicationClient script file located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin
directory and specify the crypto class as an argument to the WebNMSClient class
using the CRYPTO_CLASS parameter.
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Example:
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java -Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=14000 Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.authenticate=false Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.ssl=false Dcom.sun.management.snmp.interface=%COMPUTERNAME% Dcom.sun.management.snmp.acl=false -Dcom.sun.management.snmp.port=14500
com.adventnet.nms.startclient.WebNMSClient %1 %2 %3 %4 %5
CRYPTO_CLASS=com.adventnet.security.authentication.cryptoClass
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Developer Tips

General Tips
•

Is the password encrypted while transmitting from Client to Server in NMS ?

•

By default, how the security level is defined in NMS ?

•

How to plug-in custom authentication mechanism?

•

How to configure the password on first login?

General Tips
• Is the password encrypted while transmitting from Client to Server (FE) in NMS ?
Yes. In general the password is always encrypted in NMS and then transmitted from client to
server.
• By default, how the security level is defined in NMS ?
There are two levels defined in NMS :
Users - Guest users, privilege to login, and to see all the data.
Admin - Super users / Administrators have all the privileges.
• How to plug-in custom authentication mechanism?
For complete information, refer to Implementing Custom Authentication.
• How to configure the password on first login?
Edit the NmsProcessBE.conf file (located ion <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory), as shown
below
#java com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager [
AuthorizationEngineImpl
] [ AuthorizationAdminImpl ] [ time_interval_for_security_scheduler in
ms ] [ change_password_for_firsttime_login ][AuthAuditAPIImpl]
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager
ARGS
NULL NULL 0 false
By default the value of the parameter named change_password_for_firsttime_login is set
to false. This implies that Password Configuration Dialog will not come when the users login
for the first time. Change the value of change_password_for_firsttime_login to "true" and
start the server.
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Note: Users added after these 2 steps will only get the Password Configuration
Dialog on their first login.
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Authorization

•

Overview

•

What does Authorization Service offer ?

•

Simple or Coarse Grained Authorization

•

Fine-Grained Authorization

•

Custom View Scope ( CVS )

•

Authorization Policy

Overview
Once the user logs into WebNMS IoT, it is the task of Security Authorization service to take care
of the access limits of the respective users. Using this service, the NMS users are allowed to view
and perform operations in the respective domain by setting permission levels. Thus
Authorization is the process which is responsible for validating an authenticated user's request
and granting/denying him permission to perform the requested task.

What does Authorization Service offer ?
•

Simple or Coarse Authorization

•

Fine-Grained Authorization

•

Custom View Scope

•

Authorization Policy

•

Security Administration

Authorization Elements of WebNMS IoT
•

User - WebNMS IoT user configured for performing operations on the system.

•

Group - A logical set of configured users who need to access a common information
or perform similar tasks. Thus, any administration done for the group is reflected in
the individual members or users of the group.

•

Operation - A task or a function which is allowed in WebNMS IoT and can be
performed by a configured user.

•

Authorized Scope/Authorized View - Criteria which restrict the configured user to
perform operations only over data matching those criteria.

Simple or Coarse Grained Authorization
This is a mechanism to verify whether a particular user or group has the necessary
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permission to perform a particular operation.
Having defined the basic authorization elements, a simple authorization level can be
achieved by the macro level hierarchy User, (Group) - Operation. For example, to a
user whom you wish to set permission for fault operations, can be assigned directly to
a group say "FaultGroup" where this group consists of permission configured to all the
fault-oriented operations. This is done by collecting the fault operations from the
Operations Tree in a Authorized Scope say "FaultView" ( a separate entity with the list
of selected operations ) and assigning to the respective group. Thus, administrators
can create separate views based on the work nature of users and associate with the
respective group of users.
Top

Fine-Grained Authorization
This mechanism is to verify whether a particular user or a group having an Authorized
Scope has the necessary permission to perform a particular operation. This means
that the user is allowed to perform the operations only over certain portion of the
data as defined by the Authorized scope.
In a network management environment, there are situations when a network
administrator might need to restrict the access rights of some group of users based
on some instances of the modeled objects. This criteria based authorization can be
easily achieved using Fine-Grained Access Control mechanism by defining the
properties in the Authorized Scope ( the separate entity with the list of operations
and their associated properties ) for the set of users which holds the criteria. Thus, the
hierarchy is User, (Group) - Operation - Properties which offers a micro level
authorization.

Example
Assume a user having permission to do "manage and unmanage objects" operation by which he
can manage nodes in any of the network. In order to restrict the permission of the user to
manage the nodes of a particular network or particular nodes, set the Authorized Scope criteria
for the operation "manage and unmanage objects" as a property value pair say "ParentNet" as
"192.168.4.0" or "isSNMP" property value as "true". Thus, the user will be allowed to manage and
unmanage nodes of 4.0 network only or SNMP nodes alone based on the given criteria. To
achieve this, assign the Authorized Scope which has the operation "manage and unmanage
objects" with its associated criteria to the respective group of which the user belongs to.
By adding properties to the operations in Authorized Scope helps in specifying the access
permission to a User/Group in a Fine-Grained Manner. Thus making it possible to limit access of
the users to the level of managed object properties in the network management environment.
Top

Custom View Scope ( CVS )
This is a provision to apply additional criteria for the custom views based on the user
privileges, as defined by the security policy.
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Custom View Scope ( previously known as NamedView ) are the customized views
which display only objects related to the set of users or a group based on the given
scope criteria. Now the custom view becomes specific for the user with additional
criteria in the form of user-specific subset of Authorized Scopes. Now it is possible to
have only the necessary elements in the GUI of the user on which he is authorized to
perform the allocated operations. Thus the data displayed in the User Interface will be
based on the criteria set for the Custom View Scope.

Example
Assume a network management environment where it needs to manage nearly 10000
nodes. In this environment, let us assume that there are group of people who are
assigned to access the nodes of 4.0 network. Likewise there are people who monitor
2.0 network nodes alone. Invariably all of them will have the same UI in the product,
but with different authorization level. Hence, when a user working in 4.0 network
nodes tries to manage/unmanage nodes of 2.0 network, the user will not be able to do
it, because the user is not authorized to do anything on 2.0 network nodes. In this
scenario it becomes necessary to customize the view of each group and provide them
with what operations they are allowed.
To easily achieve this, create a CustomViewScope say "MapCVS" and assign the
specified alert criteria as an Authorized Scope say "NetworkNodes" having property as
"parentNet" and value as"192.168.4.0" to "MapCVS". Now assign "NetworkNodes" to
the respective group of users who have their access permissions already set to
perform manage/unamange objects operation. Now the person working in 4.0
network will have only the nodes which have their Parent Network value as
192.168.4.0, in his UI as given in the Authorized Scope criteria for "MapCVS" over
which he can perform the alert-related operations. This facilitates better focus and
convergence in work without much of distractions.
Consider a user belonging to two groups say "group1" , "group2". Assume that
"group1" has the AuthorizedScope "NetworkNodes" criteria set as parentNet value as
4.0 for "MapCVS" and "group2" has no AuthorizedScope set for "MapCVS". In this case,
the user will get the restrictions as set in the "group1" and will be able to view the 4.0
network nodes alone.
All these property names and values are managed objects
properties. User defined properties (user properties and extended
event/alarm properties) are not supported as criteria for the
operations of Authorized Scope and for the Authorized Scopes of
CustomViewScope.

Authorization Policy

Top

Authorization policy is a rule defining the association of users/groups to the
operations defined for the system. This also includes the association of groups to
Authorized scope to achieve Fine Grained Authorization.
Having defined the access control mechanism adopted in WebNMS IoT, how
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authorization originally takes effect as per the Security framework is explained in this
section. The hierarchy as per NMS Authorization Service is User -- Group -- Custom
View Scope -- Authorized Scope -- Operations . This can be achieved in either ways
of the hierarchy, i.e., starting from user level to operation or from creating operation
and then finally assigning to users.

Note: As per NMS Security Authorization Policy, a user assigned to one or more
groups will exhibit the permission level which is the union of all the permissions
of the groups
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Authorization Start Up Options
When the WebNMS IoT is started, the startup parameters specified in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory are read and the
processes are started. Each process consists of two parts:
•

PROCESS - the fully qualified class name of the process

•

ARGS - the arguments needed for starting the process.

This document concentrates on explaining the purpose of the authorization processes defined in
the conf file along with the description of the command line arguments supplied for starting the
process.

BE Processes
•

com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager

•

com.adventnet.nms.authentication.UserConfigProcess

FE Processes
•

com.adventnet.nms.fe.authorization.AuthorizationManagerFE

•

com.adventnet.nms.fe.authentication.UserConfigProcessFE

Process
com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager

Functionality
•

Provides Security Management authorization service for the authenticated users of
WebNMS IoT by binding the APIs in registry.

•

Invokes the NMS AuthorizationEngine and AuthorizationAdmin implementation classes in
order to provide fine grained access control to the NMS users.

•

The time for the security scheduler can be set by which the scheduler will check the user
status for the specified time interval.

•

Allows to plugging user defined authorization policy in to NMS by specifying the
implementation class names of AuthorizationEngine and AuthorizationAdmin as first and
second argument respectively.

•

Facilitates in persisting security administration related data only in database and not in
securitydbData.xml present in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory based on requirement.

•

Facilitates in updating the securitydbData.xml file with the latest data from the database
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when the data is saved only in database.
•

Provides authorization support for all security operations configuration in Security
Administration UI.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager
[ AuthorizationEngineImpl ]
[ AuthorizationAdminImpl ]
[ time_interval_for_security_scheduler_in_ms ]
[ change_password_for_firsttime_login ]
[ persist_data_in_XML ]
[ update_XML_during_shutdown ]
[ authorization_for_security_administration ]
PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager
ARGS AuthorizationEngineImpl NULL AuthorizationAdminImpl NULL
time_interval_for_security_scheduler_in_ms 0 change_password_for_firsttime_login false
persist_data_in_XML true update_XML_during_shutdown false
authorization_for_security_administration false AuthAuditAPIImpl NULL

Arguments and Description
Arguments

AuthorizationEngineImpl

Description
Name of the user defined AuthorizationEngine
implementation class name. To define a new
AuthorizationEngine implementation class one
has to implement the AuthorizationEngine API
and CommonModuleAPI and make it pluggable
by specifying the implementation class name.
Default Value : NULL
This value invokes the NMS
AuthorizationEngineImpl class.

AuthorizationAdminImpl

Name of the user defined AuthorizationAdmin
implementation class name. To define a new
AuthorizationAdmin implementation class, one
has to implement the AuthorizationAdmin API
and CommonModuleAPI and make his
Authorization policy pluggable by specifying the
implementation class name.
Default Value : NULL
This value invokes the NMS
AuthorizationAdmin implementation.
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The time interval in milli seconds for the
security scheduler to check the user status
periodically in order to reflect the exact user
status and notify the user during his login.
TimeIntervalForSecurityScheduler
Default value : 0
Scheduler will not be started and the user
expiration check will not be done.
To set the change password option during the
first time login of the user into NMS.
ChangePasswordForFirstTimeLogin

Default value : false
The user will not be posed with the option to
change his password when he first logs into
WebNMS IoT.
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While performing security-related operations,
say a new user or group is added through
security client or using API, this information is
added to the database and the same is updated
in the securitydbData.xml file present in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
This argument is provided to persist the
security data only to the database and not to
the securitydbData.xml file.
Default value : true

persist_data_in_XML

When set to 'true', the security administration
related data is persisted in both
securitydbData.xml as well as the database.
When a cold start or warm start of NMS is
done, the security data is read from
securitydbData.xml file and then the same is
updated to the database.
When set to 'false', the security administration
related data is persisted only to the database
and not the securitydbData.xml file. With this
configuration, during cold start, the security
data is read from securitydbData.xml and
populated the database as usual. After this, for
all security-related operations, data is stored
only in database. But during a warm start, the
data is read from the database and not from
the securitydbData.xml file.
This argument helps you in retaining the
securitydbData.xml file in its original form when
NMS was started. It also provides better
performance of the security module as the
number of queries involved in the
securitydbData.xml file updation is reduced.
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If the persist_data_in_XML argument is set to
'false', the securitydbData.xml file is no more in
sync with the database as the security data is
populated only to the database. In order to
update the securitydbData.xml file with that of
the security information in the database, this
argument can be used.
update_XML_during_shutdown

Default value : false
When set to 'true', during shutdown process,
the securitydbData.xml file is updated with the
latest information as available in the database.
You can also use the updateXML() method in
AuthorizationAdmin API to update the
securitydbData.xml file as when required.
This argument can be used to restrict or enable
the privilege of a user to configure security
related information.
Default value : false

When set to 'true', only authorized users will be
authorization_for_security_administration able to perform security-related configurations
in the Security Administration UI. For more
information, refer Authorization for Security
Operations.
When set to 'false' the users, although not
authorized to perform certain security-related
configurations will be able to perform them.

Dependencies
Argument Dependencies
If the I & II arguments are NULL, then the user has to specify the III argument to enable the
scheduler for user account management and if this is not specified then the scheduler will not be
started. If the first two arguments are not NULL, then the user has to specify the argument
depending upon his implementation class.

Process
com.adventnet.nms.authentication.UserConfigProcess

Functionality
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•

Binds UserConfigAPI in RMI registry.

•

Invokes the NMS UserConfAPI implementation by which the administrator can create new
user accounts, assign operations to users, change user profile and even delete users
through Security Administration wizard.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.authentication.UserConfigProcess
Arguments - Null

Dependencies
Process Dependencies
com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager

Mandatory Process Dependencies
The mandatory processes dependent on com.adventnet.nms.authentication.UserConfigProcess
module are given under the Module Services topic, which are to be enabled.

Process
com.adventnet.nms.fe.authorization.AuthorizationManagerFE

Functionality
Binds the AuthorizationEngine and AuthorizationAdmin API in the registry by which the NMS
client is authorized to perform his own allotted operations.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authorization.AuthorizationManagerFE
Arguments - Null.

Process
com.adventnet.nms.fe.authentication.UserConfigProcessFE

Functionality
•

Binds UserConfigAPI in the registry.

•

Establishes a client session by registering with common socket. Thus, whenever a new
request for connection comes, a new session is set and enables the logged in user to access
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the services of NMS.

Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.fe.authentication.UserConfigProcessFE
Arguments - Null.

Dependencies
Process Dependencies
com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authorization.AuthorizationManagerFE
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Security Administration

•

Overview

•

What does Security Administration offer ?

•

User Configuration

•

Group Configuration

•

Operations Configuration

•

Scope Configuration

•

CustomViewScope( CVS ) Configuration

•

Authorization Observer

Overview
Security Administration personnel may need to create new user IDs, groups,
AuthorizedScopes/AuthorizedViews and thereby assigning operations to users for setting up an
access control environment. WebNMS Security Service addresses these administrative functions
by providing special APIs.
The package com.adventnet.security.authorization offers :
•

AuthorizationAdmin interface which helps in performing Access Control/Access Verification
operations

•

AuthObserver interface helps in notifying any change in authorization-related information

•

CustomViewScopeAPI helps in custom view-based authorization.

What does Security Administration offer ?
•

User Configuration

•

Group Configuration

•

Operation Configuration

•

Scope Configuration

•

CustomViewScope Configuration

•

Authorization Observer

User Configuration
The operations related to user configuration which can be achieved using AuthorizationAdmin
API are :
•

Adding new users
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•

Changing password

•

Securing password

•

Setting User Status

•

Setting user age and password age

•

Assigning groups and permissions

•

Deleting a user
Top

Add User
createUser( )Using this method one can :
•

Add a new user and associate with existing groups or with a new group. Thus, while adding
a new user itself you can assign permissions to the user by associating the group name.

•

New groups can be created by specifying the new group name as one of the parameters
in the method.

•

Given the user name and group alone in the method, the password will be automatically
generated for the user which will be same as that of the userName.

•

This method when called will add an entry in the UserPasswordTable and UserGroupTable.

Changing Password
changePassword( )
This method allows to change the password for a user either by specifying or not specifying the
old password as a parameter in the method.
Securing Password
The special API SecuredAdminAPI has been provided to secure the password-related
functionality of Web NMS, thereby this API has to be implemented to perform the password
related APIs of AuthorizationAdmin and moreover it comprises of methods from the
AuthorizationAdmin API which have password as one of their arguments.
Before implementing the SecuredAdminAPI one has to encrypt the password. This can be done
by implementing the CryptoGraphAPI available in com.adventnet.security.crypto package
which uses the standard RSA cryptographic technique for encryption.
Below code snippet helps in getting handle of the above API in order to secure user password.
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String name = "//localhost/RMIAccessAPI";
RMIAccessAPI rmiAPI = (RMIAccessAPI)Naming.lookup(name);
String challenge = rmiAPI.getChallenge("myUser");
String key = AuthUtil.getChallengeKey("myUser","userpasswd",challenge);
AuthenticationTicket ticket = new AuthTicket();
ticket.setKey(key);
SecuredAdminAPI secAdmin = (SecuredAdminAPI)
rmiAPI.getAPI("myUser",ticket,"SecuredAdminAPI");
CryptoGraphAPI cryptoAPI = (CryptoGraphAPI)secAdmin.getCryptoAPI("myUser");

setUserStatus( ) - this method helps in setting User Status as required to any of the suitable
status. Thus a user can be denied from logging into the network by setting the status as
"disable" and will be allowed to access the network only when it is set as "enable".
Setting User Age and Password Age
setUserExpirationTime( ) - Using this method, the user account expiry date can be set to the
required number of days. Once the number of days set for the user account exceeds, the user
will not be allowed to log in to Web NMS as the status will be changed as "userExpired".
setPasswordAge( ) - Similarly, the expiry date for the user password can also be specified as
number of days after which the user status will be set as "passwordExpired". Thus when the
user tries to log in, then the message "Password Expired" will be displayed and user is allowed to
configure a new password.
Assigning Groups and Permissions
assignUserToGroup( ) - This method helps in assigning one or more groups to a user. Thus,
permissions to users can be allocated only via groups ( by assigning the
AuthorizedViews/AuthorizedScopes to the group ) and not directly.
Deleting Users
removeUser( ) - In this method if the userName alone is given, it will remove the user and also
from the associated groups. Thus the respective entry is removed from the UserPasswordTable
and UserGroupTable.
If the boolean value ( say "true" ) is specified for the parameter removeTraces along with the
UserName in the above method, then the user is not only deleted from the associated groups
but also all his related information are deleted. For example, in the case of the deleted user
being associated with the group where no others-user is assigned, will delete not only the user
but also the group and the associated permissions of the group, thus deleting all his
dependencies.

Group Configuration
•

Assigning Permissions to Groups

•

Associating Members or Users with Groups
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Note: There is no direct API to add a new group. New groups can be created while
adding new users.
Assigning Permissions to Groups
assignViewToGroup( )
•

This method is used to associate permissions with one or more groups by specifying the
AuthorizedView/Authorized Scope name and the group name.

•

You can also specify the AuthorizedView/AuthorizedScope name as an object with set of
properties (for example, the AuthorizedViewObject in the above method).

Thus the AuthorizedView/AuthorizedScope consists of the set of property names and values
together with the respective list of operations which holds the criteria for authorization.

Assigning User to Groups
assignUserToGroup( )
•

By specifying the userName and groupName in the above method you can associate the
respective user with the group.

•

A single user can be associated with more than one group by specifying the group names
as a Vector in the above method.

•

Apart from associating the user with a group, you can also associate the user with a
particular owner using this method. Usually the owner name is specified as "null".
Top

Operations Configuration
•

Adding and Deleting operations

•

Setting Operations to AuthorizedViews/AuthorizedScopes

•

Include/Exclude/Don't care states

The Operation Tree consists the hierarchical order of operations present in Web NMS from
where the operations can be selected to assign permissions to users/groups.
Adding and Deleting Operations
addOperation( )
•

This method adds the specified operation in the Operations Tree Hierarchy under the given
parent operation name.

•

In order to add the operation in the main or top level of the tree itself, the parent operation
name has to be specified as "null".

removeOperation( )
•

This method can be used to remove the required operation present under a particular
parent operation. If the operation present in the main or top level of the Operations Tree
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has to be deleted, specify the parent operation name value as "null" in the above method.
•

If the operation name alone is specified in the above method, the respective operation and
all it's child operations ( if any present ) also get deleted.

•

Given a vector of operations, this method deletes all the operations present in the vector
and its associated child operations ( if any present ) in the Operations Tree.

Setting Operations to AuthorizedViews/AuthorizedScopes
assignOperationToView( )
Using this method you can assign an operation/a vector of operations to an
AuthorizedView/AuthorizedViewObject.
Include/Exclude/Don't Care State of an Operation
While assigning operation to an AuthorizedView/AuthorizedViewObject using the above method,
the operation can be in any of the following states :
included - by specifying the value for the parameter ifExclude as false, the respective operation is
assigned to the view and thus that operation becomes an authorized operation of the view.
excluded - the value given for the parameter ifExclude is true, the operation is just associated
with the respective view but it is not an authorized operation of the view. Thus in future when
the operation needs to be included as an authorized operation of the view, then this parameter
is has to be set as false.
don't care - not specifying either as include or exclude for an operation will lead in such a way
that the access level will be same as that of its respective parent operation.

removeOperationFromView( )
In order to disassociate an operation from an AuthorizedView/AuthorizedScope this method can
be used wherein you have to specify the operation name and the respective AuthorizedView
name.

Scope Configuration
Setting properties for operations
The class
AuthorizedViewObject represents the AuthorizedView/AuthorizedScope name with
the set of properties and associated values which hold the original fine-grained authorization
information.
setAuthorizedViewName( ) - used to create new AuthorizedViews/Authorized Scopes for the
operations.
setViewProperties( ) method of the above class is used to assign the set of properties to the
respective AuthorizedView/AuthorizedScope.
Thus the Authorized Views/Authorized Scopes with the set of properties are assigned to
groups/users to achieve fine-grained authorization.
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CustomViewScope( CVS ) Configuration
•
•

Adding a CVS
Setting Authorized Scope for CVS

Adding a CVS
createCVScope( ) - Custom View Scope which are specific to modules of Web NMS such as Maps,
Fault, Performance, Topology, etc. can be created using this method of CustomViewScopeAPI.
These Custom View Scopes help in viewing the user-oriented data alone and no other operations
can be done on the displayed data until the authorization levels are set for those data.
Setting Authorized Scope for CVS
After creating the respective CVS for the module assign the already created
AuthorizedScopes/AuthorizedViews which hold the criteria of filtering the user data in the UI to
the respective CVS names and group names using the methods given below.
assignViewToCVScope( ) - associates one or more Authorized Scopes/Authorized Views with the
specified CVS.
assignViewToGroup( ) - associates the vector of Authorized Views/Authorized Scopes with the
specified group.
Thus the CustomViewScopeAPI helps the users to perform the permitted operations
on the permitted objects without distractions by filtering the unauthorized operations in the
User Interface.
Top

Authorization Observer
WebNMS Security service provides facility to notify any change in the authorization information
such as changes in the addition/modification/deletion of users, operations. To listen for
notifications, users should implement the AuthObserver interface and can register for any one
of the following updates by using the respective methods of AuthorizationAdmin API to which
the AuthObserver object name is passed as the parameter.
•

user updates - registerForAllUpdates( )

•

operation updates - registerForOperationUpdates( )

•

all updates - registerForAllUpdates( )

There are also respective methods to deregister from the updates sent by the observer in the
AuthorizationAdmin API.
update( ) - this method of AuthObserver is used to notify a database change to the registered
observer. Thus, whenever there is a change in the database the notifications are sent to the
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registered observers.

Developer Tips

General Tips
•
•

What is the idea behind the owner concept supported in WebNMS IoT Security
Administration
How to secure directory access

What is the idea behind the owner concept supported in WebNMS IoT Security
Administration ?
createUserForOwner( ) - this method is used to associate the newly created users to different
categories under the name of owner. The Owner concept is introduced to maintain a unique
identification for the user across the system apart from password to do specific operations.
Thus the user under a particular owner is authorized to perform that user-owner associated
groups and views operations. In real World application, a user 'myuser' of a company 'A' where
'A' is the owner can perform functions or operations of his concern and also the same user
'myuser' under the owner name 'B' of other company is authorized to perform that company
specific operations under that owner-user name deal. But as of now this concept is not
implemented.
How to secure directory access
By default, viewing folders are prohibited through listings tag in <WebNMS
Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/web.xml. (Error: 403 is returned, even if invoked through absolute
URL). If you need to completely hide the file then include an entry in web-resource-collection
tag under <WebNMS Home>/apache/tomcat/conf/web.xml.
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User Login and Logout Notifications
This document covers the details of the Login and Logout notification feature.
•

Overview

•

Description of User Login and Logout Notification feature

•

Implementing User Login and Logout Notification
o

Writing a class implementing ClientConnectionObserver interface

o

Registering and de-registering the class as an Observer

o

Handling send Notification for Custom Authentication Module Implementation

•

Conditions for which WebNMS IoT notifies the registered module/application

•

Javadocs

Overview
There is a need to monitor user authentication activity, like login, login failure, and logout. In
WebNMS IoT to monitor and notify the user authentications, authentication failures, a new
feature is added. This feature enables WebNMS IoT to notify the registered module/application
whenever a user login, fail to login and logout due to various reasons including certain failure
conditions related to Client and FE Server.

Description of User Login and Logout Notification feature
The user should implement the ClientConnectionObserver interface and should register with the
GenericBEAPI using
{GenericBEAPI.registerClientConnectionObserver(ClientConnectionObserver co)} method to
listen for notification. The interface needs to be implemented for getting notification when a user
tries to Login, Logout and Login Failure using Web Client. When the user performs login or
logout, the handleClientConnection method of each of the observer will be called with the
information about the change, in the order they got registered. If you do not want to receive
notification, you can do so by deregistering the ClientConnectionObserver using
{GenericBEAPI.deregisterClientConnectionObserver(ClientConnectionObserver co)} method.
This interface can listen for notifications through RMI too. To use RMI, get the GenericBEAPI
reference through RMI and register. The Object registering also has to export itself by invoking
the java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject.exportObj.
The interface shall extend Remote Method Invocation and this interface shall be implemented
for getting Notification. It shall also contain the properties related to client.
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ClientObserver interface{
public void handleClientConnection(String TypeOfNotification,Properties prop){
}
}

TypeOfNotification shall include:
String Value

Defiition

Login_Success

Implies that a user has performed a login to the client and the user login
successfully

Login_Failure

Implies that a user has performed a login to the client and the user was not
able to Login.

Logout

Implies either the user has logout from the client or the client has been
terminated by other source.

prop shall include:
Property Key

Property Value

CLIENT_IPADDRESS

The IP address of the client that is trying to connect or that is connected
with the server.

FE_SERVER_PORT

The port in which the server is listening for the Client.

FE_SERVER_NAMES The host name of the server.
CLIENT_TYPE

The type of client.

SERVER_TYPE

The type of Server, whether BE or FE.

USER_NAME

The name of the user who is trying to connect or who has been
connected.

REQUEST_TIME

The time in which the Request was generated by the Client. The time
would correspond to the BE Server.

OPERATION_INFO

Information related to Login Failure or Logout.

The String Values and Property Keys are constants.
Top

Implementing User Login and Logout Notification
•

Writing a class implementing ClientConnectionObserver interface

•

Registering and de-registering the class as an Observer

•

Handling send Notification for Custom Authentication Module Implementation

Writing a class implementing ClientConnectionObserver interface
Code snippet for SampleClientConnectionObserver class implementing
ClientConnectionObserver:
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import java.util.*;
import java.rmi.*;
import java.io.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.util.ClientConnectionObserver;
public class SampleClientConnectionObserver implements ClientConnectionObserver
{
public void handleClientConnection(String TypeOfNotification,Properties prop)
{
try
{
if(TypeOfNotification.equalsIgnoreCase("Login_Success"))
{
//perform Login Success Operation here
}
else if(TypeOfNotification.equalsIgnoreCase("Login_Failure"))
{
//perform Login Failure Operation here
}
else if(TypeOfNotification.equalsIgnoreCase("Logout"))
{
//perform Logout operation here
}
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Exception in handleClient Connection"+e);
}
}
}

Registering and de-registering the class as an Observer
Code snippet for registering as a ClientConnectionObserver:
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try
{
//Get The GenericBE handle
GenericBEAPI genericApi =
(GenericBEAPI)Naming.lookup("//localhost:1099/GenericBEAPI");//using RMI
// OR in the Same JVM
GenericBEAPI genericApi=(GenericBEAPI)GenericBEAPIImpl.getInstance();
System.out.println("successfully got the handle");
java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject(toReg);// In case of RMI
//Register as ClientConnectionObserver
boolean result=genericApi.registerClientConnectionObserver(toReg);
System.out.println("registed as ClientConnectionObserver"+result);
}
catch( Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Exception occured while registering
clientConnectionObserver"+e);
}
Code snippet for de-registering as ClientConnectionObserver:
try
{
//Get The GenericBE handle
GenericBEAPI genericApi =
(GenericBEAPI)Naming.lookup("//localhost:1099/GenericBEAPI");//using RMI
// OR in the Same JVM
GenericBEAPI genericApi=(GenericBEAPI)GenericBEAPIImpl.getInstance();
System.out.println("successfully got the handle");
java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject(toReg);// In case of RMI
//DeRegister as ClientConnectionObserver
boolean result=genericApi.deregisterClientConnectionObserver(toReg);
System.out.println("Deregisted as ClientConnectionObserver"+result);
}
catch( Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Exception occured while Deregistering
clientConnectionObserver"+e);
}
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Handling send Notification for Custom Authentication Module
Implementation
If you are using custom authentication module, you have to handle sending notification for login
failure scenario.
WebNMS IoT Framework takes care of sending notification for login and logout, while custom
Authentication is implemented. However developer has to take care of generating notification
during login failure. To achieve this we have provided a new method called notify(String
type_of_notification, Properties prop) in NmsAuthenticationAPI. Set the type of notification as
Login_Failure (for login failure cases) and generate the properties.
An example has been provided with respect to Radius implementation:
In RadiusAuthenticationImpl.java the verifyCredentials() method (code snippet) should be as
given below:
public boolean verifyCredentials(String user, String key) throws RemoteException,
AuthenticationException
{
System.out.println("CORRECT :::::::::::");
String password = null;
if ( crypto != null )
{
try
{
//decrypt the password before authentication with RADIUS server
password = crypto.deCrypt(key);
}
catch (CryptoGraphException e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
//authenticate the user using RADIUS server and return the status
boolean result=RadiusUtil.getInstance().authenticateUser(user,password);
if(!result)
{
Properties prop=new Properties();
//Set the properties here
super.notify("Login_Failure",prop);
}
return result;
}
In the above code, the developer has to set the appropriate properties which he wants to send it
in the Login failure notification.
Also the developer should ensure that he handles the properties while receiving notification.
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Top

Conditions for which WebNMS IoT notifies the registered
module
Login success
•

When the user successfully login, by specifying valid user name and password, to connect
the Client with the Server.

Login failure due to the below mentioned reasons
•

Specifying the correct user name, but a wrong password.

•

Specifying the wrong user name.

•

Expiry of account with a particular user name.

•

Expiry of password.

•

Disabled user account.

•

Forced out user account.

•

When the user's failed login attempts exceed the maximum number of login attempts
permitted.

Logout
•

By clicking the Logout link in Web Client.

Client related conditions
•
•

When there is no Keep Alive from Client.
When there is an exception while listening for request from Client.

FE Server related conditions
•

When all clients connected to a FE Server are logged out, due to the following reasons.
o

The BE server reconnection with the FE Server.

o

There is no Keep Alive from a particular FE Server.

o

There is an error while connecting the FE server with the BE Server.

•

When the FE Server Queue for sending data exceeds maximum size.

•

When there is an exception while sending data from FE Server to the Client.

•

Notification shall be sent to all clients connected to the FE Server, when FE server is killed or
closed.

•

When there is a communication failure, while an updated request is sent for updating the
custom view.
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•

Notification shall be sent to all clients connected to the FE Server, when an error occurs
while receiving request from FE Server.

•

Notification shall be sent, when an error occurs while closing socket connection to the FE
Server.
Top

Javadocs
Refer the Javadocs
For interface:
Interface ClientConnectionObserver
For methods:
com.adventnet.nms.commonbe.GenericBEAPI.registerClientConnectionObserver
com.adventnet.nms.commonbe.GenericBEAPI.deregisterClientConnectionObserver
com.adventnet.nms.security.authentication.NmsAuthenticationAPI.notify

Top
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Audit

•

Overview

•

Audit Trails Implementation

•

Adding and Removing Audit Trails

•

Fetching Audit Trails Based on the Given Audit Criteria

•

Auditing Additional Property

•

Sample Implementation

Overview
Security Service provides facility to audit the authentication and authorization related
information in the Client. The AuthAuditExt table in the database stores the data of auditing.
The purpose of auditing the authentication and authorization information is to monitor the
operations performed by users. Auditing information can also be customized to audit additional
properties other than the default properties. The audit details can be viewed from the Security
Administration UI. The Audit Trails interface in the client has been enhanced with provision to
sort and search the audit trail details, in addition to easy page navigation.

Audit Trails Implementation
Logging Audit Trails
There are many ways of handling the audit trails that have been logged. The following
are some of the ways of handling the audit trails.
•

By sending mails regarding the audit trails.

•

By storing the audit trails information by plugging-in the Custom Audit
implementation.

•

By viewing the audit trails information in the Web Client UI. The audit details
can be sorted, and searched based on any audit property. The desired page
layout can set in the audit trails UI.

The audit trails convey the following information from the AuthAuditExt table in the
database :
Property
User

Details
The owner of the operation.

Operation The operation that was performed.
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Time

The time at which the operation was performed.

Status

The result of the operation.

Category

The module in which the operation was performed. For
example, Authentication, Topology, Fault, Performance, and
Configuration.

Audited
Object

The object over which the operation was performed.

Viewing Audit Trails
The Audit trails can be viewed from the Web client. By default, all the audit details will
be displayed in the Audit Details screen, Select Tools > Security Administration from
the Web NMS client. Select View > Audit Trails to view all the Audit details. To view
the details of a particular user, select the user from the client tree, right-click and
select the Audit Trails menu item. To view all the details of a particular audit, select the
row and in the Audit details screen, and select View > Audit Details menu item.
From the Web client, click on the Audit tab, and Audit Trails icon in the Security
Administration frame to view all the audit details. Click on the <User Name> link in
the Audit Trails page to view details of the particular audit.
The audited information displayed in this screen can be sorted on the desired column.
There is provision to sort the details on the Client side and Server side. In client side
sorting the audit details in the particular page in the UI is sorted. Whereas in the case
of Server side sorting the complete details in the database are sorted and displayed in
the client. Client side sorting can be achieved by clicking on the column header with
the 'Ctrl' key pressed, whereas Server side sorting is achieved by just clicking on the
column header.
The audited information can also be searched on the desired property from the
Search UI. The administrators can even make a query to the AuthAuditExt table in the
database to know the latest operation that was requested by the user and the status
of the operation.

Adding and Removing Audit Trails
The NmsAuditAPI is provided in WebNMS for logging new Audit Trails and removing the
existing audit trails. The API handle can be obtained from the server JVM by using
NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuditAPI") method. Alternatively
Naming.lookup("//<serverhost:rmi_port>/NmsAuditAPI") can be used to obtain the API
handle from remote JVM. From this NmsAuditAPI you can log a new audit by calling the
audit() method.

AuditAPI for Performing the Audit Function.
AuditAPI present in the
audit service.
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audit( userName, auditProperties ) - this is the method used to audit the particular
operation done by the user.
Sample Code snippet :

AuditAPI authAudit = (AuditAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuditAPI");
Properties p = new Properties();
p.setProperty("operation", "<Operation Name>");
p.setProperty("category", "<Category>");
p.setProperty("auditedObj", "<Audited Object>");
authAudit.audit("<User Name>", p);

Deleting Audit Trails
Audit Trails can be deleted based on any property of the audit trail. To delete the trails,
you need to write an implementation class.
For example, if the user wants to delete all the audit trails that matches the following
criteria.
userName - USER1
operation - Add Node
status - SUCCESS
Sample Code snippet.

AuditAPI authAudit = (AuditAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuditAPI");
Properties p = new Properties();
p.setProperty("operation", "Add Node");
p.setProperty("status", "SUCCESS");
authAudit.clearAudit("USER1", p);

Now all the audit information, which satisfies the given criteria will be deleted from the
AuthAuditExt table.
Note: Here the NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuditAPI") method is used when the
application is running in the same server JVM as in the case of combo
setup. If the auditing is done from other server JVM, then
Naming.lookup("//localhost/NmsAuditAPI") must be used.

To delete Audit Trails by specifying 'STARTTIME' and 'ENDTIME' of Audit Trails, you
need to pass the "STARTTIME" and "ENDTIME" of the trails to be deleted as specified
below:
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Pass the <username> as the first argument, "STARTTIME" as the second argument
and "ENDTIME" as the third argument. The "STARTTIME" and "ENDTIME" have to be
specified in the format "YYYY-MM-DD Hr:Mi:Se.Mil".
1. username refers to the name of the user whose Audit Trails have to be
removed
2. STARTTIME refers to the starting time of the Trails. For example, Audit Trails
that were generated for user 'a' from "2005-02-08 12:00:00.000".
3. ENDTIME refers to the ending time of trails. For example, Audit Trails that
were generated for user 'a' upto "2005-02-09 17:47:00.000"
4. Trails that were generated between STARTTIME and ENDTIME would be
deleted.
Example:
C:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\classes>java
com.adventnet.security.example.audit.ClearAudit root "2005-02-08 12:00:00.000"
"2005-02-09 17:47:00.000"

Fetching Audit Trails Based on the Given Audit Criteria.
Criteria for Auditing
o

getAuditTrails( userName, auditProperties ) - this method retrieves all the previous
operations performed by the user. Thus the above method can be used to fetch the
audit trails of the users based on the specified audit property.
For example, this method can be effectively used to obtain all the user details who
performed the "Delete Alerts" operation if the audit property is specified as "Delete
Alerts" in the operation filed. Thus you can audit data based on time, status,
operation based on the specifying audit property value in the method.

Auditng Additional Property
There is provision to audit customer specific Audit information along with the existing details
(UserName, Operation, Status,Category, and Audited object etc). This can be achieved by
performing the following steps:
1. Add the properties that need to be audited in the AuthAuditExt table. This can be
done by altering the schema of the AuthAuditExt table in the <Web NMS
Home>/conf/DatabaseSchema.conf file as shown below:
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BeginCreateSchema
create table AuthAuditExt(
"AUTHAUDITID" INTEGER,
"USERNAME" varchar(30),
"OPERATION" varchar(100),
"AUDITTIME" varchar(30),
"STATUS" varchar(10),
"CATEGORY" varchar(25),
"AUDITEDOBJ" varchar(100),
"CUSTOM_PROPERTY" varchar(100),
index AuthAuditExt0_ndx("AUTHAUDITID"))
EndCreateSchema

2. The above properties can be included in the Audit Trails, by providing this property
in the Properties argument AuditAPI.audit(String userName, String auditProp)
method as shown below.
AuditAPI authAudit = (AuditAPI) NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuditAPI");
Properties p = new Properties();
p.setProperty("operation", "<Operation Name>");
p.setProperty("category", "<Category>");
p.setProperty("auditedObj", "<Audited Object>");
p.setProperty("CUSTOM_PROPERTY", "<VALUE OF CUSTOM_PROPERTY>");
authAudit.audit("<User Name>", p);

Sample Implementation
By default, the audit information will be stored in the database by the audit trails. Your own
implementation can be called along with default implementation by extending and editing the
audit method. The following steps must be followed to achieve the same:
•

Write a class extending the NmsAuditAPI.

•

Edit the NmsProcessesBE.conf file and set this class name as the last argument for
the process
com.adventnet.nms.security.authorization.NmsAuthManager
AuthAuditAPIImpl <your customized authaudit class name>

•

Include the usercode in the audit() method.

•

Call the super.audit() method to call the default implementation if required.
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import java.rmi.*;
import com.adventnet.security.audit.*;
import com.adventnet.nms.security.audit.*;
public class CustomAuditAPIImpl extends NmsAuditAPI
{
public CustomAuditAPIImpl() throws RemoteException
{
super();
}
public void audit(String userName, Properties auditProp) throws
RemoteException, AuditException
{
//user code begin//
//user code end//
super.audit(userName, auditProp);
}
}
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Role of Security Module in WebNMS IoT
Overview
Security Management being the key for Authentication and Authorization finds its application in
the other modules of WebNMS. In order to perform an operation concerned to the module by a
user, first the validity of the user is to be checked by giving the user's credentials and if he is a
valid user, then whether the user is authorized to perform the particular operation is also to be
checked and finally the user can proceed with that operation.
The above functionality is effectively managed by the APIs of Security Management. The module,
which needs to make use of the Security Management functions to perform its tasks, has to write
an interface implementing the package of the Security module and based on that interface they
can define their own functional classes making use of the available APIs in the Security Module.
Interaction of the Security Module within Web NMS is shown below diagrammatically and also
how each module uses the Security APIs is explained.
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Security Administration UI
The Security Administration UI communicates with the AuthorizationAdmin API through the
Transport Provider Interface which establishes a Client-Server communication by creating a
transport session between the WebNMS Client and the WebNMS Server, which is responsible for
all the communication aspects. Using this UI administrators can configure the user, group, view
and operations, and also can define authorization policies.
Client
The Client communicates with the Security Authentication module through the Client - FE HTTP
connection where the userName and Password are sent to FE for authentication. Once
authentication is done, FE sends Authentication parameters back to Client and the Client then
establishes a Transport Session and starts functioning.
For displaying menu bar items and buttons in the UI depending upon the user who logs into the
network the authentication operation is to be performed. Thus, for a user who logs in as a guest
user need not see all the operations in his UI, which may be critical and can be restricted in doing
such critical operations by hiding those menu frames or disabling them in the UI.
Front End Server Implementation
Front End Server contains the proxy implementation for Authentication and Authorization
mechanism of Back End Server. I
Purpose of Usage
•

To check Authorization.

•

To get the Operations for User.

•

To notify the Operation Updates.

Methods Written to Use Security API
CLASS : Implemntation of AuthObserver Interface
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.nms.fe.security.authorization.
METHOD : update(String type, Properties prop)
CLASS : GenericUtility
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.nms.util
METHOD : Vector getOperationsForUser(String userName)
Security Module Methods Involved
CLASS : AuthObserver
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PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security.authorization.
METHOD : update(String type, Properties prop)
This method is invoked when there is a change in the database like changes in the operations
assigned to the user, and thus notifies the operation updates to the observer.
CLASS : AuthorizationEngineImpl
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security.authorization
METHOD : Vector getOperationsForUser(String userName)
// To get the "AuthorizationEngine" API handle.
authEngine = (AuthorizationEngine) NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuthEngineAPI");
// To get all the operations for a given user say "userName".
result = authEngine.getOperationsForUser(userName);
METHOD : boolean isAuthorized(String userName, String operation)
// To get the handle of "AuthorizationEngine" API.
authEngine = (AuthorizationEngine) NmsUtil.getAPI("NmsAuthEngineAPI");
//To get authorization for a given user say "userName" for an operation say "operation".
status = authEngine.isAuthorized(userName, operation);

Back End Server Implementation
The BackEnd modules have a big deal with SecurityManagementAPI and especially with
'Authorization Policy'. For a user to perform a task, his permissions to do that particular
operation is checked by a common API called 'checkAuthorization'. This API is used by other
Back End modules before they give the authorization to a user to perform that module-specific
operation.
CLASS : MainSocketSessionBE
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.nms.startnms
METHOD : boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation)
// This method returns true if the user with "uinqueId" is authorized to perform the
"operation".
return (checkAuthorization (uniqueId, operation, null));
METHOD : boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation, Properties prop)
// this method returns true if the user is permitted to execute a task say "operation" on the
object with a property "prop"
// The userName for the session is obtained from the uniqueId.
String userName = getUserNameForSession(uniqueId);
return (NmsUtil.checkAuthorization (userName, operation, prop)
CLASS : NmsUtil
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.nms.util
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METHOD : boolean checkAuthorization(String userName, String operation)
// This method returns true if the user "userName" is permitted to do the operation
return (checkAuthorization (userName, operation, null));
METHOD : boolean checkAuthorization(String userName, String operation, Properties
viewProp)
return (authEngine.isAuthorized(userName, operation, prop));
Security Module Methods Involved
CLASS : AuthorizationEngineImpl
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security.authorization
- boolean isAuthorized(String userName, String operation, Properties viewProp)
Initially, the handle for the corresponding SecurityManagementAPI is obtained as shown below.
// Getting the handle for NmsAuthEngineAPI
AuthorizationEngine authEngine = (AuthorizationEngine) getAPI ("NmsAuthEngineAPI");
The implementation flow can be represented as

Module Name : Server
Purpose to Use Security Module : While shutting down the server, authentication is needed and
for performing kernel oriented operations authorization is done and thereby the Security APIs
are used.
Security Module Methods Involved
CLASS : AuthUtil
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security
- String getChallengeKey(String userName,String password,String challenge)
CLASS : AuthenticationAPIImpl
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PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security.authentication
- String getChallenge(String user)
- boolean verifyCredentials(String user, String key)
Module Name : Fault
Purpose to Use Security Module : In order to perform an Alert, Trap or an Event operation, the
corresponding user who requests for the operation is to be authorized by getting the userName,
the name of the operation which he needs to perform and the corresponding property name of
that operation.
Methods Written To Use Security API
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation, Properties viewProp) - for Alert
operation this method is used.
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation) - for Event and Trap operations
this method is used.
Security Module Methods Involved
boolean isAuthorized(userName, operation, viewProp)
Module Name : Configuration
Purpose To Use Security Module : For configuring devices, a task has to be created which
contains the configuration attributes along with its data that are to be set to configure the
devices. These created tasks are executed by associating a set of devices or device list over which
the task is to be executed. To Create or Execute a Task, the user has to be authorized by getting
the uniqueId of the user, the name of the operation which he needs to perform and the
corresponding property name of the object over which the operation is to be performed.
Methods Written To Use Security API
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation)
// Thus while Creating a Task this API is used.
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation, Properties viewProp)
// this method returns true if the user with "uniqueId" is permitted to Execute the Task for the
object having the property "prop"
Security Module Methods Involved
CLASS : AuthorizationEngineAPI
PACKAGE : com.adventnet.security.authorization
METHOD : boolean isAuthorized(String userName, String operation, Properties viewProp)
Initially, the handle for the corresponding SecurityManagementAPI is obtained as shown below.
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AuthorizationEngine authEngine = (AuthorizationEngine) getAPI ("NmsAuthEngineAPI");
Module Name : Performance
Purpose To Use Security Module : To add a Poll Filter and to perform Delete and Modify
operations on the Polling Units, Polling Objects and Threshold Objects, the respective user who
requests for the operation is to be authorized by getting the userName, the name of the
operation which he needs to perform and the corresponding property name of that operation.
Methods Written To Use Security API
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation, Properties viewProp) - for
performing Modify, Delete operations on Polling Units, Polling Objects & Threshold Objects.
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation) - for Add and Poll Filter
operations.
Security Module Methods Involved
boolean isAuthorized(userName, operation, viewProp)
Module Name : Topology
Purpose to Use Security Module : To add a site, region, to delete a site, to refresh a site, and to
manage and unmanage the objects authorization of the user is needed.
Methods Written To Use Security API
boolean checkAuthorization(String uniqueId, String operation, Properties viewProp)
Security Module Methods Involved
boolean isAuthorized(userName, operation, viewProp)
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Enabling High Availability

•

Overview

•

What does Failover Service in WebNMS IoT offer ?

Overview
WebNMS IoT is a carrier-class system designed to run in mission-critical environments which
require continuous and uninterrupted access to WebNMS IoT. Generally, sudden failure of the
server is quite often the reason for interruption of service. Failover mechanism provides a
solution for this. 'Failover' refers to the process in which all the functions being performed by the
primary server (i.e currently active-server) are automatically assumed by a redundant or standby
server upon the failure or sudden termination of the primary server as a result of which
uninterrupted access is ensured. Failover makes the WebNMS IoT systems fault-resilient. The
process of switching over has been designed to be highly smooth and automatic that the end
user does not feel the impact of the failure of the primary server or the subsequent taking over
by the standby.

What does Failover Service in WebNMS IoT offer ?
The WebNMS has two BE servers :
•
•

Primary BE
Standby BE

The Primary and Standby BE servers are redundant configurations designed to serve the same
functionality. They both have access to the same database. When the primary server fails or is
brought down, the standby server takes over the functions that were being performed by the
primary. The primary server may be brought down for scheduled maintenance.
The standby server of Web NMS offers warm standby support. Any operation or request in the
Network during the intervening period (i.e., the time period between the failure of primary and
the subsequent complete take over by standby) will be lost.

Working Mechanism
What does Primary Server do ?
In failover setup, the primary and standby servers should have access to the same database.
In the database, details regarding the primary and secondary servers are maintained in a
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table named BEFailOver. At a specified regular time interval, the primary server updates the
BEFailOver table about its presence with a symbolic count. With every update the count gets
incremented. This count is known as LASTCOUNT. The periodic interval at which the primary
has to update the database regarding its presence is known as HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL. If
you specify 30 seconds as the value for HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL, the primary will update the
BEFailOver table at the interval of 30 seconds. This interval is configurable.

What does Standby Server do ?
When the primary server is running, if you start the other server (standby), it tries to register
with the primary server. If no standby server is already registered, the primary server
registers this as the standby server. At any time, only one primary server and one standby
server can be configured. If you try to start a second standby server, the primary server will
refuse registration. When the primary server registers a standby server, it makes an entry
regarding the registration in the database.
Similar to the primary, the standby server updates the BEFailOver table about its presence at
a specified periodic interval (HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL) in the LASTCOUNT which gets
incremented with every update. The primary server monitors the LASTCOUNT of standby
server at the specified time interval. When the standby fails to update the LASTCOUNT, the
primary assumes that the standby had failed and it cancels its registration as well as its
entries from the BEFailOver table. This would enable us to connect a new standby server.

What happens when the Primary Server fails ?
When the primary server fails, it fails to update the LASTCOUNT. The standby server keeps
monitoring the primary's LASTCOUNT at a specified periodic interval known as
FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL. Supposing, you have specified FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL as 50 seconds,
the standby will monitor the primary's LASTCOUNT for every 50 seconds. Everytime, when
the secondary server looks up the LASTCOUNT, it compares the previous and present
counts. When the primary server fails to update the LASTCOUNT, consecutive counts will be
the same and the standby assumes that the primary had failed. Here, a parameter named
RETRY_COUNT comes into play which enables us to specify the number of times the standby
has to check the primary's LASTCOUNT (when the primary fails to update the LASTCOUNT)
before assuming that the primary had failed.
Once it finds that the primary had failed, it immediately changes its mode as PRIMARY and
assumes all the functions that were being performed by the hitherto active server. Now, the
Front End Server switches over its connection to the Standby server. Clients connected to the
FEs continue to receive service without any knowledge about the Failover. Hence, the clients
connected to the Web NMS front end servers are not affected by this failover process, except
during the brief failover interval itself, when they may get some timeouts.
The following Time Line diagram depicts the flow of the complete happenings in the failover
process.
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Note: In order to setup successful BE Failover, it is necessary that both the primary
and the secondary server machines are DNS enabled.
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How to set up BE Failover

•

Overview

•

Role of FailOver.xml

•

Configuration Options

•

How to use Virtual IP in the Failover Setup

•

Limitations

•

How to disable BE Failover

Overview
Assume that you have BE servers installed in two machines namely Machine 1 and Machine 2
and they are connected to the same database. You want to start the BE server in Machine 1 as
primary and the BE server in Machine 2 as standby. Then you can do the same by the following
steps:
1. Start the BE server in Machine 1.
2. Ensure that the database entry (database name) in the file hibernate.cfg.xml file of
the BE server (in Machine 1) and BE Server in Machine 2 is the same. ie. it should
point to the same database.
<property
name="connection.url">jdbc:mysql://<db_hostname>/WebNmsDB?autoReconnect=
true&amp;dumpQueriesOnException=true&amp;jdbcCompliantTruncation=false</pr
operty>
3. Modify the DB host name entry from localhost to the hostname where the DB server
is running. (in case the BE Failover is setup in a different machine)
4. Start the BE server in Machine 2.
The above steps would successfully set up the BE failover environment. When you start the
Primary Server, an entry is made in the BEFailOver table with the following information about the
Primary Server: HOSTADDRESS, NMSBEPORT, RMIREGISTRYPORT, LASTCOUNT, SERVERROLE,
and STANDBYSERVERNAME. When another BE Server is started with the same database
parameters (i.e. with the same hibernate.cfg.xml file) as the primary server, the server checks if
the BEFailover table has any entry with SERVERROLE as primary. If such an entry is found, then it
registers itself as a standby server to the primary server.
Now, the primary server will run in Machine 1 and the standby server will run in Machine 2.
When the primary server fails, the standby server will take over the tasks of the primary server
automatically.
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Note: When a BE server is started, Web NMS framework will directly read the database
(instead of reading the <Web NMS Home>/conf/FailOver.xml) to know if there is already
a PRIMARY server running or not. If there is already a Primary server running then the
current BE server will be started in STANDBY mode otherwise the current BE server will
be started in PRIMARY mode.

Role of Failover.xml
The <Web NMS Home>/conf/FailOver.xml contains user inputs to be passed to the failover
framework. Users can use this FailOver.xml file to pass their inputs to the Primary server and the
Standby server. The general structure of the FailOver.xml is as below.

<FAILOVER>
<PRIMARY HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL="60" />
<STANDBY
FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL="60"
RETRY_COUNT="1">
<BACKUP
ENABLED="TRUE"
BACKUP_INTERVAL="600" >
<INCLUDE>
<DIR NAME="myDir1"/>
<FILE NAME="myFile1"/>
</INCLUDE>
<EXCLUDE>
<DIR NAME="myDir2"/>
<FILE NAME="myFile2"/>
</EXCLUDE>
</BACKUP>
<SEND_EMAIL
SMTP_SERVER="mail-server1"
TO_ADDRESS="xyz@webnms.com"
FROM_ADDRESS="webnms@webnms.com"
SUBJECT="Web NMS Primary Server Failed"
BODY="The Web NMS Back End Server is failed and taken over by the Hot Stand By
Server"/>
</STANDBY>
</FAILOVER>
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Note: FailOver.xml can contain entries for both primary and standby servers. Inputs
relevant to the current mode of the server will be used by the failover framework.
Hence the user does not need to modify the FailOver.xml manually, whenever the role
of the server changes.

Configuration Options
For Primary Server

Parameter

HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL (in
seconds)

FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL (in
seconds)

What does the parameter
specify?
This parameter specifies the periodic time
interval during which the primary server
keeps updating the LASTCOUNT in the
BEFailOver table in the database.

Default value

60 seconds

The primary keeps monitoring the standby's
LASTCOUNT at a specified periodic interval
60 seconds
known as FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL.

For Standby Server

Parameter

FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL (in
seconds)

RETRY_COUNT

HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL (in
seconds)

What does the parameter specify?

Default value

The standby server keeps monitoring the
primary's LASTCOUNT at a specified periodic
60 seconds
interval known as FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL.
This parameter specifies the number of
times the standby has to check the primary's
LASTCOUNT (when the primary fails to
1
update the LASTCOUNT) before assuming
that the primary had failed.
This parameter specifies the periodic time
interval during which the standby server
keeps updating the LASTCOUNT in the
BEFailOver table in the database.

30 seconds

This Failover setup provides options for taking backup of the configuration files when failover
occurs and to send e-mails to anyone regarding the occurance of failover. You may configure
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these through the following parameters in Failover.xml file.

Note: It is recommended to have the HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL for the PRIMARY server
and the FAILOVER_INTERVAL of the STANDBY server above 20 seconds. Having lesser
values may lead to unexpected failover.
The Failover.xml file sample entries are as given below:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
Symphony IoT – Installation Guide
64
<!DOCTYPE FAILOVER SYSTEM "FailOver.dtd">
<FAILOVER>
<PRIMARY HEART_BEAT_INTERVAL="60" />
<STANDBY FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL="60" RETRY_COUNT="1" RETRY_INTERVAL="30">
<BACKUP ENABLED="TRUE" BACKUP_INTERVAL="600" >
<INCLUDE>
<DIR name="/rtuconfiguration"/>
<DIR name="/backup"/>
<FILE name="/webclient/topo/conf/RTUWidgets.xml"/>
</INCLUDE>
</BACKUP>
<SEND_EMAIL
SMTP_SERVER="mail-server1"
TO_ADDRESS="srikanth@india.adventnet.com"
FROM_ADDRESS="webnms-admin@india.adventnet.com"
SUBJECT="Web NMS Primary Server Failed"
BODY="The Web NMS Back End Server is failed and taken over by the Hot Stand By
Server"/>
</STANDBY>
<SERVER_PARAMS>
<PARAM NAME="HOTSTANDBY_MONITOR"
VALUE="com.adventnet.nms.example.FailOverTransmitter"/>
<PARAM NAME="MONITOR_PORT" VALUE="2014"/>
</SERVER_PARAMS>
</FAILOVER>

Configuring the Hosts File
It is essential to configure the host /etc/hosts file for failover. This configuration needs
to be performed in both the primary and standby server for intimating the server. The
configuration details and sample entries are as given below:
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127.0.0.1 localhost localhost.localdomain
<IpAddress of Server> <localhost>.<localdomain> <localhost>
##Sample Entry
## 192.168.243.3 saravana-2825.csez.zohocorpin.com saravana-2825
# The following lines are desirable for IPv6 capable hosts
::1 ip6-localhost ip6-loopback
fe00::0 ip6-localnet
ff00::0 ip6-mcastprefix
ff02::1 ip6-allnodes

Configuring Backup
The following parameters provide the option for taking a backup of the configuration
files from the primary server and carry them over to the standby to make both the
configuration files in sync with each other.
Parameter
ENABLED
(true/false)

BACKUP_INTERVAL
(in seconds)

What does the parameter specify?
If set to "true" this backs up the
configuration files. If both the primary
and the standby Servers share the same
conf file mounted in a common system,
this configuration can be set to "false".
This parameter is used to specify
the periodic time interval during which
the configuration files have to be
backedup.

Default value

true

600

Including or Excluding directories during back up process.

Including or Excluding directories during back up process.
There is provision for the users to configure the directories to be taken back up. Users can
specify the directories that should be taken back-up during the fail over. For this a new tag
<INCLUDE> is introduced in the FailOver.xml. Users can also specify the directories that should
not be taken back-up during failover. For this a new tag <EXCLUDE> is introduced in the
FailOver.xml. Combining the INCLUDE and the EXCLUDE tags, users can include a parent
directory and filter the unwanted directories and files under this parent directory. To specify
directories and files new tags <DIR> and <FILE> are introduced. Below are the explanations for
these tags.
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Tag
DIR

FILE

INCLUDE
EXCLUDE

What does the tag specify?
Directory to be included or excluded, can be specified using this
tag. Name of the directory should be given in the NAME
attribute of this tag. Directory name should given relative to the
Web NMS Home.
File to be included or excluded, can be specified using this tag.
Name of the file should be given in the NAME attribute of this
tag.
File name should given relative to the Web NMS Home.
Include tag contain DIR and FILE tags. The directories specified
inside this tag, will be taken back-up during the failover process.
Include tag contain DIR and FILE tags. The directories specified
inside this tag, will not be taken back-up during the failover
process.

How to use Virtual IP in the Failover Setup
In WebNMS’s current failover functionality, WebNMS uses two IpAddresses for the primary and
standby servers. The monitored devices send traps to both these IpAddresses, so as to ensure
that all traps from them are received processed properly. This increases the load and network
traffic. High availability using a virtual ipAddress eliminates these disadvantages. In this setup,
whenever the primary server starts, it will assign the configured virtual ipAddress to its
machine's MAC address. When the primary fails, the standby server would reassign the virtual
ipAddress to its machine's MAC address. Whenever the virtual ipAddress is reassigned, a
gratuitous ARP would be sent so as to inform the change in MAC mapping. As a result the device
needs to communicate with the virtual ipAddress alone.

Note: As system commands are used for various purposes for achieving this high
availability feature, they should be installed in the server machines before using the
same. The following system commands are used:
• ifconfig : net-tools package
• ping
: iputils package
• arpsend : http://www.net.princeton.edu/software/arpsend

Configurations :
By default the feature is disabled in WebNMS, to enable the feature the below entry must be
added in <WebNMS Home>/conf/serverparameters.xml file.

#VIP Configurations
ENABLE_VIRTUAL_IP_CREATION true
#VIP_IMPLEMENTATION com.webnms.nms.ha.MyVIPImplementation
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The various parameter configurations needed for creating virtual ipAddress must be done in the
<WebNMS Home>/conf/VIPConfiguration.xml file. The following parameters must be configured.

Parameter

What does the parameter specify?

Interfaces
Virtual IP

The interface to which the virtual ipaddress is to be bound.
The virtual ipaddress that is to be assigned to the interface.
The netmask of the virtual ipaddress. If it is not specified the
default netmask 255.255.255.0 would be used.
Optional parameter for specifying the custom command for
sending gratuitous ARP. If it is not specified, the default ARP
command using arping would be used.
The number of retries done the by server health monitor before
declaring the server as dead
The time interval between successive retries in seconds.
Optional parameter for specifying custom server health monitor
implementation. If it is not specified the default health monitor
implementation would be used.

Netmask
ARP Command
Retries
Heart Beat Interval

Class Name
The purpose of this health monitor is to be delete the virtual
ipaddress in case of improper shut down of primary server.

Limitations
•

Hot standby feature will not be available after using the Virtual IpAddresses.

•

Support for IPv6 Virtual IpAddress is not available.

How to disable BE Failover ?
In case, you do not need BE FailOver mechanism and wish to disable it, you can do so as stated
below :
In the startnms.bat/sh file present under <Web NMS Home>/bin directory, add the following
entry as a command line argument while calling the NmsMainBE.
NMS_BE_FAILOVER false
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Developer Tips
Troubleshooting Tips
•

I got the following error message.What did go wrong ? Warning: Cannot start Web
NMS Server in Primary mode as specifiedin FailOver.xml file.

General Tips
•
•
•

Is there any way to specify the maximum time limit up to which the FE Server
should wait for the availability of Standby Server after the failure of Primary ?
How to disable RMI lookup for failover?
I got the following error message. What did go wrong ? Warning: Cannot start Web
NMS Server in Primary mode as specified in FailOver.xml file
At any time, only one Primary Server can be kept in the failover setup of Web NMS. This error
message would come during the following scenario :
If your database ( specified by you in the file hibernate.cfg.xml file under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory) is used by some other WebNMS, the server cannot be started as
Primary. To find out if it is so, query the BEFailOver table in your database. From the entries
of the table, you will be able to know whether some other server is connected to your
database. If so, shut down that server and soon after you can start this server as primary.
Also, the standalone FE would be maintaining some references (such as a reference to the
remote object of that BE ) based on the primary BE, and in case of failover it needs to
refresh this reference (to get a new remote object reference) from the new BE.
For example, if a FE module is looking for some APIs through the primary server, it might
lose information about it. So, it is essential that the FE must know about the failure of the
primary server. For achieving this, an interface named BEFailOverListener has been provided
which takes care of intimating the FE about the failure.

•

Is there any way to specify the maximum time limit up to which the FE Server
should wait for the availability of Standby Server after the failure of Primary ?
Yes. When the Primary Server fails, the FE connected to it detects the connection loss with
the Primary Server. It gets ready to switch its connection to the Standby Server and begins to
wait for the Standby Server's availability. The time period up to which it should keep waiting
for the Standby Server, can be specified as the value for the argument
RETRY_PERIOD_FOR_FAILOVER. The value is passed as a command line argument while
invoking startnmsFE.bat/sh. By default, this parameter takes the value 300000 milliseconds
(5 minutes). If the Standby Server does not startup before the specified time limit, the FE
server would quit.
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•

How to disable RMI lookup for failover?
In BE failover, the standby continuously keeps monitoring the status of Primary through two
types of periodic checks.
•

Checking the BEFailover Table for Last Count

•

Doing an RMI Lookup for the Primary

Option has now been provided to disable the RMI lookup for primary. To provide this option,
a new parameter "DISABLE_RMI_LOOKUP_FOR_FAILOVER" has been introduced. This
parameter has to be given in serverparameters.conf. If you give "true" as the value for this
parameter, RMI lookup will be disabled and standby will only check the BE Failover table for
last count. This parameter will not be available by default. It has to be added manually as
parameter-value pair.
If you wish to disable RMI lookup, you need to add the following entry in
serverparameters.conf:
DISABLE_RMI_LOOKUP_FOR_FAILOVER true
[By defualt, RMI lookup will remain enabled]
While using this parameter, ensure the following:
1. In FailOver.xml, details for SEND_EMAIL should be proper. That is, you should
give vaild mail ids. Otherwise, the Standby will take more than three minutes to
take over as Primary after identifying Primary's failure.
<SEND_EMAIL
SMTP_SERVER="mail-server1"
TO_ADDRESS="xyz@webnms.com"
FROM_ADDRESS="webnms-admin@webnms.com"
SUBJECT="Web NMS Primary Server Failed"
BODY="The Web NMS Back End Server is failed and taken over by the Hot
Stand By Server"/>
2.

In FailOver.xml of standby, it is advisable to keep the value for
FAIL_OVER_INTERVAL as 60 seconds.
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Database Replication
Database Replication

Overview
One of the essential factors to determine the quality of a service is its availability. This is crucial
in environments with mission critical applications. In WebNMS, the standby or the secondary
server is one of the features that make the application scalable. Besides WebNMS failover,
having a database failover ensures higher availability. With MySQL providing support for
replication, the feature can be best used in WebNMS to optimize its availability and reduce the
downtime.

Prerequisites
Fair knowledge of database concepts.

High-level Workflow
Setup
1. Primary back-end server, BE1 is connected to the database DB1.
2. Secondary back-end server, BE2 is connected to the database DB2 (replicated
database)
3. A front-end server, FE1 is connected to BE1.
Changes Effected in WebNMS
1. The secondary server, BE2 registers itself as standby with the primary server,
BE1
2. The hibernate.cfg.xml file of the standby server, located in <secondary_server
home>/classes/hbnlib directory, is copied to the primary server under the
<primary_server home>/classes/hbnlib/secondary directory.
3. The same file is again transferred to all the FE servers connected to the
primary server
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Note: If you start a standalone front-end server after the primary and secondary
servers are started, the following entry must be provided in the DownloadFiles.xml
present in the <FE Home>/conf directory:
<SERVER-FILES downloadEachTime="true"/>
<FILE>.....</FILE>
<DIR>conf/secondary</DIR>
.....
<SERVER-FILES/>

Reconnecting to Replicated Database
Database reconnection is supported in WebNMS. This feature is used in database replication to
reconnect to the secondary database when the primary database goes down. For more details,
refer to Accessing Connections section of our documentation:
1. The DB1crashes.
2. BE1 connected to DB1 goes down with the message that connection to the database is lost.
3. The FEs connected to BE1 sense that it is down.
4. The hibernate.cfg.xml of BE2 is copied to the <FEs Home>/classes/hbnlib directory.
5. The FEs then re-connect to DB2.

Different Failover Scenarios
The above workflow is a scenario where the front-end servers reconnect to the secondary
database. A few more situations are discussed below:
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1. Setup Details
•

BE1 connected to DB1,

•

BE2 connected to DB2,

•

FE1, FE2 connected to BE1

•

Now, BE1 fails
Action: BE1 Fails
Result: BE2 connected to DB2 takes over the functions of BE1 automatically and starts
acting as the primary server. FEs connected to BE1 automatically re-connects to BE2.

2. Setup Details
1. BE2 is acting as primary and connected to DB2
2. FE1, FE2 connected to BE2
3. BE1 is up and running (now as a secondary server)
4. Now, DB2 fails
Action: DB2 Fails
Result: BE2 is shut down saying that connection to the database is lost. BE1 takes over again
and starts acting as the primary server. FEs connected to BE2 again reconnects to BE1.
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3. Setup Details
1. BE2 is acting as primary and connected to DB2
2. FE1 and FE2 connected to BE2
3. BE1 is up and running (now as a secondary server)
4. Now, BE2 fails
Action: BE2 Fails
Result: BE1 takes over the functions of BE and starts acting again as the primary server. The
FEs will reconnect to BE1.
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Configuring MySQL Replication

•

Overview

•

Setting Up MySQL Replication

•

Procedure to follow when the VM or mysql server is shutdown

•

Procedure to follow when the Replication is broken

Overview
The initial steps for MySQL database replication setup is provided in this section of the
document. MySQL database version 5.6.28 needs to be downloaded as tar.gz, and installed in
the VMs. This must be performed in both the VMs in which the database servers will be started.

Note: The MySQL also need to be installed in both the VMs in which the WebNMS
Servers are stared. The replication steps discussed in this section need NOT be
performed in those VMs.

Let’s assume we have four VMs, VM1, VM2, VM3, & VM4. Where VM1 & VM2 are
database VMs, and VM3 & VM4 are Server VMS where WebNMS servers are running.
The below replication procedure must be performed in VM1 and VM2 which are
database VMs.

Setting up MySQL Replication
Note: Steps 1 – 4 need to be performed only if another version of MySQL is installed and
running in the same VM. Steps 1 – Step 3 needs to be performed with “root” user login. If no
other MySQL is installed, continue from Step 5 as normal user.
1.

Stop the default mysql running in the particular machine.
systemctl stop mysqld

2.

Check whether mysql is not running. The below command should not return any value.

netstat -an | grep 3306
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3.
Take backup of existing mysql error log using the below command. (if any other mysql is
already installed)
mv /usr/share/mysql/english/errmsg.sys /usr/share/mysql/english/errmsg.sys.old
Note : The below steps does NOT require root user login.
4.

Backup the existing my.cnf using the below command.

sudo mv /etc/my.cnf /etc/my.cnf_old
5.
Move to the folder where the new MySQL is installed. This folder will be referenced as
<NEW_MYSQL_VERSION_HOME>
Eg. /home/webnms/mysql5210/
6.

Define & modify the my-default.cnf file as given below.

i) Move to <NEW_MYSQL_VERSION_HOME> folder.
ii) Define support-files/my-default.cnf ( as given here)
iii) Copy the contents of the file from the above link and paste it in the
<NEW_MYSQL_VERSION_HOME>/support-files/my-default.cnf
The server id in the my-default.cnf should be different for two mysql server if (server id=1) for
193 machine it should be 2 for 183 machine.
Open my-default.cnf file and edit the following:
i) Change the path of base-dir, data-dir and pd-file
ii) Change the DB name in the following line "binlog-do-db=WebNmsDB"
( the DB which NMS server is pointing to ).
iii) Add the following lines manually below the binlog-do-db=<DB name> line.
binlog_format=row
slave-skip-errors=1062,1053,1061,1032
7.

Copy the error log file using the below command:
cp <NEW_MYSQL_VERSION_HOME>/sql/share/english/errmsg.sys
/usr/share/mysql/english/errmsg.sys

8.

Initialize the database using the below command.
./scripts/mysql_install_db

9.

Start MySQL
./bin/mysqld_safe --defaults-file=support-files/my-default.cnf &
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10.

Login in to Mysql
./bin/mysql -u root
Ensure that the above steps are completed in both the VMs where the DB servers
are installed, and proceed further.

11.

To grant the replication, in mysql server of the VM1, execute the following command in
mysql prompt.
“grant replication slave on *.* to 'root'@'IP of VM2';",

12.

Similarly In VM2 , execute in the mysql prompt.
"grant replication slave on *.* to 'root'@'IP of VM1';"
Example: grant replication slave on *.* to 'root'@'192.168.53.193';

13.

In both MySQL servers, execute the following commands.
i) "grant all privileges on *.* to 'root'@'%';
ii) flush privileges;"

14.

In both MySQL servers, execute the following command

show master status;
15.

Set the master privileges as given below:

CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of VM2',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File
Name of VM2',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM2";
Similarly in VM2 execute the following comman
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of VM1',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File
Name of VM1',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM1";
16.

Start the slave process.

start slave;
17.

Check the slave status.
show slave status\G;

The following Result should be obtained on executing the above command. Yes ensures that the
replication setup is proper. Slave_IO_Running Yes Slave_SQL_Running Yes
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Procedure to follow when the VM or mysql server is shutdown.
The following procedure needs to be executed to start the MySQL server when it is shutdown.
1.

Run the netstat command to check whether mysql is running or not. The below command
will not return any value if the mysql server is not running.
netstat -an | grep 3306

2.

Move to <NEW_MYSQL_HOME> folder, and execute the below command.
./bin/mysqld_safe --defaults-file=support-files/my-default.cnf &

3.

Login to the MySQL using the following command.
./bin/mysql -u root

3.

Stop the slave.
stop slave;

4.

Set the master privileges.
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of
VM2',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File Name of
VM2',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM2";
Similarly in VM2 execute the following command
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of
VM1',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File Name of
VM1',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM1";
Example Command: In this example, the below command is executed on the MySQL
server running at 192.168.0.193.

CHANGE MASTER TO
MASTER_HOST='192.168.0.189',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='mysqldbin.000001',MASTER_LOG_POS=433;
5.

Start the slave.
start slave;

6.

check the slave status.
show slave status\G;
The following Result should be obtained on executing the above command. Yes ensures
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that the replication setup is proper.
Slave_IO_Running Yes
Slave_SQL_Running Yes

Procedure to follow when the Replication is broken
The following procedure need to be executed to restart replication service when it is broken.

An Alarm will be generated to indicate when the replication is broken. This alarm
functionality will get executed only when the following process is already enabled
in NmsProcessBE.conf.
# PROCESS test.CheckReplication
# ARGS NULL

1.

Shut Down the Primary and secondary WebNMS Server.

2.

Run the Backup script and take the latest backup of DB which is running.

3.

Run the restore script for secondary server with SQL backup taken or restore the database
of the secondary server with MySQL dump command. Before doing the restore, drop the
database and create database of the secondary server with same name.

4.

Perform following steps to enable replication again.
i) Stop the slave.
stop slave;
ii) Set the master privileges.
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of
VM2',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File Name of
VM2',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM2";
Similarly in VM2 execute the following command
CHANGE MASTER TO MASTER_HOST='IP of
VM1',MASTER_USER='root',MASTER_LOG_FILE='File Name of
VM1',MASTER_LOG_POS="position of VM1";

5.

Start the slave.
start slave;
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Configuring Backups
Backup Service - Introduction
During any development cycle, the data relating to the application stored in the database
acquires crucial importance. The importance of data becomes multifold in data-centric
applications such as WebNMS IoT. Human error, system crash and other disasters can result in
the loss of valuable data which could prove to be costly. To overcome any such eventuality,
WebNMS IoT provides Backup Service. As the name itself indicates, backup refers to the process
of taking a copy of the data and configuration information and keeping it separately. In case, any
data loss occurs, the backed up contents can be restored to the database or configuration files
and made use of. The backup can be taken at any time as well as at any desired periodic interval.
The next section provides information on how to use the Backup Service.
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Backup Services

•

Overview

•

What does Backup Service offer ?

•

How to use Backup Service ?

•

How to take Backup when WebNMS IoT Server is not Running ?

•

How to take Backup when WebNMS IoT Server is Running ?
•

How to take Backup using Scheduling Service ?

•

How to take Backup using Policies?

•

How to take Backup of Selected Tables?

•

How to take Backup of Data from Dynamic Tables?

•

How to take Backup of Files and Folders under <WebNMS IoT Home>?

•

Performing Operations during Backup

•

API Highlights

•

Configuration Options

•

Configuring the Destination Directory for Backup

•

Configuring Backup.conf using WebNMS IoT EclipsePlugin

•

How to Restore the backed up contents ?
•

Restoring Backed Up Files and Folders

•

Restoration Options

•

Restoring data from Dynamic Tables

•

Restoring data from Custom Dynamic Tables

•

Developer Tips

Overview
During any development cycle, the data relating to the application stored in the database
acquires crucial importance. The importance of data becomes multifold in data-centric
applications such as WebNMS IoT. Human error, system crash and other disasters can result in
the loss of valuable data which could prove to be costly. To overcome any such eventuality,
WebNMS IoT provides Backup Service. As the name itself indicates, backup refers to the process
of taking a copy of the data and configuration information and keeping it separately. In case, any
data loss occurs, the backed up contents can be restored to the database and configuration files
and made use of. The backup can be taken at any time as well as at any desired periodic interval.
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What does Backup Service offer ?
•

Provision for taking the backup of data at any time and at any fixed periodic time interval

•

Provision for restoring the backed up contents at any desired time

How to use Backup Service ?
The backup of the database can be taken during any of the following scenarios:
•

Taking backup (once or repeatedly at periodic intervals) when the WebNMS IoT Server is
not running

•

Taking backup (once or at periodic intervals) when the WebNMS IoT Server is running
o

Backup using Scheduling service

o

Taking backup using Policy

o

Taking backup of Selected Tables

o

Taking backup of Files and Directories under <WebNMS IoT Home>

How to take Backup when WebNMS IoT Server is not running ?
When the WebNMS IoT Server is not running, backup can be taken using the BackupDB.sh/bat
file available under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/backup directory. By executing the
BackupDB.sh/bat file, the backup of all the data pertaining to WebNMS IoT can be taken. By
default, the backed up contents are stored under <WebNMS IoT Home>/backup directory.
The backup filename of database will bear the date and time of backup. For example, a typical
backup filename would look something as follows : BackUp_JUL2_2009_3_11.data.
The files and folders that you backup are backed up in the specified directory with the same
name and directory structure. For more information on backing up files and folders, refer to
How to take backup of Files and Folders section.
Note: It is not advisable to use the BackupDB.sh/bat file for taking backup when
WebNMS IoT Server is running. Because, when the server is running, it would update
various data in the database. If this script file is executed when the server is running, it
would lead to data inconsistency between the contents in database and the backed up
contents.

Note: When using PostgresSQL database, the database will be running even after
server shutdown. This will facilitate taking the backup. In case, the database is
shutdown, the database should be restarted to take the backup..
To start the PostgreSQL database manually, run the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/startPostgresSQL.sh/bat script.
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How to take Backup when WebNMS IoT Server is running ?
Backup using Scheduling Service
When WebNMS IoT Server is running, backup can be taken through an entry in the
BackUp.conf file. All that you need to do is to specify the time at which you wish to
take backup, in the BackUp.conf file present under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory. At the time when backup is scheduled to be taken, the runBackup()
method in BackupInterface is internally invoked and backup is taken.
You are actually scheduling the time at which backup has to be taken. For
information on how to make entries in the Backup.conf, refer to the configuration
options below.

How to take backup using Policies ?
Backup can be taken using our Policy Framework. Follow the steps detailed below
for taking backup using policies :
Step 1
Write a class for taking backup by implementing the interface
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.BackUpInterface. (You can write any number of
backup classes and execute them using policies).
Step 2
Use the Policy UI to schedule the backup class for execution.

In the UI, enter the class name of the policy (which you have written) in the Object
Properties form. If there are more than one class names, each name can be entered
separated by commas. Policies can be configured during their addition in their
system or by double-clicking on them (if they are to be edited after addition).They
can also be configured by selecting "Policy ->Add Policy" menu item from the Policy
menu.
The following parameters are to be configured for executing backup service :
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•

Status - This parameter takes either of the two values :
Enabled/Disabled. Backup policies are executed only if this
parameter is set as "Enabled".

•

BackUpClassNames - In this field, you have to enter the name of
the class which was written implementing the
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.BackUpInterface. The name has to
be provided with the full package structure. Multiple class names
can also be given.

•

helpURL - This field need not be changed. It simply points to the
corresponding help file.

•

Name - Name of the backup policy.

•

groupname - Name of the group to which the backup policy
belongs.

Note: Of the three methods explained above for taking backup (viz.
using BackupDB.sh/bat, using the scheduling service, and using
policy framework), using policy is the best option since the load on
the server is low when backup is run as a policy service.

How to take Backup of Selected Tables?
You can take backup of selected tables (even when WebNMS IoT is running) alone
by configuring the Backup.conf file located in <WebNMS IoT home>/conf directory.
Besides, you can also configure the number of rows of data (of a table) to be
selected for database query when taking backup for MySQL. If a large number of
data is selected with MySQL, then it causes out of memory error. The means to
configure the rows of data is possible through an optional parameter namely
"LIMIT", which can be specified in the BackUp.conf file.
Note: The parameter "LIMIT" is applicable only for MySQL database.
The configuration of the BackUp.conf file is as follows :
Taking Backup of Selected Tables: The entry of <TABLES_TO_BACKUP> tag is to be
specified as shown here:
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<TABLES_TO_BACKUP
TABLES= "LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="<name of tables with comma separator>">
</TABLES_TO_BACKUP>
where
TABLES: is a parameter, which takes in values as "ALL" or "LISTED". The value "All"
indicates that all the tables are to be selected for back-up and the value "LISTED"
indicates that only specified tables alone are to be selected for back-up.
TABLE_NAMES: is a parameter for which the name of the tables whose back up is
to be taken are specified as value. This is applicable when the value for the
TABLES parameter is "LISTED".
Example:
<TABLES_TO_BACKUP
TABLES= "LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="ManagedObject, TrapEventParser">
</TABLES_TO_BACKUP>
where, ManagedObject and TrapEventParser are the tables to be backed up.
Configuring the Number of Rows of a Table to be Selected during Backup: The
entry of "LIMIT" parameter is to be specified inside <TABLES_TO_BACKUP> tag as
shown here:
<TABLES_TO_BACKUP
TABLES= "LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="<name of tables with comma separator>"
LIMIT="<no: of rows of a table for display>">
</TABLES_TO_BACKUP>
Example:
<TABLES_TO_BACKUP
TABLES= "LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="ManagedObject, TrapEventParser"
LIMIT="6000">
</TABLES_TO_BACKUP>
where, ManagedObject and TrapEventParser are the selected table from which all
the data is selected for backup. Instead of a single query, every executed query
selects 6000 rows of data (as specified for "LIMIT").

How to take Backup of Data from Dynamic Tables?
The following syntax shows yet another feature named DYNAMIC_TABLES which
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refers to the tables that are created while the NMS is running and a few other tables
such as STATS_DATA and STRING_DATA. If you want the data from the Dynamic
tables to be backed up, specify the value for the attribute DYNAMIC_TABLES as
true.
It may be noted that, if you choose the value for TABLES as ALL in any of the
BACKUP tags, then the data from Dynamic tables will be backed up along with other
tables. In case, you need only the data from a few tables AND the data from
Dynamic tables, then you may use the combination of values LISTED for TABLES
and true for DYNAMIC_TABLES. In this case, you would be able to backup the data
from the tables listed by you and the data from the dynamic tables.
On the other hand, if you want to backup only the data from some tables except
DYNAMIC_TABLES, then simply ignore this attribute. The default value for this
attribute is set as false. Here again, note that, if the value for TABLES in any of the
BACKUP tag is chosen as ALL, then the data from all the tables, including dynamic
tables is restored.
<BACKUP
TABLES ="LISTED"
DYNAMIC_TABLES="true">
</RESTORE>

How to take Backup of Files and Folders under <WebNMS IoT Home>
To take backup of files and folders, configure the Backup.conf file located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory and add a tag <FILES_TO_BACKUP> within
<BACKUP> tag. The parameters that you can configure in this tag are FILE_NAMES
and DIR_NAMES.
Example:
<FILES_TO_BACKUP
FILE_NAMES="conf/Polling.conf,conf/securitydbData.xml"
DIR_NAMES="html,conf">
</FILES_TO_BACKUP>
In FILE_NAMES, specify the files that are to be backed up within <WebNMS IoT
Home>. More than one file can be specified as comma separated values (as
specified in the above example).
In DIR_NAMES, specify the directory within <WebNMS IoT Home> that needs to be
backed up. Executing the example given above
creates a backup of all files located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/html and <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directories.
On configuring this, during backup, specified files or files in the folder are created
with the same name and is placed under <WebNMS IoT Home>/backup directory. For
information on placing backup files in different location, refer to Configuring the
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Destination Directory for Backup section.
If you need to take a backup of only specific files and not directories, specify only
the FILE_NAMES parameter and its value. Please refer to the section Restoration
Option in BackUp.conf for details on the options available for restoration of FILES
and DIRECTORIES.
You can also take backup of files and folders from the Web Client. For more
information, refer to Admin Operations section in the User & Admin Guide.

Performing Operations during Backup
When the backup process is executed, any operations should NOT be performed
using the Clients until the backup process is complete.
When the backup process begins at the configured time, the following message
(notification) is displayed on the Status Bar of the Web Start Clients. You will have
to wait for the process to complete before performing any operations using the
Client.
"Backup operation is in progress. Please wait for sometime for your
request to be processed by the server"
If you are performing any operation using any of the dialog box, say, Add Node
operation, then the following message pops up while you access that dialog box.
"Backup operation is in progress. All the requests to server will be
processed once the Backup is over. Please wait for some time"
In case of Web Client, when you perform an operation during the backup process,
a page with the following message is displayed.
"Backup operation is in progress. Please try after some time"
Once the backup operation is complete, the following message is displayed on the
status bar.
"Backup operation has been completed successfully"
After this message, you can proceed to perform other intended operations.
Except for Web Client message, the above messages are available by default in the
Clients. For the Web Client message to appear
1. Edit the file web.xml located in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF
directory.
2. Replace org.apache.structs.action.ActionServlet entry with
com.adventnet.nms.webclient.common.BackupActionServlet.
3. Edit the file struts-config.xml located in the <WebNMS IoT
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HOME>/webclient/common/conf directory.
4. Specify the following entry for messagePage between form-bean and
action-mappings tags as follows:
<global-forwards>
<forward name="messagePage"
path="/webclient/common/jsp/MessagePage.jsp" contextRelative="true"/>
</global-forwards>

API Highlights
You can use the BackUpInterface to write your own classes for taking backup. You can integrate
such classes into WebNMS IoT and can configure them using the Backup.conf file present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. The method 'runBackUp' in this interface is called at the
time in which the backup is scheduled to be taken.

Configuration Options
By default, Backup Service takes the default implementation that has been provided for
BackUpInterface and takes backup on a daily basis. The values of various parameters in the
default implementation can be configured through the BackUp.conf file present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
A brief description about various parameters is provided below :
Parameter

Description

classname

The fully qualified name of the class which has been written
implementing the BackUpInterface.

paramForTime="value"

This parameter specifies the time interval (in terms of daily /
weekly etc.) at which backup has to be taken.

The syntax of entries in backup.conf file is as follows.
Syntax
<BACKUP
className="Backup_Classname"
paramForTime="value" />
The time at which the backup has to be executed, can be specified in any one of the following
ways :
•

Daily (for taking backup everyday at 00:00 hrs)

•

Weekly (for taking backup on a fixed day every week (at 00:00 hrs every Monday))

•

Hour and Day_of_the_week (for taking backup at a fixed day(s) and time every week)

•

Hour and Day_of_the_month (for taking backup at a fixed day(s) and time every month)

The following table provides examples as to how the above configuration options be made use
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of :
Daily

Weekly

Hour and Day_of_the_Week

Hour and Day_of_the_month

This parameter deals with two
values - HOUR and DAY.
The value for HOUR can be
specified
in comma separated form.
The value
can be any number from 1 to
24
(representing 24 hours).

<BACKUP
className="jd
bc.BackUpImpl"
DAILY="true" />

<BACKUP
className
="jdbc.Bac
kUpImpl"
WEEKLY="t
rue" />

DAY_OF_THE_WEEK has also
to
be specified in commaseparated
form. The DAY can be
anything from
SUN to SAT. Only the first
three
letters of the day have to be
specified.

HOUR has to be specified as a
list. For example, 2,5,22. It must
be between 1 and 24.
DAY_OF_THE_MONTH has to be
given as a range (starting from 1
to a maximum of 31). The value
of "*" is ALL.
Example
To execute jdbc.BackUpImpl at
HOUR 3,7 and
DAY_OF_THE_MONTH 10-20

For example, if backup is
needed on
Monday and Wednesday, it
can be
specified as shown below:
Example

<BACKUP
className="jdbc.BackUpI
mpl"
HOUR="3,7"
DAY_OF_THE_MONTH="10
-20" />

<BACKUP
className="jdbc.Back
UpImpl"
HOUR="3,7"
DAY_OF_THE_WEEK="M
ON,WED"
/>

Configuring the Destination Directory for Backup
In case, backup is taken from the same JVM as that of WebNMS IoT, the destination directory for
the backup file can be configured. It can be done by specifying the directory name as the value
for the parameter BACKUP_DESTINATION in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/serverparameters.conf
file before starting the server.
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Note: By default, the parameter BACKUP_DESTINATION will not be available in
serverparameters.conf. You need to put this as an additional parameter if you wish to
configure the destination directory. While specifying the value (i.e destination directory
name), the absolute path has to be specified.
If you take backup when WebNMS IoT Server is not running, (i.e. by running BackupDB.sh/bat file
located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/backup directory), you can specify the destination directory
name as a command line option followed by -d. The format for doing so, is shown below:
sh BackupDB.sh [-d <destination_directory>] (Linux)
BackupDB.bat [-d <destination_directory>] (Windows)
Note: Prior to WebNMS IoT 4 SP 1, while taking Backup of WebNMS IoT Database,
backup of BEFailOver Table was also taken. The entry about the role of the server
(Primary/Standby) caused certain issues while starting the server using the backedup
data after restoration. From Web NMS 4 SP 1 onwards, BEFailOver Table has been
excluded from the list of contents to be backed up.

Configuring BackUp.conf using WebNMS IoT EclipsePlugin
Import the file BackUp.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory into the Eclipse Project.
Open the file in the project. Edit the file and click Save to save the changes.
Refer the section Working with Files in Eclipse Guide for more details on how to import WebNMS
configuration Files to Eclipse.

How to Restore the Backed up Contents?
The backed up data/configuration information can be restored into the database/configuration
files using the RestoreDB.bat/sh file available in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/backup directory.
Execute the RestoreDB.bat file with the filename of the backed up contents.
For example, if the database backup file name is BackUp_JUL2_2009_3_11.data, then you can
restore the contents as shown below:
c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\bin\backup>RestoreDB BackUp_JUL2_2009_3_11.data
(Please make sure that the filename is specified in correct case since it is case-sensitive).
In case, you have the file which contains the backed up contents under a directory other than
<WebNMS IoT Home>/backup, you need to specify the full path where the file exists.
Note: While specifying the full path for restoring the data using the RestoreDB.bat file, always
use 'forwardslash' (for example like
c:/<WebNMS_IoT_Home>/backup/BackUp_JUL2_2009_3_11.data). If you use, 'backslash', this
command might throw "File not found" error in Windows since in windows "\" (Backslash) is
considered as "Esc".
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For example, the back file is present under C:/EMS/backup directory, then you can restore the
contents as shown below :
c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\bin\backup>RestoreDB
c:/EMS/backup/BackUp_JUL2_2009_3_11.data

Restoring Backed up Files and Folders
The previous section explains the procedure to restore backed up contents of a database. This
section explains how you can restore the contents of the files and folders that you have backed
up when the WebNMS IoT server is not running.
To restore backed up files and folders, configure the TablesToRestore.conf file located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/backup directory and add a tag <FILES_TO_RESTORE> within <RESTORE>
tag. The parameters that you can configure in this tag are FILE_NAMES and DIR_NAMES.
Example:
<FILES_TO_RESTORE
FILE_NAMES="conf/Polling.conf,conf/securitydbData.xml"
DIR_NAMES="html,conf">
</FILES_TO_RESTORE>
In FILE_NAMES, specify the files that are to be restored. More than one file can be specified as
comma separated values (as specified in the above example).
In DIR_NAMES, specify the directory that needs to be restored. Executing the example given
above
restore all files located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/backup/html and <WebNMS IoT Home>/backup/conf
directories.
If you need to restore only specific files and not directories, specify only the FILE_NAMES
parameter and its value.

Restoration Options
While restoring data from the backup file into the database, you have the option to restore all or
any particular table among the tables present in the database at any given point of time.
Suppose you want to restore the data present at the date and time of request for backup, you
can do so using the TablesToRestore.conf file.

Restoring Selective Tables
You can restore the data for a few tables or restore the data of all the tables according to your
requirements. This can be done using the following RESTORE tag. The entries in
TablesToRestore.conf file look as shown below:
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<RESTORE
TABLES= "LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="ManagedObject,TrapEventParser">
</RESTORE>
The TABLES attribute can have any one of the following two values :
•

LISTED

•

ALL

The TABLE_NAMES attribute can contain the name of the tables whose data present at the date
and time of request for backup, has to be restored. Each table name should be separated by a
comma. If the TABLES attribute is given the value LISTED, then the data from the tables listed
down alone will be restored. On the other hand, if the value ALL is given, the TABLE_NAMES will
just be ignored and the data of all the tables will be restored. There is no restriction on the
number of RESTORE tags and hence you can add any number of such tags.
Example
<RESTORE
TABLES="LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="ManagedObject,TrapEventParser">
</RESTORE>
<RESTORE
TABLES="LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="Node,TopoObject">
</RESTORE>
In the above example, upon executing the RestoreBackUp.sh/bat script, the four tables listed in
the two RESTORE tags, namely ManagedObject, TrapEventParser, Node and TopoObject will be
restored.
Note: Even if any one of the RESTORE tags contains the value for TABLES as
TABLES="ALL", then the data of all the tables will be restored no matter if some
of the tags contain the value LISTED. In this case, the value for the TABLES in
other RESTORE tags is just ignored. In short, if you want to restore data only from
a few tables, then you may choose the value LISTED. If you want to restore the
data from all the tables, then you can go in for the value ALL.
To enable faster restoration, the tables can be restored without updating the indices. The table
indices will be created when the server is started for the first time after restoration. This can be
done by using the SKIP_INDEX="TRUE" parameter in the RESTORE tag. The entries in
TablesToRestore.conf file look as shown below:
<RESTORE
TABLES="LISTED"
TABLE_NAMES="ManagedObject,TrapEventParser"
SKIP_INDEX="TRUE">
</RESTORE>
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Excluding Selective Tables
You can exclude tables while restore the tables according to your requirements. This can be
done using the EXCLUDE_TABLES parameter in the following RESTORE tag. The entries in
TablesToRestore.conf file look as shown below:
Exclude a Single Table
<RESTORE
TABLES="ALL"
EXCLUDE_TABLES="TaskAudit"
SKIP_INDEX="TRUE">
</RESTORE>

Exclude Multiple Tables
<RESTORE
TABLES="ALL"
EXCLUDE_TABLES="TaskAudit,DeviceAudit"
SKIP_INDEX="TRUE">
</RESTORE>

Restoration Option in BackUp.conf
Certain binary files and folders backed up by configuring the Backup.conf file located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory can be avoided during restoration by specifying the files in
the <FILES_TO_EXCLUDE> within <BACKUP_CONF> tag.
The exclude options available for restoration is provided below.
Exclude particular sub directory (eg. conf/backup)
<BACKUP_CONF>
<FILES_TO_BACKUP
FILE_NAMES="servlets/AuthenticationServlet.java"
DIR_NAMES="Themes,conf">
</FILES_TO_BACKUP>
<FILES_TO_EXCLUDE
DIR_NAMES="conf/backup">
</FILES_TO_EXCLUDE>
</BACKUP_CONF>
Exclude a specific file (conf/FailOver.dtd)
<BACKUP_CONF>
<FILES_TO_BACKUP
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FILE_NAMES="servlets/AuthenticationServlet.java"
DIR_NAMES="Themes,conf">
</FILES_TO_BACKUP>
<FILES_TO_EXCLUDE
FILE_NAMES="conf/FailOver.dtd">
</FILES_TO_EXCLUDE>
</BACKUP_CONF>
Exclude .jar files in a particular directory
<BACKUP_CONF>
<FILES_TO_BACKUP
FILE_NAMES="servlets/AuthenticationServlet.java"
DIR_NAMES="classes">
</FILES_TO_BACKUP>
<FILES_TO_EXCLUDE
FILE_NAMES="classes/*.jar">
</FILES_TO_EXCLUDE>
</BACKUP_CONF>
Exclude all *.txt files while taking backup
<BACKUP_CONF>
<FILES_TO_BACKUP
FILE_NAMES="servlets/AuthenticationServlet.java"
DIR_NAMES="classes,lib">
</FILES_TO_BACKUP>
<FILES_TO_EXCLUDE
FILE_NAMES="*.txt">
</FILES_TO_EXCLUDE>
</BACKUP_CONF>

Restoring data from Dynamic Tables
The following syntax shows yet another feature named DYNAMIC_TABLES which refers to the
tables that are created while the NMS is running and a few other tables such as STATS_DATA and
STRING_DATA. If you want the data from the Dynamic tables to be restored, then you will have to
specify the value for the attribute DYNAMIC_TABLES as "true".
It may be noted that, if you choose the value for TABLES as ALL in any of the RESTORE tags, then
the data from Dynamic tables will be restored alongwith other tables. In case, you need only the
data from a few tables AND the data from Dynamic tables, then you may use the combination of
values 'LISTED' for 'TABLES' and 'true' for DYNAMIC_TABLES. In this case, you would be able to
restore the data from the tables listed by you and the data from the dynamic tables.
On the other hand, if you want to restore only the data from some tables excepting
DYNAMIC_TABLES, then simply ignore this attribute. The default value for this attribute is set as
false. Here again, note that, if the value for TABLES in any of the RESTORE tag is chosen as ALL,
then the data from all the tables, including dynamic tables is restored.
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<RESTORE
TABLES ="LISTED"
DYNAMIC_TABLES="true">
</RESTORE>

Restoring data from Custom Dynamic Tables
Custom Dynamic tables can be restored by specifying the syntax for the Custom Dynamic table
in the TablesToRestore.conf file in the DYNAMIC_TABLES XML node outside the RESTORE XML
node.
Example:
<DYNAMIC_TABLES>
<DATABASE NAME="MYSQL">
<TABLE NAME="TestStats" FIELDS="TTIME BIGINT,AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME VARCHAR(100), DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER"/>
</DATABASE>
</DYNAMIC_TABLES>

Custom table syntax for the supported databases is provided in the below table.

Database

MYSQL
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Table Name

CustomStatsTable

API Schema String

TablesToRestore.conf
Syntax

create table <>("TTIME
BIGINT,AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE
INTEGER")

<DYNAMIC_TABLES>
<DATABASE
NAME="MYSQL">
<TABLE
NAME="CustomStatsTable"
FIELDS="TTIME
BIGINT,AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER"/>
</DATABASE>
</DYNAMIC_TABLES>
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MSSQL

POSTGRESQL

CustomStatsTable

CustomStatsTable

create table <>("TTIME
NUMERIC(19,0),AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER")

create table <>("TTIME
NUMERIC(19),AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER")

<DYNAMIC_TABLES>
<DATABASE
NAME="MSSQL">
<TABLE
NAME="CustomStatsTable"
FIELDS="TTIME
NUMERIC(19,0),AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER"/>
</DATABASE>
</DYNAMIC_TABLES>

<DYNAMIC_TABLES>
<DATABASE
NAME="POSTGRESQL">
<TABLE
NAME="CustomStatsTable"
FIELDS="TTIME
NUMERIC(19),AGENT
VARCHAR(100),CERTNAME
VARCHAR(100),
DAYSTOEXPIRE INTEGER"/>
</DATABASE>
</DYNAMIC_TABLES>

Developer Tips
•

I restored the backed up contents by running the RestoreDB.bat/sh. When I restart the
WebNMS IoT server (after the restoration process), I get the following message : “Primary
Server may not have been properly shutdown in the last run, resulting in the Database
not being properly updated.” Why ? I did a normal shutdown only.
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Backup Startup Option
The Startup option gives you an idea about the process/processes related to Backup Service.
Process
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.WebNMSBackUp
Functionality
To take backup of the data in the WebNMS IoT Server
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.startnms.WebNMSBackUp
Arguments - Null
Dependencies
None
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Developer Tips

Trouble Shooting Tips
•

Reason for the error message : “Primary Server may not have been properly shutdown in
the last run, resulting in the Database not being properly updated.”

•

Steps to migrate from MySQL to PostgreSQL using backup and restore service.

•

What are the list of error codes and description returned in case of database restore
failure.

•

I restored the backed up contents by running the RestoreDB.bat/sh. When I restart
the WebNMS IoT server (after the restoration process), I get the following message:
“Primary Server may not have been properly shutdown in the last run, resulting in
the Database not being properly updated.” Why ? I did a normal shutdown only.
This message is a harmless one and the reason why it comes is explained below:
In the Database, we have a table named BEFailOver. Details regarding the primary and
secondary servers are maintained in that table. Whenever you start the server afresh, it
starts in the Primary mode and the role of the server is entered as 'Primary' in that. We
have provided this entry to ensure that there is only one Primary Server at any time. While
the Primary Server is running, if an attempt is made to start another server, the entry in
the table is checked and if it shows 'Primary', a check will be made to ascertain if the
Primary server is active and running. If so, another server cannot be started in the Primary
mode. Only if that Primary is not active the other one would start as Primary after waiting
for 60 seconds. During this process, this message comes.
Why this message comes in this case ?
Supposing you take the Backup of the database when the server is running, the entry
regarding the role of the server will be as 'Primary'. So, in the backed up contents, the
entry in the BEFailOver table regarding server role will be entered as 'Primary'. Now, you
are doing a normal shut down. And after sometime, you do RestoreDB.bat/sh and start
the server. Now, as usual, the BEFailOver table will be checked for finding the role of the
server. As mentioned above, the entry in the backed up contents will show that the role of
the server is 'Primary'. So, it will assume that Primary Server is already running and would
try to find that out. But, in actual case, the server will not be running. It will check for the
primary server's availability by waiting for about 60 seconds. After that it will realize that
the Primary is not available. Finally, it starts as 'Primary'.
In the scenario of not shutting down the server properly too this message comes. This is a
harmless message and can be ignored.

•

Steps to migrate from MySQL to PostgreSQL using backup and restore service.
Assuming that the hibernate.cfg.xml file contains for MySQL database and the WebNMS
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IoT server is not running.
1. Run the BackUpDB.sh/bat script available under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/backup directory. This will create a file named
BackUp_<MMMDD_YYYY_HH_MM>.data under the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/backup directory which will contain backed up data. For example
the backed up file name will be something like
"BackUp_APR12_2003_13_11.data"
2. Copy the DatabaseSchema.conf from <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/postgresql
directory to <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory and modify
hibernate.cfg.xml file to configure PostgreSQL database.
3. Change the URL, username and password in the <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/hibernate.cfg.xml file with that of your PostgreSQL database.
4. Set the JDBC driver path into the variable "DB_CLASSPATH" in the
setEnv.sh/bat.
5. Your WebNMS IoT setup is now with PostgreSQL database. Run the
RestoreDB.sh/bat script available under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/backup
directory with the argument as the backup file name for example,
BackUp_APR12_2003_13_11.data"].
1. For Linux OS run the following command in the console: sh
RestoreDB.sh <BackUp file Name>
2. For Windows OS run the following command in the console:
"RestoreDB <BackUp file Name>"
6. The contents of your MySQL database are successfully migrated into
PostgreSQL DB.
7. You can start the server with PostgreSQL. (Kindly check the log file named
"BackUP_<MMMDD_YYYY_HH_MM_restore.log" file available under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/backup directory. If you find any errors kindly get
back to us with that log file).
Note: It is necessary to execute the following query in PostgreSQL while restoring the data
from other database to PostgreSQL database.
UPDATE pg_cast SET castcontext = 'i' WHERE oid IN (SELECT c.oid FROM pg_cast c inner join
pg_type src ON src.oid = c.castsource inner join pg_type tgt ON tgt.oid = c.casttarget WHERE
src.typname LIKE 'int%' AND tgt.typname LIKE 'bool%')

•

What are the list of error codes returned in case of database restore failure and
their description.
Error Code

Issue / Exception Detail

1

Error while creating tables.

2

Any other Exception other than SQLException while restoring
data.
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3

Unable to Restore as WebNMS IoT is running.

4

Unable to get database connection while restoring the backed
up data.

5

SQLException while restoring data.
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Designer Tools
WebNMS IoT Designer Tools - Introduction
This section offers a comprehensive insight into the working of development tools to address the
needs of Application developers.
IDLToXML Tool : The tool is used to generate a new XML file from an idl or modify an existing
XML file. It can also be used to modify the provisioning templates. The tool provides XML as an
output. The input to this tool can be either idl file or XML file or both
Configuration File Checker : WebNMS provides ways to configure server,client, mode of data
storage operations etc. All configurations are done through configuration files placed under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory. Configuration File Checker is a unique tool that automatically
checks the syntax of the file, display errors (if any) and helps you to rectify the errors in the file.
Rebranding Tool: WebNMS provides a highly customizable framework, and the Re-branding
Tool in WebNMS IoT aids in re-branding the WebNMS IoT application for end user requirements.
Deployment Wizard: WebNMS is highly customizable. Hence during the development stage, you
would have used WebNMS, customized it (by editing the config file, writing Java code, etc.) to
build applications for your requirements. After the development process, you may need to
deploy WebNMS IoT as a package or deploy your developed applications. The Deployment
Wizard makes this process easy for you by taking you through a sequence of steps ultimately
generating a nar which can be installed over WebNMS IoT using the Installer Tool which is a
part of the Deployment Wizard. The Deployment Wizard automatically takes care of adding all
the required files based on the input you provide and sets up a basic platform to develop a
NMS/EMS application.
Theme Manager : The WebNMS themes concept is an extension of the Java Metal themes. While
the Java's themes concept expects a Java class to be written for every theme, the WebNMS
themes concept expects only an XML file for a theme. This makes the concept very easily
configurable and maintainable. The Themes Manager is the Tool which is used to visualize the
already existing themes, customize them to your requirements or develop new themes.
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Configuration File checker Tool
Configuration File Checker Introduction
WebNMS provides different procedures to configure the Server, Client, mode of data storage
operations etc. All configurations are done by editing configuration files placed under <WebNMS
IoT Home>/ conf directory. To check the syntax of the configuration files,and to rectify errors in
the file you can either use the Configuration File Checker which provides an intuitive UI or use
the Command Line Mode. It is useful to run the Configuration File Checker each time you edit
any Configuration File.
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Using the Configuration File Checker Tool

•

Overview

•

When to use the Configuration File Checker?

•

Getting Started

•

How to check a single configuration file for errors in syntax?

•

How to check all configuration files in WebNMS IoT for errors in syntax?

•

How to modify the source of the configuration file to rectify errors if any?

•

Handling External DTD References

Overview
WebNMS IoT provides different procedures to configure the Server, Client, mode of data storage
operations etc. All configurations are done through configuration files placed under <WebNMS
IoT Home>/ conf directory. The Configuration File Checker is a unique tool that checks the syntax
of the file, displays errors (if any) and helps you rectify errors in the file. The Configuration File
Checker is for all users of WebNMS IoT who edit the conf files present in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf directory

When to use the Configuration File Checker
Identify the configuration files to be edited and edit the configuration file. Once the editing
process is over, use the tool to check the syntax of the configuration files that have been edited.
Ensure the tool is used before starting WebNMS IoT.

Getting Started
•

Start the Configurator tool from <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/developertools directory using
ConfigFileChecker.sh/bat)

How to check a single configuration file for errors in syntax?
•

Click the Browse button to select a file/directory which needs to be processed

•

Click the Check button to start parsing the file.

•

Click the tab Summary in the Configuration File Status window for an overview of the
status of the files checked.

•

Click the tab Tabular View to view the report of the file in a tabular form

•

The report generated lists out all syntactical error of the file parsed if any.

•

Click the View Source button to view the source of the file and rectify errors if any.
Details on working with source editor is given in the section How to modify the source
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of the configuration file to rectify errors if any?

How to check all configuration files in WebNMS IoT for errors in
syntax?
•

Check All Configuration Files check box for checking all the files.

•

When the check box All Configuration Files is checked, the following directories and
files are checked.

•

o

All files under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory, but not its sub-directories.

o

All files and directories under <WebNMS IoT Home>/directory.

o

All files and directories under<WebNMS IoT Home>/mapdata /menus
directory.

o

All files and directories under<WebNMS IoT Home>/users directory.

o

All files and directories under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/html/defaultsToNewUsers directory.

Click Summary tab on the Configuration File Status window for an overview of the
status of the files checked.
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•

Click Tabular View to check the status of each file parsed.

How to modify the source of the configuration file to rectify
errors if any?
•

To edit the file with errors, select the file with Error/Warning Message in the Tabular
View and click the View Source button. A new Dialog box View Source pops up.

•

Press Ctrl + g to go to a specific line with error(s) and edit the file based on the error
displayed. Choose the Save button to save the file. On right-clicking the other options
available are Cut, Copy, Paste, SelectAll and GoTo.

•

Click the Check button to see if the file is free of errors.
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Handling External DTD references
When a XML document has an external DTD reference, the parser tries to make a HTTP
connection and waits,but the application does not return. In such cases you should configure
your proxy settings in this tool .Follow the instructions given below.
•

Click on the menu Options > Proxies.

•

A dialog box appears for you to enter your PROXY server name and the port number.

Now check the file using the tool. The DTD is fetched using a HTTP connection and status is
reported based on the fetched DTD.
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Command Line Mode
The Configuration File Checker Tool can be used in the command line mode. The results can be
viewed on the screen or redirected to a file.

Syntax
javacom.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles <-f filename / directory> <-o
filename> <-all
<Web NMS Home >directory
•

-f option takes either a file (configuration file exampleprovider.xml)or a directory that
contains configuration files

•

-o takes filename as value (optional). This is optional. If this option is not given the results
are shown in the console.

•

-all does not take any argument, but relies on the value given for -root option

•

-root takes < WebNMS IoT Home> directory as argument. If this option or its value is
ignored it assumes the current directory as < WebNMS IoT Home> directory.

Examples
•

java com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles -f < WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/provider.xml
The above command will check the provider.xml configuration file and show the results
of parsing in the console.

•

java com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles -f < WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf/provider.xml -o output.txt.
The above command will check the provider.xml configuration file and save the results
of parsing in output.txt file. This file is created in the current directory if the path is not
specified.

•

java.com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles -f < WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf.
The above command will check all the configuration files located in the conf directory
under < WebNMS IoT Home>. The results of parsing all the files will be displayed on the
screen. Some files for eg. relationalclasses.conf look for the< WebNMS IoT Home>
directory. So the < WebNMS IoT Home> directory is a must for relationalclasses.conf and
DatabaseAliases.conf. It can be given using the -root or by running this tool from the<
WebNMS IoT Home> directory.

•

java com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles -f
< WebNMS IoT Home>/conf -o ../xxx/output.txt
The above command will check all the configuration files under conf and place the
results of parsing in the output file given in the path. If output.txt exists already in the
current directory, the tool will confirm whether to overwrite / skip.

•

java.com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles -root < WebNMS IoT
Home> -all
The above command will check all configuration files under the < WebNMS IoT
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Home>/conf directory, the <WebNMS IoT Home >/listmenus directory,the < WebNMS IoT
Home>/ mapdata directory,the < WebNMS IoT Home>/users directory, and the < WebNMS
IoT Home>/html/defaultsToNewUsers directory. This option relies on -root option for <
WebNMS IoT Home> directory value. If value for -root option is not given then the current
directory is taken as the root directory.

Handling External DTD references in Command Line
Run the script
java -DproxySet=true -DproxyHost=<Host Name> -DproxyPort=<Port Number>
com.adventnet.nms.tools.configcheck.ParseConfigFiles <options>
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Deployment Tool
Deployment Tool - Introduction
WebNMS IoT is customized to your requirements during the development stage by ways such as
editing the configuration files, writing Java code etc. Once the development is completed, you
need to package all the changes and also deploy your customized WebNMS IoT. The Deployment
Tool makes this process easy for you by taking you through a sequence of steps ultimately
generating a NAR that can be installed over WebNMS IoT. The Deployment Tool also contains the
NAR Installer/Uninstaller with which you can install/uninstall the NAR over WebNMS IoT. The
Deployment Tool takes care of adding all the required files based on the input you provide.
Start the Deployment Tool by running DeploymentWizard.bat/sh file under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/developertools directory or from WebNMS IoT Launcher - WebNMS IoT IDE Deployment Tool.
The Deployment tool comes with following two vital functions present in the form of tabs

•

Deployment

•

NarInstall/UnInstall
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Deployment
The options provided are
•

Deploying WebNMS IoT as a Complete Package

•

Deploying Applications built over WebNMS IoT

•

Deploying Client Application

•

Deploying Device Administration Application

Deploying WebNMS IoT as a Complete Package
Deployment of WebNMS as a complete package creates a customizable WebNMS IoT zip
which after unzipping can be run as an independent WebNMS IoT.

Deploying Applications built over WebNMS IoT
When you create an Application in WebNMS IoT and want to package it, choose the
Application Specific deployment to create a NMS ARchive (NAR), with Application related
classes. This package is created from the current WebNMS IoT. It can be installed over
another instance of WebNMS IoT using the NAR Installation process.
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Deploying Client Application
When you create an Application for customizing, modifying the WebNMS IoT Client or
adding some extra custom classes and want to package it, choose the option Deploy
Client Applications to create a NMS ARchive (NAR) with Client Application related classes.
The package is created from the current WebNMS IoT. It can be installed over another
instance of WebNMS IoT using the NAR Installation process.

Deploying Device Administration Application
When you create an Application to manage and configure devices (can be GUI based)
choose the option Deploy Device Administration Application to create a NMS ARchive
(NAR), with Device Administration Application related classes. This Package is created in
the current WebNMS IoT. It can be installed over another instance of WebNMS IoT using
the NAR Installation process.

Installer/Un-Installer
Once you have created a NAR from the Deployment Tool, you can install/uninstall it over any
other WebNMS IoT using the Installer/Uninstaller which is part of the Deployment Tool. The
Installer can perform the following functions:
•

Installing NAR of Applications built over WebNMS IoT

•

Installing Client Application NAR

•

Installing Device Administration Application NAR

•

NAR Uninstaller

Installing Applications built over WebNMS IoT
All NARs created using the Application Specific Deployment option in Deployment Tool
can be installed over WebNMS IoT.

InstallSing Client Application NAR
All NARs of customized client applications created using Deploy Client Applications
option in the Deployment Tool can be installed over WebNMS IoT.

Installing Device Administration Application NAR
All NARs of customized device specific applications created using Deploy Device
Administration option in the Deployment tool can be installed over WebNMS IoT.

NAR Uninstaller
All NARs installed over WebNMS IoT can be uninstalled using the NAR Uninstall
functionality provided in the Deployment Tool.
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Deploying WebNMS IoT as a Complete Package

•

Overview

•

Getting Started

•

Step 1 - Deployment Architecture

•

Step 2 - JRE/JDK details

•

Step 3 - Custom Classes Information

•

Step 4 - Other Packages to be bundled

•

Step 5 - Packaging Jars

•

Step 6 - Packaging Miscellaneous files

•

Step 7 - Optional Features to be bundled

•

Step 8 - Destination and Zip details

•

Step 9 - Summary of Details

•

Command line option

•

Limitations

Overview
Deploying WebNMS IoT as a complete package gives you the flexibility to deploy the customized
WebNMS IoT, by packaging applications that are necessary for customized application. WebNMS
IoT also provides the functionality of plugging out components, that are not necessary for the
customized application. The Deployment Wizard, takes you through a sequence of steps to
bundle up all the customized configurations and classes into a single Archive that can be used
for Build purposes.

Getting Started
Choose the option Deploy WebNMS IoT as a Complete Package from the Deployment Tool and
click on the Start Deployment button. The following screen appears.

Step 1 - Deployment Architecture
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Specify the architecture of Deployment. The architecture can be either Single Server
Architecture, Distributed Server Architecture or of type Application Client. This input plays a vital
role since this decides what is to be done next. Architecture details are provided below for
choosing the right mode.

Single Server Architecture
Single Server Architecture refers to a mode in which both the servers (Back End
Server, and Front End Server) run in same JVM
In WebNMS IoT the Back-end server performs the core tasks like maintenance of
managed objects, processing of trap signals, alert correlation, report generation,
status polling etc. The back-end server is not involved in any client tasks.
The Front-end server performs the client tasks like servicing the client requests,
providing the client with needed data, etc.
If you choose Single Server Architecture in the above screen the Deployment Tool
will bundle all the files needed for BE,FE and Application Client.

Distributed Server Architecture
Distributed Server Architecture denotes an architecture in which the back -end
server and front-end server run in different JVM. The Distributed Server Architecture
implies only FE server and not the combination of FE and BE server. On choosing
Distributed Server Architecture the Deployment Tool will bundle the files needed
for FE and Application Client. In the deployed scenario run the FE server by
connecting it to a BE server (which can be on different machine).The Client contacts
FE server.
You can choose any one of above mentioned architecture considering your
scalability requirement.
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Step 2 - JRE/JDK details

Specify the JRE/JDK that is to be bundled with the product. You have an option to select the JRE
that is already bundled by default with WebNMS or you can select any other JRE/JDK that is to be
bundled. You can also proceed without specifying any JRE/JDK by choosing the option Do not
bundle JRE. In this case, care has to be taken to set the JAVA_HOME variable in the setEnv.bat/sh
while running WebNMS IoT. Click on the Next button. The following screen appears.

Step 3 - Custom Classes Information
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By default all WebNMS classes are bundled. If there are any class files written by you that are
required to be bundled you can use the above screen to add them to the WebNMS IoT zip file
during the packaging process. The above screen takes the directory where the class files are
located The archives (jars and zips) that are present under this directory are listed here. You can
modify the list by adding any other archives that are required or by removing some archives
from the list. All class files and the archives will be present under a new directory called
CustomClasses in the deployed zip, and the classpath that is required for the client and the
server is updated based on these changed values. Click on the Next button. The following screen
appears.

Step 4 - Packages to be bundled

In the Package Selection screen all the Packages present under the given custom classes
directory are displayed. Select/ unselect the Packages to be bundled. Click on the Next button to
proceed. The following screen appears.

Step 5 - Jars to be packaged
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You can select either the client side archives or the server side archives or both. Click on the
Next button. The following screen appears.

Step 6 - Packaging Miscellaneous files

All files related to the functionality of WebNMS IoT,are bundled by default. Miscellaneous files
refers to any user defined conf files or any other text files that need to be packaged. Use the
Browse option to locate the Source of the files to be added to the deployable archive in the
above screen. If a directory is selected then all the files present in the directory are added to the
deployable archive. All Miscellaneous files that are added are stored under the corresponding
destination directory. The Destination directory should be relative to <WebNMS IoT Home> Click
on the Next button. The screen that appears next will vary according to the mode of
Deployment chosen in screen 2. The following screen appears if you have chosen Single Server
Architecture.
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Step 7 - Optional Features to be bundled

The default components will be selected here. Click on the Next button. The following screen
appears.

Step 8 - DeployInfo.xml and Zip details

To create WebNMS IoT zip
To create a WebNMS IoT zip follow the steps given below:
• Enter the location of the Zip file in the Destination Directory text field
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•
•

•

using the Browse button. If you enter a directory name that is not present,
the tool creates one with the specified name.
Enter the name of the Zip file in the Archive Name text field.
Specify the name of the DeployInfo.xml file in the DeployInfo File Name
text field. By default the Deployment Wizard provides the file name based
on the Architecture selected in the first screen. If the text field is left empty,
the Deployinfo file will not be created, else both the Deployinfo and zip are
created.
Click Next.

To create Deployinfo.xml as input for commandline Deployment
For Build purposes, the commandline deployment option is provided by WebNMS
IoT. For more details read the section Commandline Option. The command line
option requires the DeployInfo.xml as the input. Follow the procedure given below,
to create a Deployinfo.xml file.
• Enter the location of the DeployInfo.xml file in the Destination Directory
text field using the Browse button. If you enter a directory name that is not
present, the tool creates one with the specified name.
• Enter the name of the Zip file in the Archive Name text field
• Specify the name of the DeployInfo.xml file in the DeployInfo File Name
text field. By default the Deployment Wizard provides the file name based
on the Architecture selected in the first screen.
• Click Next.
Result : The DeployInfo file is created at the specified location

Note: If the checkbox, Do not Create Build is selected, DeployInfo file alone will be
created at the specified Destination directory. If the checkbox is left unchecked, the
DeployInfo file and the zip is created in the directory specified.

Step 9 - Summary of Details
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You can now view a list of all the options that you have selected during the deployment process.
If you want to change any of these options you can go to the specific screen and then modify
them. Click on the Finish button to create the zip.
Note: If any jsp files in WebNMS WebNMS IoT have been modified, ensure all the jsp
files are compiled before packaging them. To do this edit the compileJSP.bat/sh file
present in the <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory and set the JDK_HOME variable in it.
Then run the file compileJSP.bat/sh with "-a" as argument.

Command line Option
For Build purposes use the command line option provided for Deploying WebNMS IoT as a
complete package. To use the command line option it is mandatory to provide the
DeployInfo.xml as input, hence follow the procedure given below
Run the script with the following arguments :
DeploymentWizard.bat/sh -d <Deployinfo.xml> [<WebNMS Home>]
<Deployinfo.xml> - provide the relative path of the DeployInfo.xml file. For more details on
DeployInfo.xml read the section Step 8.
<WebNMS IoT Home> - provide the absolute path of WebNMS IoT. This is an optional argument.
By default the command line tool takes the current working directory as the NMS Home
Examples:
DeploymentWizard.bat -d ../conf/DeployInfo.xml c:\<WebNMS IoT Home>
DeploymentWizard.bat -d ../conf/DeployInfo.xml

Limitations
•

For Linux Users: All files bundled in the zip have Read/Write permissions. They do not
have any Execute permission. Permissions have to be granted manually.

•

The zip created is platform dependent i.e., the zip created in Windows can be installed
and run only in Windows. This is because the JRE, Tomcat Web Server and the script files
that are bundled with the product are platform specific.
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Deploying Applications built over WebNMS IoT

•

Overview

•

Getting Started

•

Step 1 - Destination and Zip Details

•

Step 2 - Deployment Architecture

•

Step 3 - Custom Class Information

•

Step 4 - Packaging Jars

•

Step 5 - Packaging Miscellaneous files

•

Step 6 -Packaging Help

•

Step 7 - Summary of Details

Overview
Deploying specific applications built over WebNMS IoT allows you to package the network
management applications developed by customizing WebNMS. The tool takes you through a
sequence of steps to extract all the customized configurations and user defined policies,trap
filters etc and create an NMS Archive. This Archive can be installed over WebNMS IoT using the
Installation process.

Getting Started
Choose the option Application Specific Deployment from the Deployment tool and click on
Start Deployment button.

Step 1 - Destination and Zip Details
Enter the name of the Deployment Directory and the Archive Name. All these parameters are
mandatory and you cannot move on to the next screen without specifying values for these fields.
If you enter a directory name that is not present, the tool prompts you with the message stating
the non-existence of the directory and creates a directory by same name. A default archive name
is generated which can be modified in the text field provided for it. Click Next. The following
screen appears.

Step 2 - Deployment Architecture
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Specify the Architecture of deployment in the above screen that appears. The architecture can
be Single Server Architecture, Distributed Server Architecture or of type Application Client or a
combination of the three. This input plays a vital role since the nar can be installed only over the
specified architecture.

Single Server Architecture
Single Server Architecture refers to a mode in which both the servers (Back End
Server, and Front End Server) run in same JVM
In WebNMS IoT the Back End server performs the core tasks like maintenance of
managed objects, processing of trap signals, alert correlation, report generation,
status polling etc. The back-end server is not involved in any client tasks.
The Front End server performs the client tasks like servicing the client requests,
providing the client with needed data, etc.
If you choose Single Server Architecture in the above screen the Deployment Tool
will bundle all the files needed for BE,FE and Application Client.

Distributed Server Architecture
Distributed Server Architecture denotes an architecture in which the back -end
server and front-end server run in different JVM. The Distributed Server Architecture
implies only FE server and not the combination of FE and BE server. On choosing
Distributed Server Architecture the Deployment Tool will bundle the files needed
for FE and Application Client. In the deployed scenario run the FE server by
connecting it to a BE server (which can be on different machine). The Client then
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contacts FE server.
Click Next . The following screen appears.

Step 3 - Custom Class Information

Specify the name of the customized classes other than WebNMS classes. This
screen takes the custom classes directory and adds all the class files that are
present under this directory. The archives that are present under this directory
are also listed here. You can modify the list by adding any other archives that are
required or by removing some from the list. All these class files and the archives
will be present under a new directory called customclasses and the classpath that
is required for the client and the server is updated based on these changed
values.
Click Next. The following screen appears.

Step 4 - Packaging Jars
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Select the archives namely, client side archives or server side archives or both from the screen.
Click Next. The following screen appears

Step 5 - Packaging Miscellaneous files

Miscellaneous files refers to user defined conf files or any other text files other than WebNMS
files. Use the Browse option to locate the files to be added to the deployable archive in the above
screen. This is referred to as the Source. If a directory is selected then all the files present in the
directory are added to the deployable archive. All Miscellaneous files that are added are put
under the corresponding destination directory given. The Destination directory should be
relative to <WebNMS IoT Home> Click Next.
Note: Specify the stubs that are required for remote invocation from the client in the
list of misc files.

Step 6 -Packaging Help
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Select the directory where the help files are present from the screen as shown above. Only the
help files mentioned in the text field will be bundled with deployed product. Click Next.

Step 7 - Summary of Details

View the list of options that you have selected during this deployment process as shown above.
If you want to change any of these options you can go to the specific screen and then modify
them. Or click Finish to create an NMS Archive. The nar is created successfully. After the nar is
created the Application specific deployment Wizard quits. The main screen of the Deployment
Wizard appears. For more details on the procedure to install the Application specific nar read the
section Nar Installation - Specific Applications.
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Installing Applications Nar

•

Overview

•

Getting Started

•

Installation of Application NAR using NAR Installer

•

Installation of Application NAR using command line

•

Internal Operations performed by the NAR Installer

Overview
WebNMS is customizable, and all applications customized over WebNMS IoT can be extracted
using the Deployment tool and installed/uninstalled over WebNMS IoT either using the
Installer/Uninstaller tool or through the command line mode.
Refer to Deploying Applications Built over WebNMS IoT for a detailed explanation on creating a
nar for specific applications.

Getting Started
Click on the tab Installer/Uninstaller to install Application NAR.

Installation of Application Nar using the Installer/Uninstaller
Tool
•

Click on the Install button.

•

Choose the Deployed application nar from the directory where it is located by clicking the
Browse button. Click on the Install button to install the nar.

For details regarding uninstalling an application nar read the section Nar Uninstaller.

Installation of Application Nar using Command Line Mode
•

To install a deployed application nar run the script
CommandLineAppNarInstaller.bat\sh located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/developertools directory and specify as argument the absolute path of the
application nar. To provide the relative path as argument, the path specified has to be
relative to WebNMS IoT Home and not relative to the current directory.

•

For example if the absolute path of the application nar is
c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\Archive.nar the argument of the application nar to be installed
should be
commandLineAppInstaller.bat c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\Archive.nar
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For details regarding uninstalling an application nar from the command line mode read the
section UnInstallation of Application Nar using Command Line Mode

Internal Operations performed by the Nar Installer
The tables below list the files that are edited when a deployed application nar is installed.
File Name

File Location

Reason

launcher_conf.txt

<WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf

The server and client jars are
updated in the classpath of the
Server and Client respectively.

clientparameters.conf

<WebNMS IoT
Home>/conf

The client jars are updated in the
classpath of the Client.

startnms.sh/bat

<WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin

For editing CUSTOMPATH

In the nar installation process all the configuration files are replaced with the configuration files
present in the deployed NMS. On un-installing the replaced configurations files are removed and
the old configuration files are restored.
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Installing Device NAR

•

Overview

•

Getting Started

•

Step 1- Selecting Device NAR

•

Step 2 - Specifying Users

•

Step 3 - Configuring NMS Tree

•

Step 4 - Configuring Map Menus

•

Step 5 - Configuring List Menus

•

Internal operations performed by the NAR Installer

Overview
Any Application built for a specific device using the option Deploy Device Administration
Applications of the Deployment tool, can be extracted and installed over WebNMS IoT using the
Installer tool.
For a detailed explanation on creating a nar for device specific applications refer to -Deploy
Device Administration Applications.

Getting Started
•

Click on the NarInstall/UnInstall tab of the Deployment Tool.

Step 1- Selecting Device NAR
•

Click on the Install button.

•

Select the device specific nar file using the Browse option. Click on the OK button.

Step 2 - Specifying Users
The following screen appears
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.
•

Select the Web NMS users for whom the nar is to be installed. Click on the Next button.

•

Step 3 - Configuring NMS Tree
•

The following screen is invoked if the nar file is of type Nms Panel.

•

Please note this screen will not appear if the main class is not of type NmsPanel.

•

Provide NMS Tree information for each user selected in the previous screen. Select the
Check box Show in Web NMS Tree. Enter a Tree Node Name and a Tree icon file name.
The Tree node name that you specify will appear in the NMS Tree to help you invoke
your application. You cannot specify an already existing node name. Specify the Parent
Node. For selecting the Parent Node use the Select option available. Click on the Add
button to add the information to the table. For example if you have provided Node name
as Node and chosen Configuration as the Parent Node the Node will appear as a sub node
of the Parent node Configuration.

•

You can use the Advanced button to specify Menu File Name, Treepopup Menu and
Tablepopup Menu. These information are all user specific and the right XML file name
should be provided in the text fields for each menu. Initially the button is disabled .It is
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enabled when you use the Add button to add tree information to the table. Select a user
from the table and then click on the Advanced button. The selected user name appears
on the screen .The same procedure should be followed for all configured users. All these
advanced information are optional.
•

Click Next

Step 4 - Configuring Map Menus

•

You can now configure the map menu by typing in a Menu Name already existing or
giving a new Menu Name. Select an Image for showing your device in the map. Click on
the Next button.

Step 5 - Configuring List Menus
The following screen appears.
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•

Type in the Menu Name and Menu Item Name. If you want to give a transparent image
you can choose the Use Transparent image option and give an image by using the
Update option ,or else give the image by choosing each severity. The severity list is taken
from severityinfo.conf. Click on the Next button .This brings up a screen enlisting all
the options selected for installation. Now click on the Finish button to install the nar
successfully.

Internal Operations performed by the Installer
The table below lists the Files that are edited when a nar is installed
File Name

File Location

Reason for Editing

startApplicationClient.bat/sh

<Web NMS
Home>/bin

For editing NARPATH (path
set for jars used)

clientparameters.conf

<Web NMS
Home>/conf

For editing the Archive
tag with used jars.

launcher_conf.txt

<Web NMS
Home>/conf

For editing classpath for
Application Client

The table below lists the Files that are edited while installing a Device specific nar:
File Name

File Location

Reason for Editing

mapmenu

<Web NMS
Home>/users/<userFor invoking applications from
name>/mapmenus/<menu- map
filename>

listmenu

<Web NMS
Home>/users/<user-name>/ For invoking applications from
listmenus/<menulistmenu (networkdatabase)
filename>
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mapIcon.data <Web NMS Home>/conf

For updating the map icon for
the specified device.

listIcon.data

For updating the list icons for
the specified device.

<Web NMS Home>/conf
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Installing a Eclipse NAR
Overview
The NAR for the Eclipse EMS Project created using the Package Properties Wizard has to be
installed over WebNMS IoT. This task can be performed using the Nar Installer present in the
Deployment Wizard. The Installer wizard with an easy- to- use GUI helps you walk through the
process of installing the nar.

Getting Started
•

Click on the NarInstall/UnInstall tab of the Deployment Tool. Provide the following
information at each step in the Wizard.

Step 1 : Locating Eclipse Nar
•

Select the Eclipse NAR file to be installed using the Browse option. Click the OK button.

Step 2 : Selecting Installation location
•

Check the ReadMe for more details about the NAR.

•

Click Next to proceed.

Step 3 : Installing NAR
•

In the final screen click Install to install the nar.
Note: The Installer wizard allows only one nar (created in Eclipse) to be installed over
WebNMS IoT at one instance.

Command Line Eclipse NAR Installation
Follow the steps give below to Install a Eclipse NAR in Command Line Mode

Step 1
To install a deployed Eclipse NAR run the script
CommandLineStudioNarInstaller.bat\sh located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/developertools directory.

Step 2
Specify as argument the absolute path of the Eclipse NAR. To provide the relative
path as argument, the path specified has to be relative to WebNMS IoT Home and
not relative to the current directory.

Step 3
Specify the database for your Resource to be stored after specifying the absolute
path of the Eclipse NAR.
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Example
For example if the absolute path of the application nar is
c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\Archive.nar and the database is MySQL the argument of
the Eclipse NAR to be installed should be
commandLineEclipseInstaller.bat c:\<WebNMS_IoT_Home>\Archive.nar mysql
For details regarding uninstalling a Eclipse NAR in the command line mode read the
section Uninstalling Eclipse Project in WebNMS IoT.
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NAR Uninstaller

•

Overview

•

Uninstallation of Application NAR, Client Application NAR, Device Administration NAR and
Managed Object NAR

•

UnInstallation of Application NAR using Command Line Mode

•

Uninstallation of Eclipse NAR using Deployment Wizard

•

Uninstallation of Eclipse NAR using Command Line mode

Overview
All nars that are installed over WebNMS can be uninstalled, using the Uninstaller tool. Only
Deployed Application NARs and Eclipse NAR's can be uninstalled using the Tool and through
Command line mode.
The NAR Un- installer tool does the reverse process of what the NAR Installer does. The tool uninstalls the nar file, and reverts the changes made in both the configuration files and the menu
files to the normal format. The tool enables un-installation of one nar at one instance.
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Uninstallation of Application NAR, Client Application NAR,
Device Administration NAR and Managed Object NAR
From the main screen of the tool, select the nar file ( Application NAR, Client Application NAR,
Device Administration NAR or Managed Object NAR) to be un-installed and click the button
Uninstall. The nar file is un-installed and the configuration files are brought back to the original
format.
Note: If you want to un-install a nar of type NmsPanel with Show in Tree option, the
tool needs a database connection. If the driver engine is not running the selected nar
will not be un-installed. Start the driver engine to un-install the nar

UnInstallation of Application NAR using Command Line Mode
•

To uninstall a deployed application nar run the script
CommandLineAppNarUninstaller.bat\sh located in <Web NMS
Home>/bin/developertools directory and specify as argument the application NAR name.

•

For example if the name of the application NAR is Archive.nar the argument should be
CommandLineAppUninstaller.bat Archive.nar

Uninstallation of Eclipse NAR using Deployment Wizard
•

In the deployment scenario, the Eclipse NAR is created by the Package Properties Wizard
in the EclipsePlugin and installed over Web NMS using the Web NMS Installer Wizard. To
uninstall, click on the Eclipse NAR in the main screen of the Installer/Uninstaller Wizard. A
dialog appears. Click on the Uninstall button to uninstall the Eclipse NAR.

Uninstallation of Eclipse NAR using Command Line mode
•

To uninstall a Eclipse NAR run the script CommandLineStudioNarUnInstaller.bat\sh
located in <Web NMS Home>/bin/developertools directory and specify as argument the
Eclipse NAR name.

•

For example if the name of the Eclipse NAR is Archive.nar the argument should be
CommandLineEclipseUninstaller.bat/sh Archive.nar.
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Common Configuration
Common Server Configurations - Introduction
This section provides detailed information about the various server related configurations that
are done frequently. Configuring WebNMS IoT ports and the interfaces are some of the
frequently used configuration options.
The sections includes the following topics :

•

Configuring WebNMS IoT Ports

•

Configuring WebNMS IoT Interfaces

•

Starting WebNMS IoT behind a Firewall

•

Blocking WebNMS IoT Resources through Web Server

•

Processes Startup Options

•

Configuring WebNMS IoT Reports
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Configuring WebNMS IoT Ports
The ports used by WebNMS IoT and their specifications are given in the table below. These are
the default ports used by WebNMS IoT for processing information. You can also configure your
own port numbers. The steps to configure the same are listed below.
Port
Port Name and
Number
Description
- Type

9090

9089

69 UDP

This is used for
configuring the
Webclient
connection
port.
This is used for
configuring the
Data port.

This is used for
TFTP service.
This can be
closed if you
are not using
TFTP.

Configuration Steps

This can be changed by modifying the value for WEBSERVER_PORT
in <WebNMS IoT Home>/setEnv.bat

This can be changed by modifying the value for M2MDATA_PORT in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/setEnv.bat
This can be changed using the PORT parameter which is a
command line option for the PROCESS
com.adventnet.nms.tftp.NmsTftpServer in
NmsProcessesBE.conf under <WebNMS>/conf directory.
e.g.: ARGS TFTP_ROOT_DIRECTORY / PORT 2300
If this process is commented out, this port will not be used by
WebNMS IoT.
This can be changed using RMI_REG_PORT parameter in
serverparameters.conf under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

1099 TCP

Default RMI
Registry port.
This port is
e.g.: RMI_REG_PORT 2222 starts the rmiregistry in port 2222.
used in ClientServer
This port can be disabled by commenting out com.adventnet.nms.
communication. util.RunRmiRegistry process in both NmsProcessesBE.conf and
NmsProcessesFE.conf files.
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2000 TCP

NMS BE port.
This is used in
the
communication
between BE
and FE. If FE is
on the other
side of the
firewall, this
should be kept
open.

Can be configured by using the parameter NMS_BE_PORT for the
process NmsMainBE in serverparameters.conf file under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.>
e.g.: if this port is to be started in the port 2000, it can be specified
as
NMS_BE_PORT 2000
This can also be changed as a command line argument change for
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE while starting NMS.
Note : The command line argument takes higher precedence than
the one specified in serverparameters.conf file. This port cannot
be disabled.
This can be configured using the parameter
NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT in serverparameters.conf present in
<WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

Random
NMS FE
Number
Secondary Port
- TCP

NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT is used in the communication between
client and FE server. The communication between WebNMS IoT
client and server takes place through Sockets. To optimize the
traffic, two types of sockets are used, MainSocket
(and)GenericSocket. The GenericSocket is used by the Add-On
utilities provided by WebNMS IoT such as SAS. The GenericSocket
communication takes place through the
NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT.
This is the port used to communicate with the Management Server
as well.
By default, this port occupies a random number.
e.g.: NMS_FE_SECONDARY_PORT 36001
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This can be changed by changing the command line arguments to
com.adventnet.nms.agent.WebNMSAgentApp. This is started as
a process in BE. This entry is present as a PROCESS in the
NmsProcessesBE. conf file under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory. The change has to be done in ARGS of that process.

8001 UDP

WebNMS IoT
Agent port. This
port can be
closed if you
are not going to
query the agent
directly from
the client.

e.g.:
ARGS -snmpport 8002 NMP true -readCommunity public writeCommunity public -snmpVersion v2c -tl1port 9099 TL1
false -rmiport $NMS_RMI_REG_PORT RMI false -corbaport 1050
CORBA false -httpport 8030 HTTP false -htmlport 8050 HTML
true -maxThreads 2 TopoObserver true FaultObserver true
Authentication true
This port can be disabled by commenting out
com.adventnet.nms.jmxagent.WebNMSAgentApp process in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf file.

WebNMS IoT
Client Server
Random
communication
Number
port. You need
- TCP
to keep this
port open.

WebNMS IoT client server communication takes place through
socket connection. This port is used for client server
communication. If not specified, some random number is taken as
port and this port number is available in NMSSocketPort.html file
under <WebNMS IoT Home>/html directory. The port number can
be specified using the tag <PORT_TO_LISTEN> in
transportProvider.conf file placed in <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf
directory.
e.g.: <PORT_TO_LISTEN> 36002 </PORT_TO_LISTEN>
This port can be disabled only when the process
com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE is commented out in
NmsProcessesBE.conf. Please note that client cannot be connected
without this process.

SAS (SNMP
Applet Server)
port. In BE - FE
combination, all
SAS related
Random information are
Number passed through
a socket. This
- TCP
port is required
only when you
give any port
number for
SAS.
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By default a random number is used as SAS port. This can be
changed using SAS_PORT parameter that is a command line option
for the PROCESS com.adventnet.nms.sas.NMSSAServer in
NmsProcessesBE.conf under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.
e.g.: ARGS APPLET_DIRECTORY html SERVER_CLIENT
test.TestSvrClient LOG_CLASS
com.adventnet.nms.util.LogMessage REGISTER_CLIENT
com.adventnet.nms.trap.sas.RegisterClientImpl SAS_PORT 4500
This port can be disabled by commenting out the process
com.adventnet.nms.sas.NMSSAServer in NmsProcessesBE.conf.
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By default, a random number is used as Config Server port. This can
be changed using CONFIG_SERVER_PORT parameter which is a
command line option for the PROCESS
com.adventnet.nms.config.NmsConfigurationServer in
NmsProcessesBE.conf under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf directory.

Random
Config Server
Number
port
- TCP

e.g.: ARGS CONFIG_SERVER_PORT 2300 CONFIG_AUDIT_MODE
RDBMS AUDIT_LEVEL 2 CONFIG_UPDATER_MODEL
com.adventnet.nms.config.MOConfigUpdater
CLEAN_AUDIT_INTERVAL 1 INVENTORY_HANDLER
com.adventnet.nms.config.NmsInventoryHandler
AUTHORIZATION_INTERFACE
com.adventnet.management.config.AuthorizationInterfaceImpl
CONFIG_PERSISTENCE_MODE RDBMS
This port is available in the CSPORT.html file under <WebNMS IoT
Home>/html directory, and will be created only when WebNMS IoT
is started at least once. This port can be disabled by commenting
out the process
com.adventnet.nms.config.NmsConfigurationServer in the
NmsProcessesBE.conf file.
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The RMI APIs provided by WebNMS IoT open the client and server
sockets, which need to be opened in a port. For configuring the
firewall, all the ports used by WebNMS IoT and the Port for RMI
should be made accessible to all the users. The port to be used by
RMI can be made accessible to all the users by following the steps
explained below.

RMI Server
Socket Port.
This port is
Random
used only when
Number
WebNMS IoT is
started behind
a firewall.

At first, make sure that the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java is started in a
port which can be accessed by all the users. This can be done by
specifying such a port number in the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java file.
The port in which the RMI API opens the client and server sockets
can be controlled through the option provided by Java where we can
give our own implementation for RMISocketFactory. More
information about RMISocketFactory can be obtained from the
Javadoc. You can choose a port which allows universal access to all
users and specify that port number in the
RMISocketFactoryImpl.java.
public ServerSocket createServerSocket(int port) throws
IOException
{
if(port == NmsUtil.getRegistryPort())
{
return new
ServerSocket(port,0,InetAddress.getLocalHost());
}
else
{
return new
ServerSocket(6010,0,InetAddress.getLocalHost());
}
}
In the place of 'port' in the above file, you have to specify the port
which can be accessed by all the users.
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The SUM port refers to the Port used by Smart Update Manager on
the Server and Client sides separately.
Configuration :
Specify the port number where the server must run. The port
number can be specified in the Port attribute in the
UpdatemanagerServer node. If "0" is specified, the server starts is
some random port and the port number will be written in a file and
saved in the specified location.
<UpdateManagerServer Port="9999" SmartUpdate="false"
DownLoadEnabled="true">
....
</UpdateManagerServer>

Random
SUM Port
Number

Specify the file that has the port number where the server is started.
When the Port is specified as "0", the server starts in some random
port and the port number is stored in a file. This file and its path are
configurable. You can
specify the file name as shown below.
<Transport>
...
<Properties Name="PortFilePath" Value="html/SUMPort.html" />
</Transport>
Specify the file that has the port number where the server is started
:
When the Port is specified as "0"in the server, the server starts in
some random port and the port number is stored in a file. This file
and its path are configurable. You can specify the file name as
shown below. The port number from this file will be used for
connecting the client to the server.
<Transport>
...
<Properties Name="PortFilePath" Value="html/SUMPort.html" />
</Transport>

The port used by PostgreSQL is 5432. This is used in the communication between BE and FE. This
port should be kept open if FE is on the other side of the firewall.
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Configuring WebNMS IoT Interfaces
In the earlier version, for each interface (e.g., event filter), a separate conf file was maintained..
This trend increased the number of conf files used and it was difficult to keep track of the conf
files being added for each interface. To avoid this, a common conf file (i.e., nmsinterfaces.conf)
was maintained with a key and its implementing class. The method loadinterfacesList() in the
NmsUtil class loads all the implementation classes specified in the nmsInterfaces.conf and
returns a map of entries specified in the file. User needs to specify the key and the
implementation class in the conf file.

Example
The key will be trapStore for a Custom Trap Receiver module.
<NMS_INTERFACES_CONF>
<INTERFACES
trapStore="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.trapstore.TrapStore"
topoToFault="com.adventnet.nms.eventdb.EventGenerator"/>
</NMS_INTERFACES_CONF>
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Starting WebNMS IoT behind a Firewall
This section explains how the WebNMS IoT can be started behind a firewall. Fire walls act as
barriers preventing unauthorized access to a network. Fire walls are used for security purposes.
They act as entrance through which authorized people may pass and others not.
The WebNMS IoT can be successfully run behind a firewall. This facility will enable the user to
authorize access to WebNMS IoT to some people and deny authorization for others. In the
Configuring WebNMS IoT Ports topic, we have a list of ports used by the WebNMS IoT. In addition
to those ports, RMI APIs provided by WebNMS IoT open client and server sockets, which also
need to be opened in yet another port. For configuring the firewall, all the ports used by
WebNMS IoT and the Port for RMI should be made accessible to all the users. The port to be
used by RMI can be made accessible to all the users by following the steps explained below.
At first, make sure that the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java is started in a port which can be
accessed by all the users. This is a sample program available at <WebNMS IoT
Home>/examples/firewall folder.This can be done by specifying such a port number in the
RMISocketFactoryImpl.java file. The port on which RMI API opens client and server sockets can
be controlled through the option provided by java where we can give our own implementation
for RMISocketFactory. More information about RMISocketFactory can be obtained from the
Javadoc given for RMISocketFactory. You can choose a port which allows universal access to all
users and specify that port number in the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java as explained below.
The code snippet shown below is from the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java.
public ServerSocket createServerSocket(int port) throws IOException
{
if(port == NmsUtil.getRegistryPort())
{
return new ServerSocket(port,0,InetAddress.getLocalHost());
}
else
{
return new ServerSocket(6010,0,InetAddress.getLocalHost());
}
}
In the place of 'port' in the above file, you have to specify the port which can be accessed by all
the users.
To run NMS with Firewall setup, execute the following steps
•

Compile the RMISocketFactoryImpl.java and NmsInFirewall.java files, present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>/examples/firewall.

•

Go to startnms.sh/bat under <WebNMS Home>/bin directory and make the following
changes:
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Instead of calling the com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainBE, replace that with
test.NmsInFirewall file, keeping all the arguments of NmsMainBE without any change.
If you have installed the Front-end server separately, and if there is a firewall between the BE
and FE, you need to make the following changes.

The BE initializes a random TCP session to the FE. This is because the FE Server registers with BE
Server as a Remote Observer to get notifications like adding a new user and adding a new
Managed Object etc. So whenever BE sends a notification to FE Server, a RMI connection is
established to FE Server, which lasts for few seconds till the remote method call returns. This
mechanism is called as RMI Callback.
By default, the BE establishes this connection to the FE on a random port. To overcome this, you
need to convert this random port on FE to static one. Following are the steps to achieve the
same.
•

Copy the files RMISocketFactoryImpl.java and NmsInFirewall.java present in <BE
Home>/examples/firewall. directory to the FE package.

•

In RMISocketFactoryImpl.java, change the value of port variable to any static value.

•

Compile the files RMISocketFactoryImpl.java and NmsInFireWall.java and place
these class files under <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes directory of the WebNMS IoT FE
package, i.e in the machine where the FE server is installed. Note that, the server socket
port configured must be kept open in FE.

•

Go to startnmsFE.sh/bat under <WebNMS Home>/bin directory and make the following
changes:
Instead of calling the com.adventnet.nms.startnms.NmsMainFE, replace that entry
with test.NmsInFireWall, keeping all the arguments of NmsMainFE unchanged.
Note: In the case of NAT fire wall environment, using RMI from client or via API, from a
machine outside NAT will not work. This is because the host name in the RMI handle
refers to the internal IP.
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Blocking WebNMS IoT Resources through Web Server
This topic explains how you can prevent the access to WebNMS IoT resources, such as
configuration files, binary files, and other sources from a web browser (when the WebNMS IoT
server is running). By default the directory listing through browser (For e.g.,
http://localhost:9090/logs lists all the existing log files) is not allowed. This is achieved by
configuring the listings parameter as false in <TOMCAT Home>/conf/web.xml. In addition to that,
Tomcat 's security-constraint parameter is also made use of, to prevent the downloading or
viewing of directories and files which are not needed to client (through http).
If you want to prevent the users from accessing the WebNMS IoT resources on the machine
where the server runs, follow the below steps.
All these configurations explained in this topic can be done in web.xml file located in the
<WebNMS IoT Home>/apache/tomcat/conf directory.
You will find the following entries in the web.xml file.
<security-constraint>
<web-resource-collection>
<web-resource-name>Folders to be blocked</web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>/adventnet_specifications/*</url-pattern>
......
......
......
<url-pattern>/conf/DBDefaultProperties.xml</url-pattern>
<url-pattern>/conf/DBObjects.conf</url-pattern>
</web-resource-collection>
<auth-constraint>
<role-name></role-name>
</auth-constraint>
</security-constraint>
You can also add / remove the directories / files as per your needs.
Note: By default all possible directories and files are prevented access. Hence
ensure that you do not block any default WebNMS IoT directories.
•

Blocking both directory and files

•

Blocking a directory, allowing files

Blocking both directory and files
If you want to block the <WebNMS IoT Home>/users directory and the files in it, make the
following:
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Add the following line between the security-constraint tags.
<url-pattern>/users/*</url-pattern>
Where, users is considered to be located in <WebNMS IoT Home> directory. Similarly you can
block other custom directories.
When you attempt to open any blocked directory or file, HTTP 403 error results.

Blocking a directory, allowing files
In some cases, you can prevent a directory from being accessed, but allow the access to some of
the files in it. In such case, all other files (which should not be shown in the browser) should be
configured in the security-constraint tag in web.xml file. For e.g., You can observe the following
entries which prevents the LICENSE related files from being shown in the browser.
<url-pattern>/classes/LICENCE_COMMONS_FILEUPLOAD.txt</url-pattern>
<url-pattern>/classes/LICENSE_ACTIVATION.txt</url-pattern>
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Processes Startup Option
Startup Option for this module includes :
•

BE Startup Options

•

FE Startup Options

BE Startup Options
•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry

•

com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule

Process
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry
Functionality
Starts RMI Registry as a WebNMS IoT module
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry rmiregistry
Arguments - Null.
Dependencies
Other Process Dependencies
All the processes that bind remote API into the RMI registry are dependent on this process. This
is a mandatory process and hence should not be disabled.
This process starts RMI Registry and hence if this is not available, no process can be bound to the
RMI Registry. So, all the processes that bind remote API into RMI registry are dependent on this
process.
Process
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule
Functionality
To start WebContainer for serving JSPs and Servlets
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule
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Arguments - Null
Other Process Dependencies
Nil. However, all servlets and JSPs are executed through this process. If this process is disabled,
clients cannot be connected. This process is mandatory.

FE Startup Options
Process
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry
Functionality
Starts RMI Registry as a WebNMS IoT module.
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.util.RunRmiRegistry rmiregistry
Arguments - Null.
Dependencies
In BE/FE combination, if RunRmiRegistry is running in BE, this process will not run in FE.
Other Process Dependencies
All the processes that bind remote API into the RMI registry.
This is a mandatory process and hence should not be commented out. If this process is running
in BE, it won't start in FE. This process starts RMI Registry and hence if this is not available, no
process can be bound to the RMI Registry. So, all the processes that bind remote API into RMI
registry are dependent on this process.
Process
com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule
Functionality
To start the Tomcat Web container in the FE Server.
Declaration
java com.adventnet.nms.util.RunJSPModule
Arguments - Null
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Dependencies
This process can be started independently.
Other Process Dependencies
All servlets and JSPs are executed through this process. If this process is commented out, clients
cannot be connected. If this process is running in BE, it won't start in FE.
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Configuring WebNMS IoT Reports

•

Overview

•

Types of Reports

•

Structure of the File

•

Reporting Parameters
o

ReportManagement.xml

o

NmsProcessesBE.conf

Overview
The configurations for generating various types of reports is done in ReportManagement.xml.
Reports such as general, archieving, and cleanup reports can be generated. Reports can also be
scheduled from ReportManagement.xml file. The types of reports and the parameters that can
be configured in ReportsManagement.xml file is explained in this document. Based on the
parameters provided, the reports can be grouped as periodic or non-periodic reports.

Types of Reports
Types of reports can be broadly categorized as Periodic and Non-Periodic. This is achieved
through the parameter settings for the report.

Periodic
Periodic reports can be scheduled to be run at specific time intervals. For example you can
configure an hourly report to be run after an specified interval of time eg. 6 hours. The report
will be generated periodically every 6 hours after the previous report generation is completed.

Non - Periodic
Daily reports that are generated at a specified time daily is Non-Periodic report. This report
generation starts at a specified time, and does not depend on the time of completion of the
previous report. For example, daily report that is always started 00.00 hrs.

Structure of the File
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The configuration for a report is done within the REPORT tag. The ID and className are the
mandatory fields in a report entry. The ID distinguishes the report, and the className holds the
report class, which is written implementing the ReportIfc interface. The parameters handled
inside the implementation class is specified within the PROPERTY-GROUP tag. Based on the
requirement, the parameters must be specified for the report within the REPORT tag. Reports
can be scheduled DAILY or WEEKLY, or can be scheduled to be run at a specific time on a
particular day of the week, or particular day of the month.
Example : To invoke an report after every hour, the following entry is configured in the
ReportsManagement.xml file. The report parameters are specified within the REPORT tag. The
parameters that are handled in the implementation class is provided within the PROPERTYGROUP tag.

<REPORT id="ARCHIVE_HOURLY_DATA" executeInterval="1" executeIntervalUnit="HOURS"
className="com.adventnet.nms.server.dataarchiver.DefaultDataArchiveIfcImpl">
<PROPERTY-GROUP>
<PROPERTY name="SOURCE_TABLE_NAME" value="STATSDATA,DECIMALDATA"/>
<PROPERTY name="PARENT_TABLE_NAME" value="POLLEDDATA"/>
<PROPERTY name="TARGET_TABLE_NAME" value="STATSAGGREGATIONHOURLY"/>
.
.
.
</PROPERTY-GROUP>
</REPORT>

Reporting Parameters
ReportManagement.xml

Parameter

Description

ID

The unique ID of the report.

className

The name of the class implementing the ReportIfc interface.

executeInterval

The interval at which the report generation is executed.
Eg.
executeInterval="1" executeIntervalUnit="DAYS"
The report will be generated everyday. The first report call will be
at 00.00.
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executeIntervalUnit

The unit on which the executeInterval is based.
Eg.
executeInterval="1" executeIntervalUnit="HOURS"
The report will be generated every hour. The first report call be at
the round-off time after the server is started. For example if server
is started at 10.45 A.M. the first report generation will happen at
11.00 A.M. And the corresponding reports will be generated every
hour.

dependsOn

Another report on which this report is dependent.
Eg.
<DATA_ARCHIVE id="ARCHIVE_DAILY_DATA" HOUR="24"
MINUTES="40" DAY_OF_THE_MONTH="*"
className="com.adventnet.nms.server.dataarchiver.FaultDataArc
hiveIfcImpl"
dependsOn="ARCHIVE_HOURLY_DATA">
The report "ARCHIVE_DAILY_DATA" will be executed only when
"ARCHIVE_HOURLY_DATA" is completed. Here
ARCHIVE_HOURLY_DATA is another report that is configured in
ReportManagement.xml file.
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runOnInitialisation

To specify whether the report generation should run on server
startup.
Eg.
<DATA_ARCHIVE id="FAULTARCHIVE_DAILY_DATA" HOUR="24"
MINUTES="40" DAY_OF_THE_MONTH="*"
className="com.adventnet.nms.server.dataarchiver.FaultDataArc
hiveIfcImpl" runOnInitialisation="true">
Eg.
<DATA_ARCHIVE id="FAULTARCHIVE_DAILY_DATA" HOUR="*"
DAY_OF_THE_MONTH="*"
className="com.adventnet.nms.server.dataarchiver.FaultDataArc
hiveIfcImpl" runOnInitialisation="true">
In the above case where a HOURLY report is scheduled with
runOnInitialisation set to "true", and INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY is set
as 600 (10 minutes). If the server is started at 10.55 A.M, the
reported will be started at 11.00 based on the HOUR schedule. The
INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY will not be effective in this case as it is later
than the HOUR schedule.
Alternatively, if server is started at 10.45, with
INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY set as 600 (10 minutes), the report will be
started at 10.55 A.M. based on INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY, and again
the report will be started at 11.00 based on the HOUR schedule .

HOUR

To specify the hour at which the report is to be generated.
Eg:
HOUR="2,18"
DAY_OF_THE_WEEK="MON,TUE "
The report will be generated at 2:00:00 A.M and 6:00:00 P.M on
Mondays and Tuesdays. If the HOUR is set, other parameters daily
and weekly should not be set to true.
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MINUTES

To specify the minutes at which the report is to be generated.
Eg:
HOUR="2,18" MINUTES="40"
MINUTES="40" report will be generated at 2:40:00 A.M and 6:40:00
P.M.
The MINUTES parameter is used in a combination along with
HOURS.

DAILY

To specify that the report must be generated daily.
Eg:
DAILY="true"
Report will get generated daily at 00:00:00 A.M. The default value
for daily is set to false. If daily is set to true, other parameters
weekly, hour, DAY_OF_THE_WEEK and DAY_OF_THE_MONTH
should not be set.

WEEKLY

To specify that the report must be generated weekly.
Eg. WEEKLY="true"
Report will be generated every week on Sunday at 00:00:00 A.M.
The default value for weekly is set to false. If weekly is set to true,
other parameters weekly, hour, DAY_OF_THE_WEEK and
DAY_OF_THE_MONTH should not be set.

DAY_OF_THE_WEEK

To specify the week day at which the report is to be generated.
Eg. HOUR="2,18" DAY_OF_THE_WEEK="MON,TUE "
The report will be generated at 2:00:00 A.M and 6:00:00 P.M on
Mondays and Tuesdays. If hour is set other parameters daily and
weekly should not be set to true.

DAY_OF_THE_MONTH

To specify the day of the month at which the report is to be
generated.
Eg. HOUR="2" DAY_OF_THE_MONTH="11-20"
The report will be generated on 11 th to 20 th of every month at
the specified hours. When this parameter is set, the hour of report
generation should also be specified using hour.
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NmsProcessesBE.conf

Parameter
INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY

Description
The value provided for the DataMgmtRPI process to delay
the start of the initial report generation after the server
startup. This parameter is used with
runOnInitialisation="true" in ReportManagement.xml file.
Eg.
INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY 1200
For configuring 20 minutes delay)
The default value is set as 600 (10 mins) as
INITIAL_REPORT_DELAY - 600

Note: Reports can also be scheduled implementing the following interfaces ArchiveIfc,
CleanUpIfc, and Reporter also.
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Guidelines to Build and Package Your Application
Guidelines to Build and Package Your Application: Introduction

•

Overview

•

Summary: Links to Other Documents

•

Glossary

Overview
WebNMS IoT is customized using the Eclipse Plugin. The customized product is packaged and
tested before being shipped. The set of documents here provides guidelines to maintain the
development environment viz. your customizations, the build environment and finally packaging
the product.
The different stages in the life cycle of a customized product are shown in the image below:

Summary: Links to Other Documents
Given below are the general steps to be executed in the development environment (as shown in
the diagram above) for customizing WebNMS IoT:
•

Perform WebNMS IoT server-side and client-side customization using Eclipse Plugin.

•

Create a directory structure in the versioned repository for checking in your customized
source files.
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•

Generate an automated build using a build script.

•

Release the Customized Product (as Complete Package or Service Pack).

Glossary
•

Base Product: It is the platform version of the product over which customizations are
performed.

•

Build: It is a packaged file (EXE, ZIP BIN) comprising all customizations applied over the
base product.

•

Build Script: It is a script file, which automates the creation of the build. It is usually an
ANT or a Shell script file.

•

Complete Package: It is a mode of packaging the customized product as EXE or ZIP or
BIN. It is usually considered for major releases of the product.

•

Service Pack (SP): It is a mode of packaging the product updates as ".ppm" file. These
product updates can be deployed over the previously released product.
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Setting Up Development Environment

•

Overview
•

Version Control System

•

Directory Structure

•

Build Script

Overview
The very first stage of development is to set-up the development environment. The constituents
for setting up a development environment are
•

Source code control system, e.g., CVS, RCS, etc., for versioning your files.

•

Directory structure for storing your Web NMS customizations (projects directories
created using EclipsePlugin).

•

Build Script for generating an automated build.

The three main environment setups you need to do before starting development are

Version Control System
A version control system is required to version and maintain your customizations.
You can plug in your own version control system using the EclipsePlugin in Studio
tool.

Directory Structure
A suitable directory structure must be created in the version control system for
storing the WebNMS IoT customizations. The EclipsePlugin tool follows a particular
directory convention for storing the WebNMS IoT customizations. The tool also
interfaces with the version control system to check-in your customizations.
Before proceeding further, it is important to know the default package structure of
WebNMS IoT. It contains several configuration files, such as jars, classes, etc. Please
refer to the document " Package Structure" for more details.
Also, refer to "Details on Directory Structure" for the detail directory structure of
Eclipse EMS projects.

Build Script
A build script is used for generating an automated build. Please refer to the topic
"Generating Automated Build" for more details on writing build scripts.
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Generating Automated Build

•

Overview

•

Guidelines to Write Build Script

Overview
A build consolidates the customizations performed over the base product. It is triggered by a
build script, which can be automated to schedule periodically, e.g., daily build. The build script
performs the following:
•

Checks out and consolidates the customized files, from the repository.

•

Adds the customized files with the base version of the product.

•

Re-brands the product.

•

Packages the product, e.g., EXE or ZIP or PPM (based on the type of product release)

Guidelines to Write Build Script
The guidelines for writing the build script are given below. Please verify that you maintain the
following in the versioned repository as they are required for generating the build.
1. Zipped WebNMS IoT (or the Base Product)
2. Your Customizations

Step 1: Check Out or Copy Source
The build script must check out the following from the versioned repository.
1. Zipped WebNMS IoT
2. Your Customizations (i.e., Client Builder and Eclipse Customization)
If there is no versioned repository, then the build script must copy all the
customizations (i.e., project sources) in a separate <build_directory> of the system.
Note: In case of manual customizations, all the customized source files are to
be checked out from the repository.

Step 2: Compile Source
The following steps are to be executed by the build script:
1. Extract the zipped WebNMS IoT (or base product) in the <build_directory>.
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2. Set the classpath for the build.
3. Compile all the checked out (in the <build_directory>) project sources using
the "javac" command.

Step 3: Create NAR
The build script must execute the below given steps to create NAR for the respective
projects:
•

Client Builder projects (i.e., Chassis and Configuration projects)
1. Use the packager tool namely startCmdLinePackager.bat/sh
located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/Studio Tools/ClientBuilder/bin
directory, for creating the Client Builder project NARs.
2. Place the Chassis and Configuration project NARs into the following
directory:
<WebNMS IoT Home>/Studio Tools/Studio/<project_name>/WebNMS
IoT/NetMonitor/build

Prerequisites
At least once, you need to create the Chasis and Configuration projects (using the
respective IDEs) and import their respective NARs into the Eclipse EMS project using the
"Client Application Import Wizard".
•

EMS project:
1. Create EMS application NAR using the packager tool, namely
startCmdLinePackager.bat/sh located in <WebNMS
IoTHome>/StudioTools/Studio/bin directory.

Prerequisites
Create a EMS application NAR using the Eclipse IDE at least once before creating the
final NAR for the build. This NAR comprises the imported Client Builder project NARs
and the additional resources, e.g. image, jsp, xml files etc. (as per requirement).

Step 4: Deploy NAR on Unzipped WebNMS IoT
The created NAR is deployed over WebNMS IoT using the
"CommandLineAppNarInstaller.bat\sh" tool located in <WebNMS IoT
Home>/bin/developertools directory. Please refer to the document "Installing
Application NAR" for more details.

Step 5: Package the Product
There are two types of packaging:
1. Complete Packaging (i.e., EXE or ZIP or BIN)
2. Service Pack (i.e., PPM)
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Creating Complete Package

•

Overview

•

Complete Packaging Using Build Script

Overview
A complete package comprises all the customizations applied over base WebNMS IoT. It is
usually of the format EXE or ZIP or BIN and is conventionally a major (i.e.,first) release of a
product.

Complete Packaging Using Build Script
The build script can handle the packaging of the product. Please refer to "Guidelines to Write
Build Script" for more details on the same. Even before proceeding with the build script, please
refer to the below given common guidelines provided as a checklist for packaging the product:
1. Bundle your customizations over the base version of WebNMS IoT.
2. Bundle the user-defined configuration files, (if any).
3. If you have modified any JSP file, compile them before packaging them.
4. If you have localized the application, bundle all the necessary resource bundles.
5. Bundle the necessary JRE/JDK to run the application. When you deliver platformspecific downloads, make sure that you package platform-specific JRE, Tomcat
Web server, script/shell files, etc.
6. Bundle all the third-party resources, help documents, etc.
7. Make sure that you have given the necessary "execute" permissions for all the
scripts and batch files you have written.
8. Finally, create a zip of the <WebNMS IoT Home> directory to get the complete
build of the customized WebNMS IoT application.
After executing the first four steps of writing a build script, you need to follow the below
given steps to create a complete package of the product:
•

Trim the Product
If you want to trim down the size of your product then you can remove the desired
WebNMS IoT modules. Please contact nms-support@webnms.com for the guidelines to
trim your product. Based on the guidelines, you can incorporate the procedure of
trimming your product in the build script even for generating the daily build.

•

Create a Complete Package (i.e. Step 5)
You can create an EXE or ZIP or BIN of the complete product.
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Creating Service Pack

•

Overview

•

Procedure to Create a Service Pack

Overview
A service pack (SP) comprises the modifications (i.e. bug fixes and enhancements) of the
previous (complete) released product. It is a file with a .ppm extension and can be applied only
over the base product ( in your case the customized application).
The steps that are executed for creating a service pack of your customized WebNMS IoT are as
follows:
1. Download the latest WebNMS IoT's Service Pack version (SPn.ppm file) and apply
over the customized WebNMS IoT. You can verify the files modified using the
UpdateManager.bat/sh tool located in <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin directory.
2. Update your development environment with the SP modifications and perform
further customizations.
3. Update your repository with the modifications.
4. Update the build script.
5. Generate the automated daily build.
6. Apply the customizations over (WebNMS IoT + SPn.ppm) build.
7. Trim the customized WebNMS IoT.
8. Create a new product EXE or ZIP e.g. EMS 1.1. Here, you have two options:
•

Ship the product as complete package
(or)

•

Create a Service Pack (SP) using the Service Pack Creation Tool

The diagram shown below gives a better understanding on creation of Service Pack
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Procedure to Create Service Pack
The PPM can be created by using the "Service Pack Creation" tool , which requires to be licensed,
separately. The tool takes in two inputs.
1. Your previous complete release. For example, EMS 1.0 zip
2. Your current complete release For example, EMS1.1 zip
With the above inputs the tool takes a difference and create the .ppm file i.e. Service Pack. For
example, assume your previous complete release was EMS 1.0 and now you want to release a
product update. Then, you need to create a complete package such as EMS 1.1. Next, provide the
EMS 1.0.zip and EMS 1.1.zip as inputs to the "Service Pack Creation" tool. The tool takes the
difference and creates the ppm, automatically.
The diagram given below provides a better understanding:
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Advantages of PPM File
•

It can be created once and installed for multiple type of deployments such as combo (BE
+ FE) with standalone client, distributed set-up, single set-up and separate BE with (FE +
Client) set-up. Refer to "Context" for more details.

•

Verifies product name and version before installation.

•

Verifies the .ppm file version before installation thereby preventing unnecessary
overwriting of files.

•

Does not overwrite the configuration files but merges the changes alone.

•

Does not modify any customizations done (by a customer) in a configuration file e.g.
.conf, .xml, .txt etc.,

Please contact nms-support@webnms.com for more details on the Service Pack Creation tool.
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Third Party Components
Upgrading Third Party Components
WebNMS IoT is bundled with many third party component software that have been used to build
its framework. You may want to use different versions of these software. Follow the links given
below to upgrade versions of any third party software bundled with WebNMS IoT.

•

Upgrading JRE

•

Upgrading MySQL and PostgreSQL

•

Upgrading Miscellaneous Jars
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Upgrading JRE
WebNMS IoT is bundled with JRE 1.7.0. If you need to use a different version of JRE, set the
classpath in <WebNMS IoT Home>/setEnv.bat/.sh to point to the new installation of JRE. Follow
the steps given here for other file changes.
•

Change the JAVA_HOME variable in the following files under <WebNMS IoT Home>
File Name

File Location

IDLtoJObjectsTool.sh/bat

/bin/developertools/

UpdateManager.sh/bat

/bin/

setEnv.sh/bat

<WebNMS IoT Home>

javaEnv.sh/.bat

/StudioTools/

generate.sh/.bat

/dbutil/

•

Make the relevant changes in Deployment.xml under <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/
directory.

•

To generate traps using the WebNMS IoT Trap Generator change the JAVA_HOME
variable in all the .sh/.bat files under <WebNMS IoT Home>/genTrap/ directory.

Note: If you have installed the new version of JRE inside <WebNMS IoT Home> the JAVA_HOME
can be set as follows.
JAVA_HOME=$NMS_HOME/jre1.7.0_03 (for linux machines)
JAVA_HOME=%NMS_HOME%/jre1.7.0_03 (for windows machines)
With the above changes, WebNMS IoT should start up with your version of JRE.
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Upgrading PostgreSQL and MySQL

Upgrading PostgreSQL
To use a different version of the PostgreSQL database and driver, make the below changes in the
specified files.
•

Change the PGSQL_HOME and DB_CLASSPATH path variables to point to the new version
of PostgreSQL database and driver respectively in setEnv.sh/.bat under <WebNMS IoT
Home>.

•

Change the PGSQL_HOME path variable to point to the new version of PostgreSQL
database in startPostgreSQL.bat under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/ directory.

•

Make the relevant changes in launcher_conf.txt <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/ directory.

With the above changes, start the WebNMS IoT Server using startnms.sh/.bat. WebNMS IoT
should run with the new version of PostgreSQL.

Upgrading MySQL
To use a different version of the MySQL database and driver, make the specified changes in the
following files.
•

Change the MYSQL_HOME and DB_CLASSPATH path variables to point to the new version
of MySQL database and driver respectively in setEnv.sh/.bat under <WebNMS IoT Home>.

•

Change the MYSQL_HOME path variable to point to the new version of MySQL database
in startMySQL.sh/.bat under <WebNMS IoT Home>/bin/ directory.

•

Make the relevant changes in launcher_conf.txt <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/ directory.

In MySQL5.7 or higher, we do not set any sql_mode. If you are installing a new version of MySQL
using executable, ensure that the "strict mode" is disabled. If "strict mode" is enabled, then it
means a mode where at least one of STRICT_TRANS_TABLES or STRICT_ALL_TABLES is enabled. If
the mode is enabled, there may be issues during restoration of backed up data with the error
message Reason : Data truncation: Data too long for column.
The sql_mode setting can be verified using the following command:
mysql> SELECT @@sql_mode; // lists the SQL mode set in your MySQL server.

The sql_mode can be set using the following command:
mysql> set session sql_mode=''; // sets the sql_mode to empty thus disabling the strict mode

With the above changes, start the WebNMS IoT Server using startnms.sh/.bat. WebNMS IoT
should run with the new version of MySQL.
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Upgrading Miscellaneous Jars
The other third party jars found under <WebNMS IoT Home>/classes and <WebNMS IoT
Home>/classes/hbnlib directories and under <WebNMS IoT Home>/WEB-INF/lib directory for the
Application Client and Web Client, respectively are part of the WebNMS IoT framework. If you
need to use a different version of these jars just replace the existing jar under the respective
directories with the new jar.
Note: Ensure that all jars are placed within the <WebNMS IoT Home> directory. It is
recommended that you retain the existing name for any jar file being replaced so that you
need not reset the classpath wherever it is referenced.
The following table lists all the miscellaneous third party jars used with WebNMS IoT, along with
the files in which path changes to that jar need to be reflected. The files are present under
<WebNMS IoT Home>.
Name of the Jar

Purpose in
WebNMS IoT

Path Changes

activation.jar

Includes classes
that make up
the Java
setEnv.sh/.bat
Activation
Framework (JAF)

Mail.jar

Includes APIs to
build Java based
email client
applications. It
setEnv.sh/.bat
uses JAF for
data content
handling.

Specifies
standard Java
interfaces to be
JimiProClasses.jar used in a
distributed
transaction
environment.
jaxp.jar
crimson.jar
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XML related
jars, used to

/setEnv.sh*
/bin/developertools/BeanBuilder.sh*
/bin/developertools/BeanBuilderMigrationWizard.sh*
/bin/developertools/DBXmlTool.sh*
/bin/developertools/IDLtoJObjectsTool.sh*
/bin/developertools/idltoxml.sh*
/bin/developertools/startThemeManager.sh*
/bin/UpdateManager.sh*
/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/setEnv.sh*
/setEnv.sh*
/bin/developertools/startThemeManager.sh*
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provide XML
support.
xalan.jar

/bin/UpdateManager.sh*
/conf/launcher_conf.txt
/conf/WebNMS.jnlp
/bin/developertools/DeploymentWizard.sh*
/bin/developertools/IDLtoJObjectTool.sh*
/conf/Deployment.xml
/dbutil/generate.sh*
/lib/java_service.ini

openorb_tools1.2.0.jar

CORBA
implementation,
/bin/developertools/IDLToJObjectsTool.sh*
used to identify
/bin/developertools/idltoxml.sh*
openorb-1.2.0.jar CORBA nodes
on the network

bsh-1.2b3.jar

Java source
interpreter with
object scripting
language
features

/setEnv.sh*
/bin/browsers/CLIBrowser.sh*

jcvs.jar

This provides a
complete CVS
client/server
protocol
package to
implement CVS
operations thru
Java programs.

/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/bin/setCommonEnv.sh*
/bin/developertools/BeanBuilder.sh*
/StudioTools/Studio/bin/setCommonEnv.sh*

jython.jar

Java
implementation
of Python. Used
by Web NMS
Studio

/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/bin/setCommonEnv.sh*
/bin/CLIBrowser.sh*
/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/bin/startTL1AgentSimulator.sh*
/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/bin/startSNMPAgentSimulator.sh*
/StudioTools/ClientBuilder/bin/startNonUIAgent.sh*

jnlp.jar

This API
provides
additional
information to
the application
that would
otherwise not
be available
using the
standard JSDK

/bin/startApplicationClient.sh*

The Struts
struts.jar (version utilities are used
1.1.)
by the Web
Client.
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jstl.jar (version
1.2)

The JSP
Standard Tag
library (JSTL) is
used by the
Web Client.

jgraph (version
1.3 for JRE1.3)

The JGraphs
utilities are used
by the Web
Client.

taglibs-mailer

Used by Web
Client for
constructing
web pages for
sending mails.

-

jasperreports.jar

Used by Web
Client for the
generation of
reports.

-

itext-1.02b.jar

Used by Web
Client for the
conversion of
the report files
to PDF format.

-

jgroups-all.jar

Used by remote
poller for high
availability
feature.

-

json.jar

Used to store
Tree properties
as a JSON string
notation.

-

Note: The * means that the same changes must be done for files with .bat extension
for Windows users.
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Using Tomcat as Web Server

•

Overview

•

Reasons for Removing the Apache Package

•

List of Security Issues in Apache Server

•

Advantage of Tomcat Server

•

Compare the Features of Apache and Tomcat Servers with Respect to WebNMS IoT

•

Compare the Performance of WebNMS IoT With and Without Apache Server

Overview
In WebNMS IoT, two packages Apache and Tomcat were used to run the server functionality.
Apache as web server and Tomcat as servlet engine. As Apache was increasingly prone to
security attacks, it was decided to remove Apache which served as web server. Tomcat version
5.5.20, which is bundled with WebNMS IoT, was selected to play the dual role as web server and
servlet engine. And therefore, Apache package is removed from WebNMS IoT.

Reasons for Removing the Apache Package
•

Apache is becoming a serious security concern.

•

Feature-wise, Tomcat has all the features in Apache (Refer the detailed table below for
the comparison chart).

•

More applications, like one for web server (Apache) and one for servlet engine (Tomcat)
increases the vulnerability of WebNMS IoT. Less applications, lesser vulnerabilities,
makes WebNMS IoT more secure.

•

There is reduction in size of WebNMS IoT product (~ 13 MB). Download of WebNMS IoT
becomes faster and installation becomes easier.

•

In future, the overhead of Apache migration is avoided.

List of Security Issues in Apache Server
•

When web root of Apache is configured as the working directory of the product, then
database and conf directories are vulnerable to hacks.

•

Apache allows directory browsing in the web applications.

•

We have to keep the web server features, which we are not using, turned off.
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Advantages of Tomcat Server
•

Tomcat can be used as web server in addition to servlet engine.

•

Tomcat also supports SSL, much similar to the way in which SSL is implemented in
WebNMS IoT. So there is no extra concern to customers using SSL.

•

Tomcat is also a Java application, hence running as WebNMS IoT web server in SSL mode
is much simpler.

•

Tomcat also has the re-direction to SSL when enabled.

Comparing the Features of Apache and Tomcat Servers with
Respect to WebNMS IoT
Feature

Apache

Tomcat

Act as a web server rendering static pages

Yes

Yes

Securing by SSL

Yes

Yes

Running server in a virtual IP or in a
particular IP in dual NIC environment

Yes

Yes

Access control over directories and files in
server root (whether to be accessible through
HTTP)

Yes

Yes

Executing servlets

No

Yes

Executing other dynamic pages (.jsp, .js, etc.,)

No

Yes

Library dependency at runtime

Yes

No

Compare the performance of WebNMS IoT with and without
Apache server
•

WebNMS IoT has fewer simultaneous users which can be handled by Tomcat. Apache is
required only if WebNMS IoT has too many simultaneous users (in 1000s).

•

As of now, Tomcat does not have any library dependency. Hence, the WebNMS IoT server
start up is free from library incompatibility issues.

•

When Apache was used, it redirected certain type of requests to Tomcat and handled
rest of the requests by itself. With Tomcat alone, all requests are directly handled by
Tomcat.
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Troubleshooting Tips
Troubleshooting Tips

•

General Tips

•

Creating Thread Dump
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General Tips

•

General Debugging Tips

•

Debugging Tool

•

Support Option in Web Client

General Debugging Tips
•

On some systems, the HOMEPATH and HOMEDRIVE environment variables can cause
problems while starting WebNMS. If these are not set properly in your environment
remove the definition of these variables from your environment.

•

The main WebNMS directory must be writable by the user of the program. If this is not
the case, the program will not start properly.

•

A number of problems arise from incorrect setting of CLASSPATH. So please check your
CLASSPATH in case problems arise.

•

Exceptions will be thrown when adding new JSP files as the entry will not be present in
/WEB-INF/web.xml. To avoid this, compile the JSP files using compileJSP.bat/sh. You can
also add /lib/tools.jar to the CLASSPATH (startnms.bat/sh) and rename the WEBINF/web.xml.

Debugging Tool
Collecting the information required for debugging the customization done in WebNMS IoT is
made easy with the debugging tool. The Debugger tool must be executed by running the script
<Web NMS Home>/bin/startdebugger.sh/bat file. The <WebNMS IoT Home>/conf/nmssupport.xml file is read, and the required information is gathered from the product. Based on
the FTP information provided, the details are zipped and uploaded to the ftp site.
By default, the following information is collected when the tool is executed.
•

<Logs> - The log folders to be zipped is configured in this tag.

•

<SQLQueries> - The sql queries to be run to collect data is configured in this tag.

•

<ConfigurationFiles> - The configuration files to be zipped is provided in this tag.

•

<Others> - The other user classes to be checked and bundled is provided in this tag.

The details within the various tags in the nms-support.xml can be further configured as per
requirement.

Support Option in Web Client
The various support options available in WebNMS IoT can be accessed through the Support page
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in Web Client. Click on the Support link in the top right corner of the Web Client home page to
access the page. Links are provided to access WebNMS documentation, knowledge base, and
discussion Forum.
The information required for debugging WebNMS can be compressed and mailed to the support
team using the Support Information File option.
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Creating Thread Dump
TM

Identifying problems in the Java platform is made easy by creating thread dumps. A thread
dump contains a set of statements which help the system administrator to easily identify the
problem in the program.

Creating a Thread Dump in Windows NT
Perform the following steps to create a thread dump:
To adjust the display setting:
1. Select the Command Prompt window where the program is running.
2. Click the uppermost left corner of the Command Prompt window. The drop-down
menu is displayed.
3. Select the Properties option.
4. Select the Layout tab, and change the height value in Screen Buffer Size to 2000.

5.

Click OK to save the change.

To generate and copy the thread dump:
1. Press the Ctrl+Break keys. The thread dump is generated and displayed in the
command window.
2. Scroll back in the command window until you reach the beginning of the dump
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"Full thread dump:"
3. Select all the text that follows "Full thread dump:"

4.

Copy the text to any editor, and save the file.

Creating a thread dump in UNIX
There are two ways to create a thread dump on a Unix computer.
•

By copying the thread dump from your shell window

•

By redirecting the standard out (stdout) of the java command to a file. When you send a
SIGQUIT signal to the java process, a thread dump is sent to the stdout.
1. In a shell, other than the shell where the program is running, find the java process
ID using the ps command.
2. Send the java process a SIGQUIT signal:

1. $ kill -3 pid
where pid is the java process ID. This sends the thread dump to stdout.
Note: If you are using KSH: The INT and QUIT signals for an invoked command are
ignored if the command is followed by & and the monitor option is not active. In other
words, you cannot get a thread dump of a process that is running in the background.
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•

If you are not using the SIGQUIT signal, scroll back to the beginning of the thread dump,
copy and paste the thread dump to a file.
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Pre Startup Validation Check
Identifying problems during WebNMS server startup is made easy by checking startup validation.
The validation check helps the administrator to easily identify the problem during server startup.
Web NMS provides PreStartupValidator Interface to carry out your own custom validation
checks before server startup. Current implementation carries out only database validation
checks.
The topic explains the Pre Startup Validation Check and its customization:
•

Details of PreStartupValidator Interface

•

Javadocs

•

Description of PreStartupValidatorImpl

Details of PreStartupValidator Interface
The interface PreStartupValidator is provided to validate the starting of Web NMS server. You
can handle different conditions before proceeding to start the Web NMS server. Based on the
success/failure of the condition you can choose to start/abort the Web NMS server.
The interface contains validate() method.
Details of validate() method:
int validate(int module, java.lang.Object e)
The method is used to validate different conditions before starting Web NMS server. The
conditions can be handled based on the module ID and the object.
Parameters:
•

module - an integer value specifying the module ID

•

e - an Object value

Returns:
An integer value indicating whether the server can be started or should be aborted. Return
StartUpAction.CONTINUE to start the server and StartUpAction.ABORT to stop the server.

Javadocs
Refer the Javadocs
For interface:
Interface PreStartupValidator
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For method:
com.adventnet.nms.admin.PreStartupValidator.validate

Description of PreStartupValidatorImpl
The interface implementation PreStartupValidatorImpl is provided to validate database before
starting of Web NMS server. The following conditions have been handled before proceeding to
start the Web NMS server:
•

Server configuration denies access to data source

•

is not allowed to connect to this PostgreSQL server

•

Unknown database

•

Bad handshake

If above listed failure conditions happen, Web NMS server will be aborted and the error
messages will be displayed. The administrator can initiate the rectification action based on the
error message.
In the implementation, the checkSupportedDBVersions() method checks for the Major version of
the PostgreSQL, MySQL, and MSSQL database drivers. If the version is lower than the one
supported by Web NMS, Web NMS server will be aborted.
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Designing for High Performance
WebNMS IoT has different modules, such as Topology, Fault, Performance. Each module has
different base objects which are software representation of real world entities. For example, a
network element is represented as a Managed Object (software representation), a failure in the
network is represented as an Alert, and so on.
Being a framework, WebNMS IoT provides some default properties to deal with these software
representations. But in the case of domain specific customization, it is required to have more
properties in those objects. The following section explains the approaches through which you
can add more properties based on your requirement.
The following are three ways in which you can add your own custom properties:
•

Dynamic Schema Extension

•

Extending the Object

•

Adding as 'User Properties'

•

See Also

Dynamic Schema Extension
This option allows you to extend the schema of the table and add additional properties to it.
WebNMS IoT takes care of data storage and retrieval for the additional properties. Objects that
support Dynamic Schema Extension are Event, Alert, PolledData, MapContainer, MapGroup,
MapLink, MapSymbol, and all Topology tables.
For the modules whose objects are modeled with Hibernate like Topology, Fault Management,
Map and Performance Management, in the object's mapping file for which the property is to be
added dynamically, add a property tag with access attribute as in below sample tag.
For example if you need to add a new property to ManagedObject through Dynamic Schema
Extension, then add a below tag to ManagedObject.hbm.xml file.
<property name="LOCATION" type="string" column="LOCATION" length="100"
access="com.adventnet.nms.store.relational.hbn.DynamicPropertyAccessor"/>
where location is the property of string data type with column name LOCATION and length 100.

Note: For properties of type String and Integer, the access classes are
DynamicPropertyAccessor, and IntegerDynamicPropertyAccessor
respectively.
•

When to choose this option

•

Procedure

•

Impact
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When to choose this option
Choose this option to add your own properties when
•

you are at the object modeling phase during design/development time

•

you need to add 3 to 5 additional properties.

•

you need to add additional properties only to the same type of objects
(i.e., when no object is extended)

Procedure
1. Decide on the additional properties to be created.
2. Add the new property to ManagedObject through Dynamic Schema
Extension by adding a new tag to ManagedObject.hbm.xml file.
3. Add the additional properties to the object using its setProperties()
method. To retrieve the properties of an object (including additional
properties), use the getProperties() method.
Example
Further, while adding alert objects in the database, set the value for EVENTCOUNT
as shown below:
Alert a = new Alert();
Properties prop = new Properties();
prop.setProperty("eventCount","1");
a.setProperties(prop);
WebNMS IoT takes care of adding the value of eventCount into the column
EVENTCOUNT of Alert table.

Impact
To add/modify/delete/retrieve an object's details, only one data manipulation
command will be required as the base properties and additional properties are
stored in the same table. Hence this option is advantageous as no extra query is
required for object persistence into the database.

Extending the Object
This option allows you to create user defined objects extending the base class or its derived class
and thus in turn add additional properties. The properties of the base class will be stored in the
table already available for it. For storing additional properties, you need to create another table.
Objects that can be extended to store additional properties are Event, Alert, PolledData,
ManagedObject and its derived classes.
•

When to choose this option

•

Procedure

•

Impact
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When to choose this option
Choose this option to add your own properties when
•

you are at the object modeling phase during design/development time

•

you need to add more than 5 additional properties

•

you need to add different additional properties to different types of
objects extended from a base class.

Assume, you need to define three objects, ATypeNode, BTypeNode, and
CTypeNode, derivatives of Node, and you need to add properties X and Y for
ATypeNode, M and N for BTypeNode, and D and E for CTypeNode. In such a case,
extending the object Node and adding the additional properties would be the right
choice when compared to other approaches.

Procedure
For complete information, refer Extended Alert topic.

Impact
To add/modify/delete an object's details, two data manipulation commands are
required - one query for the base table and another for the extended table.

Adding as 'User Properties'
Hereafter, in WebNMS IoT the module specific user properties tables like TOPOUSERPROPS,
EVENTUSERPROPS, etc are commented. For example, ALERTUSERPROPS can be used to store
the additional properties of the Alert object. EVENTUSERPROPS can be used to store the
additional properties of the Event object. Each additional property will be stored in a separate
row in the table.
All these tables will not be created, by default. If there is requirement to add any new property to
the object, the same can be achieved using the dynamic schema extension. For every entry for
an object in these tables will require a query and processing the ResultSet will all affect the
performance. You are recommended not to use the user properties table hereafter.
Note: If the setUserProperty() method is called for a property that is not a
default property or dynamically added property, the property will not be saved
into database.
However the user properties table can be enabled before server start up by following the below
steps.
Steps to enable user properties:
1.

In the object mapping file say ManagedObject.hbm.xml or Event.hbm.xml or
Alert.hbm.xml file, un-comment the map tag available at the end of the file.

For Topology module, ManagedObject.hbm.xml needs to be modified. Similarly, for
events and alerts, Event.hbm.xml and Alert.hbm.xml file respectively.
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where
ManagedObject.hbm.xml file will be available under <WebNMS IoT
HOME>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/topodb directory.
Event.hbm.xml file will be available under <WebNMS IoT
HOME>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/eventdb directory.
Alert.hbm.xml file will be available under <WebNMS IoT
HOME>/classes/hbnlib/com/adventnet/nms/alertdb directory.
A sample map tag in ManagedObject.hbm.xml file which needs to be un-commented is
as below.
<map name="mappedProperties" table="TOPOUSERPROPS">
<key column="MOID"/>
<map-key column="PROPNAME" type="string"/>
<element column="PROPVAL" type="string"/>
</map>
2.
In the DatabaseSchema.conf file, search for the alter queries of the table say
TOPOUSERPROPS, EVENTUSERPROPS or ALERTUSERPROPS and un-comment the 2 alter
queries available for that table.
3.
In the NmsProcessFE.conf file available under <WebNMS IoT HOME>/conf
directory, search for IGNORE_ALERTUSERPROPS and IGNORE_EVENTUSERPROPS and set
them to false. Note that this need not be done for topology module.
Note: For map module, no change is required as mentioned above. The user
properties are enabled by default.
•

When to choose this option

•

Procedure

•

Impact

When to choose this option
Choose this option to add your own properties when
•

you need to add additional properties to any object at runtime.

•

you require a quick solution (of additional properties) after
design/development phase.

•

you require to add only one or two properties (and not more). Note: It is
advised not to use the 'User Properties' extensively, as this might
greatly affect the performance level.

Procedure
Additional properties can be added to the object using the setUserProperty()
method, for example, setUserProperty of alert object. The property name and
value has to be provided as arguments. Additional properties added using this
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method are stored in the associated predefined table.

Impact
To add/modify/delete/retrieve an object's details, n + 1 data manipulation
commands will be required. One for the base table and n for the User properties
table depending on the number of user properties (i.e., n).

See Also
•

Topology > Modeling/Defining ManagedObjects for Specific Network Elements

•

Fault Management > Designing for High Performance

•

Performance Management > Dynamic Table Creation
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Javadocs
Java Docs is meant for the management software developers looking to build networks,
applications and other infrastructure management solutions based on the APIs available in
WebNMS. Javadocs contains the classes and methods pertaining to various modules of WebNMS
which are categorized as Framework Services and Management Services.
Choose Javadocs, to view the complete and module-wise API Listing.
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